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It's beensaid that outdoingthe competition is relatively easy:
Outdoing yourself is the hard part.
We couldn't agree more.
Case in point: Microsoft' Excel. \Ve took the mostpowerful,
mostpopularspreadsheetprogram in today's Macintosh' mar
ket and made it history. Enter Microsoft Excel version 1.5.
It lets you customize your
mvn menus and dialog boxes.
vVhich is perfectfor an environ
mentwith one-of-a-kind neecls.
Namely, your office.
And since customization is
now easier for the independent
software developer, you'll be
seeing a lot more applications
that use lVlicrosoftExcel to give
~---------- you specific solutions for your
specific needs.
Microsoft Excel 1.5 also gives you full color support for the
Mac~ Il. \Vhich makes your daily spreadsheets look morelike
annual reports.
We've even built licrosoft Excel 1.5 to tal<.e advantage of
MultiFinder,™ the program that lets your Mac do more than
one thing at a time. In other words, you can have Microsoft
Excel number crunching in the background \:vh.ile you're word
processing in the foreground.
And ifIvlicrosoft Excel wasn't simple and powerful enough,
we\re addedsimpler tools for developing charts and 44 power
ful new worksheet functions. All of which means that you do
less work
Of course, we're going to need a lot more room and you're
going to need a lot more time to go over everything Microsoft
Excel 1.5 has to offer. So we suggest you call (800) 541-1261,
Dept. 137 for a copy of the lVlicrosoft Excel 1.5 brochure and
the name of your nearest Microsoft dealer.
Over eighty-percent of all spreadsheets in use on the
Macintosh are Microsoft £,'{eel. And \\ith all the enhance
ments of Microsoft Excel 1.5, we're bound to exceed that.
IO 1988 Microsoft Corporalio11 . Miavsoft and /hr .\Jiovsojt /ojp '"' regislrml trat!emarks and FbuwH>inl
isa /rade111arkof.\1icrosojt C.:Orporation. .\ Jaea11d .\Jari11 /osh are registered tmdemarksaiul .\l1dtiFi11d1•ris
a trademark of.4pp/pComputer, Inc
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Customi:ed menus enable you to g:>slraight lo lheobjec
fon11ats, commands, orother macroscan beorga n i~ed
quickly and easily.
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MacUser
For Your Eyes Only
by Joel McNamara

· CONNECTIVITY

Connect the DOS

by Steve Roth

by Henry Bartman

PICT, TIFF, PAINT, EPS, .PCL,
.PIX. This isn't a recipe for alphabet
soup, just some of the graphic formats
on the Mac and DOS.sides of your
pictures. Moving among them may
not be easy, but that's why we're here
with some techniques and programs
to help get your images across the
great divide. 164 , ~
;

No, it's not Pac Man eati ng up your
data; it's a virus. We'll show you how
to detect them and, how to prevent or
get rid of these parasites. 304

ASmall Case of the Blues

by Robert R. Wiggins

by Steven Bobker

Maybe they forgot the kitchen sink,
but Ann Arbor/Ashton-Tate
managed to cram a load of features
into the long-awaited FullWrite
Professional. 269

When connecting your Macs and
PCs, sometimes the longest way
'round is the shortest way home. We
present a roundup of the programs
and gadgets you' ll need to get your
· · network up and running. 108
.\

Moving Pictures

Here are some strategies a nd tips on
how to keep prying eyes from reading
your secrets. 250

Switch.Hitters
'

."

· by Daniel J. Rosenbaum
. Homlrs! It's the attack of the
doppelgangers! Twin programs are
sprouting up in both the Mac and
DOS .worlds! Here's a look at Excel,
Word, WordPerfect, and PageMaker,
and how they can take the dread out
of your file transfers. 134

Gimme an A!
by Steve Michel
So your Macs and PCs are connected,
but they're still not on the same page
- alphanumerically speaking, that is.
Well, don't panic. These strategies
and programs should help you get
your nodes together. 148

The Mac may be transportable, but
when it comes to portable, the
Toshiba TlOOO has it lapped. This
mighty mite of a DOS machine won't
repl_ace your Mac, but it wi~I help
keep you working when you're on the
road: 182

Razor Blades in Apples
by Kristi Coale

DTP

Finally FullWrite

d~ASE
by Richard A. Skrinde

Outfoxing

Need to work with dBASE III Plus
files on your Mac? foxBASE + /
Mac makes it a snap - and a mighty
fast one at that. 196

WORD PROCESSING

Checking Spellers
by Ted Silveira
Speling's not a problum if yoov got
help. We cum pare Graham Speller,
Spelling Coach Professional,
Spellswell, and Thunder! in our own
speling B. 224

RESOURCES

The SUM of the Parts
by Steven Bobker
With Symantec Utilities for
Macintosh , the SUM is greater than
great. This collection of utilities is the
best and slickest on the market 240

by Diane Burns and S Venit
Style sheets help you to conquer the
complexities of typesetti ng in Word
and PageMaker. 285

Character Analysis
by Ben Templin
Teaching your Mac to read may be
easier a nd faster than you think. 295

SEPTEMBER
Volume 4

HYPERCARD

COLUMNS

The Look and Feel of
Hyperspace

Editor's Desktop

Letters

by Frederic E. Davis

from the Mac community
Readers have their say. 17

by Stephen Elias
If you think the words copyright a nd
HyperCard sound contradictory, read
this article! - protect yourself and
you r stacks. 331

Peaceful coexistence between Mac
a nd MS-DOS 9

New on the Menu
The Macintosh Community
by Nei l L. Shapiro
As the Mac matures a nd goes into
new environments, it seems to lose its
simplicity a nd ease of use. 41

by Steven Bobker
Find out how LANs a re becoming a
necessity in the oflke place. 47

Mainstream Mac
by Jim Seymour
Adobe's PostScript fonts a ren ' t the
onl y ones on the market; learn to get
the most out of the fonts you have. 87

Pinstripe Mac
by Robert R. Wiggins
Even Mac must deal with data loss
disasters and recovery. 93

Flash Cards
by Laura Johnson and
Victoria Juarez
What do acupressure, bird a na tomy,
and typography have in common?
Check 'em out. 347

A/UXILIARY INFORMATION

Apple Steps into the World of
Standards
by Vanessa Schnatmeier
Our regular coverage of A/UX
begins with this issue. 317

edited by Louise Kohl
Latest updates, News Line, and more.

26
Quick Clicks
edited by Ben Templin
Cr icket Presents, Curator, City to
City, MathYiew Professional , Simply
Accounting, Timeslips rrr, Word
Fi nder, On Cue, Night Watch ,
Fam ilyCa re, On Becoming a Desktop
Publisher, Felix, HyperDialer,
PT-109. 54

Tip Sheet
compiled by Gregory Wasson
This month, find out how to undo
those accidental moves in Illustrator

325
Mini Finders
Hundreds of capsule reviews to help
you pick and choose. 363

The Help Folder

by Michael Swaine
This month's script invokes the Script
EdiLor with just a wave. 337

Number 9

DEPARTMENTS

The Open Window

Card Tricks

1988 .

by Chris Espinosa
Reports of the Im age Writer's
disappearance don't seem to have
been as exaggerated as yo ur
responses indica te. 211

Scrapbook
Wanna know what you ca n do with a
paper clip? How about some crazy,
kooky, nerdy things on your Mac?
Stay tuned . ... 392

Two Bits' Worth
by Guy Kawasaki
Making it in the business of Mac
software is no real secret. 259

Rhythm 'n' Views
by Freff
Did you know that yo ur Mac doubles
as a musical instrument? 265

The Devil's Advocate
by John C. Dvorak
Is Big Brother watching you?

418

Coming Soon 390
Advertiser Index 400
COVER
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Publisher Martin Mazncr

HOW TO REAOI US
PRODUCT A NOUNCEMEl'ITS
AN D UPDATES
MacUstr is always looking for new and
unusual producu for our New on the Menu,
News Linc!, Quick Clicks, und Scrapbook
sections, as well as for feature coverage. but
even with our ca rs to the ground and our eyes

straight ahead, we can't catch it all. (Heck,
it's hard enough just moving in 1h1ll position.)
That's why WC need your help. Ir you've got a
product that you'd like to tell us about 
whether it's new or an upgrade - send your

letters nnd/or press releases to: Chip Carman,
Tech nical Director, MacU.rer Magazine, 950
Tower La no, l81h floor, Foster City, CA
94404.

TECHNICAL DIFFICULTIES ANO HELP
Although we cun't offer you any telephone

assi tancc, MacUsu welcomes you r technical
questions. Ir you've got a Mac question or
problem, send it to Chris Espinosa, The Help
Folder, c/o Ma rUstr Mugazine, 950 Tower
La ne, 18th floor, foste r City, CA 94404.
Chris works for Apple (in foct. hc's been there
longer than anyone), and if he can't give you
an answer himself, he'll find someone who
can. Because or lhc vol ume or mail we receive,
we can't answer all of your questions so ,..c
a!so recommend that you take od\•antagc of
your local user groups. They're often an
excellent source or information, and you can
find the one neorcst you by culling Apple toll
frce at: (800) 538·9696. ext. 500.

'llPS, Hl l'ITS, AND PROGRAMS
We love to get tips and hints (on disk. plcnsc)
from our readers. Any ti ps should be sent to
The Tip Sheet, c/o MacUstr Magazine, 950
Tower Lane. 18th fl oor, Foster City, CA
94404. We cun'I print every tip, but wc try
our l>c5 t to pick the most in teresting and
repn::scntative ones for publica tion. We' re al.so
interested in hea rins from any programmers
who arc interested in contributing to our
utilities disk series or labs benchmark disk
scria . If interested contact Chip Carman,
Technical Director. at the same address.
WRITING FOR MACUSER
If you have an iden for an article you'd like to
write, we'd like to read h. Send a query letter
with samples or your writing (published if
possible) nnd some information about your
background to Louise Kohl, Executive Editor,
MarUstr Magazine, 950 Tower Lane. 18th
floor. Foster City. CA 94404. No calls please.
Since we rarel y buy unsolicited manuscripts,
save yourself some work, and don't send us a
completed article without writing first. Please
allow 4· 6 weeks for n reply.
PERMISSIONS AND REPRll'ITS
Material in th is publication may not be
reproduced in any form without permission. If
you want to reprint an article in part or in its
ent irety, call or write to Jean L'lmensdorr,
Licensing Reprin ts Mnnngcr, Ziff-Davis
Publishing, a division or Ziff Communica tions
Company, One Pnrk Ave., New York. NY
100 16: (2 12) 50J·5447.
COMPLAll'ITS ABOUT ADVERTISERS
Ma cU.ser's editors arc not responsible for the
content of the advertisements in the
magazi ne., although our publisher makes
every effort to prevent rraudulent and
misleading advertising from appearing in the
magazine. However, if you bought a product
advertised in AfacUur. arc dis.satisfied, and
can't rcsol\'e the problem, write (do not call)
Elizabeth McGinnis, Advertising
Deparlment, MacUstr Magazine, 950 Tower
Lane, 18th floor. Foster City, CA 94404.
Include copies of all your relevant
correspondence and please be us specific as
possible.
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TEC UTILITIES SHOULD
BE ON MRYHARD DISKFOR
THESAME RWON AIRBAGS
SHOULDBEINEVERYCAR.

Hard disk crashes happen for millions of reasons.
Or no reason at all. You can't stop them with static
guards. And even surge protectors don't help. The only
fool-proof way to protect yourself is to be prepared be
fore the crash. In cars they use air bags. For hard disks
it's Symantec Utilities for Macintosh (SUM), featuring
Guardian.™
Like an air bag, Guardian stays out of sight, loading
automatically every time you turn on your Mac. It pro
tects invisibly by updating a "map" of your hard disk
data. So that, in a crash, your data is safe. Because
Guardian uses the "map" to locate it easily.

~d_recoverit

Bundled exclusivelyonall . . .
jasmineHardDiskDrives.

W

mrrunutes.

SYMAllTEC UTILITIES FOil MAOllTOSH:

Guardian-protects and restores hard disk data and deleted
files. Disk Clinic ™-easy-to-use troubleshooting interface.
Restores hard disk data and deleted files in case you have a crash
before you can install Guardian. Virus Protection- protects
systems against "viruses. " HD Tune Up •• -optimizes hard
disks. Symantec Tools-views and edits data and resource forks
of a file or volume in HEX or ASCII. QuickCopy '" -makes fast
floppy copies. HD Partition •• -separates hard disks into
separate volumes which can be encrypted.

EC
'
S11v MI A- IIll.IT

lM

Other recovery programs work only after a crash
without a current "map." That means they have trouble
even finding your data. Much less recovering it.
And if you back up your hard disk as infrequently as
most people, a crash could cost you days, weeks, even
months of work. But with Guardian, you can recover
data stored up to the second before a crash. So you
won't lose even a second of work.
For fast data recovery and effortless disk manage
ment, all seven Symantec Utilities are as indispensable
as Guardian. They're an advanced version of the best
selling Mac Zap by Micro Analyst, Inc.* Call now to
order on our 30-day money-back
guarantee or to get our FREE
"Hard Disk Safety Kit." For only
$99. 95, Symantec Utilities for
Macintosh is the guaranteed way
to keep a hard disk crash from
sending you through the roof.
See your dealer or call:
(800) 888-0886 Ext. 393G.

mm·
UTILITIES
f 011 MA C t N f 0 SH

•Maclt1pOWTLfTScall (408)446-9994 /or ll lcwCosl upgrodt. Guardian. /ID Tunt Up. Quic.kCof!Y. /ID Partition, tmd Disk Clinicnrt lratkmtzrks o/Symmlla:Corporatio11. Oth" prrHlucts
are lrmlr.marksoflhr.ir rt-s(H'ctive holil"rs. () J988Symantec, JtYlOI Tom .'A llf' .. Cupertitw, CA95014•(40SJ2f>3 -.96()0.

See Us AtMacWorld Expo, Booth #5503
Please circle 93 on reader service card.

CLICKS

·:.. Folks, in all my years in broadcasting,
I've never seen anything like it.Just look at
the control:'

"He's on the table. He clicks again .. .This guy
is toking some risks today."

SUPj

"Looks like he's going in for the most difficult
move yet. the Goldhaber Nose Click. And
it's good!"

NOW, AN UPDATE ON THE TOPS NETWORK CHALLENGE ...
Frank: You know Chet, since people hove discovered how quick
and easy it is to install a TOPS Network, things hove gone wild in offices
all over the U.S. It seems like installation techniques ore getting wackier
all the time!

Chet: And faster, too, Fronk. It's hard to believe that with only
five clicks of the mouse you can turn your Macintosh into a LAN work
station. In a total elapsed time of less than one minute.

Frank: It's all because TOPS is the easiest to use network in the
Moc and PC worlds. If you already have AppleTolk" cabling in place, all
you have to do is insert the TOPS
diskette, click the mouse five times,
and you're ready to start sharing
information.
Chet: And with just a few more
clicks, you get print spooling. It's no
wonder these folks have the time to
develop such incredible maneuvers!

Frank: Right you are. And that
means users not only shore their
printers, but with TOPS they can
share their hard disks and MS/ DOS
files too.
Chet: But you know me Fronk.
The thing that excites me the most
is the price. TOPS/ Mac costs only
$249 per node, and there's no need
to purchase an expensive dedicated
file server

"Chet, I'd soy this installation could put
him into the TOPS Holl of Fame. He spins...
there's the click! Con you believe this
performance?"

"And he's up, on one finger. It 's installed!
I've never seen this before.. .A new record
of 59.6 seconds! "

Frank: You bet, Chet. With the
lengths people are going to, I'm sure
this is going to become a major
international event ...

Want to try it yourself? For more
information call us at 800-445-TOPS (from outside the U.S. and Canada,
call 415-769-8700). Or write to us at TOPS,
950 Marina Village Parkway, Alameda,
California 94501. And get ready to
A Sun Microsystems Company
become a network star

+TOPS

DD
With TOPS, it's easy to shore information among Moes, PCs and Sun workstations.
TO PS 1s o reg1-;1ered t r odcmor ~ of Sun M1u°'ys1cms. Inc . Moc11HQ!.h ond App lclo!~ ore 1eg1c:,1w cd r10dcmarh of Apple Compore r. Inc
Pr 1t'C!"> ~Owf'\ ore ~ uggc~T ed 1c1 0 1I price!. and ore S1Jb1ec1 10 change w1thov1 not ice

FoxBASE+/Mac: The Fastest, Most
Powerful Macintosh Database Systetn
The One Mac Database
System That Has It All.
We've combined the blazing speed and pro
gramming power of our award-winning
DOS products with the things you love
abou t your Mac: the elegant inte rface,
perfectly integrated graphics, and peerless
ease of use.

Speed To Burn.
FoxBASE + /Mac gives you the power and
performance you expect from Fox. In fact,
FoxBASE + /Mac is by fa r the fastest
database system available for the Mac- up
to 200 times f aster!

Vast Program Library.
FoxBASE+ /Mac is completely compatible
with the industry standard dBASE lan
guage - so hundreds of thousands of
dBASE programs will run perfectly on your
Mac- without changing a single line of
code!

View Window.
The View Window is the master control
panel for FoxBASE + /Mac's graphical, non
programming interface. Use it to open and
close files, set up indexes, establish rela
tions, access BROWSE, and even to modify
database structures!

BROWSE.
FoxBASE + /Mac's BROWSE feature brings
new convenience and power to database
display and edi ti ng! You're in complete
control- BROWSE lets you dynamically
adjust the size and orde r of fields dis
played, add or delete records, and split the
window to show different data base sec
tions side-by-side. Together, BROWSE and
View Windows eliminate the need to write
programs for common database operations!

Integrated Graphics.
Copy and paste graphs, charts, diagrams
and even pictures into your database 
instantly! Fox BASE + /Mac gives you the
power to display these graphics, or merge
them into reports and documents!
FoxBASE and FoxUASE+ are trademarks or Pox Sortwarc.
dBASE nnd dBASE Ill Pl.US arc tradema rks or Ashton·Tal c.
Mac intosh is a trademark of Mcintosh Laboratory, inc.,
li censed to Apple Com1>uler1 Inc.

FoxBASE + /Mac completed National Software Testing Laboratories'
entire suite of benchmark tests before all but one competitor had completed the first test!!

Command Window.
FoxBASE + /Mac's Command Window gives
both experienced developers and novice
users ultra-convenient access tothe dBASE
command language-just type a command
into the Command Window, and it's
executed!

Join The
FoxBASE +/Mac Pack!
At just $395, FoxBASE+ /Mac is a bargain.
You can't afford to be without it! Call (419)
874-0162 Ext. 980 fo r more information
about FoxBASE + /Mac. Or visit your local
software retailer.

"Editor's Choice"-1987 & 1988!
FoxBASE+/Mac is part of the award-win
ning family of products from Fox Software.
For two years in a row, FoxBASE+ has been
given the prestigious Editor's Choice award
by PC Magazin e, and scored an impressive
9.2 out of a possible 10 when tested by
lnfoWorld's Review Board!

Nothing Runs Like a Fox.
Fox Software, Inc.
ll8 W. South Boundary
Perrysburg, OH 43551

(419) 874-0162 Ext. 980
FAX: (419) 874-8678
Telex: 6503040827

Please circle 22 on reader service card.
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Mac's Detente
with MS-DOS
f you can't beat 'em, join 'em. Al
though we're confident that the
Mac is better than any other per
sonal computer, it's clear that the
IBM/Microsoft's MS-DOS standard
is beating the Mac in the marketplace.
There are about half a dozen MS
DOS computers out there for every
Macintosh. And until either Apple
comes out with less expensive Macs or
someone else makes good, cheap Mac
clones, IBM's microcomputer stand
ard, which is supported by a huge
army of low-priced clones, will proba
bly continue to prevail.
If you can't beat the MS-DOS
standard, how best to join it? Well,
there are lots of good ways, from shar
ing files to networking to actually run
ning MS-DOS on a Macintosh. Bas
tions of IBM-and-compatible comput
ers are getting the good word that
hostilities between MS-DOS and the
Mac can now end. By taking advan
tage of the wide array of Mac-to-IBM
connectivity products, you can use
Macs in harmony with MS-DOS to
create a "best of both worlds" strategy
for corporate microcomputing.

compatible, the applications don't
need to be. Mac users don't need to run
Lotus 1-2-3. Far better to take 1-2-3
data files and read them into the Mac
intosh 's Excel - a more powerful pro
gram that's also easier to use. After the
information has been reworked in Ex
cel, the data can be resaved in its origi
nal format. In many cases, you can
manipulate data created by MS-DOS
applications within Macintosh appli
cations and then return it to MS-DOS
users in MS-DOS formats.

I

WHEN MAC IS BETIER
Macintosh technology is better suit
ed to some tasks than MS-DOS. In
fact, a growing number of important
programs run only on a Mac. Macin
tosh connectivity enables companies to
add Macintosh technology without
abandoning their existing MS-DOS
systems. People once viewed Macin
tosh and MS-DOS as mutually exclu
sive, but connectivity has bridged that
gap.

MS-DOS RUNS ON MACS, BUT WHO
CARES?
Today, severa l vendors offer IBM
compatibility products for the Mac.
You can run MS-DOS on your Mac
with products such as the add-in co-

THE MAC HAS GOOD CONNECTIONS

processor boards for the Mac SE and
Mac II from AST and PerfecTEK or
with the fascinating SoftPC product
for the Mac II , which emulates an
IBM PC XT completely in software.
With one of these coprocessors and an
MS-DOS disk drive, you can turn your
Mac into an MS-DOS clone, albeit a
pretty pricey one.
Actually, the appeal of running MS
DOS on a Mac has faded a bit since
the issue was first raised in the early
da ys of the Mac. I guess it's another
case of when people couldn 't get it, ev
eryone wanted it. Now that it's avail
able, nobody's in terested. Running
MS-DOS applications such as 1-2-3
doesn' t appeal to most Mac users, who
tend to prefer Mac applications. After
all, Mac programs are almost always
better than their MS-DOS counter
parts. As a result, the focus in the Mac
universe has moved away from run
ning alien application programs and
toward ways to work with the data
generated by popular MS-DOS appli
cations.
In many cases, as long as the data is
SEPTEMBER

The appearance of Macintosh/MS
DOS connectivity products means
that companies that once frow.ned on
the Mac are taking a second look. And
what most attracts MS-DOS users to
the Mac is its versatility for connecting
to other systems. Apple (and a host of
third-party developers) have set about
finding ways to hook Macs up to every
thing from IBM-and-compatible mi
cros to DEC and HP minis to IBM
mainframes to Cray supercomputers.
In the months to come, we'll provide
ongoing coverage of Macintosh con
nectivity. We' ll use MacUser Labs'
newly formed Workgroup Systems
Lab (a co-venture with our sister pub
lication PC Magazine), as well as our
own Labs and network facilities, to
provide you with the latest product
comparisons, how-to articles, and
computing strategy a rticles.

WHAT'S IN THIS ISSUE
Connectivity is such a broad and
complex topic that it's going to take
several issues to tell the whole story,
even with issues as big as the one
you 're reading (which I'm happy to re
port is our largest ever). We've started
by tackling the area that's relevant to
the greatest number of our readers:
connecting to MS-DOS. This month's
special report shows you various ways
1988
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to use Macs and MS-DOS computers
together. In this regard , you need to
think about two things: 1) transporting
the' data between the Mac and the
IBM ; and 2) being able use the data
once you get it where you want it.
Our Senior Technical Writer, Hen
ry Bortman, addresses the first con
cern in "Connect the DOS." He de
scribes various ways to get your data
across the compatibility barrier, such
as hooking up I BM-style drives to your
Mac or sharing data using a modem or
network.
To address the second concern, we've
put together three related articles:
"Gimme an A,'.' "Moving Pictures,"
and "Switch Hitters." "Gimme an A"
discusses transferring text and numer
ic data; "Moving Pictures" guides you
through moving graphics between the
two systems, and "Switch Hitters"
compares four programs (Excel, Page
Maker, Word, and WordPerfect)
available in both Mac and MS-DOS

D

You probably
don't give a hoot about
MS-DOS, and why should
you? Don't think all this
hoopla about MS-DOS
means there's nothing
here for the Mac faithful.

-

versions. Rounding out our coverage
are two more MS-DOS- related arti
cles: "Outfoxing dBASE," which is a
review of FoxBase+ /Mac, a database

program that enables you to run
dBASE III PLUS applications on the
Mac, and "A Small Case of the
Blues," which tells Macintosh users
who need a lightweight traveling com
panion how to take advantage of low
cost MS-DOS laptop computers.

WHAT'S NEW IN THIS ISSUE?
Now, a lot of you probably don't
give a hoot about MS-DOS, and why
should you? Don't think that all this
hoopla about MS-DOS means there's
nothing here for the Mac faithful. The
sheer size of this issue means we can
present more information than ever
before. We're taking advantage of this
opportunity to start several new sec
tions in M acUser devoted to major ar
eas of Macintosh technology. The new
attractions are: "DTP," " Hyper
Space," "A/UXiliary Info," and
"Rhythm 'n' Views."
" DTP" is a monthly section devoted
to desktop publishing and the art and

4Runner

'IHHRR~f~;:

apple 1
Chicago

Courier

We were sick and tired of having to open several folders every time we wanted
to run our applications. We also hated having to search all over the disk for the
same documents ... day after day. We actually started to (gulp) hate the Finder.

Cupcrtino

We realized we were wasting a lot of time in the Finder doing the same things
every day. We wanted to show the computer once what applications and file s we
used for our everyday tasks. and where they were located. We wanted to save
descriptions of these tasks in 'sequence· Files. We wanted to be able to double
click these 'sequence' files from the finder and have them run the applications
with the Files needed to do the given task. We wanted all of this and more ...

Helvetica
!Hollywood

JC~64~*

.. .so we created 4Runner.

Monaco

4Runner is an application that allows you to easily build 'sequences' for each of
your everyday tasks . A simple 4Runner sequence might run one application with
a few documents open. whereas a complex sequence could run several applica
tions one-after-the-other without quitting to the Finder in between.
4Runner is so poweif11/ and versatile that we can't fully
explain it's capabilities here. The best way to really
see what 4Runner can do for you, is to get a copy
for yourself. Once you've used it , you will wonder
how you ever got along without it.

$

49

MenuFonts 2
Finally,
a REAL Font menu ...

New York
81.o..t.ll.olm

To.futo*

Plus $3 Shipping

'2l

4Runner is a MUST for hard disk users!
TO ORl>EI~:
Send a l'hl'l'k or

Included FREE are LockOUT & Fast Formatter!
\'IS .\&:
\lasll'rCarcl
:\l'l'l'pll'cl

monc~ orcll'r to BEYO:\I>, lnl'.

<111<1 1> E. <;ranl Rel.• Tttl'son. \Z 85712. • 1'102.l 2.'>11-'>7'>0
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Once you install MenuFonts 2, all
of your 'Font' menus will be trans
fonned into what Lhey should have
been all along... Straightforward.
Intuitive. Definitely Macintosh.
• installation is as simple as drag
ging the MenuFonts INIT file into
your System Folder
•now installs automatically in most
applications that have 'Font' menus
•works with MS Word, FullWrite,
PageMaker 3.0 and many others
•select fonts quickly and easily with
the new 'KeyScroll' feature
• MultiFinder &
95
Suitcase compat.
•runs on 5 l 2k E,
•
Plus, SE and Il Plus $3 Shipping

$49 -
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science of graphic communications.
Desktop publishing is a primary Mac
technology, and we're going to keep
you up-to-date with hands-on infor
mation in this section. Another major
area of interest to Macintosh users is
HyperCard. MacUser has already de
voted lots of coverage to HyperCard in
our "Flash Cards" and "Card Tricks"
sections. This month we're starting the
new "HyperSpace" department,
which will include "Flash Cards,"
"Card Tricks," and other important
HyperCard information such as this
month's piece on the legal implications
of "look and feel. " Also debuting this
month is "A/UXiliary Info," a short
section devoted to Apple's A/UX ver
sion of UNIX. As if that weren 't
enough new stuff, I'm also pleased to
announce " Rhythm ' n' Views," an
every-other-month music column by
Freff, whose column in Keyboard
magazine recently won him a Maggie
magazine award for best column in a

AND NOW FOR SOMETHING
COMPLETELY DIFFERENT

Music is
another thing that the
Macintosh does better
than any other system, so
we wanted to make sure it
gets regular attention in
the magazine.

-

consumer magazine. Music is another
thing that the Mac does better than
any other system, so we wanted to
make sure it gets regular attention in
the magazine.

Move over Dvorak. You've got some
company at the back of the book 
our new "Scrapbook" section! No, this
isn't reserved for photos of the staff
taken at inopportune moments. In
stead, it's a lighter look at the world of
computing and computer publishing.
It features such regular sections as
"Local Heroes," "Nerd's Eye View,"
and "Bright Ideas," and we hope to get
you involved by soliciting your re
sponses. Mind you, we don't take this
section lightly. After all, publishing a
magazine is serious business, we think.
Anyway, I hope you enjoy "Scrap
book" along with our other new sec
tions. Happy reading! ~

---c=-·

~,

FREDERIC E. DAVIS/EDITOR-IN-CHIEF

graphics utilizing 16.8 million
colors.
We can solve your statis
tical calculations at mainframe
speeds.
And we can make any
analysis you can do on the
advanced Macintosh II easier
than with the software you're
currently using.
But even if you have the
Macintosh SE or the Macin
tosh Plus instead, our Stat
ViewN SE+ Graphics soft
ware will accomodate your
needs just as well.
Call Abacus Concepts
at 1-415-540-1949. We've
designed our Macintosh soft
ware to perform as well as
the hardware built around it.
what Apple~ had in mind.
In fact, we've won awards
for what we can make a
Macintosh do.
We can make it produce

As capable as MacintoshN
is, it can only do what your
software tells it to. That's why
we've designed our software
to make the Macintosh do

Please circle 25 on reader service card.
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IS NOW HISTORY. INTRODUCING VERSION 3.0

Professional programmers want maximum perfom1THIN K's LightspeedC Version 3.0 is absolutely the
ance with minimum wait; they want their code to be
fastest path to a finished product. Create progran1s in record
compact and efficient. That's why they choose THINK's
tin1e with an integrated multiwindow text editor, compiler,
LightspeedC ten times more often than competing C
linker, and auto-make facility. Then debug them instantly
~roducts. Tim Gill of Quark says, "We originally chose
with the only Mac-style source-level debugger available
THINK's LightspeedC to develop the QuarkXPress"' electoday for Con the Macintosh. Use the debugger to step
tronic publishing system because it was the fastest C we'd
through applications function by function, statement by
ever seen. THINK's LightspeedC helped us to produce
statement. Set break points, examine and set variables,
fine code and dramatically increase the performance of
display structs, arrays, and arbitrary expressions. All in
QuarkXPress 2.0. Now, with its
m"P~P.'r""'"""'rw.~~~""'~~9"f'I'!~
one smooth operation. Finish fast.
1
powerful new Macintosh-style
Jr
•
'
Gettomarketfirst. Who knows, with
source-level debugger, THIN K's
. Full K&R implementation with Harbison and Steele exte nsions. THINK's LightspeedC Version 3.0,
•Includes Macintosh-style source-level debugger for incredibly
1 ak
Lightspeed C Version 3.0 helps us
fast development.Integrates with TMON for smooth low-level
y~m cou d m e
work even better. And its new
debugging. Also works with Macsbug.
history, too. Call
•Compiles upto48.000 1inesperminute.t
800 888 0886
support f or precompiled headers
. Links any size program in less than one second.
1.
L" htspeedC..
means that compiling is much
- 1n-line688s1mathco·processorand6802osuppon.
Ex. 298 F for
19
faster, too. Incredible'.'
. Precompiled headers for ul timate compilation speed.
more information. "/IJ<.• Pmft>ssio11al.<OJOiCl'

THINK'S

•Full toolbox, OS, UNIX libraries, and SANE numeric suppon.

I • •,
SvJ MA...TEC
'"' is
1

°''

• s uggesttd rr.tait pn·c1 $ 175. Ownmo/2.15 orearlint.'f'nioruplcaS(! (a ll (408) 446-9994 /0l'll/!Grrttlc info m1 aliQn, t 48,()()() LPi\f °"a MAC l/ ortrtl SE rvith am/era/or. 15.<XJO LPt\f statrdard
SE or Plus. Progra m r'lqttires J nregabyleofRAM. /)eh11ggtrrcq11ircs2 nregabylts mid Mull if ifldt:r. /fartl rlisk sl1tmgly rccomme11dcd. l ightspecd is a registered tmdemark ofl ightsper1/, Im:. flml

usrd with its c.xprw pcrnrission. Q1wrltXPress is a troOcmark uf(J1mrk. Inc.. 0 1988 SymantrcCnrp.. 135 S<mtli Road, Bedford. MA. 01730. (617)275·4800.

See Us At MacWorld Expo, Booth #5503
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Introducing FileMaker .. 4. The powerful new
easy-to-use data management program with multi
user capabilities. From the people who brought
you FileMaker.

More power to m.anage your business.
Every business has a database. You may call it
something else, but you have one. It's your sales
invoices, customer

lists, inventory, accounts receivable, repair orders,
all the information you use to run your business.
FileMaker 4 helps manage your database,
and your business, by automatically indexing
every word, number and date you enter. You can
use it to look up pricing information, then
quickly calculate, sort and summarize invoices.
You can produce contact lists, form letters and
mailing labels, even automate repetitive tasks like
sales reports. FileMaker 4 lets you view
multiple records on-screen, and
import and export information
and graphics from other pro
grams. You can also print mailing
labels nearly any way you want,
plus a host of other features your
business can really use.

Everything you need.
N othing you don't.
You don't have to be a programmer
to use FileMaker 4. Just read the
Quick Tour chapter in the instruc
tion manual and you re ready to
organjze your information and produce
profi ssiona1-quality reports. FileMaker 4's
powerful reports and form generator uses simple
Filclvf:tker 1s ;i rcgt tcred trademark of Nashob;. Sy.stems, Inc. La.scr\Vriter, lmage\V11 1cr and Mac\Vn tc arc re[tistcrc:d tradcmar · of. and 1\ pplif..1.l k. Macu11 osh. Muh1Ftnder.
MacDr.lw and Mac P:unt r-: trademarks of Apple Computer, Inc. Microsof1 1s a rcg1$tcred tr:\dcin ilrk of Microsoft C rpora tion. Rolodex 1s a rci;i!'tcred tr:1dcmark of Insilco.

Macintosh™ icons and commands to
arrange text, calculations, drawings,
photos and logos anywhere on the
page. To help you get started, the
program includes pre-designed tem
plates for the most-used applications,
including rnailing) abels, purchase .
orders, invoices, statements, Rolodex~ ~
caFds, a'checkbook. with regiStE}r,
membership lists, and more. ·

Share with your fr1:ends.
File.Maker 4's multi-user
capabilities let y.ou share your
infoPIDation with everyone else on
your Macintosh network with
just a few clicks of the mouse. With
FileMaker 4 and AppleTalk™you
don't need additional software
to share data.
FileMaker 4 works with
Macintosh Plus, Macintosh SE
and Macintosh II computers,
plus ImageWriter-11 II and all
LaserWriter printers, even the
latest system software such
as MultiFinder.™You can also

NashobaSystems supports FiltiMakei-4 'th '.
Bnlimited free technical support and tl)e l
technical upgrades as we develop trufm.
J
We also back it with a 100% guar-'*1tee. .
.
you 're not compl~tely satisfied thatFi;IeMakp- 4 , ., ,
is the best data management pro~ you~ .
buy for your business, return it witHirl 30 d~~
ofpurchase and we'll refund
your money. Call 1-800-274-0610
1
today for the name ofthe
FileMaker 4 dealer nearest you.
Please circle 91 on reader service card.
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Registered users receive
CANVAS2.0.

If you're one of the 20,000 plus
registered users of CANVA 1.0,
we've got a present for you. Deneba
Software will automatically mail you
the new CANVAS Version 2.0 at no
additional charge, (no disk fees or
shipping charges), no matter when
you bought it, where, or how much
you paid for it.
Still time to save.

Hyou're not currently enjoying
all the graphic capabilities of
CANVAS, here's an offer you can't
resist. Purchase CANVAS 1.0 now
(suggested retail price $195.00),
send in the registration card and
we'll send you Canvas 2.0 (suggested
retail price $299.95) at no charge.
'
That's a savings of $100.00.
Good just got better.
CANVAS is already one of the
top graphics programs in use today.
ow we've added even more features.
Like multi-point Bezier curves and
polygons with unlimited control

points. Points can be added or
deleted and curves can be joined or
split to form complex shapes.
Auto·Thlcing converts e.xisting
bit mapped images (dots) into true
objects (shapes). Create complex
drawings by using an unlimited
number of layers, each with 9 foot by
9 foot drawing area. Save or print
layers individually or all together.
Make hairlines as thin as
l/lOOOth of an inch, then fill or
stroke them with grey scales or
patterns. Work faster by pre-defining
line thicknesses and arrowheads.
Precision positioning of objects, text
or bitmaps to 1/64,000th of an inch.
Mac II users can choose from
16.7 million colors for objects, text
or bitmaps. And with CANVAS you

can import and export, then read
and write to PICT, PICT2, TIFF,
MacPaint, MacDraw• and a variety
of other applications.
Whether it's business graphics,
presentations, desktop publishing,
desktop engineering or architecture,
CANVAS 2.0 has all the features you
need. For a complete demonstration
see your nearest CANVAS dealer, or
call us at 1·800-6CANVAS. (In
Florida call 305-594-6965).
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7855 •W. 12th Street
Miami, Florida 33126
•Rad Onl>t Matllrow and !lbd'aint are tradcm>rks ol the Claris
Corp. Mac11)1uih IJ a trademark licensed to Apple eomputtn, Inc.
by Mac lnl!llh Laburaaories.
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Letters
Since Apple seems to have lost the
MiniFinder resource in the latest Sys
tem, Paul R. Mueller ofMuskego, WI,
wonders what we'll call the capsule
reviews found in the back ofour mag
azine. We're working on a new name
for the section; so far, the leading con
tenders are Lots O' Li' I Reviews and
House of Syllabi. Suggestions?
We're always happy to hear from
our readers on issues ofinterest to the
Macintosh community. Write to Let
ters to the Editor, MacUser, 950 Tow
er Lane, 18th floor, Foster City, CA
94404. All letters become the property
ofMacUser and we reserve the right to
edit any letters that we print.

still interesting, even for someone like
me who would rather buy a car than a
100-megabyte drive.

FIRST STRIKE

DAVID WHITMAN
NORTH WALES, PA

s.

SIMON
GOLDENBERG
CARRBORO, NC

"Who needs a centamegabyte?" No
one - not even the most budget-con
scious Mac user - already has at least
a forty-centamegabyte drive. My SE
came equipped with an 80-cMb floppy
drive and a 2-kcMb (kilocentamega
byte) external drive. I'd be happy to
trade further consultation on the use of
measurement prefixes for any spare
hectomegabyte drives you might have
left over from your otherwise excellent
review.

N

eil Shapiro was overly zealous in
his bashing of Richard Brandow
(May '88). We have Mr. Brandow to
thank for one important thing: His vi
rus was (mostly) benign. By releasing
a harmless virus into the Mac commu
nity, he increased awareness of the per
ils of viruses before they could do real
harm. What better way to alert a com
munity about infectious diseases than
to release one with no ill side-effects?
What if the Scores virus, which is ex
tremely malicious, had been released
first?
Computer viruses may be new to the
Macintosh, but they are not new. It is
naive to think that viral warfare would
never invade the Mac community. It is
ironic, however, to think that a "Uni
versal Message of Peace" could be a
declaration of war. Thank you , Mr.
Brandow, for unwittingly throwing the
first punch and waking us up in time.
BARRY LANGDON-LASSAGNE
ALEXANDRIA , VA

Maybe Mr. Brandow meant no real
harm when he unleashed his peace vi
rus, but we all know where good inten
tions sometimes lead. True, Brandow

did alert the Mac community to virus
es, but he may also have given other
hackers the idea of playing around
with them, "improving" upon earlier
strains. See the feature "Razor Blades
in Apples" in this issue to find out
more about this whole fiasco. - KC

HEC OF ADEAL

A

sidebar in your June '88 cover sto
ry on high-capacity hard disks re
ferred to the capacity of 1GO-megabyte
hard disks as a centamegabyte. I think
100 megabytes is correctly called a
hectomegabyte, but I'm not absolutely
sure that hecto- and centi- are ap
proved by the International Bureau of
Weights and Measures. These days,
they prefer prefixes for powers of ten
that are divisible by three (kilo- ,
mega-, mi/Ii-, etc.), and they don't like
combining prefixes (millimicro is out,
nano is in). Your problem is that "Who
Needs 0.1 Gigabytes?" would not
have been a very catchy title. It was
S
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Centamegabyte? It was actually
just a misspelled reference to that new
CD-ROM disk containing the com
plete works of Danielle Steel: Senti
mentalbytes. Never mind. - JZ

IT'S ASMALL WORD AFTER ALL

D

oes "The computer for the rest of
us" really mean "The computer
for the rest of U.S.? " Don't program
mers know that in Europe we have dif
ferent keyboard layouts and have a dif
ferent way of expressing the time and
the date? There is a German version of
Word that works fine, but you can't
use any dictionaries besides the Ger
man one for spell-checking, so I will
have to transfer this letter to Ready,
Set, Go! to proof it.
ALBERTO LENZ
ZURICH , SWITZERLAND

ONE FOR THE DEALER
ynthia Merman (Letters, May'88)
needs a new Apple dealer to up
grade her 400K disk drive down there
in St. Louis. Until recently, I was the
service manager of a large Apple deal-
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Letters
ership, and we did many 800K drive
upgrades. We were never concerned
with whether the old drive worked
when we did an upgrade (as Ms. Mer
man 's dealer was). Just to make sure
that we weren 't going against Apple
policy, we checked with Apple Service
Administration. Their big concern was
th at the returned drive was packaged
properly, not whether it worked. We
always just figured that Apple was us
ing them to build an artificial reef
somewhere.
We also tried to keep turnaround
time for any Apple repair at two days
or less. A one-week wait is unaccept
able for almost any repair.
There must be more than one Apple
dealership in a city the size of St. Lou
is; I would definitely recommend doing
a little shopping. If all the St. Louis
dealers are like th at, I'm avai lable.
TOM STONER

in bookkeeping must slave in a vacu
um. Why is accounting being virtually
ignored ? Here's a wish list for ac
counting software. We need both ease
of use and power, and seamless inte
gration of all modules. The software
should have open periods - not just
one or two, but 12 or 24 - and flexible
reporting (why do accounting pro
grammers assume they know how we
need our reports?). The vast majority
of small businesses need payroll more
than inventory - why, oh why, oh why,
is a good, full-featured payroll module
so hard to integrate? Finally, $700 or
more per module is robbery - a full y
integrated package shouldn't cost
more than $600 for the whole thing.
Most of the local computer stores
still sell PCs for dedicated accounting
purposes. Somebody in the software
business better wake up - for the
Mac's sake, anyway.

ANN ARBOR , Ml

BOOKKEEPING DEPT.

INDUSTRY HEAVYWEIGHTS
bservant readers of MacUser will
have noticed the new pictures of
your columnists. As the Mac has flour
ished, so have they! I mean, how many
wine and cheese parties are those soft
ware developers throwing out there?

0

MIKE WHATL EY
ALEXANDRIA. VA

...;:

. ve .

'.

bplaser Printef
L~bels·, g~aranteed to teed
automatica11y·trom·your paper
tray without melting or peeling
off inside your HP,'M Apple:M or
other popular laser printer.
Ask for Avery Laser Printer
Labels (Product code # 's 5160
through 5165) wherever computer
and office supplies are sold.
Or call 1-800-535-3232 ext.30
for afree sample ~
pack or the dealer
nearest you .
·
AVERY
Please clrcle 42 on reader service card.
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Watch for our soon-to-be-annual
swimsuit issue. And no, in response to
a similar letter from pseudonymous
Spy-plagiarist "Jack £. Gleason,"
none ofour columnists were separated
at birth. - JZ

SPINE-TINGLING
any people save their precious
copies of M acUser in vertical
magazine files in which you can't see
the issue date. Would it be possible to
put the date at the top of the magazine
spine?

M

HANS MAHNC K E
HONG KONG

Just store your issues upside-down?
- JZ

ACCOUNTING FOR TASTE
e're frustrated . While our art de
partment raves about all their
great new programs for their Macs, we

W
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WILLIAM l sAAC

Co.

PHOENIX, AZ

The bottom line: We'll be reviewing
some hot new packages shortly that
shou ld bring a smile to your balance
sheet. - JZ

TILTING AT WINDMILLS
m not at all surprised that Neil
Shapiro feels ripped off by the fai l
ure of most users to pay for Tilt, his
shareware game ("Paying for What
You Get," June '88). What I am sur
prised at is that Neil, or anyone else,
wou ld bother to do all that work with
such a slim prospect of reward .
I think shareware writers are, at
best, people who don't value their time
highly. At worst, they're outright fools.
I know all the arg uments about the
wonderfu l programs that wouldn't ex
ist today but for the shareware con
cept. I'm not saying I'm not happy to
see a few guppies in th e software busi
ness, intermingled among the sharks.
But it's still a foolish waste of effort to
write shareware.
It's foolish because one of the unfor
tunate things about computers is that
they give everyone the opportunity to
be slimeballs. All a shareware recipi
ent has to do is "forget" to pay for
sha reware, to "forget" th at people like

I'

Neil want to buy groceries and se nd
their kids to college just like the rest of
us.
Ultimately, all you have to do is con
vince your conscience that stea ling
isn't stealing if it's done electronically.
STEP H EN MORRILL
TAMPA , FL

large enough to warrant takin g a risk
on either the Amiga or the ST. A year
later, I wonder how many musicians
and artists are taking a hard look at
these computers and deciding that,
while th e Mac is surely a sleek ma
chine, th e competition has more th an a
few nice curves of its own.

Engineers
Love

JIM L ENO

DOES IT DO WIDOWS?
want to thank you for a magazine
that is, without a doubt, th e only
Mac magazine I ca n read cover to cov
er seve ral times and find something
new every time. A question has been
nagging at me, and I thought it was
time to consult The Source. There's a
possible faux pas in Word 3.0 l. Take a
close look at the Page Setup di alog box
and tell me if you see what I see: "Wid
ow Control?" Since when does Micro
soft think they can control widows?

I

RANDY GAMAGE
DAV IS. Ct\

No faux pas, and apparemly no pas
de deux vis-a- vis vous and le man
ualle, either. A widow is what vou call
the last line of a paragraph -when it
ends up all by itselfat the top ofa new
page or column. Traditional typo
graphic design calls for avoiding wid
ows whenever possible, which is why
Word includes a Widow Control fea
ture (and which is why our normally
mild-mannered Managing Editor
Nancy Groth can occasionall y be
heard shouting, "OK. we've gott~ kill
a few widows right now!"). - JZ

ADIOS, AMIGA; ST ELSEWHERE
wou ld like to compliment you on
your coverage of music softw are and
hardware. Paul Lehrman's review of
the Apple MIDI interface ("!tty Bitty
MIDI ," June '88) was right on the
mark . But are you aware of the impact
that the Commodore Amiga and Atari
ST computers are having on the "a rti st
turned computer-user" community?
The Amiga has color, multitasking, a
desktop metaphor similar to the
Mac's, and a price tag two-third s less
than that of a stock SE! And the ST
has si milar capabilities.
Don't get me wrong; I love my SE.
When I bought it last summer, I con
cluded there wasn't a software base

I

ROSEBURG . OR

~ Extend™

The A miga and A tari ST are the
R odney Danger.fields of the industry
- they don't get the respect they de
serve. Maybe th e Amiga, lik e the ST
with its Magic Sac, will someday be
able to run Mac software and will give
the Mac some competition. - KC

KEY EXCHANGE
twas great to see Sal Parasca ndolo's
article on keyboard repairs ("Chair
man of the Keyboard," June '88). Af
ter se rving me faithfully since January,
1984, my A key bit the du st last Sep
tember. The local Apple service de
partm en t told me it would be $5 for the
key switch and $50 for labor. (Have
yo u eve r laughed at someone until they
hung up the phone?)
Not being able to solder to save my
own life, I opted for an easier solution
that your article had n't mentioned:
Jumper w1rmg.
After opening the keyboard case, re
move the key cap, loca te th e two
swi tch contacts of the bad key, and use
a small piece of electrical tape to at
tach a wi re to each contact. Use the
thinnest wi re you can ge l. Run the
wires around to the top of the keyboard
through the bottom center screw hole.
Attach one wire to a thin met al washer
th at's large enough to fit around the
key swi tch slider. Loop an ex posed sec
tion of th e second wire around the top
of the key sw itch slider and repl ace the
key cap. Rea ssemble the keyboa rd
case minu s the bottom center sc rew.
Presto - the key works.

It turns ideas into
reality...
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~ Extend
Order Extend by 9/1/88 and
receive an Advanced EE
Library FREE!
See us at MacWorld
Booth 451

Imagine That, Inc.

Jumper wiring is OK for a quick fix,
but I'd go back and solder the new
wiring. It's really not that hard.
- Salvatore Parascandolo
P
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Build the Most Powerful
Simulations for
Engineering, Business,
and Science with
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(408) 365-0305
7109 Via Carmela, San Jose, CA 95 139
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Letters
n "Chairman of the Keyboard ,"
there was an exa mple that was obvi
Iously
out-of-whack. You state that if

T he Ten M inute

• Property Manager"
Accounting system for multiple proper
ties. Idea l for investors \\"ho manage
th eir own properties. Price : S 195 .

• Manages investment properties
including houses, apartments and
small commercial propenies
• Provides powerful reports to track
vacancy, income , expenses, cash
flow . and encl o f year taxes

• Accounting follows familiar meta
ph o rs .such a.s a checkbook register
and o n-screen checks

...
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• ProAnalysis..

ac.

Mac User

!!!!!

A sophisticated real estate
investment analysis progrnm designed for
the investor who demands professional
quality analysis.

• Comprehensive input modeling
handling income and expen se pro
jections, depreciation . mu lti ple loans
of all types and refinancing

• Advanced performance measures
including IHR. Adjusted !RR , ·et
Presen t Value , and many o th ers
• Output flexibility to handle purchase
decisi o ns, finan cing optio ns, sensi
tivity ana lyses, selling decisions

• Sales Associate ·
A records managemenr system specifictl
ly designed for real estate salespeople.

• Maintains comprehensive database
o f impo rtant contacts and properties

• Searches and sorts across any variable

• Totally integrates telepho ne
dia ling. contact logs, mailing lists
and ca lendar with pro pcrry and
contact informatio n

• The Mortgage Office 
A complete mortgage broker/hanker
office au tomation system. Call for details.
For More lnformat1on Call Or Write:
Metropolis Software. Inc.
14555 DeBell Rd.
Los Altos Hills, CA 94022

Please circle 207 on reader service card.
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PHILADELPHIA. PA

Well, if it ain't broke, don't fix it.
- RI

The thing that breaks my heart is
that you guys recommend removing
key caps with a paper clip - not a very
elegant user interface. Enclosed is a
key cap removal tool that will make
your next keyboard operation a little
less nerve-wracking.
CHARLES L. Ho1-1M AN
IRVIN E. CA

Mr. Holzman's Caps Off tool is
available for $4.95 from The Design
Marketing Group, P.O. Box 16006, Ir
vine, CA 92713; (714) 549-1725. But
don't retire those paper clips yet 
check out our new Scrapbook section
for ten ways to make the most ofthem.
- JZ

COUNTERINTELLIGENCE
our editorial reply to Bart Zant
zinger's letter (May '88) included
a list of oxymorons, including military
intelligence. As a Lieutenant in the Air
Force, I can take a joke as well as the
next guy, but there are several hundred
thousand dedicated men and women
working hard to protect our mutual
freedoms who might be offended. Inci
dentally, a recent survey showed that
military officers have more education,
on the average, than their corporate
counterparts.
STEV EN A. BROWN

Y

KAYSVILLE. UT

No offense was meant to our men
and women in Defense. We, ofcourse.
meant to cite a different oxymoron:
corporate responsibility. - JZ

IT'S A MAC, MAC, MAC, MAC WORM
rite-Once-Read-Many
(WORM) technology will never
be accepted. It works upstream

W

(415) 322-200 [
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your X and hyphen keys are working,
you should get the pattern X-X-X-X
X-X, but if a key is broken you'll get
the pattern X-X-X-X-X-X. It seems to
me that both patterns are the same.
DANI EL P. CLARK
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against the flood of human behavior.
WORM can give users inexpensive ac
cess to megabytes of storage, but it can
never be erased. It 's human to make
mistakes, and it is also human to note
these mistakes and to toss them out as
junk. Writers throughout the ages
have had a wastebasket nearby to toss
mistakes into. Corporations today
dump out tons of paper every week.
Who wants to be reminded of mistakes
nestling intertwined, fat and ugly, like
worms in some dank corner of a
WORM disk ? If WORM becomes
sta ndard technology, it will inundate
us with old files that should've been
snuffed ages ago but that obdurately
insist upon living. Yes, we all want
megabytes of cheap storage. No, we
don't want our first drafts etched in
stone.
R. DAVID PIKE
JERSEY CITY, NJ

Even with a WORM drive, docu
ments are still developed using hard
or floppy disks as the primary storage
medium; they 're transferred to optical
media only when the final draft is fin
ished or needs to be archived, distrib
iaed, or backed up (see the article
"Optical Horizons" in our June '88
issue). And sometimes it's actually
useful to have unerasable, unshredda
ble media (as Ollie North learned the
hard way). - JZ

TUBE TUBER
here seems to be an interest in the
latest TV show to show and/or use
a Mac. On a recent episode of O'Hara,
a Mac was seen and used.
ELVIN S. RODRIGUEZ

T

NORTH BERGEN, NJ

BANANA SPIEL
n your June ' 88 New on the Menu
section, you mentioned a screen fil
ter called the NoRad dB 60 which pur
ports to reduce the radiation emitted
from the Mac video display terminal
(VDT). The only radiation that will be
significantly reduced is the visible
spectrum, and those wavelengths can
be attenuated by a ninety-five cent
plastic report cover. Federal laws al
ready regulate the amount of beta
(low-damage) radiation that a VDT
can produce, and the glass front re

I

DON'T SETTLE FOR LESS ...

SOFTWARE
AHA S oftwa re
Draw h Again, Sam ...

.. S7.S.00

Access Tec hnology
M1ndwn1e ....................... $99 00
Trapczo ... ........................ $159.00
Affi n ity
Aflinllile .......... ........... .. ...... $39.95
Tempo 11 ........................ $79.95
Aldu s
Pagemaker (3 0) .... ......- .... CALL
Freehand .. -·······"-·····-· TOOAY!
Ashton-Tate
dBase Mac ...................... $289.00
Fu1twn1e Prolessional ... $265.00
Battl'ri cs In c luded
Disk Tools Plus ................. S29 95
Thunder 1. 1 ....................•. $27.95

Be rk e ley Svs te ms
Stepping Ou1 11... ............... $54 95

BORLAND •Eureka .......... ........... $127.00
Reflex Plus ...........S159.00
Sidelock 2.0 .......... - •. S~9 . 00
Turbo Pascal ··-······- $59.95
CE Software
DiskTop ............................ S29 95
OuicKeys
............... $59 95
Ouickmail ......... - ........... SCALL

Central Point Software
Copy II Mac . ......... ............ $24 00
Copy II PC Deluxe Brd .. ..$109.00
Cha llc ni:c r S oftware
Mac3D...•............. _
... $109.00
C hnng L a b s
C.A.T (2 O). ......... ..•
..$2 19.00
Rags 10 RIOhes 3 pak......5287.00

Cricket Software
Crickel Drnw .............. ... S159 95
C ricket Graph
...•. SI 19 95
Device Dnver .•..
S299.00
Presents ..
5269 00
Dat:wiz
Mac Link+ w1cable ..........$129.00
Dcnl' bn
Canvas (2.0) .. ................. ., SCALL
Coach ·- .......................... S57 95
Coach Thesaurus ·-·
...SJ• 95
Commen1 .•.•. --··- .......... SSS 95

Du bl -c li c k
Calcu!a1or construction set $39.95
We1 Pa1m vols 1 & 2 ......... $39.95

Wor1d Class Fonts Bundle $39.95
Fi fth Gc n crn ti o n
Fastback ............ ·-·····-··· S5<.95
. . $37 95
Powers1a11on
Suitcase ........................... $37 95
Free S oft
Red Rydo r (10.3) ...... ... $52.00
Lctrasc t
Image Studio ................ S279 00
Ready Set Go (4.0) ......... $279 00

l\l ac romind
Video Wor1<s 11 ............... $129.00

I\·t acr·opac
101 Macros !or E<cel ........ $42.95
l\li c r o ly ti cs
GOi•r ............................ S39 95
Word Flndor .................. 529.95

MictOsoft·
Basic ............. ..... . .. .... S59.95
Chan ...................... ...... $69.95
Excel ( 1.5) ............. $239.00
Filo (2.0) .. ... ... $109.00
Fonran ···················- ··$ 67.00
Powerpo1n1 (2.0) ... ..$24• .00
Word (3.02) ..........
5239.00
Works (1 1) ............... . $189.00
Wrile ............ ........ ...... $129.00

~?i:r~~~~~~e .... ........
Nashoba

S89.00

S~·s t c m s

F11emaker 4 ..• ~.............. .. S 179 00

Sup•· r~la c

Odcs t n
Double Heh II
.... $339 00
O ldu\'ai S oftware
lcon·ll• ...... .............. .... . $44.95
Post Art ........................... $4 4,95
Post An II ... ... ................. $CALL
P CS
Versa1errn Pro ....•. _ •...... $194 00

Super Spool
$44 95
Super l aser Spool........... W 95
D1skfi1... . ...
..•. S•9 95
Spri ni,: tward
CenlfiCOIO Make r ..... ......... $24 95
Svnrn n t<•c
Lightspoed C
.. $99.00
More .~ .... ' .
s1.:9 00
UuL11es Fa• Macintosh
S57 00
T!)Tnkt• r
Write Now ....
... S99.00
TOPS

Satori

I

Bu Mailer . ........
$ 199.00
Legal B 1!~ ng ........--··· .... $3 29.00
Pro1ec1 Bllhng ............... 5389 oo
S i l ico n B eac h S oftw n r e

tcpSHIPS IT

• • ••

Super Paint.................... S79 00

Tefeconnac1oq o

Software Vcnturl'S
MicrophOnc (1. 1)
5 115.00
M.crophone II ..... .•. • SCALL

TOPS/Moc
.... $164.95
Word P erfec t Cu rp .
Wcrd Por!OCI
$199 00

1 e a1 01u1

$42.95

C:..\'.\I ES & EJ)l'('AT I O :'\A I. - - - - - - ·
Ava lon Hi ll
MacPro f;ootball ....... ........ $27.95
Brodo rbu n d
Pnnl Shop ...................... $34.95
Bullsey e
Ferran Grand Prix ..... . ... $32.95
Fokker Tnplane •...... - ........ 532.95
D a vid son & Associa t es
Math Blaster ......•.. ..•......•. $27.95
Speed Reader fl ............ ..$37.95

:r -'

ELEI. TRo:-; 11.·

A lff~.

Chossmas1er 2000 ....... S29.95
Panon vs Rommel ........ $26.95
Scrabble ............••..... $25 95
S1arfklo1 1 · ··-$34 95
Vemuro's Business
S.mu1a1or ........ .............. $44.95

EPYX
Sub Batl le S.mula1or ... .•. $22.95

Mi c roso ft

Flight Simu1mor ...... 1••• •• • •• • $32·.95

Mindscnpc
Balance ol Power .. . ..

$29.95

Defender of tho Crown .
S29.95
..•. ··~····· ··· .• 529.oo

Dera vu .

King ol Ct.cago •.....•. _..... $27.95
Ur.lnv11ed ........................ $29.95
P.C.A. I.
Lunar Roscuo ............ SCALL
MacCourses .... .... ......... $29.95
MacGolL ................
S34.95
MacRaque1baU......,...... .SJ•.95
Silicon B e ach Soft wnre
Airborne ,....... ................... $19.95
Boyond Dark Casllo ...... .... $C ALL
Dari< Caslle ....................... $27.95
World Buo ldcr ........ ..... ....539.95
Simon & Schus te r
Typmg Tulor IV .................. S29.95
Spec trum Holobytc
GATO ........................., ..... $2700
Falcon .. .................. .... .S24 95

HARCWARE
APPLE
Call Fo1 Pricing On: Mac Plus.
Mac SE. & l mag e w~lo r II.
ll!ODEJ\1S
E\'erl'x
2400 Baud,
1~. Hayes CompatJb~ 5219.00
l\ligen t
Pocket Modem ................ 5109.00

Mouse Systems
A+ Mouse
...
A. Mouse ADB

.... ,. 562.95
S79.95

D a tad es k
Mac 101 Keyboartl.. ........ 5139.00

DIUVES
uK
tt1E
' 1x'i'l.rEn'ad ~cr·va ..
"
D
.... $179.00
800
Ma c l.! o tt o m
HD21 SCSI ......
$749.00
H D32
5679.00
HD45 ...... .... . .......... $ 1149.00
HD 70 .......................... $1395.00
c au Fo1Pnctng on Modem Op1fons

c

1 1

&

Turbo
~
Trackball~ SG9 £.

..
'.../ .../
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Software orders over $100 & Accessories under
6 pounds will be shipped FEDERAL EXPRESS
(Yes even al these prices) . You only pay TC P's standard shipping charg e of $4 00 per
order. Ordersa m vingbelore3 :00 PM ou r ti me will bes l1ippedout same day II partolyou r
orde r is backo rde red lhe rema inder will be shipped UPS Ground to r Fn EE .

~

DOVE
COMPUIER
CORPORATION

File11Iaker4
MACINTOSH
MEMORY
UPGRADES

Mac Snap 5245 ................... $269
MacSnap 548S .. .... .......... ... $469
MacSn ap P lus 2 ...... ........... $299
MacSnap 2S CMOS ....... $CA LL
Mac Snap 4S CMOS .. ..... $CAL L
MacSnap 2 SE ................ ... $329
Mac h lll SE .... ................... ... $549
Toolkit ........ .. .. ........... .. ... ..... . $14

Microsoft. Word

i-·1 ]

Word Processing

~owe:!
\ . 3.0_
Fr

t

t;pgradc lo v . 4.0

~-

·~ .

$239
~h e n

,

availabk!

Microsoft

ACCESSORIES•
Blohard
!MCFAN ........................... 579.95
Ergotron
Mouse Cleaner ................. $\ 4.95
Maclih ................ -······ • . S69.00
Maclih SE .. ·-····· ............. $69.00

1/0 D esign
MAC+/SE Bag .............
S59.95
Mac SE E'1 Bag .............. $69.95
lmagawriter II Bag ..... , ....... $44.95

DISKS

EMAC 200 ....... $499

HARD DRIV ES

per box of 10

We otter a lull line or serv ices
catering to your need s.
To reach our Educatlonal
& Sales Department

Call 1·800·533·1 131
For Information

Ca ll 8 14-234-2236

t-4

5-9

'o "

t2.45
1595

t1.9 5

11 45

t6.45

15~95

SSIDD
t1 .95
ooroD 17.95
VERBATIM
14 45
SS-DD
OD•DO 1895

11 45
17 45

1095
15.95

13 95
1845

13 45
1795

SONY
SS/DD
ODIDD

MAXELL

•orange mtcro
-

EVEREXllll

ACCOUNTS:

10801IL..., ..... .,..,$164.95
1091 1 lI ................ $199.00
10921.,. ..... ,........... $319.00
Inc.

Grappler Interlace .... ....... $74
w/prl nter
from Tussey ••••••• • •• $69
Grappler LO Interlace ..... $87
w/prl nter
fr om Tussey . . . . ...... $82

Ke n s ingt<m
Drive Cleaning Kil ........... Sl9.95
Filte r ............. .................... $29.00
Mouse cleaning kll & pkt ... S16.00
Mouseway .................. ........ $9.95
System Saver ...................$59.00
lilt/Swive l......., -.......... $19.95
Turbo Mouse ...... _ ........._., $77.00
~L>\C C ABLES
SCall !or Price & Con igurn11ons
MAC H lllBONS
lmagewriler Albbono ........... $5.95

EDUCATIONAL
&CORPORATE

'41

Single &
Mult i- User Database
Sin gle Pack ........... ........ $179
4 Pack .. ............ ............. $379

EMAC 20 0 Deluxe ............. $579
EMAC 40 0 .......................... $849
EMAC 40 0 Deluxe ............. $899
EMAC 60T
Tape Backup ...................... $879
EMAC 40160 OT
(40MB Or/60M B Ta pe BkupJSCALL
2400 Bd Ext Modem .......... $219

Qume.:~-'1d/

Sa~,

$3995

LASER PRINTER
• 3M B RAM
• 1O Pages/M in ute
• 35 Resident Fo nts

To ordor by mal l : We acccpl mon ey orde r . cor1ll1cd check . pe rso nal check Allow 2 weeks tor porso nal &
company checks lo Clea r. Shipping : $4 .00 !or sotlw<1ro . FOB ALL HARDWARE ANQ ANY ACCE SSORY
OY..E.Il..filb. Ca ll ou r Toll Free Number 1·800·468 ·90•S'l lor sh1ppmg charges Add $3 00 per box shipped
C O O Adj1t1ona l sh1ppmg required on APO . FPO . AK . HI Torms : ALL PRICES REFLECT CA SH DIS
COUNT , ADD 1.9% FOR MASTERCARD OR VISA. YOUR CREDIT CARD IS NOT CHARG ED UNTIL
YO UR ORDER IS SH IPPED ALL SALES ARE FINAL Dcl ect1ve ole ms
replaced or repaired at our disc retion Pennsytvan1a residents add
~
6°/,, sales 1a1. Pnces and l erms sub1ec1 to change withoul notice
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For information Call 814-234-2236 FA X: 814-237-4450

TUSSEY COMPUTER PRODUCTS
Please circle 123 on reader servi ce card.
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FINALLY.A
MASS STORAGE
SOLUTION FOR
YOUR MEGABYTE
HOGS.

HogsWreal
On Unwary

Storage-intensive I
are forcing once hi

users to walowfor
ther S\!Ane \lklen 11
Problem"S octu

when users try to J
the pages of 1her 1

The graphic im ag1
mea, bacon or lar1
snre bOars can re;
tne megaoytes_1n

Your Mac can do astonishing things with
I
graphics and text. But as you well know, those
software applications, 3-D diagrams , and
bloated data files are eating up storage mega
bytes by the bushel. In fact, they're probably
dipping into your last
MB right now. But
flC)WeA
di
there is a solution.
will cootirue to be
The Bernoulli '"
in these megab~
never-ending
1rto me ~xt centu
storage solution.
Bernoulli removable
PERFORMANCE.
Disk CClftridges prm,ide infinite
da tastofc1gecapacity.
Bernoulli offers highperformance, removable mass storage systems
for the Mac. Unlimited primary storage systems
with performance that compares to better hard
disks (<40msec access time). And if you already
have a hard disk, Bernoulli provides infinite
extended storage capacity. So you can store
as your primary storage device and backup
and manage your projects on 20MB removable
Disk Cartridges easily and inexpensively as you system all in one.
see fit. With increased on-line capacity plus
SECURITY. Bernoulli Technologf is the
never-ending additional storage at
one data storage technology that's virtually headyour fingertips.
!1'1/0
crash and disk-contamination free. As
1 for durability, Bernoulli Disk Cartridges
BACKUP. Bernoulli also ~ r:"provides backup. \i\brking
withstand over 1000Gs of shock. They're
built to su1vive the trip across town, or
backup that can give you an
immediately usable, identical
across the world. Add to that the physical
security Bernoulli provides. With Bernoulli
20MB copy of your original in
under 2 minutes. All in all, your Bernoulli Cartridges are lightweight removable Disk Cartridges, you can lock
Bernoulli system can function and durable enough 10 ship anywhere. your data in a safe or desk drawer, or take
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But wnue megabyte consump- Piggy Back-up
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it with you. In
effect, you retain
absolute control
of your files.And
what could be
more secure
J@MNffiRE V!'m
2 '3' "'\.....__,
·
~
than that.?
- - CONNECTIVITY. Finally, there's one more
Bernoulli benefit you should consider: Bernoulli
Disk Cartridges are transferable between the
MacintosWand PCs and PS/2s'." So you can now
exchange files with the IBM world as much (or

as little, for that matter) as you like. Bernoulli
provides the missing link. What else would
you expect from the number one company in
removable mass storage? So roll your megabyte
hogs and your other storage problems into one
low-cost solution. Bernoulli Boxes for the Mac
are available in three models, in 5Y,i" and 8"
form factors. For more information, see your
Iomega Authorized •
Reseller, or caU
(•.,.._~A®

1-soo-346-6655.

..Jr•-.Vl4

Neverending storage solutions.
Please circle 68 on reader service card.

CC-11968 IOMEGA Corporation. IBM is a reg iste red trad ema rk and PS / 2 is a trademark of IBM Corporation . App le is a registered tradema rk of. and Macintosh is a tr ademark licensed to, Apple Computer. Inc.

Letters
Solve Mac problems
like an expert!

"}st Aid Kit"' falls into tl1at special
category of 'must-have' products"
V'1ACazine, April '87). lt lets you
handle every Mac problem from
difficulties copying files, printing,
and u.sing AppleTulk networks, to
recovering lost data from deleted
or damaged files and w1readable

disk.5.

"The definitive product for
ist
$99.95
troubleshooting on tlie
Macintoshr"" l.Macworld, April
HF'S Version: MacPlus,
'87). It "stand[s] head and
Mac SE, Mac II
shoulders above any oilier product MFS Version: 128KMac.
like it ... l can't recommend
512 K Mac, MacXL
Jst Aid Kit strongly enough"
1.MACazine. April '87).
Available direct order 24 hrs.

Aid Kit

1-800-THE-FIXR

Acclaimed by novice and expert
alike, tlie }stAid Kit is much
more tlian powerful software.
At its core is a clearly written
troubleshooting guide that:
• lists every imaginable error
condition
• helps you quickly track
down solutions to any
problem
• takes you step.by-step
tlirough each recovery effort
• shows you how to avoid
problems

In MA 617-783-7118

VISA & MC OCC<'Jlled, SS s/h UPS ground.
in MA add 5 ~ tax

ol copy protected

""'*

Mac World Expo Booth #610

~l lCiroM is II trA'ftWk ol
C1111\f)Ul4T, Inc
Isl Ail 5 a tr.d.-nwk ol bl Aid Solt~~. Inc.

1'Aid

Software.Inc.
42 Radnor Road, Boston, MA 02135

D AV ID STOVALL
EXC ELSIOR , MN

NOTHING LIKE A DANE
wou ld like to correspond with a Mac
user in Denmark o th at I can learn
more about Danish software (like
spelling and style checkers). My ad
dress is Route 2 Box 374, Floyd, VA

I

2409 1.
KRI STINE R EID
FLOYD. VA

D Microsoft Excel D Microsoft Word 3.0 {vEti1~Hs) D Microsoft Works
D PageMaker 3.0 D Ready Set Gol 4.0

To order, phone or send your name, address and check for $14.95 for each QuickCard Reference Guide
plus $1 .95 shipping per order. Or charge to your VISA/MC by sending complete card number
and expiration date. Be sure to specify which guides you want.
, ,
Round Lake Publlshlng Co. Dept. MU9
415 Main SI., Ridgefield, CT 06877
Order line-(203) 438-5255
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A recent study concluded that preg
nant women who work with VDTs
more than 20 hours a week are twice
as likely to miscarry as other pregnant
wom en Howeve1; that study did not
establish a cause-and-effect relation
ship; factors other than radiation
(s uch as job-related stress or the ergo
nomics of the arrangement of the
VDTs, chairs, and desks) could be re
sponsible. Th e Na tional Institute of
Occupational Safety and Health
maintains that VDTs do not emit dan
gerous levels of radiation. - JZ

I

To use today's complex Macintosh software, you have two
choices. You can puzzle over lenglhy, hard-to-use manuals. Or
use QulckCard'" Reference Guides which provide concise step
by-step instructions for every featu re plus all keyboard commands .
You'll also discover those special features buried in the manuaJS', "
QuickCard Reference Guides save time -and increase the valu "of "
your software. Get the guides used by corporations, u ·
and professionals!
•All Information on one BYz "x11" reference card
• Step-by-step Instructions for each feature
• Every keyboard command displayed
• Dozens of lips and shortcuts
• All the special techniques "hidden" in
the manuals
• Organized for instant use
• New users gel up lo speed quickly
• Experienced users learn new skllls
• Highest quality non-glare laminated vinyl
• Quick, easy, enjoyable to usel
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SYNERGY CRISIS
detected a synerg istic thread in re
gard to proper credit coursi ng
through your June '88 issue, starti ng
with Danny Goodm an's and Jim
Hamilton's letters and ending with
Neil Shapiro' column. I didn't expect
to get intellectually raped in th at same
issue but I was by the time I reached
page I03. There I found what looked
li ke a promotional photograph by a
monitor company with an unautho
rized image of my ti mber frame house
design. I wholeheartedly agree with
Neil: The least they ca n do is ask.

Please circle 205 on reader service card.

Available for:

duces the amount tO virtually nil. A far
better way to cut your daily radiation
dose would be to stop eati ng bananas
(rich in a radioactive isotope of potas
sium). In fact, on a mass- for-m ass ba
sis, Jane Fonda gives off more radia
tion than a Macintosh does.
W1LL1 A M L. M c Dow ELL
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We understand that some great
Dane has come up with an innovative
word processing desk accessory, fu l
filling Hamlet's prophecy: "Some
thing is written in this DA of Den
mark." - JZ ~

Now you can unleash
the power of your HyperCard
with this new HyperCard Magazine
on disk!
TM

Have you driven your
HyperCard ••• lately?
HyperCard is one of the most revolutionary computer
programs ever made, but have you been putting its
immense power to good use?
Take alook at lnfoStacks, the unique HyperCard magazine
on DISK that can help you squeeze all of the utility out of
HyperCard, which you may have ignored in the past.

What do I get?
When you subscribe to InfoStacks, every other month you will
receive aFLOPPY DISK filled with the newest stackware and helpful
information on HyperCard. Each exciting disk will be conveniently
delivered to your door, giving you:
• The newest commercial-quality stackware, ready to run , ready to
impress you, and ready to serve
• HyperCard tutorials that give you valuable Hyper tips
• Important news and
announcements
concerning
HyperCard
• Articles on new and
exciting HyperCard
products

Never really used HyperCard?
InfoStacks is the perfect place to start. All tutorials and articles are
actual stacks written on HyperCard.They can help you learn
HyperCard in just minutes.
"Now I can finally take advantage of my HyperCard ..." This is
what many of our satisfied subscribers tell us.

How do I subscribe?
Just fill out the subscription form below. Send it with proper payment
to lnfoStacks Subscription Service, MIT Branch P.O. Box 295,
Cambridge, MA 02139.
For fast service, call toll free from anywhere in the U.S.:

1-800-831-3200
Ordering only, please. Visa and MasterCard accepted.
News, information, and
stackware brought to you
in stunning graphics, with
exciting music and sound.

You get up-to-date information on issues like: How to use your
Macintosh to its full potential • Ways HyperCard can help you
work better • How to make HyperCard work with your existing
software • Useful tricks and shortcuts for HyperCard and
Macintosh users • HyperCard and CD ROM • Important advice
from experts • Inside stories on stackware companies •
Practical suggestions from other HyperCard users • All of these
will be conveniently brought to you on disk.

r------------------------------ ·

lnfoStacks™Subscription Form
Yes, I would like to order:
0 Trial disk-issue of lnfoStacks $13.45
D Half-year subscription: 3 disk-issues $32.55
($10.85 per issue)
D Full year subscription: 6 disk-issues $44.70
($7.45 per issue) SAVE!
Name
Address

lnfoSlacks is a trademark of Olgllal Media Publications, Inc.
HyperGard, Macintosh, and stackware are trademarks of Apple Computer, Inc.

City

Please circle 61 on reader service card.

Please make check payable to lnfoStacks. Mail to lnfoStacks
Subscription Service, MIT Branch P.O. Box 295, Cambridge, MA
02139.
MU9
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Zip
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EDITED

By
LOUISE

K 0 H L

Once
More,
with
Color
In the early clay. or the facin
tosh, color was considered an ef
fe te frip pery. Who needed it? We
had resolut ion. With the ad vent
or the Mac II , we all wanted it,
whether we actuall y needed it or
not. Those who do need color 
engineers and desktop publishers,
for example - will be happy to
learn that they can now have col
or and two-page display from Ra
dius.
The Radius Color Display Sys·
tern is a combination or a 19-inch
monitor (with a 30-percent-larger
workarea) and the GS/C Inter
face - with an 8-bit video card,
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cables, and Radius system soft
ware. It work with all current
color Mac II applications. The vid
eo card supports gray scale as well
and works with Radius's Two
Page Display monitor.
List price for the Color display
is $4,295; the GS/ C Interface is
Sl,895. For more information,
write or call Radius at 40~ E. Plu
meria Drive, San Jose, CA 95 134;
(408) 43 ~- 1010.
- Louise Kohl

All
Newand
Improved
Pick an y Microsoft program
you like; it probably has a new
version number and new feature
- or will have by the end of the

SEP

TEM

BER

1

year - including the long-await
ed upgrade of Excel and a new
Word (4.0). Legal battles with Ap
ple notwithstanding, the company
is coming on strong for the Macin
tosh.
Excel 1.5 shipped in May fea
turing MultiFinder support, color,
more than 40 new worksheet
functions, and 30 new macros.
Current Excel users will be able to
upgrade to the new version for
$25. For the rare Mac spreadsheet
u er out there who doesn't al
ready have the product, version
1.5 lists for $395.
File 2.0 shipped in August. Its
new feature include improved
compatibility with Word's mail
merge options, color support, and
a set or templates for fo rms, la
bels, and reports. It also comes
wi th a macro package (AutoMac).
Registered users or version 1.0 can
upgrade for $50; however, if you
bought 1.0 after May I, 1988, your
upgrade is free. Version 2.0 lists
fo r $l95.
PowerPoint 2.0 should also be
on your dealer's shelves by now,
giving you the option of adding
color 35-mm slides to your presen
tations. The Mac Plus and SE, as
well as the Mac 11, will have ac
ce s to color templates. Other new
features include a spelling check,
global search and replace capabil
ity, and importation of EPSF
graphics, as well as MacPaint,
PI C'l~ and PICT II fo rmats. The
upgrade will run you a mere $40;
suggested retail for PowerPoint
2.0 is S395.
Sometime in October, you can
start looking for the latest incar
nation of Word, version 4.0. A list
or its new features would stagger
any current Word user. Let's just
say that Microsoft's plans for the
program eem to include adding
just about everything anyone has
ever <L~ k ed for and fixing any
thing anyone has ever complained
about. And all this new power will
run on any 512K Mac with two
SOOK floppy drives or a hard drive.
Current registered users will be
able to upgrade for S75; no charge

988

if you bought (and registered)
Word after May 1, 1988. Version
4.0 wi ll list at S395.
For more information on any
Microsoft product, get in touch
with the company at 16011 NE
36th Way, Box 97017, Redmond,
\VA 98073-97 17; (206) 882-8080.
And don 't say they never did any
thing for you.
- Louise Kohl

The
Little
Engines
That Can
Symmetry, the company that
developed Il yperDA and Picture
Base, is making things easier for
other software developers as well
as for users.They will be stripping
the Hyper from the DA in order to
license the engine to certified de
velopers. IlyperEngine will allow
access to things such as Help
stacks from within an application.
The PictureBase engine has
been available to developers for a
while now and is used by Image
Club in their collection or clip art
on CD-ROM. Look for a new ver
sion of PictureBase soon. For more
information, write or call Symme
try Corp., 761 E. University Drive,
Mesa, AZ 85203; (800) 624-2485.
- Louise Kohl

The
Colors
of Golf

The only golf course I'm ever
likely to break par on have just
become faster and more colorful
but, alas, no easier. Version 3.0 of
MacGolr, the top computer golf
simulation, is now available. How
ever, you won't find it in stores. To

get it, you need to get the normal
version 2.0 and then get the 3.0
upgrade directly from the publish
er, PCAI.
The most noticeable feature of
version 3.0 i its full (16) color
operation on a Mac II with a color
monitor. Less noticeable, but as
important, is improved speed and
compatibility with most large
screen monitors.
Also included are all six Mac
Golf courses, the original two plus
the fo ur (including the killer PCAI
International geometric course)
that come with MacCourses. In ad
di tion, there are nine practice
greens and a driving range, so you
can get a real feel for the game.
There arc lots of detail en
hancements: five enlargement op
tions, which are especially useful
when putting; a slope direction in
dicator line on each green; overall
screen redrawing speed has been
improved; Command-key selec
tion of clubs; and the ability to
install the program on a hard disk.
Copy protection has been re
tained, but once the program is
installed on a hard disk, all that is
required to use it is the brief in
sertion of the master.
I found the new version to be a
major improvement in a program
I already really liked. Color is nice
when golfi ng - very nice, in fact.
And PCAI's color implementation
is excellent. It's so good that it
produces ad hoc the one drawback
to using MacGolf without color.
The images on a black-and-white
screen appear softer and grayer,
not anywhere near as crisp as
those in version 2.0. This doesn't
cause any problems; it's just a
matter of esthetics. I've also
played version 3.0 on an SE that
has Radius's 25-MHz accelerator
card (with a 25-MHz 68881 copro
cessor) and 4 megabytes of RAM.
This game is great on that combo.
Real-time golf.
Current owners of both Mac
Golf and MacCour es can upgrade
to version 3.0 fo r a S5 shipping and
handling fee. If you have only
MacGolf, the upgrade is $39.95, in

eluding shipping. Version 2.0 is
still available at 559.95 list. For
more in fo rmation, contact PCA I
at 1305 Jefferson Highway, Cham
plin, MN 55316 or call them at
(6 12) 427-4789.
- Steven Bobker

Head
Hunting
Made
Easy
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B&B or Inn

Inn • os 104
Luonne 6. Jerry Siegel, Hos t s
20 Roo ms, Col toge 6. Suites
Pr ivate Boths
Contlnentol Plus Breokrost
165 to SJ 10 Single or Double
$120 to S 140 Suite
$170toSIBOCottoge
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(
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RoomColorTv·s
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lnnServ (Rese r vollons Dnly)-D
~ ( l ost O&B
1- 600-222-3 209
B.1.Bllnn Phone: (714) 494-2996 ~ ( Show B&o·s
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It's a management migraine:
finding just the right head to go
with the office decor. Staff
hungry companies turn to profes
sional headhun ters, who have
throbbing temples of their own
from the pape rwork involved in
tracking job openings, candidates,
and qualifications.
How do you spell relier? M-a-c
H-u-n-t-e-r. . facHunter RMS (Re
crui tment Management System)
matches job seekers with prospec
ti ve employers based on any num
ber of criteria. The publishers say
the Mac is the computer of choice
because "executi ve recruitment is
the most people-oriented profes
sion and the Macintosh is the
mo t people-oriented computer."
OK, we'll buy that.
Databases containing employee
resumes, company data, and job
descriptions are linked using Mac
Hunte r's parent program, Omnis 3
Plus. Another database allows re
crui ters to track day-to-day activi
ties such as phone calls and inter
views. An index displays user
defined codes for companies,
occupations, and locations.
If you need a quick way to lo
cate a 34-year-old, hang-gliding
artichoke grower proficient in
LISP, the single-user version of
MacHunter RMS lists for Sl,295.
Contact ~fac Hun te r at 228 Santa
Monica Blvd., Suite 7, Santa Moni
ca, CA 90401; (2 13) 393-7006.
- Aileen Abernathy
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This
Inn's for
You

"A stately Victorian"; a horse
drawn "Surrey and Sip" tour; a
"fifty-foot front gallery" with a
"spectacular view of the Missis
sippi"; fa med "Banana Buttermilk
Buckwheat Pancakes." If any of
these sounds good to you, if you
are looking fo r an extraordinary
place to stay, if you like quaint
inns and want to get the feel of
earlier times, then look at InnServ
B & B HyperGuide.
The InnServ Company is a
clearinghouse and reservation
service for bed-and-breakfast
style lodging, including accommo
dations at romantic Victorian-era
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homes, Southern ante-helium
plantations, and small seaside re
sorts. A toll-free number is avail
able for making re ervations
at 650 sites across the ni ted
States.
InnServ B & B HyperGuide lists
accommodations, room rates, re
strictions, types of meals served,
extras, and detailed descriptions
of the inn and its surroundings.
lnnServ, available for $15.95,
includes a one-year subscription
to Inn Touch, a quarterly news
letter and a SI0 value.
The B & B HyperGuide is up
dated daily; registered users may,
for $5.00, return their original
disk at any time for the most up
to-date version.
Order your copy of InnServ
from lnnServ, Route I, Box 47,
Redkey, IN 47373; (3 17) 369-2245.
- Laura .Johnson
8
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San Francisco Hypercard Expo
SAN F RANCISCO, CA The first major all-HyperCa rd
show was held June 11 and 12 in San Francisco's Civic
Auditorium. Attenda nce on Saturday exceeded the show
organizer's hopes and often resulted in packed aisles and
nearly full meeting rooms. Sunday's turnout was good but
not as spectacular as Saturday's. Lots of new and interest
ing stacks were shown , but for many attendees the big
attraction was the chance to see and meet the stars of the
HyperCard universe: Bill Atkinson, Dan Winkler, Danny
Goodman, Dan Shafer, and others from the HyperCard
development team. The show was just the place to meet
and talk with these people.
The most interesting product was the Mac ROM Ency
clopedia, published by Brady Computer Books and widely
available at both book and computer stores. Other major
news included the acquisition of the CD-ROM/Hyper
Card Whole Earth Catalog project by Broderbund, and
HyperPress's purchase of the rights to SilverScreen, a da
tabase for video collectors. In the interesting-but-not-too
useful category, Quickview Systems of Los Altos was
showing Zoomracks and Zoomracks II, MS-DOS precur
sors of HyperCard .

• Includes transmis
sion software, hi-res
fonts and 25-symbol

New Programming Environment
Announced at MacHack

Please circle 83 on reader service card.

ANN ARBOR. M I - TML Systems announced TML Pas
cal II , which will ship the first week in August. It will
include a copy of the MPW Shell and will be the first
third-party language to compile MacApp. It can also gen
erate 68020 and 68881 code and is designed for creating
any type of Mac program, including applications, defini
tion procedures, DAs, Fkeys, HyperCard XCMDs and
XFCNs, and MPW tool applications. List price will be
$125, and registered owners of earlier versions of TML
Pascal will be offered a $49.95 upgrade .

Mac letter quality
with a Daisywheel
or typewriter
5

......................................................

82

(Cable optional 522.95)

A printer driver that supports any
Oaisywheel printer or typewriter wi th
any Macintosh computer. Letter quality
results. Can be used with a laser pri nter. (Text
on ly in Qume or Diablo emulat ion .) Foreign
letter characters and sheet feeders supported .
Plus much more. Call for more information.

The PRINT-LINK ™ continues to be the preferred tool
for dot matrix printers.

P.O. Box 1865, Point Roberts, WA. 98281
For Inquiries: (604) 291·9121
To Order: 800·663·6222
Macin tosh™ is a trademark licen sed to App le Com put er, Inc.
The PRINT·LINKTM & MAC DAISY LINK™ are tradem ark s o l GDT Soft work s Inc.

Please circle 139 on reader service card.
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Thin Bits ... Look for a very hot new network prod
uct resulting from an agreement between Dayna Commu
nications and Novell ... As we go to press, a new version
of Apple's A/UX, with much-needed Macintosh interface
features, is in late beta. The long-in-development integrat
ed package, Modern Jazz, has been canceled. Lotus has
decided to concentrate its energies on the Mac version of
1-2-3 .. .Jasmine will be bundling the new and wonderful
Symantec Utilities for Macintosh (SUM) with every hard
disk it sells. SUM normally retails for $100 ... Look for a
very impressive art package from Aba Software - anoth
er transatlantic port from France, currently known as
GraphistPaint. Now sh ipping: Mathematica, a compre
hensive numeric and symbolic math package from Wol
fram Research, Champaign, IL, designed by MacArthur
prizewinner Stephen Wolfram. Mathematica will be
avail able on many different computers, and is designed so
that the analysis kernel can run on a machine from one
company (say, NeXT, which wi ll bundle the spftware
with its computers) while using another machine as a
front-end.
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NEW ON THE MENU

Do You
Use
Finds
well,
Too?

If you do, you're not alone. Lots
of people use Findswell, Working
Software's excellent file locater.
And now there's a new and much
improved version 2.0 available.
You might not have thought
that there was that much room
for improvement, but fortunately
the publisher and author, David
Dunham, did. Here's a brief list of
the new features:
•The Findswell button that ap
peared in all Open dialogs in ver
sion 1.0 now also appears in Save
dialogs.
• Findswell remembers all re
cently opened documents, regard
less of whether Findswell was
used to open them. The number of
files remembered can be set by
the user.
• You can create new folders
from within Findswell.
• An option, which you should

'*

file

t.lll

enable, causes Findswell to search
all mounted volumes, not merely
the disk it's on. User settings are
now in the form of a cdev, so you
use the Control Panel to change
settings.
• Since some programs still
don't tolerate utilities like this,
you can disable Findswell in any
programs you desire. The program
comes already disabled in known
problem applications.
•If you want to, you can search
the Get Info comments as well as
document titles.
• And you can choose to display
only openable documents.
Findswell 2.0 is already ship
ping (since mid-June, in fact). Un
fortunately, there's a price for the
new features. The list price has
risen $10 to $59.95. Owners of
Findswell can upgrade for $14
(510 plus $4 shipping and han
dling). You'll need to send in your
master disk as well. If you bought
Findswell after May 1, 1988, you
need send only the disk and $4 to
receive your upgrade. Upgrade re
quests should be marked as such
on the envelope. To upgrade or
simply to get more information,
contact Working Software at 321
Alvarado, Suite H, Monterey, CA
93940 or call (408) 375-2828.

- Steven Bobker
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Topping
the List

The folks at Acius have re
leased their second MiniFans 4th
Dimension database, TopGuys, a
contact list of the great and near
great in the Macintosh industry.
TopGuys includes the press, head
honchos of Macintosh hardware
and software companies (includ
ing Apple), PR agencies, and
"Macintosh wizards." The founda-

Muzzle
That
Mac
If the thought of someone re
moving programs or data from
your SE's hard disk or, even
worse, addingsomething - like a
virus - worries you, consider the
Muzzle from Ergotron. This
heavy-metal product is real hard
ware. It's a steel harness that
slides under the computer and
over the front, securely covering
the SOOK drive slot. The harness is
held in place by a steel security
panel that locks to a security pin
in the rear of the SE. In addition,
the Muzzle can be cable-locked to
your desk or workstation.
The Muzzle is ideal for dealers
or anyone who needs to put a
demo on display, but who can't
watch the SE all the time. Serious
tampering becomes impossible.
It's also intended for installation
where sensitive or confidential
data on the internal hard disk
must be protected.
Two models are available: the
basic model, which covers just the
drive slot, and the power protec-
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tion for the database is the con
tact list built by Acius president
(and former Appleexecutive) Guy
Kawasaki.
Current owners of 4th Dimen
sion or 4D Runtime can get Top
Guys by writing to Acius and en
closing a 520 check. A com
bination package of 4D Runtime
and TopGuys lists for $95. Acius's
address is 20300 Stevens Creek
Blvd., Suite 495, Cupertino, CA
95014. And, yes, TopGuys includes
top gals too. I checked.
- Louise Kohl

tion model, which covers the
power receptacle (you need to un
plug the SE) and the drive slot.
Both models are available in ei
ther black or platinum and cost
$69.95 each. Our photo shows a
Muzzle (with power protection)
on an SE that's mounted on Ergo
tron's MacTilt. You can use the
Muzzle without the MacTilt if you
desire.
For more information, contact
Ergotron at 3450 Yankee Drive,
Suite 100, Eagan, MN 55121 or call
(612) 452-8135 or (800) 888-8458.
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- John Langston
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For years, conventional
computer-aided design
programs have given
you powerful tools for
drawing and drafting.
But if you're like most
professionals, you still
work by hand. Because
the typical CAD pro
gram feels just like a
computer.
Now, there's a whole 1-----------~------------.-
access to many of the
sioning is automatic.
new way to design.
CAD tools that Just click on reference
points and the witness ••
" have been so
\I · difficult to use
lines drop right down.
before. We
Even area calculation,
I
.
L_
· J designed
in one of many pre
~~~~~5555~~ 55S
it with
selected scales, is done
SkipJro111 one layer ro rlre next 111itlrour
d
1®
d
al
ld
skipping a beat.
you in min . On App e in secon s. In re wor
Macintosli™ systems.
units.Just like the way
Dreams'.MIt gives you
all the power and
Layers, symbol libra- you think. You can draw
all geometrical
precision ofa high per- ries, parallel line ~--- 11
shapes and
formance CAD system. and curve tools .
are all there.
lines in
But feels as natural
as drawing by hand.
And
black and
To begin with,
more. Our
white or
Dreams has an
associated
millions
dimenextremely
of colors.
elegant user
Once
interface.
you've used
our wn1e roofs,
Giving you
this one 111ill 11e11er
fast and easy
feel tlze sa111e.
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Drea111s has add-011 modules.
Yo11 011ly b11y the 011es yo11 11eed.

And use the most
sophisticated color pat
tern tool you've ever
seen. Perfect for archi
tectural, interior and
graphic design.
When you're done,
you can print your draw-

and Light Commercial
ing using PostScript~
Construction Symbols
Or plot it using IDD's
Plotter Driver. Dreams & Details. Each will
also supports PI CT
·and EPSF file formats
for easy integration
into other desktop
publishing programs.
In addition, our File
Conversion module
will be available
soon to support DXF
Str11cr11red drawings complete with details
are a s11ap.
and IGES files from
other platforms. We
save you hundreds of
also offer three
hours in design time.
We can only tell you
separately pack
so much here, but the
aged volumes
of architectural
more you know, the
symbols libraries
better it gets. So see your
as add-on mod
local dealer for more
ules. There's
information. And we'll
Prelim
show you
idd .
¢ -·
mary
DR&\MS
something
Design.
that goes
Residential
way beyond
Construction
computers.

~~kid
2280 Bates Ave1111e, Co 11cord, California 94520

Tel 415 680 6818

Drc:11ms is ll trttdemark .and 1\ilacDrnfi is t1 regislt'red tradema rk of!nmwnti11t• DaM Des;gn, Jue. l lpplt• is a registaed tradc•11rnrl.: ,,,,d A1acimosh is a rrndr mark o/App /r Compu ter, Jue.
JJosrScrip t is a registrr~d trademark 1'.f Adobe Syst ems, fo r.

Please circle 164 on reader service card.

NEW ON THE MENU
The Nodem is a medium-cost
connectivity solution, with a sug
gested retail price of 5545 for o
dem-E (Ethernet) and 5595 for ei
ther "odem-C (Cheapernet) or
odem-T (twisted-pair) versions.
For more information, write or
call Adaptec at 691South Milpitas
Bl vd., Milpitas, CA 95035; (408)
945-8600.
- Louise Kohl

More if
by LAN
Two of the fastest-growing
computer areas these days are
networks and multiplatform con
nectivity. Adaptec's August an
nouncement of their new SCSI in
terface unit addresses both of
them.
Through a mall external box,

the Nodem, any SCSI-based com
puter can connect directly to an
Ethernet network. The system is
modular, using easily installable,
snap-in Media Cards that upport
Ethernet, Cheapernet, and twist
ed-pair cabling. The Macintosh
version should be available by the
time you read this, and it will be
fully compatible with AppleTalk.
Adaptec predicts Nodem network
communication 40 times faster
than over LocalTalk networks.

The Ter
•
minator
Walking around MacUser of
fices (and probably most others)
you see jumbles of cables connect
ing computers, printers, modems
- and whatever else a modern
office connects. These copper me
dusas are dangerous as well as un
sightly, writhing their way
around unsuspecting feet.
This hazard has been tamed by
Monster Cable, a company well

known for its stereo cables and
connectors. The means to this
timely end is the MacCable Cus
tom Termination Kit for Apple
Talk and PhoneNet connectors.
With this kit you can make cables
of any length to flt your exact
needs (no more coils of unneces
sary wire), in a four-step, "five
minu te process." Each kit, which
retails for $125, contains a Termi·
nal Station with a mini-DIN 3
socket, a DB-25 socket, and a nine
pin socket; an insulation-stripping
tool; a wire cutter/stripper; Local
Talk mini-DIN 3 connectors; and
solder.
Monster Cable also offers a
complete line of MacCable cables
of predetermined length, includ
ing printer, modem, SCSI, Phoneet and AppleTalk, and specialty
cables. Contact Monster Cable
Products at 101 Townsend Street,
San Francisco, CA 94107; (415)
777-1355.To locate your local deal
er call (800) 437-2853, or in Cana
da, (800) 331-3755 .
- Laura Johnson

RUMOR MANAGER
~ With

System 6.0 still unre

kitchen-sink program like Full·
Write Professional or WordStar
been getting whifTs of System 7.0 Mac. It'll be a more basic program.
(you do remember that Apple has The price will reflect the power
promised or th reatened two Sys and should be under 5200 Ii. t.
tem upgrades a year). System 7.0 ~ Yet another player is about
is the release scheduled for Janu _l..r to jump headfirst into the
ary 1989 (that also implies that database wars. Look for a totally
System 29.0 will be the first Sys built-for-the-Mac (and for speed)
tem release in 2000). It looks to be program that bears the name of a
physically large, so big, in fact, major MS-DOS database product.
that it won't run on any 1-meg The
publisher/ programmers
machines. We also hear that most claim that they beat both Fox
of the improvements are or will be BASE+ / Mac and 4th Dimension
in MultiFinder, and System 6 at each of those programs' respec
point-whatever will remain cur tive strengths. And from the
rent for 1-meg users. Of course, sneakpreview, we'd say they have
Apple and the memory manufac a real shot at it.
turers dearly hope that there ~ Vertical integration is the
aren't any of you by then.
_l.._r current Cupertino buzzword.
- Several "<lo what l want" or Apple will announce that it is go
'{? cognitive programs are well ing in to memory Ch ip production
into testing. As expected, two of on a very large scale. The initial
them are word processors, but announcement will have two seg
there's also a spreadsheet, an ac ments: Apple will buy (actually,
counting package, and an abso will have bought by annou nce
lutely stunning cognitive graphics ment date) a medium-sized over
program out there. From what seas chip fabrication plant and
we've seen, we'd guess that one of will also begin construction of its
the word processors will be the own large plant in Northern Cali
first Mac-cognitive program and fornia. None of this will help re
that you'll be able to buy it within lieve the current memory crunch.
6 months. Don't expect a super The overseas production will start
every-feature-but-the arriving here late this year or earduper,

_l..r leased at press time, we've
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ly next year - just in time to go
into laptop Macs - and Apple
hopes that the domestic plant will
start shipping in late 1989. Maybe.
Now that WingZ is poised to
_1_ become the first really seri
ous challenger to Excel, other
companies are willing to take yet
another look at the Mac spread
sheet market. If WingZ can, as we
believe, sowsome confusion in the
Excel market-share numbers,
these people (both of whom start
ed and then suspended spread
sheet projects some time ago) will
jump back in and attempt to grab
some of the pieces. Lotsa luck
folks, even though luck may not
be enough here.
- The hot new Gofer utility
'{? (with its fantastic clipping
and background searching abili
ties) i n't even released as we go
to press, and we've already heard
of or seen the design specs for
three clones.
- Look for a Mac magazine
'{? merger within the next half
year. We've picked up two some
what related stories. The first in·
volves the merger of a successful
yet struggling general Mac maga
zine with a business-specific Mac
magazine (not the one you think;

ff

B

8

in fact, not one you've ever likely
seen). The second story has the
same two magazines (interesting,
no?) joining a European magazine
that isn't Mac-specific to put out a
Mac-specific U.S. edition. The
name is likely to be a Mac'ed ver
sion of the European magazine's
name.In either case, the big bucks
backing will be coming from Eu
rope. ( o, not England - if Mac
User founder Felix Dennis is leap
ing back in, he sure hasn't told us
- and he knows our phone num
ber.)
- The current memory short
l.? ages have revived interest in
CCD (charge-coupled device) and
bubble memories. These exotic
types of memory had fallen out of
favor, mainly because of price
considerations. Now that RAM
prices are at new and much high
er levels (and likely to remain
there - remember how soda
prices "dropped" after the sugar
shortage ended?), these alt.erna·
tive tech nologies again appear to
be cost effective. And while CCDs
and bubble memories can't totally
substitute for the dynamic RAM
that isn't there these days, it can
reduce the need for a great
amount of it.

lllBOX: ELECTRONIC MAIL SO POWERFUL,
IT'S LIKE BElllG EVERYWHERE AT OllCE.

Imagine an electronic mail system that's so power
ful yet so easy, everyone instantly transfers everything.
From simple phone messages to detailed memos with
attached files like spreadsheets, outlines, letters, graph
ics etc. That's InBox. Electronic mail software that
helps groups or an entire company share information
fast. Easily. And inexpensively over Appletalk, or
virtually any PC network.
Maybe that's why InBox is the best seller, a Mac'
SvI MI A- I....TEC
1

User Magazine Editor's Choice and InfoWorld's top
rated LAN E-mail product. MAC to MAC, MAC to PC,
or any combination, the best way to connect is with
InBox. InBox makes individual, group, or entire com
pany communications so effective, it's like being
everywhere. At once.
Call (800) 888-0886
Ext. 306F for complete
~
information.
The Power in Electronic Mail

INBQM

MAC to PC E·maiJ andfilt transferrtquirts Applt liJ.lk. f ttBoxis a lnuhmarko/Syma11tLt. Olhcr bronds.amlpmductsart tradt marks ofthtir rt s/m:tive holdns. c 1988 Symantec Corp,
TM

/35SouthRoad. Bt d/urd.MAOJ730 (617)275-48()()

See Us At MacWorld Expo, Booth #5503

Please circle 197 on reader service card.
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NEW ON THE MENU

Foxy
Add-Ons
\\hen Fox BASE + / Mac was
released not long ago, the Mac
community became very aware of
the huge MS-DOS dBASE add-on
industry. After all, that's how Fox
started. Fox BASE + / Mac already
has its own add-on product, Fox
ToolBox from Buzzwords Interna·
tional. This program will convert
single-user FoxBASE applications
to multiuser applications, add
code that will let programmers

and other advanced users do cus·
tomized reports (a feature that di·
rectly addresses one of the main
criticisms we had of FoxBASE+ /
Mac), analyze your FoxBASE pro·
grams (by producing tree and
other flow diagrams and creating
listings of data structures), and
much more. It also acids mail·
merge capability to FoxBASE+ I
Mac.
FoxToolBox is an impressive
package and is now in final test·
ing, with release scheduled by the

"Take my ledgers . . .
please!" Who says accountants
aren't funn y? Jeff Huber, of
Champaign, IL, found this zinger
when he wa5 working in Soft·
sync's Accountant, Inc. It may not
be as funn y as Albert Brooks 
heck, it may not even be as funn y
as Albert Einstein, but we're talk·
ing about people whose idea of
great literature is a balanced
checkbook.
As a reward, our accounts pay
able department is sending JelT's
accounts-receivable department a
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time you read this. It will cost
$295. For more information, write
to Buzzwords International at
Route 4, Box l 12G, Jackson, MO
63755 or call (3 14) 334-63 17.
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Go Tools Obj ects

....
The Wi se One Speaks:
You mo y osk the Wlzor d more lhon one
qu estion. Check the boHes to osk questions.

- Jake Paden

D How mony ong els con

0

Why Is o circle round ?

0

Which end Is up?

D

Wizard, I want to as k
o question that Isn't
listed here .

don ce on o pin?

D Why Is o polor beor

Don't
Give
Me Any
Static

white?

0

Wh ere does o rolnbow
end7
( Return to Course)

Do you often get one of those
jolts that makes your hair stand
on end when you touch your com
puter? Are you zapped by you r
mouse? Struck by you r printer?
The static electricity that shocks
your system can also wipe out a
disk or cause equipment malfunc·
tions and breakdowns, necessitat·
ing expensive repairs.
Avoid this shocking business
by placing Lightning Rod Pads un
der all your business machines.
The Lightning Rod Pad is made of
fabric-covered conductive open·
cell rubber. Touch the pad before
touching your machine and the
static electricity drains away
through a grounding wire.
The Lightning R-Od Pad, which
also mullles noise and reduces vi·
bration, comes in five designer
colors (none of them shocking) 
plum, gray, blue, green, and beige
- and eight sizes. Prices range
from Sl4.95 to S98.95. Choose an 8·
inch-by-9 Y.i-inch pad for your
mouse, an 8-inch by 28-inch for
your keyboard and mouse, or a 48·

inch by 32-i nch for your whole
Mac setup.
The Lightning Rod Pad is pro
duced by Wave Pad. Get in touch
with them at P.O. Box 24475, 1760
Yosemite Avenue, San Franci co,
CA 94 124-2679; (800) 345-WAVE;
in California, (800) 422-WAVE or
(415) 822-2550.
- Laura Johnson

Error # - 51

[~)

Rn uneHpllcobly uneHpected end th er e fore
uneHplo ln11ble ERROR h11s occurre d
eHtemporoneously t1nd eHpunges the program
Integrity. Not to be on eHtenuotor, but you
should cycle the pow er end try ogol n.

cash disbursement (a.k.a. a
check) for $25. We'll put you on
the same pay scale if you'll save a
copy of your ·creen in MacPaint
format (C-0mrnand-Shift-3), so we

SEPTEMBER

can reproduce it. Send your sub
missions to Dialog Herb c/o Mac
User, 950 Tower Lane, 18th floor,
Foster City, CA 94404.

1988

- H.D. Plant

( Ask the Wl zord)

Take
theH
Training
If you've been to a trade show
recently, you've seen a HyperCard
stack demonstrating something 
maybe even another HyperCard
stack. Well, for those of you who
want to build your own demo or
training stacks, First Reference
has just issued their CBT Develop
ment Stacks, a two-disk package
for building computer-based
training programs in HyperCard.
The disks come with a variety
of stacks that can be used as tern·
plates, as well as a num ber of
other tools that can be used to
create cu torn training stacks.
Among the templates are Flash·
cards, an electronic equivalent of
those three-by-five memory aids
we all suffered through in school;
Debrief, a stack for recording and
summarizing responses; and Es·
say, which performs similar func
tions for essay-type responses.
The tools include EZ Accessories,
a collection of predefined buttons,
fields, cards, and formats; Copy
card/Clone, a pair of scripts that
are useful for combining elements
from two existing cards; and Se·
lector, a scrolling text field with
its own script that lets you select
any line in the field and then act
upon it.
The Cl3T Development Stacks
list for S135 and are ava.ilable
from First Reference, 516 Fifth
Avenue #706, New York, NY
10036; (212) 730-8211. Just think
- now you can create stacks to
train people to create other stacks
that train people to create stacks
that create stacks! ls that recur
sive enough for ya?
- Russell Ito
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NEW ON THE MENU

UPDATES
Programs, like wine, often im have a 128K Mac, you should be
prove with age. To get the most running the latest System soft
out of your programs, you should ware. (128K owners should con
be using the most recent versions. tinue to use System 2.0 and Finder
Here's a list of the current version 4.1; 512K, 512KE, and XL owners
numbers (as of press time) of should stick with System 3.2 and
many popular programs. The ver Finder 5.3.) The latest Apple Syssion number of a program can usu tern software is available free
ally be found by running the pro from most user groups, national
gram and checking the About... on-line services, and local BBSs.
item at the top of the Apple menu. The deluxe version (four disks,
Apple System software is spe boxed and well-documented) can
cial. Generally, and unless you be purchased through Apple deal-

A.A.LS. Prolog
Acta
AMS General Ledger
AppleShare
Accountant. Inc.
Aztec c
Backgrounder
Back to Basics
Balance of Power
Bulk" Mailer
Business Fllevision
CalendarMaker
capture
Chart
Chooser
ClickArt Effects
Clipper
CloseView
Cognate
ColorChart
Colorizer
ColorMate
ColorPrint
Com[c St(lp fac)ory
Comic Works
ConcertWare +
ConcertWare + MIDI
Control Panel
Copy II Mac
Copy II HO
Cricket Draw
Cricket Graph
Curaior
DA Handler
Deluxe Music Con·
struction Set
Deslgn/IDEF
DesignScope
Disk Express
Disk First Aid
OiskFit
Oisklnfo
Disk Ranger
Disk Tools Plus
DiskTop
Dollars & Sense
Double Helix II
"Draw It again, Sall)"
Ea$y Access •
Easy30
fdtt
Excel
ExperCommon Lisp
Experllsp

Experlogo
fZQrafl
FastBack
Fiie
Filemaker Plus
Finder (MFS·128K)
Finder (H FS)
Findswtll
FlashBack
Flight Simulator
Fokker Triplane

M1.15
2.0
2.08
1.1
2.1
3.4b
1.2
1.03

NCP
NCP.//
NCP
NCP
NCP,//
NCP,//
NCP
NCP
f oY · CP
3.0
NCP.I/
1.1
NCP
3.0
NCP,//
1.1
NCP,//
1.02
NCP
3.3
NCP
1.01
NCP//
1.01
NCP
1.0
NCP
1.5
NCP,//
1.3
NCP
NCP,//
1.1
2.1
NCP
2.03
NCP
1.6
NgP,lf
1.0
NCP.I/
4.0
NCP.I/
4.0
NCP,//
3.3
NCP
7.1
NCP
7.1
NCP
1.1
NCP//
1.2
NCP
1.04
NCP,//
6.0
NCP
2.0
1.1
1.14
1.10
1.4

"i.f '
1.45
3.1
1.01
3.0.2
4.0
r40
2.03
1.0
1.01
2.1
1.5
2.2
1.5
1.1
2.0
1.02
2.0
2.1
4.1
6.1
2.0
1.6
1.0
1.0

CP
NCP.//
NCP,//
NCP
NCP
NCP,//
NCP,S
NCP
NOP,//
NCP,//
NCP,//
NCP/ /
NCP,//
NCP
NCP
NCP
NCP.I/
NCP
NCP,i/
NCP
NCP,//
NCP,i/
NCP,//
NCP.I/
NCP
NCP
NCP,//
NCP
CP
CP

FONTastic Plus
FonVOA Mover
Fontographer
Forecast
Frame Mac
FreeTerm
FullPaint
FullWrfte Professional
Gato
General
GeoOtJery
Glue
GraphicWorks
Hard Disk 20
Hard Disk Utility
HO Backup
HD SC Setup Apple
HFS Backup
HFS Locator Plus
HyperCaid
Illustrator
lmageWriter
lmageWriter, AppleTalk
lnllox
Insight Expert
Accounting
Installer
InTalk
Jam Session
Jazz
JustText
Keyboard
Key Layaut
Laser Author
Laser Prep
LaserShare
LanrSpeed
LaserStatus
LaserWriter
Laser Writer USC
Layout
Legal Billing
Legal Billing II
UghtSpeed C
UghtSpeed Pascal
Listen 2.0
Lode Runner
LOOkUJ!.
Mac30
MacASM
MacBillboard
Mac e
MacCalc
Mac Daisy Link
Mac Disk Catalog II
MacDraw II
MacDrafl
MacFlow
MacFortran (all)
MacGolf
MaclnTalk
Maclabeler
MacMoney
MacMovies

1.4
3.8
2.3
2.0
1.1
2.0
1.0
1.0
1.42
3.3
1.01
1.04
1.13
1.1
2.0
1.1
2.0
1.1
2.0
1.1
1.0
2.7
2.7
2.22
2.01
2.6
3.0
1.1
1A
1.1
3.3
2.3
1.3
5.2
1.0
1.6
2.0
5.2
1.1
1.3
1.72
2.39
3.0
2.0
2.1
1.0
1.0c
2.1
1.2
4.01
5.0
1.2
1.04
2.lC
1.0
1.2b
2.03
2.3
3.0
1.1
2.2
3.01
1.02

NCP,//
NCP
CP
NCP.//
NCP.//

NCP.11
NCP
NCP.//
CP
NCP
NCP,//
NCP
NCP
NCP
NCP
NCP

"tit"P

NCP
NCP
NCP.//
CP/NCP.1/
NCP
NCP
NCP
NCP,//
NCP

NpP, 11
CP.11
CP
NCP
NCP
NCP,//
NCP,//
NCP
NCP
NCP/ /
NCP
NCP
NCP
.NCP,S
NCP,//
NCP.I/
NCP.I/
NCP.//
CP//
CP

NC.P,11
NCP,//
NCP
NCP.S
NCP,//
NCP
NCP,i/
NCP
NCP.//
NCP.I/
NCP,//
NCP,//
CP.I/
NCP
CP
NCP,//
NCP

ers for $49.95, not a bad deal con
sidering what's included: Finder
6.0, System4.2 or 4.3, and the longawaited MultiFinder 1.0. As infor
mation on MultiFinder compatibi
lity becomes available, we'll keep
you informed.
All programs listed here are
HFS compatible. The meanings of
the codes in the right column are
as follows: CP or NCP, copy pro
tected or not; / / , programs we
have found to be Mac II compati·

MacNosy V2
MacPaint
MacPalette
MacPascal
MacProject II
MacProof
MacSafe
M~cSchedul~, ...
MacScheme+
Toolsmtth
MacServe
MacSpec
MacSpin
MacSpool
MacTerminal
MacTools (MFS/ HFS)
MacWrite
Mac Zap
MailManager
Map
MapMaker
MOA
MOS
Measure Test
MenuForits-2
Megarnax C
MicroPhone
Micro Planner Plus
MlndWrlte
minlWriter
MockPackage +
MORE
Mouse
MPW
MS BASIC
MS BASIC Compiler
MS Fortran
MS Works
MultiFinder
~Multiplan

MusicWorks
myOlsklabeler
• 'Ncryptor
Neon
Nlghtwatch
Omnls Ill Plus
OverVUE
Packlt Ill
'P<igeMaker
Parameter Manager
Performer
PictureBase
Plains and Simple
PLP
l'IMrf'lllnl
PowerStation
Print Monitor
Professional Composer
Profit Stalker II
Programmer's Online
Companion
Project Billing
OUEO/ M
OuicKeys
OtJlckWord

2.8
2.0
1.0
2.1
1.0
3.0
1.08
1.0

NCP
NCP,//
CP
CP
NCP,//
NCP
NCP,//
NCP./f

1.51
2.3
1.3
1.1
2.2
2.2
7.1
5.0
5.0
1.0
1.1
3.0
2.0
2.0
12.7
2:0
3.0
1.1
5.8b
1.1
1.4
4.3.4
1.1C
3.3
2.0b
3.0
1.0
2.2
1.1
6.0
1.11
"{ 1
2.11
2.0
2.0
1.02
3.25
2.1e
1.3
3.0
1.092
2.31
1.2
4.1
2.0
2.0
2.3

NCP./ /

u

CP.11
CP
CP
NCP
NCP
NCP
NCP//
NCP,//
CP
NCP
NCP,//

NCP.11
NCP

CP.S.11

NCP,J/ •
NCP
NCP,//
NCP
NCP,/ /
NCP.S
NCP.S
NCP.I/
NCI'"
NCP
NOP
NCP
NCP
NCP,//
NCP,//
NCP,//
CP
NCP,//
NCP//
NCP
NCP,//
NCP,//
NCP/ /
NCP.S
NCP,//
NCP
CP
NCP
NCP,i/
NCP,//

NCP.11
NCf.11

2.1
1.3

NCP.1/
CP
NCP

2.0
3.0
2.04
1.1
2.0

NCP,//
NCP
NCP,/ /
NCP.1/

S E P T E M B E R

ble (not yet a comprehensive list);
and S, shareware (try-before-you
buy software).
Changes and new listings are
shown in bold. Compatibility is
sometimes in the mind of the be
holder. Programs that are listed
as Macintosh II compatible may
not perform 100 percent of the
functions they offer on other
Macs, nor do they necessarily take
full advantage of the Macintosh
II.

NCP.11

988

Rags to Riches
Ragtime
Read-It!
Ready, Set, Go!
Record Holder
REdit
Red Ryder
Reftex Plus
Re"ports
ResEdit
Saigon Ill
Scoilp
Scrapbook
SideKick
Silicon Press
Slid~ Show Magic@n
Smartcom II
SmartScrap & The
Clipper
Sound
SoundCap
Space Edit
SpellNow
Spellswell
Startup Device
StatView 512+
StatWorks
Stella
Stepping Out
Straight Talk
Studio Session
Suitcase
SuperGlue
SuperPaint
Switcher
System (MFS-128K)
System (HFS)
Telescape
Telescape Pro VT 100
Tempo
Textures
Think 'n Time
ThinkTank
ThunderI
Thunderscan
TML Pascal
TMON
Top !J~k
TOPS
Trapeze
Turbo Download
Turbo Maccountant
Turbo Pascal
Type Now
VersaTerm
VersaTerm Pro
VideoWorks II
VIP
Widgets
Word
Write
WrfteNow
XPress
ZBasic

3.0
2.01
1.1
4.0a
2.1
1.2
10.3
1.01
1.2
1.1b7
1.0
1.01
174K
2.0
1.1
1.3
3.0A

CP.I/
NCP//
NCP.//
NCP,//
NCP
NCP
NCP
NCP.I/ ,

NCP.11 .
NCP,//
CP
NCP.I/
NCP//
NCP
NCP
CP
NCP,//

-

1'03
NCP,/ /
3.3
NCP./i
4.4
CP
2.0
CP.11
1.0
NCP
2.0f
NCP,//
3.3
NCP,//
1.1
NCP
1.2
NCP.11
1.3
CP, //
2.0
NCP,/ /
2.08
NCP.//
1.4
CP
1.2.1 NCP,//
1.03 . Nt?.11
1.00 NCP.//
5.1
NCP
2.0
NCP
6.0
NCP
1.0
NCP,//
1.1
NCP
1.2
NCP
1i 01
NCP,//
1.1
NCP,//
2.0
NCP,//
1.0.1 NCP
4.0
NCP
2.01
NCP
2.8
NCP
3.0 • CP
2.0 NCP.//
2.0a
NCP.//
2.1
NCP.1/
2.0
NCP,//
1.1
NCP,//
1.0· NCP,//
3.0
NCP
NCP
2.0
2.0
NCP,//
2.5
NCP,//
3.0
NCP
3.02
NCP,//
1.0
NCP.//
1.07
NCP.//
1.1
CP/ NCP.
4.0
NCP
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NEW ON THE MENU

Excel
lent
Account
ant
In the distant past, before com
puters came along and made life
simple, accountants kept their cli
ents' accounts in big ledger books.
These ledgers had one huge ad
vantage: Everyone and anyone
could understand them. Then
computers arrived and changed
everything. Well, almost. Absolute
Solutions has taken a huge step
forward by taking a huge step
backward. Computerized Classic
Bookkeeping (CCB) is an Excel
based integrated accounting pack
age that retains the look and
method of traditional ledgers.
By using a collectionof custom
ized, linked Excel spreadsheets,
CCB lets users create a chart of
accounts, open a set of books, and
enter and revise data just as if
theywere doingthesame thingby
hand. The package comes with
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Everything old is new
again! Computerized
Classic Bookkeeping
(CCB) is an Excel-based
integrated accounting
packa ge that brings the
familiar look of ledger
books to accounting
software.

92056
(6 19) 433 - 15 15

95 ..
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predefined charts of accounts for
both accrual- and cash-based ac
counting that an accountant can
use as is, or can modifyas needed.
CCB also reduces the amount of
typing required for repetitive
tasks by taking advantage of Ex
cel's customdialog boxes.
CCBrequires Excel 1.5 and lists
for S995 (not includingExcel). It's
available fromAbsolute Solutions,
3142 Vista Way, Sui te 400, Ocean
side, CA 92056; (800) 633-7666, or
in CA, (800) 458-3399.

- Russell Ito
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A Bose
by Any
Other
Name
Want to have your MIDI inter
face and use it, too? Thanks to a
specialoffer fromApple and Bose,
you can pick one of five music
software programs (ConcertWare

Plus 4.0, Terpsichore, Music
Mouse, MacDrums, or MJam Fac
tory) when you buy a Mac or the
Mac MIDI interface and the Bose
Pro RoomMate speakers. To re
ceive your software, specify
which software you want and
send in the proofs of purchase for
either the Mac or the Mac MIDI
interface and for the speakers
(plus warranty card) to Bose Free
Software Offer, PO. Box 8204,
Beaverton, OR 97076. The dead
line is October 8, 1988.
- Kristi Coale

Fade to
Black
In the tradition that made "just
add water" a catch phrase for Lip
ton Cup-of-Soup, Chronos Comput
ers asks you to "just add ink" to
their Sta-Blk lmagewriter/ Pro
writer ribbon cartridge.

The ribbon, which is disposable
- eventually, is shipped dry.
When inked, it should be able to
print about 8,000 single-spaced
pages. Sounds good, but a quick
read through the instructions
leaves you wondering whether
the ribbon will actually work.
To start, you're to add exactly
35 drops of ink to the ribbon. Fine.
But when they start telling you

that examin ing the print dark
ness is the best way to determine
when you need to add more ink,
that's where I'd draw the line.
They even go as far as telling you
that your ribbon is haggard when
a hole is worn through it.
Sta-Blk comes vacuum-packed
in a ZipLock bag complete with
the infamous instructions and a
squeeze bottle of ink, all for $39.95
plus tax and shipping. Cont.act
Chronos Computers at 4186 Valley
Blvd., Suite H, San Diego, CA
92121; (6 19) 4558200.
- Kristi Coale

20,000

Megs
under the
Sea
If the Captain had used a Mac
and Navigate! , we might never
have had Gi lligan's Island.
(Now, there's a thought.) Navi
gate! is a Digital Chart Navigation
System that rolled in with the tide

(Fair Tide Technologies, that is)
early in May.
It won't help you find your way
along the Truckee River in your
inner tube, but if you have a yacht
30 feet in length or more, this sys
tem is for you.
With Navigate! you.select the
area to which you'll be sailing,
and the computer charts the
course. It will calculate distances
and compass headings between
waypoints (which are assigned
specific latitude and longitude po
sitions) in addition to estimating
time of arrival.
An interface between the Mac
and your navigational radio re
ceiver allows the program t-0 dis
play your yacht's actual position
graphically.
Besides the software, Navigate!
also comes with a remote screen
and trackball controller for less
than-dry conditions. It will run on
the Mac Plus, SE, and Mac II. Nav
igate! sells for SJ,495. Additional
chart disks sell fo r $95. For more
in fo rmation, contact Fair Tide
Technologies at 18 Ray Avenue,
Burlington, MA 01 803-4721; (617)
229-6409.
- Kristi Coale

Plug a 330-megabyte MacDisk"' drive into your Mac~ and scream
rhrougli all th e high·performance applications you walflt. No stall
ing. No bottlenecks.
Progi:ams load in about 20milliseconds. Dar.a transfers at up to 1.3
megabytes per second.
And MacDisk ~ already ·mrmaute 1 so ifs our ofthe box;, hooked
into your Mac's SCSI port and i:eady ro go in about two minutes.
With cenilication at a whopping 40,000·hour Mean llme Between
FaUure,, you'll make tracks fut' a long, long time before you have to
think about it again.
Call now, and get your Mac offthe b1ooks with a 40-Mb, 65-Mb,
100-Mb, 230Mb Or 330-Mb MacDisk l:iighperformance storage
system. 800-3459242, Dep . 248. In Calif., 714-545-2774, Dept. 248.
AtSiggraph, see us at the..Am;>Je booth and at Macworld Expo,
see uS"at Booth 710.
Please circle 56 on r eader service cal'd.
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NEW ON THE MENU

Mac's
Loyal
Subjects
Pointer Publications now gives
Mac users a chance to look back in
time. Mac Subjects, a subject and
software name index of Macin·
tosh periodicals, allows you to ref·
erence articles on programs, hard·
ware, and other related topics
from nine publications, including
MacUser . Its premier issue, hit·
ting the stands in May, covers top·
ics covered from November lo De·
cember 1987.
Published bimonthly, Mac Sub·
jects sells for S5.95 an issue in the
l!.S, S6.95 in other countries. One
year's subscription will cost you
$30 here, 839 abroad. For more in·
formation, contact Pointer Publi
cations at P.O. 70054, Marietta,
GA 30007.
- Kr isti Coale

RTF

Write
Now, 2.0
Although our Founding Fa·
thers may have frowned on inter
dependency, T/ Maker, along with
other software companies, finds it
a necessity. The new version of
WriteNow, 2.0, can import and ex
port files from PageMaker 3.0
(and 2.0), Ready,Set,Go! 4.0,
XPress I.I , Text fi les, MacWrite,
HTF files, and others.
To attraot business users to
Write1 ow, T/ Maker has included
mail-merge capabilities along
with MultiFinder and network
compatibility. You can also have

Please circle 17 on reader service card .
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as many documents open as you
desire. For those prone to making
editing mistakes, there's an en
hanced Undo feature that differ
entiates between form at and con·
tent changes - nothing is
irrevocable.
WriteNow 2.0 will sell for $195,
and is due out around the time
this issue hits the stands. Version
1.07 users can receive a free up
grade by sending in the coupon
included in the specially marked
1.07 package.
- Kristi Coale

Word
Almost
Perfect
In response to the confusion
surrounding the initial release of
the Macintosh version of Word
Perfect, version 1.0.1 (with a
Draw DA) should soon be appear·
ing on dealers' shelves.(Look for a
feature rev iew in an upcoming is·
sue of MacUse1: ) WordPerfect
Corporation has decided that
their usual DOS bug-fixing proce
dures have not worked as effi
ciently as we all might have liked
in the Maci ntosh market.
This has been due more to an
information gap than to any idio
syncrasies in their method. Word
Perfect programmers are in the
habit of "updating" as bugs are
brought to their attention by users
- which accounts for the various
dates on WordPerfect 1.0 disks.
What we didn't know is that any
user with a bug problem is sent
the most cu rrent, fi xed version.
If you have a less-than-perfect
version of WordPerfect, call (800)
MAC-HELP. The phone number
says it all.
- Louise Kohl

.. "\~olJNClNG 162 NEW PRINT£
~'
FOR THE MAC!
~S

"The Implications
of this Product are
Staggeting...
This is a Great Product!"
Ezra Shapiro, Co nsulting Editor

BYIE Ma~c. Feb., '88

Freedom to choose the best!
The Grappler® LQ and Grappler C/Mac/GS
~ive you the freedom to use the printer you
;vant with your Macintosh® Plus, SE or ll. No
onger arc you constrained by Apple's limited
Jrinter options. Whether you need special
xinter features, portability or just a lower price tag, the
'.Jrapplers now leave the choice up to you . Economical
asers, wide carriage dot matrix, portable 24 pin output, 300
jpi on an H.P. Desk]et ™ ( S995 suggested retail) or just gct
:ing productive use o ut of the old parallel printer in the
:loset, the Grapplers do it all! With built-in support of popu
ar Epson, Okidata, Toshiba and Hewlett Packard printers,
:he Grapplers will interface the large majority of the printers
1vailable today.
\ll this in a cable?

The Grapplers are sophisticated computing devices hidden
in simple printer cables. They work like translators, changing
!mageWriter® information so your printer can understand it.
The Grappler C/Mac/GS makes 9 pin printers work like

;. Orango Micro, Inc .. 1986

3rapplcr is

a rcgistorcd 1rado mark ol Orange Micro. Inc.

"'1acin1osh is a rcgis1crcd lradoma rk of Applo Compulcr, Inc.
)eskJcl is a trademBik ol Howlctl ·Packard Co .• Inc.

lmageWriter Us. The Grappler LQ drives 24
pin and HP compatible laser printers (and the
new 300 dpi Deskjet) as if they were
Image Writer LQs. All you do is set the Grappler's
switch for the printer you're using, plug it
in and start printing. Your Mac thinks it's
still talking to an lmageWritcr, so all your
software will continue to operate as usual.

Getting the best from your Grappler
If your software works with an
lmageWriter II or LQ, it will work with the
appropriate Grappler. Dot
matrix printers require
nothing more than
Q ~
the Grappler.
~
Laser/ink jet printers require
.rei.,~ . . ~
a Mac Plus, SE or II, with the
..,,
.;.,..,,.,~O
~ ·,,
powerful Grappler Spooler ~
·-..._
P':
software. A hard disk is rec. -~
ommended to hold the
/
cxpandcd font sets provided
for best resolution output.
Since the Grappler cannot recognize Postscript commands, it
is not recommended for desktop publishing applications.

Z :i",.-

Over 650,000 Grapplers have connected Apples and
printers for over eight years. Now, you can connect your
Macintosh to your choice of 162 different printers with the
same reliability and confidence.

~ Orange ffikro
-

Inc.

1400 N. Lak eview Ave .. An ahei m. CA 92807
1800) 223·8029 or (7 14) 779·2772 in CA

Please circle 16 on reader service card.
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this?
or this?
Easy Entry ofCurrent
Year-to-Date Payroll Data!

Aatrix

Process paychecks in as
little as two seconds each
• Paycheck printout adapts
to most check forms • Tax
Tables included • All taxes
and deductions are calculated,
deducted and accumulated • Prints lOO's ofreports including
By-date, Monthly, Quarterly and Yearly; also state
unemployment, federal 940 & 941 information • Password
protection • Automatic back-up
feature • Prints W-2 forms • Much
More!!

r ~-----iwu~::·lt
?Za..4-<f?""'

Aatrix

e,-.:. 1
il11111

Time tracking utility which can be used in conjunction with Aatrix
Payroll, Aatrix Payroll Plus, TimeMinder and any ot her payroll,
accounting or spreadsheet application which accepts tabular form
text files. Records, calculates and accumulates time for payroll,
time billing or productivity analysis. Prints detailed reports to
printer or exports to Aatrix Payroll & Payroll Plus for payroll
calculations or to TimeMinder for powerful time invoicing options.
Password protected. Can be used in conjuntion with a electronic
card or wand reader•• for automatic
employee punch in and punch out.
0

Price includes soft-wnro only; e1oct.ronic card/Wand

render exlra. Cnll for further information

$199 *

•

Introductory Pnce

In addition to features
of Aatrix Payroll:
Maintains ledger for
payroll checking account
Allows for 10 different
income sources or 10 hourl:
rates • Unlimited number of employees • Prints 1099's •
Accumulates sick pay and vacation pay based on hours
worked • Up to five separate employer contributions •
Special restaurant tip calculator and
commission calculator • Writes
miscellaneou.s checks • Much More!!

Time billing, project billing, projec1
tracking program and desk
accessory • Operates in the
background of your MacintoshT M
programs • PauseTime DA allows
you to log in and log out witbout
quitting program in operation.
Also allows you t.o temporarily hal
time tracking or to t ransfer to anot her application • Automatic loE
out when quitting applicat ions•Various forma ts for invoice and
report printing • Allows for manual ent ry for out of office time an
for time editing to make corrections • Extra items such as raw
materials, phone calls and sales taxes can be included on invoices
• Allows for variable rates per project • Monthly charges such as
retainers may be automatically added to
invoices • On demand reports of time
records • Prints to JmagewriterT"' or
LaserwriterTM • Much More!

Please clrcle 63 on reader service card.

Aatrix
SOFTWARE

30 Day Money Back Guarantee

INFO LINE

1-800-426-0854

P.O. Box 5359 • Grand Forks, ND 58206-5359
*Shipping & Handling Extra

•

by Neil L. Shapiro

Stating
the Obvious

R

emember the good old days
when using a Macintosh was
like using a toaster ?
I recall my favorite TV com
mercial from those halcyon days. You
saw an IBM PC and a Mac Plus sitting
side by side. The announcer's voice
over explained how complicated the
IBM PC was to use compared with the
Macintosh.
To use the IBM PC, the announcer
said, "You need all of these." That
turned out to be an avalanche of man
uals and papers falling from the sky
and almost burying the IBM PC under
a mountainous glut of obfuscating ver
biage armored in three-ring binders
and thick lipcases.
Then the announcer said , his voice
tripping over the words like a pixieish
version of Howard Cosell , that to run
the Macintosh "all you need is this . . ."
CLOSE ZOOM TO: An index finger
poised on a mouse button.
I don 't think I ever saw a TV com
mercial that so quickly buried the
competition both literally and meta
phorically. It was a great moment in
television and computing.
Because it was simple.
Because it was to the point.
And because it was true.
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THE APPLIANCE VISION
A lot of people like to fault Steve
Jobs for various things. In fact , Steve
bashing has almost become the nation
al sport of the Macintosh Nation . Af
ter all, the argument goes, if it weren't
for Steve's crippling of the early, non
expandable, closed-up-tight Macs, the
Macintosh Standard would have hap
pened sooner.
Wrong.
The first l 28K Macintosh, com
pared to one of today's Mac SEs with a
built-in hard disk and an expansion
slot, was undoubtedly a sorry little
beggar. And, yes. people jumped all

COMMUNITY

MACINTOSH

THE

could do on a Macintosh (with the ex
ception of graphics) you could do just
as well, or even better, on an IBM PC
- if you wanted to invest an order of
magnitude more effort. And harder,
for many people, means impossible.
Steve Jobs recognized this. When he
designed the Macintosh originally, he
wanted to make sure that the machine
was completely approachable and that
it would not be easy for developers to
make it difficult to use.
In the realm of spreadsheets, Multi
plan (remember Excel's grandpa?)
was certainly not a contender for the
world's most powerful spreadsheet. It
was, in fact , not a great deal more pow
erful than the CP / M or Apple II ver
sions of M ultiplan. There were at least
three IBM PC spreadsheets that blew
M ultiplan out of the water as far as
having the power to leap tall formulas
and the ability to outrace a speeding
macro.
But the early Multiplan was like the
early Macintosh. It was so simple to
use that anyone could use it. So every
one wanted to.
You see, that's the key to Steve
Jobs's original vision of what the Mac
intosh computer should have become.
It should have become the world's first
appliance computer - a tool for Ev
eryman (and Everywoman), a user
transparent extension of the imagina
tion .
The original Multiplan made the
concept of what-if planning available
to thousands of people who would nev
er before have even thought seriously
about owning a computer. The Macin
tosh Interface was, for the majority of
people (different from and much larg
er than , say, the majority of power us
ers), the only game in town.
And Steve Jobs intuitively realized
that to make the Macintosh Interface
work, you could not allow there to be
too many ways to complicate things.

over it, pointing out that hard disk ac
cess .rates were slow using serial port
drives, that there was no easy way to
add a big screen monitor, and on and
on.
But if the original l 28K Macinto h
had been designed any less like an ap
pliance, one of two things would have
happened. Either the Macintosh
would have just died or it would have
gone as far toward establishing a sec
ond business standard as, say, the
Amiga or the Atari ST has gone today.
To put it simply: The original Mac
intosh appealed to the first buyers sim
ply for one simple reason - it was sim
ple.
Oh, sure, many of the early pioneers
are now jumping up and down reading
this (careful the subscription cards
don 't fall into your lap), screaming that
it was not the simplicity that attracted
them, it was the power. Yeah, right.
Until very recently, and certainly in
the early days of the Macintosh's first
incarnation, almost anything you
S
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• THE MACINTOSH COMMUNITY

So the first Macs did not allow for
over-complication. They were for
"The Rest Of Us," a subset of human
ity one does not hear about from Cu
pertino as often as in the past.

John Sculley
and Jean-Louis Gassee
moved in to open up the
Mac. And Steve Jobs was
moved out.

-

NEXT

But although Jobs's basic vis ion was
sound, there came a time when all the
people introduced to the simplicity of
the Macintosh also wanted more
power. And, lo achieve such power,
that meant the Mac would have to be
redesigned.
John Sculley and Jean-Louis Gas
see moved in to open up the Mac. And
Steve Jobs was moved out.
The new design goals of the Macin
tosh Team under Sculley and Gassee
could be boiled down, in my opinion, to
one dictum : "Keep It Mac But Get

IBM. '
In many ways the new team suc
ceeded admirably. Seated here in front
of my MultiFindered, 5-megabyte
Macintosh II, word processing on one
of my two monitors while the other
monitor keeps Focal Point at my beck
and call, there's no doubt that the
Macintosh line of personal computers
is now the most powerful in the world.
The only thing that comes close is
OS/2 and that's only if you want to
credit future maybes against present
here-nows.
But just as Steve Jobs proved to be
blind to the needs of his audience be
coming more and more complicated, I
fear th a t today's management at Ap
ple has become too interested in power
and performance at the sake of keep
ing things simple - Mac-simple.
We can' t go on making the Macin

Please circle 23 on reader service card.
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losh more and more complicated to
use. I think we need a new philosophy,
a philosophy of ....

ANTIDISINTUITIVENESSARIANISM
When I start up a new Macintosh
program I always do two things first. I
boot the program. I use the program.
Then, someday soon, I plan to read the
manual.
But, lately, this has become harder
and harder to do. The manuals for to
day's complicated Macintosh pro
grams simply outweigh the Macintosh
(even my Mac II and two monitors).
But, you know something?
It isn' t rea lly needed .
It seems to me that there are three
things that go wrong here. The first
thing can be if a program veers so far
off the Mac Interface that it loses the
Mac's abi lity to be intuitive. If that
happens, then no amount of manual
writing will help. Or the program can
be saddled with a manual that seems to
be designed to impress people by its
sheer weight. The thi rd thing, an over
all factor, is that developers seem to
feel that this complexity of documen
tation is now what is needed to sell a
progra m to the "power user."
Developers do not seem to worry
about "The Rest Of Us" any more
than Cupertino does these days. In
stead they want to reach the fellow
who has on staff a computer expert
a nd who expects to get his money's
worth from paying the poor simp by
dumping a ton of manuals on his head .
In the short run this is good. It
makes the Macintosh look like a " real
computer." I expect that, yes, in some
companies the wealth of heavy man
uals has helped rather than hurt the
Macintosh.
But, Cupertino, please wake up
here. It is as wrong to oversee the com
plicating of the Macintosh as it was for
Steve Jobs to have insisted on the over
simplification of the Mac.
Take the lead. Tell the developers
out there that they should hunt for
new, intuitive ways to utilize the Mac's
new power. Tell them that the way to
do it is to keep it Mac, to keep it simple,
to keep it for the rest of us.
Let 's always make the hardware as
capable a nd as powerful as possible.

WHEN SUE MORGAN USED THlllK'S

LIGHTSPEED PASCAL TO CREATE
MACINTAX, SHE GOT A FAST RETURN•••
AND NEW VERSION 2.0
PUTS HER PROGRAMMING
IN AN El/EN HIGHER

BRACKET.

Only one programming
envirorunent in the world can
t.ake you from a learning pro
grammer to an earning pro
grammer faster than THINK'S
Lightspeed Pascal Version
1.11. Introducing Version 2.0.
Sue Morgan of SoftView says
"To develop MaclnTax, we
needed the most powerful
development and debugging
envirorunent we could find.
That's why we chose THINK'S
Lightspeed Pascal, one of the
easiest and most powerful pro
grams on the market. And
now, new version 2. 0 is even
better! Its new multi-pass
compiler generates smaller,
faster code. Which for us
means faster, easier and
smarter programming. And a
faster finished product (which
is particularly critical for us
during tax season). What else
could a developer want?"
What else? How about
even faster compiling and link
ing than before. Reducing
turnaround time to seconds.
How about almost unlimited
program size. So your pro
gran1s can be as big as your
ideas. How about new Object
Pascal support. For object ori
ented programming. And soon, MacApp™!Fmally, how
about an enl1anced, super-powerful source level debugger
that can step through applications function by function,
• Fast. multi-pa optimizing compiler quickly creates compact. commercial quality code.
• Compiles '"'· 000 lines per minu te~•
• Links any size pmJ,.'T'am in less than two seconds.

•
•
•
•
•

Object Pascal support.
Enhanced source fc\·el debugger for C\"CJl faster development.
lklaxcd size limitations allow virtually unlimited pro1,'ldlll size.
Flexible, ;1dvanced editor wi th configurable automatic fom1au ing.
Source file compat ibility with Ml'W Pascal. Support for MPW object files using

statement by statement So you can set break points,
trace execution, and view heaps, registers and variables
simultaneously.. . even examine and modify variables,
arrays, and records symbolically. All this and more
makes THINK'S Lightspeed Pascal Version 2.0 the
perlect way to put your prograrruning skills into a higher
bracket. Without taxing your patience.
Get a faster program
ming return, Call (800)
888-0886 Ext 299 F.

corl\'ertcrutility.

• 68881 mat h co-processor and 680W support.

T ECt
'.I
I SvJ MAN
I

THINK'S
Lightspeed Pascal ,.,
'fl:Je fJrofessiona/ ~· 0 Joice

•s l'l!Jli'S lrd rf'lailpriu.$125. Ownm;o/11trsion I. 11 or rarlil'r/1ka.sr.ca /I M08)4•16-9'.l'J4/oruPflrudt infon natUm. • •44, ()()() LPM on aMt1c II. Ughtsper.d iS(lft'gistcrrtllrmlmwrk of
Lightspud, Int. and is usnlH:it.h its t.:rprtss~nnissio,,, MtJC/nTos. is a lrmll'marko/SoflVinv. MacA pp is a tmdrtr.ark ofApplt ComfJU" r. 0 1988 Symanlrc Corp., J35Soulh Rood. Brdford, Mi\

01730. (617J2i54SQO.

See Us At MacWorld Expo, Booth #5503

Please circle 170 on reader service card.
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Are You Still Naked?
If you're not using The NightWatch & MacSafe to protect your hard
disk files, you're leaving your work naked. Anyone with access to your
Macintosh can browse freely through your files  even changing them
without your permission, or knowledge. And it could be tonight!

With The NightWatch, you can shut down your hard disk securely.
The NightWatch stands guard, preventing unauthorized access or
erasure of your hard disk. To unlock your hard disk, start up with a
NightWatch user disk & enter your name and password. A simple &
elegant security solution.

The
NightWatchTM

• THE MACINTOSH COMMUNITY

But it 's up to the people who do the
software, and to those who evangelize
it, to see that the complex hardware is
as easy to run as shifting a production
auto on the open highway. It should
not be like running a Formula One ma
chine through the Indy 500. Because
when it comes down to it, the computer
that is easiest to use will be the com
puter that is used the most.
Keep it simple.
Keep it Macintosh.

People
are always asking me
how to save a
mangled hard

-

disk.

A QUICK SAVE

MacSafe ®
If you share your Mac, then MacSafe can help you restrict access to
your documents & applications . You create folder-like safes and place
your files inside to protect them from prying eyes. It works much like
the Finder, so you already know how to use it. With MacSafe's true
password protection (no encryption required), no one can get into your
safes without the correct password. Simple, familiar, & fast.

Call your dealer and join our satisfied customers  Fortune 500 compa
nies, universities, and small businesses - in protecting your valuable
files with The NightWatch & MacSafe .
Or, call us and ask for our free booklet: The Naked Truth: Tips &
Facts for Hard Disk Security.
Call your dealer or Kent+Marsh Ltd.

m 800. 325-3587

1200 Post Oak Blvd. • Suite 210 •Houston• TX• 77056·3104 • d0291 Applelink • 260·8648 MCI
.

.

(.g, Security Software You Can Count On
·~ Kent+Marsh Ltd.

Please circle 149 on reader service card.
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Ooooops ( a nd other expletives), my
hard disk crashed a couple weeks ago.
l was testing a HyperCard stack I
wrote to remote-control a ham radio. I
set the hard disk atop a linear amplifi
er running 2,000 watts. Zap. No back
up.
What to do? Andy Greenberg from
Masterplay ha ppened to call me. Once
I could speak again, I told him what
had happened and he recommended a
program called MacZap to me. I'd
seen the program in an earlier incarna
tion, but I ran out and bought the latest
one.
Wow. Saved 624 out of 626 files .
And I probably could have saved the
other two with a bit more work. It's the
easiest to use disk-saving program I've
ever seen.
People are always asking me how to
save a mangled hard disk. Right now,
MacZap's my own first line of defense.

[Editor's Note: MacZap has been
bought by Sy mantec and has been re
issued in an even more powerful and
much easier version as the Symantec
Utilities for the Macintosh or
SUM. ]~

End Financial Hassles. ~ti/
Quicken, $49.95
·
Click and Quicken auto
mah·cally updatesyo11 r check
register, recalculates balances
and prints your checks.

Click and QJ1icke11 instantly
writes your regular checks.

QJ'icken works like your pt1per
checkbook. Not a speck of
accounting mumbo-jumbo.

Click three timesfor these
jnstant reports:

•
8
•
•
•
•
•

..___ _

Income & Expenses (P&L)
B11dget vs. Actual
Taxable Income/Deductions
Rental Property/job Cost
Accoimts Payable
Cash Flow/Cash Needs
Payroll Taxes

7ly QJ'ickenfor 30 daysfree/

New!

Checksfor /aserpri11ters.
Prints checks 011 all pn·11ters.

.. ······
Introducing the fastest, easiest way to do your
personal finances and small business books.
Quicken for the Macintosh ~

Eliminate Bookkeeping Chores
Forever
Quicken is so automatic it does your financial
work for you. To pay bills just tell Quicken the
amounts. It does 14 automatic bookkeeping steps
and hands you the printed checks.
At tax time, Quicken gives you the itemized
reports supporting each tax deduction. Need to
find a check you wrote months ago? Quicken
finds it in 3 seconds flat.

Finish Financial Work
in Seconds
Quicken is extremely fast. It does in seconds
what used to take minutes or hours.
Time to do 10 Checks

Quicken

$49.95

-

Dollan; &c Sense• • • • • • • •
$149.95

MacMoney•
$119.95

Hand Written

1'/•'- - - - - --l
I

I

Minutes

No Accounting Hassles
Before Quicken, computerizing your books
was difficult, even on a Mac. Accounting jargon,
inflexible rules and tedious procedures were
standard.

Quicken has changed all that. Like Macintosh,
Quicken uses a familiar visual metaphor; a check
book right on your screen. So there are no strange
rules to learn. Absolutely no "debits'.' No "credits'.'
No "ledgers'.' No "forced closes'.' Nothing in your
finances changes. Finally there is bookkeeping
with the soul of the Mac.

Flexible Enough for Personal
or Business Use.
Quicken works for individuals. For service
and manufacturing businesses. For doctors, con
sultants, designers and property managers. For
anyone who wants relief from routine bookkeep
ing hassles.

Order Now and Get Two Free
HyperCard'" Stacks
• Check Designer-put clip art or logos on your
checks.
• Custom Reponer-produce a wide variety of
customized financial reports.
SpKiJk.UloM:
Com~tiblllty:

E:r:ponsd.it.1 in SYl.K f'orm.:11 for use in 5pn:.ulshttU hkc bl'd .•

Exports d.i.t.1 to HypcTC.•uJ.

Hardwottt: All M.icintosh whh 512K RM-t. All printers, including Wtt prinlc::rs.
Capacity: Num~r of b.snk 1. 1Ccounts-unUmilcd. Numbtr oftransactlons
unl imittd. Nwnbero(lnc omc/~ caicgories-unl1mi1ed. AmountS 10
S9,999,999.99.

OtMr: Noccopy prot«1cd

Please circle 65 on reader service card.

J wam t0 uy Quicktn on your no-risk 3Cklay guarantee. If I
don't save time, eliminate hassles and get the clearest picrure of
my finances, I will return ii within 30 days for a full refund.
Quicken for Macintosh. S49.95 plus S3.00 shlpplng and
handling. caJifoml.l residents add sales tu.

I
I
I

Call 800- 624-8742 (In California call 800-468-8481)
or send this coupon with your check or credit card numberto
Intuit

Zip

Phone _ _ _ _ __

0 Check enclosed (No purchase orders)
0 Visa 0 MasterCard 0 Am Ex
Ci.rd No._ __

_ __

_

_

_ __ __ __

Exp._ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ __ _ _ __

.:V-]ntUlt

540 uruvers1iy Aven ue

~I

L----------~~~~~~~~--~

"Although this category, unlike
spreadsheets and word proces
sors, had a lot of new players this
year, o ne seemed to us to be the
clear leader.
4 111 Dimension, the powerful first
product from ACIUS, takes the
kudos."
/llacUse1~

FebnUllJ' 1988 •

"Congratulations! Info World 's
readers have chosen
4 1h Dimension as the Product
of the Year in the Macintosh
Database Systems category."
jo1111t/Jm1 Sacks, /11.fo World, AfJl"il

1988•

"I can 't imagine a data
management problem that
you won't be able to solve
with 4 1" Dimensio n."
St e11e lllmm, /llacl11tos/J
A 11g11s t 11, 1987•

Totlt~)'

"Users w ith no experience or
inte rest in programming can
build a barebones database in
4D's 'Design Environment' just
by pointing, clicking, and nam
ing files and fields."
"For searches and sons - database
operatio ns that are performed
interactively - 4D's performance
curve is probably the best of the
to ur programs (Omnis 3 Plus,
Double Helix II, dBASE Mac, and
4 1" Dimension) ."

"4 111 Dimension from ACIUS, Inc.
of Cupertino, California,
outs hines the o ther databases we
tested borh in number of features
and in rich database develop
ment environment."
Don Cl"abb, llifo1Vo,./d,jm111my 11, 1988•

Want to try it out?
For $2 0, we'll send you a demo
disk and comprehensive 50-page
user's manual.
Call today and find o ut what
4 111 Dimension can do for you.

• Relational database
• Multi-user
• Intuitive interface
• Graphics and pictures
• Automatic fonns & reports

Yes you can!
$20 De1no Qffer
J-800-952-6300 A~kfvr /Jept.1\ /2

•

Demo version bundled
on all Jitsrninc
Ilard Disk Drives.

Dcwi d 81"t111dt, MacW/il.iK,Jcmumy 19, 19889

"It w ill do everything you need ,
and then some, and w ill prove
itself well worth the cost."
ja11 I•. llmri11gtcm, MacUse1~ No vem/Jei- 198 7m

"I'm convi nced that many users
of other Mac da tabases and even
PC databases will want to switch
over to 4 111 Di mensio n ."
Adam Gl"ee11, /llacwot"/d,]11/y 1987m

"In general, Macintosh software is
bette r than software fo r other per
sonal computers.. .
4 1" Dimensio n redefines those
high standards."
., l1ulre11 · Go r e, Tbe Afa ciutosb llr1J 1er's G11i<le,
Spring 1988

4 11 ' /J/,11/:".\'.'i/r JN is " 1mdt•111t11·k ufilC/l iS . /11 c. """ , 1Cf.
.11// ntber IJJ'({Jld wm1c 1s a re trr1tll'111t1rks o/ lbeir 11 u 1111 t 
.fl1<'1urers.
·

20300 Stevens Creek Blvd. , Suite 495
Cupertino, CA 95014 (408) 252-4444
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al area networks (LANs) are
ringing up faste r than weeds in a
ell-watered garden. For any
number of reasons, every office
with more than two Macs is thinking
LAN . The first is convenience, espe
cially if you are using or planning to
use a laser printer. Most laser printers
require at least a minimal network
connection to work; they were de
sig ned to be shared, not individual, re
sources.
Another good reason for creati ng a
LAN is th at both software and users
are getting more sophisticated overall.
Single programs can se rve multiple us
ers at reduced cost and with increased
efficiency. It makes sense to share non
confidential data among the ent ire
staff. There has always been software
th at could distribute data. The prob
lems were those of restriction and se
curity. There is now software capable
of moderating and controlljng the ac
tions of everyone on the network, al
lowing each user only certain privi
leges, including the ability to read, but
not copy or modify, memos and other
E-mail.
A network can also provide higher
levels of staff interactivity. In many
businesses, such interaction is desir
ab le but nearly totally abse nt. Cubicle
and office walls might as well be tow
eri ng mountain ranges. The thin wires
of LANs can easi ly break through
these barriers.
Ma ny LAN users will be experi
enced computer users, comfortable
with their machines and the technolo
gy. But equally many, if not more, us
ers are going to get their first computer
experience as a result of being connect
ed to their workgroup's LAN. For
these people, the choice of which group
software these people will be first in
troduced to is a cru cial admi nistrative
decision. If the chose n softwa re is too
hard to lea rn , doesn't work right, or

LAN

simply doesn 't appear to do anything
useful, the new users may not only not
use the LAN, but they may resist all
further efforts at computerization.
Horror stories of exactly that happen
ing abound in the world of minicomput
er and mainframe computer trainers.
If the new users have little or no pre
vious computer experience, most ap
plications softw are will be overwhelm
ing. The best software to sta rt
newcomers out with is a good local
mail program. And while they are get
ting their feet wet interacting with
their coworkers, they can be given off
the-LAN trai ning in the applications
software with which they will eventu
ally spend most of their time.
Letting people get comfortable with
mail fi rst overcomes the rather natural
fear many people have when they are
compelled to start using networked
termin als. I've seen some real die
hards become eager computer users in
a very short period when they we re
started out this way.
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Unfortunately, those good mail pro
grams have been the exclusive prov
ince of mini and mainframe users. The
mail programs on the Mac, primarily
lnBox and Microsoft Mail (formerly
lnterMail) are poor relations com
pared to programs like Data General's
CEO and DEC's DECmail. The Mac
programs get the job done, but they do
it awkwardly and with many ease-of
use features missing en tirely.
Microsoft and Symantec (publish
ers of In Box) promise much-improved
new versions of their products, but the
skeletons don't seem anywhere near
strong enough to support what is nec
essary.
CE Software has announced its ef
fort, QuickM ail. QuickMail is now in
beta test, and it seems to have many of
the smarts and features necessary to be
a great mail program. Its major prob
lem is that it is comi ng from a third
party vendor and wi ll not have the total
integration with the System software
th at the great mini and mainframe
programs have. In those arenas, the
mail programs are either de facto or de
jure part of the operating system and
are supplied by the manufacturers.
Their integration is seam less.
Apple should take this bull by its
horns and create a truly grea t mail
program that's an optional part of the
Mac operating system. That would
mean that any two Macs cou ld be con
nected by a LocalTalk cable and with
no further ado could exchange mail
(and files). And it wou ld also mean
that complex and powerful mail sys
tems would become as much a part of
the personal computer environment as
they are in the mini and mainframe
environments.
If Apple is really serious about net
working its computers, it's already
working on this. The success of LANs
ultimately depends on Apple's mail
systems.
I
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Lundeen & Associates - Wor!cP/usT"
A fast and perfect hyphena
tion and spell checker for your Microsoft
Works program ............................ $47.

~-

Survivor Software Ltd. - MacMoney"" 3 0
A financial recordkeeplng and planning
program for the home or small business.
"By far the easiest end most powerful
program of Its kind" - MacUser .... $64.

3G Graphics - Graphics & Svcnbols 1
New Postscript clip art stored in EPS
format for use with your page layout
program ........................................... $60.

Ergo tron
Mactilt ............................. .... ........... . 72.
Mo usl' Cleane r 360° ........................ 12.
Golde n Ribbons
lm ,1gewri1er Ribbons - Black .... .. ...... 4.
KAO
Double Sided Di sks - JO Pack ......... 17.
Kalmar Designs- Teakwood Dis k File
Cabinet (1-lo lds 45 Disks) ...... .. ........ 19.
(I Iolds 90 Disks I ........ ....................... 29.
Kensington Microware
Mac Disk Drive C lean Kit ..... .. ....... 19.
Tilt / Swivel ... .. ........ .. .. .... .... .. ........ .... 23.
Polari zing Filter (Platin um) .. .. ... .... 35.
Prinkr Mufncr ........ .............. .. ... .. .... 48.
Syste m Sawr Ma c Fan .. .. ... ... ......... 64.
Turbo Mo use...... .. .. ............
..... .. 88.
Kraft
Joystick (Quickstickl ........ . .............. 38.

Ins ide Macintos h Vol. 5 ................... 21.
Asher Enginee ring
T urbo Trac kball ADB,5 12,& + ........ 85.
Bantam Books
Adobt> Illu strator: Handbook......... 18.
Hypl' rca rd Ha ml book ..... .. .............. 21 .

Accessories
A baton
Prn PDin l For T h" S E/ II ............... I13.
Addison Wes ley
lnsick M.1ci n los h Vol. 3 ................... 15.
Insid e Macinlosh Vol. 1,2.4 .. L'ach 19.

TrueBaslc - True8ASIC Versjon 2.0
Olfers work spaces, modules, more
speed and lull Mac II color and coproces
sor support. Add a new dimension to
your program.................................. $59.
Central Point Software - Copy II Mac 7.0
For archival purposes, Copy II will make
backup copies of protected and
unprotected programs ................... $22.

Zedcor - Z Basic 4. 0 - One of the most
powerful programming tools available.
Create commercial quality, stand-alone
programs easily ...$75. Deskpaint 2.0...$65.

Beck Tech
Fanny Mac ......... ... .. ... ....................... 65.
Benko-Wre n
M.1 csli1 li on II ....................... .. .... ........ 75.
Datadesk
1lyper Dialer .............. ................. .. .... 29.
M ac JOI KL·y board ............. ............ 139.

Mac Packs - Gr.1y, Navy. & Wine
lmagewri tc r Bag ......................... .. ... 49.
Plus/SE Bag ................................. .... . 68.
lac SE Bag Xt (Extended Key board I
.w y Only .................. .. ....................... 74.
Mac Zone
O utl et Noise & Su rge Protector .. ... 24.
800k Dis k Drive .............. .... .. ...... CALL
Nt'U' Mo use Pad -mm.,Gr.,y. Hl~ ..... .... .... 6.
Tool Kit : (OJ'·n.. \tM , C roundm,.; S!r,,rl ..... 20.
Microso ft Press
Excel In llusiness .. ....... .. ................. . 20.

~11 .it·Ztu w

Dt·nnis \.\l ilkins,
Tt.'C hn ic.11 AJvi~or

• A cus tomer c.1llcd yesll'rda y .1 nd
complained lhal his Mac Plus was in n('ed
of repai r. The screen was irreg ular, il
fodL'd in and ou t a l ti1ncs, and it made
strange noises, like,, "dying cat" he said.
I-IL• had talked to hi s denier and lhl'y we re
quo ting him al 5350 or mort• lo fi x il. "Can
you help me?" he asked . I inquired furl he r
conce rnin g his proble m . It turned o u t lha l
m y cus tomer works in an ilir cond itioned
f> ffi cl' .lt home. A nd for lhc four days he
was having his co mputer prnbkms he was
wearing,, ne w pul yl ster Jcis un.· su it. It
was thL'n i1ppi1rcnt thilt the G1USl of h is
problem was no t n ddcclivl' power s uppl y,
but rnlhc r dry air and po!y('ste r induc('d
static electricity. Warning! From the
Technknl Genera ls offict•: Thos<' of yo u
who work under simila r cond it ions,
exposed to dry i1ir, flnd WC'iHing stilti c
g('nCrilting clothi ng , please insurl' that you
protect yo u r computer. Stil lie is dan gt)rous
to vour Mac's hea lth .

Call Us First And Experience
The MacZone Difference!
We are the onl y Direct Mail Macintosh hard wa re and software
vendor that is comp letely networked on the Mac. We actually
use Macintosh computers everyday to ru n our business. We
have the latest programs you are looking for. Our ed uca ted
staff will fi nd the applica tions that are right for you. Experience
the difference. Call your friends who use the Mac.
The MacZone.

1

1

MSC Techn o log ies
A+ Mouse ADB (SE Or Mac II) ...... 85.
A+ Mousl' (5 12 /\nd Plus) ....... .. ..... 65.
Sca n cofu m
Mac Table W / Cab ine t .......... ... ..... 375.
Sensible Softwo rks - G ra y.Navy.& \Vine
hnagcw riler I o r II
......... 45.
Mac 5 12/ Plus / SE Bag... .. ......
..50.
Mac SE Bag - (Ext,•n,lc>J Keylx•ard) ... 68.
Smi th & Bell o w s Diske tte C h ~s t ·
Mahngnny (Hold s 96 Disks) ..... ...... :15.

Ashton Tate
.......... .. .... ... .. 298.
Dbnse Mac .. ..
Fu ll Write Professional .. ... ..... .... CALL

SuperMac Software - Ptxe/Palnt
Unleash the color In your Mac II. Make
stunning color business presentations,
illustrations and designs with
PlxeiPalnt ...................................... $289.

Business/ Personal
Aa tri x
Payroll Plus ........
Aci u s
4th Dimension .. ........ ..

...... 175.

.... 549.

Working Software - Award winning
Eln<Jswell 1.Qb- lndlspensible document
finder and opener...$33. Spellswell V.2x 
A powerful standalone spelling
checker,proofreader. and dlctlonary ...$42.
Lookuo 1.0c - A very fast single word
spell checker ...$30. All three products
have earned five mouse ratings from
MacUser.
Blyth Software
Omnis 3+ Sing le 3.25 & Exp ress .. 288.

C11 rcK /s srn E Fo R M oRr PR0 1Juc rs!

Sensible Softworks - MacAtUre - Protect
your Mac and lmageWrlter. Bags are
made out of sturdy water resistant
Cordura Nylon, padded for protection.
Great as a carry-on. Covers are anti
static and water resistant. lmagewrlter
Bags...$45., Mac Bags ...$50., Covers...Call
So n y
DoubiL•Sidl·d Disks-10 Pnck ....... ... 18.
-llu lk (Min O rde r 50) .......... ......... . 1.45
Si ng k SidL' d Disks - I 0 Pac k
... 14.
-Bulk (M in O rder 50) ..................... 1.20
Sy m me t ry
H yper DA... ... .... ........... .
. .. 38.
Wi ll ia m s & Macias
Labels, 2 16 Coun t Laser .......... ...... 20.
My Di sklabcler .
... 41.
My Disklabelcr (L.1ser Version) .. ... 48.

Asher Engineering -TurboTrackba/1
Gives you precise control In handllng
graphics, desktop publishing, CADCAM,
and other appllcatlons. Saves space.. $85.
Ac ti vision
................ 59.
Focal Po int ..
......... .sg.
Reports ....... .
Aegis Development
Do ug C lapp'S Wo rd Too ls ........ ... . 45.
A LP Syste m s
Mac Proof V. 3.0 ... .... ........ .............. I29.

Migent-Mjqent Poc/cet Moc/em 
Stylish Migent Pocket Modem comes
complete with all the hardware and
software you need to quickly get your
Mac on line.................................... $125.

Who Use The Mac.
Microsoft
Fligh t Simu la tor ........ .. .. ......... .. . 34.
Miles Computing
Down Hill Racer .......... .. ....... ... .. 25.
Fool' s Errn nd ....... .......... .. .......... 27.
Harrier Stri ke Mission II .... ...... 27.
Minds cape
Boill11ncl.' Of Power, Cro::osword Magic, ..

Dt·ja

Vu ,Sl rndm,·~.11c

... .... ...... each 30.

Trust i\nd 13e trnyal .................. .. 31.
Uni nvited ... ............. ... ... .............. 30.
PB I Software
Stra tegic Conquest Plus .......... .. 34.
Practical Computer Ap plications
Lunar ResCUl' .. ... .......... ... .......... .. 32.
Mac Courses ... ................... .. ..... .. 32.
Mac Golf ................. .... ..... .... ....... . 36.
Mac Racque tball .. .... .. ....... ......... 36.
Primera Software
Smash Hit Racque tball I! .......... 22.
Silicon Beach Software
ApacheStri ke, Beyond Dark Castle,
Dark Castle ... .. .. ................. each 28.
Simulated Envi ronme nt Syste m s
Quarterstaff ................. ...... ... .. .... 27.
S ir Tech
Wiza rdry ............... ... .... ...... ......... 36.
Spectrum Hol obytc
Falcon .... ... ............. ...... ......... .. ..... 28.
Gato 1.4 .............. .... .. ................ ... 28.
Orbiter .. ... ...... ..... ... ............... .. .... . 26.
Pt 109 ......... ... .. .. .... .... ... ............... . 32.
Solitaire Royale ....... ............. ... ... 19.

Hardware
ON A DAILY BASIS.

3M
40 Meg DC-2000 Tope Cartridge. 23.
Relax Tech nol ogies
Hard 60/ Tapc 60 combo Plus w I
Power Center .. .......... ........ .... CALL
S CS I EXTEllNAL HARD DRI VE FOR
SE, 0 11 MAC

1 Should your hard dTlve go down
during manufacturers worronly or
extended warranty, we will send you
IOaner drtve while yours Is being
repaired.
Fo4' delalls, con our (800) number
and ask how you con quality.

a

T ArE BA CK ul' SYSTEMS
CMS
Tapes tack 60 Meg Scsi .......... .. 725.
Giga Cell Sys te m s
Data File 40 Tape Backup .... ... 895.
Data File 40 Tape Backup .. ..... 895.
Data File 45+4(] Tape Backup1695.
Data File 150 Tape Backup ... 1195.
Worm (Mcg.>bytcOptic.11 Drivel 3995.
Worm Media Disk .. ......... .. .... .. 249.
Relax
Tape 60 Plus .. ... .. .... ... .. ......... CALL
&

ACCELERATOR B OARDS

CH IPS - PRICES ARE SUBJECT To CHANGE

PLUS,

• Free "Zoner Loaner" Drjve

M EMORY Ul'CRADES

All HARDWARE ITEMS THAT HAVE MEMORY

MA C

Pro 80- 11 / 1 .............................. . 11 75.
Pro 102 II / I ... ........ .. ..... ... ........ 1325.
Pro 140 II / I ................... ..... ..... 1295.
G iga Ce ll Sys tems
Da ta Ccll 40 11 .............. ........ ..... 725.
Data Cell 60 II .......... ........... ..... 785.
Data Cell 90 11 ..................... ... 1550.
Relax Technolog ies
S ll / 46 .. ...
. .......... CAL L
S 11 / 60 ............. ........... .... ..... .. CA LL

II

CMS
Macs tack 20 Meg ........... ......... . 569.
Macstack 30 Meg ..................... 599.
Macstack 43 Meg ..... ...... .. ........ 785.
Macstack 60 Meg ..... ......... .... ... 869.
Macs tack 80 Meg .. .... ..... ... ..... 1325.
Macstack 140 Meg ............. .... 1495.
Giga Cell Systems
Da ta Cell 20 Slim Line ..... ....... 569.
Data Cell 40 Slim Linc ..... ... .... 885.
Data Cell 60 Slim Linl' ...... ...... 898.
Data Cell 90 Slim Linc ..... ... .. 1750.
We nlso carry drives from 150 meg to
1.2 Gigin/Jytcs Cn ll fo r latest prici11g.
I NTEltNAL ll AtlD DR IV ES
fOR HI E MA C SE
CMS
Pro 20 SE/ I R ............................ 499.
Pro 30-SE / I R ....... .... ................ 525.
Pro 45-SE / I R ...... ..... ................ 750.
Pro 100-SE/ I R ......... ... ........ .. . 1493.
Giga Cell Systems
Data Cell 30 SE Rmr Mou nt ... 685.
Da ta Cell 45 SE Rear Mount ... 825.
Re la• Tech nologies
S 1/ 46 ..... .... ... ... ....... .. .. ..... .... .. CALL
S 11 / 60 .. ... ............ ., ..... .. .... ...... CA LL

I NTERNA i. lf AJU) OlUVES

ron THE MA C II
CMS
Pro 20 II ................ .... .... ..... ....... 459.
Pro 40 II / I ........ .... .... ............ .. .. 775.

Dove
Ma csnap 524 (5 I2k To l meg). 212.
Macsnap 524e !512KE To Im<);) 189.
Macsnap 524s(5 t2KET<' l mcg W/ ..
Scsi l'nrt) .... ........... ..... ... ... .... .... .. .. 250.
Ma csnap 548 (512K To 2mc~l .. .. 399.
Ma csnap 548e <512KE To 2nwi_;l 420.
Macs nap 548s ...... ... .................. 490.
Scsi Port Adap ter ............... ...... 110.
Plus 2 (2 M•·i; Upi;r.1de - Mac+) .. 312.
Macsnap 2SE .......... .. ............... . 325.
Mach II ..... ... ... ... ...... ....... ........... 595.
Maci ntosh
2 Meg Cmos Simm C hips ... .... Ca ll
2 Meg Cmos SimmsC hi ps
(Surfacl' Mount) .................... ... Ca ll
256k Si~1111 Modu le (120 Ns) . Call
6888 1 f\•1.ith Co- 11roc..."Sso r lhmhz .. Cn ll
Macpeak Systems
C.1laxy Monilor1 1~- T\,•11 ,.,,._,.1Ji,pl.1y1925.
Orion H~tlli l ,, , ••d\•r.l1<1r IJ.;,ml SEI •.. . 725.
Hayes
Sm art m od e m 1200 ....... ... ..... ... . 299.
Sma rtmodem 2400 ................... 467.
Incomm
Turbo 1200 Baud Modem ......... 99.
Turbo 2400 EC 13a u d Modem. 274.
Turbo 4800 EC Ba u d Modem . 339.
Tur bo 9600 EC 13a ud Modem. 599.
Megagraphics
MeJ;ilSCn..'t.'ll SE Vid t't1Syskm ... .. 1575.
Migent
Migent Pocke t Modem ..... 125.
New Image Technologies
Mac Scan (Sheet Bl'Cl) ........... 1245.
Mac Scan (Fla t Bed) ........... ... 1750.
Mac Scan!Shcd l!...J l Gr.1y Scalc21 00.
Mac Scan(Flat 13ed) Gr.1y Sc.>lc2650.
Olduvai Software
Read -It! ........ ......... ...... .... ...... .... 189.
l~ead- lt ! Ts Tl11111d c rsc.rn Version . 89.
O range M icro
Grappler Mac .. .. .. ....
... ....... 96.
S hiva Corpora tion
Ne tbridge .. ..
..... .. 319.
Nctmodem V1200 ................... . 335.

Netmodem V2400 .................... 449.
Netserial X232 .......... ............... . 3 19.
Solana
R-Server ............... ................... .. 5 16.
Teleb it
Traitbla•or 1SOOO Up> Modem .... 1228.
Thunderware
Thundersca n 4.0
... 199.
U.S. Robo tics
1200 Baud Mode m .. .. ..... ...... .... 199.
2400 Baud Modem ... ........ ....... 359.
9600 Hst Baud Modem ........... 799.
Videx
Bar Code Labeler .. ..... .. ....... .. .. ... 72.
Multi Rec ha rger Control ... .. ... 114.
Timewand l 6k .... ....... .. ..... ....... 202.
Time w a nd Ma nager ..... ... ....... 398.

Language
Borland
Turbo Pasca l ... ........ ........ .... ........ 67.
Mainstay
V.l. P. l \fbu,11 lnll'r.Kli\'t' l'n1~r.1mmmy.l, 79.
Manx
C Az tec C68k-D Developers .. 250.
C Az tec C68k-P Professional . 165.
C-Tree Da tabase (With Source). 330.
Paragon Courseware
Q ued ...... ....... ... .. ..... .... .. ....... .... ... . 64.
Qued-M .............. .... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. . 11 9.
Think Technologies Inc.
Lig hts peed C ... .. ................. ...... 107.
Ligh tspecd Pa sca l .... .................. 77.
TML Sys tems
TML Da ta Base Tool Kit .... ....... 59.
TML Pasca l V2.5 ........................ 90.
True Bas ic
True Basic ..... ... ............... ............ 59 .
Zedcor Inc.
Z Basic 4.0 ... .. .... .... ................ ..... 75.

Music
ARS Nova .... .. .... ........ .......................... .
Practica Mus ica 1.5 ........ ... ... ... .. . 94.
Bogas Productions
Stud io Sessio n ... ..... ..... ........... .... 50.
Country ffo r U:4.·W / 5tml io S........ iunl . . .

15.

String Quartet tN'-"--.JS 1uJ il•S...~.. iun) 15.
Heavy M ~ta l (Nl,-JS1ud1,•X~h111> •. 15.
Electronic Arts
Dix Music Construction Set 2.0 69.
Great Wave Software
Concert ware+ 4.0 ... .. .. .......... .... . 39.
Concertware +Mid i 4.0 ............ 89.
Impulse
Audio Digi tizer ...... ... ..... .......... 150.
Mark Of The Unicorn
Profess io nal Com poser V.2 .. .. 395.
Professiona l Pl'rformer V. 2.3 325.
Pass port Desig n s
Maste r Tracks Jr ................. ... .. . 11 4.
Master Tracks Pro 2.0 ... ... ........ 250.
Maste r Tra cks Pro 3.0 .............. 275.
Passport Midi Interface ............ 97.
Resonate
Lis ten 2.0 ..... ...... ....... ............ ....... 65.

Utilties
A. Bonadio & Assoc iates
Expression ist .. .... ...... .. ... ...... CALL
Affinity
Affin i File
..... ... ... 49.
Tempo II
.. ....................... . 88.
Alsoft
Disk Express ...... ...... ................ 32.
Font / DA jugi;ler Plus ...... ........ 38.

We carry over l ,400
products for the Mac.
lf·you don't see
what you need,
g~v!. u"s a call!
Berkley System Design
S tepping Out 2.0 ........................ 60.
Borland
Sidekick 2.0 .. ... ............ ............. ... 67.
CE Software
Calendarmaker Ver. 3.0 ... ......... 29.
Ois ktopVer. 3.02+
Laserstatus & Widgits ............... 35.
Quick Keys Ver. 1.1 ... ...... ...... ... . 69.
Central Point Software
Copy II Mac 7.X ..... .... ...... .... ... ... 22.
Electronic Arts
Disk Tools Plus .......................... 32.
Fifth Generation
Fas t Bac k .... ... .... .. .... ... .... ..... ........ 60.
Power Station ..... .. ........ . .... ..... ... 36.
Suitcase .. ....... .... .. .. ... .. ... .... ...... ... . 35.
Giga Cell Systems
Omni Backup .. ... ... ... .. ..... ........... 62.
Green e Inc
Quickd ex .... .... ......... .. ....... .. .. ... .. .. 33.
learn Simulations
Tmon .... ... ............ ... ... .... .... ..... ... 125.
Imagine Softwa re
Smart A larm s .................. .......... . 34.
Smart Alarms (:...1u hi U"l·r ur T11 25l 89.
Kent Marsh
Mac Safe .... ................ .. ..... .... ....... 85.
N ig ht Watch ... .. .......... ................ 85.
Living Videotext
More I .le WI Ac ta .... .......... ... .. 175.
Mac Master
Fed it + Version l.03 ..... ..... .. .... .. 28.
Fed it + 2.0 ....... ... ..... ... ...... .... ..... .. 35.
Think N Ti me ..... ... ........ ........... .. 59.
Ty penow .. ... ..... .................... ....... 27.
Meta
Design 2.3 .... ... ..... ..... .. .............. 220.
Nu vo tech
Turbo Net: For a ll Macs ... ........ 30.
T urbo Net Apple ta lk Adapter ... 6.
Ol d u vai Software
DA-Switche r ............................... 30.
Icon-It ... ....... ...................... ...... .. . 45.
Softview
Mac In Use 2.0 ... .... . .... ............. ..45.
Solutions
Smartscrap & C li pper ..... ...... .. .. 39.
Super G luc ...... ...... .. .... ..... ........... 52.
T he Curator ..... ........ ........ ........ ... 82.
Supermac Software
Disk Fit 1.4 ......... .... ...... .. ... ... ..... .. 55.
Network Disk Fit ..................... 245.
Sentinel .................................... .. 149.
Supe r Lase r Spool tM11h i U"""·rl . .. 199.
Super Laser Spool - cs; n~I" U«-rl .. 80.
Supers pool 4.0 ..... .... ........ .... ...... . 55.
Symantec
5.U .M. {Utilitit..>s For M11 ci nto!- h) .... 62.
Sym m etry
Acta 2.0 .......... ....... .......... ............. 37.
Think Technologies In c.
ln box 2.0 Starte r Kit .............. .. 210.
lnbox Pe rsonal Con nection ...... 77.
Tops, Inc.
Tops .... ... .................. ... .... ... ... ..... 189.
Vi rginia System Software
R=~ u~ ........ ... ....... .... .... .... ~
Williams And Macias
...... 38.
Dis k Fi nder
Working Software
Findswell I.Ob ... .... .. .. ... .. ...... 33.

Call Your Friends
Business Cont'd
Bootwarc Softwa re
l~csu m e W riter - Pro \'l•r.11in ...•... 60.
Borland
Reflex Plus ............... ..... ............ 188.
Brainpower
Sta tvicw 512+ .............. ........ ..... 178.
Bravo
Mac Cale ...... .................. ............. 79.
Chang Labs
C.A.T. ........... .. ........ ....... ...... ...... 227.
Compuserve
Compu serve Sta rte r Kit .... ...... .. 25 .
Cricket Software
Cricket G rap h ............... .. .......... 12-1 .
Dataviz
Mac Link Pl us W / Cable ... ...... 13-1.
Dcncba Software
Coach Professional .. .. ..... ..... .... 109.
Coac h T hesa uru s .......... ......... .. .. 36.
Electronic Arts
Thu nde r .. ....................... ....... ..... 32.
Frccsoft
Red Ryd e r l 0.3 ............ .............. 60.
Legisoft/N olo Press
Wi ll Make r !Formerly 1Vill 1Vrita)J8.
Lundeen & Associates
Wo rks Pl us Comma nd .......... .... 62.
Works Plus Spell I.I .................. 47.
Mecca
Managing Yo u r Money ... .. ..... 135.
Micro Ly tics
Word Fi nd e r ....... ...... ..... .. ........... 39.
Micromaps
Mac Atlas CProfossion<ll Vcrsilm) 155.
Microsoft
Excel 1.5 .... .... ........ ........... .. ....... 249.
Fi le ...... ....... ...... ............. ............. 139.
Word 3.02 ...................... ......... ... 249.
Works 1. l .......... ............... ......... 198.
Wrile ............. ........ .. ........... ........ 125.
Mig cnt
In House Accou n ta nt .............. 120.
Monog ram
Bu sin ess Sense ... ........... .. .. .... ... . 262.
Doll ars & Sense 4.0 ................ .... 82.
Na s ho ba Systems
Filema kL·r Plus .. .. ...... ......... ...... 195.
Odcs ta
Doub IL· Helix Release 2 ........... 350.
Periph e ral s Computers & Supplies
Ver a Term ................................. 69.
Versa Term Pro 2.X ................. 200.
Personal Bibiographic
l'ru-Ci h.• .. .. .......... .. .............. ....... 295.

Select Micro Syste m s
Ma p Ma ke r 3.X ..................... .. 221 .
Softsync
Acco untant Inc. ........................ 179.
Softview
Tax View Pla nnl'r ... ..... ............. . 48.
Software Dis coveries
Reco rd Holder Plus ...... .... ... ...... -14.
Software Ventures
Microphone II ...................... ... 229.
Survivo r Software
Mac Mo ney V. 3.0
.. ... 64 .
Syma ntec
Macsqz .. .............................. .. ..... 49.
T/ Maker
Wril e Now ................................. 99.
Wordperfect Corp.
Wordperfcct .
... ... ... 189.
Working Software
Lookup l .Oc ............ .. ....... .......... JO.
Spellswell V. 2.X ... .................. .. 42.
Spo!l lswd l Lc~.i l M
Medic.ii Diction.1 ry ................. .... ... 57.

Graphic Design
3g Graphics
G raph ics And Sy m bols l ....... ... 60.
ABA Software
Draw It Aga in Sa m ! ..... .. ........... . 95.
Adobe
lllus tra Jor 88 ............................. 425.
Aldus
Freeha nd ... ...... ...... ......... .. ..... .... 445.
Pagem ,1ker J .O ...... .. ............ ...... 540.
Altsys
Fantastic Plu s 2.0 ............... ....... . 75.
Fontographer .. ... .... ... ................ 269.
Brainpower
Design Scope 1.15 .. .. ............. ... 128.
Graph id ex ................. .. ................ 75.
Broderbund
Poste r Make r Pl us .................... . 39.
Print Shop ......... ...... .. .......... ........ 39.
Compucraft
Mac Ari Library .......... ........ .... . 1-10.
Cricket Software
Cricket Draw .. ............. ......... .. . 174.
C ricke t Presents ....................... 3 15.
Pict -0-Graph ..... ............. .......... !08.
Deneba Software
Ca n\'as .......... .. ..... ...... ................ 117.
C1nvas 2.0 Desk Accessory ..... 69.
Diehl·Graphsoft
Min icad -1.0 ...................
.. 398.
Dream Make r Softwa re
M acG Jlleryu 1yf'·n.,1rd s1.1d.

form.1 11

Duh l-Click Software
Wc·t12a int - Vo l I & 2 ...... ...... .... 47.
Vo l 3 & 4 (P ublishing) ............. 47.
Vol 5 & 6 (A nimal Kin gdom ) ... 47.
Vol 7 & 8 (Special Occassions) . 47.
Vol 9 & 10 (Printe r' s Hel per) .. . 47.
Vol 11 & 12 (Industrial
Rc\'C>lutio nl ........ ......... .. ...... ... ..... -17.
Vol 13 & 1-1 (Old Earth
i\l m anac) ..................................... 47.
Vol 15 & 16 (Island Li fL') .... .. ..... 47.
Wo rld C lass Fonts Vo l I & 2 (The O ri g ina ls) .......... 47.
Vo l 3 & 4 (The Sty li sh ) .... .... ...... 47.
Vol 5 & 6 (The Gi,1nts) ............ .. . 47.
Foundation Publications
Com ic People (Vol. I
Office Da ys).......... .......... .
.. ... 25.
Com ic Stri p Factory ................. 35.
Innova tive Data Des ign
Macdra rt l.2b .. ... ...................... 158.
Letraset
Read y Set Go 4.0 .. ....... .... ........ 289.
Macromind
Video Works II ..............
.. . 11 7.
Microsoft
Po we r Po int ....... .... .. .....
... 249.
Olduvai Software
Post-A rt ............................... CA LL
Pos tcraft International
Lase r Fx ......... .... .... .................... 11 7.
Shaherazam
Mac-A-Mug ......... ... .. ............. ..... 45.
Shana Ente rprises
Fas t Fo rms .................................. 79.
Silicon Beach Software
Sil icon Press .. .
.. .. .. .. ..... .. .... 46.
Super Pa int (Ve rs io n 1.1) ... .. ..... 79.
3D ....... .. ....... ..... .. ................... . CA LL
Supennac Software
Pixel Pa in t ....... ..................... .... . 289.
Symmetry
Picture Base 1.2 And
PB Re triever .. ....... .. ........ ......... ... 59.
T/Maker
C lick Art Bu siness Images ....... 29.
C lick A rt C hristi a n Images ..... . 34.
Zedcor Inc.
.. ..... . 65.
Deskpa int V. 2.0 .. ......

Educational
Bible Res earch S ys tems
The Word ......... ........ ................ 169.
Borland
Eure ka: The Solve r ....... ......... 129.

32.

Brig ht Star Techn o log y
Alpha bet Blocks ........ . ...... .. .... ... 3 1.
Davidson & Associates
M.1th Bl as ter .. ...... .. ..................... 34.
S peed Read e r II .......................... 48.
Electronic Arts
Busi ness Venture Simulat io n ..... 0.
Great Wave Software
Kids TimL' .......... ...... ............. .... ... 28.
Mindscape
S.A.T./ Perfec t Score ......... .. ...... 47.
Nordic
Mac Kid
A lpha beti zer.Bod yworks,
Clockworks.Co in w o rks, Earl y
Ele mc nta ry, Earthworks,Fl as hwo rks,
Le m o nad e Sta nd.Nava l Ba ttle,
Preschool Dis k 1,Preschool Dis k 2,
Wo rd Sea rch ...... ... ..... .... .... each 28.
The Leaming Company
Reader Ra bbit .............. ...... ......... 36.
True Basic
Algcbra,A lgeb ra 2,
Calcul us. Discre te
Ma tlw ma tics, Pre-Ca lculus,
Proba bili ty Theory ........... each 35.
Truestat .. .. ..... ........... ... ................ 40.

Games
Access Software
Wo rld Class Leader Boa rd ....... 30.
Accolade
Ha rdball ...................................... 24.
Activision
Shang hai .... .... .... .. .. ..... ....... ..... .... 24 .
Broderbund
A ncient A rt O f War ... ................ 28.
Jam Sessio n ... .. .. .... ... .......... ..... ... . 30.
Maw Wa rs Plus ... ..... .. ........ .... ... 30.
Ogre .. .... .......... ..... .. ...................... 20.
Bullseye Software
Ferrari G rand Prix ........ ......... .... 34.
Fokker Tri p la ne ... ............. ....... .. 34.
Electronic Arts
C hessmas tc r .0 .. ......................... 30.
C hu ck Yeager Flight Si mul ntm ... 33.
Scrabble ......... .. ....... ...... ............... 26.
Epyx
Su b Battle .......... .......................... 24.
Greene Inc
Crysta l Q uc>st .............................. 25.
Henderson & Associates
RL'al Poker ....... ...... .. .................. . 25.
Infinity
Go ........... .. ... .... ... .......................... 27.
G ra nd Slam Te nnis .. .... .. .. ... .. .... 28.

Call The MacZone Today!
Monday - Friday: 6AM To Sl'M PST.
Saturday: 7AM To SPM PST
Our Customer Scn ·ice Line ls Open:
Monday - Frida y: 8:00 AM To 4:00 PM PST

We accept VISA, M ASTERC A RD
AME RICA I EX PR ESS & Optima C 1rd
N o surcliarge added .

ORDERING INFORMATION
• I f \"'l' mu~ ! :-; hi p a p.-uti al n rd ,•r. \\!l' 11l'Vl' r ch;i rgc fr...' ight on tlw ~ hi p m c n b
th.i t 1.·1. 1m plL• h,• lh l' order.
• 120 1.fay limilL'd \\'tlf r,·m ty on ,di pn1dm·1s:
• 1'1.•r:-.tm,11,ind company dwd.. !' und"•r S 1,000 dC',ir immf\.l i.1h:ly. l ' ll'.l ~l'
i11dmh.• phom• number.
• l 'k·,1 ~ ,11low nnL' wc...._.k for cht"\.'~ O\'l 'f 1,000 In ck.ir.

Chl>(' J.. .-. ch:<i r imnH.'. \.fiah.•ly.
• Purc:h.1'-tt' ord er.; pay actu,11s hi pp 111 ~ c h .1rJ;l~ .
• No ~1h..~ l<l\., l' \~pl for W r\ n...;;idl.'nt;; add 8.1'~ _
• Dd t·i:tivc sofh v;m..• i lt'm.:- rcpl;u,:t'-1 im1m.,ti,..,1cly with likl• ih.•m .
• FtlrlU lh.' 1.000 Mlli G t1vcrnml·nt

• Dt..·kctivt• h;1rJ wart>

r~p l .1 t~d

'" r1.•p.1i rt."\.f ,1 111urd bncti1 111.

• l.11,111 driVL'S subjc<:t I<' '1\'Jil.ibili ty.

SHIPPING INFORMATION
• St;m dil rJ i~ FL•,h •r<i l

• I l:irdw,1rl' i t em ~

Expr('S!' 2 nd d;,y 11 ir, $4 .0ll pt.•r on.kr.

t 1V\.1 r

101 lbs in ~ u r ,1dJi1ionill shi ppi ng c h ~H).;i..'!'I .

• O\'t.•ru igh t :--1.'r\'ii:,• .1vili lilbk· upo n rL"\Jlll':-l.
• All !' hippml'nt ~ in ~ un.J .11 nil t.'\:tr.1 n•st.
• Al'O/ Fl'O orJ L·r~ o;hipJx"'"t b t fl,1~' m.1il. chMh\.'\J hy wt.•ight.
• Cft·1.• rsc-,1 ~: w..... hip to any JL~ l in11 1i, 1n in llw Fn.."t"' \\'n rlJ _ \\'\.• u~· th1,.>
quid.t.>:-1.rnJ 11..•,1.. 11..•'P"-'"Sin· rm:thnJ -. l~''' ibh.·. Se-ctind Jay '1 ir ~· r\' k1.•
1:- .1v,1il.1blt.• to mo<ol ,,f Eu n•pt.'. Au-.tr,111., , .md J.1r.111 .

OIV 51-tll'l'ING STAN ! ARD

AIR 4.00

r m OllDEll

7102 180t h A n :'. N .E. Bldg. Al07, Rc'<i mond, WA 98052
' 1\ll J111•-,.., •Uhll" I h• ._· h.1n~1· w1 1h ,1ut nnlL\I'
' 1\ll ikm' ~ub)'."\' I t1 1,w.1 il.1\-1htv

<TO LL FREE) FOR ORDERS ONLY

(TO LL FREE) IN W A STATE

1-800-248-0800

1-800-243-4200

FOR INFO. O R CUSTOM ER SERV ICE

1-(206) 883-1975

• THE OPEN WINDOW

SEA CHANGES

certainly not enough to warrant the
change - and its installed base was
too small. With most of the documents
being received already in MacWrite
format, the extra conversion (even

Since the day I got my first Mac in
March 1984, my word processor of
choice was MacWrite. Of course, in
M arch 1984 there was no choice: it
was MacWrite or nothing. As new
programs came out, I tried each and
every one that could manipulate
words: ThinkTank, Jazz, Word 1.05,
Word Handler, MindWrite I.I ,
HabaWord (beta only), Laser Author,
WriteNow, Word 3.0, Word 3.01,
MORE, Works, a nything, everything.
Words pay the rent for me (and buy
the toys as well}, so the tool that I use
to write is my most importa nt tool.
And until recently it was MacWrite
4.5. I modified the program to add
Command-key equivalents for just
about everything (the modifications
were made using the Menu Key DA
from Cortland Computers' excellent
Top Desk set). MacWrite did just
about everything I needed. Most of my
work consists of creating, reading, and
editing manuscripts, letters, and
memos. All of these are rigidly format
ted but very si mple documents. Mac
Write could ha ndle them, and it was
reliable. It also had the virtue of print
ing the last page first when printing to
an old LaserWriter Plus. That way,
you just pick up your documents, and
the page order is correct. The new
LaserWriter II series changes the
print order, so MacWrite is again
wrong.
MacWrite has its drawbacks, too. It
doesn' t handle text-only files very well,
taking forever and a little bit to open
long text-only files . And global font
and style changes are, well, tedious.
Plus, there's the absurd limit of only
one open document at a time. Still, it
was my word processor.
The others a ll had some major
drawbacks. WriteNow almost re
placed MacWrite, but it couldn 't (and
still can't, as of press time) easily save
a file in text-only format without re
sorting to a special DA or a separate
utility program. And MacUser pro
duction protocols required lots of text
on ly versions of ma nuscripts.
MindWrite I. I is also an excellent
program. It nea rly beca me my pro
gram of choice. However, its speed was
not much better than MacWrite's 
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So

I took a

real hard look at Word
3.02, spent some time
learning the neat stuff
that's hidden in it, and
really got to like it. It
didn't hurt that the MS
DOS laptop I take on trips
also uses a version of

-

Word.

when a utomatic) tipped the sca les
against MindWrite. But this call was
close.
The original version of Word was a n
awkward program with a few too
many bugs and a too-distant acquain
tance with the Mac interface. Word
3.0 was a bug-ridden, unreliable pro
gram. Word 3.01 was OK, but by then
I didn't want to take the time to really
learn it. (This was a mistake on my
part.} Word is a complicated program,
but not all that hard to learn. Anyway,
I was sure that M acWrite would im
prove and, well, the devil I knew was
better than the devil I didn't.
I discarded most of the other pro
grams I tried beca use they were too big
(Jazz), too awkward (Laser Author
and Microsoft Write), not powerful
enough (ThinkTank, MORE I. I), or
unreliable (Word Handler, Haba
Word).
I waited for WordPerfect, whose
specs and feature set really impressed
me, and FulIWrite Professional, which
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had more promise than any of the oth
ers. Now that I've seen them, I'm sorry
I waited and am not so impressed..
WordPerfect looks nice - and may
one day live up to its potential - but
its authors and publishers a re going to
have to get a much better idea of what
the Mac interface is all about. The first
release of WordPerfect is far too awk
ward .
FullWrite Professional is very nice,
especially if you have several mega
bytes of RAM for it to work in. I have a
very crowded System folder on my
I-megabyte SE in the office, and Full
Write refuses to open on it. In general,.
it runs - but barely so - on most of
the I-megabyte machines in the office.
But even if it runs, it can't handle doc
uments the size of our typical manu 
scripts. And I ca n easily create docu
ments with it on my home Mac that I
can' t open in the office. No, thanks.
That leaves the latest versions of
M acWrite: 4.6 and 5.0. Ever since I
got the release copy of 4.6, I've had
unending problems with it. It insisted
it knew more about margins and where
they belonged than I did. As I moved
documents around, it moved the ma r
gins around. And it seemed a bit less
relia ble than version 4.5. Mine certai n
ly crashed more frequentl y.
Version 5.0 was touted as a major
revision . But all it did was add a spell
ing checker that I don't like (I had
been using Thunder!, in its selection or
batch mode, and Spellswell) and Com
mand-key equivalents for all the com
mands I had already added different
Command-key equivalents.
So I took a real hard look at Word
3.02, spent some time lea rning the neat
stuff that's hidden in it, a nd really got
to like it (even its spelling checker). It
didn 't hurt that the MS-DOS laptop I
take on trips also uses a version of
Word and that the two machines (the
Mac a nd the laptop) can now swa p
fully formatted files.

CD CHANGES
CD-ROM readers were everywhere
you turned at the recent Comdex show
in A~lanta . Virtually every peripheral
manufacturer had units to show a nd
announcements to ma ke. NEC, Pa na
sonic, Toshiba, and Hitachi had major

·P1nstnpe Pd<
-Robur. Wiggins . MacU ;er
·t switched to Aedux r

- Bob LeV1tus. MacaZJne

areas of their booths devoted to CD
ROM . Panasonic even took a separate
booth to announce and show its new
units. Now that the giant Japanese
electronic companies are in the mar-

A t a small
table, Ziff announced its
Computer Library. The
Library is a monthly CD
ROM disk that will
contain full text articles
from major PC-oriented
magazines (including
MacUser).

-

ket, CD-ROM reader prices should
start to drop quickly.
While few of the units announced
and shown were aimed at the Mac
market (which is still only one-tenth or
so the size of the MS-DOS base), vir
tually all the companies did say they
would develop Mac versions of their
readers. It's not that hard a job. By this
time next year, you should have your
choice of reasonably priced CD-ROM
readers.
One of the real stars of the show was
tucked away in a back corner of the
Ziff-Davis booth, in fact, right next to
the M acUser display. At a small table,
Ziff announced its Computer Library.
The Library is a monthly CD-ROM
disk that will contain full text articles
from major PC-oriented magazines
(including M acUser ). In addition, the
disks will include thousands of ab
stracts from more than 120 other pub
lications that cover every important
aspect of computing. Since many of
the publications that are abstracted
are controlled circulation journals, this
might be the only way that you can

access some of this information.
A subscription to the Computer Li
brary also gets you Lotus' Bluefish
Searchware. This highly regarded re
trieval engine was developed by Lotus
specifically for use with the Computer
Library. The only problem with the
whole deal is that Bluefish will work
only on MS-DOS machines. A Mac
version of the Computer Library is in
the works, although it might not use
Lotus software. The Mac version is
still a way off.
The MS-DOS version costs $695 for
the software and a one-year subscrip
tion ( 12 disks). For more information,
write to Computer Library, Ziff
Davis, I Park Avenue, New York, NY
I 0016, or call (212) 503-4400.
Hitachi and Toshiba showed DAT
(digital analog tape) drives. These are
very much the future of backup de
vices and may be better than CDs for
distributing massive amounts of data.
The tapes, which are slightly smaller
than a standard audio cassette, can
store about I gigabyte of da ta. The
Toshiba drive was a very raw proto
type unit, and you shouldn't expect
anything from them too soon. The Hi
tachi drive, on the other hand, looked
like a finished unit, right down to its
SCSI connector. It's a rather big box
considering what can't be in it, but I
don't think anyone is going to com
plain about the physical size. I know I
won't.
The Hitachi representatives said
they expected to market the unit with
MS-DOS-compatible drivers and soft
ware later this year. A Mac version
will follow, but there's no schedule yet.
The only sour note was the projected
price: between $5,000 and $6,000!
Maybe Hitachi feel s that MS-DOS
users have money to throw away. Or
maybe Apple has been giving Hit achi
lessons on introductory product pric
ing. Audio DAT recorder/players can
now be bought in this country for
around $2,000. (The tapes, by the way,
run about $14 or $15 each.) The soft
ware and firmware are at least as com
plicated as those required for the
recorder/players that will be used with
computers. If someone can explain
that $3,000+ pricing differential,
please explain it to me! ~
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the hard disk backup
by Dave !Vinz/er

J
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Redux, the only backup
program designed for
both novices·and po\~r
users, is easy to use, fast
enough to use regularly,
and powerful enough to
use for the most demand
ing backup needs. Use the
advanced options for flex
ihle selection of ftles and
folders-there's even a
built-in saipting language.

wi.

~ MICROSEEDS
.  PUBLISHING, INC.
Redux is bundled exclusively
all jasmine Hard Disk Drives.

'W

three great
Macintosh II

Color Desk by Paul Mercer
personalizes your screen by displaying
your choice of a background picture (any
PICT ftle ) in place of the gray desktop.

Dimmer by Chris

Der~i

dims your screen while you're not using
it (other utilities jLL~t blank the screen) to
prevent bum-in. Woras with multiple
screens. Spedfy delay before dimming
( 1-120 min) and din1 level (0%- 100%).

Switch-A-Roo by Bill Steinberg
quickly S\\itches bel\\een 2 user-defined
screen modes without bringing up the
Control Pruiel "Monitors" device.
Suppons multiple monitors.

~ MICROSEEDS
~ PUBLISHING, INC.
4702 N. llespcrides St , TamJYJ fl 3361 4

813-878-2142
Please circle 128 on reader service card.
I
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Quick Clicks
Quick Clicks are short reviews of re
leased products - not beta release,
prerelease, or vaporware. If it appears
here, it is available commercially.
Each product reviewed is awarded a
mouse rating. The MacUser mouse
rating system grades products accord
ing to their performance, the support
offered by a company, how closely the
product adheres to the Mac interface,
the quality of the documentation, and
the consumer value. The numbers of
mice correspond to the following rat
ings:
Excellent
Very Good
Good
Fair
Poor
Bad
Occasionally a product that may of
fer promise will receive a ( ").
This means that currently the product
is too unstable to work - resulting in
repeated System crashes when used
under normal circumstances.
Mouse ratings are meant to be a
guide for consumers to help them iso
late the best software a nd hardware in
a certain category. They shouldn't be
the sole factor when deciding whether
a product is right for you.

GRAPHICS

Cricket Presents
Monday the boss tells
you and Jones to have
your presentations ready
for the Wednesday after
noon budget meeting. Tuesday at 3
you turn off your modem and wave
goodnight to Jones, who is struggling
with a typewriter getting his overheads
ready. Wednesday morning your color
slides arrive by overnight courier.
54MACUSER

Wednesday afternoon your project is
approved while Jones' is rejected.
Your secret? Cricket Presents and the
Autographix Imaging Service.
Until now, the problem with desk
top presentations has been output.
Handouts and notes could be printed
on the Laser Writer, but if you wanted
color overheads or slides you had to
have expensive equipment. Cricket
Presents used together with Auto
graphix color slide service centers
solves this problem. If you already
have slide-making equipment (such as
Presentation Technologies' Image
Maker or Matrix Instrument's Slide
Writer), device drivers are available
separately from Cricket.
Cricket Presents has a drawing envi
ronment similar to Cricket Draw, but
with several features especially suited
to presentation work. Images can be
imported from PICT, PICT II , EPSF,
and MacPa int files. Presents even has
the ability to "colorize" a PICT, as
signing different colors to patterns.
For working with text, Cricket Pre
sents has some of the features found in
word processors. Text boxes have rul
ers that can be used for setting margins
and indentation, text alignment, and
tab stops. Cricket Presents fully sup
ports different fonts and styles, and
even comes with extra-large sizes of
some LaserWriter fonts that you can
install in your System file to make
screen displays more attractive. You
can also specify the color of text.
For tabular information, Cricket
Presents has a separate table tool that
functions like a spreadsheet, so you
don't have to fool with tabs to get tables
aligned. Cricket Presents' integrated
graphing capability is not as compre
hensive as that of Cricket Graph, but it
is useful for the simple graphs usually
needed in presentations.
To help you get started, Cricket Pre
sents comes with a tutorial HyperCard
stack and two disks of templates. You
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Grophs ...

[8) Horizontal Grid Lines
[8) Uerticttl Grid Lines

18J Depth (30)
[8) Legend

n
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One of Cricket Presents' strongest capabilities
is its charting and graphing functions.

can use a nd modify these templates or
create template libraries of your own.
Once you have created a presenta
tion, you can print it as well as your
notes, pages, and handouts on any
standard output device. The Auto
graphix alternative is a simple solu
tion. You use the Chooser to select the
Autographix driver, then print your
presenta tion, which creates a file on
disk. You then mail the disk or use the
application AGXit! to send the file via
modem to the nearest processing cen
ter.
Your slides or overheads will be re
turned to you by overnight courier.
35mm slides are $12 each, and color
overheads are $9. While not cheap, it's
certainly convenient and is an elegant
solution if you need slides only occa
sionally.
Cricket Presents is an excellent pre
sentation tool. The interface takes
some getting used to, but if you are
familiar with other Cricket products
you will adapt quickly. Cricket Pre
sents has one major shortcoming: its
inability to import text. It comes with

How could all disk cost just $6.65?
Just the right b.alance of software to sharpen your Macintosh™skills
1

MAc DISKWORLD is an 800K disk full of quality software for your
Macintosh, delivered to your door every month fo r only $6.65. With
our p remier issue* you'll be able to: wr~te the Great American novel
in vivid detail with a color word processing package, play eighteen holes
of Mac Tour Golf without leaving your seat, dress up your printed
material with a selection of eye catching clip art, join the adventure of
Planet of the Robots, and break through to victory in the exciting space
arcade game, Fortress. Future issues will be packed with more great
software and features like desk accessories, HyperCard'" stacks, new
fon ts, FKei;s, INITs and much more. At $6.65, you can't afford to miss
a single issue of MAC DISKWORLD.
M

A Stockpile of Productivity and Learning
Every month, you can rely on the vast experience of our edi tors and
programmers to provide you with carefully selected, new software
yor1 can use. With our easy-to-follow documentation o~ disk, and our
standard Macintosh menu system, you'll master each new applica
tion with confidence and ease.

Your Best Software Value
Without investing a fortune, MAC DISKWORLD will convince you
that your Macintosh is the most versa tile and powerful tool you own.
You'll learn more about your Macintosh, its capabilities, and avail
able software, than you now believe possible. At $6.65 an issue-you
just can't find a better software value than MAC DISKWORLD.

Free Software-With a Three Month Trial Subscription
MAC DISKWORLD is sent to you each month on an BOOK, unpro
tected 31/i" disk. Our softwa re requires at least a Macintosh 512K
Enhanced . Try MAC DISKWORLD for three months for only $19 .95
(that's on ly $6.65 an issue) and receive our special Sampler Disk
absolu_tely free! This 400K bonus disk contains more new ga mes,
fonts and clip art for your Macintosh.

Guaranteed Satisfaction or Your Money Back
MAC DISKWORLD is th e latest product member of SOFTDISK,
INC., publisher of the "monthly software collection" for IBM 'M PCs
and compatibles, the AppleT• II and the Commodore'" 64/128. As
oftware publishers since 1981, we gua rantee the quality of all our
software products. If you are no t fully sa tis fied with
MAc DISKWORLD, return your first issue for a full refund . The
Sampler Disk is yours to keep. You can't lose. Order today with the
coupon below or call toll free 1-800-831-2694.
r!< Your subscriplion will include Issue #1 unlil Seplember 15. 1988. 11 ls available as a back issue therealler.
f'pple It and Macintosh.Commodore 64/128, and IBM ~re tradema1ks ol Apple Computer Ire.. Commodore Business Machines. and lntemalJonal Business
achines Inc., respectively. Sofli.J tsk, Inc productsav.iilable at Waldenbooks. 8. Dalton Bc·oksellers.and fine bookstores everywhere. (Cover price S9.95)
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Please circle 77 on reader
service card.
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Please ru sh me my free Sampler Diska ndstartmy three month
trial subscrip ti on to MAC DISKWORLD fo r my Macintosh for only
$19.95 postage paid . (Canada /Mexico $24 .95, Overseas $27.95) Make
checks payable to Softdisk, Inc. in U.S. Funds. (Louisiana residents
include 4% sales tnx).
Nan1e _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ __ __ __
Address - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - -- - - - 
City _ _ __ _ _ _ State _ _ _ ZlP+4_ _ _ _ _ __
Daytime Phone
) _ __ _ _ __ Extension _ __
0 VISA/ MC 0 Am Ex 0 Payment Enclosed (U.S. fun ds only!)
Card# _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ __ Exp. _ __
Signature - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 
CALL TOLL FREE

1-800-831-2694

MU098 (#1)

SOFrDI SK, INC. • P.O. BOX 30008 SHREVEPORT, LA 71130-0008

Quick Clicks
Edit

Ulew

Arrange

Type

Goodies

Window

Cricket Presents comes
with a variety of
templates that can be
used as masters for
preparing black-and
white, eight-color, and
64-color presentations.

Untitled •f

Title
5

4
$3

$ 2
0

??

??
??
Hor. label

Untllled

Freme

Acta, the excellent desk accessory out
liner that can be used to lay out presen
tations, but the text must be copied
and pasted into Cricket Presents. This
is one area in which products like
MORE and PowerPoint, both of
which can read outlines, are more pow
erful.
O ther than this one weakness,
Cricket Presents is very powerful and
easy to use.
Cricket Presents!!!!
Lisi Price: $495. Published by: Cricket Soft
ware, 40 Valley Stream Parkway, Great Valley
Corporate Center, Malvern, PA 19355; (215 )
251-9890. Version: 1.0. Requires: I megabyte
and a hard disk. Compatibility: Mac II friendly.
MultiFinder friendly (except for Slide Show
fe ature ). Application Size: 428K. Copy Protec
tion: None.

- Robert R . Wiggins

Curator
r:l ~

As its name suggests,
Curator is an art manag
er and cataloger. With it
'
you can organize collec
tions of graphic documents, browse
through entire volumes, search for in
dividua l images, and display or print
selections.
Curator is really two programs 
one a stand-alone application and the
other a desk accessory. For all practi
cal purposes, they're identical, and
which you use depends on your work
habits. Curator is compatible with
Multifinder; so you can run the appli
cation concurrently with other pro
grams.
Unlike other art-management sys
..
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terns, which categorize images and
build their own files, Curator is a "free
form " organizer that works with your
images where they are. Because it's
multilingual , it catalogs them in their
own format MacPaint, PICT,
TIFF, and so on.
The first time you open a graphics
disk or volume, Curator reads the files,
creates a Thumbna il (miniature) for
each image, and builds a Catalog. Cu
rator writes archiving information to
each document; so your fi les will grow
in size slightly. A Catalog is a directo
ry that tells Curator where each image
with its keywords and Thumbnail is
stored.
Catalog information is linked to its
volume. On floppies, it's written to the
individual disk. If there isn't room on a
disk, or if it's locked, a baffled Thumb
nail icon is displayed. The program
still lets you view and operate on the
graphics, but search capabilities are
lost. O n hard disks, the Catalog is
placed at the root level.
O nce a Catalog has been construct
ed, keywords may be assigned, added,
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updated, or deleted from an image at
any time. If you move a document
from one volume to another, Curator
loses track of it until you update the
Catalog with a Show Keywords com
mand for that image. Move the Cata
log, and Curator creates another.
Compiling Catalogs and generating
T humbnails (especially from complex
image formats) can be slow. Included
with Curator is Curator's Assistant, a
utility that you can bring in to pinch
hit. It scans your files, creates Thumb
nails for any additions, and updates
the Catalog. Although optimized for
speed, the process still takes time. As
sistant runs in the background with
Multifinder or can be put to work
overnight.
You can select cataloged graphics
by name or by Thumbnail. Each meth
od has its own dialog tailored to the
task. In either case, data about the se
lected graphic (date created, date
modified, type, and program of origin)
is displayed , and a pop-up menu shows
the attached keywords.
Curator also lets you browse
through images one by one or conduct
searches by name or keyword. For
name searches, it matches a partial or
exact character string. When search
ing by keyword, it lists all keys stored
with that volume and lets you choose
one or a multiple. When looking
through volumes with multiple file for
mats, you can parrow search criteria
by eliminating some formats from the
sort.
C urator can also catalog graphics in
PictureBase Library format. In this
case, however, the images arc "ex
tracted" from the Library files and re

Names •••

Select by:

(

Onunlmntl~ ...

(

Names ...

l
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Curator visually catalogs
clip art and graphics from
a number ol fo rm ats,
then lets you search for
Images by name or
descriptive keywords.

written. Keywords assigned in Picture
Base may be added to a Curator
Catalog, retained with the image (as
descriptions), or simply ignored.
As well as an image cataloger, Cu
rator is a graphics-file translator that
converts files created with one pro
gram for use in another. It reads and
writes MacPaint, TIFF (Tagged Im
age File Format), PICT, Glue (Solu
tions International's format) , Post
Script Text, and both the Mac (EPSF)
and IBM (EPSP) Encapsulated Post
Script formats. Its ability to work with
both flavors of Encapsulated Post
script permits graphics to be trans
ferred to and from the MS-DOS
world.
Because of the different levels of in
formation encoded in each, not every
format can be converted to every
other. And, of course, the process is
one of translation not transformation.
Changing a bit map into PICT, for ex
ample, will not endow that image with
object-graphics characteristics. Still,
Curator streamlines the interchange
of graphics between applications. For
some users, this is reason enough to
buy the package.
My only complaint about Cura tor is
that after opening a document, you
must return to the program's control
panel to resume searching - a small
annoyance. The program works well,
either as a n application or as a DA.
And as minor revisions have been im
plemented, Solutions International, a
small company with an excellent prod
uct line, has (thus far) provided free
updates to registered users. If you need
to improve access to your graphics files
or translate them to other format s, Cu

rator is certainly worth your consider
ation.
Curator!!!!'h
List Price: $139.95. Published bv: Solutions In
tern ational , 29 Main Street, Montpelier, VT
05602; (802) 229-9146. Requires: 512K and an
SOOK drive. Compatibility: Mac II and Multi
Finder friendly. Application Size: 188K. Copy
Protection: None.

- Carlos Domingo Martinez

H Y P E R C A R D

City to City
City to City is one of the
best arguments for a lap
top Mac to date. For peo
ple traveling the United
States, Activision's new HyperWare
offering gives a pretty thorough travel
er's guide to 31 major cities, ranging
from Honolulu to Boston and Seattle
to Miami. In addition to making a
wide range of resources available, City
to City features a personal-profile card
and customized itinerary planning. It
also integrates with Activision's inter
national travel stack, Business Sense.
Making the best of the HyperCard
interface, City to City begins with a
map of the U.S. Clicking on a city
brings up a card related to that me
tropolis. The 12 information catego
ries include Business, Dining, Late
Night, Lodging, MarketData, Media,
Shopping, Sports, Theaters, Tourism,
Transport, and Visitorlnfo. Buttons
representing each of the categories are
lined up along the bottom of each city
card, so you can jump quickly from
one category to another. You can also
The HyperCard stack City
to City dispenses
business travel
Information at the touch
of a button.

Jn::
Hid thtt Wuhlngton ._..,a toYn 1Jl\h
Southern effic:lencv and Northern c:herm ."
u·, appropriate then that the double-edged
1ec:u.uUon be91n to lose lb truth 'With the
emerocnce of the Keonedv Center . Amer
lu's n1tton.I 1rh pelece on th• Potomac .

Br1nvinq vorld·c1us perfo rmers lo DC
t1ro1.19h\ vorld·clau stMlbiUh,1to 1 cltt.,1
thet's 1lv1vs bttn on the ve rqe of 1 grut·
neu to l'nllch tlJ povtr. With l h '~ul 
stt rrlnQ monurnenh tnd lb breed avenue, ,
the CIPlt•l OOU:J pover. c1 u3 , and an
fnternthor'lel ener99.
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pick a different city from a pop-up list
box. It's possible to preselect any cate
gory and go directly from the map to a
specific topic for a certain city.
Within each of the 12 categories is a
wealth of information gleaned from
the efforts of more than 30 research
ers. The Lodging category, for in
stance, contains information about ho
tels, organized into three classes 
First Class, Business Class, and
Coach. The hotel's telephone number
is listed (a toll-free number in many
cases), and simply clicking on the
Telephone button next to the number
initiates a call to the selected hotel.
You can also checkmark a hotel to in
dicate that you have a reservation and
fill in the check-in and check-out
dates, confirmation number (if any),
and the daily rate you were quoted.
With a click of the mouse, you can
then transfer the necessary informa
tion to a current itinerary card. Should
you discover a hidden gem of a hotel
that isn't currently included in City to
City, you can add it easily.
In addition to the hotel information,
each Lodging card contains a button
that, when clicked, displays a map of
the urban area with its major roads,
airports, and the location of each hotel
in the list. The hotels are represented
by numbered buttons on the map and
are also listed, by number, along the
side of the map card. Clicking a button
on the map takes you back to the main
card containing that hotel's informa
tion.
The other categories contain equal
ly useful features. Restaurants are list
ed by the kind of food they serve and
are rated both by cost and by quality.
Phone numbers are also listed, and you
can copy restaurant data directly to
itineraries.
Emergency numbers,
freight companies, convention centers,
and much more can be found within
the City to City stacks.
I had an urge, on occasion, to see
more information about specific items
- restaurants or hotels, for instance,
or airline schedules - but that's just
the magic of HyperCard. You some
how begin to expect to see everything
hyper-linked to more information. Ob
viously, City to City couldn't include a
review of each restaurant and each ho
1
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Let's Not Mince Words ...
Let's face it, the art of Page
Recognition has not advanced
all that much since the days
of the Egyptian Pharaohs.
Text and graphics never seem
to come out right. M's look
ing like inverted W's. Multi
column documents looking
like Sanskrit. It's virtually
impossible to mind your P's
and Q's when the level of tech
nology has not advanced be
yond electronic alphabet soup.
Scan To New Heights ...
OmniPage;.. the most
advanced page recognition
software available today,
lets you transcend the clutter
that abounds to work more

efficiently. Easily accessible
to most users, OmniPage
is based on advancements
made in artificial intelli
gence technology. OmniPage
lets Macintosh"' and IBM"' PC
users put their scanners to
work immediately. Scan mul
tiple fonts and font sizes,
whatever the page format,
including multiple rows and
columns. You can now scan
virtually any printed page
of text, and without all the
rough edges. You can even
export your data to the many
compatible file structures,
such as Microsoft Word 3.0,'"
MacWrite;" Excel"' and

PageMaker 3.0.™

Power To The Desktop
Publishers ...
The advent of desktop pub
lishing may have enabled you
to develop spiffy newsletters,
brochures, manuals and direc
tories-great strides have
been made with respect to
output. But one fact remains.
There are still far too many
strokes for most folks. For
the first time you can avoid
excessive key stroking* by
approaching the scanning or
input side of desktop publish
ing with a new level of con
fidence. OmniPage lets you
save time by quickly process
ing your data-whatever the
font or column formatwith a level of accuracy

not possible until now. With
the special Partial Page fea
ture, you can even select the
section of the document that
is important to you-financial
statements, complex insur
ance and legal docuuments
all readily accessible.

Store And Retrieve Data
Of All Sorts ...
Store your data in a per
sonal data base. Manipulate
text and graphic images.
And that's any text, including
spreadsheets. Build a per
sonal library of relevant
professional articles, ideas
or general information-all
within mouse range. Move
data in and out of your sys

tern in less time than it takes
to say Ramses Il. OmniPage
has set a whole new standard
in page recognition software.
The creative possibilities are
in fact endless.

OmniPage may not yet allow
you to scan the Rosetta Stone,
the Dead Sea Scrolls or that
menu al your favorite Chinese
restaurant. Not now-anyway.
But most co nventional busi
ness and professional scan
ning needs are in fact possible
-for the very first time at an
affordable price.

Learn More About
The ffitimate Scan ...
Take the OmniPage ChaUenge
Bring one of your favorite
documents (any document)
to one of our authorized
dealers and see how power
ful this exciting technology
really is-and if for any
reason, you're not satisfied
with the results-we'll think
of something. Remember,
this "challenge" does not
apply to esoteric defunct
languages, foreign lexicon
or paleolithic wall reliefs.

OmniPage is a regi$\ercd Hadcmml< ol Cacre Corporation Apple
and Maon1osh ate 1eg,s1ered trademarks of Apple Compu1er, Inc
IBM is !he registered 1rodoma1k ol lnternal10nal Business Machines
Microsolt Word 3 0 and Eicccl arc 1eg1slered lrademarks of M1crosoh
C0tpo1alU3n Mad.Vfile •Sa registered trademark ol Claris Corpota·
lion PageMakcr is a reoistercd trademarl( ol Aldus CorporatJOn The

model ot the Rosena Slone courtesy of the Rosucruoan Sooety

Call: 1-800-535-SCAN
Or Write:
Caere Corporation
100 Cooper Court
Los Gatos, CA 95030

c Copynght 1988 Caere Corp()lation·•

' Note Excessive Key S1rok1ng (EKS) has been known to cause ..spastic qu1ve1s.. and ever so
slight knee 1erks 1n software engineers. data enuy c lerks and desktop pu blishing fanatics
Avoid wh enever possible by using OmniPage.

Please circle 19 on reader service card.

HYPERWARE

Activision
Business Class ... ... ................... .. ........... .. .. 30.00
Focal Point ................... .... ................... .... .. 59.00
ReportsI for HyperCard .......... ................... 59 .00
Bantam (Goodman)
Complete HyperCard Handbook ............... 24.00
DataDesk
HyperDialer .. ............ ...... .. .......... ...... .... ... .. 26.00

~~~;t~~~~~~~~li~·h·i·~-~ .......... .................. 49.00
~~~:a:~d'

. ... ..... . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . .

29.00

VideoWorks II HyperCard Driver ............... 75.00
MicroMaps
HyperAtlas .......... .... ................... ..... ... ...... .64.00
Symmetry
30 00
~~fi~~~:hi;;;; · ···· ········ ··· · ······ · ····· · ··· ···
·

Allan Bonadio Associates
Expressionist 2.0 (equation editor) .. ...... .... 82.00
Borland
Sidekick 2.0 ................. .. ............................ 59 .00
Electronic Arts
DiskTools Plus .... .................. .. ........ ......... . 31.00
Greene
OuickDEX ..... ....... .. ... ........... .................... .. 32.00
Imagine
Mulli User Appointment Diary wlSmart
Alarms ..... .. .......... ....... .................... .. ....... 85.00

~~~nks·~fime ............................................. 61.00
Software For Recognition Tech
MiniDraw .. .... .. .... .. .... .. ..... .. .. ......... .... ..... .. .. 21 .00
Solutions
SmartScrap & The Clipper .. ................... .. . 35.00

..········

HyperTutor ........... ..................................... 29.00

UTILITIES

Affinity
Tempo II .......................................... .......... 89.00
Berkeley System Design, Inc.
~~~g~Jt~~.t II .. ........................................ 54 .00
Menu Fonts 2 .. ....... ...... ...... .. ............ .......... 32.00
CE Software
DiskTop 3.0.2 .. .......... ..... .. ......... ................ 28.00

HyperDA (Symmetry - Installs as a
DA under the Apple menu so you can
browse a HyperCard stack without
leaving the current application.

h
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perwa~.00

OuicKel l ! ! l......... 54 .00
Central Point
Copy II Mac (with Mac Tools) ..................... 20.00
Emerald City Software
Lasertalk 1.0 ............................................ 187.00
Filth Generation
PowerStation ... .. ... ... ........ ............ .............. 38.00
Suitcase .................................................... 37.00
Kent Marsh
MacSafe or NightWatch ................... .... ea 89.00
Magic Software
Autosave .... .............. ........ .. ....... ....... ......... 29.00
Mainstay
Capture .................................. ... ................ 47.00
TypeNow .. .... ................. ...... ............... ....... 30.00
Micro Analyst
MacZap 5.0 (disk utility) ...... ......... ..... ........ 39.00
Microlytlcs
GOferr!\ ................................................. ..... 45.00
Olduvai
FontShare .. .. .... .... .............. .... ...... .... .... ... 149.00
lcon ·ltl ... .. ..... ... .. ...... ...... ... ........ ... .............. 40.00
Simon and Schuster
Fully Powered Mac .. ....... ...... .... .... ............. 24.00
Software Power Company
PowerOP 1.4 ............................................. 39.00
SuperMac
DiskFit ....... ............ .. ...... .. ...... .. ........ ...... .... 54.00
Sentinel 1.0 .... ......................................... 155.00
SuperSpool ........ ....................................... 54 .00
Symantec Corporation
Symantec Utilities for Macintosh ............... 59.00

DESK ACCESSORIES
Activision
Focal Poi nt .......... .. .. .. .......... ..... .. .. .......... .. . 59.00
Afflnlt).'
AttiniF1te .... ....... ...... .. ........ ....... .... .. .. .......... 46.00

MOST ITEMS ORDERED BY
5:00 P.M. EASTERN TIME
(WEEKDAYS) SHIP SAME DAY BY

LANGUAGES
Borland
Turbo Pascal .............. ...... ............... .. ..... .. . 65.00
Turbo Database Mac ................................. 66.00
Consulair
68000 Development System ........ ............. 59.00
Microsoft
Basic Interpreter 3.0 ................................. . 61 .00
Fortran Compiler 2.2 .. .. .... ... .................... 189.00
SmethersBarnes
Prototyper .. ............ ... .. .................... ........ ... 74 .00
Think Tech
CAPP's Lightspeed C ................................ 49.00
CAPP's Pascal .......... ............ .................... 49.00
Lightspeed C (super compiler) ...... ............ 95.00
Lightspeed Pascal ............. ............ ............ 65.00
Zedcor
ZBasic .... ............ ....... .................... ............ 65.00

COMMUNICATIONS

CE .Software
QuickMail ........ .. ...... ...... .... .. .. .. .. .. .. .... .... .. 169.00
CompuServe
CompuServe Navigator .. .... .......... ............. 45.00
Computer Applications
II In A Mac ................................. .............. 109.00
DataVIZ
Maclink Plus w/Cable ............................ . 145.00
Dow Jones
Desktop Express ...... ............. .................... 95.00
FreeSoft
Red Ryder 10.3 .... ..................................... 55.00
Hayes
Smartcom Ii (communications) ................ . 88.00
Software Ventures
Microphone 1.1 (includes Glue) ........... ... 119.00
11

[Aa;I1~~ ~~-f.'.~.a-~~ .. ..... .. ......................... 79.00

Park Row Incorporated
Publish or Perish ....... .. ............ ..................21 .00
Personal Bibliographic
Pro-Cite ..... ... .. ...... ................................... 179.00
Software Discoveries
Record Holder Plus ..................... ........... .. .45.00

BUSINESS SOFfWARE
Activision
City to City .. ........ .. .. .............. .... ... .............. 30.00
Bravo
MacCalc ...... .. ................................ ... ...... ... 79.00
Cogniti on Technology
MacSMARTS ..... ................................... .. 135.00
Cricket
Cricket Graph (advanced graphing) ...... .. 119.00
Cricket Presents ...................................... 289.00
Lundeen & Associates
WorksPlus Commands ..................... ........ .60.00
Microsoft
Excel 1.06 ......... ...... .. .... ....... ................... 249.00
PowerPoint 2.0 ..................... ................... 249.00
Works 1.1 (integrated software) .. ............ 189.00
North Edge Software
Timeslips Ill (time/expense tracking) ....... 119.00
Satori
Bulk Mai ler 3.2 ..................................... .... . 79.00
Select Micro Systems
FlowMaster ..... ...... .. ............................... .. 369.00
Shana Enterprises
FastForms! Construction Kit ....... .............. 96.00
Software Discoveries
Merg eWrite (mailing program) .......... .... ..... 35.00

WORD PROCESSORS AND
OUTLINERS
Ashton-Tate
FullWrite Professional ........................... .... Call
Bootware Software
Pro Resume Writer (multiple resumes) ..... 75.00
Microsoft
Word (updated word processor) .............. 249.00
Write 1.0 (ne w word processor) .... ... ....... 113.00

b~~Jt~" ....... .... . ................................. ....

109.00
T/Maker
WriteNow (word processor) .. ....... .. ... ......... 98.00
WordPerfect Corp.
WordPerfect .. ........ .. ... .... .......... .... ... .. .... .. 185.00

SPELLING CHECKERS

DATABASE SOFfWARE

Aegis
Doug Clapp's Word Tools ................ ....... .. 42.00
Deneba Software
Spelling Coach 3.0 .. .... .... .......................... 54 .00
Spelling Coach Pro ..... ........ .. .................. 109. 00
Coach Merriam-Webster Thesaurus ......... 36.00
Electronic Arts
Thunder {spelling checker) ...................... .. 30.00
Microlytlcs
Word Finder (synonym finder) .. ................. 35.00
Sensible Software
Sen sible Grammar ......... .. .... ........... .. ... ... .. 55 .00
Working Software
Spell swell 2.0 {spelling checker) .............. 42.00

Ac ius
4th Dimension .................. .. .... ....... .......... 575.00
Ashton-Tate
dBase Mac ........ .. .................................... 295.00
Borland
Reflex Plus ............ .. .... ................ ............ 165.00
Fox Software
FoxBASE+/Mac ................................. .... .214.00
Nashoba Systems
FileMaker 4 ....... .. ...... ......... ..... ................. .. Call
Odesta
Double Helix 11 ........................... .... .......... 339.00

3G Graphics
Images w/lmpacVGraphics & Symbols 1 ... 59.00
Aba Software
Draw It Again Sam 2.0 .. ...... ...................... 89.00
Activis ion
Postcards .. ... .... .... ............ ......................... 20.00
Aldus
Freehand ... ................ .. .... .... ............ ..... ... 379.00
Broderbund
Print Shop (cards and more) .............. ....... 36.00

GRAPHICS

Great News! If you're Ifie K.1na ofMac-userthat) ustflas to be up
to date with all the latest product news, can'i sleep for fear
1here's some new development oul there you haven't seen yet,
then you must get your hands on the brand new edition of the
MacWarehouse catalog.
Our editors have been locked away for weeks- testing,
reviewing, photographing and badgering manufacturers - all
to make certain they produce the very, last word on each entry.
The definitive Mac user's "Handbook '.
You'll quickly find all your questions on compatibility, copy
protection and function answered clearly with full color pictures
and informative screen dumps.
FREE TECHNICAL SUPPORT
And, of course, if there's anything else you need to know, our
TECHNICAL SUPPORT department is only a toll free call
away. (1-800-255-6227)
You get your catalog automatically when you place an order
and if you're not ready to order right now, just mail us the cou
pon below and we'll rush the catalog to your door.
GREAT SERVICE- GREAT PRICES
When you're ready to place an order our sales representa
tives are standing by ready to help. We'll update you on any
version changes and rush your order to you by FEDERAL
EXPRESS Standard Air. We'll also tell you about our many
MACWAREHOUSE specials. Here's just a few:

.....

The powerful new easy-to-use data manage
ment program with multi-user capabilities.
Helps manage your database, and your busi
ness, by automatically indexing every word,
number and date you enter. Includes pre-de
signed templates for endless applications and
reports. Multi-user capabilities allows data
networking. (database software) Single user or
Networking Pack - Call

-1.=..,_.,..,.,~.,..,,,ll!!'

This high performance board from Dove
increases the operating speed and power
of the Macintosh SE up to four times.
Equipped with a full 32 bit 68020
microprocessor operating at 16MHz, the
Mach II/SE otters comparable perform
ance to the Macintosh II at a fraction of
the cost. (memory upgrades) $555.00

CHOOSE MacWAREHOOSE. .. For
price, quality and service you won 't
find a better source for your Mac needs.
If you don't see it here, give us a call.
Most likely we'll have it in stock. Our
sales representatives are here to help!

1-800-255

( 1-800-ALL MACS)

1690 Oak Street
P.O. Box 1579
Lakewood , NJ 08701

MUJ8

I don't need to order right now, but please RUSH me my
FREE copy of the brand new MacWarehouse Catalog.
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ADDRESS
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I
STATE

Retire your mouse and replace it with the
New Turbo Mouse from Kensington.
With the mouse ball on top, it's quicker,
and easier to use. Automatic accelera
tion moves the cursor further when you
roll the ball quickly (great for big
screens) . Advanced button features
include a Click Lock. New Turbo Mouse
(512 , Plus) or New Turbo Mouse ADB
(SE, II) (inpuVoutput) $94.00

I'm Kerry, call me at:

-Ma~AREHOUSECATALOO--------,

CITY

Introducing one of the best desktop
presentation programs on the market
today. This unique product combines the
utility of text, graphics, charting, and
presentation management software in a
single, easy-to-use package. Create
35mm color slides, overhead trans
parencies, flipcharts and much more.
(desktop publishing) $289.00

ZIP

Inquiries: 201-367-0440
Canada: 800-255-6447
FAX# 201-905-9279

MONDAY THRU FRIDAY
8A.M. TO 11 P.M.
(Eastern Time)
SATURDAY 8 A.M. TO
8 P.M. (Eastern Time)
NOW OPEN SUNDAY
8 A.M. to 8 P.M .
(Eastern Time)

First Byte
Kid Talk , Math Talk - . ..... ......... .. ... ...... ea 32.00
Great Wave
Kids Time .. ..................... ....................... ... 26.00
Nola Press
Will Maker 2.0 (prepare your own will) ...... 35.00
Nordic Software
MacKids Turbo Math Facts .... .. ... .. ..... ....... 21.00
Palantir
MacType .. ...... .... ...... ... .... ... ... ... ............ .. .. 31 .00
Th ink Educ
......... 28.00
MacEdge II

GAMES
Acti vision
Shanghai (strategy) ... .. ........... ...... ............ . 24 .00
Artworx
Bridge 5.0 ........ .............. .... .. ... . ................. 22.00
Broderbund
Where in the World is Carmen San Diego 25.00
Bullseye
Ferrari Grand Prix (racing) ..... .... ..... .. ... ..... 32.00
Fokker Triplane Flight Simu lator ....... ... ..... 32 .00
Ciasa
Handwriting Analyst ... ........ ..... ... .. ... .......... 29.00
Electron ic Aris
Chessmaster 2000 (deluxe chess) ... ........ . 28.00
Patton vs. Rommel (strategy) ..... ... ......... .. 27.00
Starfieet I: The War Begins .. ... ......... ..... .... 37.00
Chuck Yeager Adv . Flight Trainer ... ....... ... 36 .00
Greene
Crystal Quest II .... .. ................. ... .............. 27.00
Microsoft
Flight Simulator 1.0 . ................................ 32.00

MacStack 40 Meg ................................... 789.00
MacStack 60 Meg .. .............. ... ... ... ..... ..... 869.00
Cutting Edge
BOOK Disk Drive ... ...................... ....... ...... 179.00
Wedg e XL 30 Plus ..... ... ............. ............. 629 .00
Wedge XL 45 Pius ... ............ ....... ...... .... .. 829.00
XL 30 Internal ............. ... .......... ................ 509 .00
XL 45 Internal ..... ........ ... ....... .. .. ....... ....... 649.00
Dayna Communicatio ns
DaynaFile single 360K (5 114 ") ...... ........ .. 529.00
Dove
Mach II/SE Accelerator Board .. ...... ...... ... 555.00
MacSnap 2SE .... .................. .. .. .. ....... ...... 299.00
MacSnap 2S cmos .. ......... ..... .... ... ... .... .... .. Call
MacSnap SCSI Interface Port .. ...... ..... .. .... 85.00
MacSnap 45 cmos .................... ... .... .... ... .. Call
MacSnap 524 (51 2k to 1 meg) ........ ... .... . 195.00
MacSnap 524S (incl SCSI interface) ....... 239.00
MacSnap 548 (512k to 2 meg) .. ... ..... ...... 389.00
MacSnap 548S (incl SCSI interface) ... .... 479.00
MacSnap Pius 2 (MacP/us to 2 meg) .... .. 279.00
MacSnap BS cmos (II to 8 meg) ................ Call
MacSnap1024 Accelerator Board ... .... .. .. 345 .00
MacSnap Tool Kit (installation tools) ... ... ... 15.00
Everex
EMAC 200 (hard drive) ... ...... ............ ... ... 520 .00
EMAC 200 Deluxe (0 footprint) ............. .. 585.00
EMAC 400 (hard drive) ...... ...... ... ..... .... ... 945.00
EMAC 400 Deluxe (0 footprint) .. ...... .. ..... 995 .00
EMAC 60T (tape backup) ...... ..... ............. 895.00
PCPC
MacBottom HD21 (SCSI) .. .. .... .. .... .......... 749.00
MacBottom HD21 (SCSI) w/Modem .... ... 915.00
MacBottom HD32 !SCSI) ..... .. .... ... ... .... ... 899.00
MacBottom HD32 SCSI) w/Modem .... 1,045.00
MacBottom HD45 SCSI) ..................... 1,149.00
MacBottom HD45 SCSI) w/Modem .... 1, 189.00
WSI ( With SCSI Interface) ...... ... ... .... .... .. 295.00

MODEMS
Everex
EMAC 2400 ... ............. .. ............. ............ .. 225.00
Hayes
Smartmodem 1200 .. ...... .... ... .... ............ ... 299.00
Smart modem 2400 ......... ...... ... ....... ... ...... 449.00
Smart modem 9600 ( V series) .. .... ........ ... 985 .00
Mlgent
Pocket Modem (ext. 30011200 baud) ...... 115.00
Novallon
Parrol Modem (with software) .... .............. . 93 .00
Prometheus
Promodem 2400 ............ .. ..... ........ ........... 309.00
Sh iva
NetModem 1200 (modem fo r network
use) ..... ...... .....
........ ... .. ..... ...... .. 450.00
US Robotics
Courier 1200 Modem ............. .. .... ...... ..... 199.00
Courier 2400 Modem ............ ...... ........ .... 349 .00

BLANK MEDIA

.ea 30.00
...... 39.00
... .... .... ...... 17.00
..... .... .. ..... .. ea 30.00
....... ... ............ ..... 46.00
.......... .. 29.00
....... ... ......................... 34 .00
. ea 35 .00
..... ... 22.00
...... 23.00

Simulated Environment System s
Quarterstaff ...... .... .. .. .... ... .... ... ................. 29 .00
Spectrum HoloByte
Falcon , Gato - ................... ...... ............. ea 26.00
PT109 ... ..... .................. ..... ................ .... ... .. 26.00
Solitaire Royale ......... .... ...... ...... ..... ....... ... . 19.00
TETR IS ........ ...... ...... ... .............................. 23.00

DISK DRIVES/ MEMORY
UPGRADES

1 MEG SIMMS ..... ... .... .... .......... ... ....... ...... Call
AST
Mac286 Co -Processor (Mac II) ........ .. .. 1069 .00
CMS
MacStack 20 Meg .... ...... ... ................... .. 569 .00

Goldsta r
OS/DD (box of 10) .. .... .................. ....... ..... 15.00
Sony
OS/DD (box of 10) .. ........ ...... .. .... ... ... ... ... ... 18.00
SS/DD (box of 10) .......... ...... .. .. .............. .. 13.00

INPUT / OUTPUT
Abaton
ProPoint .................. .... .......... ... .... ........ ... 110.00
Asher Engineering
Turbo Trackball (51 2/Plus or SE! //) .. ......... 69.00
Cutting Edge
CE-105 ADB Keyboard ... .. ...................... 135.00
Data Desk
Mac 101 Keyboard ............. ....... ...... .... .... 139.00
Kens ington
New Tu rbo Mouse ..... ..... .... ..... ............... ... 94.00
New Turbo Mouse ADB (for SE and II) .. ... 94.00
Koala
MacVision (digitizer) .... ........ ....... .. .... .... .... Call
Mou se Systems
A+ Mouse (512. Plus) ......... .. .......... .......... 65.00
A+ Mouse ADB (SE, II) .... .. ....................... 87.00
New Image
MacScan (feed-thru) ... .. .... ................... 1, 189.00
. ..... 1,749.00
MacSca n (flatbed) .. ..........
Se ikosha America
Seikosha Printer (dot-matrix) ........ ......... . 219.00

~~~~a~r~r_i_c_5. ...... .... ...... ....... ........... ... 335.oo

MacTablet 12 x 12 ......... .. ... ......... ...... ..... . 379.00
ThunderWare
ThunderScan 4.0 (incl. Powerport) ... ...... 199.00

ACCESSORIES

Beck Tech
Fanny Mac ............... ... ..... .... ... .......... ....... 65.00

Computer Friends , Inc.
Maclnker/Black Ink .... ..... .. .. .... ... .... ....... ....... 3.00
Maclnker (IW & IW/I) ....... ....... ......... ......... . 41.00
Curtis
Ruby (6 outlets: filtered; 6 ft cord) ............. 55.00
Ergotron
Mac Tilt or Mac Tilt SE ... ....... ... ... ........ ........ 68 .00
Mouse Cleaner 360 ...... .... .. .•............. ........ 15.00
The Muzzle (for the SE) ...... ....... .... .... ..... .. 62 .00
1/0 Designs
lmageWriter LO Ribbon-Black ....... .......... . 14.00
lmageWriter LO Four Color Ribbon .......... 18.00
IW II Ribbons-Black or Color .......... .... ..... .... 5.00
Fou r Color Ribbon ... ........ ..... .. ..... ........ .. .... 12.00
Matrix Film Ribbon- Black or Color ..... ...... ... 8.00

II
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Bit Pad Plus (Summagraph lcs) 
Versatile 12" x 12" graphics tablet enhances
you r Macintosh's capabilities for a more
productive graphics workstation. Compact,
lightweight design. (inpulfourpur) $335.00

Macinware Plus Carrying Case .............. ... 64 .00
Macinware SE Carrying Case ... .. ...... .... ... . 76 .00
Ribbon for Seikosha - Black .. ..... .... .. ....... ... 6.00
Kalmar
Rolltop Cabinets (45, 90, or 135 disks) .. ... Ca ll
Kensi ngton
ADB Keyboard Cable-Extra Long ..... .. .... 25.00
Anti -Glare Fi lter .. .. ... .......... ........... .......... .. . 33.00
Apple Security Kit ..... ..... ....... .. .. ... ....... ....... 34.00
AppleTalk Clips-cables or connectors .... .. 1.00
Disk Drive Cleaning Kit ..... ... ....... ....... ... .... 20.00
Mac II Monitor Cable Extension Kit ..... .. .. .. 35.00
Mac II Stand ..... .... ..................................... 20.00
MasterPiece Mac II .... .... ... .... ... ....... ... ..... 134.00
Printer Stand ........ ... ........... ....................... 16.00
System Saver SE .......... ... .. ..... .. ... .. .... ....... 59.00
Super Base ..... ................. .... .................... .. Call
MacCable
Modem Cables (various) ...... ....... ...... ..... .. Call
Printer Cables (various) .. .... .... ...... ........... .. Call
SCSI Cables (various) ..... .... .. ... .... .. .... ..... .. Call
Omn ium Corporation
Mac Desktop Workstation .. ... .... ..
..... 75.00
Orange Micro
Grappler Interface UQ
.. ... 98 .00
Pol aroid
Circular Polarizing Filter ........... .... ..... ....... 35.00
Ta rgus, Ltd.
Deluxe Mac Plus/SE-XKB Case (black) .... 65.00
lmageWriter II Case (black) ...... .. ..... ...... ... 45.00
Mac Plus/SE Case (black) .... .... .... ...... ...... 59 .00

DeskPalnt 2.0 (Zedcor) - This
powerful desk accessory is a fullblown graphics program - now

Ill
II
II
II
Ill
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CE Software
Cale ndarMaker .... ................. ....... ............. 27.00
Challenger
Mac3D 2 .1 (3-0 grapl1ics) .... ....... .. .... ..... 119.00
Cri cket
Cricket Draw ............ ................................ 169.00
Pict·O·Graph (color on the Mac II) ...... .. .. 105.00
Deneba
Canvas .... .. ... .......... ... ..................... ..... .. .. 109.00
Dream Maker
MacGallery ................................ ...... .. .... .. .. 29.00
Du bl-Click
Wet Paint · Both Volumes ........•... .......... ... 36.00
Enzan·Hoshlguml
MacCalligraphy ·... ................. ..... ............. . 109.00
LaserWare
LaserPaint Color II .... .. .. ......... ................. 359.00

FINANCIAL AND
ACCOUNTING SOFTWARE

Aatrix
Payroll 3.01 ...... ........................ .... ...... ... .. 115.00
Bedford
Simply Accounring .... .. ..... ........ ................ 219.00
Chang
Rags to Riches 3 Pak ....... .. ........ ....... .... .. 289.00
Intuit
Quicken .......... ..................... ............... ....... 35 .00
MECA
Andrew Tobias' Managing Your Maney .. 129.00
Migent
In-House Accountant .. ...................... ..... .. 119.00
Monogram
Business Sense ....... ... ............ ................ 279.00
ShopKeeper Software
Bili -It 1.06 ............. ...................... ... .. ..... ..... 99 .00
Survivor
MacManey (personal finance) ................... 62.00

~:sn:~~:~~tOG.r~~~·i·c·~···· ··· ······ ·· ·······

..·· · 105.00
MicroMaps
MacAtlas Pro (MacDraw format) ......... .... 129.00
Olduvai
Post -Art ......... ...... .. .................................... 35.00
Shaherazam
Mac-a-Mug ............ .....................•.......... .. .. 39.00
Mac-a-Mug Pro ......................... .•. ...... .... . 349.00
Siiicon Beach
Dig ital Darkroom ............ ..... ...... ............ .. 159.00
SuperPaint (super graphics) ........•... .. ..... 109.00
~~fit~;~s .. ............ ........................... .... ... . 159.oo
Curator (graphics management) ........ ....... 79.00
Supe rM ac
Pixel Paint ............ ..... ............. ................. . 259.00
Symmetry
PictureBase 1.2 ........................... ...... .... .... 58.00
T/ Maker
ClickArt Business or Publications ......... ... .. 28 .00
ClickArt EPS Illustrations .. ....... ... .... ...... .... 78.00
Unison World
Chest Top Publishing ................ .......... ... ... 34.00
Zedcor
Desk Paint 2. 0 .... ............................. .... ....... 69.00

MacDru ms (Coda) - Turn your
Macin1osh computer m10 a d1g1tai drum
machine . Includes 35 dilferem ins1ru·
ments with incredible sound quali ty.
Midi Compatible (music) $35.00

Tu rbo Trackb all (Asher Engi neer·
i ng) - Gives you precise fingerti p
con trol for twice the speed and twice
the accuracy. (Input/output) $69.00

Letraset
Image Studio or Ready ,Set,Go! 4 ..... . ea 279.00
Manhattan Graphics
ReadySetShow ......... ..... ......................... 289.00
Olduvai
Read -It! (optical character recognition) ... 199 .00
Solutions
SuperGlue (total graphics in tegration) ...... 52 .00
Target
Scoop ............. ........... ... ........... SPECIAL 189.00

NETWORKING PRODUCTS

Connect Inc.
MacNet ....... ...... ....... ..... ... .......................... Call
Farallon
PhoneNET (1281512 or Plus. SE & II) ....... Call
PhoneNET Appletalk Adapter ..... .. .... ......... . 8.00
Microsoft
Mail .... .................... ........................... ....... .. Call
Nuvotech
TurboNET ( 1281512 or Plus. SE & II) ... ea 27.00
TurboNET Apple Talk Adapter .................... 5.00
SuperMac
Network DiskFit ...................................... . 203 .00
TOPS
TOPS ........... ... ......... .... .......... ................. 119.00
WOS Data Systems
Timbuktu 2-User pack .......... .. .. .. ......... ... 119.00

STATISTICAL ANALYSIS

Abacus Concepts
SlatView II (req. Mac II, or Plus/SE
w/68881 co-processor) .................... 369.00
StatView SE +Graphics .......... .................. 230 .00
BrainPower
Math View Professional .. .................. ........ 145.00
StatView 512+ (requires 512k) ........... ..... 175.00
02 Software
MacSpin 1.5 .. .. ... ............... ............ ... ...... 155.00

MUSIC AND SOUND
Coda
MacDrums ........... .... ... ... .. ..... .... .......... ... ... 35.00
Electronic Arts
Deluxe Music Construction 2.0 ............. ... . 61.00
Farallon Computing
MacRecorder (records sound) ..... .... ... .... 145.00
Great Wave
ConcertWare + MIDI 4 .0 ........ ............... .... 79.00
Impulse
Impulse Audia Digitizer w/Sou ndWave ... 149.00
Opcode Systems
Music Mouse .............. .... .. ... ....... ..... ...... .... 39 .00
Passport Designs
Master Tracks Pro ................. ......... ......... 259 .00

EDUCATIONAL/PERSONAL
Bright Star Technology
Alphabet Blocks ............. ............ ............... 32 .00
Broderbund
Calcu lus ... .. ... ............................. ..... .... ...... 63.00
Davidson
Math Blaster ...................... .... ...... ....... ....... 27.00
Electronic Arts
Business Simulator (executive trainin ) .... 48 .00

FONTS
Adobe
Fonts (various volumes) .......... ......... .......... Call
Altsys
Fantastic Pius 2.0 ............................... .. .... 50.00
Dubl·Cllck
World Class Fonts · Both Volumes ..... ...... 36.00
Postcraft
Laser FX ..... .......................... ... ......... .... .. 115.00

DESKTOP PUBLISHING
PRODUCTS

Adobe
lllus1rator 88 .................... .......... . .... ........ 325 .00
Aldus
PageMaker 3.0 ........................................ 475.00

~;~~~fe x~~r.'.. .~~: ............ ......................... 185.00
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VISA and MASTERCARD accepted. No surcharge.
Your credit card win not be charged unld your order Is shipped.
II we must ship a partial order. we pay the lreight on the remaining portion.
All U.S. shipments are Insured at no extra charge.
C.O.D. orders accepted (add$3.00surcharge) - S1 .000max1mum Cash or
cerbfied check.
• Corporate purchase orders accepted subject to credit approval.
• All products are covered by a 120 day hmited warranty.°
• CT residents add 7.So/o sales tax. NJ residents add 6.0% sales lax.

SHIPPING

•

All orders add $3.00 per order. We ship Federal Express Standard Air.
unless UPS ground dehvers overnight.
• We ship all orders (ei cept C.O.D.) via Federal Ei press Standard Air unless
Instructed otherwise at lime of order.
• C.O,D. orders ship via UPS (Blue Label ii you are more than 2 days from us
via UPS ground).
• Alaska, Hawaii, Foretgn. APOIFPO please Inquire at time of order.
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1690 Oak Street. P.O. Box 1579,
Lakewood. NJ 08701
MONDAY THAU FRIDAY 8 A.M.
to 11 P.M. (Eastern Time)
SATURDAY 8 A.M. to 8 P.M.
(Eastern Time)
NOW OPEN SUNDAYS! 8 A.M.
to 8 P.M. (Eastern Time)
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Please circle 30 on reader service card.

Quick Clicks
tel. With more than I0,000 entries and
7,500 phone numbers, the product is
already impressive. Speak ing as an in
veterate telecommunica tor, I would
have liked to see Telenet and Tymnet
local- access numbers, at least, and
even some good local BBS numbers.
And the maps should display other
special location s such as convention
centers.
The most versatile fea ture of City to
City is the itinerary th at you can easily
develop as you browse through a ci ty's
ca rd s. The itinera ry is actu ally a stack.
You tell the prog ram th e dates for your
trip, and it creates a ca rd for each day
of your journey. The daily ca rd has
information about fli ghts, lodgings,
and car rentals as we ll as an appoint
ment ca lend ar. Other buttons open ad
ditional in formation about airlines,
rental ca rs, and hotels (including ap
propriate toll-free numbers) as well as
handle HyperCard fun ction s related
to itinerary ca rds and stacks. Finally,
you ca n add a special note card fo r any
particul ar date.
My only complain t stems from the
initial se ntence of this review. City to
City wo uld be a grea t prod uct to take
along while traveling. Unfortun ately,
there is no afford able trave lin g Mac,
so this wea lth of useful materi al will
have to stay home the next time I trav
el. I hope to get everything I need from
it before I leave.
City lo City!!!!
Lisi Pricc:$49.95. Published by: Activision,
3885 Bohannon Drive, Menlo Park, CA 94025:
(4 15) 329-0500. Version: 1.0. Requires: I mega
byte, two di sk dri ves, and HypcrCa rd . Compati
bility: Mac II and M ulti f indcr fri endly. Appli
cation S ize: 4 11K. Copy Protection: None.

-
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NUMBER CRUNCHING

MathView
Professional
When scientists, engi
n~ers , and m a th em ~ti
cia ns program on main
frame computers, they
usually have access to libraries of very
sophisticated numerica l routines for
64MACUSER
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evalu ating function s and performing
statistical, algebraic, and plotting
work. Now some of these sa me tools
are filtering down to personal comput
ers. If you' re looking fo r a stand-alone
progra m th at combines two- and
three-dimensional plotting with rou
tines for matrices, differential equ a
tions and integ rals, compl ex numbers,
and the like, or if the terms Hermite
poly110111ia/ or f ast Fourier transform
ring a be ll, you might fi nd MathYiew
Professional right up your alley.
The strength of MathYiew Profes
sional lies in the variety and depth of
its mat hematical routin es, not in its in
terface . Mainframe users may feel
right al home, but seaso ned Mac users
will feel confi ned. The fi rst step in solv
ing any problem is choosing the appro
pri ate menu item. For exa mple, if you
want to olve an integra l, you choose
Integra ls from the Applications menu .
You are then presented with a list of
possible routines to use (Simpson's
Rule, Romberg's Method , and six oth
ers). At this point, you're asked for the
integrand, upper and lower limits, and
derivative of the function, and the so
lution path is displayed. The solut ion
requi res entering information into six
di alog boxes and answering a few
questions in a precise order. If you
make a mistake at any poin t and don't
correct it then, you have to start all
over from the beginning.
Once the solu tion has been calculat
ed, it's presented on the scree n. If the
solution is just a number or an equ a
tion, you can use the Clipboard to copy
it to a text fi le and look at it in any
word processor. If it's a matrix or a
long list of va lues, you can choose to
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MathView Professional
lets you three
dimensionally plot any
function with one or two
variables.

save it as a plain text file or as a file
that can be read by spreadsheets and
databases. You are asked only once if
you want to save values as an ex port
able fi le when you close the window. If
you answer no and later decide you
want a copy, you have to repea t the
solution from scratch. This is user
friendly ?
Don't let appearances fool you,
though. Behind this rough, gru ff exte
rior lies a hea rt of gold. Mathematical
ly sound and efficient routines to
tra nsform matrices, step through dif
ferential equ ations, compute the modi
fied Bessel Function of the second
kind , compute a polynomi al least
squares approximation , and much
more are waiting to be used. Every
routine is referenced in the manu al,
and the sources are listed so you ca n go
to the exact equ ations used and ga in
confidence in your solutions. In most
cases, lhe references are the best avail
able and will be fa miliar to mathema
ticians.
MathYiew Professional is also ca
pable of two- and three-dimensional
function plotting and of fitting a
smoothed spline curve through data
points. Discrete data points can't be
plotted unless you want a spline curve
through them - you'll need some
thing like Excel or MacSpin for th at
- but function s that can be expressed
as equ ations work fine. On 3-D plots
you can choose angles for both tilt and
elevation until things are just right.
Solutions and plots appea r quickly
for most problems, even on a Macin
tosh 5 I2KE. Of course, compl icated
operations will tax even the fas test
Mac. The program doesn't take spe

cial advantage of a math coprocessor
(if available), because all the routines
use Apple's standard numeric pack
age. Operations will speed up by a fac
tor of roughly 3:4 with a math copro
cessor but not by the factor of 50
possible if they were fine-tuned. All
numbers are stored and calculations
performed in extended precision, al
though results can be viewed as round
ed numbers if desired.
Many of the operations in Math
View Professional aren 't available in
any other Mac program. Even if you
use only one or two of them , the pro
gram will probably be worth its price.
The package would be much more
flexible if similar routines were avail
able as libraries of callable functions
for C, FORTRAN, BASIC, and Pas
cal compilers, so that you could incor
porate solutions into larger programs
or automate solutions under a number
of conditions. But the standalone for
mat has the advantage of requiring no
prior knowledge of programming. All
in all, MathView Professional repre
sents a successful effort to bring a
standard library of mathematical and
engineering solutions to the Mac and
belongs in the software library of any
mathematically oriented Mac user.
MathView Professional !!!!
List Price: $249.95. Published by: BrainPower,
24009 Ventura Blvd., Calabasas, CA 91302;
(818) 884-6911. Ver.;ion: 1.0. Requires: S 12KE
and two disk drives (one of which must be an
SOOK). Compatibility: M ac II and MultiFinder
friendly. Application Size: 602K. Copy Protec
tion: None.

- Linda Custer

BUSINESS ACCOUNTING

Simply
Accounting
While Simply Account
ing has its roots as an
IBM program, this Mac
version shows none of its
MS-DOS heritage. The six ledgers
(receivables, payables, general, inven
tory, payroll, and job cost) and eight
journals (which add transfers and ad
justments) provide the power to han

s Fiie Ed it Setup Reports
'i~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~!!!!!!~~~il
employee
payroll In
IEmployee Yeor- t o- Date summery
ell This
year-to-date
summary
15 1987
J.,.. •
Asboron, Bovv• t.

i

Parsoael:
SSll ....................306 92 1123
Blrthdete........... .....ot-16-U
Hln Dete ................06-25-81
T•rrrUA• t• ... ... ...................
Pay Periods ................. 26/yr
legalu................ .... 5. 00/hr
Ov.rtim.• ................ 10 ,00/hr
Solery.................1,000.00/pd
PJCA !.x•.mpt ..... . ............. No

l!araiags:
••r;ulor.............. ~pio.oo
o-rtime............. ,,7911,00
Solory......................0.00
Tip•.........................0.00
eo....is.too. ...........6e9.60
ltaD.ellt. .... .... ...........10.00
V.c.UOA Paid ......... ~
Grou ................ 5,531.60

»o4utioas:
PIT ...................... m.s9
SIT ...... ................... P.00
PICA .................... ~95. 94
SUTA . ......... ............ .0.00
SDL... ...................... P.00
Locel T•xu... .... , ...... 7.58
Unlon.......... . ... .......69,80
Med!col ..... ............. 25.00
O.ntel ............. ~ ... ..§Lgg
Withheld .......... 1,336.01

l!apl o,.... l!• peuas:
Tea Tebl• ...... .... ~uhingtoD FlCA.....................395.94
Pecluel Allowucu ... .... .. ... 6 PUTA. ....................!ti.30 Mvuc• P.td. .........i 00.00
Ped.ual st... ..... ...... .Merrtacl SOT A..................... !ti.30
DepeJulei.U...................... .. P SDl . ....... ................ .Jl&2Q. Net Pey ..... .. ....... i , 1.91 .69
St••• Allo ... ....................op !ap...................484,54

die the needs of many small businesses.
The only curb to transactions is
available memory. Accounts, vendors,
customers, employees, and projects
are limited to 1,000 each. Maximum
inventory is 2,000 items. Dollar
amounts are cut off at $20,000,000.
Journal entries can be split among I 00
profit centers, projects, or depart
ments. There is sample data for six
companies to use as setup templates.
The well-designed sample files and
tutorial will help in the initial setup of
your company's books. For example,
the Vendor Payments screen looks like
one of your checks, complete with
stub. Hit Enter, and the Vendor list
pops up. Double-click on the appropri
ate vendor, and not only is its name
entered, but all outstanding amounts
are entered in the stub. Double-click
on any amounts to include them in the
payment. You can change any of the
stub amounts if you wish to make a
partial payment. To complete a trans
action, click "Post," and all journals
are immediately updated.
Simply Accounting adheres to the
Mac interface more than most ac
counting programs. Data files aren' t
split into several unrelated documents,
and they can be stored in any folder on
a floppy or hard disk. Also, the Save
and Save As commands are standard
- a refreshing change from having to
quit an application just to save data.
The manual is good . The large sec
tion on accounting principles is not
only for novices. The index, however, is
slightly weak. Surprisingly, the on
screen Help files are so bland that I
would pre.fer they were eliminated.
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Simply Accounting will
automatically update the
General Ledger and
Jobcost modules.
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Simply Accounting does have prob
lems. First among them is that it's go
ing to cost you more than you thought.
The $350 price may seem like a bar
gain, since the software compares fa
vorably with packages costing much
more than that, but you'll be paying
additional fees from time to time. For
instance, all tech support phone calls,
including the first one, are billed at
$60/hour. You pay the toll charges,
too. Next, you' ll probably buy your
preprinted forms and checks from
them; others may work, but then
again, maybe not.
Finally, if you register, they guaran
tee to send you their latest update if it
is other than the one you have. After
that, the update service is $89 a year.
This is not really an option, as the pay
roll tax tables are built-in and cannot
be modified . Any changes in the tax
tables requires a new program disk.
While I would hardly accuse Bedford
of gouging, I do think they should in
clude a utility on the disk to modify the
tax tables yourself. Other packages do
it.
.
Perhaps the trickiest thing to get
used to with this package is closing the
books periodically. Posting and closing
- fundamental to every accounting
routine - are dealt with uniquely in
Simply Accounting. Every transaction
is posted as completed, thereby keep
ing the books constantly updated, but
that also makes error correction diffi
cult. Closing is done automatically,
whenever a particular date passes 
monthly, quarterly, and yearly. Trans
action journals are then summarized
and the individual records erased.
I
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Quick Clicks
There are alert boxes warning you
when this is about to occur.
A wide range of reports is instantly
available. They are exceptionally well
presented but cannot be customized.
For instance, no graphs are avail able.
To customize, you must export the
data as ASCII text and use another
application.
Despite the criticism, Simply Ac
counting is one of the better packages l
have reviewed on the Mac. Some users
may have a business so modest as not
to require a set of books that is so com
plete. Others may prefer more special
ized software, such as those packages
that use a professional billing module.
But most small businesses owe it to
themselves to give this product a hard
look.
Simply Accounting!!!!
List Price: $349. Published by: Bedford Soft
ware, 15311 Northeast 90th Street, Redmond ,
WA 9805 2; (206) 883-0074. Version: 1.03. Re
quires: I megabyte. Compatibility: Mac II and
MultiFinder friendly. Application Size: 536K.
Copy Protection: None.

- Scott Beamer

Timeslips ill
In today's time-driven
society, it's not uncom
mon to see people jotting
down notes constantly
concerning how they spent their time.
Doctors, lawyers, consultants, accoun
tants, and engineers all bill their cli
ents based on the amount of time they
spend working for the client. But it's
not just these professionals that bill by
time; so do television repairmen, elec
tricians, and plumbers. After a while,
the task of keeping the records straight
can become herculean.
Timeslips III was originally con
ceived by a salesman who needed a
quick and easy way to report his ex
penses. After a few years, a lot of users,
and a mountain of feedback, Timeslips
lll was created to help anyone who
needs to maintain sanity in billing.
The notion of using your Mac to
help you keep track of your time and
expenses is a good one, but it may have
one major flaw for people on the go 
you can't haul your Mac with you. For

©
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those of you that travel, the discipline
needed to make Timeslips Ill work is
the same as the discipline you need to
make notes in your appointment book.
Timeslips III won 't help you improve
your resolve, but it can make keeping
all of those little notes more valuable
and interesting.
Timeslips III accommodates up to
250 people that have 2,000 clients.
Each client can have as many as 128
projects going simultaneously. If you
are considering using Timeslips III for
a multiple-person office or project,
then budget more than the $199. 95 list
price. Each person recording his time
with Timeslips III on his own Mac
needs his own copy.
The heart ofTimeslips II I is an elec
tronic version of the quintessential
time slip. The time slip is the pro
gram's fundamental unit of informa
tion. It is the place where records and
billing rate files are kept. This is where
you also turn on and off the stopwatch
that tracks time.
The Timeslips Ill module that man
ages all of the electronic time slips is
called TSTimer. TSTimer is the desk
accessory used to create, modify, store,
retrieve, view, or print time slips. Also
included in TSTimer is a full on-line
help system to give you instructions,
when and if you need them.
If TSTimer is the input side of
Timeslips III, then TSReport is the
program's output side. TS Report is re
sponsible for collating all of the time
slips and massaging them into detailed
bills or summaries that show how and
where you or your colleagues spent
time. TSReport has a set of sophisti

Fiie
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Timcslips Ill !!!!V2
List Price: $199.95. Published by: North Edge
Software, 239 Western Avenue, Essex, MA
01929; (800) 338-5314; (617) 768-6100. Ver
sion: 1.06. Requires: 5 12K and two disk drives.
Compatibility: Mac II and M ultiFinder friendly.
Appl ication Size: 370K . Copy Protection: None.

- Ken Landis
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cated filters so you can be as low-level
or high-level as you want in your bills
and reports.
While Timeslips Ill provides a host
of sophisticated functionality and
power, it's a pleasure to use. All of the
rigid mechanics needed to make the
system work efficiently are invisible to
the user. If you want to do more with
the data stored by Timeslips III, it can
be easily exported to any Mac spread
sheet or word processor.
Timeslips III flexes the Mac's mus
cles with its use of multilayered dialog
boxes and compound search criteria.
On the other hand, the system makes
only limited use of the Mac's graphics
capabilities for creating charts from
Timeslip Ill's database. You can use
Timeslip Ill 's built-in reports (for
which there are many variations) or, if
you want to format your own report,
you can use the report generator.
Compiled histories can be viewed on
screen or, as with any of the informa
tion in the program, easily printed out.
If you 're really dedicated, you can
integrate Timeslips III into your daily
routine and turn the TSTimer clock on
and off as you work, as well as use it to
record notes about what was done. But
if you're like me, you'll use Timeslips
I11 to make your bills look good and to
be a more accurate historian.
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Timeslips Ill tracks billing
and expense information
for people wh o charge by
the hour.
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PROCESSING

Word Finder
A thesaurus is a basic
writing tool. It is not as
vital as a good dictio
nary, but you can find
many writers who will tell you that, for
them, a thesaurus is as valuable as a
dictionary.
The job of a thesaurus is to help
writers make better use of the lan
guage. A good one suggests better
words for any (or nearly any) word.
It's left to the writer to actually select
the best choice. Thus, a thesaurus has
certain requirements: It must be as
comprehensive as possible, it must
have been created by people with an
excellent command of the language, it
requires intelligence and discrimina
tion on the part of its users, and it as
sumes that its users have access to a
good dictionary and are willing to use
it in conjunction with a thesaurus.
Having a thesaurus available as you
write is useful only if it meets the first
two requirements. Word Finder, based
on a popular MS-DOS program,
comes very close to the first require
ment, if you have the space (a hard
disk is generally required) to use its
large (322K) thesaurus file . The man
ual claims that this version contains
approximately 220,000 synonyms, and
I have no reason to doubt that claim. It
is not as complete as the full, classic
Roget's, but it is adequate in most
cases. Serious writers will still want to
keep their favorite hardcover thesau
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WORD FINDCR'" from Mlcrolutlcs'"
di s card, failure, gftTllage, junk, reject. s econd;
bit, dab, end, fnigmenl. Iola. minutia, mile, mor.;cl. particle,
piece, pinch. portion, s hred. s pecie. spot, s tri p, lfdbll , trifle;
end. patch, piece. nig. s hred. taller;
altercalfon, argument, battle, bniwl, challenge, combat,
contrnver.;y, disagreement . di s cord, dispute, feud, fight , lnicas ,
rniy. hassle, melee, quom>I. rancor. rill, row. ruckus. scuffle.
s kirmish. spat, s quobble, s truqqle. lfff. war;
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seem wrong to me, but the last few are
useful. That's what I meant by a the
saurus requiring intelligence. You
must be the arbiter (noun: arbitrator,
judge, mediator, moderator, referee,
umpire), not the program.
The program is a desk accessory. It
requires about 40K for installation
plus space for its thesaurus file. It
worked with all the major released
word processors (with the exception of
MacWrite version 5.0) and every
other program with text-editing ability
that I tried, including PageMaker 3.0
and the other page layout programs.
To look up a word, you highlight it
and choose the Word Finder DA or
invoke an assignable keystroke com
mand. After you've found a suitable
synonym, it can be replaced for the
highlighted word retaining the origi
nal capitalization and formatting.
The interface is not as good as it
could be, having one major and one
minor flaw. The major flaw is that the
window Word Finder displays is mod
al. That is, you can't do anything else
while it is open , nor can you copy a
group of words that it finds to the Clip
board, and you can' t move the window
itself.
Even MultiFinder won't switch
when this window is active. This the
saurus would be a lot more useful if
you could move its window and slip it
under your document, so you could
compare back and forth easily.
The minor flaw is visual. Some
words have multiple meanings. A good
thesaurus lists a master word or words
for each meaning and then lists a
group of subordinate words. Word
Finder does this but displays all the
words in bold type, smearing the dis
tinctions. It need not be this way.
Word Finder is a handy, well
thought-out, and useful writer's tool.
But it isn't complete enough to replace
your trusty Roget's. Yet.

rus at hand for those cases when Word
Finder fails to match your choice with
its lists. When Word Finder can't find
a synonym , it displays the words in its
list that are nearest to the spelling of
the original choice. Since you can't
scroll the full word list, that feature
isn't particularly useful.
The small thesaurus file ( 162K; ap
proximately 120,000 synonyms) is
meant for users with floppy disk sys
tems. It is not sufficient. If you don't
have room for the large thesaurus file
use a hardcover thesaurus, not Word
Finder.
The word lists and linkages are not
based on any of the standard hardcov
er thesauri, so if you're used to the
combinations that are typical of the
standards, you may be occasionally
surprised by Word Finder. This is,
however, a very good thesaurus. It is
far more up-to-date in its selection of
words included (in comparison to Ro
get's) and doesn't often seem incom
plete. And, while you can quibble with
it frequently, you're not going to find
many out-and-out errors. (And your
trusty dictionary will prevent you from
using any of them, right?)
Here's what Word Finder returns
when you ask it for synonyms of the
word "thesaurus" - noun: dictionary,
glossary, lexicon, list, synonym finder,
synonym listing, vocabulary, word
finder. As you see, it lists its choices in
alphabetical order. If there were other
major headings for "thesaurus," each
category would be listed alphabetical
ly. If applicable, a list of verbs and/or
adjectives follows the nouns list. Of the
words suggested here, the first three

Word Finder, an
electronic thesaurus,
won 't replace your trusty
Roget's, but ii does
display a variety of
synonyms on the fly.

Q
.....
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Word Finder!!!'h
List Price: $59.95. Published by: Microlytics,
300 Main Street, Suite p7 I8, East Rochester,
NY 14445; (800) 828-6293; (716) 377-0130.
Version: 2.0. Requires: 5 I 2K. Compatibility:
Mac II and MultiFinder friendly. Application
Size: 40K for desk accessory, 360K of disk space
for large thesaurus, I 62K of disk space for sm all
thesaurus. Copy Protection: None.
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Successful companies
have a way of outgrowing the
very business tools that help
ed them get that way.
So for anyone thinking of
buying a laser printer for the
Macintosh~ there are at least
two considerations: which
system is expandable. And
which is most worth expand
ing in the first place.
At GCC Technologies,
weve designed a family of la
ser printers that prove their
worthiness the moment you

print the first page. And go
on proving it for thousands of
pages thereafter.
Take, for example, our
two entry-level systems, the
Personal LaserPrinter™(PLP1M)
and PLP Plus.They concede
nothing in printing capabil
ity to laser printers that sell for
thousands more. In fact
they're the only printers in their
category that give you the
flexibility to choose from up to

22 font families in a virtually
unlimited number of point and
document sizes.
Such flexibility is crucial
when your company faces
that enviable business problem
called growth. So we offer an
adaptor that lets you share the
PLPwithin small work groups.
Its called, appropriately enough,
PLP Share~M And it not only
lets you tailor your network as
you expand, but divide the cost
of the PLP accordingly.
Of course, as companies

•1n Canada. (800) 263-1405.© 1988 GCC Technolog1es. lnc.GCC Technologies and lhe GCC Technologies logo are trademarks of GCC Technologies. Inc Personal LaserPmter. Business LaserPrinter. PLP
Corporation Macintosh and AppleTalk are registered 1rademarks of AopJe Computer. Inc

grow larger. so
do the de
mands they
place on their
printers.
Which is
why we offer an enhance
ment board that turns the PLP
into the Business LaserPrinter™
-a PostScrip -equipped sys
tem for high-end desktop pub
lishing, extensive AppleTalk®
networks, and anyone who
needs the advanced graphics
capabilities of software like

can't possibly predict. Because
none comes with a more in
genious blueprint for growth.
For a look at that blueprint
just ask for a laser printer demonstration at any authorized
GCC Technologies dealer. For
more information or the name
of a dealer near you, just call
(617)890-0880.*

and Aldus'
Freehand:M
And the
Business
LaserPrinter
even offers an SCSI port allowing you
to store and rapidly access
large numbers of fonts via a
dedicated hard disk.
In short no other family
of laser printers offers greater '
peace of mind if you happen
to be planning for a future you ~

I

~Gee

TECHNOLOGIES

Share and PLP are trad r.rna rk sof GCC Technologies. Inc. Pos1Scflpl 1s a registered trademark of Adobe Sys1erns. Inc Adobe Illustrator is a trademark of Adobe Sys terns, Inc Freehand is a trad emark of Ald us
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On Cue is one of that
rare breed of utilities
that instantly attach
themselves to my life a nd
don' t let go - like Suitcase, DiskTop,
and a few others. This application
launching menu system makes living
with MultiFinder and a large screen
much easier. On Cue lets you boot up
or switch to another application with
out returning to the desktop.
I love utilities. I always think of
them as extensions of the operating
system; they do things that seem like
part of the operating system but aren 't.
Some utilities come and go in my Sys
tem, intriguing me temporarily but not
standing the test of time. On Cue just
naturally fits in, and my appreciation
of it shows no sign of diminishing .
On Cue is basically an application
launcher, but its design makes it espe
cially useful in MultiFinder sessions.
On Cue's Preferences dialog box lets
you choose various methods of calling
the program into action . My favorite is
the assignable keystroke-mouse com
bination (I use Option-Shift-Click)
that makes the On Cue menu appear
at the mouse cursor. On a large screen
display, this feature alone is worth the
price of the program.
Other options open the menu at the
upper-left corner (next to the Apple
Menu) or from an icon in the upper
right corner (next to the MultiFinder
icon). You can have any combination
of these options active at the same
t ime.
Configur ing the program 's applica
tions is easy. Just select Configure,
then use the HFS lists to select appli
cations to add to the On Cue menu 
it operates pretty much like Font/DA
Mover.
You can even launch documents by
adding them to a sublist associated
with each application , or use the
Other .. . setting to select a document
at launch time.
In MultiFinder, the On Cue menu
places active applications (including
DA Hand ler) at the top of its list of
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applications. You no longer have to
scroll through your DAs on the Apple
menu to reach this list. An even easier
solution to switching bet ween active
applications is a user-definable Com
mand-key combination (reminiscent
of Switcher, but better).
On Cue operates intuitively and al
most flaw lessly under MultiFinder. It
also operates extremely fast because it
is kept in RAM . There is one problem
associated with this approach , howev
er. If any System error or bomb occurs,
it can wipe out the On Cue program,
configuration and all. At this point, it
is best to have a backup of the config
ured program , though future versions
should handle the situation better.
Without M ultiFinder active, On
Cue allows you to relaunch the current
active application. According to On
Cue's programmer, Fred Reed, this is
not an accident but allows users to se
lect another document and reload the
program. With applications that can
open only a single document, it can be
quicker to use On Cue to relaunch
than to go through the menus.
The ability to relaunch might be dis
concerting to those who encounter it
by accident, and it can lead to sur
prises, because not all programs be
have well. For instance, attempting to
relaunch HyperCard causes the com
puter to shut down.
On Cue is very stable and seems to
work with just about everything, but ,
as if to prove the adage that only God is
perfect, there are a few small caveats.
On Cue doesn ' t work reliably with
MacWrite 5.0 (which doesn't like
launch programs), and it has some
limitations when used with FullWrite
E M B
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On Cue launches a
program or a specific
document fro m the
desktop or from within
anoth er application.
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Professional and Stepping Out II.
Outside of Mu ltifinder, On Cue
avoids returning to the Finder between
applications and thus is a very useful
timesaver. But this program really
shines with Multifinder and with
large screens. For people making full
use of the Mac, On Cue is more than
worth the price. I know if I lost On Cue
now, my system would feel awkward,
crippled, and lost.
On Cue!!!!'h
List Price: $59.95. Published by: !com Simula
tion s, 648 South Wheeling Road, Wheeli ng, IL
60090; (312) 520-4440. Version: 1.0. Requires:
5 12K. Compatibility: Mac II and Multifinder
friendly. Application Size: 19 K. Copy Protec
tion: None.

- Ruse/ DeMaria

NightWatch
The NightWatch j ust
came on duty. This guard
makes certain everyone
signs in whenever they
try to enter - no, not the building 
your hard disk. Instead of signing in or
out on the log sheet, you "sign-in" at
your keyboard with your name and
password .
Why bother? You can store about
6,666 pages of text on a 20-megabyte
hard disk - just enough pages to fill a
two-drawer filing cabinet. Would you
leave a filing cabinet of all your
memos, letters, outlines, databases,
and spreadsheets available for anyone
to read? Your personal electronic fil
ing cabinet is just as vulnerable to any
one who knows enough to double-click
on a document. A hardware lock on

Consider the followingflctc>rs'before purchasing
aMadntam bard drive:
Reliability:,.

.

.'

· • · Ivery one Ofour Din!ctDrives"'and lnnerDrh'CS'" are~

put through theJa.wietonure ~1: 10 milliOn read/write
con!JJlQllds with ~I.arts.at low'1),ltages.S(»me'thing
thitt's fur more Stressful tli3n atl}' ~cal work eiwironment
• · Md wJthDrivtWare:'our oeweperJling software,oor

d,r~ aUtQmatjcally dia8JlOS.e fhetn~res a,q4wrrect · ; .; .
mewa ertors·on dle aVt<zat1~rt~ elsesa~·r~a1~ .Mi:1we

dn'oW inm.edia-certlfication1verlfirationartd dove-testing.
routines 11Sstandard feai.ures.
·
• .·All ofwhicb gires us the. ronfi~noo to ofter our
No-nonsense 2¥earlimited Warrmty.

Pertbrmance...

imemal Drives
.
h}q,erDrJve 45/SE .. . s749
lniler.Orive 70/SE . . s949
InnerDrive JOO ·E 1349

InnerDrive 45/11 ... S749
InnerDrivc 70/11 . . !949
InnerDrlve 100/U 1199
lnnerDrivc 140/Il 1449

O Jasmine
1-800-347-3228

Quick Clicks
NightWatch keeps an eye
on your hard disk by
requiring a key for
access. The startup
dialog comes from a
floppy disk that boots up
your hard disk when the
correct password Is
given.

......
Pleese Input your name 1> peuword:

Nome:
P111111word:

~I•_•••_•------~
_

I

( ) Kent• Marsh Ltd.

OK
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your filing cabinet provides the same
security as NightWatch, a software
lock for your electronic filing cabinet
or hard disk. But it is not foolproof. It
does not encrypt your files, partitions,
or individual folders , nor does it pre
vent you from using the Macintosh it
self. NightWatch bars unauthorized
use or erasure of your hard disk. (If
you want the equivalent of locking
your files in a safe, you need MacSafe,
from Kent Marsh Ltd.) There are
three main components to the system:
the Administrator application, Shut
down application, and User Disk. The
Administrator sets up, manages, and
troubleshoots the security system. The
Shutdown application locks up and
shuts down your hard disk, and the
User Disk actually unlocks your hard
disk. The User Disk is a normal Sys
tem startup disk that the Administra
tor has "authorized" to become a bona
fide User Disk. The User Disk also
keeps a timed Activity log of who at
tempted to lock or unlock your hard
disk. With Night Watch, you lock up a
hard disk just about the way you would
a filing cabinet. At night you secure
your hard disk by double-clicking on
the Shutdown application like
pressing the lock button on a filing
cabinet. When you return in the morn
ing, you unlock your hard disk with a
"key" disk that requires you to type in
your name and password. Night
Watch then unlocks the hard disk,
ejects the User Disk, and restarts the
Macintosh. (There are other versions
of Night Watch that accept identifica
tion from bar codes a nd retina scan
ners) . Now your hard disk is open and
operates normally. As with a normal
72
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key, you can give a spare key disk to a
friend. That is, you can create User
Disks that are configured for various
other users besides yourself. User
Disks cannot be copied like normal
disks. In fact, even if you move the
hard disk to another computer or boot
off a floppy, the hard disk isn 't recog
nized.
The Administrator program allows
you to assign names and passwords to
User Disks. In case you should lose or
damage a User Disk, the Administra
tor program contains a master key to
your NightWatch system and can
override your locked up hard disk.
(The Administrator program itself can
also be assigned a password.)
Each major component of the sys
tem contains signatures. If any compo
nent detects that a signature has been
tampered with, the program stops, re
ports the tampering, and logs it in the
activity log file. The Administrator ap
plication may be used to report or fur
ther diagnose the tampering source.
The Administrator program can re
cover most tampering, but should you
have a Code Red Alert - the most
severe kind of tampering - Kent
Marsh Ltd. will assist in unlocking
your hard disk.
I have been using NightWatch for a
couple of months with no problems.
The latest version includes a Help file;
it's a nice addition, though you need it
only when installing the software. I
find that locking my entire hard disk is
very convenient with our E-mail and
AppleShare nl!twork because now I
can configure my computer to auto
matically log on to these services and
not worry about someone else turning
E M B
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on my computer and automatically
logging onto all my accounts.
If you are worried about prying eyes
or sticky fingers, use the electronic
guardian angel - NightWatch. This
is the only product I know of that is
easy to use and gives me the peace of
mind that my data is accessible only to
those to whom I've given permission.
NightWatch !!!!'l:i
List Price: $149.95. Published by: Kent Marsh
Ltd., P.O. Box 460289, 1200 Post Oak Blvd.,
Suite 210, Houston, TX 77056; (800) 325-3587;
(713) 623-8618. Version: 1.01 reviewed; 1.02 is
current. Requires: 5 I2KE, a hard disk, and an
SOOK drive . Compatibility: Mac II and Multi
Finder friendly. Application Size: 182K. Copy
Protection: None.

- Chip Carman
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When I was a child, my
ailments were met with
two predictable respons
es: My mother's worried
look and her check for symptoms in the

Better Homes and Gardens' Family
Medical Guide. Although the Guide is
still around, Lundin Laboratories has
developed a "yuppie" handbook to
childhood diseases that combines the
world of expert systems with the world
of the Macintosh. They call the pro
gram FamilyCare.
FamilyCare represents a new move
ment in software. Although the appli
cation may seem slight, this is the first
Mac product that combines an expert
system with a knowledge base. Most
expert systems on the Mac are only
shells where the purchaser must en
dure the excruciating cycle of informa
tion-gathering, rule-generating, a nd
other knowledge-engineering tasks.
FamilyCare was compiled by the folks
at Lundin Laboratories and a panel of
three pediatricians from the William
Beaumont Hospital in Royal Oak,
Michigan , and Wayne State Universi
ty in Detroit, Michigan. What they
came up with is a useful, if not entirely
exciting, program.
FamilyCare is loaded with informa
tion for the parents of newborn to ado
lescent children. Menu bar items for

Williams & Macias

DiskFinder™
Accidents, General, Skin, and New
borns subdivide the knowledge among
these broad categories. Questions and
answers are displayed as you progress
through a session and may be logged to
a dot-matrix printer.
I have inspected this program under
the microscope of ResEdit and found
that it contains standard IF/THEN
rules embedded in resources. These
rules contain information on ailments
and diseases that run from acne and
appendicitis to wheezing and yeast in
fections. Some of the more interesting
topics include: burping poorly, corn
meal abrasion, drooling, dreams, gas
troesophageal reflux, pyloric stenosis,
and pus. A goodly mix.
To access any of the 1,500 questions
and resolutions covered in Family
Care, you pull down menus and click
buttons. Nothing in this program is
difficult to master. Your selection of a
general category drives you down a
search path that narrows as your an
swers eliminate possibilities. At the
end of the search, Fa milyCare pro
vides you with a diagnosis and recom
mended actions.
The recommendations and suggest
ed treatments are very cautious. The
program often counsels that a doctor
be seen after providing a temporary
treatment. A number of drugstore
remedies like aspirin are suggested, ac
companied by more immediate issues
like the time frame before a child
should be taken to a hospital.
As a Macintosh program, Family
Care leaves much to be desired. Al
though it is the epitome of simplicity,
it's not very creative. Graphics are not
used , even where they might be help

a
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ful. Forsaking graphics might have
kept the memory requirements down,
but it also makes the program very
blah. Although it could also prove use
ful as an educational tool, the interface
is too plain to arouse excitement in stu
dents.
FamilyCare's only bugs are found in
its interaction with desk accessories.
This is a program that does not like to
have its space invaded. Almost every
DA that I tried to use caused the pro
gram to return to its opening dialog
box. This is unacceptable. On more
than one occasion, calling a desk ac
cessory caused the program to reboot
my system. For those DAs that do
work, the screen fails to refresh after
you exit the DA. A white blob where
the DA once stood informs you that a
restart is needed.
The manual is an easy read , but the
screen shots do not match the actual
screens seen in the program. This is a
minor annoyance, but you wonder if
these kinds of oversights also crept into
the knowledge base.
Lundin needs to consider the imple
mentation of graphics and should con
centrate on the software quality of the
whole program, not just the knowledge
and inference engine. But if you ignore
these problems, FamilyCare can be
convenient.
Although I don't think many par
ents are going to boot a Mac to find out
that wounds should be washed before
applying a dressing, FamilyCare is ca
pable of identifying more mysterious
symptoms. The program can identify
an unknown disease and recommend
temporary fixes prior to consulting a
physician. At $99, I think FamilyCare
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« ITCHY RAS HU, ALLERGI ES »
Pf ace a cool, wet wash cloth or an Ice cub e oue r
the bite for 20 seconds on, Io second s off for o
10- mlnute period. Look for a block dot (stinger) a t
th e ce nter or th e Insect bite. II you see It, try to
r e moue II with tw e e z ers. If you con't r e moue the s tinge r,
s p ri nkl e on, then rub In, o small quantity or m eot
tenderiz er, follow e d In I 0 minutes by th e a pplica tion of
cotomlne lotion. If th e re Is no stinge r In th e bit e, oppl y
calemlne lo tion oft er the wa sh cloth or ice cube reg im en.
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GO Boc k One Step

The FamilyCare expert
system hands out a
diagnosis and
recommendation for a
common childhood
accident.

" I know it's here somewhere".
Those famous words we utter
as we search diskette after
diskette looking for that
essential file we created las1
month . Diskfinder™ - nOI
just ano1her file finder or
ca1aloger. Now you can loca1e
your volume, files or folders
on mounted or unmounted
at your !II~~~
disks,orwhether
desk
across they're
the country.
You can catalog a full 800k
disk in under 6 seconds, a full
20 meg hard drive in under
30 seconds. You can creaie a
library of almost 11 ,000
volumes, folders and files on a
single 800k diskette and much
more on a hard disk . You can
create separate Iibraries or
share common
libraries

*
w

M

$4995
Williams & Macias

DiskFinder'"

Williams & Macias, Inc.
S. TICJ7 Godfrey Blvd.
Spokane, WA 99204

To Order: 1-800-752-4400

CIC (509) 458-6312 (In WA) llJ
Please circle 188 on reader service card.
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Quick Clicks
is overpriced. It's one of those pro
grams that you purchase strictly out of
personal preference. If you think you
wa nt an expert system to help you deal
with childhood diseases, you shou ld
buy it. If you think the software is neat
but would seldom use it, buy a good
first-aid book instead.
FamilyCare !!!
List Price: $99. Published by: Lundin Labora
tories, 2945 I Greenfield Road, Suite 216,
South fie ld, M1 48076; (800) 426-8426; (3 13)
559-4561 . Version: 1.0. Requires: 512K. Com
patibility: Mac II and MultiFinder friendly. Ap
plication Size: 386K. Copy Protection: None.

--------·

- Daniel Rasmus
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Life is easy when you plan and
organize with Acta, the outliner
desk accessory. Your ideas and
notes are at your fingertips in
any application , when the phone
rings or inspiration hits. Sort,
search or save to your favorite
formats ...WriteNow , MacWrite,
Microsoft Works and Word,
MORE. Conquer your empire
today with Acta, just $79.00
wherever you buy software.

Ask for Acta:M
Sym!J!!E~ry
761 E. University Drive
Mesa, Arizona 85203
1-800-624-2485 (AZ, 602-844-2199)
Acta is a trademark ot S mmel

Cor

ahem. Othet uadematks

operties of respective ownors.

Please clrcle 49 on reader service card.

Video training tapes are
full of pitfalls for the un
wa ry: bad sound, ama
•
teurish presentation, and
outright misinformation are common.
When professionally presented, how
ever, videotapes are a n effective means
of ed ucation.
Happily, the two-tape set On Be
coming a Desktop Publisher is one of
the better training tapes. Based la rgely
on segments originally ai red on the
syndicated television program "The
Computer Show," On Becoming a
Desktop Publisher presents a wealth of
information fairly, attractively, and
completely.
The first tape contains a well-con
structed 35-minute tutorial hosted by
Rebecca Corral, a correspondent on
"The Computer Show." The tutorial
expects thal viewers have some practi
cal knowledge of computers and fortu
nately spares them the "this is a
mou se" kind of basics.
The tape is divided into seven chap
ters, covering the differences between
desktop publishing in the MS-DOS
and M ac environments and moving on
to the a rr a nd practice of layout, a rt
work, printers, fonts, hardware, and
the world of service bureaus. At the

If you don't back up data you can throw your entire office i!ll() reverse.

That's che most eloquent argument for backing everything up very
carefully And for u ingJasmine DirectTape'" to do o.
·
DirectTape i · different from mo t Mac backup sy tern .The reason?
It's fully Apple compatible.
So we work with the d3ta on any Apple-originated tape, regardle
of the software that puc the data there.We al o have full support for
the major application char will oon be packaged on sofmrare car·
cridges.Wbich means beside data transfer, DirectTape also expertly
handles software distribution.
\~ work faster, too. By the time ir rakes ochers to back up your data,
we'll have alread) backed it up and automatically double-checked it.
All while you're still using youf Mac. Becau e with MultiFinder,'"
DirectTape can work in the background.

YOUR WORDS
DESERVE OUR
LETTERS...
ow you can choose from over 40
Letraset display Faces for your page
layout and design work on the Mac
intosh. These faces are best sellers
from the Letraset Library of over
700 display styles. All of these styles
have been specifically designed to
work in headlines or for short word
settings for logos. ads. posters. cov
ers. packaging. etc. They offer a
potential for creative typography pre
viously unavailable on the Macintosh.

Type quality from a type leader
Each face is digitized from the
original master to the
highest typo
graphic

standards. It ensures that your
designs have the true type charac
ter envisioned by the type designer.
The complete font has been pro
duced including alternate charac
ters. ligatures. flourishes and
symbols. You spend less time pol
ishing typographic ideas because
the refinements are available at a
keystroke.
Extensh1e compatibility
Letraset Electronic Type Library™
faces are designed to be used with
LetraStudio software. They are
compatible with all page layout.
illustration and paint programs
supporting EPSF as well as all
Apple Macintosh compatible
printers. The tyles are offered
In packs of 3-5 face .
Call (800) 722-0377 for the
nearest Authorized
Letraset Graphic Design
Software dealer.

ALGERIAN
Bramley Medium

Brighton Medium

caxton
caxton
caxton
caxton
Caxton

Roman Light
Roman Light ltalc
Roman Book
RomanBolcl
Roman Ex1ra eo1d

C~ROMCU~ c~e

~ff1rAi/ll

l:unlllZta

t:ampam

11a11c

Compacta Bold
Corinthian l.JOh•

Corinthian

Medium

Corinthian

Bold

Corinthian
Crlllee 11alic
cr111ee

Extra Bokl

l 1k111I
Sub1ldl1~11

Austral;.

Ex1ra Bokl ltaUc

Tel 02 975 1033

Ausl ria
Tel 0222 921449

FRANICFUITll
Frankfurter

MedRJm

r~&tft

rfJ~ Gothic Ex1ra Bokl Shaded

Belgium

Tel02 4287156
Denmark

Tel 02 80300
Lelraset Export Lid.
Tel0233 24421
Canada

Tel 416 47575 11
Finland

Tel358 0565 3355

lielvetica

France
Medium Condensed

Helvetica

Bold ConOOised

Tel 4859 1540
Germany
Tel 069 420 9940

Premer L~_
,__~ e_ __

Tel 02907·564 I

Pluvm

Tel 02 462451121.l

5naded

Nede~and

haly

Japan

Tel 03454 0931
Norway

Romie
Romic Mec1rum
SUPERSTAR
LiOh• lt.1lic

University Roman eokl

Vtl11Dj'k

Tel 02 257350
Spain
Tel 91 2798'!72
Sweden
Tel 08 7647760
Switterland
Tel 018106266
UK

Tel 01 928 3411
leltaSe1 USA
Tel 1 201 845 6100

All cypcfaces shown will be
available b~· year end 1988.

Type: Helvetica

<Ill Spot art

is easy to create
-the box
shapes were
produced in
LetraStudio
software and
then the type was
stretched while
in position.
Type: Letraset
Frankfurter

LetraStudio lettering software
gives you real creative control over
all your display typography. You
can manipulate and customize type
to achieve the maximum creative
potential in each Letraset face. ·
Your designs will get more atten
tion while adding character to the
overall message. These examples
show just a few of the ways you
can create exciting typography.
LetraStudio software works with
all Letraset software design solu
tions including Ready.Set,Go! 7 "
page layout soft\vare and
lmageStudio ni image processing
s·ortware.
..,.. LetraStudio type distortion option creates a
focal point for this cover design. There are 8
different options plus running text along straight,
circular or arbitrary curves .
Type: Letraset University Roman Bold

K ELLI E
.\

N ()

II

l'.

Q

~
t:

11 ...

:\

C 0 Ll) 1..2 I NC

<Ill Special effects
created by combining.
aLetraset Electronic
Type Library font and
lmageStudio software.
Most page layout and art
software for the Macin
tosh is supported by
LetraStud10 software.
Type: Helvetica &
Freestyle Script

1'.>l) l) K

Please circle 180 on reader service card.

<Ill The character of a
beautiful letter is
enhanced by selecting
one of the manY. optical
distortions available.
Type: Letraset Algerian

Letrasef
0
ESSELTE

Ready.Set.Go' Is the trademark or Manhattan
Graphics Corporation . fmagcSLudlo. LelraStudlo
and Electronic Type Library arc trademarks or
Esselte Pendanex Co rporallon In the USA. or
Lctraset Canada Limited In Canada and of Esselte
Letrasct Limited elsewhere. Other brand or product
names are trademarks or registered trademarks of
their respecllvc holders.

© Letraset, 1988

Quick Clicks

Do something
constructive!
Build your HyperCardTM stackware library with
MaxStax+TM .
Select from our carefully chosen variety of
quality stax.
..._ Index your music library with
"Music Cards«:> ".
... Track your stock investments with
"Stock Recordsc ".

On Becoming a Desktop Publisher, a video
based on the syndicated television program,
"The Computer Show," gives basic instruction
on layout and design.

P.O. Box 2719 Dept. 1. Oakland. CA 94602
Please circle 88 on reader service card .

THE BESTTYPE BOOK

MONEYCAN BUY.

This priceless professional
tool is yours free. Simply mail
the coupon below. Or call
Adobe Systems toll ·free .
Adobe, developers of the
Adobe 'uType Library and
Postscript · software, is the
world's leader in electronic publishing. This full -color. 11"x1s:·
32-page "Font & Function "
catalog is jam packed with help
ful tips and problem-solvi ng
advice from Adobe type and
design ex perts. It features

samples, interviews, and more
than 210 high-quality Adobe
typefaces described in detail.
Get yours today. FREE. Ju st
call 800-83 -FONTS. In Alaska
andCanada,call415-962-2100 .
Or write Font & Fu nction . P.O.
Box 7900, Mountain View, CA
94039-7900.

!-"',....,...

Po11Str•to l •1 1i-e •011•lle<od Uad•m••\ 1na
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FREE.

To receive your "Font & Function " Adobe Type Ca talog . mail to : Font & Function.
P.O. Box 7900. Mountain View. CA 94039· 7900. Please allow 4 weeks for delivery.
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end of each section is an admitted ly
arbitrary list of sou rces.
Corral is a well-spoken host, and the
script , wri tten by Kevin Strehlo, is
clear and concise. I have only two com
plaints about this tape. First, the tele
vision camera a nd the computer moni
tor are not a lways in sync, causing a n
a nnoying flicker. Second, Corral looks
resolutely a couple of inches to the
right of the camera, obviously reading
from a prompter. She reads well, but
th e effect is like someone not quite
looking you in the eye.
The second tape is a series of prod
uct demonstrations, most of them
hosted by Strehlo and a ll apparently
taken verbatim from past editions of
"The Computer Show." All but one of
the ten demon stra tions are of page lay
out or graphics software, the exception
being a wrap-up of Apple's new Laser
Writer rI family of printers.
The presidents of the respective
companies perform the software dem
onstrations. Pa ul Brainerd shows Al
dus' PageM aker, John Meyer presents
Ventura Publisher, David Boucher
puts Interleafthrough its paces, and so
on. The tape's produce rs have taken
extreme care to be even-handed with
the demonstrations: All are almost ex
actly 9 minutes long, and the finished

printout from each package is scruti
nized.
Strehlo is also a n effective host but
is, at times, uncomfortably like Ed
McMa hon. Still, he manages to make
his guests relaxed while keeping them
firmly anchored to the subject at hand.
The package's second tape runs
about an hour and a quarter - a long
time to sit and watch this stuff straight
through. To help the viewer find a par
ticular demonstration on the tape, the
name of the product being demon
strated is superimposed in the lower
right corner of the screen, clearly visi
ble during a high-speed scan. Also, the
products are listed in order of their
presenta tion on the videotape's box.
On Becoming a Desktop Publisher
is overall an effective - though by no
means perfect - presentation. It's no
substitute for professional assistance
when that's what you need. It gets you
to the point at which you know what
questions to ask. The demonstrations
are by their na ture uncritical, though
their sum total helps you compare
product strengths.
For a n investment of $50 and a cou
ple of hours' attention, On Becoming a
Desktop Publisher is a fine source for a
wide range of honest information.
On Becoming a Desktop Publisher !!!!
List Price: $49.95. Produced by: Ocean Com
munications, 1641 North First Street, Suite
160, San Jose, CA 95112; (408 ) 437-8990. Re
quires: Beta or VHS VCR.

-

Daniel J. Rosenbaum

H A R D W A R E

Felix
..' '").

Felix is an unusual
mouse alternative. While
it occupies about the
same amount of space as
a trackball and even looks like a
strange trackball or joystick variant, it
is really a type of optical-tracking
graphics tablet.
Felix is easy to use: Simply connect
it to the mouse port, open the Control
Panel, and select the Tablet Mouse
setting. That's it. Then settle in to the
severa l-hour acclimation period. If
you've used a trackball or a tablet (es-

The old way to learn software.

A better way to learn software.

At last,
a better "\Vay to learn
Macintosh®soft\Vare.
Forget about struggling through manuals . Interactive audio tutorials from
Personal Training Syste ms are a fas t, effective way to lea rn the most popular
. lacintosh sofrwa re packages.
Choose from audio tutorials for:
• Page1vlaker 3.0
• Excel
• Adobe Illustrator 88 ®
• Word
• HyperCard n 1
•Wo rks
• MORE ®
• Using the Macintosh
By havi ng your o wn personal tutor o n cassette tape, you can learn qu ickly,
com pletelya nd atyourown pace. The reare mod ulesforbeginning, inte rmed iate
and advanced users. You ca n se lect the leve l that's right for you.
O ur tutorials are so effective , they are unco nditio nally gua ranteed.
Discove r a better wa y to lea rn Macintosh software. Call us at (408) 559-8635
or re turn the coupon be low.

CJ Send me info rmation on your training series for PageMaker,

®

Excel. Wo rd, Works, HyperCarcl , ni MORE, ®Adobe Illustrator 88,
and using the lacintosh.

:'fa m e _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ __ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Company _ _ _ _ __ __ _ _ _ _ __ _____________
Add ress - - - - -- -- - - - -- - - - - - -- -- - - - - 
Cit y _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Srate _ _ _ _ _ Z ip _ _ _ __

lO

Daytime Phone ( _ _ ) _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ __

Personal Training Systems
77Je Smart \.\lt1y To Learn Macintosh Sojiware
P.O. Box 54240 • San Jose, California 95154

(408) 559-8635
(' 1988 Personal Training Systems. The loll0W1ng are registereo and unregrStered trademarks ol the companies listed PageTu!Ot , PersonaJTra1n;ng Systems · Personal
Training Systems ; Apple . Macmlosh. HyperCard · Apple Computer, Inc.. P11geMa.ker . Aldus Corpora11on . Microsoft , E•cel . MM:rosoh Corporation: MORE • Lrving
V1deotex1. Aa obo lllusuator 86 · Ado be Systems lncorporaled
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ACCOUNTING
for the Macintosh
Don't settle for spreadsheet templates,
database adaptations, or accounting
packages which someone has simply
converted or rewritten from an MS-DOS
program. When you do accounting on
a Macintosh, you'll want something
more ... probably much morel

Quick Clicks

We sell reasonably-priced accounting
programs for small and medium-sized
businesses. They're easy to learn and
use because they were created only
for the Macintosh.

PAYROLL

Our payroll accounting program takes full
advantage of the ease-of-use and power of
the Macintosh. With Payroll, you'll be up
and running in a fraction of the time tt takes
other payroll programs to lead you through
their mazes of tutorials and set-up routines.
It can be used as a stand-alone program or
integrated with either of our two fine ledger
programs.

Multlledger'" is our complete integrated
accounting system which combines General
u/i
Ledger, Accounts Payable,
C~~~~~'~ ~c<K
Accounts Receviable. and
Inventory tracking. The proMULTILEDGER" gram generates customer
invoices, customer state
ments, checks and a wide
variety of valuable reports.
A useful graphing feature is
included, too.
Our Cash Ledger program
is a full-featured accounting
system for businesses util
izing a cash-basis method
of reporting. It is also being
used by many accountants
and other professionals who
require "write-up· capability.

,.,.

C~~Ff,~~ ~
CAsH LEDGER

Our $15 demo disk has

iJl1 ~ programs on It/

CHECK.MARK
SOFTWARE

INC.

1520 EAST MULBERRY I SUITE 200
FT. COLLINS, COLORADO 80524
303-484-3541
In Canada ... 416·731-0744

1-800-444-9922 ext 23
DEALER INQUIRIES INVITED

Felix, the mouse allernative lrom Lightgate,
uses optical technology and a small pad to give
precision control over cursor movement.

pecially one with a puck), you should
get the feel of Felix quickly. Even if
your only previous pointing tool has
been a mouse, you'll be able to use Fe
lix relatively quickly. However, you
may not like it. As with a trackball, a
significa nt segment of users never like
using devices like this one. Before you
buy, try to arrange a test of this moder
a tely expensive mouse replacement.
Felix is ergonomically ambiguous.
The base unit is 6 inches square with
sloped edges. Unfortunately, the slope
that left-ha nders would rest a palm on
is much smaller, steeper, and more un
comfortable than the nicely designed
slope provided for right-handers. The
control handle is neutral (it works well
with both ha nds), and the buttons that
toggle Felix between its Precision and
Normal modes are well placed (to both
sides of the control handle).
The base unit and sliding pl a te have
a substantial and solid feel, while the
control handle feels somewhat flimsy
(although torture test s indicate that
the problem is one of feel and not fact) .
I ts edges a re too pointy, and the button
on top is both too big and too loose. It's
very easy to click when you don't want
to.
Felix's Precision mode gives you vir
tually pixel-level control at decent
speed. It's great for editing bit-ma pped
illustrations, touching up ch a rts, and
drawing in general. Most of the time
you'll be in Normal mode, where the
speed and feel are very much that of a
mouse. Having both modes so easily
accessible and switchable encourages
using whichever one is most efficient

Please circle 6 on reader service card.
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for the task a t hand. While it might
appear easy to accidentally toggle be
tween modes (the buttons are close to
the control handle), that won't happen
often. If it does, you'll know instantly
beca use the buttons provide both audi
ble a nd tactile feedback when pressed.
I found Felix a delight to use, but
then I am right-handed and have long
been a trackball addict (at least on my
Plus; I'm still waiting for the first real
ly good ADB trackball). It's compact
and quick - both great virtues in a
pointing device.
Felix's construction makes it far
more impervious to the dirt that often
gums up the works in both mice and
trackballs. Its dual-mode operation is
very practical, because switching from
one mode to the other is a simple click
of a surface-mounted button. I'm ea
gerly looking forward to the promised
ADB version.
Felix~H~

List Price: $149. Manufactured by: Lightgate,
6202 Christie Avenue, Emeryville, CA 94608;
(800) 426-5324; ( 415) 596-2350. Requires: Mac
Pius. Compatibility: Does not work with SEs or
Mac lls. Compatible with all software. An ADB
version expected by July or August i 988 for

$169.

- St even Bobker

HyperDialer

~

I' m one of those annoy
ing people who likes to
talk on a speaker phone. I
~
know, I know. You don't
like the "tinny" sound you get. You
feel like the entire world is eavesdrop
ping. But I ma ke notes while I'm talk
ing, a nd I don't write so well with my
ear a ll scrunched down to my shoulder
and my other arm trying to hold a
piece of pa per and write a t the same
time.
This propensity for hands-off phone
use led to a certain amount of interest
in HyperDi aler, a little gizmo from
Data Desk Interna tional th at hooks
your Mac up to a phone via the com
puter's speaker connector. My enthu
siasm emerged from a trial use of
HyperDialer a little worse for the
wear.
Installing H yperDialer is a piece of
~~

HyperDialer hooks up between your Mac and a
telephone so that you can dial numbers directly
from a Rolodex-type database.

cake. Actually, it's a pair of clicks.
Click the headset cable from your
phone into the receptacle on the Hy
perDialer box. Then click the Hyper
Dialer's modular jack cable into the
phone itself. Once you plug into the
sound output on the Mac, you ' re in
business.
All you need now is some software
that generates the standard phone
codes out the speaker port. While it is
possible to write such a program your
self, most Mac users today will proba
bly opt for HyperCard, which includes
a built-in dial command that dials any
phone number you give it. HyperCard
comes from Apple with a phone-di a l
ing button included , so there's literally
no work involved. Just type the num
ber you want to call into a field , or
select the phone number on a card
from your address stack and click on
the phone icon. HyperDialer does the
rest. Well , almost.
First, Hyper Dialer needs a di al tone
before it can work. That means you
have to take the receiver off the hook
manually before you try to dial. So
much for hands-off. You can't dial
through the speaker phone, even with
out the Hyper Dialer, but this little box
doesn 't include the hardwa re neces
sary to force the off-hook condition
that gives a dial tone. That's what mo
dems do, but Hyper Dialer is not a mo
dem .
Second, if you use Hyper Dialer with

a Mac II, you'll run into problems, at
least with some telephones. It seems,
according to the HyperDialer techni
cal support desk, that the Mac II puts
out only one-sixth of the volume from
its speaker jack as compared to the
other members of the Macintosh fam
ily. As a result, I could not get the
HyperDialer to break the dial tone on
the phone I use most often. It worked
fine on another, more standard unit ,
however, so I suspect that the problem
is actually with the Mac II's sound out
put and not with HyperDialer itself.
(The company indicated that it will
soon have a modifier for the Hyper
Dialer that will boost its output and
make it more usable.)
HyperDialer is most useful when
you use it in conjunction with a Rolo
dex-type program li ke QuickDex,
Side Kick , or the HyperCard stack, Fo
cal Point. In the latter case, the stack
semiautomatically logs and tracks out
going calls. This additional functional
ity offsets the inconvenience of having
to pick up the receiver to underta ke
what should have been hands-free di
aling. If you have Focal Point or a sim
ilar program and can make use of this
feature, then HyperDialer may ma ke
sense. Otherwise, let your fingers do
the dialing.

BLAST
THROUGH
THE
DESKTOP
MAZE!

Now, with a single click of the mouse, you
can go from application to application , fi:pro
document to document, because the ONJ:UE
pull-down menu shows your frequently
used programs right on your screen! Yo'Ll'-11
bypass the desktop maze . eliminate
"window buildup" and the frustrating wait
for folders to open and close. ON CUE lets
you work smoothly, quickly, efficiently.

HyperDialerH!'h
List Price: $39.95. Manufactured by: Data Desk
International , 7651 Haskell Avenue, Van Nuys ,
CA 91406; (8 18 ) 780- 1673. Version: Mac II
version expected to ship in Augu st 1988. Re
quires: Any Mac. Compatibility: MultiFinder
friendly.

" may be the ~est
·~~w utility of this "
software seaws~~·K
~~~\:::.'7f~i ll
- Mac "'°

- Dan Shafer

compatible with
all Macintosh
computers from

ENTERTAINMENT

512Kf up.

PT-109
PT- I 09 is a memorable
enough game but, like a
bout of devastating sea
"' sickness, only for the
worst of reasons. Though it comes
from a good stable (Spectrum Holo
Byte - creator of Falcon, a flight sim
ulator, and Solitaire Royale, a card
game), it fa ils to live up to its lineage.
Four years ago, in the ea rliest days
of the Mac, this game might have been
S
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Just s59••
Visit you r local computer store, or, if
unavailable. order direct by calling

TOLL-FREE 1-800-877 ICOM

-

.....

- =-=---=
-- ~~
--

=--=

.~

ICOM SIMULATIONS, INC.
648 S.WheelingRoad .Wheeling . IL 60090 • (312) 520-4440
Visit us at MACWORLO EXPOSITION, Boo/h No. 5165
ICOM Simulations. Inc logo ~a uademaik ol ICOMSimulations. l nc./Mac~IOsh is
aUadema1k ol Acp~ CompJlef. Inc.ION CUE Ga Uademalk ol IMI Sohm•e
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Quick Clicks

Insurance

For
Fried
Apples?

Patrol the high seas in
PT-109, a World War II
battle simulation that is
not unlike Gato - an
older game also
published by Spectrum
Holobyte.

When your surge protector fails will your in
surance save you? SAFEWARE · computer
insurance covers power surges, lightning,
theft, fire, accidental damage and more! Full
replacement of hardware, media and pur
chased software for as little as $39 per year.
Total Value, Hardware,
Media & Pun:l1ased Software

Annual
Premium

up to $2,000
$ 2,001-$ 5,000
$ 5,001-$ 8,000
$ 8,001-$11,000
$11 ,001-$14,000

$ 39
$ 69
$ 89
$109
$129

For immediate coverage. information
and rates on higher coverages, call

~ 1-800-848-3469

regarded well. Today, by comparison
with what is out there, it's best de
scribed as boring and dull. Worse still,
it is full of painful programming
glitches. The basics of the program are
similar to Spectrum HoloByte's once
excellent but now dated submarine
simulator, Gato.
In PT- I 09, you start by choosing a
theater of war (Pacific or Mediterra
nean); selecting from different model
PT boats (with different armament);
and clicking to fight either a single pa
trol or an entire multimission cam
paign. A variety of 45 miss.ions a re in
cluded. And then you are off,
controlling speed alild heading to navi
gate a patrol.
Keyboard strokes toggle between
different screens, including one show
ing the status of (or dam age to) the
boat, a nother showing the map, and
still another illustrating the cockpit
(the view controlling the wea pons).
Use the radar screen and binoculars to
watch for the enemy and the radio to
contact base. Enemy units include
cruisers, destroyers, flack barges, sub
marines, a nd unarmed fishermen.
You attack with torpedoes, rockets,
guns, a nd depth charges. Unfortunate
ly, it all sounds much better tha n it is.
Even in rapid deployment, a method of
speeding up the action, it almost seems
as if nine-tenths of the time is spent on
fruitless patrol where (perhaps like the
real thing) the biggest fear is that of
crushing boredom. And, when it comes
to combat, PT-I 09 is about as exciting
as brewing coffee, consisting of little
more than a quick run-in with weapons
blasting.

Locally 614·262-0559 On Compuserve, GO SAF

@Bf 111ARf)
SAFEWARE ,The Insurance Agency Inc.
2929 N. High St., P.O. Bo~ 02211, Columbus. OH 43202

Please circle 150 on reader service card.

" Best

l l.'w

Edu cil tion Prog rilm , 1987"

-M11t LJ ..a Alllgtr:111t·

• lntcr,1 cti vc s taff notation

•MIDI comp.1til>le •S.wes scores
•Teaches inlerv.lls, chord s, me lody, rhythm
•Hi storic.ii & computcr-grner.1ted melodics
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Worse still, PT-109 seems full of
programmi ng glitches. In mid-game,
when presuma bly most of the program
is in memory, loading a "new patrol"
can take an agonizingly long 34 sec
onds, during which the screen is "whit
ed out." In combat, the program fre
quently " freezes" for anywhere
between I 0 and 30 seconds, apparently
confused and overwhelmed by too
many different things happening at
once.
In three hours of play, PT-109
crashed four times. There are other
problems. For some reason, the binoc
ular view ca n be used only in the for
ward-viewing quadrant, not off to the
side or rear. Somehow, when the rud
der is damaged beyond repair, it still
turns the boat. Ditto, the propellers.
And, in certain insta nces, a smoke
screen laid off the rear of the boat
somehow manages to obscure the for
ward vision. Depth charges are of little
use without a sonar system.
There was apparently concern at
high levels of Spectrum HoloByte
about putting out PT- I 09 so soon after
the excellent Falcon, and quite rightly
so. The two games simply don 't com
pare. PT- I 09 will inevitably end up
disappointing fans a nd denting the
company's reputation for above-aver
age fare. Don't bother with this one 
it isn't worth the time or the money.
PT-109!
List Price: $49.95. Published by: Spectrum
HoloByte, 2061 Challenger Drive, Alameda,
CA 94501 ; (415) 522-3584. Version: 1.0. Re
quires: 512 K. Compatibility: Mac II friendly
and Multi Finder hostile. Copy Protection: None

- Jay Palmer

NEAR ZERO

Infinity 40 TurboM by PLI
The 44MB removable drive with near zero
..,........... average access time .
INTRODUCING TURBO CACHE
PLI's new Turbo Cache software
acce lerates disk average access times
to near zero (based on DiskTimer II).
Add PLI's Turbo software that
maximizes data throughput and the
result is li ghtn ing fast performance
that saves you time.

UNLIMITED STORAGE
The Infinity 40 Turbo1 M is a 44MB
removable media Winchester hard
drive that works li ke a floppy drive.
When you've run out of disk space
simply insert a new 44MB cartridge.

AFFORDABLE
Additional Infinity 40 Turbo1 M 44MB
cartridges cost only sli ght ly more per
Megabyte than floppy diskettes.

RELIABLE
PU is one of the oldest manufacturers
of hard disk systems for the
Macintosh . You can depend on us to

be here with quality service and
innovative products for years to come.
We stand behind the excellent quality
and workmanship that goes into the
Infinity 40 Turbon..i with a one year
limited warranty.

EASY TO USE
Know how to use floppy diskettes?
Then you know how to use the Infinity
40 Turborn.

IBM COMPATIBLE
The same Infini ty 40 T urboTM you use
for your Macintosh will work on your
IB M PC or compat ible .

A GREAT BACKUP SYSTEM
When you use the Infinity 40 TurboTM
to backup your hard drive there is no
need to restore the data to use it.

availab le. Simply remove the cartridge
from the drive and lock it safely away.

ADDED VALUE
Included with each PU Infini ty 40
T urboTM is PowerOP Disk Optimizer
by Software Power Company,
LaserSpeed by THINK Technologies
and BackPrint by Cortland Computer.

Put "near zero" speed, removable
convenience and PLI reliability to
work for you. Ask your dealer for
the PLI Infinity 40 TurboTM today!

.6iPLI
PERIPHERAL LAND, INC.

47800 Westinghouse Drive
Fremont, CA 94538

EASILY SECURED
The Infinity 40 TurboTM provides the
most effective security system

{415) 657-2211
Please circle 48 on reader service card.
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Unti l now, most word process
ing programs limited your crea
tivity and vision. And ultimately
your communication.
But now there's FullWrite
Professional from Ashton-Tate.
A new powe rful word processing
environment that helps youexpress
your thoughts in ways you could
only imagine before. Because with
FullWrite™you can do more than
word processing.
FullWrite is the next genera
tion of word processing that you've
been waiting for. With advanced
page layo ut features, graphics and
powerful word processing capa
bilities in one easy to use writing
environment. There's no hassle.
You don't have to switch between
several programs to create more
than a simple letter. Even if you're
designing the letterh ead at the
same time.
For instance, FullWrite wraps
text automatically around any
imported graphic, regardless of the
shape, with one simple command.
Then adjusts the wrapping until it's
exactly the way you want it.
And instead of using a sepa
rate layout program, FullWrite
gives you control over multiple
column sizes on the same page.
Or even multiple documents on
the same page. So you decide the
exact look yo u want. Exactly.
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ON THE FLY
6308 Troutmask Lane, Stillwater, Montana

A Mtmo On Tht Lurts Of Trade

~

Lure, line & sinker.
Our !hLJhU1:J_ nulhonwl d"'11CIS hnvc long
b::en aware of both our in-s t ~ and cus1omcr

wan t to ensure 1hn1 the wily, sooght-af1er

support services. This season is no diffcrcnL
In fact. in addition 10 our advertising budge1,

crc:uurcs of the watery world an: as
cap1h1:ucd wilh our fishing cus1omers as our

we h3.\'C pltllls to expand our in-store displays
and rc-p:ickngc 1hc lures forcn.'licr invenlory

/

We 111.!2JJ..Ilu;.£b! lures

customers urc wi1h our fine lines of natural,
orgnnic hand-tied flies. The line of lureswe
offer Lhis year will, indeed, reel in cu stomers
as never before.

Tuckie your fancy .
For 1hc young novi ce ungh:r looking 10
launch the hobby wi th rnmer grunc, .fla..J.b£_

E.l:J. will offer n range of smnllcr, li ~htcr, less
intricmc lures, such as 1he Peanut Paper, the

nnd hnndling.

PROJECTED SAL F.S

FOR 19•9·
BONAN"Zll

C/llMMER

IOOK
SOK
25 K

IOK
SK

NO

YES
YES
YES
YES
YES

YES
YES
YES
YES

Pumpkin Puff,

Hold the anchovies.
For our customers,

V.'C

plan 10 ini1inte a toll·

free 800 number IO widely disuibu1c
infonmtion such as matching lure 10 fish,

bail tips and 1cchniqucs, hot spots for fishi ng
and spawni ng cycles. Wi1h !his service, lhc
fishi ng Linc of our nwkct will always be
busy.

1hc Weedy Wiggle and 1hc Puddle Jumper.
These lures arc designed for c3sy hnndling,
bolh on nnd off 1hc hook. For 1hc reel man
who chums for larger cmch. the new

additions 10 our 1989 product line include !he
Chinuncr Swiuler, the FinchDog Fighter,
1he Man· Boy l3chcmo1h and the Brassy

llouom llonnnzo. '111ese addi1ions for 1989,
plus 1hc fu ll llneofuicd -nnd- truc~
lures arc on the following p•gcs.

• SALES FIGURES FOR 1989 ARE JUST A 11'/W GUESS

1hi ·document created with l!!icrosofl r"' WORD 3.02.

·otessional:
;tWord process·
A Marketing M emo On 111e Lures Of Trade
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We at On the Fly lures want to
..r-C ·' ensure that the wily, sought-after
creatures of the watery world are as capti
vated with our fishing customers as our
customers are with our fine lines of
natural , organic hand-tied fli es. The line
of lures we offe r this year will, indeed,
reel in customers as never before.

Tackle your fancy.
For the young novice angler looking
to launch the hobby with tamer game,
0 11 che Fly will offer a range of
smaller, lighter, less intricate lures,
such as the Peanut Piper, the .
Pumpkin Puff, the Weedy
,?.,
Wiggle and the Puddle
Jumper . These lures are de
signed for easy
han dling, both on
and off the hook.
For the reel man
who chums for
. ..
larger catch, the
The Brassy Bollom new additions 10
Bonanza
our 1989 product
line include the
Chimmer Swizzler, the FinchDog
Fighter, the Man-Boy Behemoth and
the Brassy Bottom Bonanza. These
additions for 1989, plus the full line
of tried-and-true On the Fly lures
are on the foUowing pages.

•

Because all paramete rs are con
trolled in picas, poin ts, centime
te rs, pixels, or inches. Right down
to 1/10,000 of an inch. And that's
im portant whether you're control 
ling a typesetter!· or a Lase rWri te r.
To make it even easier to
kee pyour eyes on the scree n, yo ur
hands on the keyboard and yo ur
mind on your work,Full Write has
the most co mplete di ctionary,
thesaurus and outlining system
for the Macin tos h. Not to mention
every other feature yo u ex pect
in the next generation of word pro
cessingsoftware for the Macintosh.

See The Next Generation of
Word Processing.

For our one-on-one demonstra
tion of what Full Wri te Professional
can do, visit yo ur Ashto n-Tate
dealer. Or call 800-437-4329
Ext. 3400*for more information.
Because without FullWrite,
yo u're only as good as your wo rd.
I

\
.,~ ASH1DN TATE

FuLIWRITE
PllDFESSIONAL

lbecv1111Me ,lk1l1illosh 11ri!i11g ~1114m11111ri11
"Sala figuus for 1989 art jwt 11 u.'ild ~

This document created urith PutL WhtePrqfessional.
Please circle 99 on reader service card.
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'I n Colorndo. t<tll 303-799- ~ 900 , Ext. :J ~OO . +PostStript. Ashton Tate and th Ashto11·1',lle logo are registered tradema rk of Aslttu11Tate Corporat ion. Full\Vrite and f\ tll\Vritc Proress ional
arc trademarks nf the Ashton-Tate Co rporation. ~li troso fl is a registered trademark of ~l icroso fl Corporat ion. PostScript is a tradi•mark of Adobe Systems. Inc.
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bedford®
making software comfortable"'

• entire fiscal year available for reports
• user definable chart of accounts
• prior period posting
• produces full audit trail

Payables/Receivables
•uses open invoice method
• prints checks, invoices and statements
• user defined aging periods

Payroll
• uses bu ill-in payroll formulas: no user
maintained tables
• automatic federal and state deductions
• accumulates OTO. YTD. W-2. 940 and
941 information

Inventory
• fully integrated with payables and
receivables
• uses average weighted cost method
• handles adjustments and transfers

Jobcost
• distributes revenue or expense to projects
or profit centers
• paycheck distribution includes the
company's portion of FICA, SUTA and
Disability Insurance

Requirements
• Apple® MacintoshT., computer wi th one
megabyte of memory, 1 BOOK disk drive
and 128K ROM

Standard Features
• Six fully integrated functions
• Reports can be displayed, printed or
exported
• Exclusive Comfort Guarentee assures

lntoWorld, March 14, 1988...
"Simply Accounti ng lists for $349,
which gets you all six accou nting
functions. Other popular entry-level

General Ledger

accounting systems for the Mac
include Plains & Simple, priced at
$395, and Back to Basics at $199.
Of course, these competitors
provide only three accounting
functions, co mpared to the six
functions of Simply Accounting . You
can get these other accounting
functions with higher level systems
from Great Plains and Layered Inc.,
but they hit you r wallet for $600 or
so a module .
Not every company will want to
automate the additional functions of
inventory, job costing , and payroll.
But if you do, Simply Accounting
delivers the goods in a cost-effec
tive package .
Simply Accounting is one of the
top choices for small businesses
who want to start Maccounting ."

Available through most Apple® dealers. Suggested
selling price of $349. Dealers may sell for less.
Compatible wi th Bedford authorized DataPrint
forms.
Supports AppleSharern and MultiFinder"'.

Macintosn. AppleSha1e and MultiFinde1aie1Tadema1ks ol Apple Compute1. Inc.

• @

every version reflects the latest tax
formulas and program features
• Not copy protected

Bedford Software Corporation
15311 N.E. 90th Street
Redmond, WA 98052
(206) 883-0074

indicates manulactu1er's Te<Jistered 11ademaik • Simply Accounting is a1iadema1k ol Bedlo1d Sottwa1e Co1p

Please circle 15 on reader service card .
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by Jim Seymour

e was aghast when I clicked to
pull down the fonts menu. I
use a 19-inch Super Mac mon
itor, and the pull-down box is
so Jong it reaches nearly to the bottom
of the huge sc reen. I don't know how
many fonts were listed, but there were
many more than you find in the Laser
Writer Plus.
"My God," my friend said, as he
looked over my shoulder. "That looks
like A Descent Into Font Hell!"
Well, maybe. For some people. For
me, it's been an exhilarating adven
ture. Because for the past several
months I've been pawing through
PostScript fonts available from a num
ber of vendors, looking for the good,
the bad, and the ugly - or, at least, the
useful and the useless.
The quick report : Stay with the
Adobe-supplied PostScript fonts for
now. But keep your eye peeled for
Compugraphic's entry into the Post
Script fonts market later this year.
Actually, I don 't mean to dismiss so
lightly the PostScript font packages
from other vendors. Most work OK,
and some even look OK. But few I've
found look good, and most are right
out of the ransom-note genre.
(Every time I use that phrase in
print, I get letters from readers too
young to remember those old black
and-white "Crazed Killer Snatches
Baby, Demands 50 Gs" B-movies of
the '40s and '50s. So that no one could
later match their handwriting to the
evidence, the cinematic kidnappers al
ways pasted up their ransom notes
from individual letters of large type
clipped from grocery-store ads in
newspapers. The effect was much like
what we saw so often in the first days of
the Mac, when the letters we all got
from friends were printed in nine fonts,
in seven sizes, with lots of ugly outline,
shadow, boldface, and italic stuff
mixed in. You get the idea.)
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ADescent Into
Font Hell
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Anyway, I should add my own bias
here: I've been a graphic designer,
know type and design , and have a pref
erence for fonts where you can tell the
As from the Js. Gimmicky, overblown
fonts destroy the integrity of a printed
piece - whether it's a business letter
or an elaborate brochure - and leave
me cold. I recognize that one person's
preference is another's poison, though,
so let me say that if you like your busi
ness letters printed in 36-point Sworsh
with drop shadows, screened vertical
strokes, and outlined descenders
well, have fun.
Back to the real world.
Here are my collected tips, based on
long talks with Mac graphics maven s
and on my own experience, for making
the most of your laser-font-buying dol
lars. If you have unlimited funds and
vast patience, these won't be so impor
S
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tant; but even if you 're tempted to buy
every font in existence, remember that
you're going to have to deal with in
stalling and using them. Don't buy
more than you're sure you can use.
• Don't Duplicate LaserWriter Fonts.
Sounds obvious, sure; but I've run into
people who actually bought Adobe
fonts which duplicated those already
stored so expensively in ROM chips
inside their LaserWriters. And who
then had to wait, of course, for font
downloads, rather than enjoying the
speed of the ROM fonts already in
stalled in the printer.
It's an easy enough mistake to
make: Adobe packages and sells sepa
rately those same fonts . Neophytes 
which includes a lot more of us than
we'll usually admit when we get into
things such as picking fonts - can get
confused and waste money.
•Concentrate on Font Families. Rather
than buying fo nts helter-skelter 
here a sans-serif face, there a serif
face , there an oddball displ ay face 
concentrate on building up your type
library by adding font packages that
logically extend what you already have
in your printer.
One of the most useful additions to a
Mac-driven LaserWriter kit, for ex
ample, is Adobe's Helvetica Black/
Helvetica Light package, which
rounds out the most important part of
the Helvetica range. (You 'll find Hel
vetica Black far more important and
useful than Helvetica Light, but since
the Light variation comes in the box
for free, don ' t quibble.)
• Watch Out for the Helvetica Narrow
Versus Helvetica Condensed Problem.
Owners of LaserWriter Plus printers
(and others that have the same inter
nal fonts) in effect already own Hel
vetica Narrow, an ugly, highly con
densed font.
You can buy separately from Adobe
a PostScript soft font called Helvetica
l
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Condensed, which may sound redun
dant. The si mple truth is that Helveti
ca Narrow is a function al font, while
Helvetica Condensed is a truly beauti
ful one.
The Narrow font isn't really in your
LaserWriter; it's algorithmically con
densed (a fancy way of saying
squeezed down from stand ard Helveti
ca) on the fty when you print. The
Condensed font, on the other hand ,
was actually designed as a condensed
font. If you find you're using a lot of
Helvetica Narrow, consider buying
the Condensed font. And please don't
mix the two in a single document.
• Look at Lucida. Among the great
bargains in the Adobe soft-fonts line
are their Lucida and Lucida Sans Serif
packages - fonts that you won't find
elsewhere and that look especially
good in 300-dpi laser-printer output.
• Install All the Screen Fonts. Adobe's
font disks include, in addition to the
outlines for the font that the printer

actually uses, a set of scaled screen
fonts that give you a reasonable to
sometimes very good representation
on-screen of how your finished pages
will look.
These scaled screen fonts are sup
plied in many sizes. While it's true that
the Mac can do a pretty good job of
scaling up and down if you install just
the 10-point and 12-point sizes, why
limit you rself to crude extrapolation s
of those sizes? Install all the sizes of
screen fo nts for the fonts you buy.
• Be Wary of Oddball Display Fonts.
Striking headline fonts, such as ITC
Machine, can be wonderful. In fact,
Machine itself really is wonderful: l
love it. But you 'll get relatively little
use out of such bold, idiosyncra tic
fonts. Concentrate your money on
fo nts you 'II want to use aga in and
aga in.
However - and note th at this is
where I work both sides of the street 
Adobe packages ITC Machine with

America n Typewriter, a wonderful
fo nt fo r heads, body copy, anything. I
love the play aga inst character (dare I
say "casting aga inst type"?) of using a
baldly manu al-typewriter-look font on
a computer. So si nce you'll probably
wa nt to get American Typewriter,
you' ll get Machine for free.
• Don't Buy Similar Fonts. No one
needs, for example, both Glypha and
Lubalin Graph - two similar fonts in
the Adobe line.
And unless you' re a well-heeled col
lector of fonts, save your money or
maybe buy a second , very different
font package.
That's it for now on using soft fonts
on your Mac. Recursion counts in life;
I'll be digging through the next crop of
new soft fo nts - including those sen
sa tion al new Compugraphic fonts 
and will report again in a few months
on what it's like here in Font Hell.
Or Font Heaven, as l prefer to call
it. ~

Eliminate ribbon costs, re-ink your printer ribbon for less than 5 cents with the famous
Over 100,000 sold since 1982

MAC INKER™
green , blue , yellow, purple, brown , orange and the gold and silver
(stunning printout particularly on dark paper) . We have a complete
range of accessories, inks & cartridges . Ask for free catalog .
Universal Maclnker, Cartridge or Spool .................................... 68.50
Multicolor Adaptor (specify multicolor cartridge type) ........... 40.00
pint ....................... 18.50
Extra Ink Bottle .............3.00/ea

Printer Buffers & Sharers

$68.50

Let us help you configure the most economic & efficient butter set-up
when using 2 printers with one computer or 2 or more computers with 2
printers . We have the most complete range of butters, converters , swi
tches , cables & custom cables. The award winning Proteus , shown in
picture, is a butter/switch (1 computer , 2 printers) . You can switch man
ually or via software. Memory is automatically partitioned & both print
ers can print at the same time while immediately freeing the computer.
1 Comp./1 Printer 64k .................... 130.00
1 Comp./1 Printer 256k .................. 270.00
1 Comp./2 Printers 64k Proteus ....199.00
1 Comp./2 Printers 256k Proteus ..330.00
2 Comp./2 Printers 64k .................. 199.00
2 Comp./2 Printers 256k ................ 330.00
4 Comp.12 Printers 256k ................ 399.00
Satisfaction or 30 day refund on all products

Our Customers range from individuals to Fortune 500
Corporations who have submitted to us evidence of
savings up to $40,000/year! Operation is very simple
& automatic. Our extra dark, lubricated ink yields bet
ter than new printout quality and its cooling effect
extends print-head life. Average number of re-ink
ings/cartridge is 60-100 . The Universal Cartridge
Maclnker re-inks most cartridges with suitable adap
Proteus
tors. We have dedicated Maclnkers for special or
Visa/MC/cod accepted. Prompt shipment
exotic cartridges. The Universal Spool Maclnker re - 1----------0~r-d_e_r~T~o-l
inks all spools. Both are $68.50. Special offer: buy
1 800 547 3303
both at the same time and get the Universal Spool
Maclnker for $50.00. With the Multicolor Adaptor,
-- In Oregon (503)626-2291
Computer Friends
your Maclnker can re-ink 2 or 4 color cartridges . Or
use your Maclnker to re-ink in 10 different colors : red,
14250 NW Science Park Dr. Portland OR 97229 -- fax (503(643-5379

l_F_r_e_e----------4
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There's been a lot oftalk about the promise ofHyperCard."' Alot of-well,
hype. But not a lot of clear answers to the question "What can ii do for me?"
Introducing Focal Poin("the Ultimate Organizer. It' got everything you need
for managing your time and tasks. Whether you work for yourself or for a large
company, Focal Point helps you keep your projects on time and on budget. It
tracks what you have scheduled tomorrow and what you got done today. It records
everything from expenses to exciting ideas. 1t makes you more efficient, more
effective, more creative. And F'Ocal Point is completelycustomizable, so it works
the way you do. Hot Links. HyperCard links the Focal Point too ls to each other.
So you enter infonnation just once. But you can organize it and use it in
thousands of different ways. Your
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tory and call-logging system.
Proposal, project, an<l deadline functions share data with customer and vendor
records. The list of links goes on and on. Focal Point even has a document
launcher that connects you directly to your reports, letters, spreadsheets, whatever.
So you can switch back and forth between Focal Point and other applications,
instantly. By the Gtt)' Who Wrote the Book on HyperCard Focal Point was
created by the man who wrote the book on HyperCard-DannyGoodman, author
of the best-selling Complete HyjJerCard Handbook. Because Danny worked with
Bill Atkinson on the development of HyperCard he knows it inside out. So Focal
Point really shows-and uses-the power of H)rperCard. Put the Power of
HyperCard to Work for You. Ask your retailer for Rxal Point, the Ultimate
Organizer.
~lr~3'!r••Ruf ::== lj-: ro a.i.1::·=.::."t't<>~ -.... ~
' rel HYPERWARE. FROM
eJ!:§l A C T I V I S I 0 N.
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Otherpresentation software can only make
\
overheads and slides. MORE II gives you these l
and much much more.
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TRADEUP TO MORE II

lfyououm MORE. or ifyo11 bough/ PowerPoi11/, Ready-Set-Show, or Cricket Presrmts before you discovered MORE II, trade-up 11ow. Send a check or money
order for $89 along with thefirst pageofyour manual to MORE II Upgrade, Symantec Corp., 10201 TorreAve., Cuperlino, CA 95014. Or call (408) 446-9994
for upgrade ins/ructions.

rlllEll 'IOU CAii GETMORE;
lllTRODUCING MORE II:
PRESEllTAnONS AllD
. MORE II ~
A WHOLE LOT MORE.
With lots of work,
· ~~~~!!'!i:~e
•
talent and tune you can
make overheads and slides
· ~. ~. ~-...~N"""""'"
with any presentation softiiiiiii-;.:;;.:;"·-·-•
ware. But why do it yourself? t::!E!!!Cl'""mI:====
ll!!
For the same price, all new
MORE II can automatically make them
for you. With less work and without talent.
In no time.
That's because MORE II is instant
artistic presentations, advanced drawing,
and live video presentations. Plus, power
outlining and word processing. In
short, it's the only total solution. For
both productivity and presentations.
OUTLINING, WRITING & WORD
PROCESSING.
Bullet charts are small outlines;
paragraphs and long documents are
simply bigger outlines. That's why
MORE II's advanced outlining and word
processing let you easily organize and edit
headings, bullets, paragraphs, and pages.
To create everything from simple
memos to full-scale reports
and presentations.
MORE II's outline
saves you time. It
helps you plan a plan,
revise a report, or
perfecta
presentation.
MORE II
has all the
~ord proces
smg power
features
(including the
100,000-word
Microlytics SpellFinder
spelling checker) plus, a full
page preview that shows exactly
how documents will look before
•
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they're printed. You'll format any text
to be any font, size, style, or color. Whether
in one-page letters or sixty-page reports.
MORE II gives you total control of every
detail. Because every document is a
presentation. And every presentation
ends up as a document.
INSTANT, ADVANCED,
& LIVE VIDEO
PRESENTATIONS.
Click click. That's how
fast MORE II turns an
entire outline or any part
of one into stunning bullet
or presentation chart over
heads. Click click click.
That's how fast MORE II
completely changes the format of
one or thousands of slides. Aaaaah.
That's the sound you'll hear when
you use your Macintosh screen to
show slides created with MORE II's
complete drawing tools and
--4 graphics libraries. For overheads,
35mm slides, and live video
shows including fades,
wipes, and dissolves,
no presentation-only
product even comes
close.
MORE II makes
planning, organizing,
writing,andpresenting
as easy as double
clicking a mouse. The
1
choice is clear. Get
-.........._,,,; MORE II. Or get less.
For MORE II information,
call (800) 888-0886 Ext. 761F

I
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See Us At MacWorld Expo,
Booth #5503
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If you can plug in a telephone, you can install your own AppleTalk
network. Our PhoneNET System makes it easy as A.B.C.
PhoneNET uses ordinary phone wire. No soldering. No rewiring.
And its so reliable, PhoneNET almost never needs servicing.
Our installment plan is flexible. PhoneNET frt:s any floor plan. It's
expandable, too. By simply adding our StarController or PhoneNET Relay,
you can link PhoneNET systems from different floors or buildings into
one big network.
Gall (415) 849-2331, ext. 31 for the Farallon dealer nearest
you, and find out how little it takes to get started on the PhoneNET
installment plan.

·!: Fam/Ion™
2150 Kittredge Street. Berkeley, CA 94704

FAX I (415) 841·577Q PhoneNET is a registered Uademark. and Phone NET StarController and PhoneNET R<lay are trademarks, of FarallonComputing, Inc.
AppleTalk tS a registered tiademark of Apple Computer. Inc. © 1988 Farallon Computing. Inc.

Please circle 4 on reader service card.
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by Robert R. Wiggins
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BIG PROBLEM #1: BACKUP
As long as there have been comput
ers, there have been data loss disasters.
Every storage medium yet devised is
susceptible to losing data, and Macin
tosh disks are no exception. Macintosh
owners have faced an extra problem
here. Since, in the mainframe world,
tape storage was developed before disk
storage, the technology to make fast

E

M
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Big
Problems

C

omputers have been around
now for over 30 years. And
while computer companies
have come and gone, technolo
gy has kept making computers small
er, faster, and cheaper. The tiny Mac
intosh of today can run rings around
the room-sized computers of 25 years
ago. As the technology has advanced,
the discipline of computer science has
also grown. As computer systems be
come more complex, the people sys
tems that take care of them become
more sophisticated as well. Computer
departments have evolved into man
agement information systems groups.
The people who work with and main
tain computers have learned a lot of
lessons the hard way, by facing big
problems and developing solutions.
The Macintosh was designed to be
the computer for "the rest of us." By
making the Macintosh operating sys
tem very complex, Apple was able to
create an interface that is easy to learn
and easy to use. And it has proven so
successful that other companies are
trying to do the same thing. By making
computers more accessible, Apple has
succeeded in getting the Macintosh
into the hands of many people who
know little or nothing about the care
and feeding of computers. These peo
ple are now facing the same problems,
on a smaller scale, and learning the
same lessons their mainframe breth
ren learned years ago, and they're
learning them the hard way.

p

R

backups was developed along with the
move to disks. For the Macintosh, tape
systems have been an afterthought.
Backup programs for the Macintosh
have been steadily improving, but
without fast, efficient, and inexpensive
tape hardware, backup will remain a
dreary chore. Because of this, most
people will not make the effort until
they have personally experienced a
data disaster.
This is a painful lesson to learn the
hard way, so back up regularly despite
the difficulty, and hope the hardware
manufacturers help you solve this
problem better in the future.

BIG PROBLEM #2: RECOVERY
Even with a regular backup scheme
in effect, recovering data after a loss
poses a problem. Restoring data from
a backup copy only gets the data back
up to the point of backup. In most
mainframe environments, this means
that up to 24 hours' worth of work can
SEPTEMBER

be lost. On the Macintosh, it can mean
days or weeks of lost work, depending
on how faithfully you back up.
Mainframe developers have solved
this problem using a variety of tech
niques. Most mainframe database sys
tems log all transactions against the
database, and after a disk restore,
these logs are used in forward recov
ery, where all transactions are repost
ed to get the database back to its state
at the point of failure. Another method
is the use of "shadow" (duplicate)
files, which are updated instead of the
real files. The real files are then updat
ed once daily and backed up immedi
ately afterward. Some systems use
"duplexing," where all files are written
twice, to two different disks. If a disk
fails, there is an exact copy ready to
become the master disk.
Macintosh developers have been
slow to adopt these techniques, al
though some recent programs use vari
ants of them. FullWrite Professional,
for example, has an AutoSave feature
and a Backup On Saves feature, which
together are similar to duplexing.
WordPerfect has a timed backup facil
ity that creates what is essentially a
shadow file. These are certainly wel
come enhancements, and more busi
ness software should utilize these tech
niques in the future. Unless developers
put these kinds of recovery mecha
nisms in their software, you are out of
luck, since there is little you can do.
Oh, you can make your own shadow
files by doing a Save As immediately
after opening a document to work on,
doing frequent saves, then doing an
other Save As under the original name
to replace the original file when you're
through working on it. Of course, be
sure that the original file and your
shadow file are on two different disks.
And be sure not to get the two files
confused. And be sure to save often.
But until software developers put these
1988
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abilities into their programs, it's the
best you can do.

BIG PROBLEM #3: SYSTEM CRASHES
In a mainframe environment, one of
the biggest problems faced is the sys
tem crash. A system outage on a main
frame can affect hundreds or even
thousands of people. Even if the sys
tem can be brought right back up,

There
aren't many Macintosh
users who haven't seen the
System Bomb dialog box.
And while hundreds of
people aren't affected, one
person is very
Quoted by industry experts, passed around in user
groups, and relied upon by everyday Mac users,
THE APPLE MACINTOSH BOOK is the bible of
the Mac world. Now, it ' s thoroughly updated with
the latest on new and emerging Mac products. If
you just bought a Mac or are thinking of upgrad
ing, don't miss this book. Cary Lu explores:
• how the Mac works: its video screen, key
board and mouse, disks and disk drives, data path
ways and memory, and printers
•what's currently and soon-to-be available in
word processing, graphics, business software,
communications, networking , and desktop pub
lishing for the Mac
•how to manage disks with available memory
and what options exist for mass storage
•what programming languages exist
THE APPLE MACINTOSH BOOK. Your Mac
library is incomplete without it. $21.95

Microsoft®
Press
Hardcore Computer Books
Available wherever books and software are sold.
Or call in your credit card order 800-638-3030 (/11 MD 824-7300). Refer to ad MU88.
Book Code 86-96213.
Please circle 189 on reader service card.

inconvenienced: you.

-

some mainframe systems take as long
as 20 minutes to fully initialize. So the
goal of most mainframe computer op
erations is NO unscheduled downtime,
and many come very close to this goal.
How do they do it? Two factors are
mainly responsible.
Because mainframe outages are so
serious, mainframe operating systems
are designed to recover from most er
rors. IBM's major mainframe operat
ing system, MYS, can even handle
many hardware malfunctions and
limp along until the problem can be
repaired. Mainframe operating sys
tems also keep application programs
isolated from one another, so if one
program bombs the system can contin
ue to function.
The other factor that contributes to
system stability, and one that can be
controlled by the information systems
group, is overall stability. A lesson that
has been learned the hard way over the
years is that changes cause problems.
Changes to software, changes to hard

ware, even changes to procedures less
en the stability of the system and can
lead to system outages. So savvy data
center managers track all changes
made to the system very carefully and
insist that there be fallback plans.
If you 've used a Macintosh for very
long, you've run across this problem
yourself. There aren't many Macin
tosh users who haven 't seen the System

Sometimes
it's interactions between
different programs that
cause a problem, so add

MAC

POWER

ACCESS
Because you own and use a Macintosh, you need the leading
magazine that provides you with side-by-side product compari
sons and evaluations conducted by MacUser Labs, the publish
ing industry's only independent testing lab. PLUS you'll get
proven power user tips and techniques, comprehensive cover
age of business, professional and educational applications,
AND hundreds of product reviews in every issue!

be prepared to take them

Subscribe to MacUser and begin
monthly delivery of the #1 power
accessory for your Mac system!

back out if problems

Act today and save over $59! It's the best power deal you
can make!

things one at a time, and

develop.

-

Bomb dialog box. And while hundreds
of people aren't affected , one person is
very inconvenienced: you. You can
also lose data in a system crash and
face the other problems mentioned.
Fortunately, this is a problem that
Apple is working on. For multitasking
to work, the operating system has to be
able to keep going when a program
bombs. If you've used MultiFinder,
you've probably seen the "Application
has unexpectedly quit" message that
you get instead of a system bomb in
some cases. You can expect Apple to
continue to improve the Macintosh op
erating system in this regard.
This is also a problem that you can
do something about, by heeding the
lesson learned in the mainframe world.
Changes can cause problems. So be
careful when adding new software, es
pecially software that modifies the op
erating system, such as INIT files .
Sometimes it's interactions between
different programs that cause a prob
lem, so add things one at a time, and be

One year (12 issues) only $19.97-SAVE OVER $27!
Two years (24 issues) only $34.97-SAVE OVER $59!
Savings based on annual single-copy price of $47.40.

Mail the attached coupon.

MacUser

P.O. Box 52461
Boulder, Colorado 80322-2461

Begin my subscription to MacUser for:
D One year (12 issues) for $19.97. I'm saving 58%!
D Two years (24 issues) for $34.97. I'm saving 63%!
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State

0 Bill me later

Zip_ _ __ _ _

0 Payment enclosed

Savings based on single-copy price of $47.40. Please allow up to 60 days for delivery of first issue. Add

$18 per year for postage in Canada and all other foreign countries. U.S. currency only. Annual basic
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Programs & Peripherals
FileMaker 4 by Nashoba Systems, Inc.

FileMaker 4 is the new, multi-user version of
what was already an attractive and powerful
package. It's never been easier to find ,
calculate, sort and print out the vital
information you need. You can include
photos and graphics from other applica
tions, and share this information with
others on an AppleTalk network. File
Maker 4 comes standard with templates
for the most used applications, such as
Rolodex cards, mailing labels, invoices,
statements and a good checkbook with
register. FileMaker 4 prints beautifully
\
on LaserWriter and lmageWriter print
ers, and works with the latest system soft
ware such as MultiFinder.
FileMaker 4 .. . . . . . .... .. ... .... . .. ... . .... ... . . . . . . . . .. . . . .. .. . . . 179.

MacKids Educational Programs
by Nordic Software

C.A.T. by Chang Laboratories
C.A. T. stands for Contacts

Activities-Time and lets you
link events, people, and
schedules to keep track of
the relationships in yo ur
business or personal life.
You can organize contact
information into views
that allow automatic
follow-up on strategies,
contacts, correspondence,
dates, names, key facts and figures.
CA. T integrates database, mailmerge, and
calendaring functions without you having
to learn a programming language!
C.A.T. (Contacts Activities Time) ... ..... . ...... .. .. . . ... . . . ... 229.

MacKids is a complete series of twelve
quality educational software products
for the Mac specifically designed to
,.,.~·
teach and entertain kids. Whether
....-:'.'"
your children are preschoolers or
~_::...,.,
young adults,there's a MacKidspack
age that will give them the learning
edge.
Preschool Disk 1(3-7), Preschool Disk
2 (3-7), CoinWorks (4-12), ClockWorks
(4-10), Early Elementary 1(6-9), Lem
onade Stand (6-16), FlashWorks (6
adult), Naval Battle (6-adult), Word
Search (6-adult), Alphabetizer (7-adult),
EarthWorks (IO-adult), or BodyWorks (IO-adult).
Each Program .... . ... . .. .. .. . . ... . .. . . . . . . . . . .. .. . .... . .. . . . . . . ... 29.

Utility Software
Al.Soft Disk Express 1.10
Fom/ DA Juggler Plus
Berktley System Design
Stepping Ou1 II
Beyo nd Inc. Fore Runner
CE Software
QuicKey (Macro ProJ(ram)

26.
32.
54.
32.
54.

Power.op Disk Op1imizer

Central Point So rtware

Desk Accessory Programs
Affinity Microsysttms Tempo II
AffiniFile
Beyond Inc. Menu Fonls 2
Borland SideKick V2.0
CE Softwm DiskTop 3.0
Cortland Top Desk
Dtntba Software Commem 2.0
Electronic Arts Disk Tools Plus

89.
46.
32.
59.
28.
32.
56.
31.

Greene, Inc. Quick Dex l.4A
Imagine Software
Smart Alarm & Appoin1men1 Diar y
Mainstay Think"n Time
Olduvai Softwart DA-Swi1cher 11
Solutions, lnltrnational Super Gluc
SmartScrap & The Clipper
Symmetry HyperDA (Req. 5/2K)

32.
35.
61.
25.
52.
35.
38.

Languages
Borland Turbo Pascal
Turbo Pascal Numerical Me1hods
Turbo Pascal Tutor
Cognition Technology MacSMARTS
Consulair
Macimosh 68000 Development System
lnsigna Sofl PC
Mainstay V.1.P. 2.5
(Visual lnteracrive Programming)

65.
65.
45.
135.
59.
489.
109.

Microsoft
Microsof1 Basic ln1crprc1er 3.0
Microsof1 Basic Compiler
Smelhers & Barnes l'ro1yper
THINK Ttchnolo2ies Lights peed C
Ligh1speed Pascal
T.M.L. T.M .L. Pascal II
(Includes MPW)
T.M .L. Source Code Library II

62.
125.
75 .
95 .
65.
85.
49.

Copy II Mac (Includes MacTcm/s)
Design Soflware/Electronic Aris
DS Backup
Dove RamSnap
Emerald City Software
LaserTalk
Fiflh Gtntration Systtms
Fast Back For The Macinlosh
Suitcase or Power Station
lduform Disk Quick V2.IO
lnfospherc Liaison
LaserScrve (LaserWriier Prim Spuoler)
Microlytics, Inc. GOfer
Microsttds Redux

Olduvai Sofh,..re
lcon-11! (Assign ln m.r 10 Menu J1ems)
Rcad-11 1 TS (For 7111111tlersra11)
Read-It' O.C.R. (for Image Scanners)
Silicon Btach Software
Silicon Press
Software Po~'tr

20.

49.
21.
187.
54.
37.
25.
129.
62.
49.
65.

SRT MacTree
SuperMac Sofh,..rc SupcrSpool 5.0
SuperLaserSpool 2.0
Diskfi11.4
Scnlinel 1.0
Symanttc
Syman1cc U1ili1 ies for Mac (S.U. M.)
Symantec/Turner Hall Publishing
MacSQZ!
Williams & Macias Disk Finder
myDiskLabelcr w/ Color
myDiskLabeler w/ LaserWri1er Option
Working Softwarc, Inc.
Findswell 2.0 (Docume111 Finder}

39.
79.
199.
41.
JJ.
38.
54 .
82.
54 .
155.

59.
49.
29.
31.
34.
36.

Communications Software
Compuserve
Compuserve S1aner Ki1
Grolier On Linc Encycloped ia
Compuserve Navigator
DataViz MacLink Plus wi1h Cable
Dow Jonts Dcsklop Express

2~ .

J2.
45.
145.
95.

Frmoft Red Ryder V10.3
Havts Smaricom II 3.0
Palanlir lnTalk VJ
Soflware Vtnlurts
Microphone II (/11cfutles Glue)
Traveling Software LAP-LINK

55.
88.
11 9.
229.
85.

to Polish Up Your Mac. • •
.TOPS for the Mac by TOPS,
ASun Microsystems Co.
TOPS for the Mac transforms any Macin
tosh with at least 512k of memory
into a TOPS network station. The
TOPS network allows yo u to share
files not only with other Macintosh
stations, but with IBM PC's, Sun
Workstations, and other computers.
Incl uded with TOPS are useful·pro
grams for print spooli ng PostScript --..~
files, and converting file formats be
!weei1 many popular DOS and Mac
intosh applications. Sharing network
resources and informa tion is quickly
becoming essential in environments where
differe nt computer types are being used
together, and TOPS has quickly become
1he standard way to accomplish this quickly and easily.
TOPS for the Mac .. . ..... . ........... . ... .. . . . ........ ... . . .. . .. 119.

New Turbo Mouse by Kensington
Here is the best reason around to
retire yo ur mouse, the New Turbo
Mouse from Kensington. Twice as
fast as a regular mouse, while tak
ing up half the space. When roll
ing the ball slowly, you can attain
200 CP I precision. Roll it quickly
and you'll Oy across even the
largest "Big Screen''. It uses half
the space of the normal mouse,
and since it doesn't move all over
your desk , it's at home amidst a
sea of papers as well as an empty
desk. One of the mouse buttons
operates like a standard mouse
button. while the other is a "Click Lock''. You can also program your
mouse to perform one of six time saving functions when yo u click
both of the buttons at once.
New Turbo Mouse ....... .. .. .. .. ... .. . .. .. . . . ..... .. .... .. .. . ... 109.

Fast Forms by Shana Enterprises
Fast Forms is the first entry into what will
be an extremely competitive market, the
production or high quality forms
right on your Mac. And. after
review ing the package. we're ready
to cal l Fas/ Forms the winner,
hands down. All the features we
were hoping for were included,
such as standard line, circle, box
and text editing. But Fas1 Forms
goes fu rther. letting you choose
from grey screens, hairlines, variable
type sizes and customized horizontal
and vertical grids . You can also place
.
data entry fie lds where yo u want data filled
in , and Fas! Forms will format and re
calculate th" fie ld s automatically, and then
allow yo u to transfer the data to another
program, or print directly to yo ur dot matrix or laser printer.
Fast Forms . .. ... .... .. . . ... . ....... ... .... ..... . ..... . ............ 79:

MacGallery by Dream Maker Software

MacGa/lery is a collection of over 400 pieces of
hand drawn artwork created by a team of tal
At.4
ented artists. The first volume of Mac
e GAL
Gallery covers a wide range of
' ~ ,r, ·~~'r. topics including holidays, sports,
li:===:=~::;;;~:<Jl.i
".t" ..... food , special occasions, nature,
~ r~~J
fantasy, reli.gion, phrases, teddy
-:
bears, mortise cuts, borders, and
more. MacGallery is available in
either HyperCard Stack or MacPaint
versions. The MacPaint version works
with any PAINT program and comes
packaged on two 400K disks. The
HyperCard version comes on two 800K
disks, and can be used with HyperCard or
Hyper DA. Both versions of MacGallery are
IWlll••lll!ll!"'lllllll(I currently being shipped with over 50 pieces of
bonus Border Art, and are compatible with the
LaserWriter and ImageWriter series of printers.
MacGallery ... .. .. .... .. . .. ..... .. .. ......... ...... ..... . . .. ..... 28.

ReadySetSbow by Manhattan Graphics
Presentation business graphics have just
come of age with the recent release
of ReadySetShow. Whether yo u're
selling an idea or a product to
management or customers, this
program will make what you have
to say crystal clear in a beautiful
way. Reac~vSe1Show includes fully
integrated charts and graphs, text
handling, and several essential time
savers such as glossaries, style
sheets and spell checking. Use the
extensive library of design templates,
wide file import capability and broad
choice of output ?evices to .create
~
advanced, profess10nal lookmg shdes 
and transparencies. Reac~FSe1Sho11~ the
presentation graphics package of the future, available today!!!
ReadySetShow .... . ... .. . . . .......... ... .. . .... ... .. ..... . . . ... 289.

800/832-3201
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Positively APlus!

Disk Drives/Hard Disks/Upgrades
AST Research
Mac286 Co-Processor (Mac II)
Central Point
Cen1ral Point 800K Ex1ernal Drive
CMS
Compact Series SCJO (Mac+ /SE/ II)
Compact Series SC45 (Mac+ /SE/ II)
SD Series MacStack SD20(Mac+ /SE/ 11)
SD Series MacStack SDJO (Mac+ /SE/ 11)
SD Series MacStack SD6-0 (Mac+ /SE/ I/)
PRO-SE Series JOSE/I or JOSE / R
PRO-SE Series 45SE/ I or 45SE / R
PRO-II Series 60 -11/1
PRO-II Series 100-11 / 1
60MB Tape Backup (Mar+ /SE/ II)
Cutting Edge
Cutting Edge 800k Drive
(Beige or Plat.)
Cutting Edge Wedge XL 30
Plus SCSI Hard Drive
Cutt ing Edge Wedge XL 45
Plus SCSI Hard Drive
Dove Computrr Corporation
68020 Accelerator Boards for Mac SE
MSE I ( 16 Mhz)
MSE2(16 Mhzw/ IMB)
MSE 3 (16 Mhz w/ Math Co-processor)
MSE4(16 Mhzw/ IMB and
Math Co-processor)
MacSnap 524 (5 /lK to !MB)
MacSnap 524E (512£ 10 IMB)
MacSnap 524S (5/lE w I MB w/ SCS I)
MacSnap 548 (5/!K 101.11B)
MacS nap 548E (51!£ 10 lMB)
MacSnap 548S (5 1!£ 10 lMB 1r/ SCSI)

Call
185.
649.
859.
569.
615.
849.
535 .
735 .
735.
1169.
785.
175.
629.
829.
585.
779.
779.
975.
215.
189.
250.
359.
425.
489.

MacSnap Plus 2 (MacP/us to
1MB Non Expandable)
MacSnap 2SE
1024 Op1ion (/.If B Accelerator
or Mac /I Mem ory Exp.)
Ma1h Ki1 (Math Co·processur Chip Set)
SCS I lmerfacc / Port
MacSnap Toolkit (to rx dri""'·
opener & grounding set)
Evmx Emac 20D (10Mg Hard Disk)
Emac 20 Delu xe
MacMemory, Inc. Turbo SE (16 Mhz
68000 Accelerator for the Mac SE)
Personal Comput rr Peripherals
Beige or Platinum Color. Optional
Bui/1-ln Modems A\'ailable.
MacBouom HD-21
(!0+ MB SCS I /lard Disk)
MacBouom HD-32
(32MB SCSI /lard Disk)
MaeBouom HD-45
(45MB SCSI /lord Disk)
MaeBouom HD-70 (70MB
SCSI I/arc/ Disk) Plat on(1·
MacBollom IHD-144 (Mac II)
WSI (connt'Cts llD -20 SCSI)
Rodime Rodime 20 Plus Ext.
or 201 Plus Int.
Rodime 45 Plus (E.rt. 45MB SCS I)
Rodime 450RX (Int. 45MB Mac SE/ II]
Rodime 60 Plus (Ex t. 60MB SCSI)
Rod ime 100 Plus (Ext . /OOM B SCSI)
Rodimc 140 Plus (£x1. 140MB SCSI)
Rodime 1000 RX (1111. IOOM B Mac//)
Rod ime 1400 RX (Int. 144MB Mac/I)

Blank Media
315.
299.
195.

225.

3559.
1199.
1329.

225.
259.
99.

15.
520.
585.
369.

749.
879.
1139.
1395.
2195.
295.
629.
939.
829.
1039.
11 69.
13 19.
1045.
1669.

Seikosha SP1000 (/magmritrr Comp.)
Summagraphirs MacTablcl 12x 12 size
Bil Pad Plus (MacSE & Ma c/I)
ThunderWare ThunderScan V4 .0 with
Power Pon (Ma r 512K. 511K l:i 1hanced.
Ma cPlus. and Ma cintosh SE)
Mac II Power Accessory

229.
379.
335.
199.
42.

Accessories
Abato n Pro Point (A DB TurhoMouse
f or Mac SE & Mac II)
Asher Engineering Turbo Trackball
(Mac & Mac+or Mac SE & Mar II)
Bech-Tech
Fa nny Mac (Beige or l'latinum)
Curtis Manufacturing
Emerald-Surge Suppressor-SP-2
Ru hy·Surge Supprcssor-SPF-2
Cutting Edge Cutting Edge E/\Dll- 105
(Mac SE & Mac II)
D•taDesk MAC-IOI Keyboard / Beige
(!18k/512k & Macl'lus)
MAC-JO I ADB Keyboard / Platinum
(Mac SE & Mac II)
Ergotron Mouse Cleaner 360°
MacTilt or MacTilt SE (Platinum Cu/or)
Farallon MacRccordcr Sound Syslem
(Mac SE or Mar II)
1/ 0 Design
Mac Luggage in Nm•1· or Pla1imm1 (irav
Macinwarc Plus Cariying Case
·
Macinwarc SE Carrying Case
lm ageware II Carrying Case
Kalmar Designs
Teakll'ood Rull- fop Disk Cases:
Micro Cabinet (hold.145 disks)
Double Micio Cabinet (holds 90 disks)
Triple Micro Cabinet (holds 135 disks)
Kensington External Disk Drive Cover
Extra Long ADll Keyboard Cable
Macimosh II S1and
Macintosh II Monitor Cable Extension
Mouse Pocket (Reg. or A DB)
Mouseway (Muusepad)
lmage\Vriter or lmage\Vriter II Cover
Macintosh Plus/SE Dust Cover
Macintosh SE w/ cx tcnded Kybd Cover
Mouse Cleaning Kit w/ Pocket
Disk Drive Cleaning Kit
Tilt /Swivel

117.
69.
65.
36.

55.
135.
139.
139.
15.
68.
145.
69.
79.
49.
14.
20.
27.
8.
25.
20.
33.
8.
8.
9.
9.
9.
17.
20.
22.

12.
13.
9.
17.

Centcch JW DS / DD Color Disks {10)
Sony 3'/," DS/ DD Disks lhox of 10)
Fuji 3'/," DS / DD Disks (box of /OJ
Maxe ll 311\" DS / DD Dis ks (box of 10)
Verbatim 3'/," DS / DD Disks (boxof 10)
3M J 'h" DS/DD Disks (/wx of 10)

19.
18.
19.
20.
19.
20.

85.

Printers & Digitizers
AST Research TurboLase r P/S
TurboScan (Slwetfeed model)
TurboScan (Flathed model)
Koa la Technologies Corp.
MacVision 2.0 (Digitizer)
Kurta IS ADB Tablet
Cordless 4 Button Cursor

Single Sided JY," Diskettes
Bulk (Sony) 3'/," SS / DD Disks {10)
Sony 3W SS/ DD Disks (box of 10)
Double Sided 3V2" Diskettes
BASF .l 'h " DS / DD Disks (hox o/5)
Bulk (Sony) 311\" DS / DD (10)

Universal Copy Stand
22.
Apple Security Kit
34.
Antiglare Polarizing Filter
33.
Printer Mufner Stand (80 & 13!)
21.
Printer Mufncr 80
4.l.
Printer Mufncr J.l2
58.
Masterpiece 400
64.
System Save r Mac (Beige or Pla1i1111m)
64.
Super Base
34.
System Saver SE
62.
Masterpiece Mac 11
119.
New Turbo Mott\C
(Reg. or A DB)
Special 109.
Mouse Systems A+ Mouse (Mac/'111.1)
65.
A+ ADB Mouse (Mac SE/ Mac II)
85.
Moustrak MousePad 7"x 9" Size
8.
Mouse Pad 9"x W Size
9.
Orange Micro Grappler C/ Mac1GS
(Parallel Interface fo r the Mac)
84.
Grnppler L/ Q (l'arallel frlll'rface
98.
for 24 Pin & Lnser PrinlNS)
Ribbons
Al'ailable in Black. Blue. Bro1rn, Green.
Orange. Purple. Red. )el/o": Sil1w & Gold
lm age\Vriler Ribbon
4.
lmageWriler Black 6-pack
20.
lmage\Vrilcr Rainbow l'ack (6 Colors)
20.
lmage\Vriler II -Four Color Ribbon
9.
Silicon Comforts MacChimncy
(Very £/fectfre Cardhourd
Lomi1101c Conw.>ctio11 Cooling Drdce) 16.
Smith & Bellows
Mahogany Disk Case (ho lds 96)
JO.
Sopris Soft works
High Trek Carry Cases - Platinum Gra_1: Navy
49.
lmagewritcr II Case
59.
Macintosh Plus. SE w/Standard Kyhd
Macintosh SE & Extended Kyhd Case
69.
Tugus (Canada)
49.
lnrngcwritcr 11 Carry Case Blk .
Macin1osh Plus Carry Case Blk .
59.

Modems
Anc hor Automation
MacPac 2400E w/ software & cable
AST
AST 2x2400 (Ma cPlus/SE/11)
Epic
Epic 2400 Int. SE
(I/ayes Compatible)
Epic 2400 In!. Mac II
(I/ayes Compatible)
Epic 2400 Plus Ext
(/{ayes Compatible)
Everu
Emac 2400 Baud
Hayes Microcomputing
Smar1modem 1200
Smartmodcm 2400
Migent
Mi gc n1 Pocket Mod em
(ext. 300 /1200 Baud)

179.
625.
249.
249.
155.
225.
299.
449.
115.

Nova tion
Novat ion Parrot 1200
Practical Peripherals
Practical Modem 1200SA
Practical Modem 2400SA
MacCommpac k
(2400SA "'/Microphone & Cable)
Prometheus
Promodem 2400M Ext.
(Softll'are & Cable)
Promodem 1200 (I/ayes Co mpatible)
Promodem 2400 (Hayes Compatihle)
Supra Corporation
Supra Modem 2400
U.S. Robotics
Courier 1200 (Hayes Compatible)
Courier 2400 (I/ayes Compatible)
Courie r 2400E (Hayes Compatih/e)
Co urier HST 9600 (Ila.res Compatible)

109.
109.
189.
249.
199.
239.
309.
149.
199.
349.
379.
689.

800/832-3201
Customer Service (203) 378-3662 • FAX (203) 381-9043
Monday thru Friday 9 A.M. to 9 P. M.
Saturdays IO A.M. to 6 P. M. (Eastern Time)
OUR POLICIES
• We accept MASTERCARD and VISA with no added surcharge.
• Your cred it card is not charged un til we ship.
• If we must ship a parti al order the shipment that completes the order is
sent freight free .
• If you are ordering by mail , we accept private and company checks. With
MASTERCARD and VISA orders include card number and expiration
date. Con necticut resid ents add 7.5% sales tax.
• Locations more than I day away shipped via Federal Express Standard
Air service.•
• Federal Express Priority I service also available.
• Sorry, we cannot accept COD orders.

SHIPPING
• Continental United States: Add S3.00 per order to cover Federal Express
Standa rd Air service.• APO/ FPO orders shipped 1st Class Mail (add 3%
$5.00 Min charge). Alaska, Hawaii and Outside Continental US: call or wri te
for information.

RETURNS
• Defective software will be replaced immediately by the same item. Defective
hardware will be replaced or repaired at our own discretion. Call customer
service at (203) 378-3662 to obtain a Return Authorization Numlier before
returning goods for replacement. Products purchased in error subject to a
20% restocking fee.
All items subject to availability. Prices subject to change wi thout notice.
Mail-in orders (especially from foreign countries), please furnish telephone

number.
*When your order is shipped from our facility in Stratford , CT, Federal
Express Standard Air service will deliver the package in I to 2 days.
This senice does not guarantee next day delivery.
j• {

Ek J.

Now Shipping Standard Air Service by

l'f~"®j

75 Resea·rch Drive
Stratford, Connecticut 06497

800/832-3201
Please circle 69 on reader service card.
©

Copyright 1988 Programs Plus, Inc.

& Phenomenal Prices • •
DataBase Management
Aclivision Focal Point
Business Class or City to City
Repons fo r Hypercard
Adus 4th Dimension
4D Runtime
Appl• Computer HyperCard
Ashton Tait dBASE Mac 1.0
Blyth• Software Omnis 3 Plus/ £rprm
Borland Reflex Plus
Duesoft, Inc. Applications &
Routines for 4th Dimension Vol. I
F01 Softwar• Fox Base Plus

59.
30.
59.
559.
245.
44.
295.
275.
165.

Graphics Software

86.
214.

Fox Ba e Runtime
162.
34.
lduform Hyper Book Maker
119.
Microsoft Microsoft File
Nantucktl Softwart
McMax (d&se Ill Comparible)
178.
Nashoba Syst•ms File Maker 4 Sptcial 179.
42.
Nordic HyperCONTROL
Odtsta Double Helix II
339.
GeoQuery
275.
ProV UE Development OverVUE 2.IE
149.
Software Discoveries Record HolderPlus 45.
T•l•graphles Hypertutor
30.

Abacus Stat View II
(Mac•. SE. II w/68020 & 68881)
369.
Access Trapeze 2.1
185.
Ashton Tat• Full Impact
319.
Borland Eu reka! The Solver
129.
DrainPower Stat View 512 Plus
175.
Math View Professional
145.
79.
Bravo T•chnologies MacCalc
Chang Laboratories
C.A.T. Contacts•Activities •Time Sptcial 229.
Cloris MacProject ll 2.0
395.
109.
Dm•ba Software Xtra 2.0
Legisoft /Nolo Press Wi ll Maker 3.0
35.
Lotus Jan IA
189.
Lund•en & Associates
Works Plus Commands
60.
MacroPac lnttrnational
44.
IOI Macros For Excel

M1instay Think 'n Time
61.
Mac Flow 2.0 or Mac Sched ule
115.
Capture
38.
Micro Planning Softwar•
Micro Planner 6.0
349.
249.
Microsoft Microsoft Excel 1.5
Microsoft Works I.I with Spc llswell
185.
Microsoft Multiplan I.II
119.
Micro Sysl•ms Software Analyze!
99.
119.
Owl lnt•rnational Guide 2.0
99_
Guide Envelope Syllem
Satori Softwar• Bulk Mailer 3.2
79.
Bulk Mailer Plus
195.
Shana Entorprises Fast Forms
Sptcia/19.
Synex Mac Em·elope
19.
Mac Invoice
32.
Systat Systat 3.1 (Specif.1· Mac 512k.
MacP/11s, or Mac II)
459.

Business Software

Word Processors &Desktop Publishing
AccC>s Mind Write 2.0
Mind Write Express
Allan Donadio Associates
Expressionist 2.0
Aldus Corporation Page Maker 3.0
Ashton Tat• FullWrite Profc.ssional
Claris MacWrite 5.0
Letraset Ready, Set, Go! 4.0

129.
159.
84.
475.
275.
119.
279.

MicrO!olt Microsoft Word 3.02
Microsoft Write 1.0
Postcraft lnt•mational, Inc. Laser FX
Quark, Inc. QuarkX Press V2.0
Sym1ntec More I.IC (Color Version)
Symm•try Acta V2.0
T/Maktr Compan1 Write Now V2.0
Word Prrfect Corporation Word Perfect

(Requires MacPlus)

Den•ba Software
Coach Merriam Webster's Thesaurus 2.0
Spelling Coach 3.0

42.
11 5.
36.

(WehJttr5/Metlical//1gal/llyphenation) 54.

Spelli ng Coach 3.0 Professional
(Adds /Jefinirions & Thesaurus)

109.

Spelling Coach Professional Multi-User
Electronic Arts Thunder! 1.23
Lund••n & Associates
Works Plus Spell I.I
Microlyties, Inc.
Word Finder (Syn onym Finder)
Sen.•ibl• Software Sensible Grammar
Sensible Speller
Working Soltwar•, Inc. Spellswell 2.0
Lookup (Makes Spelling S11g/(eJtio ns)

279.
JO.
46.
35.
55.
48.
42.
29.

Accounting Packages
Aatri x Softwart Aatrix Timecard
Aatrix Payroll VJ.O
Aatrix TimeMinder
Aa1rix Payroll Plus
Bedford Soltwart Simply Accounting
Chang I.abs
Nen· E11hanred Vi•rsion Ill Modults!
Rags to Riches 3-Pak 3. 1 (Gl /A R/A P)

Professional 3-Pak or
Rclai l Business 3-Pak
Inve ntory Control 2.6 or
Professio nal Billing 2.6

69.
115.
135.
195.
229.
289.
359.
239.

Rags to Riches GL. AR. or AP
Intuit Quicken
l.ayrrtd Insight One Write
MECA Managing Your Money
Migtnt In House Accountant
Monogram Business Sense
Dolla rs & Sense 4.0
North Edgt Software Timeslips 111
Puchtre• Back To Basics Professional
(GL/AR/AP/ /NV)

Survh·or Software
MacMoney 3.0 (Enhanced Versio n)

120.
35.
189.
129.
119.
279.
81.
119.
159.
62.

Networking Software &Hardware
CE Sollwm Quick Mail
Imagine Software
Multi-User Appointment Diary
with Smart Alarms
lnfosphm
MacScrvc (Network Soft•-are)
Microsoft Microsoft Mail 1-4 users
Nuvotrch
EasyNet (Sperif.r ()in 8 or DB-9)
TurboNet 128/ 512k or TurboNet Plus
Olduvai Software Font Sharer

179.
85.

158.
195.
27.
27.
149.

169.
75.
375.

(Includes Drsk Accessory)

Canvas DA 2.0
Di•hl Graphsoft Mini Cad 4.0
Dream Maker MacGallery
(llypercardor Pail11)

60.
89.
325.
379.
59.
239.
75.
36.
26.
45.
28.
11 9.
309.
109.
169.
119.
289.

Sptcial 28.

Duhl-Click Softwar• World Class
Fonts: Originals. Stylish or Giants
Wet Paint: Classic Clip Art. Publishing,
Animal Kingdom. Special Occasions,
Printer's Helper, Industrial Revolution,
Old Earth Almanac, or Island Life
Enzan-Hoshigumi USA
MacCalligraphy 2.0
Japanese Clip Art Scroll I
.. Heaven .. or Scroll 2 .. £ar1h ..
Year of the Dragon
Foundation Publishing Comic People

49.

49.
109.
52.
21.
25 .

Comic Strip Factory
45.
lnnovativ. Data Dtsign MacDraft l.2B 149.
Dreams
319.
Las•rwar• Laserpaint Color II
359.
L•traset lmageStudio
279.
~h crom lnd Videoworks II
11 8.
Videoworks II Accelerator or
Driver fo r Hypercard
125.
Manhatt•n Graphics
Ready Set Show
Sptcial 289.
Mtta Software Design/ 2.0
199.
Micro CAD/CAM MGMStation
685.
Micro: Maps
MacAtlas Paint 2.0 (MacPaint Format)
45.
MacA tlas Hyper Atlas
64.
MaeAtlas Professional
(PICT/ MacDra•· Version)
129.
Microsoft
Microsoft PowerPoint 2.0
249.
Olduvai Softwm Post-ART (] -Disk Ser) 35.
Silicon D•ach Softwar•
Digital Darkroom
159.
SuperP:iint 2.0
109.
159.
Super JD
249.
Super JD Enhanced (Mac II)
Solutions Int•rnational
The Curator (Caralog Your Ari)
79.
Springboard Cenificate Maker
24.
SuperMac Softwm Pixel Paint
259.
T/Maktr Click Art Letters I. Letters II.
Ptrso nal Graphics. Publications. Effects.
Business Image, or Holidays (each)
28.
Christian Images
35.
Click Art EPS Illustrations
75.
Ztdcor DeskPaint 2.0
65.

Educational/Creative Software
249.
113.
115.
Call
175.
36.
98.
185.

Spelling &Grammar Checkers
A•gis Dev•lopm•nt
Doug Clap p's Word Tools
A.LP. Syst•ms MaeProof 3.0

3G Graphics Images with Impact!
ABA Softwart Draw It Again Sam ...
Adobt Systtms Adobe Illustrator 88
Aldus Freehand
Altsys Corp. FONTastic Plus 2.0
Fontographer 2.2
Ashton Tat• Full Pai nt
Droderbund Print Shop
Casadyware Fluent Fonts 2.0 fl-Disk Set)
Fluent Laser Fonts Vol. 1-19 (ea)
CE Softwar• Cale nd ar Maker 3.0
Claris MacPaint 2.0
MacDraw II 2.0
Computer Fri•nds Modern Anist
Crick•! Soft war• Cricket Draw
Cricket Graph
Cricket Presents
D•n•ba Softwart Canvas 2.0

Shiva NctModem Vl200
369.
489.
'etModem V2400
NctModem X232
309.
309.
Net Bridge
SuperMac Software
Mult i-User SuperLaserSpool
199.
199.
Network Diskfit 1.4
Think Trchnologies, Inc. lnBox-Starter
199.
Kit V2.0 (3 Personal Connecrio11J)
Sptcial 11 9.
TOPS Tops 2.0 or N<t Print
129.
Tops Repeater

Daron's Baron's SAT
Bibi• Restarch The Word IKJ Vor NI V)
Bogas Productions Studio Sossion
Droderbund Jam Session
Geometry, Calculus or Physics
Type!
Where in the World is Carmen SanDiego?
Coda Mac Dru ms
Compu-Tuch Once Upon A Time
Stepping Stones Level I or Level II
Davidson & Associates Speed Reader II
Math Blaster or Word Attack!
Electronic Arts Mavis Beacon Typing

35.
165.
49.
30.
60.
31.
25.
26.
23.
23.
39.
27.
36.

Venture's Business Simulator
47.
Deluxe Music Construction Set V2.0
61.
1st Dyt•/Elcctronic Arts
Kid Talk. Speller Bee.
First Shapes. or Math Talk
32.
Gmt Wav. Softwar• KidsTime
26.
Concert ware+ MIDI 4.0
79.
Lurning Company Reader Rabbit
33.
Mindscap• Perfect Score SAT
46.
w/The Perfect College
Nordic MacKids
Educational Programs (each) Sptcial 29.
Simon & Schuster Typing Tutor IV
35.

Game Software
Acrns World Class Leader Board Golf
Accolad• fl ard Ball
4th & Inches
Activision Firepower
Shangh;1i, Roma111ic Encou nters
or Jin x.ter
Might and Magic
Sky Trnvcl
Artwou Bridge 5.0
Avalon Hill Mac Pro Football
81udvill• Award Maker Plus
Brodrrbund ,\ncient An of War
or Ancient Art of War at Sea
Poster Maker Plus
Bullsey• Softwar•
Fokker Tril'lane or Ferrari Grand Prix
Ctntron Crapsmastcr or Roulcttemaster
Eleclronic Arts Ogre
ChcssMastcr 2000
Chuck Yeager Flight Simulator
Starneet I
Panon vs Rommel or Scrabble
One-On-One. Pinball Construction Set.
Seven Cities of Gold or SkyFox (each)
EPYX Winter Games
or Sub Bank Simulator
Hayd•n Soft war• Sargon IV
Infinity Soft war•, LTD. Go
lnfocom Leather Goddesses of Phobos,
Nord & Bert, Plundered Hcans.
or Sherlock (each)
Beyond Zork
Hitehhiker's Guide to The Galaxy
Zork Trilogy
Microsoft Flight Simulator 1.02

34.
23.
24.
16.
24.
37.
45.
22.
28.
29.
27.
39.
32.
28.
20.
28.
36.
37.
27.
15.
24.
29.
27.
24.
30.
18.
42.
32.

Micro Sports MSFL Pro Draft
MSFL Pro League Football
Miles Computing Inc.
Harrier Strike Mission ii
or The Fool's Errand
Mindscapt Balance of Power,
Crossword Magic or Citadel
Deja Vu: A Nig ht mare Comes True

King Of Chicago or Shadowgatc
Defender of the Crown. Siboot
or The Uninvited
Practical Computor Applications
Lunar Rescue
MacGolf 2.0 or MacRacquetball V2.0
MacCourses
Primrra Smash Hit Racquetball II
Different Drummer
Sima On-I.inc Leisure Suit Larry
Space Quest or Space Quest II
Police Quest
Silicon Beach Software World Builder
Dark Castle or Apache Strike
Beyond Dark Castle
Simon & Schuster
Star Trek
(71ie Kobayashi Advenrure)

26.
32.
27 .
JO.
30.
30.
30.
30.
35.
34.
21.
62.
2.1.
30.
35.
41.
27.
27.

24.

Star Trek
{711t Promerhean Prophec;)

Sir-Tech Mac Wilard ry
Sphrr•, Inc. Tetris
GATO, Orbiter, Falcon. or Pt -109
Solitai re Royale
Studio Zero Orbital Mech
XOR Sultwaro NFL Challenge
Pro Challe nge or Basketball Challenge

24.
35.
23.
26.
19.
35.
64.
30.

Guarantees are important. You wouldn't
buy a car without a good warranty. And you
wouldn't purchase any peripherals without
a good service warranty.

But it's almost impossible to find a
good guarantee that promises non-stop,
useful information for your Mac-until
now...

THE MacUser
SUBSCRIBER GUARANTEE

MONTHLY DELIVERY OF
APPLICATIONS PRODUCT REVIEWS
AND TUTORIALS OR AFULL
REFUND ON ALL UNMAILED ISSUES!
Every issue of Mac User delivers hands-on
user applications, you can cancel your subscription
power user techniques and tips, in-depth cover
and receive a full refund on all unmailed issues.
age about the business, education and profes
Guaranteed.
sional applications you
So, subscribe today.
OVER 300 PRODUCT REVIEWS!
need to know-PLUS in
Deliver the input you need
every issue benchmark test
to maximize the perform
evaluations of software
ance of your Mac and
and hardware products by
SAVEUPT063%
MacUser Labs, the pub
GUARANTEED!
lishing industry 's ONLY
One year $19.97 (12 issues)
independent Macintosh
Save
58%!
product testing laboratory!
Two
years
$34.97 (24 issues)
If you find Mac User
Save 63%!
does not deliver the infor
mation, ideas and coverage
For fast service call toll-free
1-800-52 5-0643 or return
on desktop publishing,
the attached card today!
telecommunications,
Basic annual subscription price: is 527.
graphics, and other power-

DOES WILLIAM F. BUCKLEY, JR.
HEALLY NEED A THESAURUS?

• PINSTRIPE MAC

prepared to take them back out if
problems develop.
We're coming to the end of my allot
ted space, and we're only halfway
through the list of problems (it turned
out to be a big list). The rest will have
to wait for next month . In the interim,
think about these problems. Where
possible, modify your work habits so
you can avoid learning the same les
sons the hard way. And let software
developers know the kinds of features
busi ness users need. Most product reg
istration cards have a place for general
comments, or you can always write a
letter to the company.

His superior vocabulary makes you lean forward in your chair
to keep up with him . If anyone could get by without a
thesaurus. he could. But we have his letter praising our
comprehensive, contemporary Word Finder. No big words,
just a nice letter saying how much he liked it and uses it. Didn't
mention the 220,000 synonyms for 15,000 words. Didn't say
anything about how in just seconds Word Finder performs the
whole cycle of look-up and replacement, so you continue
writing without taking your eyes off the screen or your fingers
off the keyboard. But he did say:
"It's a bloody miracle. Word Finder has changed my life. I never used to use a thesaurus....
Wm . F. Buckley, Jr.
Word Finder installs as a desk accessory with all Macintosh software,
and also supports MultiFinder'" and HyperCard'". Not copy protected .
"Mr. Buckley volun1eered this sta1emen1 abou1 Word Finder. and is no! being compensa!ed for his endorsement

----------------------------------------------------Yes, please send me
Visa MasterCard Amex Discover Check COD
0

_ _ _ _ Word Finders.

PINSTRIPE PICKS
Some products recently released or
upgraded th at are worth looking into if
you use your Macintosh in business:
HyperDA: (Symmetry) A desk
~ accessory that gives you read
l:m!' only access to HyperCard stacks
with a lower memory requirement.
Suitcase: (Fifth Generation)
rJL The popular utility, which al
blfl 1ows virtually unlimited fonts
and DAs, has both a new publisher and
a new version.
Excel: (Microsoft) The most fre
r..JL quently picked spreadsheet pro
bllJ gram has been upgraded to ver
sion 1.5, with version 2.0 on its way.
QuickMail: (CE Software) A
rJL new versatile electronic mail sys
l:mJ tern from the folks that brought
you QuicKeys. ~

D

0

O

0

Card# - -- - -- - -- - Exp. Date _ / _
Phone _ _ _
Name
Company - - - -- - - - -- - -- -
Address
City - - - -- - -  St. _ _ _ Zip _ __

Word Finder™ s59_95
(Plus $2.50 shipping. NY residents add sales tax)

ERRATA
In my June column, I mentioned a
product in passi ng called PCSoft, an
MS-DOS emulator for the Mac II
done with software. We got letters, we
got phone calls. Many people wanted
to know more. The problem was that
the product is actually called SoftPC. I
goofed. If you want to know more
about SoftPC, try your dealer or con
tact Insignia Solutions Inc. at 1255
Post Street, Suite 625, San Francisco,
CA 94109. That's SoftPC.
Also in June, I made HyperDA a
Pinstripe Pick. That's even the right
name. But I got the company that
makes it wrong. So I'm picking it again
this month, and this time the right
company is getting credit.

0

Microlytics, Inc., 300 Main Street
Suite 721, E. Rochester, NY 14445
' Copyright 1988. Microlytics. Inc.
Word Finder'" is a trademark of Microlytics. Inc.

30 Day, Money-Back Guarantee.
To order or for more information, please call:

(800) 828-6293

In New York State: (716) 377-0130 Dealers please call
Please circle 102 on reader service card.

Mwtit~~tumg

wiftlh. v~rn~lr~lfm
ITmftlr(Q)~l!ll©img OCu~ii~~GJf~Jp>lh
KaleidaGraph™

VersaTerm-PRO™

Version 2.20 Price: $295 .00
$pedal upgraoe P'lot toe' registtf'ea versaTenn OwnefJ.
All the features of standard VersaTenn AND ...

Version 1.10 Price: $ 179.00
AData Analysis and Graphics Application
ror Business, Engineering and Science.

Plot Typtt:

Tht most compltlt Ttklronlr 4105 Graph/ct
Ttrmlnal Emu/alion aval/ablt on tht Maclntorh!
Enhanctd Ttktronlr 4014 Graphics Emulation

!Now! i::xecutes In the Background!

VersaTerm™

Version 3.20

• Pie°""

Plot F1at11r11:

•Saner P1ol

•°""""'YPl:>I

• Sdedtbla rNIMn and panems..

•Hoaoorom

•Polar Ao4

s .....
I Calculator Ftaturts:
• Box Pk:ll

•C......A:<

TekPrint™

Filt Transftr:

· DEC VT100
· DEC VT52
• Tektronix 4014
· Tektronix 4010
• DGD200

•l.o;torlnNtuis..

• UMW seled.t>le uls his Sid lica..
Cobnn • Ctnbrit.ed labds ~ leOends
(ICW\I, ldz.e, style, ccb' and rc:llaliotl).
• DJpay encr b.r1.
• Revtne-. ... lli>n!RPN).
•L'-lndNotmll~
• eoo prooram step ClflP.tlblty .
~lonpldL
•A~!')' to exo:::ute., tq.1.w:n
• Leosl &:,Jare Rego--.
en a data ~ seledicn.
• Pn>b~ ""' •

Price: $99.00

Ttrmrnal
Emulation:

•Ll'l•Ghph

•TEXT
• MacTwmiial'fV XModem
• Text XMoMm Protocol
• Mac:8in.-y XModem
• Text.IBlnary Kermit Pro~
• MacBINfy K.-mit

Version 2.00 Price: $ 79.00
Now supports Hewlett Packard
7470 and 747S Pen Plotters!
Used in coojunctioo with cilher VcnaTenn m VcrsaTcnn-PRO,
Tekttooit graphics may b~rintcd or plotted 11 high rcoolutioo
IO alhcr 1 Laser riter, lmagcWritcr, or an
HPOL compatible pen plotter.

•Very High charllcter lbroug~l.
• AlisaTalk compatible I DEC AX AppleTalk gllcway.

• All Programs an Macintosh II and SE Compalib~. • All Programs Utiliz.t Color on lht Mac II.
• VtrsaTum, VtrsaTtrm·PRO and TtkPrinl Ertcult In lht Background with the Mu/liF/ndtr!
• VtrsaTtrm·PRO and KaltldaGraph Makt Ust of Big Scrttn Monitors.

All

Programs Designed for a 512K Mac, Mac-XL, 512E Mac, Mac Plus, Macinlosh SE and Macintosh II.
All Support the lmageWriter(I & II) and LaserWriter printer.

The loloiwing ll'elr~a: Macirilosh, Applt'lla9', M.Jlif'nter, maoewrter. UW!nl!Tt« · Apple Ccmpj« Inc.; Tddta'ix · Tc:lllOl"U: h::.; DEC, VAX , VT100 ·
091.1111 Eq.,ipncnl Cc:rp.; OG, 0'200 · O.ta Gensel Corp.: AinTl9' · Ah• Systems; VcnaTetm, Ven.aTmn·PRO, TekPfinl, Klk'id1Graph . Abdbect. Soflwue

Published and Distributed by:

~~~RIPHI;RA~
~
" plJYERS
, ,!.
-.· ~COM
~~!;JPPLIES

INC.

Developed by:

PCS Inc.
2457 Perkiomen Avenue
Readln~, PA
19606
(215 779-0522

I~
Abelbeck
.
Software

Please circle 73 on reader service card.
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-Prehistoric-

MacDraw

MacDraw"emerged at the dawn of the
Macintosh era to forever change the way busi
ness people looked at graphics.
It produced them quickly. Easily.And inex-

~ 1988.

pensively. Soon it became the standard. And all
was well. Until one day someone said, "I wish
it were faster and more precise. And a little
color would be terrific~'

Claris Corporation 440C6deAre, Mountain Viei~ California 94043. 415-960-1500. Claris isa trademark ofClaris Corporation MacDraw isa registerrdtrademarkofClaris CorporatiorL
Macinrosh is a registered trademark of Apple Computer. Inc. For upgrade i1ifon11Gtio11. call 8()().544./1554.

MacDraw II.

We went back to square one. To say
nothing of oval one and polygon one. And the
result, to quote MacUser, is "a real stunner~
On speed alone, MacDraw II represents
light years of improvement. Because it's up to
10 times faster than its predecessor.
It's also very precise. You can draw in any
scale from inches to kilometers. And enlarge
your drawing up to 32 times with a resolution
of more than 2,000 dots per inch.
That makes MacDraw II exceptional for
everything from designing graphics and pre
sentations. To engineering intricate floorplans
and better mousetraps.
With MacDraw II, you can create layers
of a drawing similar to acetate overlays (the
number oflayers is limited only by RAM size).
And store frequently used graphics in a special
"object library" for quick access.
MacDraw II permits unlimited text styles,

sizes and fonts in a single field. It can even ro
tate text in increments of less than 1:
You can import text and bit mapped
graphics at any resolution, making MacDraw II
ideal for many desktop publishing applications.
And you can customize patterns, lines, dashes,
and even arrowheads.
Finally, MacDraw II offers over 16,000
different color patterns on the Macintosh II.
And drawings like the one above can be
reproduced on a color plotter or printer. You
can even do color separations.
Of course, MacDraw II is easy to learn.
If you're a MacDraw user, you'll find it draws
on what you already know.
For more information and the location
of a Claris dealer near you, call 800-334-3535,
ext. 250:And discover the
completely new MacDraw IL C L AK I S ~
It's a quantum leap.

"Wou/dnt th/sod look great asaposrecmountedo"1r>""'Macintosh? 111'\e got them and they'rr!a steal at US. $7.00 Including postage, handling and tax.Allow 2 to 3 week.sjiJrde//very.
/11 Canodafera {JOstl!rormol'l!/nfomration. call 8{)(}.M8-89'8.
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MS-DOS MAC
Connectivity
BY HENRY BOATMAN
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An in-depth look at bridging the gap
between Big Blue and the Rainbow.
quality, business had too great an in
vestment in MS-DOS hardware, ap
plications, and data to make a quick
switch. Apple realized that if Macs
wanted in, they were going to have to
earn their place based not only on mer
it but also on their ability to share data
with the installed base of PCs.

orporate resistance to Macs
initially was stiff. And for good
reason . The original l28K Mac
just didn 't have the power that
business users needed; the software
wasn 't ready to do the job. Even after
more powerful machines shipped and
the software base grew both in size and
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• MS-DOS/Mac Connectivity

So the Cupertinians took a new
tack. They decided to encourage third
parties to develop connectivity prod
ucts. These efforts a re snowballing.
New products are coming onto the
market faster than most of us can keep
track of them. Apple has even dubbed
1988 the Year of Connectivity.
Users want to hook many different
kinds of computers together. Also,
many different networking schemes
for connecting the various types of
computers exist. To cover all the rele
vant topics in depth would require a
book - or several of them. Because
MS-DOS machines outnumber any
other type of microcomputer and be
cause the most common need is to get
Macs and PCs talking to each other,
we chose to focus this time around on
point-to-point PC-to-Mac connectiv
ity. In future issues, we'll look at net
working, the Mac-to-YAX hook-up,
and other related questions.
Sharing information involves mak
ing data generated by one program on
one computer accessible and intelligi
ble to another program on a different
computer - in this case a Mac and a
PC. To accomplish this goal, two inter
related problems must be solved.
First, there is the issue of physically
moving the data, which is exami ned in
"Connecting the DOS."
Then there is the more complex
question of the data itself. Even if you
move, say, a PC Word file to the Mac
intosh, you won't be able to read the
data if MacWrite is the only word pro
cessor you have. "Gimme an A," by
Steve Michel, examines the problems
you're likely to encounter when mov
ing alphanumeric data between Macs
and PCs and describes the file filters
and translators currently available.
"Switch Hitters," by Daniel Rosen
baum, looks at several programs that
have been implemented on both the
Mac and the PC (Word, PageMaker,
WordPerfect, and Excel). And Rich
ard Skrinde, in "Outfoxing dBASE,"
reviews FoxBASE+ /Mac, a dBASE
clone that can exchange data and pro
grams with the PC version of dBASE
III PLUS. One might think that shar
ing data between mach ines with these
various programs would be transpar
ently simple. But the experience of
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users is often more akin to fog.
Graphics a re an even worse prob
lem . While the trend discussed in
"Switch Hitters" is growing, and new
transl a tion products are a ppearing to
fill the void for other alphanumeric
conversions, the variety of graphics file
form a ts, especially on the PC, is over
whelming. Some powerful applica
tions are available for converting
among PC formats, or among Mac
form a ts, but crossing the ba rrier be
t ween the two is still problema tic.
Steve Roth , in " Moving Pictures,"
takes a hard look at some products that
smooth the path.
Finally, Steven Bobker tells us why
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he decided to buy a Toshiba Tl 000
MS-DOS la ptop, rather than wait for
Apple's laptop Mac, and how he uses it
to phone home to the not-so-portable
Mac he leaves behind when travelling.
In the next few years, we'll undoubt
edly see a n explosion in connectivity
products. Crossing the great divide be
tween MS-DOS and the Mac/OS
should become easier and easier as bet
ter a nd faster bridges are built.
If we're really lucky, the dream of
complete transparency between the
two systems will come true sooner
rather tha n later. In the meantime,
here are some solutions you don 't need
to wait for. ~

e,
If you're like most Macintosh® users,
one of the reasons you got hooked on
the Macintosh in the first place is that
it's so easy to use.
Which is why you11 be happy to know
that now you can use any Macintosh,
from the 512Ke to the Macintosh II,
to access any IBJ\1®
r-,
mainframe with
scarcely more than
the click of amouse.
MacMainFhuneM
is aMacintosh-to
IBM mainframe link
that puts your Macintosh and your
mainframe on speaking terms.
MacMainFhune gives you complete
Macintosh-to-mainframe functionality
including file transfer.
You can access the host remotely
from your satellite or home office. Or
from client sites.
1
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Please clrcle 143 on reader service card.
Macinto;h i a registered trademarl< of •.\pple Computer Inc. IB~ I is aregistered trad<marl< oflnternational Business
Machines Corporation. A1~tar isa registered trademarl< and MacMainFrame is atrademarl< of Al'> tar lkhnologic! Inc.

And because MacMainfuune builds
on the flexibility inherent in your Mac
intosh, you can even create your own
personal operating environment. With
convenient features that include every
thing from keyboard remapping to user
definable screen colors.
In all candor, when it
comes to
connecting
the Macintosh
with IBM, no other
Macintosh-to-mainframe
link is as true to the
Macintosh ideal as MacMainfuune.
fur the authorized MacMainFhune
dealer or distributor nearest you, call
1-800-289-2526, ext. 'Zl. Or write
Avatar Technologies, 99 South Street,
Hopkinton,
Massachu
setts01748.
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Connecting the
DOS
PC to Mac and back - child's play or
wiring headache?
ransferring information be
ween PCs and Macs can be as
1mple as a child's puzzle. But the
]
est solution for you to get data
from point A to point B may not al
ways be a straight line. How you go
about shuffling information depends
not only on your budget but also on the
type of information involved.
There are three basic ways to move
data between PCs and Macs: (I) direct
connection (including modem connec
tions); (2) external disk drives (Mac
drives attached to the PC, PC drives
a ttached to the Mac); and ( 3) network
connections. There is also a fourth ap
proach, DOS coprocessors that run on
Macs, but this solution depends on one
of the three previous approaches for
sharing data between machines.

DIRECT CONNECTION
The simplest and cheapest connec
tivity solution is to get a serial cable,
which you purchase or make yourself,
and two telecommunications software
packages, one for the Mac and one for
the PC. If the machines can 't be placed
close enough for a direct connection,
you can communicate between them
with modems. Modems are, of course,
more expensive than a cable. They're
also slower. Direct wire connections
can send data at speeds of up to 57 ,600
baud, while few people have modems
that run faster than 2400 baud.

Maclink Plus
A number of companies sell Mac
to-PC cables bundled with software

Y HENRY BOATMAN
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Maclink Plus

for making the transfer. Most of these
are controlled from the Macintosh.
The best of the lot - no question
about it - is MacLink Plus, from
DataViz. The complete package,
which sells for $195, includes a serial
cable, software for both the PC and the
Mac, and a manual.
First the cable. Low marks here,
gang. The cable you get won't work
with Mac 5 I 2Ks - you have to send it
back for a replacement. But more im
portantly, it doesn 't function with ATs
or PS/2 machines, either. For that,
you'll need to find an adapter.
But the software - we looked at
version 2.11 - is the best transfer and
translation program available. In ad
dition to providing very thorough con
trol, it contains the most complete set
of PC/Mac file-format translators
around. In fact, both Dayna and
TOPS license the MacLink Plus trans
lator from DataViz for use in their
products.
The MacLink Plus software comes
on two disks, one for the PC and one
for the Mac. The PC disk contains a
batch file that automatically creates a
DOS subdirectory and copies all the
required files to it. To set up the PC for
a transfer, you simply type MLPC at
the DOS prompt. The rest is done on
the Mac side.
The Mac software has four major
function s, which you walk through in
sequence. In Set Mode, you choose one
of four transfer styles. Most users will
choose either MacLink Mode, for PC
to-Mac transfers, or Local Desktop
Mode, for translating files that have
already been transferred to the Mac.

'*

Fil e

t:cli t

or
modem

Com Por11

Set Communications selects the
type of computer with which you're
connecting. The choice is between a
PC and another Mac, but DataViz
sells other products that allow you to
connect to Wang or NBI word
processing systems as well. You also
choose between direct and modem
connections and set your baud rate.
The program includes software for
controlling a modem connection. For
direct connections, MacLink Plus sup
ports speeds up to 57 ,600 baud.
The Set Translators function de
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Maclink Plus, in addition
to providing full
telecommunications
control between PCs and
Macs, offers the most
complete set of file
format translators
available. It's a must for
anyone who regularly
shares data between
operating systems.
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fines those formats you want. to con
vert. DataViz assumes that you know
what types of file formats you want to
translate, so you select formats first,
then files. You choose which direction
you want to go, then select a pair of file
formats, one on each side.
The final step is to Select Files. Only
those files that meet the criteria select
ed in Set Translators are displayed in
Select Files. This function is slightly
misnamed because, unfortunately, you
can select only a single file at a time.
This is one of the few shortcomings of
MacLink Plus.
One of the most significaqt features
of the MacLink Plus translators is that
DataViz has implemented them in Ap
ple File Exchange format as well. The
AFE-compatible translators come as
part of the MacLink Plus package or
can be purchased separately for. $159.
(For more on MacLink. Plus, see
"Gimme an A" in this issue.)

QuickShare
QuickShare, from Compatible Sys
tems, uses a SCSI connection to trans
fer files between PCs and Macs. But,
you protest, PCs don't have SCSI
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• Connecting the DOS

QuickShare

ports. True, and that's why the Quick
Share package contains a PC card that
provides one. Sorry, no support yet for
microchannel machines. Compatible
Systems also provides a JO-foot SCSI
cable and a terminator, which you in
sert between the cable and the PC
card.
The card is preset for a SCSI ID of
6, and the manual cautions you to
make sure no other device on the SCSI
bus is already set · to 6. We tried to
check this with the handy SCSI BUS 4

•

rue

Edi t

Op ti on s

cdev and corrupted the System file on
an SE inte rnal 40-megabyte hard disk.
Twice. We didn 't experiment a third
time. We don ' t know whose fault it is,
. and we're not blaming Compatible
Systems (although we're not absolving
them either). We're just warning you.
QuickShare's main function is to
enable you to use a portion of a PC's
hard disk as a virtual Macintosh hard
disk. The QSINST program included
on the 5.25-inch disk that comes with
QuickSha re prompts you through the
required steps. You then type
QUICKSHR at the DOS prompt, re
boot your M ac, and - voila! - the
QuickShare hard disk icon a ppears on
your Mac. You can even copy System
software to it and boot your Mac from
the PC! (We still haven't figured out
why a nyone would want to do this, but
we can't help being impressed.)
Not surprisingly, if you don ' t run
the QUICKSHR program on the PC
before you boot the Mac, the Mac
won't be able to access the PC's virtual
hard disk. More annoying, when the
QuickShare cable is connected, the PC
must be turned on before yo1,1 turn on
the Mac or the Mac won' t boot. That
holds. true even if you don 't want to
access the virtual hard disk.
For file transfer, QuickSh are's
· SCSI connection is fast. But don't
make the mistake of thinking th a t, be
cause part of your PC ha rd disk is be
ing used as a virtual Mac disk , its MS
DOS files will somehow mag ically
appear on the Mac's desktop as well.
They don ' t. For that you must use the
standa lone PC Transfer application
that comes with QuickShare. This pro
· gram, which has an interface similar to
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MacChuck, while not a
DDS coprocessor, allows
control ol a PC from the
Mac. The GETMAC and
PUTMAC utilities are
used to transfer files
from and to a Macintosh
disk, respectively.
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MacChuck

that of Font/DA Mover, lets you
transfer multiple files in either direc
tion. No translators are provided.
At $465, it 's a rather expensive way
to go if all you want to do is get data
from here to there. But if you're won
dering what to do with those old XTs
now that you've got ATs and PS/2's,
or if you ha ve some spare hard-disk
capacity on your MS-DOS machine
th at the Mac could profit from, Quick
Share offers a unique solution.

MacChuck
Then there's MacChuck, from
Vano Associa tes, which takes yet a n
other approach . With MacChuck, you
string a serial cable between the mo
dem port of the Mac and the PC's
COM I: port, as usual. The cable is a
9-pin to 25-pin, but it comes with two
adapters, one for each end. The adapt
er for the PC end of the cable (which

goes from a 25- pin plug to a 9-pin
socket) is the real gem. Users of DOS
machines will understa nd why.
MacChuck's approach is novel.
R a ther than just sending files across
the wire, it se nd s the PC's screen im
age over to the Mac - and allows the
user to control it from a window on the
Mac screen. The Mac's keyboa rd be
comes a piggyback PC keyboard.
This is the mai n adva ntage of Mac
Chuck over other solutions in the same
general category. Not only can you
move files back and forth , but you can
actually control PC software from the
M acintosh. Some softwa re. It has to be
completely text-based. Applications
suc h as Microsoft Word (the PC ver
sion) send MacChuck into graphics
mode. All you see is a gray screen and
yo u can't do a nything. However, for
the applica tion s that it does support,
yo u get limited cut-and-paste ca pa bili
ty, si nce the M ac's menus are active, as
a re DAs.
File transfer per se is, however, a bit
problematic. You ' re supposed to be
a ble to use the sta ndard DOS COPY
command, addressing the Mac as the
MAC: device. We could never get it to
work. Two other programs that come
with M acC huck, GETMAC and
PUTMAC, can be used from the DOS
prompt to t ra nsfe r files from M ac to
PC and from PC to Mac, respectively.
These worked more successfully, but
having to choose a different program
depending on which direction yo u're
transferrin g data doesn't rate high
ma rks in our ease-of-use column. And

MacChuck offers only limited file con
version/translation capability.
This is not a product we would
choose, although we hear reports that
a number of people are very pleased
with it. At $79.95 it's certainly worth
checking out yourself.

Laplink Mac
The last entry in this category, La p
Link Mac from Traveling Softwa re, is
controlled from the PC rather than
from the Mac. Nevertheless, its inter
face is very well done, and the program
is easy to use. To in sta ll it, you string
the by- now-familiar serial cable from
modem port to COM I: - but Travel
ing Softwa re's cable is the best of the
bunch. Come on, you say, it's just a
cable. But you wouldn't say that if all
you had was the Data Viz cable a nd a n
AT. You'd be cursing. The cable th a t
comes with La pLink Mac has two con
nectors on each end: on the Mac side, a
DIN -8 for Plus, SE, and II users and a
D B-9 for 512KE users; on the PC side,
a DB-25 for PCs a nd XTs a nd a DB-9
for ATs and PS/2's.
Once the cable is in place, you install
one file on the M ac and one on the PC
(one is such a refreshing number); type
LLMAC a t the DOS prompt a nd dou
ble-click on the La pLink Mac icon on
the Macintosh. You're up a nd run
ning.
The software is menu-driven; menu
items are selected with single key
strokes. On the left side of the screen ,
you see a n MS-DOS directory; on the
right , a Macintosh directory. The cur-

sor keys help you navigate these direc
tory structures. And there is ample on
line help.
It's possible to copy multiple files a t
once, but you must select them by
"tagging" them from within the
Group funct ion. A little clunky, but it
works. File conversion is limited to
stripping out or inserting line feeds and
to converting files to straight ASCII
by removing formatting control codes.
My pick in this category: MacLink
Plus - but let's hope Data Viz does
something about the cable. (Let's see,
where did tha t MacChuck adapter
go?) If you'd rather work from an MS
DOS machine, LapLink M ac is what
you want.

Laplink Mac displays a
DOS directary on the left
half and a Macintosh
directory on the right half
of the screen. Single·
keystroke menu
commands control its
file-copying functions.

EXTERNAL DISK DRIVES
If you can't place a PC and a Mac
close enough to connect them directly,
and if telecommunicating via modems
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• Connecting the DOS

is either too expensive or too slow for
your needs, then consider an external
disk drive. The idea here is to attach a
PC disk drive to a Mac - three of the
products we looked at take this route
- or vice versa.
You might think that Apple's PC
5.25 Drive would be the place to start
in this category. But Dayna did a bet
ter job. The DaynaFile costs more 
between $650 and $1 ,000, depending
on the configuration you choose - but
it is implemented with brilliance and
with a more Mac-like interface than
can be found in the Apple product.

Dayna File
The DaynaFile connects to the
Mac's SCSI port, which makes it easy
to move the drive from one machine to
another. To use it, just plug it in, drag
the DaynaFile device driver into your
System folder, and reboot. Pop a PC
disk into the drive, wait a few seconds
and - presto! - a PC disk icon ap
pears on the Finder's desktop. The
beauty is that it acts exactly like any
other Macintosh disk. The DaynaFile
driver reads the DOS directory struc
ture and creates a Finder-accessible
substitute, which it then writes back to
the disk. From then on, as far as the
Mac is concerned, it's folder time.
Copying files from one machine's disk
to another is just a fami lia r drag of the
mouse. You can even initialize a DOS
disk from the Finder's Speci al menu .
MacLink Plus Translators for
DaynaFile is available from Data Viz,
for $125, but it does not include the
communications portion of MacLink
Plus and won 't work with AFE.
In the latest release of the software,
version 2.1, Dayna added a powerful
new feature, which they call "exten
sion mapping." DOS files usually have
an eight-character name, followed by
a three-character extension; the two
parts are separated by a period. Many
DOS applications use a specific exten
sion (PC PageMaker, for instance,
uses .PUB) to identify their files. Ex
tension mapping enables you to specify
a Macintosh type and creator for any
extension.
This will allow files residing on or
copied from PC disks to appear with
Macintosh icons that will launch Mac
112
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DOS Boot
DOS coprocessors that run on the Macintosh are an unlikely choice for anyone who
simply wants to share data files between PCs and Macs. This is not by any means
their main calling in life. In tact, without using either a direct connection, an external
disk drive, or a network as an accessory, coprocessors don't provide much of a so
lution at all for file transfer. But because they are an important part of the DOS-to
Mac/ OS picture, we will examine them briefly to see what they do offer in this area.
Mac286: AST's long-awaited Mac286 is a NuBus implementation of an IBM PC AT
compatible. It comes on two NuBus cards, which must be installed in adjacent Mac
II slots. One card contains a connector to which an Apple PC 5.25 Drive can be at
tached. The drive was required hardware for the initial release of Mac286. Version
1.01, which shipped at press time, eliminates this dependency.
The Mac286 application is launched from the Macintosh, but you must have the
DOS system disk in the 5.25-i nch drive when you start up - at least the first time
- or DOS will not be able to boot. Your first task is to create a virtual DOS hard
disk (the C: drive) on a portion of your Macintosh hard disk, which the manual
guides you through smoothly. AST has implemented the virtual disk in an unusual
way. While you specify a maximum size for the virtual disk, only a portion of it is
used initially; it grows as you add more files to it. This saves disk space but, as the
manual cautions, can cause DOS errors later if your Macintosh files spill over into
the space that DOS thinks should be available for its use.
Since Mac286 requires that a 5.25-inch drive be connected, copying from this A:
drive is the most likely way of moving applications and already-existing data files to
the DOS virtual hard disk. You can copy DOS files from either the A: or C: (virtual
DOS) drive to the Mac, which is addressed as the D: drive.
Copying in the reverse direction is also possible. But, unfortunately, Mac286 can't
handle Macintosh file or folder names that do not conform to DOS standards. If you
want to transfer in this direction, you will have to restrict your Mac filenames to
eight characters plus a three-character extension, with none of that Macintosh funny
stuff, like spaces, in them.
SoftPC: " Synthetic hardware " is what Insignia Solutions calls SoftPC, their
software emulation of an IBM PC XT. You don't see any hardware because there
isn't any. The whole deal comes on four disks. Six, actually, but you use only four of
them. Which four depends on whether you install the 2-megabyte or the 4-megabyte
version. SoftPC will typically be used on a Mac 11, but it also can be installed on an
accelerated SE with at least 2 megabytes of memory. The installation procedure is

applications when double-clicked. Not
bad , huh?
You have to be a little careful how
you apply this fea ture. If, for example,
you map the .DOC extension to the
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Daynafile extends the
look and feel of the Mac
to PC disks, allowing
them to appear on the
Mac's desktop as if they
were Macintosh disks.
Copying and deleting
files, creating directories,
and even initialization all
can be done with familiar
Macintosh clicks and
drags.

DaynaFile Drive
simple, and you are prompted through it. A virtual C: drive with DOS already
installed is created on your Mac hard disk during the process.
Creating and properly formatting a second virtual disk {drive D:) is a more
confusing prospect - at least it was for this semi-DOS-literate user. And even after
I got it working, I had a lot of trouble keeping the right drive letter pointing at the
right file on the Mac hard disk so that directories appeared when I expected them.
Logical drive E: Is used to point to files stored on regular Macintosh-formatted
floppies and hard disks. At any given time, you can point drive E: at any single folder
on any one disk and access the files contained therein. A menu is used to select the
folder drive 8 points to.
SoftPC has three ways of loading DOS applications and data files onto its virtual
C: and D: drives on the Mac. (1) If supports Apple's PC 5.25 Drive, which it
addresses as drive A: (the DaynaFile is not supported). (2) Drive E: allows it to ac
cess DOS files that previously have been copied to the Macintosh. SoftPC also uses
drive E: to address a DaY'naFile, AppleShare servers, or TOPS volumes - anything
that the Finder supports. (3) Using the SlavePC program provided by Insignia and a
serial connection between the Mac and an MS-DOS machine, SoftPC can control the
A: drive of the attached machine as if it were its own. Insignia provides only the pin
outs for the cable needed for this approach, not the cable itself.
All this is rather circuitous for our taste. We also had an unpleasant experience
trying to run XyWrite under SoftPC. We couldn't. The screen seemed to have a mind
of its own and paid no attention whatsoever to our feeble attempts to control it. But
we should point out that we made no attempt at exhaustive testing. SoftPC is
supposed to do a great job with Flight Simulator.
At $595 SoftPC is certainly a cost-effective alternative to the Mac286, which sells
for nearly three times as much.
Mac+ PC SE: This coprocessor, from Perfect Tech, is one of a family of three. We
did not see the Macintosh Plus or Macintosh II versions. In fact, we can't really say
we saw the SE version, either.
After several unsuccessful attempts to boot DOS - we're talking system crash, here
- we finally got it up and running. But then we were unable to transfer files from either
the DaynaFile or the Infinity MS without crashing again. Both of these drives are
supposedly supported. More crashes were waiting for us when we tried using the
supplied serial cable and Perfectlink software. It was about at this point that we decided,
despite our California location, not to encourage our readers to share this experience.
configurations. You can get either one
or two drives. Both 5.25-inch and 3.5
inch drives are available (the 3.5-inch
drives do not read Mac disks, they read
3.5-inch DOS disks). The 5.25-inch

ble. Another caution: Extension map
ping changes don't take effect until
you reboot. It's easy to miss this point
in the manual.
The DaynaFile comes in several
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Files on disks mounted
on Apple's PC 5.25 Drive
are transferred to the
Macintosh with Apple File
Exchange and can be
simultaneously
translated to a different
format. AFE is
"expandable"; new
translators are added by
dragging them into the
same folder as the
application.
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drives can be either 360K or 1.2-mega
bytes a nd the 3.5-inch drives can be
either 720K or 1.44 megabytes. The
two-drive units come in various combi
nations. (And, yes, in case you're won
dering, with the two-drive units you
can copy files from one PC disk to the
other by dragging their icons with the
mouse.)
Last point: The DaynaFile's exter
nal power supply is almost as large as
the disk drive itself. Yuck.

PC 5.25 Drive
The features of Apple's PC 5.25
Drive pale by comparison. It works
with the SE or the Mac II only, be
cause it requires an add-on card to
drive it. And by the time the shooti ng is
done, it's not all that much cheaper:
$399 for the drive and $129 for the
ca rd. If you install a PC Drive 5.25
card in your SE, add a few more dol
lars for installation and you can kiss
your expansion slot goodbye. If you in
stall it yourself, you can kiss your war
ranty goodbye too.
Installing the card, however, doesn't
give you immediate access to DOS
files. Its interface is not transparent
like tha t of the DaynaFile. Given all
the hoopla about graphic interfaces,
I
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· • Connecting the DOS

(Contest: How fast can you find your
Utilities disk? And the manual ?) This
approach is too splintered. Apple
should have sprung for the extra disk
a nd manual inside the box with the
drive.
As for AFE's features, its workings
a re discussed in " Gimme An A" else
where in this issue - but here's a short
rundown . It is designed to move files

Apple PC 5.25 Drive

not only between PC and Macintosh
computers but also between Apple
IIGS machines running PRO-DOS
and either MS-DOS or Mac/OS as
well. It includes only a single transla
tor, DCA/RTF to MacWrite (and the
reverse). But it is easily extensible.
Any software vendor can · write an
AFE translator that can be incorporat
ed into AFE simply by dragging it into

Reach Out and Touch Some DOS

A

we went to press, Novell announced a fall release date for NetWare for
Macintosh. This latest entry in the Mac-PC connectivity market will give Mac
users access to the world's largest installed base of networked PCs.
Needless to say, Apple is enthusiastic about NetWare Mac. NetWare is the
AppleTalk of the PC world. More than 220,000 NetWare servers currently exist,
supporting 2 million users, and it's the network of choice in corporate PC
communications. Thus, Novell's adoption of the AppleTalk Filing Protocol for its
Macintosh product should further enhance the Mac's marketability as a business
machine.
Novell says NetWare Mac will be fully compatible with both AppleTalk and
AppleShare, providing a "transparent" connection between Macs and PCs. When a
NetWare server is connected to AppleTalk, you'll see it as a standard AppleShare
server. DOS files will be shown in the Mac's HFS format, and the folder/file access
privileges familiar to AppleShare users won't change. Mac and PC users will have
full access to each other's files and data, and no conversion will be necessary for
applications that share file formats, such as Excel and WordPerfect. In addition, 18
software companies - Aldus, Ashton-Tate, and Lotus among them - have agreed
to provide product support for NetWare Mac and NetWare 2.15.
·
Printing should be a snap, since NetWare Mac will allow Mac and PC users to
share access to Apple's new LaserWriters, as well as to third-party printers that use
AppleTalk. If you 'd rather spool it, the network supports the AppleTalk Printer
Access Protocol.
Not only will NetWare be Mac compatible. it will make the Mac fully NetWare
compatible. Novell's Open Protocol Technology will enable Macs to talk to PCs that
use a variety of operating systems. including DOS, Windows/386, and OS/2, and to
larger computers like VAX systems and IBM mainframes. Gateways and remote
bridges could extend the network even farther. Future versions of NetWare Mac
might connect the Mac to networks such as Token Ring and Arcnet and might
provide E-mail services for chatting with PC users as well as folks on systems such
as IBM Profs and DISOSS. Mac users will also benefit from NetWare's 2 gigabytes
of maximum disk storage and its data-protection schemes, which include redundant
directories. read-after-write verification. and mirrored drives.
NetWare Mac's initial release will support LocalTalk and EtherTalk. You can
install the software on either a NetWare file server or an external bridge. For small,
cost-conscious networks. a dedicated file server is probably the best bet. Larger
installations may find a bridge more efficient than installing NetWare on each
server.
To tap into an existing NetWare setup, you will need a copy of Netware for
Macintosh ($200) and the appropriate LocalTalk adapter, available from Novell this
fall. The LocalTalk NL1000 ($250) works with the AT bus; the LocalTalk NL/2
($350) supports the Micro Channel. The software is not copy-protected, and you
have to buy only.one copy per site. NetWare Mac will only work with version 2.15 of
NetWare, also scheduled to ship this fall. Owners of versions 2.1 and up can
upgrade for $200 per file server; new users will have to pay $1,395 to $4,695,
depending on how many bells and whistles they want.
If NetWare for Macintosh lives up to its press, it could become the definitive

ease of use, and the rest, it seems like a
logical way to go. Maybe Apple
couldn't bear the thought of having a
PC disk appear on the desktop next to
a Mac disk.
Hmm ... , I wonder if they' ll sue
Dayna for violating the Macintosh's
look and feel.
Anyway, what they really should
have done was go Day na one better.
They should not only have had PC
disks appear on the desktop but they
also should have written software that
would ask you if you wanted to do a
translation when you dragged a file
icon from one disk to another. The dia
log could go something like this: "You
are copying a Macintosh file to a PC
· disk. Would you like to perform a file
· translation?"
Instead, to use the PC 5.25 Drive
you have to use Apple File Exchange.
Curiously, this ships not with the drive
but as part of the M aci ntosh System
software (version 5.0 and later). The
manual that comes with the drive
barely mentions Apple File Exchange,
referring to it only long enough to tell
you to make sure your dealer gives you
the Macintosh Utilities disk and its ac
. companying manual, wherein AFE's
workings are detailed . Of course, by
the time you get home and read the
manual, being told what you should
have also gotten is not much help.
114
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the same folder as the application. Ap
ple is leaving the task of writing addi
tional translators to third parties.
While AFE is designed to work with
Apple's PC 5.25 Drive, and does so
automatically, it can also be used as a
standalone to translate files that have
already been transferred to the Macin
tosh.
While it's generally a dependable
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Peripheral Land's Infinity MS drive
is designed primarily to use specially
formatted 5.25-inch disks as I 0-mega
byte removable Macintosh "hard
disks." The Infinity connects to the
Macintosh through the SCSI port.
When used in its normal mode, the re
movable I 0-megabyte disks appear on
the desktop just like any other Mac
disk .
What makes the Infinity MS nota
ble is that, using the standalone MSD
> MAC application that comes with
the drive, it can also read MS-DOS
360K and 1.2-megabyte 5.25-inch
disks. But since the drive expects to see
I 0-megabyte removable disks, if you
don' t start up the MSD-> MAC pro
gram within a few seconds after you
insert a PC disk into the drive, you get
a "This is not a Macintosh disk" mes
sage. We could think of a smoother
approach.
No translators are bundled with the
drive, but it is compatible with Mac
Link Plus.
We didn't have the greatest luck

SoltPC can create
multiple "virtual" DOS
drives, using portions of
a Mac ti's hard disk.
Logical drive E: Is used to
access true Macintosh
files.
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Infinity

program, we did get it to crash, and
rather dramatically. We weren't even
trying very hard. Unfortunately, since
we can't animate the printed page, we
can't show you all the neat screen ef
fects that accompanied the crash, but
it was spectacular.
Users expect more from Apple.
They're supposed to be the interface
masters. They publish manuals telling

C!!!
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lli!!1

lfi!
111
Tris!\

network not only for Mac"PC connections but for Mac-everything. For more
information, contact Novell at 122 East 1700 South, Provo, UT 84601; (801) 379
5900. You can also connect to the Novell demo !3ulletin Board System (BOS) at
(800) 444-4472 using NVSOF4 as the access code. The BBS is set up to work with 8
bits, no parity, 1 stop bit, and 1200 baud.
- Aileen Abernathy
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Firstlesson:
Inventory Control or Professional Billing . . $239.
359.
Professional or Retail Business 3 Pak .

Visit us at the
MacWorld Exposition
in Boston, MA
August 10-13, Booth 1540
Bayside Exposition Center

Cricket Software
Pict-0-Graph (color on the Mac fl) . .
C ricket Graph (multiple windows) . ... . . . .
C ricket Draw (advanced draw capabilities)
Cricket Presents (MacPlus, SE &fl) ......
Data Viz
Maclink Plus (transfer Mac/IBM data) . . . .
Davidson ... CP
Math Blaster! (grades 1-6). . . . . . . . . . . . .
Deneba Software

SOFTWARE
All software is not copy-protected unless
specified copy-protected (CP) .
Aat rix Software
Aatrix Payroll ..... ...... . ... ... .. . $115.
Aatrix Payroll PLUS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 189.

Aba Software
" Draw it again, Sam " (paint program) . . .. 89.

Access Technology
MindWrite 2.0 . .. ...... . . . .. . .. . . . . . 95.
MindWrite Express (WP file exchange) . . . 149.
Trapeze (spreadsheet & graphics) . . . . . . 159.

Symantec

MacSQZ!-Squecze your spreadsheets and stop
pushing the limits of your hard disk. Works
automatically as you open & save ...... S49.
Ashton-Tate
Full Paint (expanded paint program) . ..... 69.
Ful!Write (WP wlpage layout capabilities) 275.
dBASE Mac (relational. req. MacPlus)
295.
Berkeley System Design
Stepping Out II (screen extender). . . . . .
54 .
Blyth
Omnis 3 Plus/Express (database) . . . . . . 275.
Omnis 3 Plus/Express (2·5 users) . .. .... 489.
Bogas Productions
Studio Session (music creation) . ....... . 49.

Acius
4th Dimension (relational database) . . . .

529.

Adobe Systems
Adobe Illustrator '88 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 325.
The Collector's Edition (EPS clip-art) ... .. 79.
Adobe Type i...ibraries . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . call
Newsletters (Century Old Style, ITC Franklin
Gothic, ITC Galliard) . . .. .. . .. ........ 269.

Merriam.Webster's Thesau rus . . .
36.
Comment 2.0 (electronic Post-It notes) .... 54 .
54 .
Canvas DA (contains 80% of Canvas) . . .
Canvas 1.0 (free upgrade to 2.0) . . . . . . . . 109.
Coach (interactive spell checker) . .. . . . .. . 54 .
Coach Professional. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 109.

DreamMaker
MacGallery (HyperCard or MacPaint format) 29.
Dubl-Click Software
Calculator Construction Set. . . . . . . . . . . . . 36.
World-Class Fonts! (1 & 2 thru 5 & 6) each 45.
WetPaint Clip Art (1 &2 thru 15 & 16) each 45.

Electronic Arts
Thunder! (Batteries Included spell checker) 30.
Disk Tools Plus (8 DAs plus tools) . . . . . . . . . 31 .
61 .
Delu xe Music Construction Set . . . . . . .

Enzan-Hoshigumi USA
MacCalligraphy (create unique designs) .. 109.
Japanese Clip Art . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . call

Farallon Computing
MacRecorder'MSound System ... . . . ... 145.

129.
165.

First Shapes, KidTalk, Math Talk Fractions,
MathTalk, SmoothTalker, Speller Bee . .each 32.

175.
119.
128.
145.
195.

Comic People (create your own characters) 25.
Comic Strip Factory (create cartoons) . . . . . 45.

BrainPower
StatView 512 + (full-featured). ... . . . . . . ..
DataScan (converts charts to numbers) . . . .
DesignScope (electronic circuit design) . . : .
MathView Professional (num. analysis) . . . .
ArchiText (search, link & manage text). . . . .

Bravo Technologies
MacCalc (easy to use spreadsheet) ... . ...
Bright Star Technology
Alphabet Blocks (teaches phonetic sounds)
Talking Tiles (preschool phonetics) . . . . . . . .
HyperAnimator (adds personalized speech)
Broderbund ... CP
Jam Session (create your own tunes) . . . . . .
Print Shop (create cards and memos) . . . . . .

Foundation Publishing

79.

Freesoft
Red Ryder 10.3 (communications) . . . . . . . 55.

FWB Software
Hard Disk Partition . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 45.
Hard Disk Util (program backup) . .. .. .... 54 .

32.
79.
89.
30.
36.
60.

Aegis Development

Geometry or Physics . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Doug Clapp 's Word Tools . . . .... .. . .. . 42.

CAMDE

Affinity Microsystems
Affinifile (DA filer) .
46.
Tempo 1.2 (macros for your Mac!) ... .. . . 52.
Tempo II (power user's macro utility) . .. . .. 89 .
Allan Bonadio Associates
Expressionist 2.0 (equation processor) .. . 79.
ALSoft
DiskExpress (maximize disk performance) 26.
Font/DA Juggler Plus (wlsound utility) .. . . 32.
Altsys
FONTastic Plus 2.0 (advanced font editor) 54 .
Fontographer (LaserWriter font editor) . .. 239.
Ars Nova

Nutri·Calc Plus (full-featured program) . .. 175.
CasadyWare
Fluent Fonts (two-disk set) . . .
. .. . . 27.
Fluent Laser Fonts (Vols. 1-19) . . . . . . . each 45.
CE Software
Calendar Maker (create custom calendars) 28.
Disktop (powerful DA Finder) . .. .. .... . . . 28.
OuicKeys (reduce mouse movements) .... 54.
OuickMail (10 users) . .... . . ......... . 179.
Challenger Software
Mac3D (30 graphics, CAD features) ..... 119.
Chang Labs
Rags to Riches 3-Pak (GL , AR, &AP) . . . . . 289.
C.A.T. (contacts. activities, time) . .. .... . 239.

Practica Musica . . .. . . .... . . ... .. .... 79.

27 .

. 65.
. 65.

Borland International

. Odesta
GeoQ11ery-lnformation based on location needs
ageographical database for intuitive searches
and sorting. Includes popular templates S295.

145.

Fifth Generation Systems
Suitcase (font and DA utility) .... . .. .. . .. 37.
PowerStation (alternative to Finder) ..... .. 37.
FastBack Mac (powerful backup utility) . ... 54 .
1stByte .. . CP

Country, Heavy Metal , or String Quartet ... 15.
Sidekick (includes MacPlan) . . . . . . . . . .
Turbo Pascal (HFS compatible) . . . . . . . .
Eureka: The Solver .. .. .. . . . . .... ....
Reflex Plus (info management tool) .....

105.
119.
169.
289.

BrainPower

Da1115can-Analyze thosegraphs and gets to the
real info. DataScan converts your charts to
easily read numeric data ... .... ...... S119.

'~t

8000 feet7 you get used to waiting!7

11

Ccntlemen,
1 just wanted to drop you a note express
ing my delight in your speedy service.
11
You see, O uray1 Colorado is well known
for jeeping. hot sprin~s, mayor C.W.
McCall of 11Convoy fame, and some
great scenes from the movie 11True Grit!'
But here at 8000 feet, where the snow
11

in the hills can still be deep in May, and
it's a 40 minute drive (one way) to the
nearest supermarket1 you get used to
~-/v;
/
waiting for mail order del.iveries. And
waiting. And waiting. Not with you
guys. lit (ao, rhis is the 011/y time I have
Robert R. Wier
ever received a pachlge in 24 hours!'
Ouray, CO
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shipping.

$199.
lnBox Starter Kit (CP) .
lnBox Personal Connection (Mac or PC) ... call

myDisklabeler wl Color (req. lmageWriter II) $31 .
myDiskLabeler wlLaserWriter option . . .... 34 .

Symmetry

WordPerfect

Acta (outline/writing desk accessory) . . .
36.
HyperDA (view HyperCard stacks) . . . .
38.
PictureBase (clip art manager. 512k) . . .... 58.

WordPerfect Mac (word processor)

3G Graphics
Images with Impact (Postscript'" clip-art) . . 59.

Telegraphies

Lookup (90,000 word dictionary) . . .
Findswell (locate documents fast)
Spellswell (spelling checker)
Spellswell Legal or Medical Dictionary .

HyperTutor (Hyper Talk tutonal) . ..... . . . . 30.

Zedcor

Think Educational •.• CP

ZBasic (fast basic compiler) . . . . . . .
DeskPaint 2.0 (DA paint product) ..

MacEdge II or Mind Over Mac . .... . .. .. 28.

185.

Working Software
29.
29 .
42 .
54 .
65.
75.

T/Maker

Symantec
L1glitS11wf C 3.0- The ultimate development
environment. Features extremely fast compiler,
faster linker, multi-window text editor, &
powerfulsource-level debugger .... ... .. S95.
Simon & Schuster
Typing Tutor IV (typing instruction) . . . . . .

35.

ClickArt Personal Graphics. Ettects.
Publications. Letters Vol. 1 or 2.
Holidays, Business Images . ....... .each
Christian Images . . . . . . . .
Bombay. Plymouth. or Seville Laser font . . .
EPS Illustrations (over 3 Meg's worth). . .
Write Now 2.0 ('NP w/100,000 spell checker)

GAMES
28.
35.
45.
75.
109.

MacPro Football . . . . . . . . . .

TOPS

Guitar Wizard or Rainy Day Games .

TOPS Teleconnector (DINB or DB9) . . . .
39.
TOPS (file-server/LAN software) .
. . 119.

Blue Chip . . . CP

75.

27.

Ferrari Grand Prix or Fokker Tri Plane . . . .

32.

Electronic Arts . . . CP
Ogre (tank simulation) . . . . . . . . . . . . .
20.
Patton vs Rommel or Scrabble .
27.
. . . . . . . . . . 28.
Chessmaster 2000 . .

Epyx ... CP
42.
49.
59.

Sub Battle Simulator . .
Winter Games (Olympic even ts).

GoorGrandSlamTennis...

TMLSystems
TML Pascal II-Create any type of Macintosh
program. ative code Pascal compiler includes
complete 1\i\acintosh Programmer's Workshop
software & documentation . . . . . . .
S79.

Springboard .. . CP
Art a la Mac Volume 1 or 2 . . . . . . . . . . . . . 23.
Early Games (counting. shapes, ages 2·6) . . 28.
Certificate Maker (over 200 certificates!) .
24.
Certificate Maker Library Vol. 1
18.

SuperMac Software
54 .
82.
199.
54 .
199.
155.
259.

Survivor Software
62.

Symantec

24 .

Infinity Software ... CP

35.
45.

SuperGlue (total graphic integration) .
52.
The Curator (access your artwork) . ...... . 79.

24 .
24.

Greene, Inc. . .. CP
Crystal Quest (top-rated color arcade) . .

Solutions, Inc.
SmartScrap & The Cl ipper . . . . . . . . . . . . . 35.

MacSOZ! (use w!M1crosoft Excel) .
SUM (comprehensive disk ut1lit1es package)
More (Living Videotext outliner) . .
HFS Navigator (search for bur1ed files) .
Laserspeed (LaserWriter utility)
L1ghtspeed Pascal (great debugge1) .
Lightspeed C (top -rated C Compiler) . . .
CAPP 's for Ligt1tspeed C or Pascal . .

22.

Millionaire (stock market simulation) . ... .. 35.
Ancient Art of War (milita ry strategy) . . . .

27.
58.
43.
56.
85.

Microphone 1.1 (includes Glue"') . ..... . . 119.
Microphone II (MultiFindercompatible) .
229.

MacMoney (personal finance) .

28.

Bullseye ... CP

Software Ventures

SuperSpool 4.0 (very fast. top-rated) . . . .
SuperLaserSpool 2.0 . .
Multi·User SuperLaserSpool .
Diskf1t (backup & restore utility) . .
Network Oiskf1t (automatic back up). . .
Sentinel (encryption) .
Pixel Paint (color Paint program) . .

24.

Broderbund Software . . . CP

Software Discoveries
Merge Write (MacWrite mail merge) . .
Record Holder Plus (data manager)

23 .

Avalon Hill . . . CP
Baudville ... CP

Soft View
MaclnUse (time-use manager) .
TaxView Planner 1987-1991 . . . . . . . . . . .
FormSet Business Forms Edition .

Shanghai (Mah Jongg strategy).

TML Pascal II (new & improved compiler). . . 79.

SoftStyle
Epstart (Epson printer driver. CP).
Laserstart (Hewlett- Packard Laserjet, CP) .
Printworks for the Mac (dot matrix) . . .
Printworks for the Mac (daisywheel . . . . .
Printworks for the Mac (non-Postscript'") . .

Hardball (baseball simulation) .

Activision . . . CP

TMLSystems

SmethersBarnes
Prototyper (design & edit prototypes) . . . .

Accolade . .. CP

TOPS Repeater .

27 .

lnfocom ... CP
Leather Goddesses . . .
........
Beyond Zork . . . . . . .
Classic Mystery Library: Moonmist.
Suspec . & Witness .
Science Fic:ion Classics: Hitchhiker ·s.
Planetfall. &A Mind Forever Voyaging . .
Zork Trilogy . . . . .

24.
30.
36 .
36.
42.

132.

Traveling Software
LAP-LINK Mac .

. ... ... .. . 85.

True BASIC
LANGUAGE & TOOLKITS
True BASIC 2.0 (interpreter & compiler) .... 59.
3D Graphics. Sorting &Searching. Advanced
String. Business Graphics. Scientific Graphics
. .each 49.
or Malhemat1cians ToolKit .
EDUCATIONAL SOFTWARE
Algebra I or II . Pre-Calculus. Trigonometry.
Discrete Math. Probability. Calculus.
Arithmetic & MacFunction
each 35 .
TrueSTAT (statistics) . ....
49.

Unicorn .. . CP
49.
59.
175.
34 .
55.
65.
95.
49.

Animal Kingdom (ages 6-12) .
Math Wizard (ma th games. ages 5-10). .
Decimal Dungeon (ages 9 & up, 1-2 players)
Fraction Action (arcade style format) .
Mac Robots (preschool to age 6) .
Read-A Rama (reading. ag es 5-8) .
William & Macias
DiskFind er (DA disk catalog) .

27.
27.
27 .
27.
27.
32.
29.

True BASIC
1n1<Bi\S/Cl.O- By thepeople who know what
BASIC should belKemeny & Kurtz-original
authors of the BASIC language. New version
include Runtime Library.
. . .... .. S59.

____Connection +
Great Wave Software
Time Masters (learn about time, ages 4 +) $22.
KidsTime (educational, ages 3·8) . . . ... .. 26.
American Discovery (U.S. facts &fun) ..... 39.
Crystal Paint (graphic symmetries) . . . . . . . . 41 .
ConcertWare + (music composition) . . . . . . 39.
ConcertWare + MIDI. . . ... ... . . ...... . 79.
Greene, Inc.
OuickDEX (DA database) . . .... . .... .. . 32.
ldeaform
MacLabeler or DiskOuick . . . . . . . . . . .
27.
HyperBook Maker (print stacks into book) . . 31 .
Imagine
Smart Alarms (DA reminder system) . . . . . . 35.
Multi·user Appointment Diary . . . . . . . . . . . 85.
lnfosphere ... CP
LaserServe (network software) . . . . . . . . . . 62.
ComServe (modem sharer). . . . . . . . . . . . 124.
MacServe (network software) .. ........ 158.
Innovative Data Design
MacDraft (object-oriented graphics) . . . . . . 149.
Intuit
Quicken (personal accounting) . . . . . . . . . . 35.
Kent Marsh Ltd.
The NightWatch or MacSafe . .... .. ... . . 89.
LaserWare
LaserPaint Color II ... . . .. ........... 379.
Layered
Notes for.. .Excel . Works or Word . .... . ... 40.
Insight Expert AR . GL, or AP .. . ..... . . . 479.
Insight Expert Inventory or Time Billing . .. 479 .
Learning Company .. . CP
Reader Rabbit (ages 4· 7) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 33.
Letraset
Image Studio or Ready,Set,Go!4 . ....... 279.
Linguist's Software
SuperFrench/German/Spanish . . . . . . . . . . 39.
MacKanji or MacKorean ..... .... ...... 59.
MacHebrew Scriptures . . . . . . . . .. . . . ... 79 .
MacChinese (supplements available) . . ... 79.
LaserFrench/German/Spanish .. . . .. . ... 79.
LaserGreek, LaserHebrew, or LaserTech ... 79.
Lundeen & Associates
WorksPlus Spell (spell checker for Works). . . 46.
WorksPlus Command (macros for Works) . . 60.
Macro Mind
VideoWorks II HyperCard Driver . . ....
62.
VideoWorks II Accelerator . . . . . . . . . . . .
62.

Kensington .. . 1 year
New 7iirbo Mouse- Twice the speed in half the
space. 200 CPI precision. Advanced button
features.Specify MacPlus, SE, or ll .... . S109.

VideoWorks II (animation tool) .. .... . . . $118.
MacroPac International
·
101 Macros for Excel ..... .. . . .. .. .. . . 44 .
Manhattan Graphics
Ready.Set.Show (presentations) .
289.
MECA
Managing Your Money (finance) . . . . . . . . 129.
Mediagenics (formerly Activision)
Business Class or City to City . . . . . . .
30.
Focal Point or Reports . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 59.
Microlytics
Word Finder (synonym finder) . . . . . . . . .
35.
45.
GOler (text finder) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Microseeds Publishing
Redu x (fast & easy backup utility) . . . . . . . . 65.
Microsoft
Basic Interpreter 3.0 ... .. . . . . . . . . ..... 62.
Microsoft Write 1.0 (wlspell checker) . . . . . . 113.
Multiplan 1.1 or File 1.05 . . . . . . . . . . . . . 119.
Basic Compiler 1.0. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 125.
Fortran 2.2 (compiler) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 189.
Works 1.1 (integrated tool) . . . .... .. . ... 189.
Microsoft Mail (up to four users) . . . . . . . . . 195.
Microsoft Mail (up to 10 users) . . . . . . . . . . 325.

BrightStar Technology
Alplrabe1 Blocks-Let this fully animated talking
elf introduce your child to the magicalworld of
reading. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . S32.
Excel 1.5 (power spreadsheet) . . . . . . . . . 249.
Word 3.02 (powerful word processor) .... 249.
PowerPoint 2.0 (presentations) . ... ..... 249.
Migent
In House Accountant (small business) . . . . 119.
Miles Computing
Orchestra of Fonts Vol. 4 . .. ... ... special 19.
Mac the Ripper Vol. 3 (req. Paint program) . . 27.
Peoples, Places & Things Vol. 5..... . .... 27.
Mindscape
The Perfect Score: SAT (CP) . .
46.
47.
ComicWorks (create your ovyn comics)
GraphicWorks (newsletters &posters) .... . 84 .
Monogram
Dollars &Sense (home, small business) .
81 .
. . 279.
Business Sense (full·featured) . .
Nantucket
McMax (dBASE Ill compatible)
175.
Na'shoba Systems
File Maker 4 (feature-packed database) . . . 175.
Nolo Press
WillMaker 3.0 (prepare your own will) . . .. . . 35.
North Edge Software
Timeslips Ill (time &expense tracking) .... 119.

Manhattan Graphics

RwlvSetShow-Combines the utility of text,
graphics, charting. and presentation manage·
ment software in a single, easy·tO·use
package .... .. . . . . . . .. .... ... . . . . S289.
Odesta
GeoOuery (geographical database) . . . . . 295.
Double Helix II (relational, custom menus) 339.
Olduvai Software
DA·Switcher (unlimited desk accessories) . . 25.
Post ART (clip art, 3 disk set) . . . . . . . . . . . . 35.
lcon·lt! (create custom icon bars) . .. .. ... . 39.
FontShare (share Postscript'"" fonts) . . . ... 149.
Read ·lt!TS (OCR software for Thunderscan) 79.
Read ·lt! (300 dpi OCR software) . . . . . . . . 199.
OWL International
Guide 2.0 (hypertext. free·form info) . .... . 119.
Guide Envelope System .. . ... . . . ...... 99.
Palantir
Mac Type (typing instruction) . . . . . . . . . . . . 31 .
inTalk (communication to emulation) . . ... . 119.
Passport Designs .. . CP
Mastertracks Jr. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . 109.
Mastertracks Pro (music editor) . . . . . . . . . 259.
Clicktracks . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 225.
Peripherals Computers & Supplies
KaleidaGraph (data analysis & graphics) . . 125.
VersaTerm (terminal emulator/comm.) . . . . . 69.
VersaTerm·PRO (powerful terminal prog.) . . 199.
Personal Computer Peripherals
H~Boc~p ............. . . ... . ....
Postcraft International
Laser FX (Postscript'" fonts special effects) 115.
ProVUE Development
OverVUE (power-packed database) . . . . . 149.
Rubicon Publishing ... CP
Dinner At Eight-Encore Edition Bundle . . . . 51 .
Satori
BulkMailer 3.2 (mailing lists) . . . . . . . . . . . . 79.
BulkMailer Plus (up to 90,000 names) . . . 195.
389.
Components GL (customizable) .
Legal Billing (attorneys to accountants)
369.
Legal Billing II (full trust accounting). . . .
539.
Project Billing (architects to engineers) . . . 439.
Sensible Software
Sensible Speller . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . 45.
Sensible Grammar . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 55.
Silicon Beach Software
Silicon Press (printer utility, 512k) .
41.
World Builder (program creator)
41 .
SuperPaint 1.1 (graphics program) . .
79.
Super3D (3D modeling & animation). . . . . 159.
Digital Darkroom (image·enhancement) . . 159.
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to school

MacroMind

Sir-Tech ... CP

Mazewars + (play via modem or network)

$31.

Mac Wizardry (high-ra ted fantasy) . . . . . . $35.

32.

Tetris (the Soviet Challenge) . . . . . . . . . . . . 26.
PT-109. GATO. Orbitor. or Falcon . . .. . . . . 26.

32.

XOR

Microsoft ... CP

SPHERE, Inc.

Flight Simulator (the Mac takes flight) . . .

Micro Sports
MSFL Pro League Football . . . . .

Miles Computing ... CP
Down Hill Racer (30 ski simulation) . . . .
24 .
Harrier Strike Mission II . . . . . . . . . . . . .
27 .
Fool's Errand (puzzles. mazes and more) . . 27.

Pro Challenge (football) . .. . . . .. . . . . . .. 30.
64.
NFL Challenge (wlillustrated handbook)

HARDWARE

Mouse Cleaner 360 ° . .. ... . .. . . .... . $15.
MacTilt or MacTilt SE . . . . . . . . . .
68.
85.
MacTiit (for large monitor) . .

Farallon Computing ... 1 year
PhoneNETAppleTalk 120 . .
. . ....... 9.
PhoneNET PLUS (08 ·9 or OIN-8) . . ..... 36.
PhoneNET StarController•w .
. . . . . . . 1395.
PhoneNET Punch Down Block Wire Kit . .. 69 .
TrafficWatch (monitor network) . . . .
159.

FWB Software ... 1 year

Mindscape .. . CP

HammerDrives (91-300 Meg) .. .. .. . . .. call

Colony (3D adventure) . .
. . . . . . . . . . . 30.
Trust & Betrayal: The Legacy of Siboot.
Crossword Magic. Balance of Power, Deja Vu .
Shadowgate, Uninvited .... . ... . . .each 30.

Hayes ... 2 years

Manufacturer's minimum limited warranty
period is listed after each company name.
Some products in their line may have longer
warranty periods.

Smartcom II (comm unicatio ns) . . . . . . . . . 88.
Smartmodem 1200 . . . . .
299.
Smartmodem 2400 . . . . . . . . .
449 .
MacPlus/SE/11 1200 or 2400 Package .
call

PBI Software ... CP
Strategic Conquest (multi-user) . . . . . . . .

35.

1 Meg SIMMs . . . . . . . . . . call for availability
Abaton ... lifetime
ProPoint ADS (Mac SE or II) . .. . . . . .. . .. 99.

Asher Engineering .• . lifetime
Turbo Trackball (Mac SE or II) . .. . . .. .. .. 79.

AST Research ... 6 months
Mac 286 (M S·OOS on yo ur Mac II) . . .. . .. call
AST Tu rboScan (300 dpi scanner) . . . . . . . call
AST TurboLaser PIS........ . ......... call

Curtis Manufacturing .. . lifetime
SURGE SUPPRESSORS
Safestrip (6 outlets) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Diamond (6 outlets) . . . .. . . . .. . . ... . ..
Emerald (6 outlets; 6 ft cord) . . . . . . . . . . .
Sapphire (3 outlets; EMI/RF/filtered) . . . .
Ruby (6 outlets; EMl/RFI filtered; 6 ft cord)

21 .
32.
36.
47 .
59.

Cutting Edge

BrainPower

Srar View 512 +- The professionaFs data analysis
package. Includes descriptiveandcomparative
statistics, multi-variate and factoranalyses,
graphics and more .. . . . . . .. . . . . . .. . S175.
Primera Software ... CP
Smash Hit Racquetball II .

MAC-101 (specify Mac) . ....... . ..... 139.
HyperDialer (auto-dial for Mac & HyperCard) 26.

20.
21 .
27 .
27 .
27.
24.
24.

The Muzzle (virus protector!)
Mac 11 Workstation. . . . .

31 .
23 .
30.
30.

Silicon Beach Software
Airborne! (CP, digitized sounds). .
Enchanted Scepters (CP. over 200 scenes)
Dark Castle (top-rated arcade action) . .. . .
Beyond Dark Castle (super sequel)
Apache Strike (30 helicopter action)
Simon & Schuster .. . CP
Star Trek-The Kobayashi Adventure .
Promethian Prophecy . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Datadesk ... 2 years

SCSI Interface/Port . . . . . . . . .
. . . 85 .
MacSnap 524 or 524E . .. . .. .. ...... . 195.
MacSnap 524S (512E to 1 Meg w!SCSI) . . . 219 .
MacSnap 548 or 548E . . . . .
399.
MacSnap 548S (512E to 2 Meg w/SCSI) . . 479.
MacSnap 2SE (Mac SE to 2 Meg) . . . . .. . 299.
MacSnap Plus 2 (MacPlus to 2 Meg) .
299.
MacSnap Plus 2H (MacPlus to 2. 5 Meg)
call
MacSnap Plus 4H (Plus/II to 4 Meg) . . . .
call
68020 Accelerator Boards for Mac SE ..... call
1024 Option (1 Meg accelerator or Mac II
memory expansion) . . . .
. . . . . . . . 299.
225.
Math Kit (math co-processor chip set) .

Sierra On-Line ... CP
Leisure Suit Larry (swinging single life) . .
King 's Quest I, II , or 111.. . .... . .
Space Quest (save the universe!)

135.
175.
629.
829.

Mouseway (mouse pad) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 8.
Mouse Pocket (AOB) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 8.
Mac Plu s/Mac SE Cover . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 9.
Printer Stand .. . . .. . ............ . . .. 16.
Disk Drive Cleaning Kit . . . . . .
20.
Macintosh II Stand. . . . . .
20.
Universal Copy Stand . . . . .
. . . ..... 22 .
Extra Long ADS Keyboard Cable
25 .
Anti-glare Filter (for MacPlus or SE)
33 .
Macintosh II Monitor Extension Cable ... . 33 .
Apple Security System . . . . . . . . ...... . 34 .
34 .
SuperBase (tilt/swivel &shell) . . . .
Printer Muffler (80 column) . . . .
43.
58 .
Printer Muffler (1 32 column) . . . .
Printer Muffler Stand (80 c olumn) . .
25.
64 .
MasterPiece 400 . . . . .
MasterPiece Mac II . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 105.

Dove Computer .. . 90 days
22.

Psion ... CP
Psion Chess (30 and multi-lingual) . . . .

CE 105ADB Keyboard . . . . . . . . . . .
800k Disk Drive . . .
The Wedge XL 30 + SCSI Hard Drive . .
The Wedge XL 45 + SCSI Hard Drive . . .

Kensington ... 1 year

Ergotron ... 1 year
65.
call

1-800/Mac&Lisa

Symantec
/11Box-end paper clutter.Send messages through
your AppleTalk nmvorklIncludes message
center and three personalconnections . . S199.
lnBox Personal Co1111ecrto11s-cach add'!Mac . S75.

860U

MacConnectiori"

M acConnection , 14 Mill Street, M arlow, NH 03456

1-800/622-5 472 603/446-7711 FAX 603/446-7791

© Copyright 1988 PC Connection , Inc. M acConncction is a d ivision a nd trademark of PC Connect ion, Inc.
All items subject to availability. Prices subj ect to change without notice.
"Defecti ve software replaced im mediately. Defective hardware replaced or re paired at our d iscretion.

A-B Box (mini DIN-8) .. .
$64
System Saver Mac . ...... .. . . . .
64 .
System Saver SE .. . .. .
64 .
Turbo Mouse (specify MacPlus, SE or II). 109.
Koala Technologies ... 90 days
Mac Vision 1.4 (digitizer) . ... . .
169.
Kraft Systems --- 1 year
3- Button OuickStick (specify Mac type) .
39.
Kurta •. . lifetime
IS ADB Tablet (graphics tablet).
259.
Cordless 4 Button Cu rsor . . . . . . . . . . . . 99.
Migent --- 1 year
Pocket Modem (ext. 30011200 baud) . . . 115.
MSC Technologies ... lifetime
A+ Mouse (optical mouse)
65.
A + Mouse ADB (for Mac SE & II) .
85.
Nutmeg Systems ... 90 days
Nutmeg 15" Monitor (for MacP/us or SE) 1295.
1395.
Nutmeg 15" Monitor (for Mac II) . . .
Nutmeg 19" Plus (for MacP/us or SE) .
1495.
Nutmeg 19" Plus (for Mac II) . . . .
1595.
Nuvotech
Tu rboNet/AppleTalk connecto r cable.
6.
TurboNet ST (self-terminating)
27 .
Orange Micro .. . 1 year
Grappler (universal parallel interface) . .
79.
Passport Designs -·- 90 days
Passport MI DI Interface . . .
95.
MI DI Transport (2 MIDI in, 5 MIDI out)
339.
Personal Computer Peripherals ·-- 2 years
HD-WSI (connects Apple HD 20 to SCSI) 269.
MacBottom HD 21 Meg SCSI. .. ..... .. 749.
MacBottom HD 21 Meg SCSI w/Modem 915.
MacBottom HD 32 Meg SCSI
899.
MacBottom HD 32 Meg SCSI w/Modem 1045.
MacBottom HD 45 Meg SCSI. . .
11 49.
MacBottom HD 45 Meg SCSI w/Modem 1295.
MacBottom HD 70 Meg SCSI
1395.
MacBottom IHD-144 Meg (for Mac II; 1 yr.) 2189.
Practical Peripherals ... 5 years
1200 Baud External Modem
109.
189.
2400 Baud External Modem
Shiva
NetSerial X232
309.
NetModem V1200 .
359.
NetModem V2400 . ..... .. .. . .
479.
SoftStyle -·- 90 days
159.
MacEnhancer (for plotters to printers).

Kraft Systems ., . 1 year
New ADE Joystick-Zero in on even thefastest
moving targets. Bring faster action & improved
scoring to your favorite Mac SE or II
games . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . S39.

Summagraphics •. . 90 days
MacTablet 12" x 12 ''.
Thunderware ... 90 days
ThunderScan 4.0 with PowerPort .
Mac II Power Accessory. . .

$379.
199.
42.

DISKS
Double-sided diskettes.
Sony 3 112" DS/DD Disks (box of 10) . . .
Fuji 31/2" OS/DD Disks (box of 10) . . .
Verbatim 3'12" OS/DD Disks (box of 10) . .
MAXELL 3112'' OS/DD Disks (box of 10) . .

18.
19.
19.
20.

INFORMATION SERVICES
CompuServe
CompuServe Information Service ..
Groli er's Online Encyclopedia .
CompuServe Navigator ...
Dow Jones
Dow Jones News/Retrieval Membership Kit

Personal Computer Peripherals ... 2years
MacBouom-High performance hard drives
(21, 32, 45, or 70 Meg) with optional built-in
modem. Formatted & ready to plug in. Includes
spooler, back-up1 & other utilities . . . see listing

24 .
32.
45.
24 .

Dove --- 90 clays
SE lrnlerator Board (MSE 1)- Bringthepower of
the Mac II to your SE. Uses the 68020 processor
with options for a math co-processorand an
extra Meg of memory . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $585.
ACCESSORIES
Bantam Books
Th e Complete Hype rCard Handbook
Clean Image Ribbon Co.
12.
Clean Image Ribbon Kit ....
Computer Coverup
4·
External 800k Drive Cover .
lmageWriter II Cover .
8.
Mac Plus or Mac SE Cover Set . .... .... . 10.
Goldstein & Blair
The Macintosh Bible (incl. 2 fre e updates) 16.
1/0 Design
Macluggage HDware (hard drive cases) . 54.
Macluggage lmageware II .
49.
Macluggage Macinware SE . . . .
79.
Kalmar Designs
Teakwood Roll-top Case (h olds 90 disks) . 20.
Moustrak
Availab le in a variety of colors.
8.
Moustrak Pad (s tandard 7" x 9") . ..
Moustrak Pad (large 9 " x 11 ") .
9.
Moustrak Pad L/F (9" x 11 ") .
10.
12
Moustrak Pad L/F (Designer Series).

Ribbons
lmageWriter Ribbons .
. . ...... ... 4.
Available colors: black, blue, brown, green,
orange, purple, red. yellow, silver and gold.
Rainbow Pack (6 single color ribbons) . . . . 20.
Multi 4-Color Ribbon (req. lmageWriter II) . .. 9.
lmageWriter LO Ribbons ...
17.
Sopris Softworks
Qu ality "MacAtti re" nylon dust covers .. . 7-17 .
High Trek lmageWriter II car ry case ...... 49.
High Trek MacPlus carry case . .
59.
High Trek Mac SE & ext. kybd. carry case 69.
Targus (Canada) Ltd .
lmageWriter II Carry Case (black) . ..
49.
MacPlus Carry Case (black)
59.
69.
Mac SE Carry Case (black) ..

OUR POLICY
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

We accept VISA and MASTERCARD.
No surcharge added for credit card orders.
Your card is not charged until we ship.
If we must ship a partial order. we never charge
fre ig ht on the shipment(s) that complete t11e o rder.
No sales tax .
All U.S. shipments insu red : no additional charge.
APO/FPO orders shipped 1sl Class Mail. charged by
weight.
Allow 1 week for personal and com pany checks to
clear.
COD max . $1000 . Cash or cert1f1ed check.
120 day limited warranty on all products .·
To order, call us anylime Monday through Friday 9:00
to 9:00 EST. or Saturday 9 :00 to 5:30 EST. You can
call our business offices at 603/446· 77 11 Monday
through Friday 9:00 to 5:30 EST.

SHIPPING
Continental US: Barring massive computer failu res
and other natural or unnatural ca tastrophes. all
non-C.O.D. o rders phoned into MacConneclion by
8 PM EST will ship Airborne lhe same nigl1t for next day
delivery. except tor those within UPS Ground Zone 1
(which is also an overni ght service) . The total freight
charge on any order placed wi th MacConnect1on 1s
now $3 . Backorders will also ship Airborne overnight
at no additional charge. Some areas requ1re an
add1t1onal day delivery.
Hawaii , Alaska and Outside Continental US: Call
603/446 ·7711for 1nlormat1on

• Connecting the DOS

with the Infinity. The first unit we re
ceived didn' L work at all. The second
one worked but had trouble reading
one of our PC disks - although the
Compaq 386 we used for testing could
read it without any problem. It turned
out that the DaynaFile, where that
disk had also spent some time, had cre
ated a special file for use by the Finder.
Not only was the Infinity MS unable
to read this file, but it also consistently
crashed the Mac (sometimes an
ID=06 error, sometimes an ID= 11 ).
Since we were not really looking at
removable disk drives, we didn't test
how well Lhe Infinity performed its
main function . But at$ l,295, we don't
recommend it as a solution for PC/
Mac file transfer.

MatchMaker
Finally, there is the MatchMaker,
from Micro Solutions. This $149
package contains an add-on card for
the PC and software that lets you at
tach a Macintosh 3.5-inch disk drive to
a DOS machine. Of course you have to
have a spare 3.5-inch drive; if you
don't, you should figure on adding an
other $200 or more to the total cost of
this solution.
Installing MatchMaker requires
opening up the PC case and shoving
the card into the slot. If you've done

this before, you won't have any trou
ble. If you haven't, the manual won't
offer much help.
Running the RAM-resident Mac
program from the DOS prompt makes
Match Maker's special DOS-like com
mands available for copying files to
and from the Mac disk drive. As the
manual says, "You'll find copying in
formation to and from Macintosh
diskettes just about as easy as working
with your DOS diskettes." The letter
M: is used to specify the Mac drive.
MD IR is used to get a directory listing
of the M: drive; MCD moves you up
and down the H FS directory structure;
MCOPY copies files to and from the
drive, etc. The manual includes a very
good discussion of HFS, and the soft
ware allows you to use full-length
Macintosh file and folder names, even
those with spaces in them, when speci
fying files on the M: drive.
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NETWORKS
Although Apple brought Apple Talk
(the cables) to market early in the evo
lution of the Mac, initially only part of
the Apple Talk network protocols were
implemented - just enough to allow
Macs (and later PCs) lo share print
ers. It wasn't until January 1987 that
AppleShare became available, allow
ing users to share files as well. It was
only this January that Apple extended

Home-Wiring

I

f you want to send files between a Mac and a PC that live in the same office, but
you don't have a network or an external disk drive and don't want to buy one of
the existing packages for serial communication, you'll need two things: telecom
munications software (a separate program on each end) and the right serial cable.
You could use modems, but ybu can achieve transfer speeds up to 40 times faster
using a direct connection.
•
Several good telecomm packages are available commercially for both the Mac
and the PC, and you can probably find good shareware or freeware if you hunt
around a bit. Make sure the software works for controlling both modem-to-modem
and direct connections. Most packages do.
The "right" serial cable is not the one that you use for your modem (if you have
one). For direct connections, you need to use what is called a "null modem," a spe
cially wired cable.
Both straight modem and null modem cables are based on the RS-232 (or RS
422) standard for serial communications. Unfortunately; these are among the most
abused "standards" in the computer industry. RS-232 cables are supposed to have
25-pin connectors (DB-25) at each end; RS-422 uses 9-pin connectors (DB-9). Each ·
pin in the standard is assigned a specific function.
In practice, only a few of the pins are used because not all of them are needed for
successful telecommunications. To save space, a number of computer manufactur
ers have decided to use connectors with fewer pins. On the early Macs (128K and
512K), the serial (modem and printer) ports used 9-pin connectors. But on the Plus,
SE, and Mac II, Apple switched to 8-pin circular (DIN-8, or as it is sometimes called,
Mini-8) connectors. IBM PCs and XTs and their clones all use the standard DB-25
connectors, but ATs and PS/2 machines use DB-9s.
If you want to connect a DOS machine directly to a Mac, you need to make sure
that: (1) you get or make a cable with the right connectors on each end; and (2) the
connectors are correctly wired. Below are the correct pinouts for connecting all the
various combinations of Macs and PCs, ATs, and PS/2's. You can use them either
as a guide to building your own cable or to check out the wiring of a cable that you
are not sure is right for the job.
If you plan to build your own cable, we should caution you that it is extremely dif
ficult to solder a DIN-8 connector. Some stores sell DIN-B's wired to a short length
of cable that is bare on the other end. Try to get one with along piece of cable on it .

MatchMaker
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If we were DOS users, we might
prefer this solution to hanging a 5.25
inch drive off a Mac. It would give us
more control over file transfers, since
they would be done at our machines
instead of someone else's Mac. Bear in
mind, however, that MatchMaker of
fers only a minimal solution to the
translation problem - a program,
MAC2TEXT.EXE, which converts
MacWrite files to ASCII.
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its AppleShare products to include
support for PCs.
Tangent Technologies, however,
has been shipping AppleShare
compatible TangentShare products
for a while. And even before Apple
Share was available, TOPS - which
is not compatible with the AppleTalk
Filing Protocols (AFP) used by Apple
Share - offered a way to fill the net
work void.

AppleShare
AppleShare works by assigning to
one Macintosh in a network the job of
dedicated file server. (There can be
more than one.) Its sole purpose is to
provide shared access to its hard disk
for other computers on the network,
either Macs or PCs.
Files can be protected so that other
users can't access them. Access is con
trolled at the folder level. It can be for
the folder's owner only, for a group 
groups are defined by the Network
Administrator - or for everyone on
the net.
Installing AppleShare on a Macin
tosh workstation is just like installing
new System software. You use Apple's
Installer program, and the job is done
for you automatically. You log onto
AppleShare from the Chooser. The
server appears on the desktop with an
AppleShare icon and acts exactly as if
it were a locally connected hard-disk
drive. It just runs slower, especially
when there is heavy traffic on the net
work. Folder protection is controlled
from the Access Privileges desk acces
sory.
On a PC, it's a little more work. You
must first install an AppleTalk PC
card. But all you have to do to install
the software is insert the AppleShare
disk in drive A: and type install.
You are prompted the rest of the way.
The installer will even automatically
modify your Autoexec.bat file.
Logging onto AppleShare servers
and controlling directory-access privi
leges are both done through a DOS
program called DA, a menu-driven,
easy-to-use memory-resident routine.
As with the Macintosh, access to the
server is just like access to a local DOS
disk. Files and folders (subdirectories)
that you are not authorized to access

AppleShare

simply don't show up in the DOS di
rectory. And, to its credit, AppleShare
gracefully allows PC users to see fold
ers and filenames placed on the server
by a Mac whose names are longer than
the eight characters allowed for DOS
files.
AppleShare is not a cheap solution.
The license costs $799, which allows
you to install it on an unlimited num

ber of Macintoshes. PC AppleTalk
cards cost $149 apiece, in addition to
which you have to figure the cost of the
Mac you dedicate to the task of server.
But if you need to share files among a
number of machines, it is an excellent
solution .
Just one question for Apple: How
come the PC AppleShare DA doesn't
support a mouse?
Apple markets
AppleShare PC to let DOS
users connect to an
AppleShare network.
Their DA utility is the
route by which users
access various
AppleShare features,
such as the logon
function shown here.
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• Connecting the DOS

Tangent ""hare

TangentShare
Tangent Technologies also offers an
AppleTalk board and AFP-compali
ble software for PCs. We worked with
TangentShare, the company's product
for DOS machines and PS/2 models
25 and 30. This package includes a
Tangent ATB II board and the Tan

gentShare client software, which of
fers the same functionality as Apple
Share PC. While TangentShare's
interface is somewhat different, it too
works from a menu-driven memory
resident utility.
We did have a lillle trouble with ac
cess privileges using TangentShare.

TangentShare offers an
alternative to Apple's
AppleShare PC for DOS
users who want to
participate in an
AppleShare network. A
menu-driven memory·
resident utility allows
users to log onto network
servers and to set or
change access privileges
for folders stored there.
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You 're supposed to be able to set privi
leges so that everyone can copy files to
a folder, even though only the owner
can then read them. But this didn't
work; we had to give everyone full ac
cess privileges to a folder before we
could copy files into it. Before Apple
Share PC, TangentShare was the only
AppleShare-compatible solution for
the PC. But now, considering that
TangentShare costs about $100 per
PC more than its Apple competition,
we can't really see its advantage.
More exciting are two products
Tangent had announced but not yet
shipped at press time. TangentShare
MCA is a $400 package that includes
an AppleTalk card and software for
microchannel machines (PS/2 models
50, 60, and 80). This is the only micro
channel AppleTalk board currently
available. Even more intriguing, the
TangentShare Server is a $700 pack
age that allows a DOS machine to be
used as an AppleShare server. Al
though we were unable to test this
product, it promises to be a cost-effec
tive alternative to AppleShare running
on a Mac server, since PC compatibles
can be purchased much more cheaply
than Macs.
Both of these products should be
available by the time you read this.
We' ll have a full report in a future is
sue.

TOPS
Before AppleShare, TOPS was the
only file-sharing network around for
Macs and PCs. It is not AFP-compati
ble, however, and therefore won't work
with AppleShare. Nevertheless, it's an
extremely popular program. Its basic
approach differs from AppleShare's in
that there is no dedicated server. In
stead, any workstation on the network
can "publish" (make visible to the net
work) all or part of the files on its local
hard disk. Any workstation can
"mount" a published volume. It will
then appear to others as a local disk. In
other words, any disk or folder on the
network can become a server.
One obvious advantage of this
scheme is that it avoids the expense of
a dedicated server. It also allows each
user on the network more flexibility to
customize his or her own desktop by

Now MACINTOSH AND WANG
(AN COMMUNICATE
AND NOTHING GETS losT
IN THE TRANSLATION
Transferring files f1 uw
one system to another
is somewhat pointless
-- if you spend most
. . ,._, of your time re
formatting the data.
Which is why we introduced
MacLinkP/us for Wang. Whether you're run
ning a Wang VS system, an OIS or a Wang PC,
Wang Word Processing
Microsoft Word
MacLinkP/us provides a complete solution for
document transfer and file conversion.
to ASCII or print files is necessary.
MacLinkP/us includes the entire collection ofmore
MacLinkP/us doesn't stop there, however. It offers full Wang
than 40 translators- the key to accurate conversion of
VS Workstation capabilities, allowing easy access to Wang word
file formats such as rulers, indents, bold and plain text
processing, data processing and electronic mail. All 32 Wang
styles, margins, tabs, underlines, superscripts,subscripts,
Workstation functions can be executed through familiar Macin
paragraphs, and tabular tables. If it looks a certain way on
tosh menus or command keys, and you'll even be able to use the
mouse on Wang displays.
a Wang, it will look the same way on aMac. And, ofcourse,
vice-versa. No time-wasting and difficult pre-conversion
Software for the Macintosh, software for the Wang (8" or
5.25"), software for the PC and adirect connect cable
(you can use a Hayes or compatible modem ifyou
prefer), is included in the MacLinkP/us
package; everything you need to be r :::::;::::=::::::::::iiil
up and running in minutes.
So call (203) 268-0030 for
your nearest DataViz dealer,
because no matter which Wang
system you're using, there's a
MacLinkP/us solution to con~
nectittotheMac.
~~
.
Whosaysyoucan'thave
~.:..
Wang 2110 Terminal
Macintosh 2110 Terminal Emulation
the best of both worlds.

DATA/I

35 Corporate Drive
Trui:nbull, Connecticut06611

MACLINKP/u.S/Wang
~RLD1'..\

Please circle 71 on reader service card.
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DOS directories, when
mounted on a Macintosh
with the TOPS DA, appear
as folders on the Mac's
desktop. TOPS provides a
special icon to identily
PC files.
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TOPS installs automatically on the
Mac. You use the TOPS DA to pub
lish and mount network volumes. A
mounted volume appears as a local
Macintosh disk.
On the PC, you must first install an
AppleTalk card. TOPS's FlashCard
provides PC access to a n AppleTalk
network, but, because it doesn't follow
the Loca!Talk standard, you can.'t use
it to run AppleShare or TangentShare.
(Apple's a nd Tangent's cards do sup
port TOPS.)
Running the PC TOPS install pro
gram prompts you through the steps
necessary to get the software up and
running. As with AppleShare and
TangentShare, TOPS PC is controlled
from a memory-resident utility with a
straightforward interface.
TOPS Mac comes with the Mac
Link Plus translation software (just
the translation part, not the telecomm
part), but the currently shipping ver
sion of TOPS (2.0) doesn't include a
full set of translators. An upgrade is
expected soon.
TOPS offers a cost-effective net-

mounting only those volumes that are
of interest. On the other hand, manag
ing a network in which any computer
can be a server is a potential night
mare. If you're working on a file on
someone else's hard disk, any time
they turn off their computer or disk
drive you could be seriously out of
luck. Especially if you need a key or a
password to turn it back on. The larger
a network gets, the more problematic
this can become. A dedicated server is
more likely to be available when you
need it.

With this TOPS/PC menu
driven utility, users can
"publish" DOS
directories, making the
files they contain
accessible to other users
on the network.

work alternative to AppleShare and
TangentShare for small networks. Its
popularity attests to its usefulness. Its
failure to conform to Apple's Local
Talk and AFP standards, however,
could become a more serious limita
tion as time goes by.

A FINAL NOTE
All three of the network solutions
discussed here also offer printer-shar- ·
ing utilities that significantly enhance
the value of the respective products.
Unfortunately, because of space limi
tations, we will have to defer discus
sion of these utilities to a future issue in
which we will focus on networks in
more depth.

PICK OF THE CROP
You want it straight and simple?
Here's our vote:
Best serial connection: MacLink
Plus. No matter what solution you
choose, you' ll want MacLink Plus as
well, for the translators. PC lovers will
like LapLink Mac.
Best external drive: the DaynaFile,
unless you're also getting a coproces
sor, in which case you'll need Apple's
PC 5.25 Drive. DOS types, check out
MatchMaker.
Best network: AppleShare; and keep
your eyes open for Tangent's micro
channel AppleTalk card and Novell's
NetWare product for the Macintosh.
TOPS for small networks, but beware
of possible future incompatibility.
Best coprocessor: cannot compute 
insufficient data.

HENRY BORTMAN IS A SENIOR TECHNICAL
WRITER FOR MACUSER.
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Systat.
The only
professional
statistics
package on
the Mac.
If you are serious about
statistics, there is only one
choice. Mac reviewers have
named it:
"Systat, the best statistics
program on the market ..."
MacWeek
" ... for scientific and
commercial use the Systat
Mac combination is the top
choice ..." Macworld
"SYSTAT currently represents
the high end of Macintosh stat
software ..." MacWeek
Version 3.2 now offers more
graphics than any Mac or
mainframe package, plus a
new full-featured data editor.

SYSTAT
Available for Macintosh Plus. SE and II.
Single copy price: $595.
Site licenses, quantity prices available.
Call or write for further information.
Systat Inc.. 1800 Sherman Avenue
Evanston, IL 60201 312 864.5670

Graphics Overlay plots Postscript support
for LaserWriter Export pict fifes Two
dimensional: Error Bars Scatterplots Line
and Vector Graphs Vector. Dot. Bubble and
Quantile Plots Bar Graphs (single. multiple,
stacked, range) Box plots (single and
grouped) Stem-and-leaf diagrams Linear.
quadratic, step. spline, polynomial. LOWESS,
exponential smoothing Confidence Intervals
and ellipsoids (any alpha value) Smooth
mathematical functions Rectangular or polar
coordinates Log and power scales ANOVA
interaction plots Histograms (regular, cumu
lative. fuzzy) Stripe and jitter plots Gaussian
histogram smoothing Scatterplot matrices
Voronoi Tesselations Minimum spanning
tree Maps with geographic projections (U.S.
state boundary file included) Chernoff faces
Star pilots Fourier plots Pie charts
Contour plots on regularly and irregularly
spaced points Control charts and limits
Three dimensional: Data plots Smooth
function plots Vector plo ts Linear.
quadratic, spline, least squares surface
smoothing Three-dimensional type fonts.

Mac screens

9

I ..

l« I

. .u

Cr. . . . . . . .,. . , _,

LaserWriter'" graphics

Statistics Basic statistics. frequencies. t
tests, post-hoc tests Multiway crosstabs with
log-linear modeling, association coefficients.
PRE statistics. asymptotic standard errors
Nonparametric statistics (sign. Runs.
Wilcoxon. Kruskal-Wallis. Friedman two-way
ANOVA, Mann-Whitney U, Kolmogorov
Smirnov. Lilliefors, Kendall coefficient of con
cordance) Pairwise/listwise missing value
correlation. SSCP, covariance, Spearman.
Gamma, Kendall Tau. Euclidean distances
Linear, polynomial, multiple. stepwise.
weighted regression with extended diagnos
tics Multivariate general linear model
includes multi-way ANOVA, ANOCOVA,
MANOVA. repeated measures. canonical
correlation Principal components, rotations,
components scores Multidimensional
scaling Multiple and canonical discriminant
analysis, Bayesian classification Cluster
analysis (hierarchical, single. average,
complete. median. centroid linkage, k-means.
cases, variables) Time series (smoothers.
seasonal and nonseasonal ARIMA. ACF, PACF,
CCF, transformations, Fourier analysis)
Non linear estimation (nonlinear regression.
maximum likelihood estimation, and more).
Data Management Spreadsheet data editor
with row/column cut and paste Transforma
tions executed via menus and dialog boxes
Import/export test files Missing data.
arrays. character variables Character.
numeric. and nested sorts Subgroup proces
sing with SELECT and BY Value lables and
RECODE statements Unlimited cases.
Macintosh Plus. SE, II and LascrWrlter are reg istered
trademarks of Apple Computer. Inc.; Postscript is a
trademark of Adobe Systems. Inc.

Please clrcle 31 on reader service card.

Systat. Intelligent software.
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AnyText: Works with Apple File Ex
change on the Mac. Runs on Mac
Plus, SE, II, and 512E; System 4.0
and Finder 4.2 requ ired. IBM XT, AT.
and 386 machines; less than 20K
and DOS 3.0 or greater required.
$95.
AnyGraph: Works on Mac 512E,
Plus, SE, and II; System 4.0 and
Finder 4.2 required. IBM XT, AT, and
386; DOS 3.0 or greater and less
than 20K memory required. $95.

Compatible Systems
P.O. Drawer 17220
Boulder, CO 80308
(303) 444-9532
(800) 356-0283
QuickShare: Runs on all Macs start
ing with the 512KE (must have
SCSI); System 6.0, Finder 4.2 re
quired. IBM PC, XT. AT. and compat
ibles; DOS 3.0 and less than 20K
memory required. $465.
128
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DataViz
35 Corporate Drive
Trumbull , CT 06611
(203) 866-4944
MacLink Plus: Works on Mac Plus,
SE, and II; System 4.2 or later and
Finder 6.0 or later required. IBM PC,
AT, and PS/ 2; 256K and DOS 2.1 or
greater required. $195.
MacLink Plus/Translators: Available
in July. Contains AFE-compatible
translators only. $159 .

Traveling Software
North Creek Corporate Center
19310 North Creek Parkway
Bothell, WA 98011
(206) 483-8088
LapLink Mac: Works on Mac 128K,
512K, Plus, SE, and II; System 1.1
and Finder 1.1 required. IBM PC, AT,
XT, and PS/ 2; 128K memory and
DOS 2.0 required. $139.95.

Peripheral land
47800 Westinghouse Drive
Fremont, CA 94538
(415) 657-2211
Infinity: Runs on Mac Plus, SE, II;
System 4.2 and Finder 6.0 required.
$1 ,395.
Infinity MS: Runs on IBM XT, AT,
PC; 256K memory and DOS 2.1 or
greater required. $1 ,095.

Vano Associates
P.O. Box 12730
New Brighton, MN 55112
(612) 788-9547
MacChuck: for software and cable,
$34.95 for universal cable only.
$79.95.
Works on all Macs and PCs. Call
ma nufacturer
for
system
requirements.

Networks

External Hard Disks
Apple Computers
20525 Mariani Avenue
Cupertino, CA 95014
(408) 996-1010
Apple PC 5.25 Drive: Requires Mac
SE Bus Drive Card or Mac II PC Drive
Card; $129 each. Requires System
3.3 and Finder 5.3. $399.
Apple File Exchange, included in
System Software Update 5.0 or later.
Requires memory, runs on all Macs
with at least 512K.
Dayna Communications
50 South Main Street, 5th floor
Salt Lake City, UT 84144
(801) 531-0600
OaynaFile: Runs on Mac 512E with
third party SCSI port, Plus, SE, II;
System 3.2 and Finder 5.3 required.
IBM XT, AT, PS/ 2; no memory or
system requirements. $650-$1 ,000,
depending on drive configuration.
[Maclink Plus for DaynaFile, $125,
is available from DataViz.]
Micro Solutions
132 W. Lincoln Highway.
DeKalb, IL 60115
(815) 756-3411
MatchMaker: Works with PC, XT,
AT; 192K, DOS 2.0 or greater re
quired. $149.

Tops
950 Marina Village Parkway
Alameda, CA 94501
(415) 769-8700
TOPS Macintosh version 2.0: Runs
on any Mac with 512K or more;
System 3.2 (or greater), Finder 5.3
(or greater) required. $249.
TOPS DOS version 2.0: Runs on IBM
PC, XT, AT, PS/2 model 30 or com
patibles; 512K, DOS 2.1 required
(640K, DOS 3.1, or higher recom
mended). TOPS Flashcard or other
AppleTalk compatible card also re
quired. $189.
TOPS Flashcard: Works with PC,
XT, AT, PS/ 2 models 25 and 30 or
compatibles; 200K, DOS 2.1 or
greater required. $239.

Apple Computers
20525 Mariani Avenue
Cupertino, CA 95014
(408) 996-1010
AppleShare: Runs on all 1-megabyte
Mac machines; System 3.3 and Find
er 5.3 required. All DOS machines;
384K, DOS 2.1 required. $799 for
server and Mac client software, $149
for PC card and software.

Coprocessors
AST Research
2121 Alton Avenue
Irvine, CA 92714
(714) 863-0181
Mac 286: Works only with Mac II; 2
megabytes and System 1.1 and
Finder 1.1 or greater. Apple 5.25
Drive required. $1 ,599.

Tangent Technologies
P.O. Box 921205
Norcross, GA 30092
(404) 662-0366
TangentShare: Board can be in
stalled in any PC, XT, AT, or PS/ 2
model 25 or 30 or compatible; 256K,
DOS 3.1 or greater required .
$325.00, includes client software
and Tangent ATB II board.
Tangent ATB II: $250 (Board only,
client software not included.)
TangentShare MCA: $395 includes
AppleTalk interface board for PS/ 2
models 50, 60, or 80 and client
software. Requires 256K, DOS 3.3 or
greater. Available in July.
Tangent MCA: $350 (Board only,
client software not included.)
Tangen/Share Client: $99 (Includes
only software, no interface board.)
Software works on any AFP-compat
ible server.
Tangen/Share Server: $700 (com
plete kit with AppleTalk interface
board, server software, PC and Mac
software, and standard AppleTalk
Connector Kit) Server runs on any
DOS machine or compatible; 512K,
DOS 3.2 or greater required.
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Insignia
1255 Post Street, Suite 625
San Francisco, CA 94109
(415) 885-4455
Soft PC: Works on Mac SE (with
accelerator card) or Mac II. 2 to 4
megabytes of RAM. System 4.3 and
Finder 6.0. Three megabytes of avail
able space on hard disk required.
$595.
PerfecTek
1455 McCarthy
Milpitas, CA 95035
(408) 263-7757
Mac+ PC: $995 for the Mac Plus
One megabyte, System 4.0 and Find
er 5.4 required.
Mac+ PC SE: $1 ,195 for the Mac
SE One megabyte, System 4.0 and
Finder 5.4 required.
Mac+ PC II: $1 ,595 for the Mac II
One megabyte, System 4.0 and Find
er 5.4 required.
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CONNECTIVITY. LIBRARY
IBM PC and Macintosh Networking by
Stephen L. Michel ; $21.95
Copyright 1988
Howard W. Sams/Hayden
4300 W. 62nd Street
Indianapolis, IN 46268
(800) 428-3602
This well-researched book explains
how to connect PCs and Macintoshes
in a network. It first deals with the two

main solutions available today for
hooking up the two machines and then
discusses more complex issues of file
transfer across the network. Author
Michel discusses two software/hard
ware product combinations (TOPS and
AppleShare) that allow the PC and the
Mac to share files, storage, and print
ers within the same network. The book
also goes into use of TOPS or Apple
Share on a Mac-only LAN or a PC-only

LAN. Also covered are how the Macin
tosh and PC differ and how to manage
the network.

MacAccess - Information in Motion
by Dean Gengle and Steven Smith;
$21.95
Copyright 1988
Howard W. Sams/Hayden Books
4300 W. 62nd Street
Indianapolis, IN 46268
(800) 428-3602

Don't Lau~, To This Day
There Are StillPeQPleWho Lool<At Data
In Two Dimensions.
May we respectfully data, but also to your
suggest that you forget thinking. You'll dis('over
what you "know" about new things, and make
your spreadsheet full of new decisions.
data.
MACSPIN uses pow
Because now there's erful tools to manipulate
MACSPIN '" 2.0.
the data on screen, allow
Which
ingyou to
means that
analyze the
trends, pat
display in
terns, relation
' an infinite
ships and
variety
information,
of ways.
that until now
You ('an
have been virtu
alter per
ally impossible
spective,
to see, will suddenly
rotate, animate and
become perfectly
simplify even the most
clear.
comp!i('ated multi
MACSPINnot
variate data.
only adds a new
MacUser
So, whether you're
dimension to your
~-:"'
in marketing, finance

or particle physi('S, when
it comes to data analysis,
there really is another
world out there.
MACSPIN.
Se e your dealer or
('all 0 2 Software at (512)
454-SPIN.

When it is crucial to send information
to someone via the Mac, the alterna
tive to printing it out, mailing the
document, and rekeying the informa
tion into the second computer can be
found in this book. Looking at hard
ware solutions, authors Gengle and
Smith explain how you can link your
Mac to other computers. They give you
a range of differently priced options.
Some of the cheaper options include
building a simple cable to link the Mac
directly to an IBM PC. The book also
looks into proprietary information, file
formats. data security, and data integ
rity. Excellent for the technically
minded.

fj}.
MACSPIN2.0

1 9 "8

Three

Dimensional
Data
Analysis

MACSPIN is ful ly comp.:11ible with the Ma cintosh 512. Plus. SE & II and comes with a 60·day mon ey-back guarant <e.
MACSPIN iso trademark of 0 2 Software. In c. 5609-B Adams Avenu e, Austin, T cx.10 78756.

Macintosh is a trad emark of Applr Compuh.'r, lnc.

Please circle 176 on reader service card.

MacLANs - Local Area Networking
with the Macintosh by Mark D. Veljkov;
$21.95
Copyright 1988
Scott, Foresman Computer Books
1900 E. Lake Avenue
Glenview, IL 60025 (312) 729-3000

This resource book is a compilation of
tips and product information that will
help you make decisions on network
ing matters. The book explains how
Macintosh LAN applications are set
ting new communication standards by
providing both ease of use and power
for the user. Auther Veljkov also in 
cludes information on companies that
manufacture Mac LANs such as the
hardware, software, installation, and
configuration; LAN peripherals such as
modem servers; and a guide to the dos
and don 'ts of configuring LANs.

MiiCLllNs

~

~Cintosh gwtfh
~ ""'•o.~

The MS-DOS - Mac Connection: Data
sharing, networking, and support on
the mixed office by Cynthia W. Harri
man with Jack Hodgson; $21.95
Copyright 1988
Prentice-Hall/Brady
Route 9 West
Englewood Cliffs, NJ 07632
(201) 592-2000
This book helps even the inexperi
enced to learn to survive the mixed
micro office by making their Mac and
IBM PC share data and resources. This
book discusses the tools and tech
niques a business needs to combine

---------
interests in desktop communications.
They discuss electronic messaging,
exchanging documents and graphics,

share printers and other peripherals,
and understand the differences be
tween the Mac and the IBM to support
users. The book also explains why
some people work best with MS-DOS,
while attempting to give experienced
users shortcuts to upgrade their
knowledge.
The We/I-Connected Macintosh - An
overview of desktop communications
by Tony Bove and Cheryl Rhodes;
$11 .95
Copyright 1988
Harcourt, Brace, Jovanovich
1250 6th Avenue
San Diego, CA 92101
(800) 543-1918

PCs and Macs. and it tells you how to
implement network and non-network
connections, translate data between
the Mac and PC, use coprocessors,

sharing large databases and laser
printers. and even connecting with air
lines to make reservations and pur
chase tickets. Experience is written
throughout this book and it is an explor
atory manual for learning about the
Mac and desktop communications. ~

The goal of this book is to introduce
new users to the world of communica
tion and information-sharing technolo
gy. Bove and Rhodes examine the
Mac, AppleTalk, and modems and how
they relate to the end user's needs and
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Presenting the Publishing
Packs from Adobe Systems.
A Publishing Pack is a group of
typefaces-a typeface task force, if
Do your printed communications
you will-that works especially well
have all the charm of a ransom note? together in a particular application.
Do you think Palatino®is a caramel
There are three Packs to
colored horse?
choose from. One for newsletters,
Well, first of all, you're not alone. one for forms and schedules, and
And secondly, now there's help.
one for presentations.

USE 1HE PUBUSIIlNG
PACKS FROM ADOBE.

Each typeface in each Pack has
been specially selected for its job by
people who really know type and
how to use it. And who are willing to
share some of their knowledge with
you. Because inside eve1y Pack is a
how-to booklet from each expert,
with tips on how to use type for max
imum effect.
There's Roger Black, noted pub-

Erik Spiekermann On Forms:
"Forms and schedules are typically
produced fast, in large quantities,
on not very high quality paper.
These three families will hold up
extremely well under those
conditions."

Allan Haley On Presentations:
''These faces work well over a range
of sizes, but particularly well in
larger sizes. They also have high
impact and good readability-just
what you need to make people
remember what they've read."

Allan Haley
Executive Vice President of the Intern a
tional Typeface Corporati on. Creates
typefaces. And tells people how to use
them in "ty(t)i," his how-to column
about typography and communication
that appears 1n the respected graphic
design journal. U&lc. When it comes to
presentation graphics, he can put on
quite a show.
Typefaces in the Presentations
Publishing Pack:

HELVETICA' CONDENSED
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Call us at 800-29-ADO BE,
lication designer, on newsletters.
Internationally recognized type 415/962-2100 from Alaska and
designer, Erik Spiekermann, on
Canada, for more information and
forms and schedules.
the dealer nearest you.
And author, typographer, Allan
(And you11 come to realize that
Haley, on presentations.
Palatino isn't a horse at all, but one
So you just can't go wrong.
of the more than 200 typefaces
With Adobe®Publishing Packs, in the Adobe
you'll always have the right face in
Type Librruy.) &,~~;,,
the right place.

Erik Spiekennann
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Erik Spiekermann heads MetaDesign
in West Berlin, Germany, and is an
internationally recognized authority
on typography and design. Widely
published in trade journals both here
and in Europe. The German Post
Office and Herman Miller use his
designs. And now, so can you.
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First Impressions
Can a designer who
loves good type, good
design, and good taste
find happiness on a
desktop?
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Rqfer Black On Newsletters:
"With these three typeface families,
you'll have good contrast, excellent
legibility, and a great deal ofversa
tility. In other words, you should
be able to do just about anything in
a newsletter."

l>trnlMypoinci1,)'i111lwir
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Roger Black

Fonner director of editorial art for
The New York Times. and chief art
director at New York, New West.

and Rolling Stone magazines. Rede·
signed Rolling Stoneand Newsweek.
Intern ationally sought after as a
publication designer. You should see
what he can do for a newsletter.
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Talk about the
three typefaces >VJU
selected for this
Publishing Pack.
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type is tile easiest
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Switch Hitters
Four programs that share
and share alike.
ou may as well face up to it.
Merits aside and "Moonlight
ng" notwithstanding, there are
ots more IBM PCs in a typical
office than there are Macs. Who says
it's a fair world?
There are three things you can do
about it. You can evangelize, but that's
a long-term solution, runs the risk of
labeling you as an eceentric, and won' t
get that proposal out by 5 o'clock. You
can resolutely go about your own busi
ness using your own software, but that
isolates you from everyone else in the
office. Besides, that nullifies the Mac's
easy networking - one of its nicer fea
tures. The last remedy is in many ways
the most attractive: cooperation and

subversion . More and more software
programs have versions that run in
both the Mac and the IBM worlds, and
many of them feature at least some
means of exchanging d ata between the
two versions.
The Big Four in data compatibility
are Excel, WordPerfect, Word, and
PageMaker. All four a re popular on
both hardware platforms - most of
them are market leaders on one ma
chine or the other. It's entirely possible
that one or more of them is already
being used somewhere in your office.
And who could mind if you brought in
this cute little computer that runs the
same software as those clunky ol' PCs,
right?

BY DANIEL J . ROSENBAUM
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• Switch Hitters

Just one thing. This business of
swapping data between hardware plat
forms is essentially straightforward,
but there are things you should know
ahead of time. If you aim to swap data
from one machine to the other and
back, you'd better know what works
and what doesn't - and you'd better
know it before you're under the gun.
Airily dismissing what looks like an
unexpected disaster is much harder
when it's under a critical deadline.
The first problem is a physical prob
lem: moving the data from one ma
chine and disk format to the other (see
"Connect the DOS" in this issue). As a
point of information, I used DataViz's
MacLink Plus, transmitting and re
ceiving binary data without using any
of the conversions the program can do.
Everything in this article should also
work with any other binary data-ex
change technique.

WINDOWS AND OTHER POTHOLES
Before we start talking about data
transfers, we should talk for a minute
about Microsoft Windows. Windows
is the MS-DOS world's major imple
mentation of a Graphical User Inter
face. Some people say it's Microsoft's
attempt to make PCs look and work
like Macintoshes. The validity of that
claim is currently the subject of legal
action, so I'll let the court address that
issue. The point is that Windows is
much more finicky than the M ac oper
ating system. Setting up Windows can
be a real bear and is something you
should let your MS-DOS friends wor
ry about. (Fonts and printers are par
ticularly troublesome.) Unfortunate
ly, the DOS versions of PageMaker
and Excel require Windows. So does
Pageview, an add-in for PC Word
roughly equivalent to Mac Word's
Page Preview mode.
Try not to get involved with Win
dows problems. But you may have no
choice. If Windows blows up when you
try to bring in Mac data, it's probably
one of these two problems.
First, be sure that you have Win
dows versions of all the fonts you've
used in the Mac documents. In most
cases, Windows will just ignore fonts it
doesn't recognize and translate them
into its default font.
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Figure 1: PC Excel and
Mac Excel figure dates
differently, so be sure
they both start counting
from 1904.

Sometimes the software will crash.
The other problem you may hit is
incompatible versions of the same soft
ware. When you try to transfer data
for the first time, try to be sure that
you've got the most up-to-date ver
sions of all your software. As we'll see
shortly, a program on one machine
may have features not yet supported
on the other. If you' re running a first
generation version on the M ac and a
third-generation version under MS
DOS, you' re begging for trouble.

EXCEL
Microsoft's Excel is one of the most
powerful spreadsheets in either the
Mac or IBM world. You'd think you
could just take Mac Excel data and
run it under MS-DOS and vice versa,
right? Well, think again.
For some totally inexplicable rea
son, Mac Excel and PC Excel can' t
read each other's files. A spreadsheet
must first be saved in SYLK form at
using the Save As function and only
then transferred to the foreign ma
chine.
SYLK (Symbolic Link) is Micro
soft's interchange form at for spread
sheet data and has been a round ap
proximately forever. SYLK, which is
also used to translate spreadsheet doc
uments to a nd from Multipla n, trans
lates formulas, values, formatting ,
field names, and display settings. It
also translates print areas and borders,
as well as charts.
Excel's documentation says macro
sheets will convert correctly, but
E
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Microsoft tech support says the con
versions are sometimes "flaky." Re
member, too, th at PC Excel 2.0 has
over 40 function s that are not included
in the Mac version. When transferred
to the M ac, some will show up as text
in a cell and others will give you a mes
sage saying they can' t covert. Excel 1.5
for the Mac, which was scheduled to
ship in June, is said to contain all the
same functions as PC Excel 2.0, so this
problem should disappear shortly.
If your PC Excel spreadsheet in
cludes dates, there's one more thing
you need to be aware of. PC Excel
starts counting dates from January I,
1900; Mac Excel counts from January
1, 1904. If you 're bringing a PC Excel
sheet over to the Mac, you have to be
sure to set the check box in PC Excel's
Options Calculation dialog box
(shown in Figure I) before you enter
any data into the sheet. PC Excel will
then reckon dates from 1904, just like
its Mac counterpart.
What if you need to import a PC
Excel sheet that didn' t start life with
the right benchmark date? You need
to mark the entire sheet, copy it to
Window's Clipboard, open a new
sheet, set the correct reckoning, and
paste the data back into the new sheet.
Then save as SYLK and transfer. A
pain? You bet.
When you bring a sheet over from
MS-DOS, it will show up on your
desktop as an anonymous document. If
you look at it with ResEdit or DiskTop
or something similar, you'll see that it
- like everything else you import

0

ur SCSI hard drives
aren't just reliable.
They're fast! Fast
enough to handle your most
demanding Macintosh applica
tions. Like Graphics. Desktop Publishing.
Spread-sheets. And multiple Dara Bases.

Performa11ce bas it's price.
And it's extremely low. Since you buy dir
ectly from the manufacturer, it's now possi
ble to buy a quality drive for under $500.00.

Storage flexibility.
Whether your storage needs demand our 20,
60, I 00, 144 fixed, or even our 44 megabyte
Removable drive, we can accommodate you
immediately. All DP! drives are usually shipped
within 24 hours.

Desig11edfor reliability.
Each drive comes equipped with a dedicated
cooling fan . So your investment is protected
even afte r exte nded use. DP! drives are
100% compatible with the Macintosh fami ly.

Guara11teed protectio11.
DP! insures total customer satisfaction w ith a
30 clay money-back guarantee. We personal
ly stand behind our products with a full one
year warranty on both parts and labor. No
matter what the problem , we'll repair or
replace your drive, free!
Whether you need internal , external or our
new Removable drive, DP! will race to your
side . Ca ll now to order, or for more infor
mation o n quality DPI hard disk drives.
Take a test drive today!
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Figure 2: WordPerfect
will show you only its
own files, only files it can
import, only its macros,
only text files, or all files.
If you want to bring a file
in from the DOS world,
set the button to All Files.
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Figure 3: To properly
import a file from
WordPerfect 4.2, set the
Type to WPPC and the
Creator to SSIW. Click on
OK, and you're in
business.
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'"
from the DOS world - is a file of
Type Text and Creator Anon.
Nonetheless, the Mac gives the file
the benefit of the doubt , a nd it will
appea r in the Excel Open file dialog
box. Open by double-clicking; if it's
not an Excel sheet, it will look odd, but
no ha rm will be done. Just close it and
try a different file .
The first time you sa ve a SYLK file,
you' ll automatically get a ch a nce to
save it under a different na me or for
mat. Type the na me you want and
click the appropria te button for file
form at. If you don't select Normal as
the file type, the sheet's icon will still
look like a generic document, but it
will still la unch directly by double
clicking from the desktop.
Just as a point of information, Excel
on both machines ca n import a nd ex
port files in a number of form ats, in
cluding two for Lotus 1-2-3, a nd sever
al for databases. But if all you 're doing
is moving data from Excel on one ma
chine to Excel on a nother, ma ke the
transfer in SYLK; it ret ains the most
information.
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WORDPERFECT
Moving WordPerfect data between
MS-DOS machines a nd the Mac is
pretty simple, if you keep a few limita
tions in mind. On the M ac, it's trivial
to save a file in an MS-DOS file for
ma t; do a Save As or Save Copy As,
and click the radio button IBM WP
4.2. Then transmit the file over to the
PC and Retrieve it into WordPerfect
over there. Easy enough.
Going the other way is also easy,
though there's one extra step. If you ' re
using WordPerfect 5.0, save your file
in 4.2 form at; if you're still with 4.2,
just save normally. After you transmit
the file over to the Mac, it will a ppea r
on your desktop as a generic document
of Type Text and Creator Anon.
The transferred file will appear in
your file dialog boxes - at least in the
ones that display Importa ble, Text,
and All Files. But if you try to open the
file at this point, you 'll get a fair
amount of extraneous garbage a nd
much of your form atting won't come
across correctly.
Before you open the transmitted
E M B

E R

I

9

8

8

file, you must change its Type and
Crea tor. As it happens, this is easy
with WordPerfect.
Click on File Management. under
the File menu (or press Command-L).
You' ll see a screen like the one shown
in Figure 2. Click on either the Import
able Files, Text Files, or All Files radio
button, click once on the file you want
to bring into WordPerfoct, and click
on the button labelled File/Folder
Info. Now you ' ll see something like
Figure 3.
Cha nge the Crea tor to SSIW and
the Type to WPPC. (SSI - Satellite
Softwa re International - was the
original na me of WordPerfect Corp.
WPPC stands for WordPerfect PC,
th e file type for 4.2-format files.) Click
on OK, and you may now Retrieve or
open the file normally. It will even
la unch by double-clicking.
When you open the 4.2-format file,
though, it will open into an Untitled
window. You 'll have to rename it when
you save it.
(WordPerfect Corp. says an early
revision of the Mac program will elim-.
inate the need to change the Type and
Creator when importing a file. The re
vision may be out by the time you read
this.)
Keep in mind , though, that Mac
WordPerfect a nd PC WordPerfect
have different capabilities. The fea
ture set in the Mac program is based
on WordPerfect 4.1, so it doesn't in
clude stuff like Table of Authorities,
Concordance, and on-screen merge
menus. If your DOS document uses
them , they won't convert entirely.
Likewise, the DOS program can't han
dle graphics, so graphics won't trans
late from the M ac. Nea rly everything
else translates well.
One more possible problem. When
you send a file from the Mac to the PC,
you may find as many as 127 charac
ters of garbage at the end of your file.
That's not WordPerfect's fault; it's the
fault of your communications pro
gram.
The XMODEM protocol transfers
data in blocks of 128 bytes. If the data
being transmitted doesn't completely
fill the last block, XMODEM wiH fill
that block with nulls, i.e., garbage.
M ac WordPerfect has routines to sup

Monthly Specials
MacMemory Turbo SE
$ 379
Dove MacSnap 548E
399
Dove MacSnap 5485
479
Practical 2400 Modem
complete with:
*Microphone Communications Software
*Modem cable
*5 Year Warranty

SUggesled list price $3689

C DA Price $2749

When ordering specify' package ll8802

. Suggested list price.$4489

CDA Price $3349

When or!lering specify package l!8803
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v_VComputer sales
EXTERNAL HARD DRIVES
CMS
Our pricing is so low that we have
been requested by CMS not to
publish our pricing
Please Call
Everex
EMAC 20D {68ms)
$ 529
EMAC 20 Deluxe {68ms)
599
EMAC 40 {29ms)
B.59
EMAC 40 Deluxe {29ms)
995
EMAC flJ Deluxe {38ms)
1095
EMAC 91D (18ms)
1599
EMAC 91 Deluxe (18ms)
1699
EMAC 40 with flJ Meg Tape 1769
EMAC flJ with flJ Meg Tape 2095
EMAC 91 withflJ Meg Tape 2999
Rodime
20 Plus {65ms)
45 Plus (29ms)
flJ Plus {29ms)
CALL
100 Plus (29ms)
140 Plus (29ms)
SuperMac
DataFrame 30XP Meg {65ms) $ 899
DataFrarne flJXP Meg (29ms) 1249
DataFrame XPflJ+40 {29ms) 2149
DataFrarne XPflJ+B {29ms)
2599
INTERNAL HARD DRIVES
CMS
Internals for MacSE & Macll
Please Call
Everex
EMAC 40iD (29ms)
$ 799
EMAC 60iD (38ms)
999
EMAC 91iD {18ms)
1499
Rodime
Internals for MacSE & Mac I
Please Call
ACCESSORIES
Abeton PraPoinl Mouse
$135
Apple Exlended Keyboard
199
Data Desk IOI Keyboard ABO 135
Data Desk IOI Keyboard-Plus 1.35
Epic Internal 2400/Mac ll
349
Kensington Turbo Mouse ABO 89
Kensington Turbo Mouse·Pls
89
Kensington Masterpiece Mac II 115
Kensington System Saver SE
59
Kensington Anti·Glare Fd1er
39
SCANNERS
Micratek MSF-300C Flatbed $1499
Micratek MSF·300G Grey Sci 2745
Thunderware Thunderscan 4.0 199

PRINTERS
(prices include required cable)
Apple lmageWriter II
$ 479
Image II Sheetfeeder
179
Apple lmageWriter LQ
1099
239
lma;i: LQ Sheetfeeder
App e LaserWriter USC
2299
Apple LaserWriter IINT
3799
Apple LaserWriter II MTX
5295
Grapler C/ MAC/ GS
79
Grapler LQ
89
DISK DRIVES
Apple 3.5 Disk Drive
$319
PC 5.25 Disk Drive
329
Central Point 3.5
195
Cutting Edge BOOK
189
Dayna File MS·DOS Drives CALL
APPLE HARDWARE
Macintosh Plus
$1349
Macintosh SE.Keyboard
2249
Macintosh SE/20-Keyboard
2899
Macintosh II w Ext Keyboard 3149
Mac 1V40 w Ext Keyboard
4399
Extended Keyboard
199
MONITO RS
Apple
Mac II Monochrome Mon
$329
Mac II RGB Monitor
799
Sigma Designs
LaserView SE
$1799
LaserView II
1799
(include required video card)
Raster Ops
16" Color T rinitran
$2245
19'" Color T rinitron
3145
Video Display Cards
For Mac/I
Mac II Video Adapter
with video upgrade
$509
Mac II Video Upgrade
119
Raster Ops
Color 108 - 8 Bit Video Card$1149
MEMO RY & ENHANCEMENT
I Megabyte Upgrade (II)
$ 299
2 Megabyte Upgrade
(for SE & Plus)
849
4 Megabyte Upgrade (0)
1698
AST
Mac 286 Coprocessor
Dove
MacSnap Plus 2 (MacPlus)
$340

- OUR POLICIES 
No-Risk 30-Day Satisfaction Guarantee- If you're not 100% satis·
fied with any Hardware or Accessories purchased from CDA Computer
Sales, we will refund the purchase price 100%! (Software excluded.)
Warranty- On top of the manufacturer's warranty, we offer a 30·day
defective exchange policy- if hardware or accessory fails in the first 30
days, we will replace that item with a brand new product.
Apple Product- We are not an authorized Apple dealer; therefore dur
ing the 90·day warranty period, the product must be returned to CDA
for warranty repair.
S hipping Charges- UPS Ground Shipping, add 2% ($3.50 minimum);
UPS Blue Service, add 5% ($5.50 minimum); APO/ FPO Shipping, add
4% ($4.50 minimum); Alaska, Hawaii, Puerto Rico and Canada, add 6%
($6.50 minimum). Foreign Orders, please call.
·
Payment- Major Credit Cards accepted at no additional charge. Cash·
ier Checks and Money Orders shipped promptly; personal checks are
held 10 days for clearing. No COD's please.
Prices are subject to change.
Apple is a registered Trademark of Apple Inc.
IBM is a registered Trademark of International Business Machines.
Macintosh is a registered Trademark of Apple Inc.

CDA Computer Sales
O ne CDA Plaza, PO Box 533, Califon, NJ 07830
Monday thru Friday 9 am to 10 pm EST
Saturday IO am to 5 pm EST

ORDER TOLL FREE 800-526-5313
Please circle 89 on reader service card.

Anyone Who Wants:
FreshPainf · Custom Tools · Texture Tool · High Performance ·
TIFF File Compatibility · Save In MacPaint, PICT, TIFF And
Cricket Paint Formats · Graded Tints · Pop-Up Palettes ·
Perspective · Multi-Window · Full-Page Editing · Landscape
Document View · Auto Scrolling • Split-Screen Zooming ·
12.5% to 1600% Zooming· 64 User-Definable Patterns· 64
Gray Scale Dithers In Flexible Pop-Up Menus And Palette •
Flexible Ruler Units · Reshaping Ellipse · Polygon · Regular
Polygon · Rotated Polygon • Spyro Polygon • Parallel Polygon ·
Hyper Polygon • Smooth Polygon · Pen Tool · Line Tool ·
Parallel Line · Rectangle · Freehand Tool · Arc Tool · Paint
Radial Mode · Invert Paint · Pattern Fill · Darken And
Lighten Selection Command • Auto Text Wrap · Selectable
Text Style Attributes · Text Alignment · Margin And Tab
Settings · Fill Patterns For FreshPaint Text • Grids ·

We've been asked why Cricket
Software would introduce a black and
white paint program when the whole
world is making so much noise about
color. Frankly, we feel it's obvious:
There are more than 1.5 million* mono
chrome Macintosh® users - Apple®
hasn't abandoned them and neither have
we. Plus, we felt there was sti ll a lot
of room for improvement over the
current best selli,ng paint program .
So, we revved up our monochrome
Macintoshes in the best Cricket
Software tradition and developed
the new standard:
Cricket Paint.

Feature-rich
power
Cricket Paint
is loaded with
features. Powerful

features with more capabilities than
you thought possible.
Our FreshPaint'" feature treats your
newly painted artwork as an object,
completely flexible
;: o :rnrnrnm:;:;:rn: until you deselect
.- -,
to create "dry
'
~ itpaint"
bitmap im
Create, edit and
~ ~ g ages.
output documents at
~itt ''°l'.g ~
resolutions from
72 dpi to 300 dpi .
........... ABC
Create your own
textures and tools.
0
Then save them for
future use.
In addition to the
L::::,,
standard
Cricket
D 7
Paint format, you
_JL
-
import or save
~ -ir -
- can
-
your files in TlFF,
~
~ MacPaint™, and
PICT formats.
I

L-~

p

0

8

0 D
G er

0

*

~
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Another member of the
First Family of Graphics
Cricket Paint is the latest in the
Cricket family of graphics productivity
software, Cricket Graph , Cricket Draw,
Cricket Pict-0-Graph, Cricket Presents,
Cricket Expression Device Drivers.
Cricket Software. The leader in
graphics productivity software.

.

•Based on m:irkcl studic.1;; ,

.... -----

t.-1~k~t
'U1~~

Great Valley Corporate Center
40 Valley Stream Parkway, Malvern, PA 19355
(215) 251-9890
Appfe. M aclnlOsh, Macln101h Plus, Maeinlosh SE . and
Macln!osh II 11e registered 11adomark1 ol Apple Computer Inc.
MacPaint Is a trademark of CLARIS Corp.

© Copyright 1988 Cricket Software, Inc.

Please circle 132 on reader service card.
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file

Edll Options

Pog e rype lines Shodes

Figure 4: This PageMaker
tile includes several
blocks of text and two
draw figures. Look at
Figure 5 to see how the
figures translate.

- i~
· · ·· · · ··~ ............ ,

I

7:

.

~ : .~- '
;
·"'
···J'"'T' ······ ···!··· ········ ·: ................

Figure 5: Draw figures
sent from Mac
PageMaker neither
display nor print on the
PC. When you send them
back, though, they'll
remain unmolested.

press that stuff; the PC program
doesn't. So you may have to delete
some characters. (Note that MacLink ·
Plus doesn't add those extra charac
ters.)
........

U'

then, the style sheet is not really
moved. The text's formatting reflects
what the style told it to do, but the style
itself doesn't transfer. Since MS Word
4.0 for the PC supports style-by-exam
ple, though, you can easily recreate
your styles. Bringing files into the Mac
is a little more complicated. Remem
ber to transfer both the document and
the style sheet it used. As with every
thing else we've seen so far, an MS
DOS file on the desktop will look like a
generic document of Type Text and
Creator Anon. Launch Word and
open the file you' re importing. You'll
be asked if there's a style sheet associ
ated with the file. If there is, you'll be
asked to name it in a file dialog, and
the two will be incorporated into an
Untitled document. One problem. Al
though Word on both machines sup
ports graphics, any graphics you've in
corporated into your documents will
be ignored. They won't transfer. Peri
od. Sorry. Take it up with Microsoft.

WORD
Moving text around with Word is
easy. If you're sending a file over to the
MS-DOS world, just remember to
Save As, click on File Format, and set
the format to Word (MS-DOS). Over
on the DOS machine, it would be help
ful to make the file's name end in
.DOC. That way, Word will more easi
ly recognize that it's one of its own
files.
Word on the PC handles style sheets
a little differently than Word on the
Mac. On the PC, style sheets are held
in different files than the documents
themselves. On the Mac, style sheets
(except the default style sheet) are in
corporated into the documents.
When you move a file from the M ac,
142
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PAGEMAKER
Now that version 3.0 of PageMaker
is available on both the Mac and the
IBM PC, we're finally confronted with
the Patty Duke program. Identical
cousins: They look alike, they w~lk
alike, at times they even talk alike 
what a crazy pair!
Just don't use object-oriented draw
type graphics if you can help it; they
don' t transfer to MS-DOS. They look
and print like black rectangles. Figure
4 is a sample Mac PageMaker page.
The two figures were placed from
MacDraw. Figure 5 is that same page
after transfer to the PC. It prints ex
actly as it looks.
But just because you can't look at
the drawn graphics, that doesn't mean
they're not there. When you move the
file back to the Mac, you'll find them
restored.
The problem is just that Windows
can't deal with Draw-type packages.
(See "Moving Pictures" in this issue
for an in-depth discussion of the prob
lems associated with PC-to-Mac
graphics file transfer.) You can always
move the file back to the Mac for
printing. In fact, the file in Figure 4
was first moved to the PC and then
back to the Mac.
There's a similar problem with En
capsulated Postscript (EPS). It shows
up on the PC as a black box but prints
perfectly well. How do you tell the dif
ference on the PC between an EPS
graphic and a draw graphic? Print
them; the EPS will print (if you've got
a PostScript printer) and the draw pic
ture won't.
Aldus could have done a little better
here. When you place an EPS file that
doesn't contain a screen image, Mac
PageMaker can display certain infor
mation on-screen - such as file name
and creation date - that PC Page
Maker can't.
TIFF and paint files all transfer
fine, as does all text. Remember,
though, that if you're using a font on
one machine that doesn't exist on the
other, the text will revert to the default
font.
Going from the PC to the Mac, the
chief incompatibility is in HPGL files.
HPGL (Hewlett-Packard Graphics
Language) is the language spoken by

MacUser Labs test of
twenty-one 100+ MB
drives proves you can't
judge a drive tiy its cover.
on is the quality that goes
The report in the June issue
with MacWren performance.
0fMacUser magazine clearly shows
So if you're shopping for larger
the perf01:mance leader to be the
capacity, be sure to get higher
MacWren™by Control Data,
Whether it was on a Macintosh performance to0-check: under the
hood. With MacWren for an ''engine"
SE™ or the Mac II,™ the MacWren
you 're sure to be aleader.
drive considerably enhanced system
performance.
THE WINNERS (alphabetically)
Sixteen different subsystems
Disk Subsystem
were tested on the MacSE. Five of the
Drive M.odel
Manufacturer
top six pe1formers used the Wren disk
PR0300-ll/i(WrenIV)
CMS
drive at the heart of their storage
Hammer 300 (WrenIll)
F
WB
subsystems.
Data Cell 150 (WrenIll)
Giga Cell Systems
Twenty-one storage subsystems Giga CellSystems
Data Cell 290 R(Wren lV)
were tested on the Mac II,and again
DirectDrive 160(Wrenlll)
JasmineTuchnology
the best performers used Wren.
Magic 150(Wren IV)
MacProducts USA
We'll remain impartial as to
H300P (Wren IV)
Relax Technology
SuperMac Technologies DataFrameXP 150(Wren lll)
which of the "winners" is right for
Data C-011iorallon.
ycnir Mac. But one thing you can count Wren and MacWren are rcgt tcl't'tl
u1dc1nark~l,)f(;'onlml

Send.for a.free CO'PY of

the entire sf!U!ly so you

cam compare,/or your§elf.
Just.fill in theco?.tpon and
mail it today.
P)ease rush me the MacUser Labs test
resuJts.
Address_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
City

St.ate_ Zip_ __

Mail to: Control Data
Oat.a Storage Products (HQN08T)
P.0.BoxO
Minneapolis, MN 55440

~~~o:~~:~~~r;'k~f~1!.~\1;(~~1;~

Please circle 130 on reader service card.
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MacFortranTM 77
World's Most Popular
FORTRAN 77 for Mac
MacFortran V2.3
Full ANSI 77 with debugger. No limit on
cod e or data size. Full Mac toolbox
support. $295 NCP.

MacFortran/020
ANSI 77, 68020/ 6aaa1 and 6a030/
6aa82, Mac II ROMS, large linker, VAX
and FORTRAN ax extensions and Multi
Fl nder. Create clickable applications.
$495 NCP.

MacFortran/ AUX
New RAT technology.
RAT (RISC Architecture Technology)
compiler provides full ANSI 77, IEEE
P754, MIL-STD-1753 also, VAX/ VMS
and ax extensions. COMPLEX*16, NAME
LIST and more. Mac and command line
interface. Full toolbox support. $495 NCP.

• Switch Hitters

most pen plotters - sort of a Plotter
PostScript. There's no ana log in the
Mac world , so HPGL graph ics turn up
on the Mac - and print - as gray
boxes. Creator is A LD3; Type is
ALB3.
PC PageM aker files look like gener
ic documents on your desktop. Using
ResEdit, DiskTop, or some simil ar
utility, you can change the Creator to
ALD3 and the Type to ALB3 (this is
for PageM aker 3.0 fi les).
The Mac will then displ ay the fi le
wi th a PageM aker icon. But it's easier
to si mply launch PageM ake r, open the
publ ication file (it will open as Unti
tled), and then use the Save As com
mand.
Moving a M ac file to DOS is even
easier. Just move it and open it. No

MacFortran/ MPW
Comming late 1988 when Apple intro
duces MPW 3.0. Based on RAT tech
nology-fully compatible with SANE, SADE
(MPW debugger) and MPW 3.0. Only for
6a020/6aa81 machines. Call for details
$495.

MacFortran/88
FORTRAN compiler for Motorola M8aooo
17 MIP RISC CPU. 100% source com
patible with A/UX and MPW compilers.
Call for details.

Updates (Prices do not include freight)

$50.
MacFortran - > MacFortran 2.3
MS FORTRAN - > MacFortran 2.3 $50.
MacFortran - > MacFortran/020 $100
credit.

Order direct

ab§eeaft

Digital Equipment.

Please circle a2 on reader service card.
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Microsoft
16011 N.E. 36th Way,
Box 97017
Redmond, WA 98073-9717
(206) 882-8080

Microsoft Excel for Windows 2.0: Re
quires AT, Compaq 386, PS / 2 or com
patible, 640K, DOS 3.0 or higher, Win
dows 2.0 or higher, 1.2-megabyte
floppy drives. hard disk. $495.
Microsoft Excel 1.5: Requires 512K; any
System and Finder OK. $395.

Windows 2.03: Requires 512K, DOS 3.0
or higher; hard disk recommended. $99.

MacFortrnn, MacFortrnn/ 020 . MacFortranl AUX, MacFortranl MPW,
MacFortran /88X, RAT are lrademarks of Absoft, Macintosh, AI UX
MPW aro trade marks ol Apple Computer, 'IAX are trademarks ol

A

In the best of all possible worlds,
you'd never have to worry about any
one else's machines. In the next-best of
all possible worlds, you wouldn't have
to 'worry about fi le compatibility. In
the world we've got, t here are incom
patibilities, but few of them are fa tal.
Follow these guidelines and you should
be able to navigate the shoals with as
few disasters as possible. ~
DA NIEL J . ROSEN BAUM, AUTHOR OF USING
WORDPERFECT ON TH E MACINTOSH (OS
BORNE/ MCGRAW HILL), DOES T HIS DATA
TRANS FER SORT OF T HI NG CONSTANTLY.

Directory

Microsoft Word (Mac) 3.02: Requires
512K; any System and Finder OK. $395.

Scientific/ Engineering Software
278 1 Bond Street
Auburn Hills, MI 48057
Telex 235608 FAX (313) 853-0108

M

CONCLUSION

Aldus Corporation
411 First Avenue South, Suite 200
Seattle, WA 98104
(206) 622-5500

Aldus PageMaker for the PC 3.0: Rec
ommended configuration : PC AT or
compatible, IBM PS/2 or other Win
dows-compatible computers, 640K, 20
megabyte hard disk, DOS 3.0 or higher,
Windows 2.0 or higher (run-time version
included). $795.
Aldus PageMaker for the Macintosh
3.0: Requires 1 megabyte, System 4.1,
Finder 5.5 or higher, hard disk. $595.

Microsoft Word (PC) 4.0: Requires
320K, DOS 2.0 or higher. $450.

Telephone Orders Welcome
(313) 853-00fifl

144

special saving is required, but PC
PageM aker has a special affinity for
fi les that have a .PUB extension.

S

E P T

Windows/386: Requ ires 80386-based
computer, 1 megabyte RAM (2 megabytes
recommended), DOS 3.1 or higher, 1.2
megabyte (5.25-inch) or 1.4-megabyte
(3.5-inch) floppy drive, plus hard disk with
at least 2 megabytes available. $195.
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WordPerfect Corporation
1555 North Technology Way (PC) or
288 West Center Street (Mac)
Orem, UT 84057
(801) 225-5000

WordPerfect 4.2 or 5.0: 4.2 requires
256K, 5.0 requires 379K (512K recom
mended); both require DOS 2.0 or high
er; hard disk recommended. $495.
WordPerfect for the Macintosh 1.0: Re
quires 512KE , System 4.1, Finder 5.5 or
higher. $395.

Enjoyabig Mac
without
ingan hing.
What's this stack of DOS software
Teach your old DOS
doing next to a Macintosh®II?
new tricks.
Waiting to be thrown out, right?
With SoftPC®software, rll111ling your
Wrong.
•••
favorire DOSware on your
And while we're on
Mac is as easy as opening
the subject, what on
a window. And just as
earth is Lotus®1-2-3®
transparent.
doing on these Mac
You can open several
screens?
DOS windows at once.
Would you believe
Or both DOS and Mac
it's rll111ling?
windows. Then you can
That's right, 1-2-3
jump back and forth
now runs-very
between them.Even cut
smoothly and very
&}ftPCwnrunsanyour
and pasre.
quickly-on the Mac 11
a.<mleratffiMacSE
Remember, you're on a
and SE.
Mac now, so you can do new
So does SideKick~ dBASE III
things with your old DOSware.
PLUS'.8' The Norton Utilities'."
But if you feel nostalgic, you can
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always put your new Mac on a LAN
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in order to enjoy the fruits of
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Gimme an A!
With all the tools available,
getting your Macs and PCs to
read and write the same letters and
numbers shouldn't be a problem.
way to achieve your goal. It exists
when two programs can read and write
other programs' "native" file formats .
Microsoft Excel is a good example of
this. It can read Lotus 1-2-3 files and
can save in 1-2-3 format. The number
of Mac programs that can read PC
files is increasing, and this trend will
gain momentum as more and more
manufacturers introduce Mac ver
sions of their DOS products. Word
Perfect is a case in point. (See "Switch
Hitters" elsewhere in this issuc...)
If you're lucky enough to have both
Mac and PC versions of your pro
grams, half of your problem is solved:
Just put the file on a disk that the desti
nation machine can read - whether
it's a network volume, a floppy, or

wning a file that no one else in
the office can open can leave
you feeling like a fly trapped
under a glass. Once your Macs
and PCs are physically connected, you
still have to exchange files, and that
process can be very easy or very diffi
cult, depending on your situation. But
regardless of what your predicament
may be, you should be able to solve
your compatibility problems in one of
three ways: directly, using matching
programs; indirectly, using an inter
mediate format or program; or with
file-translating tools that convert your
data .

0

THE DIRECT APPROACH
Direct compatibility is the simplest

BY STEVE MICHEL
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transferred through another means 
and you're done.

B ut because

THE LONGEST WAY 'ROUND
In a perfect world, everything would
be directly compatible with everything
else. Unfortunately, the world isn't
perfect, so you won't be able to solve all
your conversion problems in this way.
You might ( and probably will) use a
progra m that doesn't have a counter
part on the other machine. In this case,
you can use the indirect approach and
convert your file to an intermediary, or
pivot, file format.
\
A pivot file acts like a good second
baseman in a 6-4-3 double play: It
serves as a transition point between the
originating and destination programs.
The pivot file's format, however, isn't
either program's native format; in
stead, it's a third format that both pro
grams can read and write. Converting
becomes a process of first saving or
translating the source file on one ma
chine into the pivot format, then read
ing that pivot file with another pro
gram. But because no pivot file format

•
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no pivot file format can
support all the functions
that a native file format
can, you lose something
every time you change a

-

file to a different format.

can support all the functions that a na
tive file format can, you lose some
thing every time you change a file to a
different format . Still, it's better than
nothing.
• DCA. For word processor files,
DCA/RFT is a standard. IBM creat
ed DCA (Document Content Archi
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tecture) so that editors using different
machines could transfer formatted
files . DCA actually comes in two fla
vors: RFT (Revisable Form Text) and
FFT (Final Form Text). The latter,
however, is rarely if ever used, because
it was intended to encode documents
that cannot be edited.
A number of programs support
DCA, especially on the PC. This in
cludes such standa rds as WordPerfect,
Microsoft Word, Lotus Manuscript,
DisplayWrite 4, MultiMate, and oth
ers. Typically, manufacturers include
a separate program that performs the
conversion.
On the Mac side, Apple File Ex
change and MacLink Plus support
DCA, and TOPS and Dayna also use
the MacLink Plus translators. These
progra ms allow you to translate DCA
files to MacWrite format and the
other way around. Microsoft Word in
troduced DCA support on the Mac
with Word 3.0 but required that you
take the extra step of first saving the
file in their RTF form at and then run
ning a separate DCA conversion pro
gram.
DCA is as close to a universal stand
ard in form a tted text as we are likely to
get for a while. With IBM's backing,
and with the support of many other
manufacturers, it's entrenched in its
position. However, DCA is showing its
age. It does not include support for
many features that Mac users take for
granted, such as double underlining,
multiple fonts in a document, and mul
tiple font sizes on a line.
• Microsoft RTF (Rich Text For
mat). This is a new standard tha t Mi
crosoft introduced in I 987 when they
released Word 3.0. The RTF specifi
cation allows special code strings to be
inserted into ASCII text files to speci
fy formatting. RTF is very rich, sup
porting a wide range of formatting
codes, such as fon ts, font sizes, type
styles, and paragraph alignment. And
because RTF is a text-only format, it
has another significant advantage.
Some programs use non-ASCII con
trol codes to handle their formatting,
but since these codes aren't ASCII
characters, a non-RTF intermediate
format might not be able to translate
them. RTF solves this problem by re-

Bit Pad Plus is the latest tablet from
Summagraphics - the world's leading supplier of
graphics tablets. This versatile, 12" by 12" input
device greatly enhances the graphics capabilities of
your Macintosh to create a more productive, more
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higher resolution. And it's compatible with all Macintosh II
and SE software.
•
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Specifying MS·DOS-to
Mac text translation with
standard Apple File
Exchange allows you to
change carriage return/
line-feed pairs into
returns only, to translate
special characters, and
to change spaces into
tabs.
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standard Apple File
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placing these codes with ASCII char
acters.
However, as always, there are limi
tations to RTF. RTF is closely linked
to the way in which Microsoft Word
structures a document - in sections,
paragraphs, and characters, and with
support for style sheets. Software
manufacturers who structure docu
ments in different ways might have
· some trouble in adapting their
schemes to RTF. Partly beca use RTF
is so new and partly because of the way
it was implemented, it's still too early
to tell how widely RTF will be used for
converting documents. But if you don 't
152
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Word files to the native format of an
other application, you must use Micro
soft's RTF to get to DCA.
• WordStar. Because WordStar has
been in use for so long on the PC and
earlier computers, people have created
many documents in this format, allow
ing it to become something of a lingua
franca for word processors. M any PC
programs - Word, WordPerfect, and
MultiMate, for example - include
conversion utilities that translate to
and from WordStar format. Since
MacLink Plus supports translation
from WordStar to MacWrite, you can
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then read the formatted file into most
Mac word processors.
Of course, WordStar does not sup
port a number of features offered by
other PC word processors, let alone the
wide range of font and style features
supported by most M ac programs.
This means that when you use Word
Star as an intermediate format ,
chances are you' re going to lose a sig
nificant amount of formatting.
• MacWrite. When Apple bundled
MacWrite with the Mac, it ensured
that MacWrite would become the
WordStar for the Mac: a program that
many people used and a file format
that most other word processors could
support. MacLink Plus can translate
many different file formats into Mac
Write, and Apple File Exchange sup
ports translation from DCA to Mac
Write. Most other Mac word proces
sors can read MacWrite files, so it
works as an intermediate format.
While MacWrite format certainly
supports a range of features that nei
ther DCA nor WordStar supports, it
st ill has its limitations. Many other
Mac word processors offer features
that are not available with MacWrite
but may be available with a word pro
cessor on the PC. Unfortunately, by
translating into MacWrite format
first, you'll probably lose these fea
tures.
• ASCII (American Standard Code
for Information Interchange). This is
the lowest common denominator of
file compatibility. The good news is
that both the PC and the Macintosh
agree as to how the basic alphanumer
ic characters (and many other charac
ters, such as returns and tabs) are en
coded. This agreement works for
transferring "straight" text and num
bers without formatting.
The ASCII character set encodes
every character you see on your screen
as a number. The letter A, for exam
ple, is ASCII code 65 (I 00000 I in bi
nary notation), and similar numeric
equivalents are assigned to a number
of "control" codes that computers use
for their internal operations, the com
plete alphabet (uppercase and lower
case letters have different codes), com
mon punctuation symbols, and num
bers. The Macintosh and the PC agree
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on the meaning of codes 0 through
127.
.
However, things get sticky when it
comes to other ch aracters. Since
ASCII was created in the days when
computers encoded with 8 bits, only
the numbers 0 through l 27 were stan
dardized. Modern computers can deal
with higher values, so for the numbers
128 through 255 there's chaos regard
ing how the characters are encoded.
Both the PC and the Mac use these for
foreign and accented characters as
well as for symbols, but even where
they support the same symbols, they
assign them different codes.
Also, the PC and the Mac don't
quite agree regarding how an ASCII
text file is structured. The PC was de
signed in the days when computers still
dealt with their screens as if they were
terminals, and this shows up in the way
files are stored. The most obvious ex
amples are returns and line feeds.
On teletype terminals, the return
character and the line-feed character
performed distinct function s. Th ese
terminals needed both of these charac
ters to generate a new line; the carri age
return (ASCII character 13) told the
terminal to move the carriage to the
beginning of the line, and the line feed
(ASCII character I 0) told the termi
nal to advance to the next line. DOS
still needs both of these characters at
the end of a line.
The Mac, however, doesn't owe
much to teletype terminals, and its cre
ators abandoned the need for line feeds
in text files . So when you open a text
file created on a DOS machine with a
Mac application , you have some extra
neous characters - the line feeds,
which usually appear as little boxes.
When you save a Mac text file to a
DOS program, the converse holds
true, and you have to add the line
feeds. Fortunately, there are some fine
and inexpensive tools that allow you to
do this, and it isn't hard to delete the
line feeds when using most Mac word
processors. (See sidebar " Return , Re
turn, Return." )
Some DOS word processors place a
return at the end of every line when
you save a text file. You then have to
delete these extra returns when you
open the file on your Mac - or use a
154
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Moving Struclures
tructured text adds a new level of complication to file transfer. Text' files '
created with word processors can be seen as streams of text, the only
structure being that a return ends a line. This works fine if all you want to
transfer are word processor files, but spreadsheets and databases are another
story. These kinds of files have definite structures: spreadsheets are composed of
rows and columns, and databases are composed of records and fields. To transfer
these files, both the program that writes the file and the one that reads it must agree
on what constitutes a cell or field and what constitutes a row or record. There are
three ways to transfer these kinds of file~ while retaining their structures.

S

WHAT'S THE DIF?
DIF (Oat~ Interchange Format) is a text format that allows structured text to be
exchanged between database and spreadsheet programs. This format, developed by
the creators of VisiCalc, has been around for some time, and many spreadsheets
and databases in both the Mac and PC worlds support it, including Excel, 4th
Dimension, Omnis 3 Plus, FileMaker Plus, dBASE Ill PLUS, and Lotus 1-2-3.

SMOOTH AS SYLK
Microsoft developed SYLK (Symbolic Link) for communication between MultiPlan·
and other products. Like DIF, SYLK is supported by a wide variety of programs, in
cluding Excel , 4th Dimension, Omnis 3 Plus, FileMaker Plus, and dBASE Ill PLUS.
Additionally, SYLK can be extended by developers who want to incorporate special
features of their programs.

SYLK MAKES THE BIG DIFFERENCE
If you're using applications that support both SYLK and DIF, you can rest assured
that both will transfer your structured text. However, SYLK is a newer format
specification and has more flexibility than DIF. It is extensible, so manufactur.ers
can add ·their own codes to the file to support types of information that weren't part
of the original specification. SYLK also makes it possible to transfer not just values
but also t he formulas that created those values. Unfortunately, not many manufac ~
turers do this with SYLK, but who knows, you might be lucky. If you have a choice,
use SYLK. It's a little faster than DIF and at least has the potential for transfer of
more detailed information than DIF does.

IT'S D'LIMITED
If your programs don't support SYLK or DIF, there is another layer of compatibili
ty for structured files : the delimited file formats. Just as ASCII text is the lowest
common denominator for word processing files, so these delimited file formats are
the bottom line for structured text. These formats solve the compatibility problem
by inserting a character or group of characters between fields to separate them from
one another. These delimiting characters tell the program reading the file where one
field or cell ends and another beg\ns. 'The reading program also needs to know
where a record or row ends and the next one begins. There are two common
delimited formats in wide use.
• Tab-Delimited. This is the most common Mac format. When a database writes .a
tab-delimited file, it writes a field, then a ta'b, then another field followed by a tab,
and so on. A return denotes the end of a record. Spreadsheets work much the same
way: The program starts at the upper-left corner of the spreadsheet and works its
way across a row and then down. It writes a cell , then a tab, then another cell fol
lowed by a tab, and so on until it reaches the end of the row. A return indicates the
end of the row. Since this format is so common on the Mac and is widely used on ·
the PC, it will almost always work. This is useful for bringing structured data into a
columnar layout in a word processor or desktop publishing application.
• Comma-Delimited. More common on the PC than on the Mac, the comma
delimited format is a nuisance. Instead of using tabs to separate fields or ceJls, it
uses a comma. The problem is obvious: The data can itself contain commas (for ex
ample, "John Doe, Jr." or "$1 ,234.50"). When using this delimiter, you must put
quotes around those fields that have embedded commas to indicate to the program
reading the file that this is one field , not two. The program reading the file should
then discard the quotes so that they do not appear as part of the data.
Unfortunately, not all programs do so. I've seen Double Helix retain the quotes in a
file after it has read them in. Given a choice, use the tab-delimited format instead.
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Making The Right Choice
From Generation to Generation.
Attorney at Law, Henry
Maretz, was asked why be
chose Mlcrotecb ...

' 'A few years ago, while my son
1\. was at Harvard, I bought him
a Microtech 800k floppy disk drive
for his Macintosh. I think Iwas one
of the first to buy one - in fact
Microtech had just released the
product. I remember they were
hard to get at the time. Well, my
son's graduated now and working
in the computer field, but he's still
crazy about his Mac - and his
Microtech drive. He even started to convince me that Ishould have a Macintosh computer and
Microtech drive for my law practice. Well believe me, he can be pretty convincing.
I began to do some research. I was already impressed with the Macintosh, but I knew I
would need a hard drive. I called Microtech again and was glad to find their selection of
internal and external hard drives to be quite extensive. When I heard that Microtech drives
were chosen by my alma mater Dartmouth, I was becoming even more convinced. I am
familiar with Dartmouth's incredible computer network. Then when I realized that Microtech
was offering a 5 year warranty on their hard drives, I needed no further persuading. From
personal experience I knew Microtech would be around long enough to give me the service and
support I was looking for. Once Iwas sold on the Mac, I was definitely convinced Microtech had
to be the right choice - no, the only choice - for a hard disk drive, just as it had been for my
so~ ' s 800k drive a few years ago."
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translator to do it for you. Other word
processors, such as WordPerfect for
the PC, give you choices when saving
your file. Saving in WordPerfect's
"generic word processor" format, for
example, puts returns and line feeds
only at the end of paragraphs - just
where you want them. Saving as a
" DOS text file" puts returns and line
feeds at the end of every line.

Because all
Mac owners now get AFE,
it can be a lingua franca

-

for file translation.

GETTING THE RIGHT TOOLS
Because not all programs can read
or write all pivot files, and because
there are only a limited number of con
versions that we can expect any one
program to handle, some software de
velopers have come up with tools that
can be used for a wide variety of trans
lations.
• MacLink Plus. MacLink Plus, from
DataViz, is the granddaddy of file
translation programs. It's a multipur
pose tool that you can use both for
translation and for handling the move
ment of files between the two systems
over a direct connection or a modem .
(See "Connect the DOS" elsewhere in
this issue.) You can also use MacLink
156
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Plus in a "local desktop" mode if the
files have already been moved, or if the
Mac can access the files on a disk, such
as a Mac disk, the DaynaFile, or a file
server. Dayna makes the translation
portion of MacLink Plus available for
the DaynaFile, and TOPS includes
MacLink Plus with their software as
TOPS Translators, proving the suc
cess of this file-translation program.
A new version of MacLink Plus
(version 2. 1) was released this spring
and adds a number of new features. If
you want to use this program to actual
ly copy the files between the two ma
chines, you'll be happy to know that it
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now supports 57K-baud file transfers
between machines that are directly
connected. This is fast file transfer and
rivals the speed of AppleTalk networks
in file throughput.
Another nice feature of the new
MacLink Plus is that the translator
drivers have been separated from the
program and have been made compat
ible with Apple File Exchange. In ef
fect, this allows MacLink Plus owners
to choose the user interface they like
best and to use just one program. Since
you can save translation sets with both
programs, the functionality is about
the same, but by the time you read this,
Apple File Exchange will include a ll
the MacLink translators, giving it an
edge.
• AnyText. This program takes a
unique approach to translating DOS
text to the Macintosh. The program
does not read disk files at all, so it does
not need to be intelligent abo ut all the
different ways that programs store
text on disk. Instead, it acts as an Ep
son Printer, which is as standard as
anything gels in the DOS world . When
loaded , the software resides in RAM ,
waiting for other programs to send
output to the printer connected to the
parallel port. When it detects informa
tion going to that port, AnyText "cap
tures" those characters and saves them
into a file on disk that you can then
translate into MacWrite or Microsoft
Word format using Apple File Ex
change.
Because virtually every program
supports the Epson printer, AnyText is
able to translate from virtually a ny PC
program to the Mac. And because it's
intelligent about the codes that are
sent to the Epson printer to do such
things as set margins or make text bold
or underlined, it does a nice job of ap
proximating that output on the Mac.
If you 're using some of the more ob
scure PC programs that use a propri
etary file format a nd lack conversion
utilities, this program is defi nitely the
way to go. It's inexpensive and unob
trusive, and it works fine.
• Apple File Exchange. Apple re
leased Apple File Exchange (AFE) in
October 1987, and it's included as part
of the Mac system software. This ex
tensible program provides a consistent

Macintosh SE

11 you've got a computer,
you shouldhave

11

Managing Your Money.''
- Stock Market Magazine, 1988

rnecA®
Software that makes your personal computer worth having.
© 1988 • MECA • 355 Riverside Avenue• Westport, CT 06880
For Macintosh Plus, SE, II, 512KE. Two disk drives (one being at least SOOK).
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user interface and a standard program
for translating files.
At this writing, Apple ships this pro
gram with only a couple of translation
options (after August, all the Mac
Link translators will be included). It
can translate between DCA and Mac
Write formats, a nd it can translate
text files between the two systems.
When translating files from Mac to
DOS, AFE will convert between car
riage returns and carriage return/line
feed combinations and between spaces
and tabs. You can also specify the
number of spaces you want converted
to tabs. Another nice feature is AFE's
ability to translate international char
acters. On the PC, many of these char
acters, such as the A with the umlaut,
are formed by printing one character,
backspacing, and printing another.
AFE allows you to specify whether you
want it to convert these characters to
the closest character that resembles
the one in question or to convert to two
separate characters.
However, AFE's main strength is in
its extensibility. Translators are kept
in separate files, called "drivers," that
a

File

0

Return, Return, ReJurn

I

n some cases, opening a text file on your Mac can be just the start of your adven
ture in compatibility. Often, that document will open with carriage returns at the
end of every line instead of every paragraph. Fortunately, there are a couple of
ways that you can remove these excess returns, other than one at a time.
Maclty has a feature called "Modify carriage returns" that removes all carriage
returns not immediately followed by other carriage returns or tabs. This is quick and
easy.
If you're using Microsoft Word, you can get the same result without using another
program, but it takes a few steps.
First, choose Show ~ from the Edit menu and look through the text to make sure
that the paragraphs end with two returns. They usually do.
Next, change all instances of two returns in a row to another set of characters. I
use zzzz, since this would only very rarely occur in text. To do this, type· p" p into
the Find What field in the Change dialog box, and type zzzz into the Change To field.
Click Change All, and you 've finished the first step.
Now search for all the instances of single carriage returns and replace them with
nothing  this deletes them. Enter "p into the Find What field , and leave the Change
To field blank. Click Change All, and that's the second step done.
Your document now consists of one long paragraph, with zzzz indicating where
the paragraph breaks should be. Use the Change command to replace all the
instances ot zzzz with "p, and you're finished. Your document will now have returns
at the end of paragraphs and none at the end of individual lines.
The process will work in much the same way if you're using a word processor
other than Word, but you 'll probably have to use another means to search for
returns. For example, you can select the space from the end of one line to the begin
ning of the next and paste this selection into the Find field, or you can actually type
returns in the Find field.
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are automatically added to AFE when
copied into the same folder as AFE
itself. This should allow developers
greater leeway in providing translation
between their programs and others.
Although DataViz has grabbed the
spotlight for the moment - and will
probably remain the single source for a
comprehensive set of AFE-compatible
translators - developers may soon be
gin shipping translators for their pro
grams as a standard utility. Because
all Mac owners now get AFE, it can be
a lingua franca for file translation.
• McSink. This program, from Signa
ture Software, is a kitchen-sinkful of
text file utilities. Among its capabili
ties are easily adding or removing line
feeds and converting spaces to tabs
and tabs to spaces. Because some word
processors on the PC (notably Word
Star) do not embed a tab character ·
when you type the tab key, instead in
serting a number of spaces, this is very
handy. McSink is a $25 shareware
product and performs a wide variety of
functions. It's a tool that should be in
everyone's desk accessory menu.

OuarkXPressN, the complete electronic
design and production environment, provides
all of the resources you need to get the job
done. Full featured word processing , powerful
graphics editing and global search & replace
funclions are just a few of its exceptional
features. And while QuarkXPress is already
recognized for its superb typographic and
layout capabilities, these convenient tools
make Version 2.0 a pleasure to use. MacUser
magazine thought so when it awarded
OuarkXPress its highest rating for desktop
publishing software.
But for all of its capabilities, QuarkXPress
is remarkably easy to learn and to use... which
means that you'll be able to take advantage
of its power quickly. And now, Version 2.0
has an expanded palette of new features, such
as image manipulation, style sheets and
advanced color features.
To find out how OuarkXPress 2.0 can
makeyour computer your best creative
resource, visit your authorized Quark dealer
or call 1-800-356-9363.
You'll see that expressing your best ideas
has never been easier than with QuarkXPress.

uark
Quark and QuarkXPre ss
are trademarks ot Quark. Inc.
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• Maclfy. This is a standard applica
tion that performs a number of the
same functions as McSink. It also
translates typewriter quotes into type
setter's quotes ("smart quotes") and
lets you type in custom character
strings to be translated globally 
something like a search-and-replace
mode in a word processor.
• Word Processors. You can also use
most word processors to do some work
with text files that you've brought over
from a PC. If all you need to do is
delete line feeds from a DOS file or
add line feeds to a Mac file that you
are sending to DOS, it's not too ha rd.
In MacWrite, you can paste into the
Change dia log box. Just select the lit
tle box that represents the line feed
(the small box is used on the Mac to
show characters that don 't have any
printable sy mbols) and copy it. Then
bring up the Change dialog box. En
sure that the cursor is in the Find What
field in that dialog, then select Paste
from the Edit menu. The small box will
a ppea r in the Find What field . Leave
the Change To field empty. What you
want to do is find all the line feeds and
change them to nothing.
You can't paste into Word 's Change
dialog box, but you can search for spe
cific ASCII characters. Word uses the
character to permit you to search for
codes and characters that you can't
type from the keyboard. Since the line
feed character is ASCII I 0, you can
search for it by typingA I 0 into the Find
What field in the Change dialog box.
Leave the Change To field empty and
it does the same thing.
Other word processors and text edi
tors allow you to do much the same
thing. In WordPerfect on the Mac,
you can scroll through a list of "codes"
to put the line-feed code into the Find
What dialog.
Of course, if you are using Word
Perfect Mac to read in files created by
WordPerfect PC, you don't need to do
this sort of massaging. QUED/M also
has some sophisticated tools for
searching and replacing.

pu~lislphg

bnngmg
you down?
If you're like us, you became a
desktop publisher in order to be more
efficient, and to gain more control
over the design and production of
your publications . But keeping up
with this rapidly growing field can
become a full-time job. That's why we
created The National Association of
Desktop Publishers.
The National Association of Desktop
Publishers is a non-profit trade
association for desktop publishing
professionals. We keep our members
up to date on the latest technological
advances, and keep an eye on the
horizon for what will be coming.
Members
receive:
•The qu ar
terly NA DTP
/011mal

•The Forum,
a bi-monthly
industry
newsletter
•Free sub
scription to EP& P, the Maga zine of Elec
troni c Publishing and Printing Professionals
• Free registration to GEnie ,. , the Gen
eral Electric Network fo r Information
Exchange
•Much more

To receive your &ee membership pack
age, just call us at:

1-800-228-2203
National
-==: Association
- of Desktop
Publishers'"

-

TWO-WAY TRAFFIC AHEAD

l'.O. Box 508, Ken more Station. Boston. MA 0221:;.9998
~
•

All products ml'nti oned
respcC1 1vc holdl.'~.

.lrl'

Moving files back and forth be
tween the Mac and the PC is getting
easier by the day. More and more pro

trJd cnurk s of 1hc1r .
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grams are coming out for both ma
chines, allowing direct file transfer. If
you' re using programs that don't have
direct counterparts, it takes a little
more work, but it can be done. If you
find yourself doing a lot of this sort of
thing, the utilities mentioned will be
good armaments in your arsenal. And
if all else fails, straight ASCII text can
ca rry much of the typing over, if not
the formatting. With all the tools
available to you, you should be able to
ha ndle just about any situation and
break out from under that glass for
ever. ~
STEVE MICHEL IS THE AUTHOR OF IBM PC
AN D MACINTOSH NETWORKING (HOWARD
W. SAMS), FROM WHICH THIS ARTICLE IS
ADAPTED. HE IS ALSO THE AUTHOR OF PORT
AUTHORITY, A STACK
HEIZER SOITWARE.

AVAILABLE

Directory
AnyText
Compatible Systems Corporation
P.O. Drawer 17220
Boulder, CO 80308
(303) 444-9532
(800) 356-0283
$95
Apple File Exchange
Apple Computer
20525 l\1ariani Avenue
Cupertino, CA 95014
(408) 996-1010
(included with System software)
Maclfy
Eric Celeste
358 North Parkview
Columbus, OH 43209
$10 Shareware
Macllnk Plus
DataViz
35 Corporate Drive
Trumbull , CT 06611
(203) 268-0030
$195
McSlnk
'Signature Software
2151 Brown Avenue
Bensalem, PA 19020
(215) 639-8794
$25 Shareware

FROM

IN TOUCH WITH
TECHNOLOGY
Making the best peripheral products
for every Macintosh®is what MacPEAK .
Systems is all about This goal demands our
total commitment, as a company, to on
going research, quality design and engineer
ing excellence.
In an industry that thrives on change,
there's a high risk factor (and a major in
vestment) when your corporate objectives
center on market leadership and quality
customer support But these risks are offset:
there's a tremendous future in meeting the
demands of a sophisticated and appre
ciative public. That's why we're here: to pro
vide elegant solutions to the twin problems
of price and performance.

LEAD, FOLLOW
OR GET OUT OF THE WAY
It was vision that foresaw Mac II per
formance in an SE shell, but it was a spirit
of innovation that produced our I6 MHz
Orion TM SE20116 accelerator board, combining
Apple-standard design with logical, optional
upgrades, at an incredibly affordable price.
And that pattern will be continued with our
20 MHz Orion and our 68030 products,
now in development
It's the same with all our products,
from reliable mass storage devices to the
simplest "snap-in" components-we want
MacPEAK Systems to be known as a leader,
in design, service and price/performance.

PEAK PERFORMANCE.
MacPEAK QUALI1Y.
For every Mac owner, the promise of
technical innovation is the achievement of
quantum leaps in performance. The trick is
to make the technology affordable. When
MacPEAK offers a proven, state-of-the-art
accelerator board that quadruples the speed
of a Mac SE at a price of only $795, the
question in the minds of the consumer and
the competition is the same: "How did they
do that?" The answer? Working harder and
smarter.
In a marketplace driven by a quest for
technical innovation and greater price/
performance leverage, it's not easy to make
the right decision. To receive free com
parative literature on MacPEAK products,
call 8001225-7509.
MacPEAK Systems
120 I Spyglass/Austin, Texas 78746
800/225-7509/FAX 512/327-9553
Ma.cintosh is 1 registered tradem:a.rlc. ol Apple Computer, Inc.
Orion is • tr>d<nwk of MxPEAK Symms.

_ _ !5!W
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FAST, RELIABLE
BACKUPS.
Everyone knows the importance of having
reliable backups-the problem is finding time
to do it That's why MacPEAK designed the
new ST-60 tape backup. It's fast, able to back
up data at 3-5 megabytes/minute-even
faster in mirror image mode! It's reliable, be
cause we use TEAC removable 60-meg tape
cartridges. And we built in efficiency, with
automatic, timed backup capability.

THE NETWORK

SOLUTION.

A tape drive that has this much capacity is
a natural for the network environment Able
to backup any hard drive on the network in
minutes, the ST-60 won't inconvenience office
operations. And it's compatible with all
AppleTalk •M software, so it won't inconve
nience your network, either.

MEMORABLE PRICE:
$995
Beyond its remarkable reliability and con
venient operation, the MacPEAK ST-60 offers
one more very important advantage: you can
own one for under $I 000.
But don't be misled: compare tape backups
for yourself. For storage capacity, speed and
reliability. For convenience and flexibility. And
finally, for price and performance.
Making the best peripheral products for
every Macintosh® is what MacPEAK Systems
is all about For free comparative literature on
MacPEAK products, call 8001225-7509.

MacPEAKI

I

i\1oci uosh is a reriitcrttl trademark and Apple Talk n a trodemorlc of Applt: CompcMr, Inc..

1201 Spyglass/Austin, Texas 78746
eoom5-7509/FAX 512/327-9553
Please circle 185 on reader service card.

MAXIMUM PERFORMANCE.
MINIMAL PRICE.
When you want to boost performance of
your Macintosh®SE, fast-the right acceler
ator can make all the difference. And with a
price starting under $800, MacPEAK's
Orion "' SE2°'' 6 Accelerator makes the differ
ence very clear.
It's the only board available that gives your
SE all the power and memory expandability of
a Mac II. And like all innovations from Mac
PEAK, the Orion SE is I00% Apple-compatible,
which makes it easy to install, easy to
expand-and very easy to appreciate.

FROM SE TO MAC II
IN NOTHING FLAT
With a blazing clock speed of 16 MHz
and full 32-bit busses, the Orion SE2°" 6 quad
ruples the processing speed on all your soft
ware. If that's not fast enough for you, an
optional boost to 20 MHz is available (call for
price on this option). Or, add a 68881 Math
Co-processor and run math-intensive software
and desktop engineering programs up to a
hundred times faster than a standard SE!
($295 option)
Equipped with Apple-standard S/MMs, the
Orion SE is designed for easy "snap-in" up
grades of I to 8 megabytes of on-board
memory. Plug in a Galaxy™LS option ($490)
and your SE is instantly compatible with a
variety of large screen monitors, including
landscape and portrait formats.
The 68851 Memory Management Co
processor ($595 option) allows the Orion SE
to handle up to 32 MB of memory, as well as
advanced operating systems like AIUX and
multi-tasking systems.

THE SMALL PRICE
OF POWER: $795
Mor,e power and speed. Greater flexibility.
Total compatibility. With the Orion SE, your
SE works harder, faster. Better.
Best of all, at only $895 (just $795
without RAM), the Orion SE makes a big
difference, for a price that's really "small
change."

MacPEAKI

I

120 I Spyglass/Austin, Texas 78746
800/225-7509/FAX 512/327-9553
Mxl'ltcM G ~ registtred tradenwk o( Apple Computer. Inc.
Onon nl Glbxy .,. tndenurlu of H.o:PEAK Sync=
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Moving Pictures
It takes more than a cut and a paste to
transfer graphics from Macs to PCs.
Here's a road map to get you from
here to there.

e

There are lots of reasons why you
might want to move graphic files from
the PC to the Macintosh. Illustrator
and FreeHand are about the best inex
pensive illustrator's tools on the mar
ket (though Windows Designer on the
IBM is pretty impressive). Show me a
professional illustrator who works on a
computer and, eight out of ten times,
I'll show you an Illustrator user. There
are an awful lot of images stuck on the
IBM, though, destined for dot-matrix
oblivion, that dream of being Illustra
tor-ized. If only you could move them
over, even just a rough approximation,
it would be a lot easier to trace them in
Illustrator or FreeHand on the Mac.
There's another reason why IBM
to-Macintosh graphics conversion is
important: computer-aided design
(CAD). Not many design engineers
work on Macintosh systems - yet.
The Mac is making big inroads in
CAD, and the arrival of Autodesk's
Mac version of AutoCAD (due out by
the time you read this) will further en
hance the Mac's role in CAD. Design
ers who decide it's time to switch plat
forms will need an easy way to convert
their libraries of CAD documents into
Mac-usable formats.
And if you had a way to move files in

eople in the Mac· world are
spoiled, right? They create
graphics with a variety of pro
g ms, move them around almost
effortlessly from program to program,
place them on pages, scale them, ro
tate them, print them, all with a click
here and a drag there. Right?
Well, things aren't always so won
derful. I've seen PICT images land on
pages looking as if they had taken a
side-trip through Pablo Picasso's right
brain. Some PostScript images turn up
on-screen showing nothing but a gray
box on the page. Sometimes the image
prints, but not where you wanted it!
Shades of MS-DOS.
Speaking of the PC, that's where
things get really tricky. What about
transferring MacPaint documents to
an IBM? Ventura reads them just fine.
But what about PageMaker on the
PC? What about that incredible Auto
CAD drawing that engineering creat
ed last month on the IBM? It would
make a great front cover for the user
manual, but that's on the Mac. It's
hard to justify the cost of another scan
ner when you already have one, even
though it only works with the IBM .
Isn't there some way to scan over
there, then use the images over here?

BY STEVE ROTH
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• Moving Pictures

'*

file

Edit
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Style
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Edit Uieu Page
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franc Para!J'oph Graphic Option•
D:\TENP\PI CT .CIJl (811111!- P2 .SIY) -••n..nn;o,..
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Allhough Ventura Publisher can place PICT images directly, ii doesn't always do so with complete success. The top two figures show some PICT clip
art as displayed on-screen and printed with MacDraw; the bottom two show the same Ille as displayed and printed with Ventura.

THERE AND BACK AGAIN

the other d irection - from Mac to PC
- you could share your output with
the blue masses. And you could also
use your Mac graphics and text files
with those few PC applications that
have no peers on the Mac. For long
documents, the best WYSIWYG lay
out program - Ventura Publisher 
is available only on the PC. Really and
truly, nothing else - on the Macin
tosh or the IBM - begins to compare
to this wonder. It has a utomatic docu
ment formatting features that the
Macintosh still only dreams of, great
typographies, built-in graphics tools,
and an interface that packs a lot into a
little space without getting cluttered.
It doesn't give you the reach-out-and
touch-it, warm-all-over feeling that
you get from the Mac, but it is slick,
elegant, a nd eminently capable. Since
it can use Macintosh PICT, paint, and
EPS graphics, it's ready and waiting
for all those images stashed away on
your hard disk - almost.
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Moving graphics files from plat
form A to platform B introduces a slew
of variables: bit-mapped versus object
oriented graphics, color and gray
scales, object a ttributes, type specs,
and file headers. Let's start mapping
the possible routes from A to B by re
viewing the basic distinction between
graphic file types: bit-mapped versus
object-oriented. You probably know
this already, but there's more to it than
you might think .
Bit-mapped files a re made up of
dots; you create them with paint pro
grams and scanners. Object-oriented
images are made up of - you guessed
it - objects: squares, circles, a nd com
plex paths composed of curves, lines,
tangent points, and other mythical en
tities. You create object-oriented im
ages with drawing and CAD programs
and with some of the new tools that
will automatically trace the outlines of
bit-mapped images. An object-orient
E
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ed file format can also contain a bit
mapped image as an object in its own
right. Bit-mapped files, however, can
not contai n objects. When you paste
an object into a bit-mapped program,
you get a bunch of dots, not an object.
Some programs (SuperPaint is a good
example) let you work with bit maps
and objects on separate layers.
This apparently simple distinction
between bit ma ps and objects goes a
bit further. The dots in a bit-mapped
image and the objects in an object
oriented drawing have attributes 
personalities, if you like. Different file
formats have different capacities for
storing attribute information, a nd pro
grams va ry in their a bilities to inter
pret the information provided.
With bit-m a pped files, for instance,
there is the question of color a nd gray
scale. While the good old paint file for
mat that we all know a nd love handles
only black a nd white dots, there are
file form a ts and bit-map-editing pro

MagicDrive 80 ... $995.00
MacProducts USA
Affordable hard disk

128K-512K Upgrade
128K-1024K Upgrade
512K-1024K Upgrade
512K-2048K Upgrade
1Meg SIMMS
Magic SCSI Port
68030 Accelerator
Dove Mach II SE
Dove 524E
Dove MacSnap+2
Dove SCSI
HyperCharger
DoubleTime 16 Board
FX882

II'

le carry over 1000 software products for
our Mac, so please call and ask for items
ot listed in this advertisement
.dobe Fonts
25% off Adobe
usiness Sense
310.00 Monogram
.anvas
119.00 Deneba
309.00 Cricket
:ricket Presents
reehand
355.00 Aldus
ullWrite Pro
285.00 Ashton-Tate
lustrator 88
339.00 Adobe
ightspeed C
105.00 Think
l acGolf
35.00 PCAI
lacMoney 3.0
59.00 Survivor
lacRecorder
143.00 Farallon
licrosott Products
call Microsoft
liniCAD 4.0
379.00 Diehl
ageMaker 3.0
435.00 Aldus
ayroll
139.00 Aatrix
59.00 Freesoft
.ed Ryder
eflex Plus
169.00 Borland
uitcase
39.00 S/W Supply
Super30
199.00 Silicon Beach
ops (Mac or DOS) 145.00 Tops
urbo Pascal
72.00 Borland
/orks+Command
68.00 Lundeen

&r'

Hard Disk Drives by CMS, Everex, Magic,
General Computer, PCPC, NuData, Mirror,
Rodlme & AppleCrate starting at:
Internal
External
499.00
20meg
399.00
799.00
40meg
749.00
60meg
849.00
799.00
1295.00
1395.00
91meg
1950.00
150meg
NA
300meg
NA
2500.00
60MB Tape Backup
699.00
Thunderscan 4.0
195.00
~ Abaton Propolnt
115.00
Kraft Ouickstick
39.00
87.00
Turbo Mouse(+, SE)
A+ Optical Mouse
63.00
SOOK Drive
179.00
2400 B. Modem (Hayes-Comp) 159.00
Hayes 2400 Modem
499.00
Montterm 19" Monitor
call
19" Sony Monitor
2950.00
DataCopy 730 Scanner
1399.00
~Sharp Color Scanner
5499.00
Grappler C/MAC/GS
82.00
General Computer laserWriters
call

Ordering Information
Orders:
Information :

FAX:

169.00
359.00
169.00
499.00
call
69.00
call
649.00
165.00
299.00
99.00
699.00
295.00
295.00

1-800-622·3475
1-512-343-9441
1-512-343-6141

Hours: 7am - 10pm M-F, 10am-6pm Sat-Sun
Minimum Order: $40.00
Tax : Texas residents only, add 8% sales tax.
Prices and items are subject to change and
availability.

RasterOps
ColorBoard 104..$2499.00
24-bit TrueColor, graphics board

ColorBoard 108..$1149.00
8-bit, high-res graphics board

19" Trinitron
Monitor..$2999

KAO Boxed
Black Ribbons
Colored Ribbons
Multicolored Ribbons

3.00
3.50
12.00

MacPlus Bag
MacSE Bag
lmagell Bag
Teak 45 Disk Holder
Teak 90 Disk Holder
Disk File/30
Vertical Disk Stand 240
Hypercard Handbook
The Macintosh Bible
CompuNet Connector
Surge Suppressor
Macnit
Magic Mouse Pad
Kensington Cable Ex1. Kit
Mouse Cleaner 360

59.00
69.00
55.00
15.00
22.00
7.00
37.00
19.95
18.00
25.00
15.00
25.00
11 .00
34.00

Payment: American Express, Visa, Master
Card (No surcharge) , Checks. C.O.D., and
Company & Institution PO's.

~ =cH~JEJ
Terms: You are not charged until your order
is shipped.
Returns may be subject to a restocking fee.
Shipping: Minimum $4 .00 - Federal Express,
UPS Next Day & 2nd Day Air, US Mail.
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grams that handle more robust bit
maps. I call them deep bit maps, be
cause each pixel has a color or gray
scale value hiding behind it. Like col
orful personalities, these images have
depth.
As long as we're talking about
depth, let's not forget width and
height. Paint files are limited to 576 by
720 dots. Other bit-mapped file for
mats (notably TIFF, and .PCX on the
IBM) used by other programs can
handle much larger images.
Because different file formats and
programs handle size, color, and gray
scale information differently, there are
still some iffy questions when it comes
to moving deep bit maps between dif
ferent hardware platforms and soft
ware packages.
With object-oriented images, the
number of possible object attributes is
seemingly infinite: line widths, fills
(including patterns, gray tints, and
colors), rounded-corner radii, drawing
layers, type specs (including various
methods of kerning and letterspacing),
rotation, and provisions for bit maps
(flat or deep) to be included as objects.
There is not currently a universal file
format robust enough to handle all
that information, which means that
moving complex drawings in editable
form between various programs is still
more of an art than a science.
Enough conceptual background;
let's talk about some of the widely used
file formats out there and how useful
they are for moving graphics among
different applications.

graphics program. Or suppose you
want a rough image to place in Ventu
ra, just to remind you where the high
quality Illustrator-generated image
will go.
Ventura is actually an easy case 
it can convert paint files directly to
GEM .IMG bit-mapped format.
(Ventura runs under the Graphics En
vironment Manager, whose native bit
mapped format is .IMG.) The original
paint file is left alone. Most other PC
programs make life more complicated.
Amazingly, you could not place paint
images in version I .Oa of PC Page
Maker, even though MacPaint ap
peared as an option in the Place dialog.
Version 3.0 for the PC fixes this. No
other IBM application I know of will
read paint files - you'll need to use a
conversion utility.

RAW BITS
AnyGraph, from Compatible Sys
tems, can convert just about any

Hijaak and The Graphics
Link both ofter
conversions between a
number of formats.
Hijaak afters a wider
variety and better color
to-gray conversion, but
The Graphics Link lets
you view the images and
tag several for
conversion at once.

BITS AND PIECES
The paint file format - 576 by 720
pixels, black and white - is the easiest
format for both Macs and PCs to come
to terms with. Just about any graphics
program on the Mac will read it, and a
few on the IBM will too. The problem
is that paint-format graphics won't ex
actly be of top quality. Even the best
MacPaint images (and there are some
great clip art packages) still generally
look bit-mapped.
But even in this high-resolution day
and age, paint files have their func
tions. You might want to move a
screen image over from the IBM to use
as a template for retracing in a Mac
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graphic on the IBM to paint format,
and only paint format. AnyGraph is
actually two programs. The first pro
gram, AnyPC, is a memory-resident
PC program that captures output sent
to an IBM Graphics Printer to disk.
Once you transfer that file to your
Mac, you can convert it using Apple
File Exchange in combination with the
AnyGraph translator.
This is a bare-bones approach to
translation, because it's limited to the
approximately 80 dpi that the IBM
Graphics Printer can handle and the
small image size that MacPaint can
handle. On the other hand, these limi
tations make AnyGraph an easy-to
use program.
For more flexibility on the PC, there
are two more utilities you might con
sider. One goes by the name of The
Graphics Link, from PC Quik Art.
The other is Hijaak, from Inset Sys
tems (also published as Reflection, by
IMSI). Both of these translate to and
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from a variety of bit-mapped formats
for the PC.
Both programs can convert files in
paint, black-and-white .TIF, Paint
brush .PCC and .PCX files, Microsoft
Windows Paint (MSP), GEOM
.IMG, and Halo CUT formats. The
Graphics Link can also handle EGA
Paint, PC Paint, and BLOAD (the old
IBM BASIC graphic format). Hijaak
can convert documents in all of these
formats : Amiga ILBM, CompuServe
.GIF, Hewlett-Packard .PCL, Inset
.PIX, Lotus .PIC (source only), News
master/Printmaster, Text, and Post
Script (destination only). (Several of
these IBM bit-mapped formats will be
discussed later on.)
Of the two programs, I like Hijaak
better, because it converts more for
mats and does a better job in some
cases. The Graphics Link is much fast
er, however, and it lets you tag a bunch
of files to be converted at once. You
can even view the files quickly while
you're tagging, to make sure you get
the ones you want. Hijaak makes you
choose each file by name, wait for it to
convert, then choose the next, and so
on (sounds just like the Macintosh).
You can call Hijaak from the DOS
command line, though, so if you' re into
writing batch files (not that hard , real
ly), you can convert multiple files at
once.
Hijaak stands out when it comes to
diversity, especially since it will read
Lotus .PIC files (an object-oriented
format) and convert them to bit maps.
.PCL, the language of the Hewlett
Packard Laser Jet, is another very use
ful format. When you print a file to
disk using a LaserJet driver, what re
sults is a high-resolution (300-dpi) bit
map of whatever is on the page. Hijaak
will convert that high-res bit map to
any of its supported formats, including
.TIF. Even object-oriented graphics
are converted, since objects are sent to
the LaserJet as bit maps. (The Laser
Jet doesn't have any graphic primitives
to speak of.) A few LaserJet drivers 
notably Ventura's - wouldn't con
vert, however.
This conversion still results in a bit
map, not an object-oriented graphic,
but it's a high-resolution bit map that
may be sufficient. Unfortunately, this
I 70
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conversion only works for graphics.
Any text that depends on LaserJet
fonts won't be converted.
Hijaak also stands out when con
verting color files; it does a good job of
mapping the colors to gray patterns for
either TIFF or paint form ats. The
Graphics Link generally gave me gar
bage when I converted color files.
Also, bear in mind that even Hijaak
converts only to gray patterns, not ac
tual gray values. Neither program
supports gray-scale TIFF or EPS. Hi
jaak can convert to EPS , though it
doesn't provide a screen representa
tion.
Both Hijaak and The Graphics Link
are easy to use. You just select the
source and target formats from menus,
specify your source and target file
names, and go. The Graphics Link
converts a paint-sized image in about
l 0 seconds; Hijaak takes about 30
(this on a 10-megahertz PC AT). With
both programs, you have the option to
reverse the image as it's converted.
(IBM files are often white on black,
because the screen is green on black.)
The Graphics Link lets you select
horizontal and vertical scale factors,
whereas Hijaak lets you change scales
only when converting to or from an
object-oriented format. When you
convert to paint format , with its limit
ed image size, The Graphics Link gives
you the option of automatically scaling
oversized images down to fit. Other
wise, it crops them on the right and/or
bottom. Hijaak scales these files auto
matically, fitting the image to a full
paint page.

Both programs let you specify
whether or not paint output files
should include MacBinary headers.
When this header is included in a file,
it can be moved over to the Mac with
the file's name, type, and creator prop
erly identified. When you have a head
er, however, how you transfer files
from PC to Mac makes a big differ
ence. If you use a method that supports
MacBinary, the file and header infor
mation comes across correctly. But if
you copy or access the file using TOPS
or MacLink, for example, an addition
al header gets appended on the way
over. The result is a paint file that ap
pears blank in both MacPaint and
DeskPaint, crashes Canvas or Page
Maker, and comes into SuperPaint
with the whole image shifted to the
left.
The moral: When converting to
paint, try it with and without the head
er. One way or the other, it should
work out OK.
You may still have to change the file
"Type" before your paint or page
makeup program will recognize it.
There are _a lot of tools that let you do
this; my favorite is DiskTop. First,
make sure your user level (set in the
Preferences dialog box) is set for Tech
nical. Then just select the file or files,
type Command-I (or Get Info from
the menu), and change the file type
(for example, PNTG for MacPaint
files or TIFF for TIFF files).

IN ATIFF
Tagged Image File Format (TIFF)
is a much more versatile bit-mapped
Yes, Virginia, there is clip
art available in the IBM
world, often of higher
resolution than
Macintosh bit-mapped
clip art. This PC Quik-Art
Image started out larger
than a lull paint page and
was converted to paint
format using Hijaak.
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119 .
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Pruct1cal Computer
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Microsoft

27 .
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format and, as you might expect, is
subject to more subtle conversion
problems and pitfalls. (In general, the
richer the file format, the more there is
to be lost in the translation.) Scanner
software developers have adopted
TIFF wholeheartedly, and as more
paint programs begin to support it, it's
looking more and more like the All
American Bit-Mapped Format. TIFF
is the perfect vehicle if you want to
move scanned images and other bit
maps between different platforms and
programs. It's being adopted on many
different machines, including the IBM
and the Mac.
Why is TIFF so hot? Versatility, for
starters. It can handle bit maps with or
without color or gray scale and can
support different resolutions and sizes.
It can also compress the bit maps, and
you can even have two bit maps in one
file - a high-resolution version for
printing and a low-resolution version
for fast screen display.
The problem is that TIFF is extensi
ble; developers can (and often do)
choose to create a TIFF file that no
other program can read. Even on the
Mac, there are several TIFF formats.
Datacopy's Maclmage scanning soft
ware, for instance, has three different
TIFF formats (excuse the repetitive
redundancy). And most Macintosh
TIFF files are different from the .TIF
files common on the IBM. ·
One Mac utility I've found useful
for working with TIFF files is .tif to
tiff, which is bundled with DeskPaint
from Zedcor. It converts the .TIF files
(black-and-white only ) created by
IBM programs like Hewlett-Packard's
Scanning Gallery to Macintosh TIFF
files, but it's not perfect.
ImageStudio can also read a variety
of TIFF files and save them in a widely
usable format. PageMaker (on both
the Mac and PC) stands out as about
the best program for reading a variety
of TIFF formats, but it can save files in
only one TIFF format.
On the IBM, TIFF support is only
beginning to emerge. Most IBM scan
ners can save in TIFF format, but
PageMaker is the only program I
know of that can place the files on a
page. Ventura doesn't even know that
TIFF files exist, though that will prob
172
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ably change with version 2.0, due in
the fall. That version will probably
support black-and-white, gray-scale,
and even color TIFF files. (The Ventu
ra people are extremely tight-lipped,
however.) You'd think that converting
a Mac TIFF file to .IMG format
would let you place the image on a
Ventura page. Neither of the conver
sion programs I've worked with, how
ever, has succeeded in reading any
Macintosh TIFF file. So much for
that.
TIFF is a robust format, but it's not
a universal standard, by a long shot.
Color TIFF could emerge as a stand
ard for color bit-mapped images. But
the only program I know of that works
with color TIFF files is XPress, and it
can only read them, not write them.

CHAMPING AT THE BIT
.TI Fis making some headway in the
IBM world, especially as a scanner file
format on the IBM. But .PCX - the
format native to Z-Soft's Paintbrush
family of products - remains the
dominant bit-mapped format for
paint-generated color and black-and
white bit maps on the IBM.
Files in .PCX format can include
color and gray-scale information and
can be very large. Just about every bit
mapped program on the IBM can read
and/or write .PCX files, and all the
leading PC page-makeup programs
can place .PCX files. Some IBM scan
ning programs also save in this format,
although I don't expect to see them
being used for color or gray-scale scan
files.

ANY COLOR, AS LONG AS IT'S BLACK
If you want to move color bit maps
from machine to machine, you're out
of luck for the moment. Conversion de
colorizes the color bit, changing colors
to gray levels, gray patterns (that at
tempt to simulate color), or to black
and-white (mapping some colors to
black and others to white). Where is
Ted Turner when you need him?
Scaling is another factor to consider
when converting bit maps. If you are
converting a large file to paint format,
for instance, you'll have to either scale
it down or crop it. Scaling bit maps can
result in a noticeable loss of quality
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(especially when you increase the
scale). Even with simple little bit
mapped files, the path to successful
conversion is not paved with velvet
gloves (as long as we're mixing file for
mats, why not metaphors?). But with
the right tools at your disposal, it can
usually be done, even if getting them
all to work together can be a trick.

PICT PACT
Converting object-oriented graph
ics, however, is not so easy. The most
stable and widely supported object for
mat is PICT. But even with a common
object-oriented file format (like
PICT), moving object graphics from
program to program doesn't always
yield predictable results.
The bad news is that many applica
tions "embellish" their PICT files,
adding nonstandard ways of describ
ing objects that other applications
don't know how to interpret. Cricket
Draw is a prime example.
The good news, at least on the PC
side, is that Ventura can place, display,
and print PICT images - usually. As
with paint images, Ventura converts
the PICT images to the file format it
feels most comfortable with - GEM's
(guess what) .GEM format, leaving
the original PICT file intact. In my
experience, however, the only PICT
files that Ventura converts with any
reliability are those created by Mac
Draw. PICT files from Canvas and
The Curator are completely unpalat
able to Ventura, and I don't even both
er trying with Cricket Draw. And even
with MacDraw-created PICT files,
the images sometimes come out
strangely, both on-screen and when
printed. When they're garbled,
though, at least the on-screen and
printed images are garbled in the same
way, so we can give Ventura a gold star
for consistency.

KANDU CAN DO
I know of only one program that can
convert
editable
object-oriented
graphics from Mac to IBM formats
(or vice versa). There are other pro
grams that convert among different
Mac formats or among different IBM
formats, but if you want to go from one
world to the other, you'll need CAD

GREAT MOMENTS IN ACCELERATION.
Some people are born overachievers.
Seeing things as they are and saying, "Why not
faster and better?"
Like the people at SiCLONE;" where increasing
your Mac ~'s performance with solid, innovative
products is what we 're all about.
Take our Turbo SE,'Mfor example. Powered by a
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Turbo SE doubles the speed of your standard
Macintosh" SE, while ensuring compatibility with
your favorite applications.
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HypercardN to new dimen
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into any "classic" Macintosh 512KE or Macintosh Plus
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We even included a SCSI port with hardware hand
shaking for smooth data transfer.
Both Turbo SE and MacAdapt come with a full
year limited warranty, and can be installed in minutes
by your SiCLON E dealer. For the location nearest
you, call 1-800-862-2636 ext.120; in Cal ifornia,
(408} 734-9151 ext. 120.
Turbo SE by SiCLONE. Designed to make every
minute on your Mac a great moment.
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MOVER, from Kandu. As the name
and $495 price imply, the program
comes from the CAD world, not from
desktop publishing. So you won't find
formats like .GEM and Windows
Metafile - the object-oriented stan
dards for GEM and Windows, respec
tively - on the menu.
You will, however, find IGES (Ini
tial Graphics Exchange Standard 
an extremely robust mainframe for
mat), DXF (AutoCAD's Drawing In
terchange Format), MacDraw, Mini
CAD 2D and 3D, SpaceEdit, and
Snap on the input side. For output, you
can get IGES, DXF, PICT, Mac
Draw, MiniCAD, and MSC/pal (a
structural analysis program). More
formats are forthcoming.
CADMOVER converts most of the
information in most of its supported
file formats, though some things don't
come across. If you are converting a
MacDraw file that includes formatted
typography to DXF format for use in
AutoCAD, the type will come across
as text and will display in AutoCAD in
everyone's favorite stick font. Embed
ded bit-mapped objects are out the
window no matter what (which is
where many people believe they should
remain), as are fill patterns when go
ing to a plotter-directed format like
DXF.
CADMOVER does convert the
bulk of the file, though, and in some
cases (especially when converting be
tween Mac applications), all of it. It
will even preserve multilayer drawings
when converting between programs
that support them. You can specify an
output size for PICT files, so you don't
end up with converted maps from
AutoCAD that are the size of Cleve
land.

-The Curator Cure

M

ost programs on the Macintosh let you Save As in different fire formats, so
you can move images between different pro_grams. It seems as if the file
format you want, though, is always the one that's not on the menu.
Enter The Curator, from Solutions. the people who brought you SmartScrap, The
Clipper, and SuperGlue. You can use The Curator (either as an applieation or a DA)
to open files in one format and save them in another. It handles EPS files (Mac and
IBM), TIFF, PICT, Paint, Solutions' Glue format, and straight Postscript.
The Curator also lets you catalog and search for images on your disk. but for the
purpose of Mac-IBM file transfer, its usefulness is more limited. If you have a
Macintosh EPS image that you want to use in PC PageMaker (with a screen
representation). it lets you save fhat image in IBM EPS format.
Ventura doesn't show the screen representation of an EPS file - only "ii gray box
appears on the screen - so no conversion is necessary or useful. You can convert
an EPS image as a low-res (paint format) bit map in Ventura, which is useful if you
plan on pasting in the high-res version. printed separately, on the final pages. I had
no luck placing Curator-created PICT files 'in Ventura. The only PICT files that seem
to work in Ventura are those created by MacDraw. And even those don't always
work.
The Curator c~n always convert from more robust formats (like EPS) down to less
robust formats (TIFF, Paint, PICT), but the other direction is tougher. It cannot
convert a PICT image to Illustrator Postscript, whfch would be useful if you wanted
to edit a PICT image with Illustrator or FreeHand.
While The Curator is a useful 1001 for keeping track of art and converting between
Macintosh programs, it doesn't solve many problems when you want to move files
between the Mac and the IBM. If Ventura 2.0 and other IBM programs start taking
advantage of EPS files with bit-mapped renditions, The Curator's ability to convert
from Mac EPS to IBM EPS may prove useful. It would let you move Illustrator and
FreeHand images to the IBM for WYSIWYG page layout. Freehand doesn't save in
IBM EPS format, so you could use The Curator to create your IBM version and mov.e
it over. Although !Illustrator already,saves in IBM EPS format, you would need The
Curator if you have Illustrator .clip art but don't have Illustrator. For the moment,
though, T.he Curator is primarily a tool for Macintosh users.
Is it worth investing in The Curator? After all, you might argue, applications are
coming with more and more Save As file format options. And, anyway, some of
these ·formats will disappear as the leading co~tenders become entrenched
standards. But don't hold your breath. Just as Multifinder hasn't killed off DAs, the
slow pace of standardization won't soon render The Curatpr obsolete.

lesi Curetor stuff folder I
D canrnr .pic
D Conuos.plc
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POSTSCRIPT PRESCRIPTIONS
Even CADMOVER can't do every
thing. If you want lllustrator-pro
duced graphics on your Ventura pages,
or if you want to edit AutoCAD im
ages with Illustrator, you need to move
into the realm of PostScript.
PostScript files can include most of
the object attributes imaginable 
fills, colors, curves, bit maps - just
about anything you might want in a
graphic can be described with Post
174 M
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Postscript

The Curator can convert
files between several
Macintosh formats, and it
also works well for
converting IBM .TIF files
to more widely usable
Mac TIFF files.

~

.,

,,., -1 .....

.k:>wto G e t: There

From Here

Welcome to the game of con ve rsion, in which we transform
graphics from one form at to anothe r. If you ' ve developed an
image in one applica tion or on one computer, yo u can usuall y
use it in other applications or on another computer, but it's not
always easy.
One especiall y tricky journey is the road from IBM CAD
images to editable Illustrator-format EPS fil e . As we progres
from step to step, the data format changes but, if all goes well,
the image itself sta ys the same. Be careful not to stra y!
I . First " ·e start out with our CAD fil e created on the
lBM. (Prelly easy so far .. ..)

Ooh! Too bud!
Some of you urc
alrcady...off the
track. You might
need a separate
program to
convert the
drawing to DXF.

3. With luck, CA DMOVEU will save the DXF fil e in
PI CT, MacDraw, or MiniCAD format on the Mac.

2. Some CAD programs let yo u save documents in
AutoCAD's DXF (Docu ment Interchange Format).

Warning: Your CAD program
might not have sa ved the image
in u Mac-usable formal lo begin
with. Go back two steps and
experiment with other
forma ts. These
things happen.

,..-,
- , ....

I

I
\

J\
-

I'--/

\

/

'4. Open the document with MacDraw, and print the
image to disk as Laser Prep PostSc ri11t.
.

8. Relax -

you made it!

5. Xri s-X ros can convert Laser Prep PostScript to
lllustrnlor- form at PostScri pl ... er ... some 0£ y6u
<Inn' t look loo good.

7. Open the file wi th Illustrator or FrecHand for
furth er editin g. Savo' tl w imugc n~ EPS.

I

,,,--,-....
I
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6. Ah, yes. we're all here now.
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• Moving Pictures

Script. Most page-makeup programs
on the Mac, and Ventura and Page
Maker on the IBM , can place a special
variety of PostScript file called Encap
sulated PostScript ( EPS).
EPS files have two components. The
first and most obvious is the PostScript
code itself. There are lots of sources for
PostScript code, aside from applica
tions that generate it automatically.
Books on PostScript and bulletin
boards with graphics forums are
among the most easily accessible. Nor
mally you would download this code
directly to your PostScript printer, us
ing a download application . The same
downloader you use for fonts should
work; others are also available in the
public dom ain .
Once you 've converted these files to
EPS format , you ca n place them in
page-layout programs as well. Luck
ily, you can turn any PostScript file
into an EPS file by simply adding the
following lines at the beginning of the
file with your text editor or word pro
cessor. (With word processors, re
member lo save as Text Only.) Bear in
mind , though, th at some PostScript
commands a re prohibited in EPS files.
Once you 've added these lines, you can

0

Error Rending TIFF file!
ID#: - I

~

place the text file as a graphic; it will
appear as a gray box on the page.
%! PS-Adobe-2. 0 EPSF-1. 2
%%Creator: What program
created it?
%%For: Your name here
%%Title: The filename of
this file
%%CreationDate: Helps in
tracking revisions
%%BoundingBox: 100 100 200
200
%%EndComments
Substitute the appropriate informa
tion in the Creator, For, Title, and
CreationDate lines. The BoundingBox
line is the critical one - it determines
the size and position of the graphic on
the page. (The rest are obligatory
PostScript requirements or are nice
because some page-makeup programs
will display them when you place the
image.) It may take some trial and er
ror to get the bounding box numbers
right; they' re the llx, lly, urx, and ury
(lower- and upper-left and lower- and
upper-right x and y) values in points,
measured (usually) from the lower
left corner of the page. (The values
used here are just examples.) The easi
est way to get these numbers is to

~

Ok

,

Programs can't always
read each others' TIFF
files. This kind ol error
message Is fairly
common.

Disk Error In Fiie:
UOLSP7- I.Tl F
With en Error of:
Unknown TIFF Format

(

)

Sorry

You can encapsulate
Postscript graphics
simply by adding a few
lines ol code to the file
and saving ii as text.
You'll be able to place
this EPS file as a graphic
In a page-layout program
like PageMaker, although
all you'll get on the
screen Is a gray box to
remind you ol what's
missing.
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download the file to a printer and mea
sure the output with a ruler.

BEYOND THE BOX
Creating EPS files is fairly easy. But
when you place these homegrown EPS
files on-screen, all you'll see on screen
is a gray box (although they'll print
fine, if you've done everything right).
To see an on-screen representation of
your PostScript code, your EPS file
needs to have its second component, a
bit map.
In Macintosh EPS, the bit-mapped
portion is in PICT format. On the
IBM, it's in .TIF format. At least two
Mac programs can create IBM EPS
files - Illustrator and The Curator.
Unfortunately, the current version of
Ventura blithely ignores the bit
mapped rendition and displays a gray
box. Harrumph. PC PageMaker
shows the bit-mapped image, but Jet's
face it: If you 're using PageMaker, you
should be using a Mac.
When Ventura 2.0 comes out, the
IBM EPS format may be significant.
As it stands, all you get now is a gray
box on the page, whether your EPS file
has a bit-mapped rendition or not.
Placing pictures on a page is all very
well and good, but what if you want to
edit a CAD drawing in Illustrator or
FreeHand? CADMOVER can con
vert CAD files to PICT format, so you
can edit them in MacDraw or some
thing similar, but to edit in Illustrator
or FreeHand you'll need to convert to
Illustrator PostScript.
Now, there is PostScript and there is
PostScript, and Illustrator has its own
rules. Though it has some limitations
(it has no facility for editable fountains
- smooth transitions from one color
or gray level to another - and control
over type spacing is limited), Illustra
tor PostScript is becoming a standard
for editable PostScript code. Free
Hand reads Illustrator files directly
and automatically converts them to
FreeHand format. Other programs are
also emerging that can read and write
Illustrator-formatted PostScript.
But how can we get an AutoCAD
image (that we've managed to convert
to PICT) into Illustrator format? The
answer is Xris-Xros (pronounced
criss-cross), from Taylored Graphics.

For 512K Users Who Thought They'd
Reached the End of the Road,

DEAD
END
We'd Like to Offer You a New Direction.
You're smart-you saw the
signs of the times and bought
a Macintosh when it was the
road less traveled. Maybe
you purchased a 512K or 512£
to compute in a campus environ
ment where the Macintosh

MacSnap™products for
the 512K and 512£ machines.
Products that will enhance
your Macintosh to one or two
megs of memory, add a SCSI
port, improve your productivity
and keep you in the fast lane.

was just the ticket. Perhaps

At Dove, there's no dead end
for the 512 user. Call us toll
free so that we can steer you
in the right
direction!
DOVE
COMPUlER
CORPORAllON

you bought it for personal
or business use. But now,
newer and more powerful
Macintosh's and software
packages threaten to make
your 512K or 512£ machine
obsolete. A dead end? Not with
Dove Computer Corporation!

1-800-622-7627.

1200 North 23rd St.
Wilmington, North Carolina 28405

(919) 763-7918

Dove continues to lead the
market with innovative

a rtg\s l er~ tradenurk of Apple Computer. Inc.
:"CltlSlered tradenu.rk of IJO'I.~ Computer Corpa~t lOfl.

:O.l acinlo~ is
\! ~Snap IS

Please circle 24 on reader service card.
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PREP SCHOOL
To explain how Xris-Xros works, I
have to backtrack for a moment and
explain a nother PostScript format. It's
actually the most common PostScript
format, because it is generated every
time you print from most Macintosh
applications. I call it Laser Prep
dependent PostScript, or Laser Prep
PostScript for short.
Laser Prep is a set of PostScript pro
cedures developed by Apple to bridge
the gap between QuickDraw, which
Macs use to display images on the
screen, and PostScript, the language of
the LaserWriter. Rather than writing
all their own PostScript routines from
scratch, Macintosh developers whose
applications output to PostScript
printers typically have their programs
generate simple PostScript routines
that call these exisiting Laser Prep
routines. For this to work, Laser Prep
. must be loaded in the printer first. This
is what is going on when you see the
"Initializing Printer" message when
you print a file.
You can intercept this Laser Prep
PostScript and save it to an editable
disk file by entering Command-F just
after you click on OK in the Print dia
log box. Doing so saves a text file con
taining PostScript code that describes
your document.
You can download it directly to the
printer using a download application
- but if Laser Prep has not been
downloaded first, nothing comes out
but an error message.
The payoff is that Xris-Xros can
turn this Laser Prep PostScript into
Illustrator PostScript. Quite a trick.
You can open this file in Illustrator (or
FreeHand), edit it like any other Illus
trator drawing, then save it as EPS,
with its bit-mapped representation.
With AutoCAD drawings and the
like, you'll have to convert the Auto
CAD DXF file to PICT, MacDraw, or
MiniCAD
format
with
CAD
MOVER. Open the file with your Mac
drawing program, print it to disk as
Laser Prep PostScript, then convert it
to Illustrator format with Xris-Xros.
Besides .converting AutoCAD files,
Xris-Xros has a multitude of other
uses. Just about every Macintosh pro
gram prints Laser Prep PostScript to
I 78
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disk, so you can use Xris-Xros on a ny
graphic file (sorry, no bit maps; Illus
trator doesn't know from bit maps),
word processor file (one page at a time,
though), spreadsheet, database - just
about anything. Xris-Xros even han
dles rounded-corner rectangles, most
rotated text (laser fonts only), most
gray scales (patterns are iffy), and it
adds center points to circles and
squares.
There are some things that Xris
Xros doesn't handle, starting with
Cricket Draw-created Laser Prep
PostScript (Cricket Draw Postscript
is known for its quirkiness). Smoothed
polygons come over sans smoothing.
And it completely ignores both arcs
drawn with arc tools a nd objects for
which Illustrator does not have an
equivalent. It will not convert fill and
pen patterns to bit maps, for instance.
For those objects, you'll simply have to
redraw them in Illustrator or Free
Hand, or respecify the fill and line pat
terns, perhaps using your original as a
template.
Sometimes there are more elegant
solutions to compatibility problems
besides the brute-force conversion a p
proach. For example, some applica
tions will let you use one type of screen
image as a template for a new, polished
graphic. Since you need just a screen
representation , all you need is a a bit
mapped image (which you can create
using a screen dump capture, for ex
ample, and convert using the tech
niques described earlier) to trace over
in a drawing program.
Both Digital Darkroom and Illus
trator 88 have Auto-Tracing features
that automate the tracing process.
(Both programs should be shipping by
the time you read this.) Auto-Tracing
won't always recreate the original im
age perfectly, but it can provide more
options than a straight file format con
version. For example, you can control
the tightness of the tracing, choosing
to smooth out some of the rough edges
automatically, if you like.
It's easy to get carried away with
conversion mania - don 't overlook
the conversion path of least resistance.
If all you really need is a rough "FPO"
(for position only) representation of
your graphic for layout purposes, you
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can always just grab a screen dump of
the image, convert it to a format your
page-makeup program can read , print
out the high-resolution version, and
paste it down with glue. It may not be
WYSIWYG , and it may not be ele
gant, but sometimes the most obvious
solutions a re also the fastest and easi
est ones. ~
STEVE ROTl-1 JS Tl-I E ED ITOR OF PERSONAL
PU BLISH ING MAGAZINE AND R EA L WORLD
POSTSCRIPT (DUE IN OCTOB ER FROM ADDI
SON -WESL EY ). li E LIV ES JN SEATTL E.

Directory
Compatible Systems
2900 Center Green Court South
P.O. Drawer 17220
Boulder, CO 80308
(303) 444 -9532
AnyGraph; $95
lnSet Systems
12 Mill Plain Road
Danbury, CT 06811
(800) 828-8088
Hijaak; $89
Kandu Software
2305 North Kentucky Street
Arlington, VA 22205
(703) 532-0213
CAOMOVER; $495 .
PC Quik-Art, Inc.
394 South Milledge Avenue, Suite 252
Athens, GA 30606
(800) 523-1796
The Graphics Link; $99.95
Solutions
P.O. Box 989
29 Main Street
Montpelier, VT 05602
(802) 229-9146
The Curator; $139.95
Taylored Graphics
P.O. Box 1887
Aptos, CA 95001
(408) 688-3536
Xris-Xros; $69.95
Zedcor
4500 East Speedway, Suite 22
Tuscon, AZ 85712
(602) 881-8101
OeskPaint; $59.95

CG TYPE '"-Professional type for your Macintosh '\ 1

"JN THIS CASE, ALL THE
NEWS THAT WAS FIT TO
PRINT WAS ALSO FIT TO
READ. It blew me away. This
was a newsletter that teamed
a crack reporter and crack
photographer with an equally
talented designer. Somebody
who knew type . Knew that
CG TYPE's Garth Graphic®
has the legibility and power
to etch printed words into the

minds and hearts of millions.
My kind of designer.
"Will they ever award Pulitzers
for excellence in desktop
publishing? We may read all
about it soon. Because now
people who publish from their
desktops can get type-as well
as consultation and technical
support- from the profession
als . The world's largest type
resource for nearly three
decades. Compugraphic?ll"

CG TYPE can be used with
all POSTSCRIPT®-compatible
printers. And it's delivered
overnight, free. Call the type
experts, at BOO-MAC-TYPE,
for more information. In
Canada, call 800-533-9795.

800-MAC-TYPE
CG TYPE is a trademark , Compugraphic is a
registe red trademark and Garth Graphic is a
registe red trademark and exclusive type design
of Co mpugraphic Corporation. Macintosh is a
trad emark of Apple Computer, Inc. PosrScR1PT
is a registered tradema rk of Adobe Systems Inc.

Compugraphic Corporation, Type Division, 90 Industrial Way, Wilmington, MA 01887

Please circle 79 on reader service card.

~
cgType'"

A Small
Case of the
Blues
If you want a low-cost, lightweight
laptop, DOS is the way to go right
now.
M acintosh in a traveling bag,
with keyboard, mouse, and con
necting cords, weighs nearly 25
pounds. That's about as much
as six, full 2-liter beverage bottles.
Sound like anything you'd like to carry
around?
Even if you don't mind that the
shape that looks so good on your desk
is a bit awkward when tucked under
your arm, there's another major prob-

A

!em: 110 volts. Finding the necessary
110-volt outlet is difficult, if not im
possible, in the average car, train, or
plane. So in spite of the molded-in han
dle, a Mac is about as portable as a 19
inch "portable" TV.
Sure you can take your Mac with
you . It is "transportable." But as you
sit there, with your Mac stowed under
the seat in front of you, you might cast
covetous eyes at MS-DOS users with

BY STEVEN BOBKER
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• ASmall Case of the Blues

their sleek and effective portables.
Most of the MS-DOS laptops and por
tables you'll be seeing are pricey, rang
ing from $2,000 to top-of-the-line
units that list for just under $8,000.
Still, if you must compute on the
road , there are several options. You
could buy a Radio Shack Model I 00 or
102. These very limited machines
weigh between 3 and 4 pounds, can
have (without spending a lot on kludgy
extras) 32K of random access memory
(enough for 12 to 15 pages of text),
and are graced with a truly awful LCD
screen that is 25-characters wide by 8
lines deep. Still, at under $500 (often
much much less when it's on sale), the
Radio Shack has became a companion
to many travelers. The slightly bigger
and twice as heavy Model 200 also has
found some favor. Both machines use a
nonstandard operating system, and
you can transfer only ASCII (text)
files between them and your Mac.
Some people have opted for the ex
pensive and heavy portable Macs built
by Oynamac and Colby. The machines
are nice and have a good shape for car
rying, but they don't weigh much less
than a standard Mac, and they don't
run on batteries. You still have to plug
them in. Production appears to have
been steady, but the actual quantities
produced are low.
Or you could be one of the multitude
waiting (and waiting) for Apple's lap
top Mac. Apple will produce one. The
questions are: How much will it weigh,
will it have battery power, and how
much is it going to cost? The rest of the
details really don't matter. Macintosh
Today obtained some secret Apple
documents in early 1988 and pub
lished the details of the prototype
code-named Laguna. They described a
machine that would be too heavy and
too expensive.
Whether or not Laguna reaches
market, the decisions that went into its
design are not likely to differ from
those that shape the final version of
Apple's laptop. And that version is not
far off. It should be available by early
next year at the latest.
Thus you're left with some tough
choices. Do you struggle along with
your underpowered but easily portable
Radio Shack, do you invest in a power
184
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ful but heavy and expensive Dynamac,
Colby, or MS-DOS portable, do you
lug your "transportable" Mac around ,
or do you just wait?

THE CHARGE OF THE LIGHT
COMPUTER
The best solution for many of to
day's users is the relatively new "bar
gain-basement" MS-DOS portables.
These are exemplified by Tandy's
1400 LT, Datavue's Spark, and Toshi
ba's T 1000. Of the three, the TI 000 is
superior, especially for Mac people
making their first (and probably only)
foray into MS-DOS.
The TlOOO has many virtues. First
and most obvious is its small size and
low weight. It weighs a mere 6 1/2
pounds. That's about 3 pounds lighter
than a stripped Spark and at least 5

pounds lighter than any other MS
DOS machine (not including the over
priced GridLite Pluses, which come in
at about 10 pounds ready-to-run). The
1400 LT is heavy, weighing every bit
of 14 pounds.
So what's a few pounds? Well, 5
pounds is equal to 2 tons. Really. Try
this experiment. Find yourself a 6 V2
pound weight and a 12-pound weight.
Put a handle on each (or a shoulder
strap if you prefer). Go to your favorite
airport and tell yourself your plane is
leaving in just a few minutes from the
gate that's farthest away. Get to that
gate as fast as possible. See, 5 pounds is
equal to at least 2 tons, maybe more.
If the first thing that you notice
about the Tosh is its light weight, the
second thing you'll notice is its small
size. In fact , you might wonder wheth-

Living with MS-DOS

W

hat's MS-DOS really like? Is it hard to learn? Or is it as easy and as
efficient as its defenders have claimed? You 'll come face to face with these
questions if you buy an MS-DOS laptop.
If you're an experienced MS-DOS user, life will be as it used to be. You 'll have the
same problems you always had with MS-DOS. If you've never used MS-DOS, you
have a bit of learning to do.
The first thing you're likely to notice is that virtually nothing is intuitive. You have
to read the user's manual and you should keep the DOS manual near the computer
for a while. And take the time right at the start to learn some MS-DOS jargon; it's
quite different from Mac jargon. Be sure you know what "log" means and what
directories and pathnames are.
Don't be too concerned with the niceties of MS-DOS. You want to be in the DOS
layer as little as possible, generally just to find and launch programs and copy files.
You will also need to be in DOS to format blank disks. Don't worry about
Autoexec.bat and Config.sys files. What Toshiba provides will get you through all
basic operations. If needed, both of those files can be and sometimes are modified
bY, other programs you run (such as Battery Watch) so you really don't have to deal
with them at all.
You can learn enough to do everything you need to in under an hour. That's the
good part of MS-DOS. The bad part is that the system forgives nothing. You need to
type commands and filenames and type them exactly right. Any error will result in
nothing happening. If something doesn't work, or doesn 't work the way you
expected it to, carefully proofread the command line you just typed. MS -DOS
rewards good typists and adds a great deal of misery to the lives of bad typists. My
particular foible is that I often type a semicolon rather than a colon when logging
(switching) to another drive (you have to tell MS-DOS which drive it should be using
- it's not smart enough to search all on-line drives automatically). When I do that,
nothing happens (well, actually I get the infamous "letter >" again). You fix errors
of that sort by retyping the whole command line.
MS-DOS is very fast, if you don't take into account the time it takes to type in
commands and the time it takes to find and fix your typographical errors. The reality
of MS-DOS is that it is fairly simple, at least at the level you need to use it, and a
real, royal pain. Those who compared it favorably with the early Mac operating
system were obvious MS-DOS partisans who could not have tried the Mac for more
than a few minutes. And if you remember disk swapping on 128K Macs with favor,
you have a treat coming when you use the MS-DOS copy command.
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$60.00

ORDERS ONLY •·800·248·0363
IN CALIFORNIA I·80S·499·0I97
Mon. thru Fri. 7am - 6pm

DATABASES

ACIUS 4th Dimension
ASHTON TATEdBase
BLYTH SOFTWARE
Omnis 3 Plus/Express
BORLAND Reflex Plus
FOX SOFTWARE
Fox Base Plus
Fox base Plus/Development
Fox base Plus/Runtime
MICROSOFT File
NASHOBA SYSTEM Filemaker Plus
ODESTA Double Helix II

•

LANGUAGES

BORLAND
Turbo Pascal
Turbo Pascal Tutor
MICROSOFT
Basic Compiler
Basic Interpretor
Fortran Compiler

•

210.00
210.00
156.00
119.00
149.00
335 .00

•

125.00
61 .00
196.00

BUSINESS

ACCOUNTING

BPI General Accounting
CHANG LABS
Rags to Riches
General Accounting-3 Pac,
(GL, AR, AP)
Inventory
Ledger
Accounts Payable
Prof. Accounting-3 Pac
(ledger, Pro Billing, AP)
Retail Accounting-3 Pac
(ledger, Inventory, Payables)

I

275.00
165.00

•

30.00
60.00
125.00

77.00
225.00
105.00
266.00
105.00
ea. 40.00
59.00
201 .00
245.00
160.00
120.00
245.00
300.00

•

375.00

115.00
169.00

•

315.00

400.00
275.00
275 .00
220.00

•

UTILITIES

79.00
57.00

23.00
57.00
55.00
BO.DO
41 .00
115.00

•

EDUCATION

BARRON'S
Barron 's Program for SAT
BRODERBUND
Where in the World is Carmen
Where in Europe is Carmen
DAVIDSON Math Blaster
ELECTRONIC ARTS
Mavis Beacon Teaches Typing
FIRST BYTE
Kidtalk, Speller Bee, First Shapes,
Mathtalk
LEARNING COMPANY
Reader Rabbit
SIMON & SCHUSTER
Typing Tutor IV

••

375.00

••

DESKTOP PUBLISHING

61.00

269 .00
235.00
120.00
120.00

J •

110.00
110.00

AFFINITY Tempo II
CE SOFTWARE Quick Key
CENTRAL POINT
Copy Two MAC
FGS Fastback
SUPERMAC
Diskfi t
Superlaser Spool 2.0
Superspool 5.0
TOPS Tops 2.0

•

•

WORD PROCESSORS

ADOBE
Adobe Illustrator 88
ALDUS
Pagemaker 3.0
LET RA SET
Image Studio
Ready Sel Gol 4.0
TARGET SOFTWARE
Scoop

•

Symantec: Utilities I• a serious line·
up of •Ill MAC utility all·stan on one
program dl1k with easy, step·by·step
operation.

Sat. 9am - 4pm Pacific Time

MICROSOFT
Word 3.02
Write
T/MAKER
Writenow
WORDPERFECT CORP
Wordperfect

64.00
45.00

ACTIVISION
Business Class
Reports : For HyperCard
BORLAND Eureka: The Solver
BRAVO TECHNOLOGIES
Mac Cale
CHANG LABS C.A.T. V 2.0
CRICKET SOFTWARE
Cricket Graph
Cricket Presents
Pic.t-0-Graph
LAYERED INC.
Notes for Works, Notes for Word,
Notes for Excel, Notes for Jau
LUNDEEN & ASSOC.
Works Plus Command
MARVELIN CORP
Business Filevision
MICROSOFT
Excel
Works
Multiplan
Power Point
Mail (1-10 users)

•

••

500.00
266.00

the
month

SYMANTEC UTILITIFS

P.O. BOX 6698 • WESTLAKE VILLAGE, CA 91360

•
•

33.00

26.00
26 .00
33.00
33 .00
ea . 32.00
34 .00
40.00

•

GAMES

ACCOLADE Hardball
ELECTRONIC ARTS
Chessmaster 2000
Scrabble
Chuck Yeager AFT
GREAT WAVE Kldstlme
MINDSCAPE Shadowgate
SIERRA ON·LfNE
King's Quest I, II, Ill
Space Quest II

HARD DRIVE

CMS
Pro 43 II/I !40ms, Intl
Pro 80 11/1 26ms, Int
Pro 150 II/I (16ms , Int)
Pro 43 SE/I (29ms, Int)
Pro 45 SEii (2Bms, Int)
Tapestack 60MB rrape backup)
GENERAL COMP TER CORP
Fl/40 SE goMB, lnternal)B90.00
Fl/40 MA II (40MB , Internal)
Fl/80 MAC II ~Oms, 29MB Int)
FX/60 MAC ( xternal)
FX/BO (29ms, External)
Hypertape (SCSI Tape backup)
RODIME SYSTEMS

•

UPGRADES

AST
MAC266 MS DOS Co-processor
DOVE
MSE1 (16 MH3)
MSE4 (16 MH3, 1MB, Co-proc)
MAC SNAP 524 (512K to 1 MB~
MAC SNAP 548E !512K to 2M )
MAC SNAP 548S 512K-2MB, SCSI)
GENERAL COMPUTER
Hyperdiavge 020 (16MHz,
68020, 1MB, Co-proc)

•

MODEMS

ANCHOR
MACPAC 2400E w/software
EPIC
Epic 2400
HAYES
Smartmodem 2400
Shiva
Net modem V 2400
US ROBOTICS
618 Courier HST 9600 w/MNP

•
•

MONITORS

SIGMA DESIGN
laserview 15" !MAC Ill
laserview 19" MAC II

ACCESSORIES

AB,!\TON Pro Point (SE, MAC II)
KENSINGTON System Saver
ORANGE MICRO
Grappler C/MAC/GS
Grappler UQ

•
•

625.00
1210.00
1850.00
875 .00
700.00
715.00
770.00
1300.00
1100.00
1375.00
900.00
Call

•

1045.00
575.00
930.00
200.00
400.00
475.00

1195.00

•

160.00
330.00
425.00
391.00
694.00

•
•

1400.00
1800.00

115.00
65.00
74.00
95.00

30.00

30.00
26.00
33.00
33.00
33.00
ea. 33.00
33.00

•

GRAPHICs

ABA Draw It Again Sam
BRODERBUND Print Shop
OENEBA SOFTWARE Canvas 2.0
SILICON BEACH
Super 3D Enhanced

HUNDREDS MORE PRODUCTS AVAILABLE - PLEASE CALL FOR PRICING!
FOR CUSTOMER SERVICE CALL 1·805-499-7785

•

of

•

85.00
36.00
160.00
265.00

I

Monday thru Friday 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. ·Pacific Time

To Ol'det call !oll lree or send check or money order to lhe P.O. Box only. VISA/MC orders welcome . SOrry, no C.0 .0 . Peraonal end company check!, aJlow 10 WOfklng dayt 10 clear . Spec;lty computer type, II lo back
order
to send refund. CaJllomla residen ts add 6% sales LU.. Include phone number with order. All salH a11 Anal. Oefec11ve lltmt wlll be r.PICed or money refunded, at our descretlon. Ca.IJ ror Return Authorization
number. We are not responsl~e lor auilabiHty or compatibility. Reslocklng lee ol 15q.ti will apply. Shipping and handllng: All shipments U.P.S. If possible . Contlnenlal U.S.· Software: add $4 .00 min., Hardware: add 5%
(S6.00 mi n). APO, FPO Al8$ka. Hawaii, Pueno Rico and Canada . Software: add $8.00 min, Hardwate: add 10Clb {$10.00 min}.

°'

ALL ITEMS SUBJECT TO AVAJLABILITY . PRICES AND STIPULATIONS SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE.

•

1111 R.lncho Con.Jo Btvd. iM07

Newbury hril:, CA 91320

Please circle 21 on reader service card.
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er something that small could have a
screen big enough to be legible and in
sides powerful enough to handle your
needs.

Connecting Macs and MS-DOS

¥

ou have four choices: (1) direct connection using terminal software on both
nds, (2) Traveling Software's Laplink Mac, (3) DataViz's Maclink Plus, and
(4) Vano Associates' MacChuck.
Option 1, direct connect, is the cheapest - if you already have the software and
the cable. However, the fastest you're likely to be able to transfer data is at 19,200
baud, one-third the speed of the dedicated programs, and there's no file-format
translation. Consider this method a last resort.
The last option, MacChuck, would be a fine choice except that it requires DOS 3.2
on the Toshiba end. The interface, which is primarily operated from the Mac screen,
is good and my MacChuck came with an excellent cable with Mini-8 and nine-pin
connectors on the Mac end and serial 25-pin and AT-style nine-pin connectors on
the PC end.
That leaves Laplink Mac and Maclink Plus. Both programs are excellent, transfer
files at 57,600 baud, and have similar functionality but very different approaches.
Laplink Mac puts virtually all its operations on the PC screen, and while it is easy to
use, you'll need to learn and understand a few DOS commands. It also comes with
the same excellent cable included in MacChuck. While this program doesn't have
the extensive file-translation programs of Maclink Plus, it does have extensive file
grouping and tagging capabil ities, a feature that laptop users usually find more
useful than format translation.
Maclink Plus was designed on a Mac and puts virtually all its operations on the
Mac screen. It can take files in many different formats and translate them to many
other formats. However, since you're likely to use a limited selection of software on
your laptop, this feature isn't as valuable as it sounds. Various copies of Maclink
Plus have come with different cables. The most recent had a straight cable and
several adapters. This isn 't as elegant as the Laplink Mac/ MacChuck solution, but
it's equally workable.
Laplink Mac is very MultiFinder friendly, and completes large, grouped transfers
in the background, while running in a small 70K partition. Maclink Plus, on the
other hand, doesn't crash or freeze MultiFinder, but it doesn't let you do anything
else while it's working. We can 't call it MultiFinder hostile, but it sure isn't friendly,
either.
You 're going to need some way to connect your Mac and your laptop. If you
already know and have one of these programs, stick with it. If you need to buy one,
get Laplink Mac.
To contact these companies, see the direc.tory following "Connect the DOS" in
this issue.

SCROLL IT!
It does (that's the answer to both
questions) . The screen, which uses su
pertwist LCD technology, is adequate,
though barely. It's the computer's
weakest point. Still, it can display 25
lines of 80 ch aracters each. The height
of the letters is reduced; each is 0.59
units high compa red to the same letter
on an IBM or Compaq full -size screen.
And since the display is made up of
LCDs, you need to look at it directly. If
it's not right in front of you, you won 't
be able to read it. That makes this a
one-person screen; two people can't
use it without a lot of either head or
computer moving.
On the plus side, the screen is rela
tively bright. Since LCD screens re
quire good lighting, many laptops now
use backlit LCD screens. However,
backlighting makes for a noisier (they
tend to whine softly but audibly),
heavier screen th at uses lots more
power, wh ich in turn requires bigger
and heavier batteries.
The T 1000 screen is perfectly read
able on planes, both in daylight and at
night, and it remains legible even in
ambient sunl ight or with the overhead
reading light on. Though glare is al
ways present, you can usually find an
angle that minimizes it.
The TI OOO's screen has proven a
good and sturdy performer wherever
it's been tried. You can adjust the
screen 's angle to exactly what you
want - from closed to just short of flat
back (about a 170- or 175-degree
range). The hinge is strong and the
screen never shifts on its own. Toshiba
has also provided a contrast control
(on the lower-left side) to make the
screen even easier to use.
While it's not the M ac screen you' re
used to, it isn' t a dog either. Long ses
sions are easy on the eyes. The major
problem is slowness in actually draw
ing the screen. If, for example, you're
connected to a bulletin board and re
ceiving data at 1200 baud, the screen's
efforts to keep up produce an unpleas
ant effect that is hard to read. (The
186
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solution is to capture the material to a
disk or memory file and read it after
ward.) And while I don' t th ink you
could play arcade-style games on this
screen, Ancient Art of War at Sea, an
animated strategy ga me, proved per
fectly pl ayable.
One special fea ture of the screen is
its ability to display both regular and
bold face type. The bold face is far more
readable th an the rather thin regular
type, so I use bold most of the time.
The regula r face makes a nice, italic
like contrast. To toggle between the
two typefaces, just press the Fn key
and the right arrow key.

HAND ME THE KEYS
The Tl OOO's keyboard has 82 keys,
including ten function keys pl aced
E
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across the top. They feel less crisp than
the Mac ADB keyboards (which are
what I'm most used to) but altogether
very pleasant. An embedded numeric
keypad is toggled on and off by anoth
er Fn-key combination. In general, the
Fn key works like the Mac's Com
mand key. The embedded numeric
keypad is not a problem unless you do
a lot of spreadsheet work. If you plan
to use numbers a lot, you can get from
Toshiba a separate numeric keypad
that plugs into the left side of the com
puter.
The TIOOO has eight cursor-posi
tioning keys, a lot for a machine in this
class. The fou r cursor keys form an
inverted T, a nd the separate Home,
End, PgUp, a nd PgDn keys are ar
rayed along the right. All are well

"Can you believe it? Our team got picked
for the hottest project of the year
because they found out
we do all our work on Sony diskettes:'
he fast-moving, fast
thinking people in
today's competitive
corporate world
are the people pushing for
the highest standards. For
example, Sony diskettes.
People in the know, know
that Sony's standards are the
very highest. That, after all, is
what made Sony a world leader
in audio, video and computer
magnetic storage media.
But selecting Sony also
shows solid business sense
because we invented the
revolutionary format for the

T

3.5" drive and 3.5" floppy
So we simply have much
more experience than anyone
else at making and perfecting
3.5" floppy disks.

Think of it this way:
when your reputation's on
the line and you've put your
very best into your work,
you want to be sure that
your floppies are every bit as
good as you are.
The way to do that is to
make sure they're Sony
Then you'll be in the very
best of company

SONYe
THE ONE AND ONLYe

<P 1987 Sony Cor pora1io n of Ame11ca. Sony and Th e One and On l y are 1rademarks of Sony.

Please circle 177 on reader service card.
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placed and a pleasure to use. You can
use the Fn key to produce codes like
those created by IBM's AT and PS/2
keyboards' right (or duplicate) Con
trol and Alternate keys. The plus and
minus keys on the numeric keypad also
work as required by Ashton-Tate's
Framework II, allowing you to use
that fine integrated program.

Laptop
computers like the Tosh
are mostly used for writing
and telecommunicating.

DISKS AND DETAILS

They're both too slow and
The Tl 000 has only one external
disk drive, a 720K 3.5-inch model.
That's not nearly as restrictive as it
too limited to handle big
sounds since all of MS-DOS is in
ROM. You can start this computer spreadsheet jobs and other
without a disk inserted! The DOS pro
vided is the rather old MS-DOS 2.11,
heavy number-crunching
but it has proven adequate for every
thing I've wanted to do. If your soft
applications.
ware requires DOS 3.0 or higher, you
can get MS-DOS 3.2 from Toshiba (or
a mail-order house). When you start
up, disk drive C: is the default start-up
drive. If you have added the optional composite and RGB monitors, a 9-pin
memory as a RAM disk, that becomes AT-style serial port, a parallel printer
drive D:. The floppy drive can be ad port, and a n external floppy drive port.
The first thing to add to the TI 000 is
dressed as either drive A: (so you can
see the infamous A> prompt) or drive · the 768K memory card. This option is
B:. There's no way to attach a hard not optional. You must have it to get
disk.
the full use of the TI 000. You' ll need
The rest of the basics are just that: to open the case to install this tiny
basic. The CPU is a 4.77-MHz 80C88. card, but that's a simple matter and
The C is for CMOS, which translates the board comes with clear, correct,
to very low power consumption. As and well-illustrated instructions.
shipped, the TIOOO has 512K of
You can use this additional memory
RAM. There are connectors for both in several ways, but the two most likely

-

options are to configure the Tl 000
with 640K of working RAM (the MS
DOS maximum) and a 640K hard
RAM disk (hard meaning it retains its
contents after shutdown - as long as
the battery has any power at all) or as
5 l 2K working space and 768K hard
RAM . Don't worry too much about
losi ng the hard RAM . I left the TIOOO
on for 36 hours - 31 hours past rated
operating time and 33 hours past the
low battery warning lighting up - and
the hard RAM was still intact.
The other major addition to your
Tosh kit is likely to be a modem. They
come in many flavors and varieties.
[See the sidebar "Bits and Pieces."]
You should decide based on price and
speed. The internal/external choice
has fairly straightforward decision cri
teria. The internals are lighter, more
convenient, and more expensive. The
externals are cheaper, heavier, and
you have more parts to account for
(don't forget the cable). I've gone from
carrying an external to a 2400-baud
Holmes Correspondent T- 1024. I like
it, even if it did set me back $349.

POWER USAGES
Speaking of batteries: The rated op
erating time is 5 hours per full charge.
These are nickel-cadmium, and they
require a few deep discharge cycles be
fore they'll hold a full charge. Mine
st ill seem to die after 3 1/2 hours or so.
The exact life expectancy depends on

Features Chart for Laptops
Weights are all in pounds, sizes in inches, speeds in megahertz. None have hard disks. Prices are suggested list for the configu
rations shown. ·All have "nec_essary" options like additional memory, internal modems, and external drives. SLCD stands for
Supertwist LCD, the most basic type of portable screen.
Model
T1000
1400 LT
Grid Lite Plus
Spark
MultiSpeed EL
Dynamac EL

Manufacturer
Toshiba
Tandy
Grid
Datavue
NEC
Dynamac

Weight
6.4
12.8
9.7
9.0**
12.0
16.0

Speed
4.77
7.16
8.00
9.54
9.54
7.94

Size
12.2x11 x 2.05
14.5x12.4 x 3.8
11 X13X2.5
13X13.2X2.5
13.6x12.4 x 3.1
13.8x16 x 3.5

Screen Type/Aspect ratio
SLCD/0.59
Backlit SLCD/ 0.56
Backlit SLCD/0.88
SLCD/09.59
Backlit SLCD/0.70
Electroluminescent/1 .0

Floppy Drives?
One/720K*
Two/720K
One/1.4 meg
One/720K**
Two/ 720K
One/BOOK

* DOS 9 (MS-DOS 2.11) is in ROM, so the T1000 functions like a two-drive machine.
** Rarely available in minimum configuration. "Normal" options include second floppy drive ($200) and backlit screen ($135).
They add about a pound and a half to the weight.
*** Also available with a plain (not backlit) SLCD screen for $2,195 list. That also saves just under a pound of weight.
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Base Price
$1,199
$1,599
$1,950
$ 995
$2,495***
$4,995

"FASTBACK is far and away the fastest program currently available for the
Mac ... the new speed champ in the Mac backup field. FASTBACK'S extra
ordinary speed will encourage frequent backups, perhaps the most important
consideration with backup software:'
MACWEEK
November 1987

"Fast ... easy to use. FASTBACK'S hallmark in the MS-DOS world is its speed,
and the Macintosh product inherits this trait:'
Macintosh Today
January 1988

"FASTBACK for Macintosh ... will outpace most tape systems at a fraction
of the cost. .. FASTBACK is the only one:'
MacTimes
April 1988

"FASTBACK took half the time of DiskFit (to back up). FASTBACK sets an
entirely new standard for performance. It truly appears to be a next-generation
backup program:'
Portland Mac User Group
November 1987

"FASTBACK offers the quickest and most efficient (backup) solution:'
Southern California MacOrange User Group
February 1988
At two times faster than DiskFit, and up to five times faster
than other Macintosh backup programs, FastBack sets a new
standard for all Macintosh backup systems. With daily incremental
backups averaging about a minute, it's probably the only backup
program you'll ever truly want to use.

~ ...

· • ..

F1\ST

BACK
r... n.. )lad••o>h

A Minute
A Day Keeps
Disaster Away

Please circle 146 on reader service card.

Fifth Generation Systems, Inc. , 11200 Industri plex Blvd., Baton Rouge, LA 70809
Sales Office: 1322 Bell Avenu e, Suite IA. Tustin CA. 9?680 · (800) 225-2775 (714) 259-0541
This prod uct is in no way associated wi th or has origination in Fisher Scienti fic or Al lied Corporation.
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how often you access the disk drive.
Adding the memory card eats a tiny
bit of power but not enough to worry
a bout. An intern al modem will use
substantially more power.
You don 't know that the TI 000 is
running out of juice until a tiny LED
switches from green to red. The LED
is hard to see under normal conditions
a nd is of no use if you ' re red-green
color-blind. This should be improved.
Battery power mea ns you need a
battery charger. You don' t have to
keep it with the computer, but you do
need to ca rry it with you. The TI OOO's
cha rger is sm all a nd, compa red tooth
ers for simila r computers, very light. It
weighs just over I pound. It's well de
signed, having two 8-foot cords at
tached to it, one going to a wall outlet
a nd the other to the TIOOO. This de

sign means you don't cover an entire
wall outlet or multiple positions on a
power strip when you plug it in.

SOFTLY RUNS THE SOFTWARE
Laptop computers like the Tosh a re
mostly used for writing and telecom
municating. They're both too slow and
too limited to handle big spreadsheet
jobs a nd other heavy number-crunch
ing applications. And their screens are
not in a ny way suited to graph ics appli
cations. Indeed, trying to do graphics
work on a supertwist LCD screen is a
sure way to ruin your eyes. So what do
you do about softwa re?
You don't have to worry about
DOS. Unlike every one of its competi
tors (of any price), the TIOOO comes
with MS-DOS built into its ROM.
The rest is up to you. You should keep

Bits and Pieces

A

T1000 straight out of its box is a nice and reasonably powerful portable. But
it's not complete. You need the 768K extended memory card, which lists for
$549 . You 'll probably also want a modem. There are several choices here,
including Toshiba's $399 1200-baud internal modem. Also in the 1200-baud class
(and much cheaper) are external modems (very tiny) from Migent (Pocket) and
Touchbase (Worldport 1200), and internals (even lighter) from Holmes, Product
R&D, and Megahertz. If 2400-baud is more your speed , everyone except Toshiba
and Migent offer the same, but faster, modems. If you opt for the cheaper external
modems, don 't forget the cable or adapter.
Toshiba has other goodies, some of which you may need. MS-DOS 3.2 lists for
$75 and is necessary if your software requires DOS 3.0 or greater. Other companies'
versions of 3.X DOS won't give you access to all features of the T1000, so if you
need 3.X, get Toshiba's version. There 's also an external 5.25-inch drive, which is
rather large and bulky and certainly not something you 'd like to carry around, and a
totally unnecessary carry case for $59. A special cable and software will link the
T1000 to other MS-DOS computers ($199), if you 're so inclined.
There are also "portable" printers on the market, but they'll at least double the
bulk and weight you 'll be carrying. The best solution for printing on the road is to
carry your Mac transfer cable and software and look for a friendly Mac to print
through. If worst comes to worst, you can rent Mac time at a laser-printing service
bureau. That sure beats (in output quality and your stress and fatigue levels)
carrying a printer around.

What's It Really Going to Cost?

T:

he T1000 is widely available, at a bewildering array of prices. I wouldn 't pay
over $800 for a basic unit, and I've seen them for $669 at Executive Computer
(on 31st Street in New York) and $675 at Advance Computer Systems (San
Francisco and Sunnyvale). Any price in the low $700's is a good deal.
The memory card should set you back around $300, although I've seen them
every now and then for $265 - and I paid $325 for mine during a brief shortage.
Modem prices range from around $125 for a 1200-baud external modem to nearly
$425 for some of the 2400-baud internals. The cable should be about $15.
190
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a copy of your transfer program with
you, and you should also install a bat
tery-checking program like Traveling
Software's new Battery Watch.
There's room for SideKick, but load
ing SideKick Plus into the hard RAM
will be a bit trickier (although not im
possible). All these programs run like
champs.
To cut down on the number of disks
you need to carry, consider an inte
grated program like Microsoft Works
or Framework II as your primary ap
plication . Works is smaller (so it fits
better) and is much the cheaper of the
two. But both are excellent traveling
companions.
I set my TI 000 up to have 768K of
hard RAM. In that, I keep LapLink
Mac, Battery Watch, parts of Side
Kick, and all of Microsoft Works. And
there's plenty of room left over to keep
work and downloaded files. At times
I've used both Word 4.0 and Smart
com III, but both of those programs
ta ke up a lot of room and would be
much happier on a hard disk. Word is
a ttractive because I use it on my Macs
a nd so file-sharing is simplified. But I
have no problem s with Works files ei
ther.
There's a raft of public domain and
shareware software available for these
MS-DOS machines. I tried a good se
lection of what I'd been told was the
crea m of the crop. The only conclusion
I could reach was that if you' re used to
M ac software, you're not going to like
the MS-DOS PD and shareware stuff
at all. Unlike Works and the other
commercial software, it's just too awk
ward and difficult to use.
Finally, I need to warn you about
disks. The TI 000 uses the same 3.5
inch disks that the Mac uses. However,
they are neither interchangeable with,
nor readable by, the other machines.
The Tosh will not wa rn you if you ask
it to reformat (and thus trash) a Mac
formatted disk. And the M ac will want
to reformat any MS-DOS disk you put
into it. My solution to this problem was
to buy three dozen shocking-yellow
3.5-inch disks (ask for the Velveeta
colored ones) and use them exclusively
for MS-DOS software. If it's disgust
ing yellow it must be MS-DOS. So far
that's worked just fine.

Great Introductory Value

on These Mass-Storage Systems
Your Choice  Only

•

Tecmar QT-Mac 40n'
Tape Back up System

Rodime 45PlusTM
External Hard Disk

for all SCSI-based Macintoshes

for the Mac Plus, SE or Mac II

•High performance SCSI Tape System
• 38.5 MB Formatted capacity
•Easy-to-use icon interface software
•Rapid streaming operation (up to 2.5 MB/minute)
•Background backup mode allows other programs to run while
backup is in progress
•Apple Tape backup 40SC'"and AppleShare" compatible
• Two-year warranty

To acquaint you with Anthem Technology Systems, the mass
storage systems specialists .we have created exceptional values on the
best tape back-up and hard drive systems built for the Mac.
But, you should know that we offer you more than low prices on
quality products. VISA and Mastercard orders are welcome. Your
products are shipped the same day. All products carry a minimum 1
year warranty. Plus, you have the security of dealing with adivision of
Anthem Electronics,one of America'slargest,most successful electronics
distributors.
Mass-storage systems are the only thing we sell. You can be sure
that our staff will provide the expert assistance you need .When you need
a high-capacity storage supplier, and you want value and service. we
want you to think of us.
This special introductory offer only applies to the first 100 Tecmar
QT Mac 40s and Rodi me 45Plus hard drives we sell. When they're gone,
so are these low prices, so call now to take advantage of this package.

• 45 Megabytes of storage (formatted)
• Fast 28ms average access time
• Includes FASTBACK Software - $99.00 value
•Unsurpassed reliability
•Entire unit fits neatly under the Mac
• One-year limited warranty
• Special pricing available on 20, 60, 100, and 140 MB internal
and external drives during this offer

frTS

=-ANTHEM TECHNOLOGY SYSTEMS=

A OMslon of Anthem Electronics Inc. I ANew Yort Stock Exchange Company

2157 O'Toole Avenue• San Jose, California 95131

1-800-451-5441
In California call 408-943-6331

Cl

1~8

Anthtm 1tchnolo!1J Syslarn., 45Prus b 1 lricltm11kol Rodlme Inc. OT· Mic 40 Is 1lndem11"( ol Ttcmll , Inc

Please circle 10 on reader service card.
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LUGGAGE AND LUGGING
Until I recently acquired the inter
nal modem, my travel kit consisted of
the battery charger, a Migent Pocket
Modem, LapLink Mac cable, a I 0
foot telephone cord with modular
(RJ 11) connectors on both ends, some
Radio Shack in-line phone connectors
and 2-into- I connectors, and the mo
dem cable. All this fit into a padded
I 0-tape soft storage box. Loaded it
weighed about 3 pounds.
When traveling, I keep the TIOOO in
the larger compartment of The Sharp
er Image's British Diplomat's Case.
There's a U-shaped metal former at
the top and a hardboard base piece
that really protects the computer. Plus
there's plenty of room for disks, pa
pers, manuals, and plane tickets. And
the computer fits like the case was cus
tom designed for it. This bag is avail
able through The Sharper Image cata
log and at their stores. It's quality soft
leather and lists for $129.95.

the messages left by others. It was here
that I found out about the "Mel
O'Vac" modification, which involves
replacing your batteries with some of
similar physica l size but much higher
capacity. That can double your time
between battery charges. The commu
nity of Tosh users (many of whom are
also Mac users) that I've met here are
as great as the machine.

is awkward and even unpleasant to
use. This machine makes my travels
far more enjoyable and productive. I
can't ask for more. There's no danger
that the Tl 000 will supplant any of the
Macs I use (which range from a vanilla
Plus to a lovely SE with 4 megs of
RAM and a 25-MHz 68020 accelera
tor card). But for the road and for its
price, the Tl 000 is as great as a Mac.

FEELINGS ALSO COUNT

THE WEIGHT IS WHAT COUNTS

This computer isn' t neutral. Every
one who sees it reacts to it. People walk
up and comment on its cuteness. If
they stay for a demo, they comment on
its power. And if they' re computer us
ers, they want one. Even folks with big,
very fast, hard-disk equipped porta
bles come away favorably impressed.
The weight is what usually sways
them.
No one seems to be able to avoid
checking it out, and no one dislikes it.
Be prepared for lots of attention and
lots of gushing comments when you
slip your Tl 000 out of its bag and onto
your lap.
I love it. It's as simple as that. And
that statement takes into consider
ation the fact that most of the software

No MS-DOS portable computer is
anywhere near the equal of a Mac.
However, if you need or want to write
or communicate while on the road,
MS-DOS is the only ballgame in town
right now.
The computer you tote should
be as light and as convenient as
possible, or you'll stop toting it. The
best, by more than 3 pounds and at
least a few hundred dollars, is Toshi
ba's TIOOO. It can even lead you to
think pleasant thoughts about MS
DOS. ~

PAPERWORK ·

•

The Tl 000 comes with a User's
Guide and an MS-DOS manual. Both
are well-written, clear guides. You
shouldn't need anything further, al
though since MS-DOS is distinctly not
the Mac operating system, you'll have
to read at least the User's Guide to get
going.
Toshiba offers what they call their
Exceptional Care Warranty. This
warranty is good for one year and what
it offers is simple. If the TI 000 fails,
express it back to Toshiba and they'll
replace it within two days. Period. You
can't ask for more. This extremely at
tractive offer can be extended to three
years by paying Toshiba $399 for the
additional two years of coverage. Pe
ripherals are also covered for a year
and you can buy extended plans for
them as well.
Toshiba also supports its laptops
through a section of the PC Vendor
forum on CompuServe (it's section 10
of PCVEN). This section, run by To
shiba staffer Keith Comer, is a gold
mine of information. If you have a
question about anything at all related
to your Tosh, ask it here and you' ll get
an answer promptly (usually from
Keith and several others). And read
192
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STEVEN BOBKER IS MACUSER'S CHIEF SCIEN
TIST. HE WRITES EXTENSIV ELY, TRAVELS AN
AWFUL LOT. AND LOVES HIS TOSH.

For More Information
Datavue
One Meca Way
Norcross, GA 30093
(404) 564-5555

8

··.
Dynamac Computer
1536 Cole Blvd., Suite 252
Golden, CO 80401
(303) 233-7626
Grid Systems
47211 Lakeview Blvd.
Fremont, CA 94537
(415) 656-4700 or (800) 222-GRID

E

Portable Computer Review
80 Elm Street
Peterborough, NH 03458

~ Product R&D
., ~ 1194 Pacific Street, Suite 201
.San Luis Obispo, CA 93401
(805) 546-9713

Tandy Corporation
One Tandy Center
Fort Worth, TX 76102
(817) 3903011

Holmes Microsystems
2620 S. 900 West
Salt Lake City, UT 84119
(800) 443-3034

Toshiba America Inc.
Information Systems Division
9740 Irvine Blvd.
Irvine, CA 92718
(714) 583-3000

NEC Home Electronics
1255 Michael Drive
Wood Dale, IL 60191
(312) 860-9500

Touchbase Systems, Inc.
160 Laurel Avenue
Northport, NY 11768
(516) 261-042.3
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In n
Instant...

Another·Drop-Dead Deadline How. oft~n
does it happen? Another presentation due and no time
to spare. Color 35mm slides? Sure, slides would be perfect
but they take too long to produce and are very costly.
Overhead transparencies would be fine, but how do you
get a ·complete presentation done quickly and easily? '.

You're Not 4.lone Each and every workday,
millions of people are faced with the problem of getting
together a presentation. If you are one of tho~e
presenters, Cricket software can make your ·
life easier. Now you can create presenta
tions, full-color or black & white,
right at your desktop with
Cricl).et Presents.«
A Total Presentation
Environment Devel
oping a presentation requires
a diverse range of tasks
planning1tat editing, crea
tion of graphs and .illustrations,
speech-writing AND the produc
tion of the actual presentation media,
Cricket Presents provides all the tools you
need to get the whole job _d one quickly
and efficiently.

© Copyright 1988 Cricket Software, Inc.

Autog~hix is a trademark ol Autographix, Inc.

• Conta.c t your local Aucographix Imaging ~enter for details

':;r.icket Presents...
resentations In Minutes

Imagine
ng able to create a dazzling, full-Color, professional
Uity presentation in minutes. Cricket Presents'
tque templating feature makes it easy.
11ply select and apply a frame format, add
tu text and you 're done.

~mm Slides
~tograpbix

----

'ilJ=---·
'~
~-

Sof• Rke Bk:ycfe Co. ~

From

Imaging

=

otMOIOO .....

mters AlUt takes is a modem or a
stage stamp. Cricket Presents' built-in
iographix Driver lets you send your files
her via modem or mail to -your nearest
tographix Imaging Center. Autographix
Cl produce your slides and have them on
ur desk within 24 hours•.

~

AUTCLRAPHIX
Imaging Services. Overnight.

Full Range Of Color Output Options
;roducing freedom of choice.
th Cricket Device Drivers
u can produce beautiful color
~,senta~ions with high resoh,1
n fonts on a variety of popular
n-PostScript devices including
ink jet printers, thermal
pdnters, laser printers and
film recorders.

Never Suffer .A.gain
You 'U never have to suffer through
another drop-dead deadline again. Hurry to
your local computer dealer for a complete
9emonstration of Cricket Presents today.

From The ·
First Family

Of Graphics
Depend on the
Cricket Softw,are
Family for all of your
graphic needs:
Cricket Presents
Cricket Draw ·
Cricket Paint
Cricket Graph
Cricket Pict-0-Grapb
Cricket Device Drivers

,----.

Please clrcle 134 on reader service card.

---.

.................................._ in~k~t
~tiw~

40 Valley Stream Parkway, Great Valley Corpprate Center, Malvern, PA 19355 • (215) 251-9890

Outfoxing
dBASE
The database wars take a turn for the
faster with the introduction of
FoxBASE+/Mac. !fit's speedy
performance you crave, this is the
program for you.
he da tabases doth pro test too
muc h, met hin ks. In thi s day of
onn ect ivity, da ta base ap plica
]
1ons have bee n relucta nt pa rt ici
pa nts in a llowing files to tra nsfer from
a PC to a M ac (a nd vice versa ) while
spreadsheets a nd word processors have
bee n more complia nt. If yo u believed
dBASE/ M ac would a nswer a ll yo ur
connectivity praye rs, g uess aga in.
Ashto n-Tate's entrant in the M ac da
ta base swee pstakes reads onl y d a ta
fil es from dBASE III PLU S, not pro
gra ms or report specifica tions. It has
bee n left to Fox Soft ware, a compa ny
that's made a spec ialty out of doing a ll
thi n.gs dBASE bette r th a n Ashton-

Tate, to truly usher dBASE into the
M acintosh world .
Fox BAS E+ /Mac is ne ither the
fi rs t nor is it the only prog ra m tha t
converts PC dBAS E progra ms to fi t
the M ac in terface. It does have a more
robu st debugging e nvironment, a nd it
best uses t he M ac interface. (See side
bar for more on Fox BAS E conn ectiv
ity.) Fox BAS E + /Mac also has fu ll
dBAS E function ality a nd blazing per
fo rm a nce.
So far, the M ac has lacked the truly
high-performa nce da tabase capability
ta ken fo r gra nted in MS-DOS envi
ro nments. Features a nd ease of use
have ta ken precede nce over speed. But

BY RICHARD A . SKRINDE
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• Outfoxing dBASE

compa nies, often with 50,000 or more
records in the corporate da ta base, ca nnot afford to have highly paid office
workers sit idle at every access or update of the data base. Before FoxBAS E+ /M ac, Mac da tabases were
often pretty but pokey.
Raw speed ( actu ally raw, bl azing
speed) aside, one of FoxBAS E+ /
M ac's virtues is its a bility to use unmodified dBAS E Ill PLUS fil es.
While doing th a t sacrifices the niceties
of the interface, it ope ns the M ac to a
vast number of useful , tested data base
a pplications. It's estimated th a t two
million people use dBAS E. dBAS E
has spawned a giga ntic industry spewin g fo rth multitudes of add-on, builtupon, a nd workalike products. N early
every community college in A merica
teaches data base theory a nd includes a
class on how to use dBAS E. The underpinning of corporate America is

dBASE, a nd the cogs of government
turn on dBAS E.
Wh at is dBASE a nd why is it so
popula r? It was one of the first com
merci ally ava il able microcomputer
database products, a nd it dates back to
8-bit, CP / M machines. It 's a rel ational da tabase tha t derives its application
building power from its built-in, inte
grated, easy-to-lea rn programmin g
la nguage. However, dBAS E's growth
rea ll y skyrocketed with the advent of
the IBM PC. Fox Softwa re is general
ly considered the leading produce r of
dBASE-compa tible products in the
DOS and XENIX environments.
Fox supports the dBASE standards
while adding power extensions to the
dBASE la nguage. It also supports
tra nspa rent access to DOS, XENIX ,
and M acintosh environments so users
ca n move a pplications without having
to cha nge source code or convert any

@~~~~~~~~-

1;;;;7 ~~-Si_x_C_ha_r_ac_te_r_s_in_S_e_ar_c_h_O_fa~Pr_in_te_r~~

R

elational databases present unique challenges for users trying to share data,
whether all the machines are the same type or not. With a word processor, it's
not that difficult to move a file from one machine to another, even back and
forth between Macs and PCs, for serial editing by several people (see " Gimme an
A" and " Switch Hitters" in this issue). Relational databases, however, are typically
set up with multiple data fi les, intricately interlinked. Passing these files around an
office is definitely not recommended .
A much more likely scenario is that an entire dBASE Ill PLUS system, data and
programs, will be converted to a FoxBASE + / Mac system. From then on it will be
used on the Mac only and not shared with PC users.
Fortunately, with Fox BASE+ / Mac, only one area might give you trouble in
performing such a conversion: printer-control codes. A lot of dBASE code is written
for printing reports on Epsons or IBM Proprinters. To take advantage of the ability of
these printers to print condensed type, for example, dBASE programs use printer
control codes.
Macintosh users, on the other hand , are li kely to be printing to an lmageWriter or
a LaserWriter. Both of these printers, unl ike Epsons and Proprinters, treat
characters as graphics. The lmageWriter uses OuickDraw; the LaserWriter uses
Postscript. Printer codes designed to tell character-oriented printers what to do
mean absolutely nothing to lmageWriters and LaserWriters. These Mac-oriented
printers instead want to know about fonts and point sizes.
The lmageWriter actually has a split personality. It has its own set of character
oriented printer-control codes and can act like a character-oriented printer. Of
course, these codes are different for an lmageWriter than for other character
oriented printers. But, more importantly, FoxBASE + / Mac doesn 't support address
ing an lmageWriter as a character printer.
So what's a body to do? Be prepared to experiment. It's as simple as that. You 'll
have to rewrite any portions of your dBASE code that use printer-control codes. A
good place to start is with Courier 10- and 12-point type, wh ich correspond,
respectively, to 12 and 10 pitch CPI (characters per inch) in the PC environment. If
you 're using condensed type on the PC, you 'll simply have to adjust your Mac code
to achieve the best approximation of letter- and li~e - spacing.
198
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data fil es. Customer support from Fox
has always included frequent inexpen
sive upd ates a nd a priority progra m to
ensure th a t customers who have un
covered a bu g get a n immediate re
sponse.
Fox BAS E+ is best known for its
perform a nce. Every other PC dBAS E
vendor is always trying to catch up.
FoxBAS E + /M ac follo ws the fa mily
tradition a nd is a racehorse tha t will
outrun the other M acintosh databases.
Its performa nce encompasses more
tha n execution speed. The ease with
which progra m developers ca n create
applications a nd the ability of Fox
BASE+ /M ac to maintain the integ ri~
ty of da ta when those a pplica tions a re
being run in complex operating envi
ronments a re two additional a reas
where the program excels.

GETTING SET
The testing for this review was con
ducted on a M acintosh II with a color
monitor, 5 megabytes of RAM , a nd a
40-megabyte ha rd disk. Fox BAS E +/
M ac was run in a 2-megabyte pa rtition
under MultiFinder. SBT provided a
copy of its accounts receivable (A/R)
package in a FoxBASE + /M ac ver
sion , including sample da ta. The fol
lowing descriptions a re based on using
Fox BAS E + / M ac a nd the SBT pack
age.
Fox BASE + / Mac is simple to in
stall. All you need do is drag the re
quired files to your ha rd disk, open the
Ulew
Customt r

~

off

Tr1nsac t

n
f.:\
V &
~· . ~

invoic t

@ID

K•vs

~
@)

Color

R tctlvt ~

8
'@' ~
8
C~sh ~
lnvntor1:1
8~ ~C-u-st_o_m_e_r_ _-.-R_e_c_or-d-s:-1_0_15-4-t3
Addr tss

The View window is the control panel of
FoxBASE + /Mac. The SBT AIR database files
are shown in the work area circles, and the
relations between the Illes are represented by
arrows.

He had a reputation as
a power user. But deep
down he knew it wasn't
true. Oh, he had the soft
ware alright. But the real
power, the electrical
power that ran his Mac
was another story. He
lived in fear of its surges
and spikes. He lacked the
proper outlets. He knew
he was out of control ...

•

ii1::u.111~ l)tl.f11!

A Kensington power center
will get your power under
control. We organize and pro
tect your entire system with
extra outlets, convenient
front-mo unted switches, and
th e best surge suppression
and noise filtering availab le.

1. Master Piece"11 Mac II
sta rts with five protected out
lets. Added modem surge
suppression protects against
surges and spikes on the
phone line. And a built-in
swivel lets you ad just your
mo nito r. $159.95

2. System

Saver ~

SE

offers two protected outlets
and a replacement for your
SE's power cord, a choice of
1 or 2 switches, and modem/
phon e line surge suppression.
$79.95
3. System Saver Mac
not on ly gets your power under
co ntrol, it keeps your Mac or
Mac Plus cool. Two protected
outlets, a replacement power
cord, a quiet fan , and a choice
of 1 or 2 switches . $99.95
For more information, call
(800) 535-4242 . In NY, call
(212) 475-5200. Or write
Kensington, 251 Park Ave . S.,
New York, NY 10010.
Please circ le 144 on reader service card.

!KENSINGTON ,.<)
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Math

String

logic al

Dote

The Expression Builder is
used to help users create
relations between files,
create indexes for flies,
and set index search
criteria for flies. Shown
here is an Expression
dialog for creating an
index for a flle. The Filter
feature is noteworthy.
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The Browse window
allows users to view and
update database files
using familiar cut, copy,
and paste syntax on
selected fields.
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The Expression Builder
has a Seek dialog to
simplify the selection of
index search criteria.
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application, and enter the serial num
ber and activation code. Once in the
application, proceed first to the View
window, which is the control panel for
FoxBASE+ /Mac. A work area can
be selected by clicking inside any of the
ten circles (A through J). Database
files can be opened in a work area in
three ways: double click in a work
area, select Open from the File menu,
200MACUSER

or push the Setup button. You can set
any environment options from the ad
ditional panel choices at the left of the
View window.
Links (or relations) are established
between the database files by simply
dragging the mouse from one work
area circle to another. This causes the
Expression Builder to pop up. It lists
the fields and functions that are the

SEPTEMBER

1988

building blocks of relational expres
sions. You can construct the relations
you desire between the files. An arrow
shows each relation by pointing from
the controlling database file to the re
lated database file in the view window.
The Browse window enables you to
view and edit the contents of a data
base file. For example, the contents of
the A/R customer file can be selected
by highlighting the customer file in a
work area of the View window and
then selecting the Browse window. The
Browse window looks like a spread
sheet. The fields of the database are
laid out as columns and each record
forms a row.
The Browse tool set includes a field
resizer for expanding or contracting
the column widths of selected fields for
display purposes, a pusher to shuffle
columns and change the order in which
the database fields are displayed, and a
window splitter to create dual panes to
support simultaneous viewing of re
cords in two different areas of the da
tabase file. You can resize the Browse
window, scroll vertically, scroll hori
zontally, and use all the standard edit
ing features such as cut, copy, and
paste on selected fields . Browse also
allows a sequential file search (on ev
ery field) for a specified character
string.
The Expression Builder is also used
to create indexes and to seek records
based on index criteria. For example,
to add another index to the customer
file, you select the customer file from
the View window, pull down the File
menu and pick the new index option.
Then type in a name for the new index
file (a separate file from the database
file) in the Directory dialog box and
select OK, which brings up the now
familiar Expression Builder. An index
expression for searching by Zip code,
for example, is just as easy to create as
a relation expression. The customer
file will quickly be presented to you in
Zip code order while the physical order
of the file remains unch anged.
Finding a record using the new in
dex is easy. Pull down the Record
menu and select Seek. This pops up the
Expression Builder, which allows you,
in the same way you set relations and
create an index, to set the search crite
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How To Build A Better Macintosh
LetS take a Macintosh II and build a formidable
workstation.Whether its for desktop publishing or
computer aided engineering.the PCPC II "' high
resolution color graphics system provides unrivaled
powerand performance foreven the most demand
ing professionals. Choose 256 colors at one time
from a palette of 16.7 million,or 256 shades ofgray
and aeate the most realistic images possible.With
a resolution of 1024 x 768. you get the maximwn
in image detailing.
Next add the PCPC 144Mb internal hard disk 
the perfect complement for any workstation. All
your dazzling data is stored rapidly with megabytes
to spare. And to protect your creations.there!; the
PCPC Tupe Backup system. with our highly rated
HFS BackupTM programYou can an:hive 2gigabytes
at speeds of up to 14 megabytes per minute- ideal
when you have overwhelming amounts of data

and no time to spare.
We can also help you build up your Mac Plus or
SE with our MacBottom rn hard disks.Available in
21. 32. 45 and 70 Mb capacities. theres one to fit
your every need. Plus.we offer an optional integral
modem which ties you to the exciting world of
telecommunications. All MacBottoms come with a
two year warranty so your investment is protected
And we haven't forgotton the original Apple®
hard disk owners. because our HD-20 WSI.'" an
inexpensive SCSI upgrade. will improve its per
formance six to ten times.

~

bOO~ ~fil

Macintosh.whether you need to
when
put some
power under it. next to
it. on top of it. or inside it. call PCPC
at 1-800-622-2888 for the name of
your nearest dealer.

[Ll




t: ~]

~rsonal Computer ~ripherals Corporation
47 10 Eisenhower Boulevard. Building A4.T.lrnpa. Florida 33634

(81 3)884·3092

(800) 622-2888

1988 Personal Computer Peripherals Corporation. PCPC II. MacBottom and HD·20 WSIarc tradcm.uks of PCPC. Macintosh Is a tradcm.uk of Apple Computer. Inc.

Please circle 12 on reader service card.
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A sorted copy of any
database file can be
easily created using the
Sort dialog box. The
original file will remain
unchanged.
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The Edit window is one of
FoxBASE +/Mac's most
powerful features.
Sophisticated search and
search-and-replace
features combined with
standard Macintosh edit
lacilltles speed program
development. SBT A/R
program source files are
displayed in the upper
windows while the new
program is being edited
in the lower window.
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use

ria for your newly created index. If you
specify a Zip code for South San Fran
cisco and click on the OK button, the
record pointer will position itself at the
first Zip code matching South San
Francisco. FoxBASE+ /Mac allows
you to specify an index on a field that is
filtered by an argument such as "zip
code > 80000 .and. zipcode <
90000." The result would be that only
the records between 80000 and 90000
would be shown in the Browse window.
Those familiar with dBASE will rec
ognize this as another Fox extension to
the language.
The customer file can be sorted by
any field into a new file, without modi
fying the original file or modifying the
index file, by pulling down the Data
base menu and selecting Sort. A Sort
dialog box pops up and allows you to
specify the desired sort field and indi
cate whether you want your new file
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sorted in ascending or descending or
der.

INTERFACE,OUTERFACE
Fox BASE+ /Mac's interface will
largely determine its success with ex
isting Macintosh users as well as with
PC users who want to upgrade to the
grace of a Macintosh. A not immedi
ately obvious but nonetheless major
strength of the interface is its integra
tion of dBASE programming right
into the Macintosh interface. All your
interaction with the interface is trans
lated into a structured dBASE pro
gram that can be viewed in the Com
mand window. That program can then
be edited, commands can be executed
by clicking on them with the mouse, or
the program can be saved to a file.
Fox is distributing their version of
the full Macintosh interface in three
parts. The initial release (reviewed
E
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E

R
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8

here) includes all the central function
ality of the database. The first of two
planned updates will contain LAN
support for mixed Mac/PC net
works, a MacPaint-like forms genera
tor, and a template-driven code gener
ator. Fox promises a dBASE IV report
writer with a full Macintosh interface
in their second update, hopefully later
this year.
The MacPaint-like forms generator
is sorely missed now, because the nec
essary hard coding of screens is not
easy and is time consuming. Report
generation is neither intuitive nor easy
with this release and will not be im
proved until the second of the planned
updates.
However, the interface is standard
Macintosh where it counts and also
provides numerous power-user short
cuts. For example, there are four ways
to access the Browse window. Sophisti
cated users have a wide range of inter
face options. The rough edges current
ly in the interface will mostly bother
the application developer who is look
ing to control, modify, restructure,
cannibalize, or replace parts or all of
the interface in a dedicated applica
tion.
Basic database manipulation with
FoxBASE+ /Mac is a snap. Many us
ers will never need to go beyond the
basic skills already implemented.
However, the real strength of any com
plex database application lies in its
ability to foster and create applica
tions. The best way to assess Fox
BASE +/Mac's strength in that re
gard is to take a look at it in action.

ADAY IN THE LIFE
Assume you are a database-applica
tion programmer in a hypothetical
MIS department that uses SBT's A/R
system. The collections department
has asked MIS to enhance the A/R
collections capability. The collections
manager wants the system to automat
ically print three different collection
letters based on days past due and
doesn' t want to be forced to fiddle with
exporting data files to a mail merge/
word processing system. She also
wants a status report giving the date
that each letter was sent and requires
that the system guarantee that dupli

1-800-~~~:MAC2 MAC-JMTA

FAX# : (602) 246-7805
Order Line - 1-800-669-6222
p RO D U C TS
Order Status and
Technical Support
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Iii Fiie l: dlt SOT RR TrnnsncUons Reports Forms Molntenonce
Open Receluobles
1~---------~Rged Receluobles
lnuolce Register
Customer Ledger
RR Journot
Soles Rnnlysis

SBT

The standard SBT A/R
menu of its FoxBASE +I
Mac version has been
modified to support a
collections package
enhancement.

Collection Letters
Collection Status

Accounts Receivable
°""Hut.or om.:
Sa--1ilD, <All6Jrnla 
4151331-!all

Screen I

The existing FoxBASE +I
Mac Report Writer is the
vanilla dBASE Ill PLUS
product. It features on
screen format preview. A
collections letter is being
displayed.

05/2 2/66

,. *

r

'-•

\

Jim Whitesell
Bank of Calibration
Main Offices
San Francisco, Ca 94 10 I
Dear )tm Whitesell,

*

It has come to m y attention tllat your account is past due
\.., Please remit payment immediatly. It you have already sent
•
your payment disregard tilts notice
,-•

Thank you,
john Doe.
Accounts Receivable

cate letters will never be sent. It is al
most noon Friday. You no sooner get
back to your desk than you get a call
from the V.P. of Operations. This
modification has to be up and running
for Monday morning.
Start by printing the A/R file de
scriptions and the source code listings
for the A/R system (SBT supplies
source with its product) so you can
study them over a quick lunch. Start
the actual project by creating a collec
tions file and linking it to the customer
file and the accounts receivable file in
the A/R system. Pop up the Expres
sion Builder and create a relation be
tween the two A/R files based on the
common customer number. Next, pull
down the Database menu and click on
Copy, which allows you to select only
the fields from the two A/R files that
are needed for the new collections file.
Also specify a filter that will copy only
the records of the customers with past
due accounts into the collections file.
204MACUSER

Next, the menu of the A/R system
must be modified to let the users print
the collection letters and the status re
port. Application code must be trig
gered by the A/R menus to control the
data flow, select printers, and do all the
other goodies that the collection users
expect. The Command window dis
plays the program that opens the two
A/R files, sets the relation between
them, and exports ·the appropriate
data fields of the appropriate records
from these two data files into the newly
specified collection file. The program
has been written automatically by
Fox BASE+ /Mac.
After transferring this program to
the Edit window, you can attack your
skeletal program with FoxBASE+ /
Mac's powerful editing facility. Open
seven panes in the Edit window and
load an SBT source file containing
code from applications that resemble
your current requirements into each
pane. Powerful search commands iso

SEPTEMBER
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late the appropriate sections of code
relating to procedures, memory vari
ables, and the other elements you need
from these programs. Open an eighth
pane and copy and paste code sections
into it from the other panes.
Now modify the SBT A/R menu
structure to include your Collections
Letters and Status Report menu addi
tions and submenu screens. The code
that drives the application is similarly
cut and pasted, and a new program of
2,000 lines of dBASE code is finished.
The Macintosh interface's multiple
windows
combined
with
Fox
BASE+ /Mac's editing refinements
(such as a triple-click to highlight an
entire line) make this easy.
The next step is to create a file to
contain the collection form letters.
FoxBASE+ /Mac supports a memo
field type (with unlimited text length)
so the file needs to contain only one
record, which will have three fields,
one for each letter. The Report Writer
lets you produce the status report in
just a few more minutes. The collec
tion letters require you to merge the
appropriate data elements from the
collection file into the appropriate
form letter and cycle through each
customer record to verify what letter,
if any, needs to be printed. Unfortu
nately, the Report Writer does not yet
have a Macintosh interface, so you
have to figure things out the old-fash
ioned way - which is a pain.
It's already final testing time. The
last thing you need is to get behind on
Monday because your program has
bugs, so you now use FoxBASE+ /
Mac's debug facilities to simplify that
"last I 0 percent of the job but 90 per
cent of the effort" task. A trace win
dow displays the source code as it exe
cutes. You can single-step the program
through the rough spots and call up the
Edit window right on the spot to fix the
code. Breakpoints check out proce
dures and loops and many a tricky lit
tle bug gets trapped by a programma
ble breakpoint. You can open multiple
windows to watch more than one pro
cess at a time as you hurry down the
home stretch.
Finally, ship the source code
through the network into the server so
that the IBM-compatible computers

WHEN APPLE AND DIGITALWANTED
ToTALK, THEYCAME To US.
For good reason.
Because we make it simple for
Apple Macintosh and Digital VAX
systems to join the same network. •
And open the lines of
communications.
For instance, we utilize
AppleThlk for VMS, the sole pub
lished standard platform for net
working on the VAX. We're also
the one company that offers complete solutions.
Such as AlisaTaik:M which puts AppleTalk on the
VAX. And includes AlisaShare~ the only 100% AppleShare, VAX/VMS based,
full-function file server.
l:o ii
· ~~·Z-:-~
.,:;__;;
:._=;::::
- _:_ ;;:;a
TSSnet:M a package for the Mac that lets it
communicate over DECnet networks as a Phase IV
end node.
And SequeLink:M which allows Macs access to
Digital system host SQL databases.
We can also hook you up with Kinetics FastPath, EtherPort II, EtherPort
SE, EtherSC, and everything in between.
So when you want the right Mac-VAX connections, call or write to
Alisa Systems.
The talk of the computer industry.

Alisa SystemS• Inc.
We keep everybody talking
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221 East Vvalnut Street, Suite 175 Pasadena, CA 91101 (818 )792-9474
Alisa and Alisa1alk, and AJLsa.5h.lre are tradema"'-' of Ali" :;,stems, Inc., App~. Macintos!J,Appl&lk for VMS. and AppleShare are trademarll.s of App~ Computer, Inc.. DEC,WC, VMS. and DEO\et are trademarkl of
Digital Equipment Corp. TSSllet ~a trademark ol1l1ursbySoftware S)stcms.Sequelink ~a trademark olGnOsls.RlstPath, EthcrPort II, Et hcrfurt SF,011d EthcrSC are tradema"'-' of Kinetics, Inc.
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in the collections department can ac
cess your new product. You control the
server from your Macintosh and set up
the new application. Call the collec
tions manager and ask her to check out
her new program.
This was a simple job for Fox
BASE +/ Mac. An ace programmer
will want to use some of Fox BASE+/

Mac's power features - like the Help
database, memory-variable arrays,
user-defined functions, and the capa
bility to store graphics and even use
them in a menu to replace a text but
ton.
END RESULTS
This example demonstrated some of
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·fhe Bulls, the Bears & the Mouse.

the features that make FoxBASE+ /
Mac a superior development environ
ment for the professional programmer.
No matter what level of database com
plexity you require to solve your infor
mation storage and retrieval require
ments, if you like dBASE and have a
Macintosh you are going to love Fox
BASE+ /Mac.
If you don 't like dBASE, this pro
gram just might change your mind. If
you don't know anything about
dBASE, you may be in for a pleasant
surprise.
At press time, Fox was offering a
free demon stration copy of Fox
BASE + / Mac. If you found the fore
going interesting, get one and draw
your own conclusions.
Fox BASE + /Mac sports an im
pressive list of features that sit on a
database engine that's rock solid and
bulletproof, and its performance is one
of the best in the Macintosh database
business. ~
RICHARD SKR I NDE IS AN

Finally, Macintosh owners are
in the market with the best of them.
Be a Real Animal in the stock.market. .. Select and manage your investments
the way professional analysts do.---with the most sophisticated investment
management and analysis software for Macintoshn.1 systems:

Wall Street InvestorThl*
Wall Street ProfessionalrM &
Wall Street CommoditiesThl.
Save analysis time, access more market info, easily track investments
and increase your investment confidence. Call us for more info or the
dealer nearest you: 602-461-3296 ext.11.

* Demos Available
.MciNWI ha ll'1lltrMr\ llC'ftt!N ~ ~C~ltf. llV.
w.an Sum f"m(o-iM&I, w.u Sum fn>-CMOf , Ind

SOFiWARE

Wt1 IStrttt C01t1rrntlfb ~~·
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g(f'Nf't111 Sol'iwvr,lnc.

2150 E. BROWN RD.. MESA. AZ 85203
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JOURNALIST AND CONSULTANT SPEC IALIZ·
ING IN DATABASE PRODUCT TECHNOLOGY
AND ITS APPLICATION TO VERTICAL MARKET
INDUSTRIES.
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RATING

FoxBASE + /Mac !!!!112

Follows Mac Interface
• • • ll o
Printed Documentation • • • • o
On-Scree n Help
• • • • ll
Performance
• • • • •
Support
• • • • •
Consumer Value
• • • • ll
Comments: FoxBASE + / Mac is a com
plete applications development environ
ment. It features blazingly fast operation
and good dBASE compatibility. Best Fea
ture: The extensions to dBASE and the
bonding of these extensions into an inter
face that can be used in many ways 
from a Macintosh interface to a more
traditional dBASE approach. Worst Fea
ture: The re lease of the interface in seg
ments leaves serious gaps for early us
ers. List Price: $395 with a one-time
application run-time version distribution
royalty of $300. Published by Fox Soft
ware, Inc.. 118 W. South Boundary, Per
rysburg, OH 43551: (419) 874 -0162, ext.
980. Not copy protected, but does require
entry of activation code upon installation.
Mac II and MultiFinder friendly.

It was getting pretty crowded. As more and
more Macintoshes started showing up at
work, the duplication of computers, monitors,
printers and keyboards was simply getting out
of hand.
And while there was still a need to use vital
programs like LotuS" 1-2-3®and c!BASE, there
was also an ever increasing demand for the
Macintosh. Would the two computer environ
ments be able to work together?
Times have changed. Now Macintosh•• Us
can nm MS-DOS®software just as easily as
Macintosh applications. With AST's Mac286;•
the AT-compatible, 80286 computer-on-a
board that nms inside the Macintosh 11. Its
advanced hardware design actually mns
faster than an IBM!l PC AT.
With Mac286, familiar MS-DOS programs
take advantage of many of the elements of the
Macintosh environment. Copy and paste text,
print on an Apple® LaserWritef,l> store your
files on the Mac hard disk and share DOS files
with other users. It's that easy.
Of course, the future is built in, too. By
installing an advanced hardware solution for
MS-DOS compatibility, you're insuring a home
for the best of today's, and tomorrow's, soft
ware programs.
Because there's one thing you can always
count on in the world of personal computers.
Times will change.
If you're interested in putting an AT-com
patible computer inside your Mac Il, call AST
at (714) 863-0181 or fill out the coupon, and
we'll tell you how you can have the best of
-both worlds. , ·~·-~··__,_ Now With .
1
:.-::,:-.;o::-~J

t,!i :
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".: Improved Video

.·- ~~~~ 9~ance.
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lo ve~ send me information on the Mac28i°l

I DYes, have an AST representative call me.
I Name
I
I Title
I Company

I
I
I
I
I

: Address

I City
I Phone
:

:

I
I

State_ Zip

S~1:d to: AST Research, Inc. 2~21 Alton Ave. :
hvme, CA 92714-4992 . Attn. M.C.

L --------------
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AST is pmudto
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RESEARCH INC.
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Times Have Changed.
AST markels producls worldwide-In Europe and lhe Middle
Eas1call: 44 I 5684350; in the Far East call: 852 5 717223.
,\ ST and AST logo registered a nd Mac286 trad c m.i rk o f AST
Resl•arc h , Im:. IBM an d AT regi ste red 1rade ma rks Inte rn a tio na l
Business Mach ines Co rp. Apple and Lase r\V rite r reg istered a nd
~l.1 c i nt os h 1r~1dema r k of Apple Co mput e r, Inc. MS- DOS regis te red
trade mark Mi crosoft Corp. Lotus and 1-2-3 registe red trad em arks o f
Lo tus Deve lopme nt Co rp. d BASEregistered t rad e ma rk Ashto n-Ta1 c.
Copy right ' 19 88 AST Research, Inc. t\ 11 rights resc n ·ed.
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Create detailed technical drawings
fast er using layers and libraries.

Create colorful artworh using draw and
paint together (up to 10 layers available).

PAINT
10 edi111ble paint and/or
draw 1nycrs• •

draw layers ••

10 editable paint ancl/or
draw layers••

.\!ix paint & draw on each
layer

Mix paint & draw on each
layer

Mix paint & draw on each
layer

Move objects between
layl!rs

MO\·e objects between
layers

Move objects between
layers

Color with e ndless
blending possibilities

Adrnnced text feature s

Advanced text features

IO editable paint and/or

Fast redrawing
Enhanced 1mint capabilities Work on multiple pages
Fast redrawing
Editable arcs/rectangles
Work on multiple pages
Automatic parallel lines
Create unlimited libraries
Create unlimited libraries
of drnw und/or paint
of draw ancl/or paint
objects
objects

Fasl redrawing
Work on multiple pages

X & Y independent grids
Editable arcs/ rectrmgles
Extended rulers
Automatic 1>arallel lines
Create unlimited libraries
of draw and/or pnint objects

Create busines.~ presentations combining
bar charts, pie charts, text and graphics.

Additional features include: 31 ft. by 31 ft. drawing pad *
Single or multiple page printing • Fast and Easy layer
management * Print layers individually or together • Print
documents in their entirety or in sections • Reduce or
enlarge easily • Registration marks on each layer for
alignment • Read out precise information (e .g. location)
on each object within each layer.
Best of all you can easily switch from draw to paint and
back again!

** "Draw it again, Sam" has the most powerful and easy
to-use paint and draw layers feature of any graphics
software available on the Mac. See for yourself and use
up to 10 transparent layers, with any combination of
paint, draw and/or draft on each, to produce easy-to
edit overlays. Object location on any layer is a snap with
our fast and informative status window.
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Mahe exciting page layouts by positwn
ing and sizing artwork to fit with text
in PageMaker or other page layout
programs.

Use our extensive paint features to
create exciting

ruu color arttvlacintosh E

Produce architectural diagrams using
both draw and draft features with sepa
rate la;yers. Save time by retrieving fre
quently used symbols from libraries.

"Draw it again, Sam" is more than a drawing tool, more
than a painting tool and more than a drafting tool. It's all
three working together to allow you greater opportunities
to be innovative in your creative presentation ... faster in
your technical drawings and drafting .. . opening new
horizons to produce better work, faster.
"Draw it again, Sam " is available now for only $150,
through your Macintosh Dealer or order direct by calling

1-800-234 -0230.
"Draw it again, Sam " runs on Macintosh 512 Enhanced,
Macintosh Plus, Macintosh SE, and Macintosh II com
puters.

~
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Please circle 163 on reader service card.

41 Great Valley Parkway
Mah-em, PA 19355
215/644-3580

Howto impress
theRowers thatbewith
the powerthatis.
Chances are your bosses don't have a full
appreciation of your Macintosh. It's powerful, nice
to look at, and it's great with graphics-they'll grant
you that much. But does it have a way with words?
Well now, thanks to WordPerfect' for the
Macintosh, you can finally put their minds at ease.
It's a new, powerful, easy-to-use word processor
from the world leader in word processing. Aword
processor designed specifically for the Mac.

So give your Mac the word processing power
to be its best. For more information, write to
WordPerfect Corporation, 1555 North Technology
Way, Orem, Utah 84057. Or call (801) 225-5000.
(In Canada, call 1-800-267-2499.)

WordPerfect
C O R PO RATI ON

Please circle 133 on reader service card.
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Got a Mac problem?
Something you'd like ex
plained? Something you
can't find the answer for
anywhere else? Apple's
Chris Espinosa will answer
your questions every month
in this space. When the
questions are too tough or
too esoteric for him, he' II
get the answers from other
members of the Mac team.
So ask what you need to
know and get your answers
straight from the source!
Send your questions to
Chris care of MacUser, 950
Tower Lane, 18th floor.
Foster City, CA 94404.
Chris will read all your
questions. but. unfortunate
ly, he may not be able to an
swer individual queries.

IN THE MAILBAG
Half a dozen readers wrote
to confirm John Lindgren's
report of vanishing Image
Writer files (June '88).
Wayne Higdon of Saratoga
Springs, NY, reports having
them disappear "during a
session" but that copying
new drivers into the System
folder seems to work. Steve
Stark of Seattle has had
them disappear as well, and
Autumn Efred of Anson
ville, NC, reports the files
vanishing from Word as
well as Write. Donald Coo
ley is the only one so far to
have noticed it in System
file version 4.2; the others
found it only in 3.2.
Ronald Andring of Walla
Walla, WA, thinks it's due
to powering off while M ac
Write is still open and shows

y
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an open document. He in
structed a friend to close
MacWrite before shutting
down and claims that the
problem has stopped hap
pening. If any readers have
success with this method , let
us know.
Dave Duke of Fremont,
CA, sends along a new ad
vertisement from Olduvai
Corp., 7520 Red Road,
Suite A, South Mia mi , FL,
th a t describes a new prod
uct, ADBridge, that solves
Eliot Friedman's problem
from the June issue. It lets
you connect non-ADB pe
ripherals - such as the
mouse and keyboa rd of the
Macintosh Plus - to the
Macintosh SE and II , and
also lets you use new ADB
peripherals on the Plus,
512KE, and Macintosh 128
CPUs. Olduvai can be
reached at 1-800-822-0772.

[Editor's Note: We just
spoke to Oldu vai and they
reported some delays in the
neat-sounding ADBridge.
It's been delayed but might
be available very soon. ]

MY MISTAKE
For the first few columns I
got to poke fun at our now
depa rted Msr. Cochran
about fixing his mista kes 
now I get to correct my own.
Right, right, the SE ROMs
don't contain the Script
Manager (it's in the System
file) nor does the SE itself
use the Apple Digital Sound
Processor chip (it uses the
same analog chip as the
M ac Plus; the digital chip is
only in the Macintosh II).
S

E

s

E

p
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l own a Mac Plus
with
two
disk
• drives, an Apple
modem, and an Image
Writer. Recently, l experi
enced some strange behavior
from my ImageWriter. On
two separate occasions,
when attempting to print out
a MacWrite document and a
MacPaint document (in the
conventional manner, choos
ing Print from the File menu)
my ImageWriter, produced
what looks like hexadecimal
numbers as output. After
turning the printer off, then
on again, I retried the proce
dure, which seemed to work.
Is this a warning sign from
my ImageWriter or is there
a problem with my Mac?
CHRISTOPHER RocA

VERY SLOW DESKTOP
UPDATE

a

With the addition
of an external 20
• megabyte hard disk
to my Macintosh Plus, I
have begun to experience the
common problem of very
slow copies because of the
lengthy desktop update. A
small 26K application takes
about 1 second to copy to the
hard disk, but 30 seconds for
the desktop update! This is
most frustrating.
I have read in this maga
zine that the time can be re
duced by using the Desktop
Manager from AppleShare,
but the writers always add
the caveat, "This is not a
recommended procedure; do
it at your own risk."
We own AppleShare and
would like to try this proce
dure. But first, does Apple

PORT CHESTER, NY

A

There's an obvious
but
explanation,
• this crops up so
much that I'm beginning to
look for other reasons (or at
least ways to make it hap
pen less often). For debug
ging purposes, the Image
Writer family of printers
have a mode in which they
print the entire data stream
to the printer in hexadeci
mal (computer numbers)
rather tha n the text and
graphics that the data
stream represents. This
helps the developers of our
printer drivers debug the
software a nd also helps ser
vice personnel figure out
whether a printing problem
is in the computer, the printE
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er, or the connection. This
special mode is invoked by
holding down the Select
button while turning the
printer's power on.
I think that people who
get this effect are just acci
dentally leaning on the Se
lect button while turning on
the power. So my advice is
to keep your fingers clear of
the Select switch while turn
ing the power on, and if this
problem does occur again ,
just turn the printer off,
then on again. But if any
body's seen this happen re
pea tedly without holding
down the Select switch,
please let me know - there
might have been a faulty
batch of Select switches.

HEX DUMPS
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recommend it? If not, does
Apple have some Finder up
date planned to alleviate this
problem?
A. BR UCE JACOBS
FARGO, ND

A

A number of things
could cause a slow
• desktop file update,
and there a re a few tools al
read y availa ble in the Mac
intosh S ystem software
(System software version
5.0 and later) to take care of
most of them .
First, it could be that you
have a lot of applications on
the disk. The desktop file
tells the Finder what icons
go with what documents
and application s and what
applica tion to launch when
a file is double-clicked, so its
size grows with the number

of applications you have,
and it needs to be updated
whenever you add a nother
application. But 30 seconds
is a long time to update.
Make sure your hard disk
is formatted for the hierar
chical file system (HFS).
The way to tell this is to look
at an open window in the
Finder. In the double line at
the top of the window (be
low the number of items and
K in disk listings), the ex
treme left edge of the double
line should be darker - if
it's HFS it has an extra pixel
between the lines - than
the right edge. This indi
cates a n HFS-formatted
disk . If the left and right
sides look the same, then the
hard disk is formatted for
the Macintosh File System,
the "flat" file system that

er. Don't use the Apple
Share utilities on anything
but an AppleShare volume.

was used for 400K floppy
disks but is really slow on
large hard disks.
Here's the solution: Back
up all files, erase the disk,
and reformat it with what
ever formatting utility came
with it, following the manu
facturer's instructions to get
a n HFS volume.
If that's not the problem,
use Apple's Disk First Aid
program (part of System
Tools version 5.0 and later)
to check up on the general
health of your disk. It' ll fix
certain kinds of damage.
Then restart your system,
holding down the Option
and Command keys while
you start up. This will re
build the desktop file from
scratch. It'll take a while,
but it should make subse
quent desktop updates fast

SCRAPBOOK DOESN'T
PASTE

a

Very often, when I
try to add some new
• item to my Scrap
book, it doesn't take. That is
to say, something else will
end up as a new entry into
my Scrapbook. As often as
not, it will reproduce a copy
of one of the other items in
my Scrapbook.
Here's an example: I keep
a copy of a small list of
names that has to be updated
monthly. I copy the present
list from the Scrapbook to a
new document - such as a
memo written in MacWrite
or Note Pad+. I update the
list, copy it, and then

-~1,x·
'·if:
1· .i. . .."' ·
:HatdWare House' Inc.·
. .. ·
.

.

.

3637 Locust St, Philadelphia, PA19104

.· CALL TOLL FREE
8.00-35~·2892
fy1~JYISA :Accept(l{j

:

...
You will ni:it be charged until order is shippeiJ..
· · Prices subject tq ctiangewil~out hoti¢e'. · · ·

Please circle 26 on reader service card.

"paste" it into my Scrap
book. But the new list
doesn't get added to the
Scrapbook; the old list is re
peated! To make things more
confusing, I have "pasted"
several copies successively
and suddenly one of them is
the one I have been trying to
add from the beginning.
However, this trick doesn't
work all the time. The net
result is that I have a Scrap
book that is difficult to up
date.
BERNIE ZIONS
RYE, NY

A

This is a bug that's
present in the Mac
• intosh 5 l 2KE and
Macintosh Plus ROMs.
System file versions 3.2 and
later include a "patch" to
the ROM to fix this bug; if

you're using the earlier Sys
tem file versions 3.0 or 3.1,
upgrade to 3.2 or later.

sion 5.0, including Multi
Finder,
with
every
Macintosh and offering it as
a $49 upgrade to any and all
other Macintosh owners.
Your Mac II must have
been packed in that window,
and your dealer should have
known to give you the 5.0
System Tools with Multi
Finder when you asked for
it. The Finder in that pack
age, version 6.0, supports
color on color monitors, and
it includes the MultiFinder
and Print Monitor for using
multiple applications at
once and printing in the
background.
Now, of course, System
Tools version 6.0 is avail
able, which fixes some in
compatibilities and bugs
with 5.0 and adds Macro
Maker, a tool to put the

In addition, everyone
seems to be talking about the
MultiFinder, but my Finder
seems to be the same as it
always was. I am using the
Finder that came with the
Mac II, but it certainly does
not have any of the features I
have been reading about.
The Mac II manual has
nothing to say on the subject
either. Can you help?

WHITHER MULTIFINDER
AND COLOR?

Q

I recently bought a
Mac II with a color
• monitor, a 40-meg
abyte internal hard disk and
2 megs of memory. It makes
my Mac Plus seem like a di
nosaur. I have installed the
Mac II System software us
ing the Installer and have se
lected the 16-color mode us
ing the Control Panel. My
Apple menu then appears in
color, but nothing else is.
When I visited my dealer, the
file folders were also in col
or. I have asked my dealer
why the difference, and his
only suggestion is to rein
stall the System.

WALTER WILLIAMSON
ATLANTA, GA

A

In the race to mar
ket, the Macintosh
• II beat MultiFinder
by a few months, so some
moderately large number of
Macintosh SEs and Ils were
shipped with Finder version
5.5 and no MultiFinder. In
late 1987 we started ship
ping the System Tools ver

How to make your Macintosh do anything!
(Except maybe pitch baseball)
Get a Demo Disk Almost Free
f course no software can make
,, your Macintosh do anything. But
Double Helix® II comes close. This
demo disk shows you how Double
Helix II can transform your Macintosh
into a whole office staffi
With Double Helix II you can ...
"'Take an order-and automatically
generate the invoice, packing slip, and
sales report.
... Record 10,000 scientific experi
ments-and automatically track their
progress, find out what's behind
schedule, and compute the results.
... Find out in a flash who has con
tributed more than S20,000 this year.
With this one databased information
management system you can organize,
manage, and support your business in a
single integrated system.
A Totally VISUAL System!
Service ... manufacturing ... research ...
production .. . legal or property man-

Changes as Your Business Changes
Your demo disk shows how easy it is
to change your system to keep pace
with your changing business.
Can more than one person use
the system at the same time? You bet
. . . instantly, without needing a
filcscrvcr. You can even use your
Macintosh systems on a VAX.

agement .. .any business or profession ...
your Double Helix II demo disk
shows how- with simple visual build 
ing blocks-you can create a system
that literally runs your business.
Forget obsolete methods. Forget
wasting months learning program
ming languages and complex routines.
Just point and click. Helix docs the
rest for you.

To get your Double Helix II demo
disk, send $2.50 to cover postage
& handling to:
Odcsta Corporation
4084 Commercial Avenue
Northbrook, IL 60062
Att. DHII Demo Disk°''

Call: 1-800-323-5423
(In Illinois: 312-498-5615)
Double Helix II: S595 List
0 1988 Odcu.a Corponrion. Double Hcli1 II is a rcgincrcd tradcmut
of Odcsta Corporation. Macint01h is a ttgiucrcd trademark o r Apple
Computer. Im::, VAX isa [1'3Jcntuk ofDigjtaJ Equipment Corporation.
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function keys on your Ex
tended Keyboard to good
use. So go on down to your
dealer a nd pick up the 6.0
software package.

SPEAKING OF
MACROMAKER
I write a lot in
Spanish, and hav• ing to use Option-E
followed by the vowel every
time I want to stress a letter
is cumbersome and slow.
How can I create a stress
key in a comfortable posi
tion on the keyboard (to the
right of P, for example) that
allows me to stress any letter
by just hitting the key before
the one to carry the stress?
Alternatively, do you know
of any software able to
change the keyboard layout
to the Spanish way? This is

Q

0

L

very easily accomplished in
MS-DOS by using the
Keybdsp command before
loading your application.
JOSEE. ALE.5-MARTINEZ
ROCHE.STER, NY

A

Using
Macro
M aker, a new desk
• accessory included
in System Tools version 6.0,
you can redefine a ny key or
key combination on the key
board to mean something
else. So, for example, you
could redefine the 15 func
tion keys along the top of
your Extended Keyboard to
be all the accented charac
ters you usually use, or just
redefine the right bracket
key to be option- E to do as
you suggested.
Another possibility is CE
Soft ware's QuicKeys. For

E R
more information on this
$99.95 (list) program, con
tact CE Software at P.O.
Box 65580, West Des
Moines, IA 50265 or call
(515) 224-1995.
Macintosh software up
ports keyboard remapping,
but not in the same way as
MS-DOS. Caribbean Com
puter Export, 830 North
east Pop Tilton 's Place, Jen
sens Beach, FL 33457, is
providing
Spanish-lang
uage software for North
American customers; drop
them a line or ca ll them at
(305) 534-3430 to see if
they have a ready-mapped
Spanish keyboard map.

AND SPEAKING OF
ACCENTS
Both Todd Stubbs of Orem,
UT, and David Macfarlane

of New York, NY, offer a
Word 3.01 solution to Carl
Boyd's problem that was
covered in the June issue of
typing overbars over Ro
manji characters.
Todd's solution is to use
the Word built-in formula
mode to overstrike the char
acters. By typing \o(~o) into
Word 3.0 I, where the
backslash is actually a
Command-Option
back
slash and the overbar is cre
ated with Shift-Option
comma, this overstrikes the
lowercase a with the over
bar. Though Todd says you
have to choose Show ~ to
see it, in my version it
showed up immediately.
Note that the overbar
character is only present in
LaserWriter fonts (such as
Times and Helvetica}, not

ItTookAnAdvanced Drawing Progran
To CreateThis Art

the Macintosh fonts. To get
such overbars in New York
and Geneva, David Macfar
lane
recommends
the
lengthier formula \o\ac(a,
\s\up5(-)) with each back
slash being a Command
Option backslash and the
dash being either a hyphen
or a long dash (Option-hy
phen ). David suggests that
it's necessary to force the
line spacing to the desired
amount by using a negative
amount in the Paragraph di
alog box. Otherwise, the su
perscripting of the overbar
causes extra line spac:ing on
every line with the overbar
in it. Of course, once you get
what you need, you can add
it to the Word glossary and
recail it quickly or use
MacroMaker to assign it to
a function key.

Other models it will work
with include the Mitsubishi
Diamond Scan AUM-1371 ,
I have a Sony Trini
the Thomson 4375M Ultra
tron
CPD-120 I Scan, the Taxan Super Vi
• color monitor with sion 770, the Teknika MJ
analog and digital capabili
503, the NECJC1401P3A,
ty. Is there any way to make
and the Electrohome ECM
it work with my Mac II with 1310. Your Apple dealer or
its 256K color video card? I
user group can get the ad
The specs are: resolution
dresses of these manufac
800 by 240 dots, scanning
turers and cabl~ wiring dia
frequency vertical 50/60
grams for these monitors
Hz, horizontal 15.75 kHz.
from AppleLink (search the
ROCK LARRABEE
Technical Archives for
ST. CHARLES, IL
"Macintosh II and moni
tor").
The Macintosh II
video card works MACCING WITH THE
• with monitors with HEARING-IMPAIRED
I am trying to find
a minimum 35-kHz hori
out if there is a way
zontal sweep rate, such as
the Sony CPD-1302 Multi
• for a Mac Plus to
Scan monitor. It will not emulate a TDD (Telephone
work with the CPD-1201. Device for the Deaf). My

IT'S A SONY - BUT WHICH
ONE?

a

A

a

brother lives in Los Angeles
and has a TDD. It is simply a
keyboard, thermal printer,
and acoustic modem. Any
way, I'm looking for a soft
ware solution for this dilem
ma, since I already have a
modem. My communica
tions software currently
consists of a Microsoft
Works module. If there is
anything out there that will
facilitate a communications
link between my Mac and
my brother's TDD, please
let me know.
MARK SEXTON
TACOMA, WA

TDDs started being
distributed in the
• mid- l 950s, when
the ASCII standard started
replacing the previous Bau
dot code for communica-

A

But It Didn'tTake An Advanced
Artist

''Anyone who has used a drawing program
can begin to use FreeHand productively in a
relatively short period oftime. "

drawing and transformation tools." ''A begin
ner... can begin to draw almost immedately."
-Joost Romeu, Macintosh Today.

-Michael Ward, InfoWorld.

''Professional-quality illustration application;
beats the current competition in both ease of
use and capabilities thanks to easier
drawing tools..."
-Bruce Fraser, MacWeek.
'~ .. compared to similar PostScript programs,
FreeHand provided the most readily usable

For a demonstration of the sophistica
ion of Aldus~ FreeHand'; simply glance to your
~ft. It created both the drawing and color ·
eparations used to print it in this magazine.
For a demonstration of the simplicity of
udus FreeHand, take a look at this page. As
rou can see, we're much easier to use than

'~ ..FreeHand is the most accessible and capable
program I have yet tried, and I recommend it
to you."

-John Odam, Verbum Journal.

"I was impressed not only by the number offea
tures FreeHand offers, but also by how easy it
was to learn the programs basic operations. "
-Erfert Fenton, MacWorld.

any other advanced drawing program.
Isn't that what being advanced is all about?
Please circle 129 on reader service card.
For a free
self-run!1ing ~ JI I A,.
DA'V>,,, U ~,u J
demo disk, mDJ£l £J.tti1JS1 /ea_ ll/}fIt//,.
Call 1-800- 411 Fi rst Avenue South. Su ite 200. Seattle. WA 98104 (206)622·5500.
Aldus Corporatioo.
h• a
trad:mark and Aldu:o Fn,·l land
333 -ALDUS• ma. 1radcmark
of t\J dus Corpornti on.
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You already kno~
how to make great slides.
WITH THE MIRUS
DIGITAL FILMPRJNTER AND
YOUR MACINTOSH.
If you use a Macintosh,
you alrea?y know how to use
the most advanced slide
making system ever made.
The Mirus™
Desktop
Digital FilmPrinter~
The first slidemaking
system designed to take
full advantage of the graphics
power and point-and-click
simplicity of the Macintosh.
And just wait till you see
the slides it delivers.

SERVICE BUREAU
SLIDEMAKING TECHNOLOGY
ON A DESKTOP.
Before the Mirus FilmPrinter, you had
only two choices in desktop presentation
systems.
Either a video-based, or a font-wheel film
recorder.
Neither has the flexibility and paper-cut
sharpness of service bureau slides.
But with more than 16 million colors and
up to 8000 lines of Scalable Resolution;the
Mirus FilmPrinter
has both. And more.
.Qj ~II ~
Including the
iii&i\dlfjm LaserWriter
same kind of digital
Ta you and your Chooser, /lie
FilmPri11ter is just anotl1er printer.
imaging techniques

.
I

1

j

for both object and bit-mapped graphics as
service bureau systems costing as much
as $100,000.
All for under $6,000.

IT'S SO ADVANCED, YOU ALREADY
KNOW HOW TO USE IT.
The Mirus FilmPrinter works like the other
printers you have attached to your Mac.

Just plug it into
the SCSI port.
To make slides,
you go to the
Chooser, select
the FilmPrinter,
Stc.nd out inn crowd. Emboss your
corporate logo.
then just pull down
the File menu and click on Print.That's all
there is to it.
The FilmPrinter's software will look
familiar, too.
Because it uses the same Macintosh soft
ware you've been using all along.
Canvas,Cricket Presents,Excel, MacDraw,
MORE, PixelPaint, PowerPoint, SuperPaint,
and many, many more.
New
XN
You don't have to get
~~oesne
xo used to new fonts, either.
;~- xs
The FilmPrinter gives
. ~~-~~-~~:::_···-······---- you the same kind of scalPage setup...
able, crisp, outlined fonts
Print
;.
that are in the LaserWriter
Quit
XO
._____ and LaserWriter Plus
To make slides, just point
at Print and click.
printers.
And even if you have a black-and-white
Macintosh Plus or SE, don't worry.
Using patterns to indicate color, the
~P

T11e Mims FilmPrinler /ins millions of
colors so you cmi smootlily sweep from
one lo nnotlier.

Gd /me color plioto i11strls wit/1 0111going
lo a service bureau. Or into debt.

FilmPrinter puts the color where it really
counts. On film.
COME SEE
THE GREATEST
SHOW ON
A DESKTOP.
Knowing what you
know now, what you
probably want to
know next is where
you can buy the Mirus
FilmPrinter, or at least
see it in living color.
Just call us at
1-800-654-0808 for the
Mirus dealer nearest
you, in California,
415 -949-5544. Or write,
Mirus Corporation,
445 South San Antonio
Road, Los Altos, CA
94022.

After all, if it's true
T11e FilmPrinter works wit/1
that you only look as
the same software you do.
good as your slides,
Sowlrydowiflrout it?
doesn't it pay to have great ones?
Especially since you already know how
to make them?

Please circle 159 on reader service card.
1955 Mirus Corpor•Hon. Desktop Digilal FilmPrinter. Scalable ResoluHon.
and Mirus are trademJrks of Mirus CorporaHon. Other brand or product
na mt~ are trademJrks or registered trademarks of !hei r respeclive holders.
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lions. So the TDD network
was set up on the older, ob
solete 5-bit standard, in
compatible with ASCII ,
simply because there were a
lot of Navy-surplus 5-bit
teleprinters to go around.
There's been some progress
to bring the TDD network
into the present, and it's
iron ic that non-hea ring-im
paired people using ASCII
termin als and modems are
better-connected to written
information th an the pio
neers in nonaudio telepho
ny.
If your brother's TDD is
ASCII , you're in fat city;
run your software, set your
modem to auto-answer
(check its ma nu al to see
how) and have your brother
di al you up. But if he has the
Baudot equipment, there's

E lR
calls, though its speed is lim
ited to 300 baud. The SM85
connects to the phone line
with a standard modul ar
phone jack; connection to
the compu ter is by an RS
232 serial port, so you 'II
need an adapter cable for
the Mac Pius's mini-8 con
nector. Contact Krown Re
search, Inc., 6300 Arizona
Circle, Los Angeles, CA
94005; (213) 641-4306.

no softwa re solution.
There is a hardware solu
tion, though. The SM 85
Smart ASCII / Baudot Mo
dem is a modem that allows
dev ices th at communicate
in standard computer AS
CII code to communicate
with TDDs, which com
monly communicate in
Baudot code. The SM 85
Modem receives an incom
ing call, determines whether
the ca ll is in ASCII or Bau
dot code, and responds ac
cordingly. The messages are
relayed to the user's com
puter (or other ASCII ter
minal) in ASCH code. The
use r's responses are tran s
lated into the correct code
fo r tra nsmission to the call
er, so you can use the one
modem for both the TDD
ca lls and your other ASCII

FOILED BY A MISSING
SWITCH

a

In January I pur
chased a brand-new
• Macintosh SE, and
I was so overwhelmed by the
fantastic software out for
the Mac that I was com
pletely
consumed
for
months. Later, though, I
thought I would put my pro

gramming knowledge in C to
use, and purchased Light
Speed C. Finally, in their di
rections, I found out what
the little piece of plastic was
I had put aside when I had
originally put my Macintosh
together. That little piece of
plastic is the programmer's
reset button. Wow! It is
something I can install my
self. I went to find the little
piece of plastic and it was
lost. Since then I have been
trying in vain to get my
hands on one of these. I
wrote Apple and they treated
me like lBM. I went back to
the computer store where I
bought the machine, and
they had none and no advice.
I checked with BCS, the lo
cal user group, and found
that I may never be able to
replace this ten-cent piece of

I\ p~ ._,I ljll 1111\

Equations Made Easy

WE LISTENED
YOU wanted a SUPER POWERFUL TEXT DATABASE MANAGER AND
MACROEDITORfor your Macintosh'". One that would do things withtext
a word processor CAN'T!QUED/M was the answer.
It hos more than 50 common macros. allows wild cliaracters. can
jump to any line number or Invisible marker and search and/or replace
through unopened flies. It also automatically checks for errors (like
closing porens). has unlimited undoes and can assign a command key
to any of 70 menu iter:ns.And. those ore just a few of the features...

F"P'C•tmc~ •••u. r;'. bu d:.t f.Cor.nc UY=?too c
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Pe e I

,no tr ansmission
' 1in limit lr-0;

Pute into any Word Process or
or Page Layout document as
PICT or text format .

UE

All mathematical s ymbols available Crom an
editable palette.

Is HERE.

E Kpressionist 2.0 is a powerfu l application and desk
accessory that enables malhematical equations to be
quickly and easily placed into yo ur word processo r or
page layout documen ts. If you use equations . yo u will
fi nd EKpression ist very usefu l. All you do is create. copy.
paste. and get results like this:

r
-:------:--i
1 Send S129.95 tor the complete . I
package OR for a FREE Demo Disk
and Brochure write to:

I
I
Ca stro S1reet 153
I
I San Francisco.
CA
_J
L ------

THIS IS THE PRODUCT YOU WANTED. THE indispensable productivity
tool with features no other product hos!
ONLY
Send for free info today!
$119
BUY DIRECT OR FROM YOUR LOCAL DEALER.
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Macintosh Is a trodemar1< of Apple
Computer, Inc. QUED/M is a trademark
of Paragon Concepts. Inc.
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4954 Sun Valley Road

Del Mar, CA 92014-9923

(619) 481-1477
Outside CA (800) .922-2993

Please circle 107 on reader service card.

plastic unless I buy the entire
system over. Please help out
this poor programmer.
JAM ES G. D' ANGELO
BOSTON, MA

A

Ten cents it's not,
but go back to the
• dea ler a nd ask for
service part 8 15-1008, the
Interrupt/Reset Switch for
the Macintosh SE. It
shouldn't set you back too
much, depending on the
dealer's policy.
The switch lets you do
two things: one, in terrupt
exec ut ion of a program and
drop into a debugger to look
at memory a nd see what's
happening inside your pro
gram; a nd two, reset the
computer when a not-yet
bug-free program gets out
of ha nd a nd threatens to

lake over Tacoma. Similar
switches a re shipped with
each model of the M acin
tosh. Unless you're debug
ging software, I'd steer clear
of them - they protrude
from the venti lation slots
near the base of the machine
(on the left of a M ac S E,
Plus, and 5 l 2KE, the right
of a II ) and are notoriously
easy to bump or poke acci
dentally. Th is has the same
effect as turning off the ma
chine a nd has caused many
a lost term paper or business
plan.

would like to have a data file
on the Mac and write a pro
gram (preferably in BASIC
or FORTRAN) that would
read two values from the
data file, write one to each
device, pause, and repeat. Is
this possible? I presume it is,
but in what language (and
whose implementation of it)
would this be most easily ac
complished, taking into ac
count the non-standardness
of RS-232 and its associated
communication protocols?
Would this be easier if I
used a M ac II with a NuBus
expansion board?

DATA IN, DATA OUT

KEN AKERBOOM

Q

LATROBE, PA

I would like to in
terface two RS-232
• devices to my Mac,
using the printer and modem
port. (My Mac is a 512KE,
with the 9-pin connectors.) I

with RS-232, and its Sys
tem softwa re will take care
of the RS- 232 communica
tions protocol. In fact, I
don' t even know of a NuBus
card for the Macintosh II
that has two RS-232 ports
on it.
First, yo u' ll need cables
to connect the Mac to the
two devices. If they' re DTE
(Data Terminal Equip
ment) devices with a 25-pin
socket on them , a couple of
Im age Writer
Accessory
Kits for the Macintosh
shou ld do nicely. Then for
software, either Microsoft
BASIC or Microsoft FOR
TRAN will do the job 
both have comma nds for
setting up the proper ba ud
rate, parity, a nd so on of the
ports a nd sending data.
You' ll need to know what

A

Your Mac 512KE
should be up to the
• task - its two RS
422 ports a re compatible

Pearl Lisp
Usp is the premier Al language . .. Pearl Lisp is a
full· featured Usp compiler with object-oriented
programming and complete access to the
Macintosh toolbox. Designed to exploit
popular Usp tutorials and priced under
$200, there's no better way to explore
the concepts and techniques of Al
and Lisp programming.

Logo is the educational dialect of
Usp that has been popular in schools
for over eight years . . . Object LDgo is the
latest in Logo development, featuring easy to
learn object-oriented programming and graph·
ics capabilities. There's no easier way to explore
symbolic processing and advanced Al techniques.
And now, make double-clickable applications.

NOW (800) 521-1027

ToorderCALL
in MA (617) 868-7440
60-day money back guarantee
Shipping : US $5, Canada $10, Others $30
Coral Software, P.O. Box 307, Cambridge, MA 02142

There's no better;
easier way to explore
object-oriented program
- H \ ' ,/I
...,,,,r
ming, symbolic processing
~' S O FTWARE
and the fascinating world of
The natural choice for Al on the Macintosh
Al programming.

=Th1 .co~al

Trademarks-owners: Macintosh -Apple Computer, Inc .; Objeel Logo. Paarl Lisp -Coral Software Corp.: Allegro Common lis p - Cor al Sohwate Corp. and Franz Inc.
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L D E R
without it. I'm a writer and
run Word 3.02. When I use
Page PreYiew it cycles
through e\'ery page in the
document twice before giY
ing me the windows. Once in
Page PreYiew, it runs
through eYery page again if I
try to moYe from one page to
the next. Since I'm dealing
with 30-page documents,
this is a pretty time-consum
ing process.
When I try to use Finds
well, which worked fine be
fore I added the SC, my hard
disk whirrs for about fiye
minutes. It will perform no
other functions while file
searching.
Microsoft
says
call
SuperMac. SuperMac says
call Apple. Guess what Ap
ple says? Could these symp
toms be terminator-related?

two-color, black-and-white
mode, which is what makes
HyperCard work best. Your
visual effects should show
up fine.

speed and format the de
vices are expecting.

a

WITHOUT VISUAL EFFECTS
My Mac II won't
do any of the Yisual
• effects of Hyper
Card (except "Flash"). The
same stacks that display the
Yisual effects on my Mac
Plus do not work on my Mac
II. At first I assumed that
the Mac II was simply in
compatible, but now l'Ye
read seYeral references to Yi
sual effects working on the
II. Why won't they work on
mine?
BoBSIMMONs

a

TERMINATION BLUES
I haYe a Mac Plus
hooked Yia SCSI to
• a SuperMac Tech
nology DataFrame hard
disk. I bought a LaserWriter
IISC and plugged that into
the second SCSI port on the
hard disk. The instruction
manual for the LaserWriter
nsc stressed putting a
SCSI terminator into the un
used SCSI port on the print
er. With a terminator in
place, the hard disk will not
boot (it's my startup disk). If
I boot and then slap on the
terminator: bomb city.
Things run almost fine

LA JOLLA, CA

A

Use the Monitors
icon in the Control
• Panel desk accesso
ry to set your monitor to

Announcing a new version of the professional proofreading
program for the Macintosh user. Sensible Grammar makes
any writing, from a high-school paper to a corporate annual
report, stronger, clearer and more concise.
Sensible Grammar quickly examines
your work for nonstandard grammar,
style, usage and punctuation. When a
potential problem is discovered,
Sensible Grammar automatically dis
plays the entire sentence, describes the
problem and suggests how the sentence
should be changed. Fixing errors
couldn't be easier - it only takes a click
of the mouse to correct punctuation errors or rewrite
entire phrases. Sensible Grammar also has a built-in
full-sentence editor for immediately correcting even the
most complicated problems.
Sensible Grammar analyzes your manuscripts with a
comprehensive library containing more than 4,000 rules.
It catches awkward language, nonstandard punctuation,
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If you send an elec

trical signal down a
• long wire, it'll actu
ally "bounce" back when it
reaches the other end. If the
signals are being sent at
high speeds, the bounces get
in the way of the original
signals, and something in
the middle of the wire has
trouble telling the real sig
nals from the reflections. So
you have to terminate the
wire. One way to do this is to
put something at the end to
absorb the signals so they
won't reflect. The SCSI
Terminator is a terminator
for the SCSI cabling sys
tem, just as the AppleTalk
System Connector is a ter-

mismatched verbs and pronouns, redundancies, improper
capitalization and misused homonyms. It also alerts you to
needlessly long paragraphs, sentences and words. Sensible
Grammar even tells you how interesting your paper is, and
the grade level necessary to read it.
Sensible Grammar preserves all formatting information
when used with Microsoft Works, Microsoft Word and
MacWrite files. It also accepts standard text files output by
most other word processors and desktop publishing programs.
Take the drudgery out of proofreading with Sensible
Grammar - the "write" way to improve your writing
skills. ($99.95)
Hot off the press: the Bookends™ reference management
database and bibliography preparation system is now
available for use with Hypercard.

4[2] Sensible
~Software~ Inc.
335 East Big Beaver, Suite 207, Troy, Ml 48083 • (313) 528-1950
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Why won't the XP30 boot?

9

8

8

minator for Apple Talk. You
need to have a termin ator at
the end of any chain of
SCSI devices. Otherwise,
system performance will
suffer - for example, in
your case, the " bouncing"
sign als are confusing the
hard disk, making it per
form the sa me comma nds
many times before the data
is communicated complete
ly to the computer. That's
why things seem so sluggish.
So why doesn' t it work
when you do the right thing,
adding the terminator ? Be
cause termin ators are a real
hassle - forget to bring one
along with you and your
hard disk won't work at all
- some manufacturers, no
tably SuperM ac, build ter
minators into their hard
disks. So when hooking up a

DataFrame to your Mac
Plus, you didn 't need a ter
minator and didn't care: It
was built in. But when you
added a nother device, you
then needed a terminator.
But with two termin ators,
the sign als don ' t even get
where they need to be in the
first place.
The solution is to hook
the M ac Plus to the Laser
Writer IISC and hook the
LaserWriter IISC to the
DataFrame so the termina
tor inside the DataFra me is
where it belongs: at the end
of the SCSI chain.
As long as you keep add
ing SCSI devices between
the M ac and the Data
Frame, everyt hing should
be cool. If this doesn't work,
have the dealer that sold you
the SuperMac pull the ter

mination resistors. Then
you can start using an exter
nal terminator on the last
device in the SCSI cha in.

a

MYSTERY ICONS
While
browsing
through Finder 6.0
• with ResEdit, I
found two ICN#s without
apparent meaning. I am re
f erring to #135 and #136.
#136 is a folder with an ar
row pointing to it, and # 135
is a folder with a darkened
tab.
What are these for and is
there some way I can invoke
them?
ERIK P ET ERSON
TORONTO, ONTARIO

A

Both icons repre
sent folders with re
• stricted access priv

Here are the best values in Public Domain & Sharewv.tare !

We 've taken the guesswork out of finding the
very best Public Domain and Shareware!

Only $25.00 per PAK! Any 3 for only $69.95!
J

~
11

.

i--- ~

-"'= ·o =--='--1
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HyperPAK

100
Volume!. 11 ,or lll

t\llt~•·~

At<J>E ABCO
A-BCD ABCD

f-)~0 ... ;f f ~

ileges under AppleShare.
The one with the dark
ened tab represents an
" owned" folder on a file
server, which ' means that
you control the access privi
leges to it and can make it
accessible (or in accessible)
to any other users of the file
server.
The one with the arrow
represents a " drop" folder,
th at is, a folder that you
have write-only rights to:
You can save or copy files
into that folder but you
can't open it and see what's
in there. That's for elect ron
ic mail or submitting per
sonnel files or other private
communication.
These icon s only show up
on disks that are shared
among ma ny users with Ap
pleShare. ~

.--
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LaserPAK
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100
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Collection Series

Wilh lhousands of Public Domain and Shareware
softwaretitles available, irssometimesdilfirulttoknow
which programs are lhe very best. Our Five Siar
Collection Series otters !hose programs and applica
lions Iha! we feel are lruly deserving of your attenlion.
Each coUection consisls of five double sided disks. all
for only S24.95 ' All disks are fil led with nolhing but lhe
bes!, and have no Syslem or Finder tiles lo take up
spaceINow you can get the very besIsoftware tor your
Mac all in one package . all tor one very special price!

v ART/GRAPHICS ~~~--~~=~?~;:~~':°~
v SIGHTS/SOUNDS So•:;'1.~:::::~::!;..,~~~~~
v GAMES e~/R!.eo::s.:..mM=··t,:.~~,~=;::~:.1
vSTACKS VOL. I ~~t~~~·-'~!~:./1~~~=3-~:i
vSTACKS VOL. II w..~·~n;r::. ~-~~~
vSTACKS VOL. Ill ~~J:to~==:='l::.,.-~wa~~ro;i;::~

Utility PAK

150

Each collection on five double
sided disks for only $24. 95 per set!

...

PAKon4doublesideddisks.Savemore!Any6PAK'sonly$129.95 ;any8:$169.95;aU 1en: $199.95 1Add$4.00perorderS&H {800) 356 3551
or $12 foreign). KS orders add 5%. Thousands of salisfied ruslomers in over 60 countries have made Budgelbyles !heir
•
Budgetb l iteS ($7EachCanada,
~

~~~~~~~~~~ #1 choice for Macintosh Public Domain and Shareware. You'll find Iha best service. the best selection, and the best prices. Choose
;:
from over4 ,500programs on over650 disks,and never pay more lhan$3.50 per single sided, or $6.50 per double sided disk again!
2231 Wanamaker Road Ste 102 No membership fees, ever! Just great software at hOnest prices. Order loday and get our new 240 page catalog, absolu1efy free. Or
send $2.00 (refundable from your tirsl order). Discover Iha Budgelbytes d'ifference,and slart getting more byles for your buck. today!
'
'

P.O. Box 2248,Topeka, KS 66601 -

..~..·-"""'"""""'·"'"',._"''"""""""*"""""".....,'"""""""""""'--"'·.,.,....u.,,...,....

FOR INFO CALL: (913) 271-6022
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CM€1-r0TJR COMPANY FOR MAC
.

-

=-

- - - --..-----'=--

NETWORK
SPECIALTIES

Big Top

MONITORS
11
~---=--=I
Network Specialties
High Top Full Page Display . . . ... 1099.00
Flat Top LCD . ......... .. ...... 1499.00
Nuvotech
Easyview 14" Monitor . . .... . . . .. . 319.00
Sigma Designs
Laserview Display 19" SE ....... 1849.00
Laserview Display 19" II ... .. ... 1889.00
Power R
Maclarger 12" Monitor ... .. .... . 369.00
Radius
Full Page Display . ..... . ........ 995.00
Two Page Display ..... . ... ..... 1595.00
Two Page Grey Scale Card .... .. 1795.00
Full Page Display Card-Plus&SE ... 495.00
Full Page Display Card-II . . ..... . . 595.00

,

MODEMS _ _ l
-

-

--

-----

Anchor
2400 Mac Pac w/Software .. . . . ... 189.00
Everex
EMAC MD 2400 . . . ... . .... . . . . . 239.00
Practical Perpherals
Practical Modem 2400E ..... .. . . . 199.00

$1499

Everex
EMAC 20/60 . . .. . .•.•... . .... . 1499.00
EMAC 40/60 . . . . . . . . .. .. . . . .. . 1899.00
EMAC 91/60 ... . ... .. .. . .... . . 2499.00

AST
AST2000 . .... . .... . .... . . . ... 1499.00
AST 4000 . ... ..... .. . . ... .... 3999.00
CMS
Tapestack 60 ..... . .. ... .. . .. . .. 789.00
EVEREX
Emac 6ITT ... . ... .. ..... . . . ...... 949
Mountain
20MB Dual Removable ... . . . ... 1899.00
20MB Removable Bernoulli . ..... 1499.00
Peripheral Land Inc.
MacBack Plus 60 .. .. . . ... .. . ... 949.00

-----

FLOP~_)' __!)R_IVES
•

-

-

--- - -

- - = - ----=-

Central Point
800k External .. . . .. . . .. . . .. . ... 189.00
Cutting Edge
800k External .......... , .. . .. .. 189.00
Mirror Technologies
Magnum 800 .. . . . .. ......... .. 209.00

PLI INFINITY 40
44Mg. Removable
Winchester HD NEW

DIGITIZERS/SCANNERS ti
'--'-'------~HI

----~

AST
Turbo Scan ... . . .. .... .. . . .... 1399.00
Data Copy
Flatbed Scanner . .... ... . ... .. . 1299.00
Mac Interface Kit. .... .. . . ... . .. 489.00
Koala
MacVision 300 DPI ... . . . . .... ... 199.00

=

HAHD DRIVES
---=- ---;;:-..

~-----==--- ~--

Everex
EMAC 20D ... . . . . . . ... . . . . . ... 569.00
Peripheral Land Inc.
PLI 30VL 65ms. . .. ............. 699.00
PLI 50 Turbo 40ms . . . . . . . .. . .. . 1099.00

OLYMPIA NP30
Dot Matrix Printer
Nuvotech
Turbonet ................... . . .. 27.00
Adaptor Cable ... . .. .. . . ...... . .. . 5.50
Custom Wiring Kit. .... . . . ... .... 69.00

I

Over 90010 of
orders ship
-·the same
or_next ~ay.

1000/o lmagewriter
Compatible

CALL

Our technical
support
is unequaled.

r!ARDWARE AN~ l!:BRIPilERALS.
HA_R~- DRIVES

j

Cricket Software
Cricket Draw .. .. . .....•...... . . 179.00

Everex
EMAC 200 ... . ... . .. .. . ..... . . 569.00
EMAC 2010 . . ........ . .... ... .. 559.00
EMAC 4010 . .... ... . . . . .. ... . .. 799.00
EMAC 9110 . .. . . .. . ...... .. ... 1499.00

-

UPGRADE
--------

-

.

- -

)

-

Dove Computer
MacSnap 2SE ... . . ....... .... . . 339.00
MacSnap 524 . . ... .. . ..... .... .. . Call
MacSnap 524E .... . ..... ... ... . .. Call
MacSnap 524S .... .. . .. . .. .. .. . .. Call
MacSnap 548 ....... . .. . ... . . .. .. Call
MacSnap 548E . .......... .. . . . . .. Call
MacSnap 548S ... . •.... . .... . . . . . Call
MacSnap Plus 2 ........ .. . . ...... Call
SCSI Adaptor . ......... . . .. . . ... 89.00
Micron Technology
Dip Simms 1x8 2mg ... . ... .. . ... 895.00

SOFTWARE
-

.,

.

-

ASHTON TATE

dBase Mac

MICROSOFT
Word $259

7i

$299

ABA
Draw· It-Again Sam . . ..... . . . .. .. . 95.00
Full Write Professional . ... . ... ... 279.00
Berkley System Design
Stepping Out . .... .... . ... . ... . . 55.00
Brainpower
Statview 512 Plus . . . . . ... . . . . .. . 189.00
Borland
Turbo Pascal . .. .... . .. . . . ....... 69.00
CE Software
Quick Keys .. . . ...... . ... . ..... . 69.00

Cricket Graph .. .. . . .. .. .. . . . ... 119.00
Cricket Presents .. . .... . . . .. ... . 339.00
Data Tailor
Trapeze . . ...... . . .. . ... . . . .... 159.00
Data Viz
MacLink Plus with cable ......... 139.00
Deneba
Coach . . .. ... . ........ . ... . ... . 69.00
Coach Professional. ........ . . . .. 139.00
Canvas ...... . .... .. .. ... .. . . . 139.00
5th Generation
Fast Back ... .... . .. .. .... '. •. ... 69.00
Letra Set
Ready-Set-Go 4.0 . .... .. . . ... 289.00
Lundeen & Associates
Works + Spell ..... .. ... . .... ... 55.00
Microsoft
Excel . .. . . . . ... . . . .. . .. .. . ... . 249.00
Works 1.1 . . .. . . . .. ..... .. . . .. . . 189.00
Write 1.1 .... .. . . . . . . .. .... .. . . 139.00
File 1.05 . . . . . . .. . . .. . . . .. . . . .. . 129.00
Power Point 2.0 ..... .. ...... .. .... Call
Microlytics Inc.
Word Finder .. .. ... . . . . .. . . . . ... 39.99
Migent
In-House-Accountant . .... .. . . .. .. 99.00
Nashoba
Filemaker Plus ... . . .. . .. . ...... .. Call
Survivor
MacMoney . . .. . ... .. . .. .. ..• . .. 69.99
Traveling Software
Laplink .. . . ... . . .. . . .... . . . .... 99.00
Word Perfect Corporation
Word Perfect .. ... . ... . .. .. . . . .. 209.00

ACCESSORIES
Allsop
Disk File 10 Holds 10 3112'' Disks .... 3.99
Disk File 30 Holds 30 31/2 " Disks .... 9.99
Cleaning Kit for 3 112" Disks .. ... ... 15.99
Curtis
3 Outlet . Duplex/Filter . . .
. .. 48.00
6 Outlet . 6° Cord/Filter ... . ... . .... 48.00
6 Outlet, 6' Cord/Duplex .. . . ...... 29.00
Data Desk International
Mac 101 Keyboard II + SE .. ..... 155.00
Mac 101 Keyboard Plus .......... 155.00
Kalmar Designs
Teakwood Disk Cabinet for 3112" .... 13.99
Kensington
Turbo Mouse . ......... . ........ 119.00
Turbo Mouse ADS ... . .... . . . ... . 119.00
System Saver ........... . . . ... . . 63.00
Tilt/Swivel . ... ... . .......... . .. . 21 .00
Disk Drive Cleaning Kit .. . ....... . 19.00
Microcomputer Accessories, Inc.
Macintosh Valet. ........... . ... 109.00
PTl/Datashield
S-85/Surge Protector . ........ . .. . 59.00
S-100 Surge Protector . . . .... . .. .. 69.00

DISKS

MAXELL
OS/DD Disks

$18 99

Maxell
Maxell 3112'' OS/DD ..... . . . . . . .. . 18.99
Maxell 3112'' SS/DD . .. . . . . . .. . .. . 12.99
Sony
Sony 3112' ' SS/DD ... . . . . . . . . . . .. . 11.99

(~ w (•J
In the U.S.A. and in Canada

Call toll-free: 1-800-451-8437
Outside the U.S.A. call 717-327-9575, Fax 717-327-1217
CMO. 101 Reighard Ave., Dept. N2, Williamsport, PA 17701

MM_C
M IC H Or.O M PU f [Fl
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Over 350.000 SllTISFIED CUSTOMERS • ALL MAJOR CREDIT CARDS ACEPTED • CREDIT CARDS ARE NOT CHARGED UNTIL WE SHIF
POLICY: Add 3% (m inimum $7.00) shipping and handling. Larger shipments may require addltonal charges. Personal and company checks require 3 weeks to
clear. For faster delivery, use your credit card or send cashier's check or bank money order. Credit cards are not charged until we ship. Pennsylvania residents
add 6% sales tax . All prices are U.S.A. prices and are subject to change, and all Items are subject to availability. Defective software will be replaced with the
same item on ly. Hardware wlll be replaced or repaired at our discretion within the terms and limits of the manufacturer's warranty. We cannot guarantee compatibili·
ty. All sales are final and returned shi pments are subject to a restocking fee.
N209
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PROCESSING •

Checking
Spe,le s
Spelling ain't what it used to bee. If
you could use a little help, check out
these four hot spelling checkers.
pelling checker captures the es
sence of computer software 
fast, tireless, consistent (some
times to a fault), and devoid of
intelligence. It may not understand
what it's doing, but a good spelling
checker can perform the otherwise
time-consuming job of proofreading in
minutes, and, unlike me, it doesn't for
get words or have trouble focusing on
the page at the end of the day.

A

BEEP, BEEP, BEEP, BEEP
There are two ways to check spell
ing: interactive and batch. Most inter
active spelling checkers come in the
form of a desk accessory (DA), sitting
quietly in the background while you
write, checking each word you type
against its dictionary, and beeping if it
doesn't recognize a word. If you ask, it

offers suggestions for the correct spell
ing. You can substitute one of the sug
gestions for your misspelling, or you
can tell the checker to ignore the
flagged word (if, for example, it was
correctly spelled and just wasn't in the
checker's dictionary).
A batch spelling checker, on the
other hand, checks your whole docu
ment at once - or a selection from it
- after you've finished writing. The
checker reads the document, checks
the words against its dictionary, and
shows you the ones it doesn't recognize
(one at a time) with suggestions. Batch
spelling checkers are often standalone
programs, but interactive DA spelling
checkers can also work as batch check
ers by checking all the words in a se
lected section of text.
Some word processing programs
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In the window on the left,
Coach shows the
unrecognized word in
context. In the window on
the right, it shows its
suggested spellings and
the possible commands.
Note the icons running
down the left side ol the
context window. What do
you think they mean?

Thesaurus

~

1

suppose

verb
I
to drew an Inference
rrom sltghl or

•f3

lnadequete evidence

---- ----------------
surmise
think
conjecture
guess

presume
pretend

Coach's definition
window and thesaurus
window can be on-screen
at the same time. The
window on the left shows
the definition ol a word
selected in the text. The
window on the right
shows synonyms tor the
word selected in the
definition window.

........, tlcerr.ct)ol Sp.M l

~I

have built-in checkers. The spelli ng
checkers in MacWrite 5.0 and Full
Write Professional can do both inter
active and batch checking. Batch
spelling checks a re usually better for
work that involves lots of thinking, re
writing, and editing, when there's no
reason to worry about spelling every
word right until the very last stage. On
the other hand , interactive checking is
valuable when revision is difficult or
impossible but correctness is impor
tant - when entering data or writing
electronic mail, for example - a nd is
very useful for memos and other jobs
th a t need to be done quickly without
much rewriting.
Of the four programs reviewed here,
Thunder! a nd Graham Speller a re
DAs that are primarily interactive
checkers, but they can also batch
check selected text. Spellswell is a
standalone program for batch check
ing only, a nd Spelling Coach Profes
sional includes a standalone batch
checker and a DA, for both interactive
and batch modes.
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AVOIDING BAD CHECKS
The most importa nt job of a spelling
checker is to catch all the misspelled
words, so its dictionary must be accu
rate. It's al most impossible, though, to
get the 70,000-100,000 words in a typ
ical dictiona ry into computer-readable
form without some errors - even
Spelling Coach's dictionary, from Prox
imity/Merriam-Webster, has ches
and a few other non-words.
A spelling checker can't spell; it can
only check for words it doesn't recog
nize. That mea ns it will flag properly
spelled words that aren't in its diction
ary as well as misspelled words. A
large dictionary helps, but the words
must also be well-chosen. Proper
names and a rcane words like versipel
lous will pad the dictionary's word
count; it's more important to have
common contractions along with plu
ral a nd possessive forms of everyday
words. Some spelling checkers also of
fer a uxilia ry dictionaries for fields that
have specialized vocabul a ries , such as
law a nd medicine.
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Any decent spelling checker lets you
add new words to the dictionary so that
it will recogni ze them the next time.
But the better the dictionary is to start
with, the less time you'll spend teach
ing the checker the ins and outs of your
personal vocab ula ry.
A spelling checker should also offer
plausible suggestions for the correct
spelling of a misspelled word. A good
spelling checker should deal with
transpositions (wrod) and common
misspellings (athelete) and make some
reasonable phonetic guesses (to get
phone from Jone, for example) .

SPEED TRAPS
A good spelling checker should also
be fast. It's impossible to get a n abso
lute measure of the speed of a spelling
checker beca use you have to interact
with it. When the spelling checker
shows you a word, you decide whether
it's misspelled , ask the spelling checker
for some possible spellings, wait while
the program thinks, look over the al
ternatives it offers, select the correct
one (or enter your own), tell the check
er to substitute it, a nd then repeat the
process with the next unrecognized
word. In other words, you slow down
the process by evaluating words while
the program sits idle.
I timed the four programs while
they checked a list of 1,735 different
words that contained no errors or un
recognized words. The fastest were the
three DAs - Thunder! (win), Gra
ham Speller (place), and the Coach
DA (show) - which gain some speed
by copying the selected text to RAM ,
while the two standalone programs 
Spelling Coach a nd Spellswell - have
to read the file from the disk. Spells
well took the longest (about eight
times longer than Thunder!); it sorts
and processes the file before it shows
you the first unrecognized word, a
waste of time if there are no unrecog
nized words.
I also timed the programs while they
checked a normal document (not a
word list) of 2,630 words that con
tained several unrecognized words. As
quickly as possible, I told each pro
gram to ignore each unrecognized
word as it came up. In this test, the
results were the opposite of the first

test, with Spellswell the fastest. Thun
der! was particularly slow because it
has the smallest dictionary (so it
flagged more words) and because it
offered several alternative spellings for
each word instead of only one.
The situation gets even more com
plicated in the real world. For exam
ple, Spellswell immediately shows one
possible correction for an unrecog
nized word, but Thunder! pauses to
search for several possible corrections,
so Spellswell is initially faster. But if
Spellswell's first guess is wrong, you
have to click the Guess button and wait
while Spellswell works out some more
alternatives, in which case Thunder! is
faster, if one of its suggestions is cor
rect. But Thunder! has a smaller dic
tionary, so it recognizes fewer
words. . . . And bear in mind that
picking a winner in the spelling bee
depends on the user's typing and spell
ing skills and the breadth of his or her
vocabulary as well as on the software.

COACH FARE
Spelling Coach, from Deneba Soft
ware, consists of a standalone spelling
checker, a DA spelling checker, a
95,000-word spelling dictionary, and
supplementary medical and legal
spelling dictionaries. The Professional
version also includes 85,000 concise
word definitions and the ability to easi
ly access them and a 245,000-synonym
thesaurus with 16,300 unique words
(see the sidebar "First-Class Coach").
You can also buy the thesa urus sepa

rately under the name Coach Thesau
rus.
The Coach standalone DA checkers
work almost identically, with the ex
ception of interactive checking, which
is available only in the DA. Both can
check documents produced by Mac-

In interactive
checking, Graham Speller
guesses as well as
Thunder! or Spellswell
and a bit better than
Coach.

-

Write, Microsoft Word, Microsoft
Write, Microsoft Works, WriteNow,
MindWrite, MORE, and ThinkTank.
Coach is also the only checker that can
check Word 3.0X documents stored in
its Fast Save format. Coach can make
corrections while preserving style and
formatting.
Both the DA and the standalone ap
plication need a lot of memory to work
with (the standalone version needs
640K under MultiFinder). The whole
package also takes quite a bit of disk
space. Without a hard disk, you 'll

First-Class Coach
pelling Coach Professional adds a unique feature to the Spelling Coach
package: the ability not only to check a word's spelling but also to see its defi
nition. A separate, large definitions file provides over 85,000 detailed defini
tions. This feature is not cheap (it adds $95.05 to the price of Spelling Coach) but is
often extremely useful. It sure beats using a paper dictionary. The only drawback is
that the typical dictionary has far more than 85,000 definitions.
The Professional version also includes a thesaurus, and the whole package is
nicely integrated. You can select a word and jump to the dictionary window to see
what other words are around it. You can select a word in the dictionary and jump to
the thesaurus for synonyms. You can select one synonym and get further synonyms
or jump to the definitions window for a definition. When you find a word that suits
you, you can substitute it for the original word you selected with a double-click.
With all these windows open, though, the screen does get a little cluttered, unless
you have a large-screen monitor. If you can live with these limitations, Spelling
Coach Professional is a worthwhile buy.
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probably want to use the smaller alter
nate dictionary, and you should forget
about the dictionary definitions in the
Professional version.
Both the standalone and DA ver
sions of Coach work with MultiFinder
quite happily, and Coach is the only
one of the three DAs that works prop
erly from the DA Handler layer. I did
manage to crash my system a couple of
times while using MultiFinder and
switching from Word to Coach, but
after removing an INIT file called
MFMenu (which provides a menu of
Multifinder applications), I was un
able to reproduce the crashes.
In the word list tests, Coach missed
only two of the fourth-grade words
(snowman and who' II) and 160 words
from the hard words list, second only
to Spellswell. In the hard words list,
Coach didn't recognize a long string of
words beginning with un (as in unro
mantic), even though the root forms of
the words (like romantic) were in the
dictionary.
Faced with a word it doesn 't recog
nize, Coach can make two kinds of
guesses: Typo and Phonetic. Typo sug
gests words close to the spelling of the
unrecognized word, and Phonetic
searches for words based on the sound
of the unrecognized word. For many
common errors, Typo comes up with
the right answer. Phonetic makes some
plausible guesses, occasionally pulling
a rabbit out of the hat, but it also offers
some unusual suggestions. For biz 
ness, it suggested bawdiness, by lines,
bayonets, bowlines, and viziers, but
not business. And - my personal fa
vorite - for tropies, a misspelling of
trophies, Coach suggested tropics,
troupers, trapeze. brothel, editors,
and cryptic. None of these is correct,
but they make an excellent plot for a
novel.
On the whole, Coach is not a bad
guesser, but the Phonetic Guess fea
ture often suggests a number of alter
natives that are neither phonetic nor
likely. Either the guessing procedure is
buggy or it is simply reaching too far.
Coach can also check for problems
with doubled words, capitalization,
and placement of punctuation. That's
not full-scale grammar checking, but
it's very useful for cleaning up the meI
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chanics. You can also use this feature
during interactive checking with the
Coach DA.
In terms of speed, Coach is no speed
demon , but it's fast enough. It gets you
to the first unrecognized word quickly
but doesn 't move from word to word as
quickly as Spellswell, for example. It
also pauses for a long time during Pho
netic guesses. Overall, these delays are
not likely to irritate you unless you' re
in a deadline panic.
Coach looks jazzy, with multiple
windows and icon buttons. The icons
can be puzzling until you get used to
them. Fortunately, Coach has key
board commands for all its important
functions . However, the keyboard
comm a nd used to call Coach is Com
mand-Shift-S, which conflicts with
Word' s Save comma nd. You can
change the key assignments of other
Coach commands but not this one, un
fortunately. Deneba's customer sup
port representative said the problem
would be fixed in the first update of
Coach.
Whi le the customer support for
Coach is good (including a toll-free
number), the- documenta tion is anoth
er story. The manual contain s a num
ber of errors that could easily confuse a
nervous user. For example, it refers to
an "Added words window" but doesn't
describe how to get to it, nor does
sea rching for "Added words" in the
index offer any help. As it turns out,
the menu item is actually called "Show
user words. " Similar problems show
up throughout the manual. The man 
ual looks as though it were ripped out
of the writer's hands and sent to the

-•

Fiie

Edit

printer before the product was in its
final form .
Spelling Coach is the most expen
sive checker of those reviewed here
{$99.95 , or $195 for the Professional
version), but it also offers more extras
than any of the others, including both
DA a nd sta nd alone versions as well as
the legal and medical dictionary sup
plements.

CRACKING INTO GRAHAM
Grah a m Speller I. I, from Grah a m
Software, is a DA that does both inter
active and batch checking. lt has a dic
tionary of 7 5,000 words, a macro func
tion, and a small thesaurus (25,000
synonyms, 4,500 root words). The
main dictionary takes quite a bit of
space (373K on disk), so a smaller
21 ,000-word dictionary is a lso provid
ed for Mac 5 l 2KE users. Graham
Speller claims to work with most word
processors, and version 1. 1 offers bet
ter compatibility with programs such
as MORE, Excel, Multiplan, and
MacDraw. It makes its corrections
through your program's Find/Replace
comm a nd, so it preserves style and for
matting within the limits of the partic
ul a r program.
Grah a m Speller works with Multi
Finder but not through the DA Han
dler that DAs are supposed to use. In
stead, you install Graham Speller
directly into an application using the
Font/DA Mover or hold down the Op
tion key when you select Graham
Speller from the Apple menu . Both
methods open Graham Speller in the
space M ultiFinder has allotted to that
particular application, which means

Search Format Font Document Window a1111111u•
Guess •••
Word 3.01 Sample Memo 
Op BS
Mecro

explalna t ton.now.or. w ould.you.r athe r. w att. until. t he.n

co hvenes?.. No.meitter. whet. your. your.reasons. were. ror
you.shoul d. se11 . t hem. I med I ataI y. ond. f orwor d. t he.mono
q
Ol d.Gumshoe·s.Fundq
lnd.Sutteq
22st.6oker . St re et q
Son.Fronc lsco ,. CA. 9S oooq
q
Re membe~q

Graham Speller' s menu,
showing some
commands available
during interactive
checking. You have to
shorten the window for
your word processing
document ii you want to
see everything at once.
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that you should increase the Multi
Finder memory allotment fo r that ap
plication to make room for Graham
Speller. Word, for example, is set to
ask for 384K, but I couldn 't get Gra
ham Speller to open its large diction
ary until I increased the partition to
786K. Once I increased the memory
size, Graham Speller ran without any
problems.
In the spelling tests, Graham Spell
er's performance was only so-so. It
missed six of the fourth-grade words
(five contractions and snowman). It
also flagged 221 words on the hard
words list, better than Thunder! but
not as good as Coach or Spellswell.
When I tried to check the hard
words spelling list, the program
stopped after checking 677 of 1,058
words a nd finding 123 errors, giving
the message "Too Many Errors, Mem
ory Full. " Graham Software customer
support explained that the program a l
lots only a certain amount of space to
store errors, regardless of how much
memory is availa ble, and has to stop
the spelling check when it runs out of
room . It's not unusual to find many
more th a n 123 errors in a long docu
ment, so this limit can be a real nui
sance.
In interactive checking, Graham
Speller guesses as well as Thunder! or
Spellswell and a bit better than Coach.
For tropies, which threw Coach into
fits, Gra ham Speller suggested tropes,
tropics, and trophies, proving that a
correct guess isn't impossible. (Notice
that the program suggested only three
words, a ll very plausible.) To replace
the misspelled word with one of the
suggestions, you just click on the word
you want.
Unfortunately, the Guess command
works only during interactive check
ing. During a batch spelling check, all
the program offers is the word's closest
alphabetical neighbor, which is almost
always wrong. Also, in interactive
checking, Guess won' t work if you've
typed a space after the unrecognized
word . And, in many cases, the pro
gram doesn 't beep for the unrecog
nized word until after you've typed the
space, so you have to backspace over
the empty space before using the
Guess command, a needless hassle.

Graham Speller performed well on
the two speed tests, but its times are
somewhat misleading because the pro
gram doesn't check for capitalization
or punctuation errors and doesn't sug
gest a correct spelling unless you ask it
to. Also, it takes more work to make a
correction with Graham Speller than
with the other programs, which slows
you down in real-world situations.
The program is also somewhat
clumsy. In batch checking, you have to
call your application's Find/Replace
function, use Graham Speller's com
mands to paste the mistyped word into
the Find box and the word Graham
Speller found into the Change To box,
execute the Find/Replace, and then
tell Graham Speller to move on to the
next error. Even in interactive check
ing, you have to select or delete the
misspelled word yourself and then
paste in Graham Speller's suggestion,
unless you use the Guess command.
rile

Often, it's easier to type in the correc
tion yourself. The program also has no
keyboard equivalents for its Guess,
Thesaurus, Check Selection, Word
Count, and Add commands.
In addition, the process of making
corrections is not adequately ex
plained in the brief ( 16-page) manual.
The Find/Replace method isn't men
tioned in the brief tutorial at all - it's
buried in the reference section. And
though the manual does touch on all
the program's functions, they aren't
covered in enough detail for a begin
ner.
Graham Speller offers two extras. It
has a small thesaurus, which functions
well but has a total of only 25,000 syn
onyms for 4,500 unique words. And it
has a macro function that lets you cre
ate your own shorthand. In the Make
Macros window, you can enter a string
of up to 255 characters (more if you
create the file outside of Graham

Edit

Spellswell has a fairly
simple screen that still
gives you all the tools
you need at hand. Here
Spellswell is showing lls
guesses for the
misspelled word beter.

Guesses

peter
biter
bet er
XS J

181 All

(Replace XRJ

181 All

[ Skip
beer

I[

f6ue11 XG) ( Ulew XU

Add XR J

D Quick

[ Delete XO J

D Quick

I @Jpttons xo) (

Help XH

I

Word 3.0 I sample Memo.sbt
I was IOIT!I to heer lhal you haue had been Ill. I hope that you are reelln
I suppose I hauen·1 been able to get you on the rone beacuse you
were In the hospltol.

Options

181 Must capitalize after period
181 Proper noun capitalization
181 MiH numbers and letters
181 Check for double word errors
181 Require two spaces after period
D Check homonyms
D Treat hyphens as spaces
181 Make a backup of the document
[

OK

]

Through Spellswell' s
Options dialog box, you
can change what
Spellswell will do for you.
The options for checking
homonyms and for
treating hyphens as
spaces are both unique to
Spellswell.

(Cancel )
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Speller) and assign it to an abbrevia
tion or key word of your choice. To
execute the macro, type the abbrevia
tion and then press Option-Backspace
- Graham Speller will insert the ap
propriate string in place of the abbrevi
ation. This macro feature can be very
useful, though it's a little more awk
ward than Thunder!' s similar feature.

ALL'S WELL THAT SPELLSWELL
Spellswell 2.0f is the most recent up
date of this standalone spelling check
er from Working Software. Improve
ments over older versions include a
Guess function, compatibility with
Word 3.0X and Acta, a back-up file
option, a revised interface, and Multi
Finder compatibility. Spellswell now
comes with a 93,000-word dictionary
and has supplementary legal and med
ical dictionaries available at extra cost.
Spellswell works only as a batch
spelling checker. It can check text files
and MacWrite, Word 1.05 and 3.0X,
Microsoft Write, Microsoft Works,
MORE, ThinkTank, Jazz, Acta, and
AppleLink documents. When making
corrections in these documents, it pre
serves all style and formatting. It can't,
however, check Word 3.0X files in the
Fast Save format, as Coach can. A fu
ture update will support the Macin
tosh version of WordPerfect.
Considering its features and its
93,000-word dictionary, Spellswell is
relatively compact. The program oc
cupies just under I OOK of disk space
and needs 234K of memory under
MultiFinder. The dictionary takes
275K on disk, and its table of hom
onyms takes another 11 K.
Spellswell runs without trouble un
der MultiFinder and requires consid
erably less memory than the stand
alone version of Coach (234K versus
640K). Having Spellswell available
under Multi Finder still doesn't make it
as interactive as a DA, but it does
make it convenient.
Spellswell had the best score in both
of the word recognition tests. It recog
nized all of the I, 744 fourth-grade
words, the only program to do so, and
flagged only 153 words from the hard
words list. The difference in scores be
tween Spellswell and Coach is proba
bly not significant, but the difference
1988
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Can you move a mouse?
Then you can draw with our
freehand tool.

Blend one shade into another.
It just takes a few clicks.

Transform any text or
graphic by tunzing, twisting,
shearing, or scaling it till
it suits you.

You don't even have to draw
ifyou don't want to. Our

auto trace tool does it/or you.

I/you want to change
something or get a duplicate
original, you don 't have to go
back to the drawing board.

What could be easier?
Maybe if you could push a button labeled
"Sales Chart" and get a sales
chart, that would be easier.
But it wouldn't be reality.
This is.
Presenting Adobe
Illustrator 88'" software.
A program so powerful, it
Scl1l'd11k 111111 Ri1tes '88
makes making art effortless.
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Begin anywhere you like. ~-~···-···-·-""
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Like to start from scratch?

Just move the mouse to create an image on the
screen. Our new freehand tool makes it simpler
than ever.
Rather start with a rough sketch
Kema!Kom
or existing line art? No problem.
Adobe Illustrator 88 software lets
you scan all sorts of existing images
so they appear directly on your com
puter screen. Then, our new auto
trace tool takes over. Just click on or
near a portion of the scanned image,
and bingo, instant line art.
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Creating exciting
business graphics is an
art. But 1zow, you don 't
have to be an artist.
MAX CORPORATION SALES CHART

Adobe Illustrator 88 software
can produce black and white,
color, or color separatedfilm.
just tell it what you want.

With a Macintosh®
Pitts, SE, or II, and any
PostScript® printeryou
can get high quality
Adobe Illustrator 88 art,
automatically.

About that fast, too.
Or let's say you've been using other pro
grams and want to work with
the art you've created.
AQUACULTURE
The Adobe Illustrator
S8 program can convert
MacDraw®files instantly.
Or auto trace your MacPaint®
files. Click. Done.
Maybe you want to do
more. A lot more.
Like airbrushing effects

and shading and masking and blending
and color separations and printing. But you
don't know a thing about them.
That's okay. Now you don 't have to.
AJJ you have to know is wh ere to buy
Adobe Illustrator 88 software. And that's
easy, too. Just call us at (800) 29-ADO BE.
Or (415) 962-2100 in Alaska and Canada.
No other illustration, paint, or drawing
program lets you do so
_ '"
much so easily. You'll
A~\)3take to it automatically. I-.~,,,, ••cooro:
Please circle 117 on reader service card.
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Thunder! automatically
shows not just one but
several possible
spellings for any
unrecognized word, and ii
usually guesses pretty
well within the limits of
its dictionary. You can
also choose to have
Thunder! not guess al all
until you ask, which
speeds up processing.

Misspelling In conteHt:

ID·
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ope th11t you 11re feeling
I suppose I
h11uen't been 11ble to get you on the rune
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(New Diet)
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aught.
Spellswell checks for more non
spelling errors than the other pro
grams. It checks for improper capital
ization, for two spaces after periods
and other punctuation problems, for
mixed numbers and letters, and for
doubled words. It can also check for
homonyms, though this slows things
down quite a bit.
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bet ween these two and Graham Spell
er or Thunder! certainly is.
Spellswell flags a lot of hyphenated
words, like business-related, even
though it has both business and relat
ed in its dictionary. To stop it from
questioning such words, you can tell
Spellswell to treat hyphens as spaces.
However, this hyphen checking al
lowed Spellswell to catch the misspell
ing big-wig while the other three pro
grams passed it, even though all had
the correct form bigwig in their dictio
naries. Spellswell also correctly treats
words joined by a double dash(--) as
separate words; the other programs do
not.
When Spellswell finds a word it
doesn' t recognize, it shows the list of
words closest to it in the dictionary,
with the closest one highlighted . If you
click the Guess button, Spellswell of
fers one or more suggestions for the
correct spelling.
Spellswell is a fair-to-middling
guesser. For tropies, it suggested trop
ics and tropes, failing to get trophies as
Graham Speller did but avoiding
Coach's flights of fantasy. For Jone, it
failed to suggest phone, and for ought,
which should have been in its diction
ary, it offered only the archaic Scottish
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When Spellswell is set to check for
two spaces after a period, it questions
common abbreviations such as Dr. ,
Mr., and Ms. when used within a sen-

Spellswell
takes longer to get started
than the other programs,
since it sorts and processes
the file before it shows the
first unrecognized word.
Once started, Spellswell
moves nimbly through the

it sorts and processes the file before it
shows the first unrecognized word.
Once started, Spellswell moves nimbly
through the suspect words, pausing oc
casionally to read and process the next
section of the document. I use Spells
well only when I've finished writing, so
I don't mind the opening delay much.
Spellswell's main screen is nicely
laid out, with a group of buttons, a
small scrolling window that shows sug
gested spellings or the dictionary list,
and a larger window that shows the
unrecognized word in context. Spells
well has keyboard alternates for all its
commands, and you can scroll through
the dictionary list by using the mouse
or by simply typing the first letters of
the word you're looking for. The
screen is simple, but it has everything
you need, and you can handle most
jobs with one or two clicks.
Working Software provides good
customer support for Spellswell over
the phone (not toll-free, however), but
the Spellswell manual is not as good as
the phone support. It needs an index
and more detailed explanations of how
some features are used. But it tells you
what you need to know and seems free
of major errors.
Spellswell doesn't offer any extra
features like a thesaurus, dictionary
definitions, or a macro function, but it
checks for more kinds of errors than
the other programs. It's a good buy for
such a thorough program, though the
optional legal and medical dictionaries
raise the price considerably.

THUNDER BOLTS

-

suspect words.

tence. Also, because Spellswell is con
scious of spaces, it sometimes suggests
a spelling that includes a space at the
end. But the space doesn't show when
Spellswell displays the suggestion, so
it's easy to miss the point.
In the speed tests, Spellswell won
the "realistic" test based on an actual
document and lost the test based on a
word list containing no errors. This is
because SpellsweU takes longer to get
started than the other programs, since
E
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Thunder!, originally marketed by
Batteries Included, is now handled by
Electronic Arts. Electronic Arts says
the new Thunder! 1. 1 is three times
faster than the previous version and
improves compatibility with MORE
I. I, Microsoft Works, and the Mac II.
Thunder! comes with only a 50,000
word dictionary but includes a
Learned Words macro function.
Thunder! is a DA that can handle
both interactive and batch spelling
checks. It works with MacWrite,
MORE, Acta, Excel, Microsoft
Works, Microsoft Write, Word 1.05
and 3.0X, communications programs
such as SmartCom II and Red Ryder,

Now the world's finest diskettes

are packed to travel.

Whenever diskettes travel,programs and
data face added dangers. But snug and secure
in their Dlskaroo, Kao professional quality
MlcroDlsks are ready to go anywhere.
Dlskaroos are rugged, water-resistant,
anti-static nylon storage packs, containing
ten 1 MB 3.5.. Kao MlcroDlsks In five
vibrant colors-the perfect choice for
the Maclntosh,9 IBM9 PSl2;" and most
laptop PC's.
And because Kao MlcroDlsks exceed
every industry standard worldwide,
you're assured of consistently reliable
performance.
Similar packs sell as accessories for
up to $11.95. But while supplles last,
you can get the Dlskaroo containing ten
Kao professional quality MlcroDlsks
for the price of other diskette brands
in an ordinary box.
Call 1-800-443-0100 ext. 947
now, then see the Dlskaroos at your
nearest Kao dealer. And don't leap
home without one.
Please circle 138 on reader service card.

Maclnlrlsll 16 • reg161ered lndem•rt: of App#
Com/Niter. lac. IBM Is • ,.Ql#lred lred•m•rt:""
PS/Z • lnd•m•rt: of lnl1m1l/on.I Bui/nm
M.ch/nes Corpor11/on. C> 1111 Ki o Corpor1/lo1
o/Amerlc..

World Head quarters : Keo Corporetlon 14·10 N I
In USA conta c t: Kao Corporauon of America In
In Canad a contact: Kao-Dldak Ltd. P.O. Box 41 1 1
In Euro pe c on tact: Keo Corporation GmbHlnl

KAO~
Media from the Swface Scientists

• Checking Spellers

other. On the test that included mis
spelled words, Thunder! . was slower
Learn that all occurences of:
because it suggested several spellings
for each unrecognized word, while the
tropies
other programs suggested only one at a
time. When set to make no sugges
Should be replaced with:
tions, Thunder! was the fastest in this
test as well.
trophies
When you make batch corrections
with
Thunder!, you do all your work
[81 Neuer change case
from a single screen that contains a
group of buttons, a window for sug
OK
(Cancel )
gested spellings, and a small window to
show the unrecognized word in con
text. The screen is clean and easy to
work with, and Thunder! has keyboard
alternates for all its important com
When you use Thunder!
Selection St11listics
mands. However, it would be nice if
to batch-check a section
the
keyboard commands were also
of text, you can also use
Number of ch11r11cters:
I 007
shown on their respective buttons, as in
the Stats command to
Number of words:
182
see some statistics on
Spellswell.
Rppr0Him11te number or syll11bles: 278
what you've written .
Electronic Arts has a special cus
Number of words with ot leost 3 syll11bles:
20
Some are useful, some
tomer-support
line for Thunder! and
11
Percentage or words with 111 le11st 3 syll11bles:
only curiosities.
other
Batteries
Included software.
Number of sentences:
tI
Thunder!
also
has
the most complete
R11er11ge number of words per sentence: t 6
the
programs
reviewed
manual
of
all
Number of p11r11gr11phs:
13
here. It has a useful index, a glossary, a
Number of Return ch11r11cters: 20
brief but useful tutorial, a discussion of
Gunning's Fog lndeH: t I
(junior high school)
how to use Thunder! with various pro
Flesch's I ndeH:
65
grams, good explanations of the fea
tures, and a troubleshooting guide.
Thunder! doesn't include a thesau
rus and doesn't do the kind of punctua
MacDraw, and text-only files. When with ordinary documents, but you'll tion checking that Coach and Spells
checking interactively, Thunder! pre probably have to spend some extra well do, but it does have a few extras.
serves style and formatting informa time teaching Thunder! new words.
By selecting Stats, you can get a quick
tion. In batch mode, Thunder! pre
Within the limits of its smaller dic analysis of what you've written, in
serves this information only with tionary, Thunder! guesses fairly well cluding word, sentence, and paragraph
MacWrite and other programs that when suggesting corrections. For tro counts, average sentence length, and
can put formatted information in the pies it suggested tropics and trophies, two "readability" scores (Flesch and
Clipboard (which Word, Works, and and for Jone it suggestedfoe,fore, and Gunning Fog).
Write do not do).
Thunder! also has an excellent
fond but missed phone. It also missed
Thunder! requires relatively little some adverbial and adjectival forms of Learned Words feature . You can
space. The 50,000-word dictionary common words. For example, it sug teach Thunder! to recognize any char
takes only 88K on disk, and Thunder! gested cosm etic ally as the replace acter string or abbreviation and substi
tute any text you want for it, so na
itself requires only about ISOK of ment for cosmetically .
memory in operation . Electronic Arts
Unlike the other programs, Thun could store your name and address, for
customer support says flatly th at der! automatically offers the best sug example. Thunder! will automatically
Thunder! I. I is not compatible with gestions it can think of or gives you no substitute the ass igned text whenever
MultiFinder but that the next version suggestions (if you turn the feature you type the abbreviation. You can
(2.0) will be.
off), a system I like.
even use this feature to correct com
If you don't spell well, it makes sense mon spelling errors automatically.
Thunder! knew all but two of the
fourth-grade words (doorbell and to get all the program's best guesses
who'll) but missed more th an a third right away. And if you're a good spell TOUGH CHOICES
of the hard words. Thunder! simply er, you just need to have your typos
If you' re a lousy speller, look for a
program with a big, well-chosen dic
has a smaller diction ary than the other flagged for you.
programs. The words it does have are
Thunder!, like Spellswell, was fast tionary (Spellswell or Coach) or one
well-chosen, so Thunder! does better est in one speed test yet slowest in the that does a good job of guessing the
Through Thunder!' s
Learned Words feature,
you can automatically
substitute a word,
phrase, or a paragraph or
more of text for a key
word or abbreviation.
Here, Thunder! is being
taught that whenever it
sees the word tropies it
should automatically
substitute the word
trophies.
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We specialize in affordable, high speed, high
capacity, SCSI mass storage subsystems
Our systems provide exceptional reliability and value .
We use CDC WREN drives in our Micro/Max systems.
These drives are industry known tor both quality and per
formance. Internal and external , 150, 160, 300 , 620 MB
systems with16.5 ms access time for the Macintosh II.
60 MB or 150 MB tape backup available. Custom built
and tested by MicroNet technicians. One year warranty.

Universal Micro/SEi Internal Hard Disk Drives
Flexible brackets allow these systems to be installed in the
Mac SE or the Mac 11 with an option to keep both SE floppy
drives. Micro Net uses only the finest embedded SCSI hard
disk drives which are fully tested and formated before they
are shipped . We offer 30 , 46 and 80 MB subsystems with
fast access and above average data transfer rates . Others
promise performance , reliability and the best technical
support, but we deliver it. We are Macintosh power users.

Micro/Stack External SCSI Hard Disk Drives
Stackable systems that fit neatly under the Mac Plus or
the Mac SE. Saves desktop space and raises the SE to
more desirable eye level. We otter 30, 46 , 62, 80 and 160
MB capacities. Features include external termination ,
external ID select, visible disk activity light, two 50 pin
SCSI ports and a quiet system fan . Great care was taken
in the design of these systems to insure reliabilty. The
Micro/Stack is a perfect match for your Macintosh.

Please circle 204 on reader service card.
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Spelling Bee
OK, class, today we 're going to
have a pop spelling quiz. There are
three questions. Speed, accuracy, in
ventiveness, and neatness count. Do
all your work on a Mac SE with 2.5
megs of memory and a 20-megabyte
hard disk, using Finder 6.0/ System
4.2. No help (or hindrance) from
MultiFinder allowed. Please note any
extenuating circumstances.
1. VOCABULARY
Here are two lists of correctly
spelled words. One consists of 1,744
words drawn from a vocabulary of
fourth -grade-level words. The other
has 1,058 "hard " words (taken from
an antique CP/ M spelling checker's
dictionary) . The hard words are less
common but are not obscure or tech
nical , and the list doesn 't contain any
proper names or acronyms. How
many of these words do you know?

spelled correctly, however, so don't
waste time suggesting corrections.
Just flag the ones you don't know,
and go on to the next word. How
quickly can you process the fi le?
3. CREATIVITY
Here are some misspelled words.
What do you think the writer intend
ed to say? List as many suggestions
as you like.
tropies
bizness
tone
ought
BONUS QUESTION
Define versipellous.

2. SPEED
Part I
Here are 1,735 correctly spelled
words that all of you know. How
quickly can you verify that they are
spelled correctly?
Part II
Here is a sample document con
taining 2,630 words, including many
that you won 't know. They are all

Thunder!
h
1. I missed 2 (out of 1,744) on t e
fourth-grade list.
h
1missed 375 (out of 1:058) o~\ ~·.1.A
hard list. woUJ.-. 5~ .,. ~
2. Part I: I ran through i ,735 correc
I
words in only 28 seconds. J ,,..._ul. ~.
Part II: The error-filled file took r:'oe
only 1 minute and 37 seconds to P 
cess when configured to withhold sug
estions, but it dragged on tor 5 '!"m
gtes and 15 seconds with suggestions
lbecause I showed all my suggestions
at once).
.
·cs or
3 Replace tropies w.1th trop1
r
trophies. Replace fone with foe, fore, o
fond.

- Jon Zilber
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fourth- ~ e~ 0 (out of
of 1 ois)ade list. I missed 1,744) on the
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on th h
only 153
2. Part I: 1 ~ e ard list.
(out
words in 3 . an through 1
Part //· T~mutes and 52 ,735 correct
only 2 ~!' e error-filled ; econds.
-"
Process mutes and 22 '1e took me 2
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seconds to t.
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ArchlCAD ...

correct word (Graham Speller in inter
active mode). If you're a good speller
but a lousy typist (i.e., you make mis
takes but know how to spell the word
once you spot it), look for speed
(Thunder!, with suggestions disabled).
You can type in the correct word in less
time than it takes a program to guess
and th eh insert it.
If you want only a batch spelling
checker1 Spellswell gives you the best
deal. Il checks for more kinds of errors
than ahy other checker and is still rea
sonably fast in real-world spelling
checks. Its guessing is weak, but it has
a good dictionary and is easy to use.

Buckley, you don't need any of these,
endorsements notwithstanding.) But if
you have a Ramboesque vocabulary,
stick with Thunder!'s basic dictionary
- a bigger dictionary could unwit
tingly condone typos that turn out to
be words.
Whichever checker you choose,
don't chuck your trusty Webster's just
yet. Spelling checkers are a real boon,
but - in the great Spelling Bee of Life
- even the best of them can't guaran
tee you a trophic. ~

ArchiCAD™

-If you have been
waiting for a professional
Architects only CAD tool that allows
you to completely automate your
office with features such as:
•
•
•
•

T ED SILV EIRA IS A FREELANCE TEC HNICAL
WRITER FROM SANTA CRUZ, CA. H E USED TO

Co mplete construction documents,
Bill of materials w ith pricing.
3D shaded color perspectives & 3D sections,
plus, a ma cro-language, plotter drivers, object
libraries, full color...

BE A GOOD SPELLER BUT NOW PR EF ERS TO

WRAP IT UP, I'll TAKE IT

ArchiCAD begins where other CAD
programs end ...

HAVE THE MACHINES DO THE WORK.

If you have a Buckleyesque vocabu

lary (or want to develop one), go for
the works - Coach Professional.
You'll appreciate the integrated the
saurus and definitions. (If you are
I :

MACUSER

RATING

Graham Speller 1.1 !!!

Follows Mac Interface
• • • o o
Printed Documentation
• • • o o
On-Screen Help
None
Performance
• • • ll o
Support
• • • • D
Consumer Value
• • • o o
Comments: DA spelling checker. Includes
macro feature. Best Feature: Good guess
er in ihteractive mode. Worst Features:
Clumsy interface, no Guess feature in
batch mode. List Price: $44.95. Graham
Software, 8609 Ingalls Circle, Arvada, CO
80003 ; (303) 422-0757. Not copy
protected.

MACUSER

RATING

Spelling Coach
Professional 3.0 !!!!112

SIMULATION

Follows Mac Interface
• • • • •
Printed Documentation
• • • o o
On-Screen Help
None
Performance
• • • • ll
Support
• • • • D
Consumer Value
• • • • ll
Comments: DA and standalone spelling
checkers. Professional version includes
thesaurus and dictionary definitions, the
only spelling checker to do so. Best
Feature: Integration of thesaurus and dic
tionary definitions with spelling checker.
Worst Feature: Off-the-wall Phonetic
guesses. List Price: Spelling Coach,
$99.95 ; Professional , $195. Deneba Soft
ware. 7855 N.W. 12th Street, Suite 202,
Miami, FL 33126 ; (800) 6-CANVAS. Not
copy protected.

•

fll e

(d il

\ lmulo t1 on

Scree n

u e me ntl

Ca lt

Plo!JB atk

SIMUV"-For the first time, you'
can draw, visualize, and calculate
the dynamic interaction occurring
in virtually any phenomena,
• Brea kthrous h Simulation Software

MACUSER

RATING

Spellswell 2.0f !!!!112
Follows Mac Interface
• • • • •
Printed Documentation
• • • • D
On-Screen Help
• • • o o
Performance
• • • • ll
Support
• • • • •
Consumer Value
• • • • •
Comments: Standalone batch spelling
checker. Also checks for punctuation and
other errtJrs. Best Features: Good diction
ary, thorough checking, simple interface.
Worst Feature: Weak guessing. List
Price: $74.95. Working Software, 321 Al
varado St. , Suite H, Monterey, CA 93940.
(408) 375-2828. Not copy protected.

MACUSER

• C reate simulations using valu es,

RATING

fo rmul as or movi ng objects

Thunder! 1.1 ! .! !!

• Full graphic palette (you ca11 also

Follows Mac Interface
• • • • •
Printed Documentation
• • • • •
On-Screen Help
None
Performance
• • • • D
Support
• • • • ll
Consumer Value
• • • • ll
Comments: DA spelling checker. Includes
macro feature. Best Features: Fairly fast,
good guessing of misspelled words.
Worst Features: Small dictionary, lack of
MultiFinder compatibility. List Price:
$49.95 . Electronic Arts, 1820 Gateway
Dr.. San Mateo, CA 94404; (415) 578
0316. Not copy protected.

import dt"sign from any other software)
• Alm os t infinite fo rmulas

ABYEllT
23331 El Toro Road, Suite 209
El Toro, California 92630
Fax: (714) 380-0858 TELEX: 650 319-3233

(714) 380-0333
Cl ID88. by A9VENl.
AlchlCAD"' 11adomotrtt of Graphlsopht. Slmul' .. l1ademark cl Sort Tectmologles

Please circle 2 on reader service card.
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I

I
AppleShare and Other Network
Servers

I

If yo u prepare mark eting plans,
proposals, reports- or, for that
matter, any business document
yo u need a too l that helps take
your thoughts logically from con 
cept to completion. Quickly and
easily.
To organize your thoughts
and become more productive
while you do-we'd like to

introduce the new MindWrite."
MindWrite 2.0.
Admittedly, since its introduc
tion, MindWrite has defied easy
classification. Because for all its
advanced word- and document
processing features, it also has
the most sophisticated outlining
and idea management capabili 
ties avai lable.
Seamlessly integrated in one
package.
Basically what MindWrite
allows you to do is readily organ
ize ideas and thoughts so you can
turn them into clear, insightful
documents.
All with a couple of mouse
clicks.

VAX

WANG

PC

Macintosh
and Other

Word Perlecl
WPS +

Wang VS
Wang PC

MultlMate
Word Siar
WordPerfect

DCA·RFT
MS Word 1.0
MS Word 3.0
Text Only
MacWrite
ThlnkTank

The new MindWrite also has a
host of features that will increase
your productivity.
For example, it includes- for
the first tim e in any word pro
cessing program-Spellswell."
The highest-rated Macintosh®
spel I checker/proofreader
availab le.

To ensure
that your work is letter perfect.
MindWrite also directly reads
an d writes Microsoft®Word and
MacWrite·· fi les and reads
ThinkTank ·• outlines. And for
page layout, MindWrite docu
ments can be imported directly
into Aldus PageMaker 3 . 0 ~ To

MindWrite byAccess

and documenting the resul ts- call
us at (800) 367-4334 and ask for
our $10 MindWrite Evalu ation Kit
with Quick Start Guide. Or wri te
us at Access/MindWork Division,
200G Heritage Harbor, Monte rey,
CA 93940-2483.
lelp you share documents across
network, MindWrite supports

t

\ppl e Sh are ~

There's even a version of
v1indWrite, called MindWri te
i)xpress,"' designed for those
>fyou whose workgroups use
nany types of computers, includ
ng PCs, VAXs, minicom
rnters and main 
'rames in addi tion to
v1 acintoshes. Mind
"Nri teExpress reads
md wri tes doc uments
:reated in MultiMate,'"
No rdS ta r ~ Wang VS ~
)CA-RFT," WordPerfect,'"
!AX WPS +'" and other
:tandard fo rmats. Which means
•ou can maximize your existing
iardware and software invest
nent-and still have people shar
ng documents.
Now for the part you really
von't mind . You can have all the
:apabilities of MindWrite for just
il95. * Or the co mmunications
1ptions of MindWriteExpress for
ust $250.
So to spend less time and
~ ffor t organizingyour thoughts-

800-367-4334
See for yourself how, with
MindWrite, you can do anything
you set your mind to. And in the
long run that's all that really
matters.

'Trapeze®and 20/20'" Multiuser Spread·
sheet users, call now for a special limi led
time offer.
Trapeze is a registered trademark and
Mi ndWrile,MindWrileE.i71ressand 20/20 are
trademarks of Access Technology, Inc. Other
trademarks may be the pro perty of their
respective owners.
©1988 Access Technology, Inc.
Please circle 183 on reader service card.

Thchnology

'isit us at MacWorl d Bost.on, Bouth#804, Bayside Expo Center August 11 - 1:1, 1988.

• MindWrite 2.0 Features
• SpeU Checking and Proofreading
Award-winning Spellswell spell
checker and proofreader inte
grated for the first lime into a
word processor.
Check only those paragraphs
changed since last check for
improved performance.
Global word replacement.
Checks for double-word errors.
Checks capi talization of proper
nouns.
Checks capitalization and spacing
after periods.
Checks homonyms.
Wildcard guess.
Automatic guess option.
Expandable dictionary.
Alternate main and docum nt
dictionaries.
Legal and Medical dictionaries
available.
• Extensive Document Import and Export
Open Microsoft Word, MacWrite,
ThinkTank, or Text Only docu
ments directly.
Save documents in Microsoft Word,
MacWrite, or Text Only format.
With the MindWriteEa;press option,
open and save documents in
WordStar, WordPerfect, Multi·
Mate, DCA·RF'T, Wang VS, VAX
WPS+ and other standard
formats.
Read and write documents over
AppleShare and other network
servers.
For page layout, PageMaker now
opens and places MindWrite
documents directly.
• Improved Performance and Color
Support
Faster pagination, search and
replace.
Select text and navigate outlines
with arrow keys.
Additional X - key equivalents.
Highlight,selection, display and
print graphics in color.
• User-Defined Labels
Label headings with diamonds ( + )
or Chicago, Harvard , section
number, or custom formatted
mark rs.
Label bod text with bullets(•) or
numbers.
Labels are renumbered automati
cally when you move items.
• Unlimited Windows
Open as many windows as your
Macintosh allows- on one or many
documents si multaneously.
Scroll using standard scroll bar or·
arrow keys.
Use standard zoom plus unique
tiling to give windows convenient
sizes and locations.
Access any window instantly from
the Windows menu.
• Viewing Options
Comoarn documP.nts sidP.-hv-sid P. on

RES 0 URCES

The SUM of
the Parts
SUM or, to be precise, Symantec
Utilities for Macintosh, is the slickest
and most important set of utilities you
can get for your Mac. To have a hard
disk and not have SUM is sheer folly.

C

omputers are like boats. Except
they're not floating holes on the
water that you pour money
into; they're sitting holes on
your desktop that you pour money
into. You'd think that once you had
bought a computer, a few extra disks,
and some basic software you'd pretty
much be set. Not true. Your computer
always wants or needs something new
- speedier hardware, more hard disk
storage, better software. One category
that you may have overlooked when
buying your Mac is utility software.
Utility programs help you use your
computer. Though they share a goal of
making more efficient use of your
computer, they' re different in concep
tion from productivity software.

Utilities come in many varieties and
flavors. Many utilities have become
quite well known : Suitcase, QuicKeys,
Font/DA Mover, Copy II Mac, and
Mac Zap come readily to mind. Now
there's a new product, Symantec Utili
ties for Macintosh (or SUM), that is
about to take over as the king of the
utilities heap. Why? Because its com
ponents and features far exceed any
thing else released (for the Mac) to
date. PC users have long had a group
of utilities that would automatically
recover deleted or lost files (a not too
rare MS-DOS occurrence). These sets
of programs are highly regarded and
very effective. Almost every PC own
er has one or more of them. They get
used, and they work.

BY STEVEN BOBKER
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The SUM of the Parts

•

Mac owners haven't been so fortu
nate. There are programs such as 1st
Aid Kit, Mac Zap, and Mac Tools
(part of the Copy II Mac package)
that recover some deleted and dam
aged files .
Unfortunately the procedures are
neither particularly quick, pleasant,
nor easy for a novice. These programs
have found a wide audience, but it's
been in spite of their flaws. Now Sy
mantec Utilities for Macintosh , which
is based on the skeleton of the ac
claimed Mac Zap, brings real power to
the realm of Mac utilities.
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( Recoue r De le t e d rll e(s) )
( Re cou el'" Crnshed Di sk )
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Ot he r Options •..
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Select a fW'.Ction by clicking its button;
or, click on Help for a description of Ute functions.

(

SUM is not a single program, al
though in normal use it usually ap
pears as a single application. Actually
SUM is made up of nine applications
and two special programs called IN
lTs. The applications are real; that is,
you could run them by double-clicking
on their icon. However the manual
suggests, correctly, that you need dou
ble-click only the application called
Disk Clinic. Disk C linic leads you
through a nicely designed, if somewhat
graphically inelegant, set of screens
that ask you about your ailing disks or
files. It automatically branches to
other questions based on your answers
and will ultimately recommend the
SUM tool or tools best suited to solv
ing your problem. And, once you grant
it permission, it will launch that tool
for you.
The rest of the SUM pieces can be
divided into three categories: recovery
programs, disk and file health pro
grams, and very useful general-pur
pose tools. The major recovery tools
are Guardian, HFS Recover, Scanner,
and Floppy Recover. Guardian is
breakthrough software and the most
important of SUM's parts. It sits on
your disks (both hard disks and flop
pies) and protects them.
Well, what does that mean? It
means that if you crash or accidentally
erase a Guardian-protected hard disk,
you can recover everything quickly 
usually within minutes. It's not infalli
ble, but should save better than 99 per
cent of all crashed hard disks - if in
stalled and used as directed. It's not
going to save you if the heads crash
M

Always start with Disk
Clinic - the main screen
is shown here. Tell the
program what the
problem is or what you
want to do. If you don't
see what you're looking
for, select the Other
Options.
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Select • function by clicking i ls button;
or, click Help for a descr iption of lhe t=tions.
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as I got my own copy of SUM, I
backed up my hard disk (it was over
due anyway), wiped it, and restored it.
Yes, it works. Then, using the disk edi
tor in Symantec Tools (discussed in
detail later) I really messed up the
hard disk. And recovered. After four
tries, I'm convinced that this is one
awesome program, and I don't ever
plan to be without its protection 
until something even better comes
along.

ON GUARD

into the media (as happened on my
Apple HD40SC recently). Also, some
crashes may corrupt or damage files so
that even though they are recoverable,
they're not usable.
The Symantec folks like to demon
strate this feature by attaching their
hard disk to your Mac, showing you
SUM, and then casually erasing their
hard disk.
They then quickly recover it, usually
in less than 2 minutes. The first time I
saw this I thought, "Well, that's nice.
Looks like a rigged demo." So as soon
E

Here's where you install
or back up Guardian's
special files. The fi rst
time you run this screen,
it's a good idea to select
Change Shield Options.

8

Guardian works by keeping logical
maps of what is stored where on your
disks. Normally it stores the maps on
the disks themselves, but recovery can
be hastened by periodically backing up
the Volume Save file to a floppy.
Guardian also optionally keeps track
of erased files. And, on command it
can restore the last 100 or so files as
long as they haven't been written over.
The price of this protection is mod
erately high. Guardian relies on invisi
ble files that it puts and maintains on
your disks. The Volume Save file, the

a

File
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Fiie

This screen is typical ol
the questions that Disk
Clinic asks you when
trying to determine what
ii should recommend.

Please indicate the nature
of the problem...
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®

Disk lnllfallzed
by Mistake

Crashed
Disk
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Most folks have between 20 and 80
megabytes stored on-line. That trans
lates to a Volume Save updating time
of a minute or less. Taking that extra
minute to update this file frequently
saves you a lot of grief in the event of a
crash. Check how long it takes your
system to update the Volume Save file.
While the update is actually occurring,
the cursor shape changes to a small
shield, so it's easy to time it. I think
tha t you'll get used to it quickly. In
fact, it bothers me now when a Mac
that isn 't protected by Guardian shuts
down abruptly.
Shield comes configured so that up
dating the Volume Save file requires
positive action on your part. To trigger
the upda te, you have to hold the Op
tion key down as you Restart or Shut
Down. You have the option of making
updates automatic upon Restart or
Shut Down. 1 strongly suggest that
your first action after installing Shield
be to cha nge the update status from
ma nual to automatic. The other de
faults are sensible and fine.

This is the default screen.
The choices here are the
best ones, with a single
exception. That's the
radio button marked
Manual Vol Save. II you
leave that as is, you have
to press the Option key
when restarting or
shutting down in order to
update Guardian's
special Volume and File
Save files. I suggest you
change to Auto Vol save.
The extra time spent
updating the files repays
itself in peace of mind.
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All the recovery
programs provide a large
variety of tillers.
Selecting one or more ol
these will speed up the
scanning process
immensely.
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one that brings everything back, is big.
It usually ta kes up about 7 percen t of
your hard disk. Tha t means that the
Volume Save file occupies a bout 250K
for every 20 megabytes of material on
your ha rd disk. You need to leave
space for the file . The Unerase file is
limited to a maximum of I SK. That's
where the JOO-file limit comes from. If
you tend towa rd long filenames, you
won't be a ble to unerase as many files.
Crucial to the operation of Guard
ian is the companion Shield IN IT. (An

INIT is a specia lized small program
that a utom atically loads every time
the Mac starts up.) Shield controls
when the Volume Save file is upd ated .
Updating can take as much as 1 or 2
seconds per megabyte - it depends on
exact ly which M ac and disk you have.
Thus, if you have a couple hundred
megabytes of storage on -line, upd ating
the Volume Save file takes a few min
utes. The time is directly related to the
amount of material stored, not to the
capacity of your disks.
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Sometimes Gua rdian won't be able
to recover your files. The damage may
be too severe for it, or the Volume Save
fi le itself may be damaged. The disk
da mage can be either physical (in
which case you're seriously out of
luck) or logical. SUM fixes most logi
cal da mage. To fix logical damage,
you can use SUM's triumvirate of
heavy-du ty recovery tools: HFS Re
cover, Scanner, and Floppy Recover.
HFS Recover recovers files from
any HFS disk (hard or floppy), parti
tion, or LAN volume. It can' t help
with deleted files . This program is rel
atively flexible a nd efficient, and it
usually recovers more files than its
companions. Start HFS Recover by
scanning the damaged disk for files.
This operation can be slow, taking as
long as 15 minutes per 20 megabytes.
However, it can 't be avoided, so while
HFS Recover is scanning, do some
thing else, like read the manual or the
latest copy of MacUser.
Sometimes a scan will be interrupt
ed by messages, most often to inform
you that the program has reached the
maximum number of files it can hanI
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die at a time - a value that depends on
how much memory is available and
how long the filenames are. You can
recover in multiple passes - up to
three - with HFS Recover starting
each new pass where it left off on the
pre~ ious one.
You can speed scans up by having
the program search for specific file
types; that's called filtering. Do this
onlY if you need to recover only certain
files.
You' ll need plenty of floppies on
hand or an empty hard disk, because
you can't recover to the same disk that
you are recovering from . Pay attention
to which volume is set as the destina
tion and change it if necessary. Nor
mally, the preset volume, which was
picked within Disk Clinic, is fine.
HFS Recover has an Advanced
mode for experienced users. Stay away
from it unless you're sure you know
what you're doing. Some of the menu
items have no safeguards, and muck
ing around can render the disk you're
trying to recover permanently unre
coverable.
Scanner basically does what HFS
Recover does, but it uses different
techniques. In addition, it recovers de
leted files. Scanner works by reading
every track and sector on the disk and,
if at all possible, locates all the files on
the disk. It gives you a list of what it
has found, and you then tell it what to
recover.
Scanner has two modes: regular a nd
signature. The regu lar mode locates

u
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1024
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WordTempJ
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Wo r d Te mp 7
Wor d Temp I
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Un- Delete All Flies

Do te
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6112/88
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6/ 12/68
6/13/86
6/ 13/ 66
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Time

files by looking for special " beginning
of file" markers, while the signature
mode looks for the special signature
codes that each file contains. Depend
ing on the damage, one mode might be
more efficient than the other. There's
no way to tell in advance which mode
will work best, so you should plan on
using both, one after the other.
Signature mode has one major
quirk, imposed by how it works and the
nature of the System software. It can't
recover filen ames. Instead, it names
the files it recovers with the creator
application's name a nd a number. For
example, if two WriteNow files were
recovered, they would be named
WriteNowl and WriteNow2.
Operating Scanner is very similar to
using HFS Recover. Speed is, if any
thing, even slower, file number limita
tions are the same, and filters are
available to speed things up. Remem
ber, to get the most out of Scanner, you

-------········----·-

.

XP

Dlslc Clinic
Tronsfer

XO
XT

Help

XH

Quit

XQ

·-·..··-------··..··-----·-·----

1---------------1

The two larger icons are briefly displayed when
you start your Mac. They Indicate that the
Shield and HD Partition INITs have been
loaded. The small icon isn't really an icon; it's a
cursor. It's displayed whenever the Volume and
File Save files are being updated.

All parts ol the program offer three quitting
options: You can Quit back to the Finder or
Finder-alternative, you can transfer to any
other application directly, or you can return to
Disk Clinic's Main Menu.
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Status

1.."l.·. J5P/'I
8:54 PM
9:22 PM
9:32 PM
12:36 AM
7:35 AM
7.:3.> Al'f

Edit Specify Windows
Open Oestinotion Uolume X O
Poge Setup
Print Fiie List

I

Opus XXIX
Number of file s= 10

/ol

v
v
v

;Q

v
v

/ol

IC

Guardian works to
undelete the mast
recently erased files. As
· you can see, Word
creates lats of temp files
and then (usually) erases
them when you quit the
program. The filenames
in Italic indicate files
whose space has already
been used for other files.
These files can't be
recovered. The status
column also Indicates
whether a file can be
recovered.

have to run it twice - once in each
mode.
Floppy Recover is, as its name im
plies, designed to recover damaged
and deleted files from floppy disks
only. In many ways it is the floppy-disk
version of Sca nner.
Floppy Recover is somewhat sim
pler tha n its more versatile cousins.
You can't have more files on a floppy
than it can handle, and there's no need
for filtering ability. Still, in the inter
ests of efficiency, use H FS Recover
first and then, if there a re still unrecov
ered files, use Floppy Recover.

UNPIECINGA DISK
After disks have been used for a
while, some of the files on them tend to
get broken into chunks and stored here
and there, wherever there's room. The
Mac would prefer, as all computers
would , to keep its files neat and togeth
er, but the demands of efficient disk
usage often result in what's known as
fragmented files . Fragmentation, if se
vere, slows performance, since files
can no longer be read in quick, smooth
accesses. Instead , the drive heads must
constantly move to seek and pick up
the bits of files .
When you save a file to disk for the
first time, the operating system assigns
the file the amount of space it needs at
that moment plus a bit more. Then,
when the next new file is saved , it fol
lows along in the next bit of open
space. Some big files, like the System,
your font and DA files, and large data
files , easily grow beyond their allocat
ed extra space. The new parts then
have to be placed in the next open
space, and the locations of all the bits

have to be remembered so that they
can be found later. If you have several
hundred files, the map that shows
where all the pieces are can be both big
and complicated.
That's the problem. The solution is
to defragment your disk. This is done
by specia l software th a t a nalyzes the
problem and then moves fi les aro und
so that it maximizes the number of un
fragmented or whole fi les on the disk.
Several defragmenting methods ex
ist, and they va ry in efficiency. Al
Soft's Disk Express (version 1.10 
don't use earlier versions) is the most
thorough. It's also by far the slowest.
Reorganization of a very fragmented
40-megabyte hard disk takes a couple
of hours. At the other end of the Spec
trum is PowerSoft's Power Op. This
program is much quicker, but it
doesn ' t do as thorough a job. In partic
ular, it often fails to reorganize the big
gest files on your disk - those th at
would be most helped by being made
whole again.
SUM 's defragmentation utility,
HD TuneUp, is closer to Power Op

Drfue Options

Targe t Disk OpUon s

® I nt ern al Driue

O Jn ll lollz e Be for e Copy

So ur ce Di sk Options

O Cor1y

nu s e c t ors

Heo d So urce Disk

This is QuickCopy's
straightforward control
panel. Copy Used Sectors
is the default selection
because that's the fastest
way to copy disks.

O £>ete rn a l Oriue

®Co py USED secto rs

(

than to Disk Express. It works well
enough, but I'd often like it to go far
t her. It's those big, frequently used
files that I really want defragmented.
Reorganizing them yields the greatest
performance improvement.
The program does have a nice (and
speedy) Analyze function that rapidly
scans your hard disks a nd reports the
percentage of fragmentation. You
needn 't reorganize until you can actu
ally see performance degradation.
That normally starts at about 15 per
cent fragmentation. The manual sug
gests running this program with frag
mentation as low as 2 percent. Unless
you r disk is more than half empty (in
which case you shouldn 't have too
ni.uch fragmentation anyway), HD
TuneUp isn' t going to defragment
your biggest files.
Don' t run this program, or any simi
lar program, too frequently. Since they
engage in wholesale file moving, power
outages or bombs usually result in un
recoverable crashes. Even Guardian
may not help. That means that a man
datory step when using HD TuneUp is
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the preliminary backup. Always, al
ways back up before running HD
TuneUp. I've warned you, the manual
warns you, a nd the on-screen direc
tions warn you. So please back up.

TOOLS FOR DISKS
SUM provides three programs th at
aren't intended specifically to fix prob
lems. QuickCopy, HD Partition, and
Symantec Tools serve primarily to add
useful functionality not provided by
Mac System software.
QuickCopy is a basic floppy-copy
program. It can transfer neither pro
grams nor data to or from hard disks.
Its two main virtues are that it's part of
a package (and thus relatively cheap
- compared with a standalone pack
age - a nd easily accessible) a nd that
it's very fast. It's flawless in operation,
doing exactly what you'd expect and ,
equally important, nothing that you
wouldn't expect.
While copying takes time for all
programs (or at least those that prop
erly check and verify their results),
QuickCopy gains speed by offering a
Copy Used Sectors option. Only those
disk sectors that actually contain data
are read and then written to the target
disk.
This feature can be used to initia1ize
large numbers of blank disks quickly.
Simply create an empty but formatted
disk called Blank or MT and then use
QuickCopy to copy that disk. The pro
gram will initialize the disks, but then
copy nothing (which is a quick proce
dure!) si nce the sou rce disk is empty.
QuickCopy wants to copy disks
without swapping and will try its best
to do so. If you elect to Copy All Sec
tors, you'll need 838K of RAM to copy
double-sided 800K disks and 420K to
copy single-sided disks. If you' re copy
ing only Used Sectors, you' ll usually
need far less memory.
HD Partition lets you set up sepa
rate, mountable volumes on your
disks. These volumes can be as sma ll as
you want or as large as you want, up to
"the amount of space available. And
volumes ca n be passworded, in which
case their contents are encrypted. The
double protection of the password and
the encryption makes volumes protect
ed in that ma nner very secure.
I
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Edit Disk
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This Is Symantec Tool's
main editing window. The
contents of a disk sector
are shown in
hexadecimal on the left
and ASCII on the right.
This particular sector is
the first sector of Word, a
program that has 699
sectors in Its resource
fork. Note the arrow
pointing to the
applications type and
creator, which is its
signature.
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This feature is very useful. Not only
can you guard sensitive material
stored on your hard disk but you can
also set up protected areas on floppies
that you send to other people. They'll
be the only ones who can access the
material, and to do so they' ll need to
know the password and have a cop·y of
SUM.
This is neither great nor bad soft
ware. It's easy lo use, and its abi lity to
mount automatically up to four non
password-protected partitions is very
useful. HD Partition nicely rounds out
the SUM package.
The last of the tools is the oldest and
most complicated part of the package.
It's called Symantec Tools, and it com
prises a disk and file editor. It can ac
cess a nd change any byte on any disk.
It even works on off-line (or unmount
ed) volumes.
Th at may be useful for people who
know a nd understand exactly what
goes on disks, but it's an open invita
tion to mayhem for the rest of us. The
program and the manual warn you not
to do anything that you are not abso
lutely sure about. And this is good ad
vice.
Mac Zap originally started as a disk
editor (see "The Ugly Duckling"). Sy
mantec Tools is that editor, much up
dated, much improved, and much sim
plified.
It has lots of windows, each totally
packed with information. You can get
detailed information on each of your
disks and files or view a map of your
disk showing the actual locations of
files. The map view even has a zoom
a rea so you can check its details.
Symantec Tools also lets you edit
your disks and files. You can do real
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damage this way. If you're tempted to
explore Symantec Tool's editing, first
set the software Write Lock to protect
yourself from yourself.
One feature that is safer to use than
the others is Edit File Attributes. Here
you can set type names and creators
and turn the various a ttribute bits on
or off.
Since some copy programs (but not
QuickCopy) fail to deal with these im
portant matters properly, there may be
times when you'll have to go in and fix
things.
Don't be afraid of this powerhouse,
but always be wary of it.

PAPER TAPE
Utilities, by their very nature, are
less intuitive than properly designed
applications. While that's the case
with SUM , its intelligent design and

excellent on-screen help somewhat ob
viate the need for a great manual. Old
Mac Z a p users are sure to breathe a
sigh of relief if they remember the old
ma nual. It had tons of information but
was one of the most frustrating , hard
to-access manuals ever produced.
The new manu al is totally the oppo
site. It's well laid out, clear, detailed
where it needs to be, and simple where
th a t approach is a ppropriate. Not only
is it readable but it's also worth read
ing.
Of pa rticular interest is Appendix
A, " Quick Repa ir. " This chapter was
written for new buyers who acquire
SUM primarily because they already
have a crashed or damaged disk. These
four pages will either recover your disk
(or as much of it as possible) or let you
know that you really lost it.
It's good, sensible stuff. It's also a
chapter that did not have to be provid
ed, and it's to Symantec's credit that
it's here at all.
SUM is too new to be able to report
conclusively on Symantec's support,
but they've always provided excellent
product support. And the program's
author, Les Herbst of Micro Analyst
has been renowned for his support of
Mac Z ap. I expect product support to
be excellent.
SUM requires at least System 4.1
and Finder 5.3. It runs under all later
System software. Testing for this re-

The Ugly Duckling

l

his SUM did not magically appear one day, the prettiest swan on the utilities
lake. It metamorphosed from Mac Zap, one of the first disk editors and copy
protection patchers available.
No matter what you thought of Mac Zap's abilities, you had to agree that it was
one of the ugliest, hardest-to-use Mac programs you ever saw. Sure, it had power,
but there was nothing about it that made you want to use it. If you did, it was be
cause it was the only possible tool for the job. You can still see some hints of the
old Mac Zap interface in Symantec Tools, but the look has been cleaned up.
Mac Zap was powerful enough and popular enough for its author, Les Herbst, to
update it constantly. Eventually the package consisted of Disk Doctor, the forerun
ner of Disk Clinic; Mac Zap Tools. which became - in Its simplified form Symantec Tools; Fast Disk Copy, which, after real improvements, become Ouick
Copy; Mac Zap Patcher, a copy-protection-defeating program that's no longer
needed ; Mac Zap Copy, which copied protected software and is also no longer
needed; and Mac Zap Recover, the forerunner of all the SUM recovery tools.
The Mac Zap manual has a special place in many users' hearts. It started out truly
awful, hopelessly too technical , and intimidating in the extreme. And it stayed th'at
way. Even as later versions of Mac Zap got easier and easier to use, the manual re
mained impenetrable. It's a classic. If you had a month or so to devote to full-time
study, you could get a lot from it. but it wasn 't anyone's choice for casual reading.
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view used System Tools 5.0 (System
4.2/Finder 6.0) and System Tools 6.0
(System 6.0/Finder 6.1 ). Both worked
perfectly. The computers used were a
I -megabyte SE and a 4-megabyte SE
equipped with a Radius Accelerator
25 card (with a 25-Mhz 68020 CPU
and a 25-MHz 68881 coprocessor).
All the software worked on both ma
chines. Brief compatibility tests on a
5 l 2KE and a Mac Plus uncovered no
problems.
The manual suggests that you turn
off M ultiFinder when using every
thing except Guardian. That's to allow
the recovery and copy programs access
to the maximum amount of memory.
They' re far more efficient with more
memory. However, all parts of SUM
do operate correctly under Multi
Finder.
SUM comes on two SOOK floppy
disks. You can exchange them for
400K disks at no cost, but you must
return the originals.

wanted to go beyond the confines of
our rating system and give it more than
five mice.
Get SUM.~
STEVEN BOBKER IS THE CHIEF SCIENTIST AT
MACUSER. HE GETS TO PLAY WITH ALL THE
NEAT STUFF AND SAYS THIS PROGRAM IS
ONE OF THE NEATEST.

IBM Files
a Mac?
With LAP-LINK Mac it's this easy.

SUMMING IT ALL UP
While most of the tools are geared
MACUSER

toward hard disk users, there's so
much here, and it's so good, that every
one will benefit from SUM. If the
thought of dealing with utility pro
grams bothers you, think of SUM as
health insurance for your disks and
data. And have a friend install it.
SUM is both a bargain and a necessity.
It's the first program where I've really

RATING

Symantec Utilities for
Macintosh (SUM)!!!!!

Follows Mac Interface
• • • • o
Printed Documentation
• • • • lJ
On-Screen Help
• • • • •
Performance
• • • • •
Support
N/A·
Consumer Value
• • • • •
Comments: The best utility set yet re
leased. A necessity for all Mac owners.
Prevents, diagnoses, and, if required,
fixes many serious disk and file prob
lems. Makes sleep easier. Best Feature:
Guardian can recover - quickly and easi
ly - most crashed hard disks on which it
resides. Worst Features: HD Partition and
HD TuneUp could use more power and
options. List Price: $99.95. Published by
Symantec, 10201 Torre Avenue, Cuperti
no, CA 95014; (408) 253-9600. Requires
128K or 256K ROM and System 4.1 I
Finder 5.3 or later - runs on everything
from 512KE on up. Not copy-protected.
Version 1.0 reviewed .

Introducing LAP-LINK Mac. A new, easier way to share files
between Macintosh and IBM compatible personal computers.
Just connect the LAP-LINK Mac cable to the PC and the Mac.
Then start LAP-LINK Mac on each computer and you're ready to
share files.
All kinds of files. Like word processing and desktop publish
ing files. Spreadsheet files. Database files. You name it.
A unique split screen design clearly shows the files on each
computer. And our high-speed transfer rate of 57,600 baud
allows you to transfer a 50K file in just 25 seconds.
.LAP-LINK Mac gives you tremendous flexibility. You can select
certain files for transfer, quickly "tag" multiple files or transfer
entire groups of files at once.
And LAP-LINK Mac's compatible with Macintosh Finder,
Multi-Finder and leading networks.
All for a suggested retail price of $139.95,
including cable, disks, and full documentation.
So discover the new easy way
to share files. Available at your
local computer or software
store or for more information
call Traveling Software at
1-800-343-8080 in
Washington 1-206-483-8088.

• The product Is new. Initial support has been excellent (5
mice). Long-term support prospects are also excellent as both
Symantec (publisher) and Micro Analyst (author) have provid
ed superb support in the past.

Please circle 121 on reader service card.
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For Your Eyes
Only
In the world ofMacintosh security,
you don't have to be 007 to protect
your data. It just takes time and
common sense.
stealthy figure dressed in black
shines a penlight arou nd your
darkened, deserted office.
Slinking over to your desk, he
pries open the locked top drawer and
rummages through the debris to find
his booty - the disk with your propri
etary data. He steals over to your Mac
and attempts to open the disk by se
lecting common passwords. He tries
your birth date, then your initials with
no luck. Success comes on the third try
when he enters your company's name.
Now he can steal your data.
The need for data security is one of
the most overlooked, yet most impor
tant, considerations facing corporate
Macintosh users today. A quick unau
thorized peek at sales projections, a
copy of an internal memo, or the blue
prints of a new design can mean mere
inconvenience at best, or financial loss
at worst.
Although most computer security
procedures a re oriented toward busi
ness and government, secu rity is an is
sue that affects all users. Security
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problems can arise from human mis
takes. The cup of coffee or can of cola
spilled on a disk, the power surge that
causes a disk drive head to crash, the
slight fingerprint smudge on the mag
netic surface of a floppy, or the acci
dental erasure of an important file can
be just as devastating to an individual
as to a Fortune 100 company.

RISK AND LET DIE
Over time, we've gone from record
ing history on cave walls to paper, and
now to disks. Though our medium may
change, the importance of information
remains the same. The heart of data
security is how and where you store
information.
Let's consider floppy disks. Because
of their size, floppy disks are conven
ient to store and easily transported in a
pocket, purse, or envelope. Unfortu
nately, their portability also makes
them easy to misplace. They often dis
appear into some black hole the min
ute your back is turned.
The first rule in data security is to
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For Your Eyes Only

back up your disks. Even though the
chances may be slim that the KGB will
break into your office and steal your
disks or that a disgruntled employee
will rub a magnet over all the account
ing floppies, more common occur
rences such as fire, accidental loss,
spilled coffee, or bad disk media can
damage or destroy your data. Many
offices have a daily or weekly data
backup policy. Backing up data also

Data security
also means keeping your
disks locked up and out of
sight. This goes for both
data disks and program
disks.

-

means saving active files on a regul a r
basis, as you're working on them. That
newsletter layout you've been la boring
over for the past four hours is gone
forever if someone trips on a power
cord and you haven't saved your file.
If you use a disk copy program like
Copy II Mac or Symantec Utilities for
Macintosh (SUM) to make backups,
be sure the write-protect tab on the
original is in the locked or up position
(you can see through the hole). Don ' t
take a chance on erasing an irreplace
able (and unbacked up) original by
copying the blank disk to it!
Data security also means keeping
your disks locked up and out of sight.
This goes for both data disks and pro
gram disks. A university professor
whose entire software collection, along
with the documentation , was stolen
from his office didn't lose a ny impor
tant data , but the amount of time a nd
effort involved in replacing the a ppli
cations was considerable.
Data is as safe as the walls a nd doors
around it. If sensitive information is
being kept, unoccupied offices should
be securely locked with limited access
252
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during nonworking hours. Adopting a
secure disk policy will do much to elim
inate casual borrowing, theft, and gen 
eral nosiness.
Backup files should also be secured,
perhaps even more than the originals.
Keep them in a separate location from
the original disks, ideally, in a locked,
fireproof container. If the need war
rants it, backup files can be stored in a
safe-deposit box or by a firm that spe
cializes in securely storing computer
data.
The next important item to consider
is the hard disk. Since the amount of
material it can store is many times
greater than the amount of material on
a floppy, losing it can cause very big
problems. Though all the rules dealing
with floppies apply to hard disks, hard
disks are a bit more difficult to secure.
Although some security programs
use a special start-up a pplication or
modified system that prompts the user
for a password before the computer
can be booted from the hard disk, most
are easily bypassed when booting the
Mac off a floppy. The most effective
solution for securing a hard disk is to
use a program that partitions off sec
tions of the drive. These partitions are
then password-protected to restrict ac
cess.
A program that restricts access in
this manner is MacSafe. MacSafe al
lows you to place your sensitive files
into a locked "safe" on the hard disk.
To add more protection to the files
within your safe, you can place them in
a secret compartment requiring an ad
ditional password for access. MacSafe
also allows for encryption.
If your data is really sensitive, and
the drive is an external unit, consider
physically locking the hard disk up
when it is not in use, somewhere away
from your Mac.
Short of locking up your hard disk,
you ca n use The NightWatch . Provid
ing start-up password protection for
your ha rd disk, this program hinders
unauthorized use or erasure through
three utilities: Administrator, Shut
Down , and User. User acts as a key,
which cannot be copied, and is used to
unlock your hard disk. It also keeps
track of the users who unlock your
hard disk as well as when they do so.
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Through the Administrator, you can
assign numbers to User disks. Shut
Down actually shuts down and locks
up your ha rd disk.
Finally, know what data you have.
Make it a regular practice to inventory
your files. Use a ny of the commercial
or shareware programs available, such
as DiskLibrary. [Editor's note: Be
sure that the program you select has
good printing f eatures. I've often been
helped infinding extra copies ofseem
ingly lost files by ha ving printed cata
logs of my hard disks. ] Periodically
check your inventory to make sure all
files are present and accounted for. If
something is missing, determine what
it is, when you saw it last, and if it was
important.

AVIEW TO AMAC
Passwords have been a part of secu
rity systems since the first millennium

Security Directory
Harry R. Chesley
1850 Union Street
San Francisco, CA 94123
Pack 111//; $10.00 shareware
Kent Marsh
1200 Post Oak Road, Suite 210
Houston, TX 77056
(713) 623-8618
MacSafe; $149.95
The NightWatch; $149.95
Raymond Lau
100-04 70th Avenue
Forest Hills, NY 11375
MacNet: Raylau
Stufflt 1.40A; $20.00 shareware
Mainstay
5311-B Derry Avenue
Agoura Hills, CA 91301
(818) 991-6540
(818) 991-5037
N'cryptor; $39.95
MCTel
5070 Parkside Avenue, Suite 1300
Philadelphia, PA 19004
(215) 879-3819
P/C Privacy: Personal/Confidential;
$95.00
SuperMac Technology
295 N. Bernardo Avenue
Mountain View, CA 94043
(415) 964-8884
Sentinel; $295.00

B.C., when they were used to control
access to various parts of Solomon's
Temple. The computer world has been
using passwords ever since computers
were used by more than a few "high
priests." Today, on the Macintosh,
passwords serve to protect databases
and spreadsheets, encrypt data , and
limit network and on-line service ac
cess. Despite the popularity and seem
ing security of passwords (which are
also referred to as keys) , they are a
very weak link in any security system.
That's because the integrity of a secu
rity method relies not just on a simple
combination of characters, but on the
user who mak es use of those charac·
ters.
It is important to make passwords
difficult for the potential eavesdropper
lo guess. Don't use passwords like the

Computer

Glossary
ASCII - American Standard Code fo r
In formation Interchange (pronounced
"askey"). A code developed by Ameri
can National Standards Institute (ANSI)
to achieve compatibility when exc hang
ing data.
Cipher - Any tex t that has been al
tered , a character at a time, to obscure its
true meaning. Encrypted text is called
ciphertext.
Code - A system that replaces com
plete words with other words or symbols
to hide their meaning. For example,
Apple = BIGRED, IBM = 45623, or
battleship = BAPXC.
Cryptography - The mak ing and
breaking of codes and ciphers.
DES - Data Encryption Standard. An
encry_rJtion technique developed by IBM
and the Nationa l Bureau of Standards
for encrypting data. Said to be unbreak
able, although many people in the cryp

name of your spouse, pet, or child (re
member War Games?), your first
name, last name, or initials, your birth
day or wedding anniversary, your so
cial security number, a word relating
to a personal interest, your company's
name or some deriva tion , your job
function or department, single letters
of the alph abet (A to Z), or single
numbers (Oto 9) (see sidebar "Com
mon Passwords '). Although you may
think you're clever using one of these
words, dedicated computer snoops
know th at many users use these same
password s over and over again.
You have several methods available
for creating secure passwords. They
include: combining two dissimil ar
words (taco and sushi to make taco
sushi) , usi ng foreign words (luotuo 
Chinese fo r camel), mixing significant
tography fie ld say it is weak enough to
be broken by the NSA and their Cray
supercomputers.
Decryption - Unscrambling encrypted
data so it is readable.
Encryption - Scrambling data , a
character at a time, so it becomes un
readable.
Key-A st ringofcharacters that is used
as the basis for encrypting and decrypt ing
data. Also referred to as a pass word.
NSA - National Security Agency (or
No Such Agency or Never Say Any
thing). The hush-hush, top-secret folks
who are respon ibl e for making and
break ingcodesandciphers forthe Un ited
States.
Tempest - A sec urity standard set by
the government that eliminates electro
magnetic transmiss ions from computer
dev ice. . Several year ago, someone
found out that the magnetic signals that
make up the computer's screen displ ay
cou ld be intercepted and then redisplayed
elsewhere. You can currently buy Tem
pest Macs and LaserWriters, although
they cost and weigh about twice as much
as normal, due to the shielding.
Work Factor - The amount of time
and effort required to break through a
sec urity system.
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words, dates, and initials (AEOzl 934
- the initials of your Auntie Em, her
maiden name, and the yea r the big
twister hit), or selecting a word and
adding a few random characters to it
(slugtxa).
An alternative to a password is a
"passphrase." Pass phrases can be

Ir you can't
remember your password,
then it's too long or too

-

cryptic.
memorable lines of poetry, passages
from books, famous quotes, or any
other series of words. Although using
passphrases increases the number of
possible guesses a nosy person needs to
make, some systems may limit a pass
word to a certain number of charac
ters.
Passwords and passphrases are only
as secure as you make them . Don't
write your password down somewhere
and hide it. If you can't remember it,
then it's too long or too cryptic and you
should change it to something simpler.
The most common locations an experi
enced password pilferer will sea rch for
your secret password are in a desk
drawer, placed in a book, left in a
purse, taped to your Mac, on a Rolo
dex card, in an address book, or dis
carded in the trash.
Your ow n co-workers can be a
th reat to your password. At times it's
pretty difficult fo r people who work
together not to stumble, by accid.ent or
design, onto one another's passwords.
Some folk s even have the rude habit of
rubbernecking over your Mac as you
type in your password. Treat your
password like a personal possession,
not like a baseball trading card. If you
use passwords for a variety of pur
poses, don 't use the same one for every
thing. This will eliminate someone
having access to everything with just a
single key.
It's also a good practice to change
l
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Things That Go Boom

0

ne way to judge the acceptance and success of a personal computer is to total
up the amount of shareware and public domain material available for it. The
Mac certainly shines in this regard, with an abundance of little programs that
seem to do just about everything. Unfortunately, there can be a dark side to these
helpful little utilities. Someday, you may encounter a program referred to as a
WORM, Trojan horse, or virus. These programs are named or disguised as
something interesting or useful, but in reality can maliciously go out and reformat a
disk, start deleting files. or complete any number of other disastrous file operations.
The Macintosh community has recently been plagued by several such nefarious
and destructive applications. The No. 1 rule when dealing with a program of
undetermined origin is to never place it on a hard drive or an important disk. Always
test an unknown program on an unwanted floppy first. If you 're still suspicious, you
may want to examine the program with Fedit or ResEdit, searching for messages or
resources that might reveal the true nature of an application.
your password every few weeks or so.
If you have even the slightest inkling
someone may know your password,
cha nge it immediately. Employers
should be sure to change or delete the
passwords of former employees when
they leave the compa ny.

original file's data on the disk. To de
lete the contents of an entire disk , don't
throw all the files in the trash and emp
ty it. Use the Finder's Erase Disk com
mand; it reformats and initializes the
entire disk.

Anybody who has ever read a spy
novel knows that the office trash can is
a prime hunting ground for informa
tion. The trash ca n on your Mac can
also provide quite a few tidbits of infor
mation to a snoop. When you put a file
in the trash and empty it, the file is still
on the disk. The only thing deleted is
the file directory information - the
actual bytes of the file rem a in intact.
As time goes by and other files are
added to the disk , the space occupied
by the deleted file is eventually over
written with data from new files.
With bits and pieces of the file still
around, disk utilities such as SUM ,
MacTools, Disk lstAid, and Fedit
have options that can recover deleted
files. That's great for accidental dele
tion s, but not too good for security.
You don' t even need the original disk
to perform a recovery. Programs that
sector-copy a disk retain all of the de
leted fi le information in addition to
copying the regular files.
One way to perma nently get rid of
unwa nted files is with a public domain
progra m called Complete Delete,
available from most user groups and
electronic services. This utility writes a
series of zeros to the file and then de
letes it, leaving no remnants of the
254
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The modern computer equiva lent of
the ancient Spartan coding device (the
scytale) is encryption software. An en
cryption program simply scrambles a
file, based on a user-selected password.
Once encrypted, files become an un
readable hodgepodge of letters, num
bers, and symbols. Files are restored
using the program with the same pass
word .
Encryption programs use a variety
of methods to scramble data. Tech
niques can be as simple as substituting
one character for another or as com
plex as making repeated passes over
the data, encrypting each character
with a different technique each time.
One of the more popular methods of
encrypting files is the Data Encryption
Standard (DES). The DES algorithm
works by dividing data into eight-char
acter blocks and then enciphering
them one after another, using a pass
word as the basis. The DES method is
very secure, with over 70 quadrillion
possible keys, and no real known weak
nesses in the actual encryption algo
rithm. Among the encryption pro
grams available, N 'cryptor is the
easiest a nd fastest way to protect your
files . Its detailed documentation walks
you through an example of how to en
crypt and decrypt a file .
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secure

data encryptor will decrypt
a file no matter what
password you enter. If the
correct key is entered, the

ENCRYPTOPUSSY
FILES ARE FOREVER

MacSafe has two encryption meth
ods QuickCrypt, which is the default
method, and DES. Sentinel is a five
level security program that takes the
contents of files and encrypts them
through a number of methods, includ
ing SuperCrypt and DES. Both of
these are reportedly the fastest on the
market.
Two shareware programs, Pack It
and Stufll t (version 1.40 and higher)
also support encryption.
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file is restored.

-

Although encrypting data sounds
like an ideal security method, it has
several drawbacks. The first objection
is time. Complex encryption methods
such as the DES require a large
amount of calculation time. In an ef
fort to speed things up, some computer
security firms have developed "DES
chips," which perform the actual en
cryption in hardware instead of soft
ware. Even programs that use a fast
encryption method still need to be
loaded, have a file selected, and run.
Encrypting data adds several steps and
at least severa l minutes to what often is
already a busy day.
Although not a common problem,
another disadvantage to encryption is
data error sensitivity. One small error
in an entire block of encrypted text can
cause error rates of up to 50 percent
when the data is decrypted. Although
dropping a few characters may not be
a problem in a normal text file, an en
crypted file with errors may never be
successfully decrypted in a readable
form.
Finally, there is the question of how

COMMON

I~i-i'ifl•l ;1 •l#i
If your "private" password is on
this list, change it. These are
some of the most common, and
thereby easily guessed, pass
words.

Account
Aid
Alpha
Beta
Computer
Dead
Demo
Dollar
Foo
Games
God
Hack
Hello
Help
Intro
Kill
Love

Mac
Me
Mine

No
None
OK
Okay
Password
Please
Secret
Sex
Superuser
System
Test
Works
Yes

secure an encryption method actually
is. With ma ny Mac encryption pro
grams, there comes a point of trade
offs for user friendliness versus protec
tion . Many ap plications will prompt
the user for a password when a file is
decrypted. If a n incorrect key is en
tered , most will beep and ask you to try
again until you get it right. This is a
weak feature in any protection scheme
because it allows a brute-force pass
word guessing attack by not limiting
the number of unsuccessful tries; it
also indicates that somewhere in the
encrypted file the password is stored.
Usually a proficient assembly lan
guage programmer armed with a dis
assembler and a copy of the encryption
program can discover the password
and its location.
A secure data encryptor will decrypt
a file no matter what password you
enter. If the correct key is entered, the
file is restored. If an incorrect key is
used , the file becomes further jumbled.

The only place the password is located
is in the head of the individual who is
decrypting· the file . If you use a more
secure system that sacrifices friendli
ness for increased protection, be sure
to keep a backup of all encrypted files.
If you don't catch it, a minor typo
when entering the key can scramble
the data beyond recovery.

ON YOUR MAC'S SECRET SERVICE
With the popularity of networks a nd
modems, you as a user should be aware
of some security issues.
• If inform ation you're sending to a
remote location is critical or sensitive,
you should encrypt it before sending it
off. It's fairly easy to intercept com
munication traffic between two com
puters. To remedy this, you can use P /
C Privacy: Personal and Confidential.
This allows you to send an encrypted
file (graphics, too) over electronic mail
systems.
• Many telecommunication programs
have macro features that execute a se
ries of commands easily. It's nice to be
able to click a button or select a menu
item a nd have your modem dial a n on
line service a nd log in fo r you. From a
security standpoint though, it's an ac
cident waiting to happen. If someone
obtains your modeming disk, whether
borrowed, copied, or stolen, it's just a
matter of using the existing macro to
gain access. Even with a service like
CompuServe, where you're not storing
critical data, someone could easily
rack up quite a bill at your expense. A
more secure method is to create a mac
ro th a t just dials a nd connects to a ser
vice. After you manually log in, other
macros can be used to execute com
mon commands. Keep any telecom
munications disk secure, or limit what
macro features you use.
• Although the problem of"crackers"
is overstated, especially for microcom
puters, you should keep tight control
over your network if you have one for
your office or a n individual Mac
hooked up to a modem so users can
work a t home. Be sure all your data is
always backed up.
• When sending files or electronic
mail to another user through a net
work, make sure it's to the right per
son. Once something has been sent,
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you can't change your.mind and reach
back into the mailbox and take it out.
• A shared network printer is a cost
effective time saver. But a common
access printer also means a common
access source of information to anyone
in an office. If you need to print sensi
tive data, make sure someone is wait
ing to collect it as it is printed.
• In an environment with networked
multiple printers, make sure you know
where your output is going. Don't sec
ond guess Chooser. It's all too easy to
accidentally send restricted files to the
wrong LaserWriter and the wrong
people.
Keeping your data secure isn't very
exciting. In fact, security is pretty dull.
It just comes down to establishing a
routine to make sure your information
is protected, and conscientiously fol
lowing it.
Data security must be tailored to the
needs of your own parti~ular situation.
If you're an average user, a simple sys
tem of backing up your disks and buy
ing a surge suppressor may be all you
need. If you use sensitive data, you
may want to encrypt it and store copies
of it in a vault.
Also, you might want to take into
consideration what code breakers call
the "work factor." The work factor is
the amount of time and effort it would
take someone to breach your security,
whether by guessing a password, deci
phering an encrypted file, or sneaking
onto your network. You must create a
work factor that becomes both unrea
sonable and unacceptable to any po
tential eavesdropper.
Implementing data security proce
dures runs pretty much counter to the
whole idea of the Macintosh. It in
creases the daily workload, imposes
burdens on employees, and takes up
more of your time. However, all of
these drawbacks will seem trivial the
day your security system prevents in
formation from being lost forever. Set
ting up data security practices and fol
lowing them is cheap insurance that
every Mac user should consider. ~
JOEL MCNAMARA IS A PROGRAMMER FOR
SATORI SOFTWARE IN SEATTLE. WASHING
TON. DESPITE HIS PRESENT NORTHWEST LO.
CA LE. HE SERVES AS EDITOR Of THE UNIVER
SITY Of UTAH MACFUG NEWS.
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Introducing MacSouree·.
o Software

The MacSource Top 100

ABA Software
Draw It Again, Sam (Paint Program) . ... . . $79
Activision
Reports! (Generator works w/HyperCard) ... 59
Adobe Systems
Adobe Illustrator .... ..... .. .... ... .. .. ... 349
Adobe Fonts ...... .. . .. . . . . ... . ..... .. .. . Call
Aegis Development
Doug Clapp's Word Tools .. . .. ..... .. ..... 42
Affinity Microsystems
Tempo II {Powerful Macro Utility) ..... .. . . . 79
Aldus
PageMaker 3.0 (#1 For Desktop Pub.) .. . 399
Free Hand ........ .... .... .............. . Call
Ashton-Tate
dBASE Mac 1.0 (Relational Database) . . . 295
Berkeley Systems Design
Stepping Out 11 (Screen Extender) . . . . . . .. . 54
Blyth
Omnis 3 Plus/Express {Database) .. . . . . . 275
Borland International
Eureka: The Solver .. . . ... . ... ....... . .... 125
Reflex Plus . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . . . .. .. .. .. . . . :• 165
Side Kick 2.0 ..... . ... .. . . . . . . ... . .. . . . ..... 59
Turbo Pascal ........ .. .. . ...... ..... ...... 65
Turbo Pascal Tutor . .... .. ...... . .... .. . . .. 65
Bravo Technologies
MacCalc{Fast,Easy·to-UseSpreadsheet) . . . 75
Broderbund
Jam Session {Create Songs) . . .. . .. . . . ... . . 32
Print Shop {Create Memos & Cards) ... . . .. 38
CE Software
Calendar Maker{Create Unique Calendars) . 27
Disk Top {DA Finder) .... .. .. .. ...... ... . .. 27
OuicKeys {Keyboard Macro Utility) . . .... . . 53
Central Point Software
Copy II Mac (Includes Mac Tools) . . . . . .. . 22
Champion Swlftware
Spelling Champion 3.1 (Spelling Checker) .. . . 35
Chang Labs
CAT. (Contacts , Activities & Time) . . .. . .. 225
Rags to Riches-3 Pack(GL/ AR/AP) .... 285
Inventory or Professional Billing . .... ..... 235
Cricket Software
Cricket Draw .. .. ... . .... .... .. . ...... ... . 159
Cricket Graph . ... ... ... .... .... . . . .. . .. . . 119
Cricket Presents . . . . ...... . ..... . ...... . .. 269
Deneba Software
Canvas .. . . . .
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 105
Canvas DA .... ... ......... .. .. . .... ... .. . . 55
Coach Professional (Pro . Spell Checker) . .. 105
Dubl·Cllck Software
Calculator Construction Set .... ... . ... . ... 35
Wet Paint Clip Art (Volumes 1 & 2).... ... . . 35
World Class Fonts (Volumes 1 & 2) . . .. . .. . 35

C.A.T.- {Chang Labs)
Organizes your Contacts,
Activities & Time. CAT.
can handle 50 or 50,000
contacts with up to 16
pages of notes on each.
In short, CAT. automates
your workday!. ... . . $225

Fifth Generation Systems
FastBack Mac{ Backup 10 Megs/ 10 Min .) ... 55
PowerStation {Alternative to Finder) . . . . ... 36
Suitcase (#1 Font & DA Utility) . . . . . . . ... . . 36
FreeSoft
Red Ryder 10.3 (# 1 Commun. Program).. 49
Imagine Software
Smart Alarms (DA Reminder System) ..... . 33
Innovative Data Design
MacDraf11.2b .. .. ...... . ............ .. ... 149
Dreams (Powerful CAD Program) . .. .. ... 289
LetraSet
Ready . Set, Go! 4.0 or Image Studio .... . 275
Living Vldeotext
More 1.1C {Outliner) ........ ... ..
149
MacroMlnd
VideoWorks II .. .. .. .. .. . .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 119
MacroPac
101 Macros for Excel(A must for Excel Users)42
MECA
Managing Your Money.... . . .... ........ . 127

Stepping Out II •

--btJ/

{Berkeley Systems Design)
gives the effect of a
big screen at a small
price. It convinces
your software that your
screen has grown to
any size you specify.
$54

Microsoft
Basic .. . .. . . . ... . . . .. . . . .... . . .... ... . . . . . . 62
Excel . . ... .... ..... .... .. . . •. ... . . . .... .. 239
PowerPornt . .. . . . .. ... . . . ... . . . . . .. . .. . . .. 239
Word .... . .. ... . .. . . . . . .... . . . ... . .. . . . . . . 239
Works . .. .. .. . .. .. .. . . .. . . .. . .. .. . . . . . .. .. 189
Write ....... . . .. .. .. ...... . .. . .. . ..... . . .. 115
Mlgent
In House Accountant . . ...... . . . . .. .. . ... 115
Nantucket
McMax (Compatible w/ dBASE tit) ... .. .. 175
Neshoba Systems
FiteMaker Plus (#1 Database for Mac) . . 149
FileMaker 4 {New Expanded Version) .. . 169
North Edge Software
Timeslips Ill {Tracks time & expenses). . 117
Odesta
. Double Helix II {Relational Database) . ... 329
Postcraft International
Laser FX{Special F/X- Postscript Fonts) .. . 109
Satori Software
Bulk Mailer {Up to 8,600 Names) .. . . . . . . .. 79
Bulk MailerPlus{Upto90,000 Names) .. . . . 189

FUN & GAMES
Airborne! .. . . . . . . ..... . . . ..... . . . .... . $20
Dark Castle ... . ....... . ....... . ........ 28
Beyond Dark Castle .. . . .. . . .. .. . .. .. .. 28
Beyond Zork .. .. .. .. ........ . .. .. ..... 32
Downhill Racer .. ...... . ... . ........... 24
Flight Simulator .. ............ . .... .. ... 33
Lode Runner . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 25
MacPro Football ...... . .. . ....
29
Sub Battle Simulator...
25
World Bu ilder.... . .. .. .. . .. .
44

Call Toll Free

1(800)442-9229
Supe rSpool 5 . 0 •

(SuperMac Soflware)
spools you r printing
in the background
while you run in
the foreg round .
Order SuperSpool
today and stop
wailing for your
Mac' .. . $54
SuperLaserSpool .. . 82
(Multi-user) ... 199
Siiicon Beach Software
SuperPaint .. .... . . .. .. ............ .. . . ... S79
Simon & Schuster
Typing Tu tor IV ........... . ................ 33
Speed Read ing Tutor IV ............... .... 33
Software Ventures
Microphone 1.1 {Adv Commun. Prog.) . . . . 117
Solutions International
Smart Scrap & The Clipper .............. .. 37
SuperGlue(Complete Graphic Integration). .. 49
The Curator( Puts artwork at the fingertips) .. . 77
SuperMac Software
DiskFit (Automatic Backup & Restore)... . . 54
PixelPaint (Color Painting for Mac II) .... . 259
Sentinel (Data Encryption) ...... . .. . ... .. 155
SuperSpool 5.0 (For lmagewriters) ...... . . 54
SuperLaserSpool 2.0 . .... . ...... . . .. ...... 82
SuperLaserSpool (Multi· User Version ) . . 199
Survivor Software
MacMoney3.0(Tracks Personal Finances) ... 65
Symantec
Mac SOZ (Compacts Excel Files) . . . ... .. .. 4 7
Symantec Utilities For Mac (SUM) .... . .. .. 65
Symmetry
Hyper DA {Easy access to HyperCard stacks) . 39
T/Maker
WrileNow 2.0 {easy-to-use word processor) 115
ClickArt........... . ..... . ....... . ......... Call
Tops
Tops for the Mac {Network Software) ..... 115
Traveling Software
LAP-LINK Mac (Links Mac to IB M PC) ... 85
Wiiiiams & Macias
DiskFinder (D isk librarian) . .. .... .... .. . . . 28
myDisklabeler{w/ Colorfor tmageWriter 11 ) . .. 30
myDiskLabeler (w/LaserWriter Option) ..... 34
21 6 SmartLa bel s (Refill for lmageWri ter 11 ) . . . 15
216 LaserLabels (Refill for LaserWriters) .. . 19
WordPerfect
WordPerfect Mac.... . ..... . .. .. ... .. .. . .. 179

The Intelligent Choice.

All MacSource Orders Are Shipped
/liRBORl'9E Overnight ... ,
~"PRESS Just fh8~ SI
E;A
~
service.

s4

o~ Diskettes &
Cornerstone Technology- 1 Year
Full Page Display (15 " Hi-Res) . . ........ $799
Monlterm - 1 Year
Viking 1 (19" Monochrome) .. .. .. ..... .. 1599
Viking 2400 (24 " 2 Page Display) .. . .... 1999
Viking G/S (19" Gray-Scale Mac 11 only).. . 2399
Viking 10 (19" Full color Mac II only) ... 3899
Power R - 1 Year
MacLarger (12 " Monitor) ........... . ... .. 349
MacLargar

(Power R) gives you
70% larger images (12")
with the Macs original
flicker-free 512 x 342
resolution . Order
MacLarger today and
put an end to
MacSquinting! ... $349

o~Modems~~~~
Anchor Automation - 5 Years
Anchor 2400E External. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 59
Everex - 1 Year
EMAC MD2400 External ................. 225
Mfgent- 1 Year
Pocket Modem 1200 . . ... .. ... .. .... . .... 115

o~Dove Upgrades~~
MacSnap 524 (512K to 1 Meg) . .. . . .. . . $209
MacSnap52 4 E(512Eto1 Meg) .. ... .... 189
MacSnap524S(512to1 Megw/SCSI) ..... 249
MacSnap 548 (512 K to 2 Meg) .. . . . ..... 439
MacSnap 548E (512E to 2 Meg) ......... 429
MacSnap548S(512to2Megw/SCSI) ..... 489
MacSnap Plus 2 (MacPlus to 2 Meg) .... 309
MacSnap 2SE (Mac SE to 2 Meg) ....... 309
MacSnap 2S:1 Meg to 2.5 Meg for Plus.SE Call
MacSnap4S:1 Meg to4 Meg forPlus,SE, 11 Call
MacSnap8S:1 Megto8 Meg for Mac II).... Call
MACH II ACCELERATOR BOARDS FOR MAC SE
Model MSE 1 (16 Mhz, Ok Memory) . . ... 559
Model MSE 2 (MSE 1 w/ 1 Meg) . ........ 879
Model MSE 3 (MSE 1 w/Math Chip) ..... 749
Model MSE4(MSE 1 W/1 Meg& MathChip1 ,059
RAMSnap(Ram Disk& Disk Cache Utility) . .. 24
SCSI Interface/Port ............ . .. . . . . . .... 85
1 Meg SIMMS ............ . .. ..... .. . .... Ca ll
Tool Kit (w/ Hex Driver & Case Spreader) .. ... 1 5

o~Disk Drives~~~
CMS Enhancements - 1 Year
CMS MacStack 30 Meg - 38 ms ........ . 649
CMS MacStack 60 Meg - 40 ms . . ....... 799
CMS MacStack 80 Meg - 26 ms ....... . 1259
CMS Portable SC 45 Meg- 28 ms ...... . 849
CMS PRO-SE Internal 30 Meg - 38 ms .. . 499
CMS PRO-SE Internal 45 Meg - 28 ms . .. 699
CMS PRO-SE Internal 100 Meg - 25 ms . . . 1449
CMS PRO-II Internal 60 Meg- 40 ms .... 699
CMS PRO-II 80 Meg- 26 ms ...... ... .. 1149
CMS PRO-II Internal 100 Meg- 25 ms .... 1449
We stock the full
line of Quality
CMS Hard
Dl•k Drive•.

Compare CMS's
quick access
time and
MacSources
low prices.
Cutting Edge - 1 Year
SOOK External Drive ................... .. 175
EVEREX - 1 Year
EMAC20D20Meg-65ms ..... .. ..... .. 529
EMAC 20DLX-Zero Footprint .... . . ...... 579
EMAC 400 40 Meg - 28 ms .............. 849
EMAC 40DLX-Zero Footprint .. . ...... . .. 899
EMAC91091 Meg- 18 ms ...... . ...... 1549
EMAC 91DLX-Zero Footprint . .. . ....... 1 599
EMAC 40/ 60 DLX-Zero Footprint - 40
Meg Disk & 60 Meg Tape .. .. .. .... 1749
EMAC 60/ 60 DLX-Zero Footprint - 60
Meg Disk & 60 Meg Tape ... ... ... . 1899

o~Tape Backup~~~
CMS Enhancements-1 Year
TapeStack- 60 Meg Tape Backup . .. ... $739
EVEREX-1 Year
EMAC 60T-60 Meg Tape Backup ....... . 899

Order y0ur ScripTEN 10day and
start PostScript Laser printing
by tomorrow.
ScrlpTEN W/3MB of RAM ... . . $3899
6 Pack of Toner ... .. . .. .. .. ...... 289

o~lnput/Output~~~
AST Research - 6 Months
Mac86 (Runs MS-DOS On Your Mac SE )... Call
Mac 286 (Runs MS-DOS On Your Mac II) ... Call
Datadesk - 2 Years
MAC-101 Enhanced Keyboards .. .. ...... 135
HyperDialer (Auto-Dial for HyperCard) ..... 29
Koala Technologles- 3 Months
MacVision. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 169
Seikosha - 1 Year
SP1000 (I mageWriter Compatible Printe~ .. . 229
Thunderware - 3 Months
ThunderScan .. ............. . ............. 189

o~MacSource~~~~~
Cables (Fo r Pri nters & Modems) . . .. .. ... Call
lmageWriterl& II Blk Ribbon .... (1-5)4 (6 +)3
lmageWriter I & II Color 6 Pack ......... .. 19
lmageWriter 11 4 Color Ribbon .............. 9
Genuine Canon Toner for LaserWriter .. . .. 99
Mac Plus & SE Carry Case (Blue) ......... 69
lmageWriter II Carry Case (Blue) ...... .... 49
Mouse Pads (Red/ Blue/Grey or Black) . . ... 6

§~~O~The Intelligent Gho1ce fur Macintosh Products§~~

•VISA and MASTERCARD accepted with no surcharge.
•Your credit card will not be cnarged until we ship.
•To order, call 1-800-442-9229 anytime Mon - Fri 7 to 7;
Sat 10 to 5 (PSl). Mail and FAX orders also accepted.
• C.0 .0 . maximum is $2000. Cash or certified check.
• P.O.'s are accepted from hlghy rated(D & B) corporations,
Government. and Education al accounts on a Net 30 basis.
• California residents add appropriate sales tax.
• lfwe must ship a partial order, your backorders will be
shipped freight free, as soon as possible.
•All products are covered by.our 120 day limited warranty.

· ~ 1 9ea W•lvfl. hic:

Please circle 195 on reader service card.

o~ Accessories~~~~
Curtis Mfg. - Lifetime SURGE SUPPRESSORS
Safestrip (6 Outlets. 7' Cord) .... . . . ... .. ... 20
Emerald (6 Outlets 6 ' Cord ). . ....... . ...... 39
Ruby (6 Outlets, 6' Cord, EMl / RFI Filtered)... 59
RubyPlus (w/ Modem Protection) .. . . . . . . . . 69
Ergotron - 1 Year
Mouse Clea ner 360°............. . . . .. .. .. . 15
MacTi lt lor Mac . SE o r II. .... . .. . .. ........ 68
MacTi lt for Large Monitors............. . ... 85
The Muzzle (Protects Mac SE From Theft) . .. . 68
Kensington - 1 Year
A-8 Box (Mini Din 8).. .... ...... ........ .. . 68
Anti-g lare Polarizing Fil ter for Plus or SE . . ... 35
Disk Drive Cleaning Kit .......... . ...... . .. 22
Extra Long ADS Keyboard Cable. ..... . ... 28
lmageWriter Cover .. ...... . . .. ... . . .. . . .. . . . 9
MacPlus or SE Cover ................... . . . . 9
Mac 11 Monitor Cable Extension Kit ....... 34
Mac II Vertical Stand .... ....... . .......... 22
MasterPiece Mac II (Power Center) . .... . 109
Printer Muffler 80 (Quiets your Printer) . . . . . 49
Printer Muffler 80 Stand .... .... ........... 25
Printer Stand ...... . . ..... . .... .. . . . .. . .... 16
System Saver Mac. . .. . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . .. . . . . 65
Tilt & Swivel. . .. . ............. . . .... . .... . .. 22
Turbo Mou se (Specify Plus, SE or II) ... . .. 82
Turbo Mou se (New & Awesome) . ........ 109

MacSource·

1 (800) 442·9229
M~•it • OM&IOl\ •nd T ~llof W•Ale . l rc

Disk Storage

Maxell3'h" SS/ DD (10/ pk)... (1-4)14 (5 +)... 13
Maxell 3 1h" DS/ DD (10/ pk) ... (1 -4) 20 (5 +) ... 19
Sony3 'h" SS/ DD (10/ pk) ... (1-4) 13 (5 +) ... 12
Sony 3 'h'' DS/ DD(10/ pk) . .. (1 -4)18 (5 +) ... 17
Sony 3 'h" OS/ DD (Color 10/ pk) . .. . . .... . . 19
3 'h" SS/ DD (Bulk 50/ pk)
OS/ DD (50/ pk)
50 + 100+
( SONY )
50+
100 +
1.35
1.1O 1.05
w/ labels
1.40
Amaray Media- Mate 3 (Di sk Box) . ..... . . . . 9
Amaray Media- Mate 3 + (w/ lock) .. . . ...... 11
Kalmar Designs
Teakwood Roll- top Case(Holds4 5 Disks) ... 15
Teakwood Roll- top Case(Holds 90 Disks) .... 22
Teakwood Roll- topCase (Holds 135 Disks) . .. 29
MlcroStore(Avail.in Blue, Red, Burgundy&Grey)
Disk Book 10 (Nylon/ Holds 10 Disks) .. .. . . 12
DiskBook 32 (Nylo n/ Holds 32 Disks) ..... 22

We're Not Satisfied,
Untll You're Satisfied!

Bob wu1mes, Jr.
President & CEO

•The MacSource shipping policy is: all orders
placed by 5 pm PST will be shipped that night by
Airborne Express for Overnight delivery.
• MacSource ships every order p laced from any
where in the U.S. (Including AK & HI) by Airborne
Express Overnight for just $4 (COD's are $7) .
•Saturday delivery is available on request.
•APO/ FPO & International orders, call for charges.
• Some rural US cities require an extra day delivery.
OefeC11ve software replaced rmmedialely.
Hardware replaced or repaired al our d iscrelion.

560 Hi Tech Parkway Oakdale, CA 95361
(209) 847-8160
FAX (209) 847-0062
hlr'ttA.. "40Uy and pncM are~ .,C1\W'911.c'IOUI ~
M acScut:e d "°"be~ tor f';POOl'aphcal errors

Reach for ultimate

120 MBytes ofpower, speed and security
in a revolutionary, removable hard drive.

A

t last, theDisk Pack gives
you everythingyou've al
ways wished for in a data
storage system. Thespeed and high
storage capacity of a hard drive. The
ease and convenience of a floppydisk
ette. And thesafety of a tape backup.
All wrapped up in astate-of-the-art
ruggedunit, about the size of a paper
backbook. Designed to make your life
a lot simpler and more secure.

True portability is here
just picture this: With the Disk Pack
youcarryyour whole work environ
ment with you, wherever you go. All
your files, all your data stayorga
nizedand configured just thewayyou
created them. Between
your office and remote
sites. Or home. Or an
other department. You
can even mail a Disk
Pack. It's that
rugged.
The Disk Pack frees

u•ork 1•111·iro11111e11/ fits in /be palm o/your baud.

Total security for your data
Simply slide out a Disk Packmodule
and lockaway your entire business
customer base and payroll figures in
a drawer or safe. Same for lawyer,

banker or accountant sensitive data
and Uncle Sam confidential infomia
tion. All fullysecured in a snap.

system and between systems. Link
modules up for a whopping Half
GByte + of on-linedata. Store them
for unlimited off-line data. And do
lightning-fast data backups.
111at's not all. TheDisk Pack turns a
shared computer into your fullyper
sonal machinewithin seconds. It's
ideal forspace grabbing applications
such as color graphics, CAD, or
music. OneDisk Pack moduledoes
the job of
100diskettes.
Ten times
faster. Ami with
a lot less hassle.
And thanks to
the Disk Pack's
·
I . Thi• llisk Park Is itleal fiir
u111quearc 11 - d!l/{I sernrilJ'. l.uck ii mmy
lecture, )'OU' 11 r1111/ fiir1:i•/ 11/Ju11/ tlCCide11/a/ ur
use it equally
i11le11tio11a/ tla/a /oss.
well on anyMac, Apple, PC-compati
ble or PS/2 computer. It's that advanced.

(iel full tla/11 po rtabili~) 1 mul securilJ 011
/bi• compulrr ufyour c/J<Jice. ,l/acintusb.

l'C-Comp111i/J/e ur /(V/1

Blazing speed
Rock-solid reliability
Limitless expansion
Breakth rough technology makes the
Disk Pack four to five times more
reliable than other removable prod
ucLs. Access times as low as 13 ms
make it one of the fastest hard drives
on the market. The Disk Pack doesn't
limit you to a single storage capacity
either. You can interchange 20-, 40-,
80-or 120-MByte modules in your

For more information call

1-800-322-4744
BD1sKPACK
Tbe 11ew s/1111dtml ill dt1/11 s/om,~e leclmolog)'

mEUADRIVE
180 I Arenue of the Stars,Suite 507

-----------•
Dealer inquiries welcome

Slflrrl}:f' lt'fb11 olu!J' l'ltrue rusb me morr i11/um111 timt a buu,

I
I
I
I

/Jub l't1ct t1111/ yourJn·~ bookie/

· ·2fJ

l'aluablt' farts .'4boul
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How to Succeed
in Mac Software

Yi

ou may think I'm dumb to
write this column. You may be
ght. My competitors may think
hat I'm going to purposely give
bad advice. They are wrong. In any
case, here are some of my thoughts on
how to succeed in the Macintosh soft
ware marketplace.

vides user groups with a demo version
of 4th Dimension, sample files, and
test-drive manuals.
Once you're convinced of the power
of user groups, you then need to find
them. Apple has a list and will do mail
ings to user groups for you. Or you can
find them on AppleLink by searching
for all addresses that contain "UG."

COURT THE CULT
There is a small percentage of Mac
intosh owners that make up The Cult.
For years they lurked behind the
scenes, sneaking in a few Macs to do
Desktop Whatever whenever they
could. Today they have been vindicat
ed, and their business cards say "I Told
You So." They are impervious to ad
vertising, despise marketing presenta
tions, and twitch at the sight of yellow
ties.
Fortunately for those of us who
know - and unfortunately for those
who don't - they can make or break a
Macintosh product. No amount of
Chiat-Day advertising, Regis-Mc
Kenna PR, or Apple co-marketing can
Command-Z what The Cult says. So
how do you successfully court The
Cult?
First you have to find them. That's
easy - they're on CompuServe and in
user groups. Second, you need to apply
the Gassee design algorithm - make a
product that appeals to the passenger
and the sailor in all of us. A passenger
gets on a ship, plays shuffleboard, and
eats at the captain's table. A sailor
hoists the sales, goes into the engine
room , and swabs the deck. The Cult
loves products that you can smoke or
roll your own.

WORSHIP USER GROUPS
User groups are the bleeding edge of
Macintosh marketing. BMUG's slo
gan is, "They came. They demo-ed.
They hung. " I must confess that I love
user groups, and I hope that other da

SCRATCH 'N' SNIFF

ta base developers never figure out how
to work with them.
The key to working with user groups
is to make a long-term , continuing
commitment to them. This means that
you don'tjust use them when you have
a new product but that you work with
them all the time. Activision even has a
full-time user-group evangelist. Here
are a few user-group tips:
First, give four to five user-group
demonstrations per month . Never
send someone who doesn' t know Mac
intosh and your product cold, and nev
er start the demo with a V2-hour disser
tation/video on your company's
mission, strategies, goals, and objec
tives. These people came to see a prod
uct, not hot air.
Second, offer user groups a great
deal on your product. Aldus sells Page
Maker to user groups at $100. Guess
what the user groups publish their
newsletters with and which desktop
publishing program gets the most free
publicity?
Third, provide user groups with
samples for their software libraries.
One of the primary functions of user
groups is disseminating public domain
and shareware software. ACIUS pro
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Mac owners are product fanatics so
they want to scratch, sniff, and test
drive their software before they buy.
Test-drive kits that contain limited
versions of your software and a manual
are the single best marketing tool for
Mac software. Not VideoWorks or
HyperCard brochures-on-a-disk, mind
you , but macho, working·copies of the
software with a limit on printing, sav
ing, or number of records. Check out
TrueForm for a good example of how
to do it.
There are three ways to distribute
test-drive kits. First, sell the kits via a
toll-free number through your adver
tising. Buying the kit is an effective
call to action, and this will separate the
serious leads from the maniacs who
circle 85 reader requests on bingo
cards. You might even recover some of
your advertising expense.
Second, distribute the kits electroni
cally via bulletin boards and Apple
Link (send inquiries to "SW.DEM
OS" ). If you're afraid that people will
download the software without docu
mentation and conclude that your soft
ware is hard to use, you can compress
and join the program, sample files, and
documentation together with Stuffit
or some other program that compress
es large files.
Finally, provide the test-drive kits to
the user groups. They will put them in
their software libraries and sell them
for two to three dollars per disk. Send
them extra copies of the manuals so
I
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that members can test-drive your soft
ware with documentation.

REACH OUT AND TOUCH SOMEONE
Support is a pretty "in" subject to
talk about these days, but talk is cheap.
The Macintosh owner has an insatia
ble appetite for contact with his ven
dor. And not just "How do I make it
print?" but warmth and camaraderie
24 hours a day, 7 days a week.

Working
with Apple Cupertino is a
hard trick to master. You
may even have to marry an
Apple employee to figure

-

this one out.

The best method we've found is an
electronic bulletin board like Compu
Serve. (Apologies to the other services,
but CompuServe is the one that has
threading and Navigator.) Compu
Serve has a forum for Apple third
party developers called AppVend.
Here you can stay in touch with your
customers for all of those 24 hours a
day, seven days a week.
CompuServe embodies the spirit of
Macintosh - sharing information,
frustration, discovery, and sample
files . I'm afraid to tell you how many
people bought 4th Dimension because
of "the traffic in your forum ." So
reach out to Neil Shapiro and get
yourself a forum.

figure this one out. Mastering Apple
boils down to two things: understand
ing why Apple co-markets a product
and how to work with the Apple field
sales force.
Apple works with a developer for
one very simple reason: to sell more
Macintoshes. That's it. If your product
really sells more hardware, you've got
a good shot. What you have to do is
figure out how Apple is trying to sell
Macintoshes, find someone in Cuper
tino to be your champion, and get on
the bandwagon. It helps if your soft
ware doesn 't run under Windows and
if it helps sell you-know-what.
Every developer thinks his software
sells ha rdware, so what good is this
advice? Well, not everyone's software
sells hardwa re - for example, games
and DAs don't. Be realistic about what
level of co-ma rketing you'll get. If Ap
ple is positioning Macintosh as a busi
ness machine, an arithmetic package
isn't going to get much help. Ask your
self, "Would I buy a Macintosh to run
this? " to see if you'll pass the Cuperti
no test.
When dealing with Apple, there are
two attitudes to avoid at all costs. First,
"My software will save Apple." (Too
arrogant, too common, and too late.)
Second, "My software will open new
markets." (This worked only once 
for Aldus.) The perspective that works
best is, "My software will help in
crease hardware sales within 90 days."
Why does this one work? Because
Apple is a publicly traded company
that is worried about quarterly finan
cial performance. They want immedi
ate results - not in the next 5 to 10
strategic years. Also, because Apple
reorganizes once a quarter, your Cu
pertino champion may not be able to
help you after 90 days. You've got to
take it when you can get it.

SIGN UP THE FIELD
RIDE APPLE CUPERTINO'S
COATTAILS

~ GW

Instruments, Inc.

w;i P.O. Box 2145 • C:unbridgc, MA 02141
The Macintosh Data Acquisition Company
Please circle 135 on reader service card.

When the six-color elepha nt rum
bles, jump on his leg. Apple can signifi
ca ntly increase the chances of your
success with co-marketing. Unfortu
nately, working with Apple Cupertino
is a hard trick to master. You may even
have to marry an Apple employee to

There are two Apples - the Corpo
rate Pukes (I can say this because I
was one) and the Field. Apple field
personnel are second only to user
groups when it comes to loving Macin
tosh, and they are a pleasure to deal
with because they are independent of
the political games of Cupertino. The
rubber meets the road every day in the

~youshould

buyall\ouse with
no mo

· REBATE OFFER IS ONLY VALID WITH THE PURCHASE OF AN A+ADB MOUSE FOR THE MAC II , SE & APPLE llGS.
arr.mty Hmltt-d to North America. Conl'1ct MSC Technologies for details. Apple Is a registered trademark and Macintosh ls a trademark of Apple Computer, Inc. Mou.<e Systems ls a trademark of MSC Technologies, Inc.
e l987 MSC Technologies Inc. 47505 &abridge Drive, Fremo n~ Callfornl3 94538 (415) 77().1924

Please circle 186 on reader service card.
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Real Action. Real Sound. Real Fun.
~·•·

!r•

~(

Around one corner there's a fire
breathi ng dragon. Around the
next, the torturer cracking his
whip. Any second you may get an
arrow in the back. This must be
Dark Castle. Your quest is to topple
the evil Black Knight in battle. But
first you must fight the horde of nasty
defenders. Relentless action, stunning
graphics and more than 70 digitized
sounds explain why Dark Castle has won
top game awards from both Macworld and MacUser.
'Y' If scary old castles aren't your taste, picture yourself
strapped into an attack helicopter with a
do-or-die mission behind enemy lines.
Now you're ready for Apache Striker.~· This
arcade-style game pits you against
~'· ·,: · · ·.. defending tanks and helicopters
.
.'
as you fly your chopper
through the urban canyons
of enemy cities. You get help
from L.l.N.D.A., the sweet-voiced on
board computer who warns you of "enemy
behind" or "fuel pod damaged." But the ultimate
test in Apache Strike is your flying skill-and your nerve.
-'. So you think the castle is safer after all? Think again.
And welcome to Beyond Dark Castle, which picks up where
Dark Castle left off. The Black Knight has returned, but
venomous snakes, flying
monkeys and screaming
vultures make him even
harder to reach . Scrolling
and a cataclysmic
scenes, more sounds
finale combine to make
this a worthy sequel
aii'
to Dark Castle.

l

System Require ment s:
Macintosh Plus, SE or
Macintosh II. Suggested
Reta il Price: $49.95 each

Silicon Beach Software. Inc .
P.O . Box 261430
San Diego , CA 92126
(619) 695-6956
M acin1osh is a registered lrademark
ol Apple Compu1er . Inc Apache
Stri ke 1s a tr ademark of
Silicon Beach Softwa re. Inc

Please circle 169 on reader service card.
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field as they call on dealers and major
accounts.
Apple field personnel have a con
stant need to show dealers and major
accounts exciting new products that
differentiate Mac from the IBM PC.

Ir you
want to bag an elephant,
you've got to go to the
jungle. I've yet to bump
into any Mac people at the

-

Carnegie Deli.

If your soft ware gives them an edge in
selling Macintoshes, you're in good
shape. Go directly to the Field, do not
stop in Cupertino, and do not ask for
permission. The Field can include you
in joint sales calls, regional business
forums, recommendations to dealers,
and training. Get a list of sales offices
and pound on them.

MOVE TO CALIFORNIA
This one may be the hardest to swal
low. The action is in Cupertino - Ap
ple employees (engineers, program
mers, co-marketing), dealers (Busi
ness Land, ComputerLand), magazines
(MacUser, Macworld), rags (Mac
WEEK, Macintosh Today), and ana
lysts (Stewart Alsop, Tim Bajarin).
lf you want to bag an elephant,
you've got to go to the jungle. Visiting
California is OK, but living here is infi
nitely better for business because of the
serendipitous meetings you can have at
Ikenohana's Noodle Bar and The Good
Earth. I've yet to bump into any Mac
people at the Carnegie Deli.
So there you have it, almost all I
know about how to succeed in the Mac
intosh software marketplace. I hope it
all works, because I practice what l
preach. Good luck, and remember that
you have a friend in the database busin
ess. ~

Choosing a tape backup or bard disk used
to be a black and white decision. You got
one or the other and little else.
Not anymore.
Bverex took three sterling ideas and made
them golden. We combined them ~nd
created the EMAC-FS102. The FS102
equips your Macintosh™ Plus, SE or II
with an 88MB hard disk, a high-speed
60MB tape backup and the most complete
software utilities manager ever developed.
You get tape utility as well as hard disk for
matting and management tools, all in a
single, integrated software package. No
more switching from program to program,
so you work faster and more efficiently.
The FS102 comes complete and ready to

use. w;ve even · .

·status display so y~
your EMAC is do'
So when you're J king
quality and perfo ·. ce
24-karat choice.I See
EMAC MacirijSh
nearest dealer;
,/
I

1-800-821~ ·

i / ·/

y

2 I SA
CA

1-800-821-08011 1'1/l;'1/

.,~$111)

Now you can feed hi gh-resolution four
color artwork directl y into yo ur computer sys
tem, and get color reproductions that will
astound you with their accuracy.
The new Sharp JX-450 makes it possi
ble- a desktop phenomenon that marks a
qu antum leap in publishing and presentation
graph ics systems.
Sharp 's resolution of 300 dots per inch
provides scanning eq ual to conventional con
sole types, and gives acc urate, fi nely detailed
images with every nuance captured. Also,
64 shade gradations fo r each element seize
the subtlest de tails, and yield a color tone
capac ity of over 260,000 shades. Even when
you use it with a blac k or white Mac system,
it gives superi or grey gradations and
middle tones.

Scannin g capac ity is up to 11" x 17".--enough to
scan a two page spread. It will also scan 35mm and
overhead projection film with an optional mirror
unit. Picture, if yo u will , how a two-page spread of
fin ely colored images could enhance and drama
ti ze your presentations.
All this, in an attractive desktop size.
To create exquisite, economical hard
copies of your color graphics, Sharp also
offers the compan ion J X-730 fo ur
color inkjet printer.
Once aga in, Sharp shows
its trnecolors. For more infor- /- - -
mat ion: 1-800- BE-SHARP.

SHAR~

FROM SHARP MINDS
COME SHARP PRODUCTS'M

Please circle 78 on reader service card.
<f:i 1967 Sharp Eleclronics Corp.
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by Freff

his is a column about music 
rom a viewpoint that stands on
he metaphorical shoulders of the
]
Macintosh, to be sure, but always
music first a nd Mac second, which is
as it should be. Music is the bigger
topic. Our chameleon computers are
impressive little number-crunchers,
but they need a context to give them
meaning - and music is just about the
oldest, most universal context there is,
transcending barriers of race, culture,
politics, time, and even species. (You
watch: what with New Age records
jamming the racks, any day now the
whales will file a class-action suit for
their overdue performance royalties).
Since before we knew there was
such a thing as Before, music has been
one of the Really Big Backdrops. And
what do us human types do when con
stantly surrounded by something? We
ignore or misunderstand it. It becomes
background noise, relegated to no con
sideration, or it gets thrown into such
sharp, sudden focus that its greater
continuity is distorted and sometimes
lost. We start to think of music as a ·
thing a part, a singular gift which be
longs only to singular people. Itzhak
Perlman, now there's a musician! And
that Byrne guy with the Talking
Heads, how does he think of all those
wild things? Gosh, I could never do
that . . .
This is wrong, of course, but under
sta nda ble. Think of it as the flipside of
technophobia.
I bring it up here because it proves
that we have an unclean slate. Before
we can talk about music as it relates to
a protean tool like the Mac, we have to
clear up some nasty misconceptions
about music itself. We have to get a
few things straight.
Ready for the real facts?
Music isn't the notes. Never was,
never is, never will be. When Charlie
Parker wailed on his saxophone, it
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What It Isn't,
What It Is

wasn't the notes that made the music,
or even the notes plus the rests between
the notes and the clack of padded met
al keys and the sweat streaming off his
brow under the hot lights of the band
stand. Same goes for recordings of his
sets, or the inky little dot-and-tail
squiggles of perfectly written tran
scriptions. These all conveyed his mu
sic, true enough, but they were (and
are) only representations, not the mu
sic itself. That honor belongs to some
thing intangible and emotional that is
our birthright as thinking entities. It
lives inside composer, player, and lis
tener in equal measure, and can be de
tected only to the extent that it moves
each corner of the triangle. The es
sence of music, from birdsongs to
Byrd, is a completed circuit. It is per
ception communicated through sound.
Music isn't music-making. Is your
postman the contents of your mail? Is
your television set the programs you
watch? Are your paychecks the things
you buy? No, nope, and nada. They
are simply the immediate mechanisms
of a tra nsaction. The same goes for
every blown reed, bowed string, and
struck key since the beginning of time.
Music isn't difficult. Not at all, as
this simple trick of the imagination
SEPTEMBER

makes clear. Call up the memory of
some familiar piece, like a Christmas
ca rol, or "Ta ke Me Out To The Ball
Game," or "Lady Madonna." Run
through it a few times in your head and
then start mucking with the orchestra
tion. Try to hear the piece played on a
kazoo, or sung by the Mormon Taber
nacle Choir, or belted out in automo
bile crashes and steam whistles. For
most of you, after only a Little thought,
this will be a breeze. Truth is, music is
easy. It can't outrun your imagination.
What's difficult is music-making.
That's where things get hard, because
reality is a far less tractable landscape
than the one inside your head . Hiring
the Mormon Tabernacle Choir takes
big money (hiring them to sing "Take
Me Out To The Ballgame" costs even
more). Learning the jargon - what's
a hemisemidemiquaver? takes
time. And getting good on an instru
ment so you can play it yourself takes
not only time but also a considerable
emotional commitment.
Music has always been high-tech. I
had a friend once who couldn't stand
synthesizers because they were (shud
der) "technological." She loved string
quartets, though, because they were
"natural," thus conveniently forget
ting that violins, violas, and cellos are
made from trees but don't grow on
them. Indeed , the instruments made
by Stradivari and Guarneri are mar
vels of acoustic and chemical technolo
gies. Pianos rely on advanced metal
lurgical techniques for soundboards
that can hold up under strings with
eighteen tons of collective pull. Classi
cal guitars made a quantum leap for
ward when Segovia won acceptance
for durable, tunable nylon strings over
cantankerous and cranky sheepgut.
The histories of science and music are
deeply intertwined. Every instrument
ever made, from the first reed flute or
log drum to tod ay's digital keyboards,
1988
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is an expression of the highest levels of
locally available technology. And if
you don't think so, go blow a paper
comb and then ask yourself where the
paper and comb came from.

The Macintosh is a musical instru 
ment. The converse of every instru
ment being based in new technology is
that every technology, sooner or later,
becomes the basis of a musical instru
ment. After a hard day of being serious
p
about his or her technical playtoys,
r
just about every technocrat's natural
i
c;
inclinations turn toward fun. Ben
e
Franklin built glass harmonicas.
Thomas Alva Edison, after inventing
the light bulb, created both sound re
cording and motion pictures. Today
it's the turn of the laser and the micro
chip. Thanks to MIDI, a Mac can re
Price
Support/Rc.;;,isumcc Point
cord, edit, and notate your composi
tions. It can program your synths and
Profitable Buy/Sell signals with about 80% accuracy.
drums machines. It can give you ear
TI1e Ri~ht Timern comput erized
Results: WinningTrades.
and hand training. It can edit and filter
trading system was developed by an
sampled
sounds. It can even jam along
There are four Right Time.,." pro
expert portfolio manager for hi s own
with you based on certain set rules of
personal use. Over the last eight years g ram s available to he lp you make the
ri ght dec isions at the n g ht time.
of in-market use the software has
algorithmic composition . But - and
been perfec ted and made easy to use.
this is the message to carry back to
Stock Program: ''The program is
Now it's available for any sman
music software vendors - exciting
a111a::i11g. Profitable trades hal'e de
trader who wants to make quick prof
though these things are, they are sti ll
veloped out of nowhere!" M.C. , bro
its from quick decisions.
kerage firm vice pres ident.
Not only is TI1e Righl Time" ' the
in their infancy. The Mac's potential
Index Program: "Computer whiz
best decision suppon system ever de
as an instrument in its own right has
finds program fo r success. This pro
vised for traders, it's the only soft 
barely been tapped. It's a washtub bass
ware that analyzes vo lume/price, gram really works ." A .G., financial
suppon/demand, and global market columnist.
waiting to be turned into a Stradivari
Futmcs Program: "\!el)' profitable
trends - all at the same time.
us; the how and when of that evolution
with four out offive winners . Paid f or
is something we'll be covering in
itself the first trade ." B.L., invest
Amazingly Precise.
ment advisor.
months to come.
Muhml Funds Program; "Accurare
111c Right Time,." prog ram s run
Have a better picture of music now?
on IBM (and compatible) , Apple Il ly picked my last seven profitable
See
the grand melody of the forest in
trades. " L.S ., individual investor.
and Maci ntosh personal computers.
stead of the staccato of the trees? One
The software is easy to use, amaz
ingl y prec ise, and very, very clear in For More Information
last glimpse then, for hope and glory:
its signals.
You are a musician. Maybe you
Call (213) 312-0154 for our twelve
It's also fast. You can update all of
don ' t play an instrument, not even air
your stock s, commodities. indexes or page free brochure, or place an order
guitar. Maybe you've never sung in the
mutual fund s from Dow Jones, War
with a 30-day guarantee*. Each pro
ner, Signal, DBC or the Radio Ex
gram costs $399, any twu $599, any
shower. None of that matters. Just be
change in less than fiv e minutes per three $899, or all four for $1199. We
ing human makes you a musician. It's
day (you may also upd ate manuall y) . also have working demos for just $49
built in. You're hardwired for lan
What's more, you can play " What (each) which includes a complete copy
If' games with individual stocks, of our documentation.
guage, the proof of which is that you
Now Available - ·n1e Rig ht Ti.me
commodities, indexes, funds or op
read these words and derive meaning
tion s with res ults in about one second . DLty Trading Programs for $499 ea.
from their selection (the notes) and
rhythm (the beat) and intonation (the
melody). You perceive and you com
INC.
municate - so why not let technologi
cal
instruments native to your time,
Th<' ll<'l i<'r So/( It'll r<' l'<'opl<'
like the Mac, provide the sound?
2265 Westwood Blvd., Suite 793, Los Angeles, CA 90064
Music is your native tongue, my
friends. It's just waiting for you to
speak it. ~
Please clrcle 45 on reader service card.
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Now aMacintosh
Here...
Now the industry's top-rated PC-to-PC remote computing program le ts
you run a PC from an y M acintosh~ including th e Mac II! And by "run ,"
we mean more than emulation!
Completely control all IBM PC™ programs, data, attached periph erals, and internal
cards from your Mac. The connection can be by mode m, direct cable link, or throu gh
an AppleTalk® network.
You simp!l n eed two software programs-pcANYWH ERE III ™(on the PC) and PC
MacTerrrl (on the Mac). pcA NYWH ERE III is the latest release of the PC Magazine
#1 Editor's Choice in PC-to-PC remote computing.

Unbeatable Breakthrough. There's nothing else like it on th e market. It's as if the Mac
user is actually sitting in front of the PC! Even keyboard differences don 't matter.
No other approach to Mac- PC connecti vity is as complete or inexpe nsive as the
all-software solu tion-pcANYWHERE III plus PC MacTerm .
Get the Best of Both Worlds. Run DOS programs residing on your PC from your Mac,
with the benefit of built-in Maci ntosh capabilities, such as copying and pasting
between two DOS programs, or be tween Mac and DOS programs!

Transfer files . Print on the Mac printer from DOS applications. Use the mou se to
press DOS function keys. PC MacTenn is fully compatible wi th Apple's MultiFinder 7M
so you can even run DOS programs or transfer files in the background while runnin g
other Mac applications. Bridge th e gap between Mac users and PC users with
pcANYWH ERE III plus PC MacTerm.
Ma ke Contact. For more information about pcANYWH ERE III ($145) plus PC
MacTerm ($99), or to place your order, call (212) 687-7115 today. Or write to: Dynam ic
Microprocessor Associates, 60 East 42nd Street, New York, NY 10165.
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Can Run a PC
There.

EDITOR'S
CHOICE

pcANYWHERE III plus PC MacTerm
The Practical Choice in Remote Computing
See us at MacWorld Expo, Booth 4 19
pcANY\V H£ H£ Ill and PC Mac·ft> n n are t rademarks of DMA. hie. IJJM P '·' 1J t mdt·mark of l ntern atioua/ 1111.'\i ru·.-. .r;
Mr1d1 im-... orp.. Macintosh. /\Jae II , MultiFind£•r. mu! Apple1ll/k an' l rt1d<'1'1arks o(.·\pplt· Computer. Irl e.

Please circle 20 on reader service card.

At last there's a backup system with the power, sophistication and ease ofuse
to equal your Mac: Irwin BACKUP for the Macintosh.
Our new 40 and 80 megabyte tape backup systems are the first with fully
iconographic EzTape"software which provides maximum control and
flexibility in selecting folders and files to backup or restore.They're the only
backup systems with the power to support AppleShare,TOPS and Apple's
new NUX.The only backup sophisticated enough to allow data exchange
between Macintosh, Unix, MS-DOS and OS/2 computers.
And all this comes with the proven reliability oflrwin's patented AccuTrak™
data tracking technology. It's just one more reason why Irwin is the world
leader in microcomputer tape backup, with more than 500,000 systems
already installed.
For data protection on a par with your Macintosh, there's
on ly one choice: Irwin BACKUP.

lrl\in :md t'..J:Tapc· :m· rqci~ crcd tr.1tlrnur UamlAnuT1-;al iconogr.a phic:antl lf\<iin l\ACKL'I' arr
tr.uJrm.u l' nf Ir.... in ~bg nrt k· Sntrnn, 1111 . ~l .1t· i 11tcl'l h i) ,, u·~i)tr rC'CI 1r.1<kmarLm<I Applnh"'"
:11111 NCX :1rt' 1r:11lcm:irloof Apple Ct·mputcr. Im·. L'11ix i~ :i rr1:i11c1nl tr.ulcnta1 l 11f A'l'S.:' I'
'l"( )J>S is :1rc·li(inrretl tr.iclcm:i rl; 11f S 11 ~ ~ l irn~\ \IClllt . Inc. ~ I S· DOS is ;i r(')(i\lm:d ti :ulc111.1rj;, 11f
.\l ic. H~1 l1 ( i.11p. OSI'.! is :i tr:tdcma1l uf l111 r n1:itu111;1I U1ui nru ~l :ir h i 11 n ( '.(irp.

Please clrcle 27 on reader service card.

For more infonnation on the new Irwin BACKUP systems for
the Macintosh , see your dealer or call 1-800-BACKUPl.

l~WIN

MAGNETICS

® 2 101 Commonwealth Blvd .

Ann Arbor, Ml 48 105-153 1
3 13/996-3300
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No, "DTP" doesn 't mean Don 't Turn Page.
It's the name of MacUser's new desktop pub
lishing section. For you Mac publishers who
believe "too much is not enough," DTP will
provide even more reviews, product updates,
and power user tips to get you through the
nights (and days).
We'll show you how to use scanners and
optical character readers to feed photos and
text into your Mac. There'll be step-by-step tu
torials on page layout and computer imaging so
that What You See is really What You Get. Fea
tures on font editing, gray scales, and color will
help you decide what's appropriate for your
publication. We'll also cover hardware areas,
including that subject closest to the heart of
every publisher: printers and printing.
Of course, those of you out in the trenches
probably have afew tips and tricks of your own.
If you'd like to share your trade secrets with
other desktop publishers, send them to DTP,
cl o MacUser, 950 Tower Lane, 18th floor, Fos
ter City, CA 94404.

Page 295
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Compe1it01:r; ca m e fro m all 01·c r t /Je wo rld l o Co m tee '87 in Singapore.
A II(/ whe n t he b,111/e was ouc 1: Co u rse oj J\ ctio n /m m A m crica b ad bee n
d1osc n th e B e.\· / Desig ned So/t u·a re Produc:t vf t he Ycuu:

In Singapore, we captured their
imaginations-and their votes.
As a result, what one reviewer has called
a "startling authoring system" and "the talk of
the town" was named the year's Best Designed
Software at Comtec '87.
This "startling" system is called Course
of Action~ It lets you create, without any
programming knowledge, complete multimedia
lessons and presentations-with exceptional
graphics, complete text and animation, and real
voices and music. And with typical Macintosh"

user-friendliness.
You can ask open-ended questions.
And create as many branches off the responses
as you want.
You can edit directly-even right as you
present.
Your students can browse. Make notes.
Copy key parts of your lesson. And you'll get a
complete record of their performance.
We think Course of Action may be the
most creative tool now available to teachers,
trainers and presenters. That enthusiasm is
shared by Comtec's judges, and echoed by train
ing expert John Moscicki, who has said, "I have
seen the future of learning. This is it:'
To see it for yourself, call 612-921-8555.
Or write Authorware, Inc., 8400 Normandale
Lake Blvd., Suite 430, Minneapolis, MN 55437.
For just $25 (deductible from your even
tual purchase) you also can get our demo disk.
We think you 'll quickly see why they're
calling this startling software "the talk of the town'. '
Not to mention the talk of an entire country.
....
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Finally
Hold the icons, hold the headers. Your
special orders didn't upset them (Ann
Arbor/Ashton-Tate). Combining
features of word processing and
desktop publishing, FullWrite lets you
have it your way.
ullWrite Professional. It's not
just a program, it's an adven
ture. - No, that's not Ashton
Tate's advertising sloga n for
Full Write, but it could be. Full Write is
not only one of the most long-awaited
programs for the Macintosh but also
one of the most feature-laden . Finally
making its debut a year after originally
promised, FullWrite arrived with al
most every feature that anyone could
want.
There's a reason Full Write is so fea
ture-packed. It was originally de
signed from a market resea rch study,
and even after it was in development,
suggestions from user groups a nd from
users of on-line services were heeded.
The result is a word processor which,
wherever possi ble , offers a choice of
how to do things. FullWrite is not for
the indecisive.
FullWrite's a word processor! No,
it's a page-layout program! Would you
believe FullWrite is a little of both?
Talk about a n identity crisis. Full
Write is a very high-end word proces
sor, with more feat ures tha n a ny other
word processor. But with its truly ad
vanced capabilities, such as kerning,
sidebars, and the integrated drawing
environment, it begins to rub shoulders
with page-layout programs. For sim
ple page formats like newsletters,
FullWrite can do it all.

E

CHAPTER 1: BASIC UNITS
FullWrite has a distinctive "look"
because of its design. The first thing

BY ROBERT R . WIGGINS
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• Finally FullWrite

And GOfer is just the one to track it
down . GOfer digs through files at
blinding speeds to bring up text
---..,
in seconds.
..,
•
A phrase, a fact, a note, a date.
: -: . .
If you need it, GOfer finds it.
·
Smith
Even among countless files,
·. . ·
that
GOfer software searches out the
~
mentions
'~
" insurance''
information you need witl1 just one
or two words, even if the correct
and " third
spelling slips your mind.
quarter profits:' just summon GOfer
"The most exciting and essenwith one keystroke and give him
tial add-on since Sidekick. A must the word. Within seconds, that
document will be at your fingertips.
for anyone who writes anything:'
says Tim Bajarin, colu mnist and
• Operates as a Macintosh Desk
commentator.
Accessory
Unlike other text-retrieval soft• Not copy protected
ware, you won't spend hours index• Finds text in almost any file
ing or converting files before you
including MacWrite, Microsoft
can start searching.
Word, Microsoft Excel, Microsoft
Once GOfer finds a section of
Write, Microsoft Works, Pagetext, you can create a new fil e,
Maker, Ready-Set-Go,
maintain a list of found
HyperCard, MORE,
files or copy and paste
•
ThinkTank and
t
WordPerfect
into the document you' re
currently working in.
• Performs complex searches using
So if you need a

~;:;::nd,:;~;;;'"'

Gomr

,M A~~~~

GOfer is available at quality software retailers.

r-- - - - -

800-828-6293 - - -
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See us at MacWorld Expo Booth #620

you'll notice is the chapter orientation.
Documents can be divided into multi
ple chapters, which will make book au
thors happy. The chapter is also the
basic unit of work in FullWrite, and
FullWrite keeps in memory only the
current chapter (which is important,
since Full Write is so memory hungry).
Each chapter has a "chapter ruler,"
which controls the page layout of the
chapter. The number of columns and
the settings for the column margins are
controlled with the chapter ruler. Ad
ditional rulers called tab rulers can be
placed anywhere in the document to
control tab stops.

ICON BAR HOPPING
Scrolling through FullWrite's icon
bar is like being a kid loose in a candy
shop. Acting as the control point for
many of FullWrite's features, the icon
bar contains mini images of rulers,
notes, pictures, sidebars, and outline
items. Selecting one of these icons will
bring up a menu specific to that type of
item. Double-clicking one of these
icons in this specia li zed menu opens
the item to let you modify it.

NOTING REMINDERS
The heart of FullWrite's power and
flexibility is its concept of "notes" that
can be embedded in the text of the doc
ument. When a note has been placed,
an icon representing the note appears
in the icon bar to the left of the particu
lar line. Two special kinds of notes,
pictures and sidebars, are covered sep
arately.
When a note is opened, it appears in
a small "windoid" in the document
window, with a miniature title bar
complete with zoom box and close box,
and a miniature grow box. These win
doids are always in front of the docu
ment, although you can leave them
open and still work on the document.
(You may have to move them out of
your way!)
Headers and footers in FullWrite
are notes and come with a full range of
options. Headers and footers can ap
pear on every page, left pages only, or
right pages only. You can have the
header or footer skip the first page or
the last page.
Because headers and footers are
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o Header Icon

This Is a posted note Windold.
Footer Icon
Note the title bar above, W!lkh
stamps the date and time of the
•Posted Note
note, and the close box which ls a
!J Footnote'
copy or the note's icon. The icon
i:i End note!• I
Cl bar at left Indicates a posted note
ID Bibl iography EntrylDcvls J
within a posted note. Most notes
l!ll Conten t s Entry
can contain other notes, such as
pictures In footnotes or sidebars
Ill Index Ent ry
within sidebars.
r
~Picture Icon
w Sidebar Icon
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third in seq uence, it cha nges to a
dashed sequence - like this. You ca n
add a ny number of footn otes or end
notes a t the same point, a nd Full Write
will properly determine how to displ ay
them .
The most in teresting note type is the
posted note. A posted note a ppears in
the icon ba r, a nd ca n be opened a nd
edited, but is not pa rt of the document.
It's exactly like pasting a small note to
a piece of pa per, or scribbling a note in
the ma rgin. This fea ture ca n be inva lu
a ble in a shared document work envi
ronment. It's also ha ndy for those who
scribble ·notes on na pkins, scraps of
crumpled paper, a nd store receipts.
The remain ing note types a re the
bibliography refere nce, the ta ble of
contents entry, a nd t he index entry.
Bibliography references a ppea r as
name a nd da te in the text, with a corre
sponding entry a utoma tically created
in the bibliogra phy. Bibliogra phies
ca n appea r at the end of ch a pte rs or a t
the end of the document, a nd a re a uto
matically sorted by name.

There are various icons
that can appear in the
icon bar. Grayed icons
represent open items.
Also pictured is a posted
note "wlndoid," which is
a subwindow that is
always in front of the
document.
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FullWrile handles
footnote and endnote
numbering, even when
there are multiple
references at the same
point in the text.

The second note at the same point
is separated from the first by a
... comma, like this 1.2. If you add a third
in sequence, it chang es to a d ashe~
... sequence, like thisH . You can add any
number of foo tnotes or endnotes al
the same poi nt, and FullWr ile will
properl y de termi ne how to di spl ay
the m.
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The remaining note types are the
bibl iography reference . the table of
con tents entry. and the index entry .
Bibliography references appear as
name and date in the text, like this
kKoh l 198 7), with a corresponding entry
automatically created in the bi bl iog
raphy . Bi bl iogr aphies can appear at
the end of chapters or al the end of
the document. and are automatica ll y
sorted on name.
P l. JI I I I 0

IO I

Bibliographic references
appear in the text as
name and date. FullWrile
automatically generates
the bibliography.
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notes, they are associated with specific
points in the text. So if cha nges ca use
the text to move to a nother page, the
headers or footers will follow.
FullWrite supports both footnotes
a nd endnotes. Footnotes a ppear a t the
bottom of the page on which the refer
ence occurs, a nd endnotes ca n a ppear
at the end of each ch apter or a t the end
of the docume nt. FullWrite will han
dle the numbering a utomatically, or
will let you specify a sta rting number,

or will let you specify any symbol to be
used . Choices abound in this program.
You ca n even number footnotes a nd
endnotes completely ma nually by
specifying a starting number for each
note.
One of FullWrite's best "gee whiz"
fe atures is how it ha ndles multiple
footnotes or endnotes at the same point
in the text. The second note a t the
same point is sepa rated from the first
by a comma, like this. If you add a
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One of FullWrite's best features is
its integrated drawing environment.
Unlike most word processors, which
accept only pasted a rt, FullWrite lets
you create drawings or mod ify pasted
a rt. The drawing environment is a ~
sta nd ard note windoid, but with a pal
ette of tools down the left side. The
functions available are much like those
of M acDraw, a nd they even include a
simple method for creating Bezier
curves.
Sideba rs are used in magazines for
sepa rate yet rela ted informa tion , sort
of a rticles within a rticles. FullWrite
lets you have sideba rs in your docu
ments, wit h a variety of option s. Side
ba rs can contain pictures, multiple col
umns of text, a nd even other sidebars.
Sidebars in FullWrite ca n be placed at
a specific place on a page, or they can
float with the text that they a re at
tached to. One of the more interesting
uses of sidebars is to have the docu
ment text wrap a round a picture, a fea
ture norm ally associated with page
layout software. Sideba rs can also be
used to allow you to have differe nt
numbers of text columns on a single
I
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QMS introduces
thousands
of improvements
to PostScript printing.

ThenewQMS
ColorScripf 100.
The world's first color
PostScript printer.
\~\

. PostScript printing is no longer simply
~~ \
a black-and-white issue. Thanks to
,~ -"'"'
the QMS ColorScript 100.
Now QMS has opened
your projects to a range of
lilil 11111 ne_w graphic possi_bi ~ities
II!!!!!! · usmg Adobe PostScnpt, the
industry-standard language of the
desktop publishing revolution.
Now, your proposals, presentation graphics
and publications can go from gray to glorious.
Graphic design color schemes can change with

just a single
keystroke, not a hundred
marker strokes. Even commercial
printing proofs and in-house color separations
can be produced and color-matched. All this
will help save the two things every business
needs. Time and money.
QMS worked closely with Adobe Systems,
software developers and users to design the

I

ColorScript 100. All agree it's a breakthrough.
That's not surprising since QMS offers more
PostScript products than anyone else.
The ColorScript 100 uses a revolutionary
thermal transfer process that produces true
300x300-dpi resolution. That means you can
generate thousands of brilliant colors with
pinpoint registration that can match the color
swatches scattered on this page.
The printer is built around an intelligent
controller, running a 68020 processor, equiva
lent to the one in the Macintosh II. That
makes it a powerful computer in its own right.
A 16 MHz processing speed makes it respon
sive. Especially to things like deadlines. You
can print an 81/z"xll" page in just a single
minute. An 11"x17" page in under two.
The system's large 8 megabyte memory
can handle complex applications. And a 20
megabyte hard disk offers generous
space for downloadable typefaces to
complement its 35 resident Adobe typefaces.
Compatibility is also built in. The
ColorScript 100 connects with Macintosh,
IBM~ Compaq"' and other compatible
PCs, along with minicomputers,
workstations and mainframes.
That means you can work
with Aldus FreeHandn:
Micrografx Designern:
Quark XPress r~ Adobe
Illustrator 8S1~ AutoDesk
AutoCAD and most pro
grams written under Micro
soft" Windows. Plus all the new
programs that are being devel
oped to join dozens of other color
compatible applications.
The ColorScript 100 is yet
another useful solution from
QMS. Solutions that have
made us a leader in print
technology. That's one fact
we don't mind giving you in
black and white.
For information on the
QMS ColorScript 100, includ
ing print samples, a complete
list of compatible software and information on
financing, call 1-800-631-2692, ext. 203.

Pictured are just some ofthe ways design
ers are using the QMS ColorScript 100.
The creative director at one design firm
notes: "~'re doing comps in minutes
that used to take hours.
tie The quality is fantastic."
A computer design sys
tem manager in the
Midwest says: "Our
clients are getting more
options, in less time, at
lower costs."

SALES FORECAST

GMS®
More Useful Solutions.
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(vol 112) Conlemporary: maps, icOns.
symbols .bo<ders, office, compulers ,
ttansportation, tools, wes tern, food ,

(vol 516) Modem line-art and crisp,
digitized images of: animals (and lolS
of them!), camping. fishing, hunting,

~~~~~

vol
.
Each WelPaiol
.ctume ~ntams an extensive collection of~
p1 u~es, ico.ns, borders, maps and patterns-in a
wide variety of styles, designed for both home
and business use.
WetPaint files can be read re d b

I .

pro~r~ms (like FullPaintiM, MacPaint~;s~~,~~

amtn.i) a~d applications like PageMakerrM
WetPaint is also available in PictureBase .
fonnat at an additional $30 per volum:.

Even if you don't.own a painting program, ou
file ~ still copy pictures directly from WetP~int
. s using our ArtRoundup™desk accesso
Free
every Wetpainl volume! Z;;ci
rt oundup s new Slideshow tool is a great
way to scan hundreds of images in minutes.
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Each
volume is
chocked full of what MacUser magazine
describe~ as "the Best collection of
lmageWnter fonts available." We just
made the Best even Better! All World
Class Fonts volumes have now been re
~hes1i9ned to achieve even better results on
e mageWnter LO and LaserWriter SC.
The Originals & The Stylish volumes
range fro~ practical text and symbol
fo~ts to sinking display faces. The
Giants are.ultra-large sizes ideally
suited for.high-resolution printing
and creating desktop presentations.
Our fonts i~stall easily using the Font/
~A Mover, included along with our
andy 81gCaps1u desk accessory
which_replaces Apple's Keycaps and
can display any font in any size or
style-even uninstalled fonts!

Each volume is three SOOK disks
$79.95 suggested retail.
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• Finally FullWrite
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page. Sidebars a re what make Full
Write into a page-layout program.
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I LOVE VIEWS
While FullWrite's icon bar helps
make it easy to use, it does interfere
with the look of the page. So Full Write
offers a choice of page views. The nor
mal mode is with the icon bar, but
there is a WYSIWYG view where you
see exactly what the page will look like
when printed.
There is also a change bar view,
where instead of an icon bar down the
left side of each column there are
change bars along the left side of text
that has ch a nged. Change bars a re
normally black, with gray ba rs indi
cating recent changes that can be elim
inated by using the Undo command.
Change bars ca n be used to accumu
late changes to the document, or you
can have them cleared each time you
save. You can also ma nua lly clear the
change bars at any time, or even lock
the change bars to make a change
without creating a ba r. Change ba rs
ca n be used when severa l a uthors a re
working on a document to highlight
what was last done to it, or for docu
ments that are periodica lly revised to
indicate cha nges since the previous
version.
The last view is the outline view.
FullWrite includes a complete outlin
ing facility, although this is one of its
less intuitive features. ff you are f amil
iar with MORE or Acta , you will find
the outliner in Full Write difficult to
learn and use. In some respects,
FullWrite's outliner is even worse tha n
the one in Microsoft Word, which has
also drawn little praise. Once you learn
FullWrite's method of outlining, how
ever, the outliner is not difficult to use,
a nd the capability can be very handy.

FONTSTYLES OF THE RICH AND
FAMOUS
FullWrite full y supports fonts , al
lowing any size to be specified from I
to 127 points. In addition to the sta nd
ard styles of Bold, Underline, a nd Ital
ic, FullWrite supports Strikeout,
Small Caps, Outlin e, Sh adow, Con
densed, Extended , Uppercase, Lower
case, Overbar, Dotted Underline,
Double Underline, a nd Word Under

Sidebar placement and
sizing is done with only a
miniature representation
al the page far guidance.
Precision placement
based on visual clues is
not possible.
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Sidebars and other page
layaut capabilities make
FullWrile ideal far simple
designs like newsletters,
catalogs, and menus. But
even atter hours al work,
a sidebar still may not be
exactly what you wanted.
The gap between the
bottom ol lhis sidebar
and the two columns al
text is as small as it
could be made atter an
hour ol adjusting the
sidebar's size and
placement.

DTP or Not DTP?

F

ullWrite may blur the line between word processors and page-layout pro
grams, but the line is still there, and FullWrite Is still on the word processor
side. Yes, it has some features more common to page-layout programs, but a
few sessions of attempting precision page layout will convince you that there's still
a need for PageMaker and Ready, Set, Go!
What makes FullWrite look like a page-layout program? Many little things. Almost
anywhere a dimension can be entered, you have the choice of working in lines,
inches, centimeters, points, picas, or pixels. FullWrite allows you to pair-kern.
There's a complex and flexible layout dialog where you can adjust margins and
specify such things as header and footer heights and column widths. There's the in
tegrated drawing environment.
But sidebars are what bring FullWrite closest to a page-layout program. Without
them, it's just another word processor. Sidebars enable you to insert text and
pictures wherever you want them. Sidebars also allow text to be wrapped around
pictures.
You 'll quickly discover, however, that it's nearly impossible to duplicate the
precision placement possible with PageMaker or other DTP programs. Sidebar
sizing and placement are accomplished in a dialog box, so you can 't see the effect
on the sidebar or on the page until you 're done. You may have to repeat this step
several times to get a sidebar exactly the size you want and exactly where you want
it. Even after spending a lot of time sizing and placing a sidebar, you may be
disappointed with the result.
This first release of FullWrite is a step toward integrating word processing and
page layout. A big step, even. But the line remains drawn. FullWrite is not a page
layout program. Not yet, anyway.
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f the many spreadsheets available, one and only one gives you the ease of
learning, ease ofuse, raw speed, and the most visually compelling and flexible
formatting available - MacCalc~

A basic reality of the use of com-

~nn

t:::/ t:::/

puters and software is that faster is
~
better. Period. MacCalc is the
fastest spreadsheet. Period. Faster than Excel, faster than any other Mac spread
sheet . And that's not just opinion; this fact has been proven repeatedly in tests b_
MacUser, MacWorld, MACazine, MacWEEK, &lnfoWorld. MacCalc's incredible
performance lets you work more smoothly - more naturally.

ce
E

M acCalc was designed to give every
level of user easy access to all of its capa
~
bilities, so all of that speed doesn 't go to
waste while you learn the program -yo.
get flying right from the start. MacWeek summed it up rather well, "MacCalc an
swers the frustration of Excel users - MacCalc is exceptionally easy to use.

fl
VkJ

11

With desktop publishing level formatting abilities, MacCa/c users produce slur
ningly professional presentations of their information, and that lets them get the
point across not only faster, but better. With unique fonts, sizes, styles, and/or
formats for each cell, individually variable row
heights as well as column widths,you can
highlight important numbers, make titles stand
out. . . in other words, make your point.
M acCalc's extensive list of features include:
Lotus 1-2-3 file/SYLK data compatibility; cell notes; on-line help,· intelligent
database functions,· keystroke macros (via Apple's MacroMaker),·and much more
With MacCalc's list price only $139, lnfoworld concluded that MacCalc is "the
clear value leader. MACazi ne stated unequivocably that "MacCalc is the spreao
sheet of choice for those who want useful functionality without undue comp/exit]
and finally concluded
" . . . [MacCalcJ is amust have.
11

11
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• Finally FullWrite

line. You can even specify a percent
age gray scale for text. FullWrite not
only supports subscripts and super
scripts but also allows you lo specify
the offset from the baseline.
FullWrite has two kinds of style
sheets. The first type is called base
styles, and comprises the default syles
for the document and for the various
notes, such as headers, footers, foot
notes, posted notes, and so on. Then
there are custom styles, which you de
fine yourself and can apply whenever
you need them . In both kinds of style
sheets, the font size and style can be
specified, as can the tab settings. Cus
tom styles offer the additional advan
tage of being able to specify font size
and line spacing as an amount of
change from the existing style. Cus
tom styles can also appear in the Style
menu, or not, on an individual basis at
your option.
One of the oversights in FullWrite's
design is the inability to define styles
for the different levels of an outline. To
make all level-one headers the same
style requires setting each one individ
ually. After setting outline level styles
a few times, you might find that
Microsoft Word starts looking better.

TO GAIN MEANING
FullWrite includes a thesaurus as
well as a spelling checker. The thesau
rus is Word Finder from Microlytics,
but with a smaller dictionary of syn
onyms. The spelling checker is accept
able, although the default (the Return
key) enters the suspect word in the dic
tionary. This may be because many
words are not in the dictionary. Check
ing this article, FullWrite found sus
pect Fu//Writ e, sidebars, and end
notes. It also suggested Macwor/d for
MacWrite (which it also suggests for
MacWeek, and MacUser isn't in the
dictionary, either), although it did sug
gest another Ashton-Tate product,
MultiMate, for Mu/tiFinder. After
filling out the dictionary with any spe
cial-purpose words, though, it should
prove to be useful.
BEYOND THE FINE PRINT
The whole point of a word processor
is getting output, and Full Write shines
at printing, with many options. You
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Through its sidebar
facility, FullWrite offers
text wrap around
irregular pictures, a
feature normally
associated with high-end
page-layout programs.

Tuto rlo l Somple Doc
leesl eMpenstve 1 of our op Uons

lndustr1ol Module:
Project Summory

would seem to be• retro fitting of
the system to mcke It compolible
with OTS modl f1cotlons. It would
al so be necessary lo scele beck the · ,
previously planned computc
li oncl c cpcblll t y ond
e ltmlncte et lee s l one
process brain to
allow for more
rear mftt ericl s
s l on1ge.

Since engineering drawings were
completed la st March, our KRM

Mechcnlccl Division hes
ldenllflod o number of
potenllcl problems with
the projoct.

Projections fndfcete en estimated
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House Not es

• 1. lnterlor
A. Liv ing Room
0
I. Corpeling
We propose to romove the current corpe li ng ond replaced II
with c whllo saml- s hcg. which should weer slgntflccnlly
belier t hen the curren t ccrpet. This should clso comple
mon t the woodwork end fuml tu re In the room much belier.
0
2. Plcno pit
The de s ired plono pit fo r the s t udio gro nd will be occom
pllshed by rolsl ng the remainder of the room by 1• The
plc no pit Will bo •semi-circle 14" In dlometer, centered
cround lhe gloss doors on the north well. There will be one

•

•

FullWrite's integrated
outliner offers many of
the features of dedicated
outliners. Outlines can be
hidden, so you can rough
out an outline for your
document that only you
will see.

~

~

::
I

step 011 around, at 6 ...
B. Kitchen

0

POQe 1

I. Counters end Coblnets
We propose lo tot olly rep loce oll the counters ond cabinetry
In the kitchen. We hove found• supplier of countertops thot ;:
.,
_, ..
IOm*I C ID I
•• "·"" .! '.· ''·
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FullWrite's classification
and citation capability is
extremely powerful yet
easy to use. You can
create any categories you
want and customize each
citation.

fullWrll e Ar ti cle

hee mus trollon 1 on poge 13)
Pre amb le:
@•soc'

Se pa rato r.

De limiters:

o ... ·; ...

@'('... ')'

0·1· ... ')'

o•re rer to '
Q Non e

@ ... 'on•...
Q Non e

QNone

Clto tlon Co nt e nts:
0 Co t egory
®Ca te gory on d Poge
O Poge

Inse rt Cllollon
Can cel

opply whenever you nee d th em. In both kinds of style
sheets, tho font s:tz o eind style cen be spec tried, es con

can print collated, so that the docu
ment prints multiple times. You can
print in reverse order, so if you have an
older LaserWriter that stacks the last
page first the pages come out in order.
You can print on both sides, and
Full Write will print the odd-numbered
pages and then ask you lo set up the
S
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paper for it to print the even pages.
You can print with line numbers be
fore each line, or with the change bars
to the left of the changed text. If you
have collapsed outline items, you can
specify that they be printed even
though they're not visible in the docu
ment. If you have a LaserWriter, you
I
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Ifs lightning fust
Ifs4S m~ytes
Ifs removable

Simply eject the DATA• PAICM
cartridge and take a 45 megabyte
Winchester hard drive home to
night! Trustworthy and reliable,
with an average access time of
only 2Srns it's even faster than
most fixed hard drives. Imagine
sending or carrying 45Mb of CAD/
CAE drawings, color graphics or
presentations with the ease and
safety of a diskette.

No expensive SCSI
ltm1illa /or rrq11irft'IJ

partitioning are all standard.
And with its unique 8Kb buffer
it adapts itself to any Macintosh,
while keeping its 1:1 interleave
performance.

Available in three configurations.
DATA• PAK is a single cartridge
drive system; DATA• P.AKduet™ is a
dual cartridge drive system; and
DATA• PAI<hd™ is a single cart
ridge drive coupled with either a
40, 80 or 120Mb fixed hard drive.
With DATA+PAK you now have
POWER2 EXPAND!® 4Smb at a time.

DATA+PAK

Use DATA• PAK's new transport
able technology as your principle
storage system and gain all the
advantages of ultimate security
(lock it in the file cabinet), easy
organization of related projects,
unlimited storage capacity and
fast data back-up.

The revolutionary DATA• PAK also
delivers the features you would
demand in a more traditional hard
drive system; self diagnostics,
automatic park and lock heads,
password protection, and volume

. . ·~

DATAtPAKhd

Ali the convenience of a floppy, all
the performance of a hard drive.
Buy a DATA+PAK now at your
favorite Apple dealer!

OATAt PAKdour

M\SSMICRO®
e m s
s y s
t

550 Del Rey Ave + Sunnyvale• California + 94086 • 408-522-1200 + 800-522-7979
DATAOPAK. DATAOPAXdw1. DATAOPAKM. P0W£R2 EXPAND1 sand MASSOMI CRO Systam ~ tndmuJli; ol MASSOMICROS)'\lmK. Inc.

Please circle 181 on reader se.rvice card.

EXCLUSIVE!

I

PAD+LOK
Password and
Partitioning
Software!

.
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• Finally FullWrite

. ....

can print two-up, with two reduced
document pages printed side-by-side
on each printed page. You can even
print registration marks.
One remarkable print feature is the
ability to print your document super
imposed over a background picture,
which can be any Paint or PICT file or,
if you have a LaserWriter, an Encap
sulated PostScript ( EPS) file. The pic
ture can appear behind every page of
the document or just the first page (for
a letterhead, for example).
FullWrite also has a database
merge facility for printing form letters.
The database file can be a FullWrite
document, a standard ASCII text doc
ument, or a dBASE Mac database.
You just need to create appropriate
variables and place them in the docu
ment. FullWrite's database merge is a
simple yet comprehensive facility that
makes form letters easy to create.

BASES ARE LOADED
FullWrite is so chock-full of fea
tures that it's hard to cover them all.
The Find and Change functions are
very comprehensive; they allow "wild
card" specifications and will search
and replace on character attributes
such as font size or style. There is a
"bookmark" facility for noting points
in the document for easy navigat ion.
FullWrite has an amazing classifi
cation system that allows you to "clas
sify" a part of the document, then refer
to it later with a generated citation like
"see Figure I on page IO" or "refer to
table 3" or even just "page 31." You
create your own categories, classify
any section of the document as any
category, then customize the citation
to your liking. Once set up, FullWrite
keeps tral:k uf all dtations and always
prints the page numbers correctly.
FullWrite has a Get Info capability
that shows character counts, word
counts, a readability index, and just
about everything you could ever want
to know about a document.
FullWrite also will do au tom atic hy
phenation , sma rt quotes, automatic
saves every so many minutes, and even
not indent the first paragraph of a
chapter (for book authors).
If you like keyboard shortcuts,
Full Write may be for you. Most menu

• IUl.llm Edit

Moue Notes

Format

Fant

Style

Size

FullWrile keeps detailed
information about each
document besides just
character count and word
count. It even calculates
the readability index on
the Lix scale, where the
number indicates the
grade level.

fullWrfte Article
Document Name:

FullWrfte Rrtlcle

Wigg a
Orf glnol Author.
session Author.
Wigg a
Number of Sessions:
II

5/16 / 88
5/24/ 88

Document
20664
7 hr. 4 min

Keystrokes:
Time:

Document
17304
2930
476
66
6
22
35 K

Chnracters:
Wards:
Lines:
Paragraphs :
Readability:
Pages:
Size an Disk:

3:20 PM
2:36 PM

Session
506
19 min
Selection
2352
407
62
7
6

--- (
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New Sidebar
New Picture
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FullWrite's WalkDown
menus make almost
every menu item, even
those without key
equivalents, accessible
from the keyboard.

II

X3 nlatlon
X4
XS to, b1U

Endnote
Bibliography
Contents
lndeH Entry
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Si ze
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youwil
caning:

the el<·
be u>ed to

copied

Thi; il one area where

Pa e 4

T he more
memory you have, the
better FulIWrite likes it.

-

items have keyboard equivalents, but
FullWrite has a feature called Walk
Down menus that makes almost all
menu items, even fonts, accessible
from the keyboard. The menus are
numbered from left to right, so that
pressing Command-2 will select the
Edit menu. The selected menu drops
down and the menu items are num
bered with Command-key equivalents,
and pressing Command-number will
select the specified menu item, or you
can use Command-period to dismiss
the menu. On the Font menu, only the
first 12 items are selectable (I to 9, 0, ' ,
and = ).
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THANKS FOR YOUR SUPPORT
Bartles and Jaymes should be so
lucky to have such great support. Ash
ton-Tate deserves accolades for the
warranty on FullWrite Professional.
Unlike most software companies who
just warrant the physical disks, Ash
ton-Tate warrants the software for 90
days to perform as advertised. If it
doesn't, and they can't fix it, they' ll
refund your money.
Ashton-Tate also provides 90 days
of telephone support, but only after
you return the registration card. They
do allow one call before this, but you
should get the card in the mail as soon
as you can.
THREE STRIKES, BUT NOT OUT
Although it is a great, complete doc
ument-processing and page-layout
program, FullWrite does have its
shortcomings.
Strike one: performance. FullWrite
is a BIG program, and it just loves
memory. The more memory you have,
the better it likes it. Unfortunately, the
1
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Low prices,
great service
Hard Drives
CMS Mac Stack SD Series
(Mac Plus, SE, II)
SD 20 Megabyte ......... .... 5549
SD 30 Megabyte ........... .. 5649
SD 43 Megabyte . . .. ... . .. .. . 5789
SD 60 Megabyte . ... . .... .. .. 5825
SD 80 Megabyte .... . . .. ... 5 1249
SD 102 Megabyte . . . . . . . . . 5 1289
SD 140 Megabyte . . . . . . ... 5 1389
CMS Pro Serles Internal Mac SE/II
20 Megaby te SE rear ......... 5489
30 Megabyte SE rear ..... . ... 5529
45 Megaby te SE rear ....... .. 5 689
43 Megabyte Mac II ... . .. . . . . 5645
60 Megabyte Mac II .......... 5699
80 Megabyte Mac II ........ s1145
100 Megabyte SE rear . .. . . . 5 1489
5 1189
102 Megabyte Mac II
140 Megaby te Mac II
s1359
s1579
150 Megabyte Mac II
52799
300 Megabyte Mac II
Everex
External 20D .............. .. . 5509
External 40D ..... . ... . ... . . . . 5929
910 (II , SE, Plus only) .. . ... s1445
Zero Footprint
20 DLX .. . ............... . ... 5575
40 DLX .. . ................... 5989
91 DLX ........ . .... .. ... .. s1549
40/ 60 DTL . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5 1795
Everex Internal for Mac II
20 ID . ... . .. . ...... . ... . . . . .. 5445
40 ID .. ... .. .. ... . .. .. .... ... s545
91 ID .. .. ....... ... ........ 5 1395
Tape Back- up
Everex 60 Megabyte External
60T .... . ... . .. . ........ . .. . .. 5895
CMS 60 Megabyte External
TS-60 . . .. ... .. . . ... . .. . ... . .. 5729
BOOK External
Disk Drive . . ............ ... .. 5 175

Epson Printers
FX-86e, FX- 286e, L0-500, L0-850
L0-1050, L0-2500, Call for prices

Epson LX-800
9 pin , 180 cps ...... . . ... . . . . . 5 199
Grappler C / Mac .. ... . .. . . .. .. . 565
Epson LQ- 500
24 pin , 180 cps ............... 5369
G rappler LO . .. .. . . . ... . . .. . . . 579
General Computer
PLP Laser . ..... . . .... . .. . . 5 1598
Hewlett Packard
DeskJet ... .... .... .. . .... .... 5728

SmarTeam
External 1200 ... .. . .. . . .. . . . . s149
External 2400 . . .. . . .. ... . . ... s229
Beverly Hills
External 1200 . . . .... .. .. ...... s99
Extern al 2400 ......... ..... . . 5 189
Everex
2400 w ith ca bl e . ..... . . .. . . .. 5229
Mi gent
Pocket Modem ....... .. ..... . 5 115
DCA
Mac I rm a- Mac 11 or SE ...... . 5795
SE Silencer
Ultra quiet
internal fan
Keeps it cool & q u iet . .. .. . . .. . s3

.._________________

SHIPPING
All ilcms in stock will ship in
24 ho ur s. We offer dai ly
serv ic e lrom Federal Express.
UPS, U .S Po stal Service. UPS
ground shipmen ts. please add
soc per pound. UPS Air
sh ipments. p lease ad 'l pe r
p o und M i nim u m shipp i ng
and handling c harge 54.00.

Dove Computer
MacSnap Tool Kit . ... . ..... . .. 515
MacSnap 524 .. . ..... . . . ..... 5170
MacSnap 524S .... . .. . . . . .. . .. 5215
MacSnap 548 . . ..... .... ..... 5395
MacSnap 548S ...... . ... ... . . 5450
Mach II / SE Acce lerator . .. . ... 5589
Co-Processor
68881 ... . . . . .... ... . . ... ..... 5295
Call for SIMM prices
Data Desk Keyboard
101-key layout, 15 Function
keys, separate numeric and cursor
pads , positive Tactile feel . .. . . 5 139
Accessories
Mouse Systems
A+ Mouse ... . ...... .. . . ....... 565
A + ADB Mouse ...... .... ...... 579
Dust Covers
Mac/+/SE ........... . ... . .. . . .. 5 14
Mac Keyboa rds (spec ify type ) .. 59
Mac II CPU only .. . .. .. . ..... . S1Q
Mac II w ith mono monitor . . . . . 519
Mac II with color monitor .... .. 519
Apple Laserw r iter ..... ... ..... 523
Apple lmagewriter .. ... . . . .. . ... s9
Apple lmagewriter LO . . .. ... .. 512
Carrying Cases
CM7 Tall Bag for
extended keyboard ... . . . . . ... . 575
CM6 for standard
+/SE keyboard . . .. .. . . . ... . . .. 569
Kensington Microware
System Saver . . . .... . . . . . .... . 563
System Saver SE .... . .. . ... . .. 552
T il t & Swivel . . ......... .. .. ... 522
Superbase . .. .. .. . . .. ...... ... 533
Masterpiece Mac II ... . . . ..... s105
System Stand Mac II ..... . .. .. 519
Printer Stand . . .. .. .. . ......... 515
Mouse Pad . . . .... . . .. ... . .. . .. . s5
Aldus
Pagemaker . . . . . .. . . ........ . 5395
Please call for competitive system pricing.
OUR POLICY
• Plain and simple. Hardware: you r sat is fact ion guaranteed

or your m oney back.

• So ftw are; defecl lve so ftw are will be replaced immediately .
Manufacturers polic ies proh ib it us from offering refunds

on opened software .
• We accept most major cred it cards with no su rcharge addec
• Your credit card i s no t charged until we shi p.

• Please allow 10 days for personal and company checks
to clear.
• C.0 .0 . orde rs acce pted

• W e gladly accept pu rchase orders from most major insti tut iom

• Cali fornia . Texas and Georgia residents please add the
appropna1e local sa les tax.
• To place o rd ers c all Monday lhru Friday 7AM to 6PM P.S.T
• Prices and Availabil lty subjec t t o change

Computer professionals since 1975.

1-800-426-8166
From Beverly Hills
(213) 273-3710

Fax Machine
(213) 675-2522

279 Sout h Beverly Drive, Suite 1200. Beverly Hills. California 90212
Please circle 67 on reader service card.
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"standard" Macintosh memory size
these days is only I megabyte, and
that's just barely enough for Full
Write. If you have a lot of add-on pro
grams like Suitcase and QuicKeys th at
use memory, you may find FullWrite
doesn't have enough memory to do ev
erything you want (like open docu
ments). With only a single megabyte,
chapter sizes are limited as well. It 's
even possible to create a document
with FullWrite on a multimegabyte
machine that can't be opened on a
standard Plus or SE, although there is
an option to have FullWrite enforce a
I-megabyte limit on your documents
so that they can be opened on any Mac.
FullWrite also requires at least I
megabyte when used with Multi
Finder, so you can forget about multi
tasking unless you have at least 2 me
gabytes of memory.
Then there's speed. A program the
size of Full Write does a lot of comput
ing and can take a while to get some
things done. On a Mac II or acceler
ated Plus or SE, FullWrite's perform
ance is good even if a bit sluggish at
times. On a regular Mac Plus or SE,
FullWrite isn't as zippy, but for most
simple operations its performance is
certainly acceptable. And aga in,
memory helps: the more you have, the
better FullWrite performs.
Strike two: file sharing. FullWrite
can read Word files ( 1.05 and 3.0 for
mats), MacWrite files (all form ats),
MultiMate files , and ASCII text files.
That's the good news. The bad news is
that Full Write can only write to Mac
Write 4.5 format and ASCII text files .
So when it comes time to export, your
choices are very limited. The manu al
arrogantly states that because Full
Write is so powerful, you won't need to
export to any other program. In some
cases that may be true, but since no
other program can yet read FullWrite
form at files, this becomes a major lim
itation that effectively locks you into
Full Write.
Strike three: documentation. Full
Write is a complicated program with a
lot of features , so it is understandable,
if unfortunate, that the manua ls aren't
easy to use. FullWrite comes with a
Learning Guide, a R eference Guide,
and a Keyboard Shortcuts Reference
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you buy FullWrite?
Absolutely, if you have a
Mac II or even a Plus or
SE with more than 1

-

megabyte.

A LOOK AT THE BOX SCORE
FullWrite is like the batter with a
full count. It 's what happens next
that's important. It's loaded with fea
tures, and has the potential to hit a
home run and score big money for
Ashton-Tate. But it also has a few
st rikes against it, with high memory
requirements and lackluste r perform
ance, so the next swing could put it out.
The tea m leading the division, Micro
soft, has a heavy hitter getting warmed
up in Word 4.0.
So should you buy FullWrite? Ab
sol utely, if you have a Mac 11 or even a
Plus or SE with more than I megabyte.
P T
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ROBERT R. WIGGINS IS MACUSER'S CONTRIB

Card. The Learning Guide is as thick
as the Reference Guide, and many
subjects are covered in both although
some subjects are barely covered in ei
ther. Locating topics through the in
dex is not always simple.

E

I
I

D.2500 lnl

Definitely, if you need the myriad fea
tures it offers and can live with its few
limitations. Or if you want a word pro
cessing program with some of the bells
and whistles of desktop publishing.
And with its full wa rranty, if you run
into any serious problems Ashton
Tate will fix it or give you your money
back, so some of the risk is taken out of
the decision .
FullWrite is an absolutely amazing
word processor. While it cou ld be even
better, remember that this is version
1.0, and with Macintosh software
that s usually just the beginning.
FullWrite has a future. ~
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0 Mirror left/Righi Page Layout

D
~

Number or Columns:
Column Width:

The Layout dialog allows
you to define most page
characteristics. Notice
the list of abbreviations
in the lower-right corner.
The current setting of
inches comes from the
document setup, but any
unit of measure can be
used at any time.
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UTING BUSINESS EDITOR.

MACUSER

RATING

FullWrite Professional
!!!!112
Fol lows Mac Interface
• • • • •
Printed Documentation
• • • o o
On-Screen Help
• • • o o
Performance
• • • o D
Support
• • • • D
Consumer Value
• • • • •
Comments: High-end word processor
with page-layout capabilities and a com
prehensive feature list. Best Feature:
Classification and citation facility for ref
erences. Worst Feature: Large memory
requ irements and sometimes sluggish
performance.
List Price: $395. Published by Ashton
Tate, 20101 Hamilton Avenue, Torrance,
CA 90502-1319; (213) 329-8000. Re
quires 1 megabyte of memory. Not copy
protected.
I
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The Elements
of Style
Style sheets are the one-step approach
to complex typesetting in Word and
PageMaker.
icrocomputers made the
leap from being mere word
processors to desktop pub
lish ing systems when they
began to set type in a variety of fonts
a nd formats. Traditional typesetters
defined a page by inserting cryptic
codes, like <ptlO > (for specifying 10
point type) - not a bad system if you
had al ready memorized the catalogue
of possi bilities. The Macintosh revolu
tionized typesetting by showing the ac
tual fonts on-screen and letting you
change styles with a menu choice. As
fast a nd simple as menus are, the next
step in ease of use is style sheets, such
as those offered in Microsoft Word
and now in PageMaker 3.0.
Style sheets simplify the process by
letting you ma ke one choice for the
look of a block of text. A style sheet
groups the typeface, size, style, column
width, leading, and alignment com
mands and "tags" them with an appro
pria te descriptive name. For instance,
the tag "headlines" might represent a
24-point bold Chicago font on a 36
leading that is centered on the page,
while the tag "manuscript" describes a
I 0-point Helvetica font that is justified
in a column 12 picas wide. You select a
block of text and assign a tag, and what
previously took four or five steps to
accomplish is down to one.
Many programs have made use of
style sheets for years. Microsoft Word ,
on both the M acintosh and the IBM,
has a powerful style sheet feature. The
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style sheet capability in Ventura Pub
lisher for IBM PCs made it the pub
lishing package of choice for many
people who might have purchased
Macs instead. By including style
sheets in PageMaker 3.0, Aldus has
responded directly to the market's de
mands.
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Style sheets increase productivity
significantly, especially if you are cre
ating long documents or a periodical
with the same design in each issue.
You can streamline page production
for documents that may range in size
from a four-page newsletter to techni
cal documentation of several hundred
pages in length. By using a style sheet,
you go through the full set of menu
selections - to format font, size, para
graph indents, and so on - for a par
ticular text element only once, when
you define the style. Thereafter, you
use only one command to format indi
vidual paragraphs - the command
that applies the style.
In addition to saving time, style
sheets also help ensure consistency in
formatting - an otherwise elusive tar
get in desktop-published documents.
Think of style sheets as a "filter" for
design . The typesetters need know
only how to distinguish text elements
based on descriptive tags like "Body
Text" and "caption," while the appli
cation applies the specific details of the
design. Proofreaders can be more con
cerned with questions like, "Is this par
ticular line supposed to be a Level 1 or
Level 2 heading?" rather than using
rulers and type gauges to verify that
the specs were uniformly applied.
You can also use the same style
sheet for different issues of a publica
tion . Once you have set up a style sheet
for a newsletter, for instance, you can
apply it to all subsequent editions sim
ply by loading that style into each new
issue's file - you need not recreate the
style sheet for each document. It
makes being accurate between issues
- or between chapters of a book 
much easier.
Another tremendous advantage of
using style sheets is that you can glob
ally change the specifications through
out a document. What this means is
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that the style sheet "filter" over your
designs is completely malleable. How
many times have you thought that
those subheads were just a little bit too
large in comparison with the body
copy? Or you wondered what the sub
heads would look like if they were itali
cized?
If you decide that the subheads
should be set in italics rather than
bold, you can simply change the style
of the subhead tag, and all subheads
throughout the document will auto
matically change to reflect the new
specs. You can also make copy-fitting
adjustments by modifying the space
above and below headings or by glob
ally changing the leading of body text.
For more sweeping changes, you
can load a new style sheet that uses
different specs but shares the same tag
names, and the entire document will
change to match the new style sheet's
specifications. By taking the time to
format all your publications with style
sheets, you can fine-tune your layout
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With Word's Deline
Styles dialog box open,
you can use the
Character Format and
Paragraph Format
commands and the Ruler
line to define the
specifications of a style.

I

EHp onded

very easily, even after the pages have
been composed.
These capabilities make style sheets
a valuable design aid as well as the
ultimate in final control. If the text is
formatted with the appropriate tags,
the latest style sheet can be activated
at any point during the production pro
cess to apply the final design plan.

DEFINING A NEW STYLE
The style sheets in PageMaker 3.0
are similar to those in Word 3.0,
though the interface has been slightly
modified. Neither application requires
you to use the style sheet feature 
you can always format text entirely
with menu commands.
The basic steps to creating and using
style sheets are the same in all applica
tions: First, define each style or tag by
giving it a name and assigning charac
ter a nd paragraph specifications to it;
then apply the styles to text as needed .
You don't need to define the full list of
tags before you start - you can add or

rofessional ·Desk Top Video for the MAC II .
Fix, Frame, Freeze in Full Color (24 bits and 8 bits) with

ColorFreeze-24 and TV Producer
Education

TV Producer™ board
Turn your Macintosh II into a video
workstation with TV Producer. Merge
graphics from any program with a video
source to create computer generated
animation and special effects. Super
impose computer generated graph ics
over a video picture and store the results
into any VCR .. Sophisticated GenLock,
Chroma and Luminance correction elec
tronics yield excellent TV color images.
TV Producer features Overlay (superim
pose graphics on TV images) and
Video Keying (select any of 256 colors
to be 'transparent' to the TV signal) . TV
Producer comes complete with software,
and is installed as a desk accessory.
Operation is very simple , start - up,
enable, click and you are in TV mode.
Applications :
• Animation . Transfer your animations,
created with VideoWorks™ or Aegis™
software to videotape.
• Training. Combine video with graphics
to create interactive training tapes ,
using for example "CourseWare ™

Video Production

• Multimedia Presentations on large
color TV monitors.
• Interactive Video Games.
Available in NTSC, NTSC/RGB and PAL

ColorFreeze-24 ™board
(24 bits/pixel with Image Processing)
With ColorFreeze -24 capture and
'freeze' a video signal (color or black &
white) using any video camera or cam
corder. The image is captured at 24
bits/pixel and can bereduced to 8
bits/pixel. Just as with TV Producer, Col
or Freeze 24 operation is very simple ,
point the camera to your subject and
click 'freeze' . Your image is now ready
for loading in FULL COLOR into your
favorite program.

Modern Artist™
with professional color separation
Modern Artist is the most sophisticated
and powerfu l Color Paint program for
the Macintosh II . Its unique 5.5 mill on
colors simu ltaneously on screen yield
spectacular results for demanding art
work or for general presentations. Spe

Animation

cial effects open a new dimension to
color painting on the Macintosh II . For
example , 'Wet canvas' lets you mix
and 'smudge' colors on screen as you
would do with a palette, making it pos
sible to achieve effects a la Van Gogh
or Turner. We pack each unit with 5
disks of color art for direct use, inspira
tion and instruction . Modern Artist
includes ColorSep ™, a professional
color separation utility for the Laser
writer™ or Linotronics™

PanChroma ™
300 DPI Color Printer
The PanChroma 300 DPI Color Printer
gives you superb prints on paper or on
transparency. Quiet, compact, reliable,
PanChroma gives you beautiful colors
while maintaining picture sharpness.
Unparalleled performance at an afford
able price. Available also in 200 DPI.
Call 1-800-547-3343 for more informa
tion or contact your nearest Apple
Dea ler. All products are available
immediately.

Computer Friends, Inc. 14250 NW Science Park Dr. Portland OR 97229 , tel. (503)626-2291
fax (503)643-5379 - telex 4949559 CF - Applelink 00438
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The best way to create a style sheet
is to defi ne the style called " Normal"
in Word or " Body Text" in Page
Maker. This definition determines the
format of a ll the text in your file that
does not have some other specific style.
So, once yo u define the font , style, a nd
paragraph attributes desired for the
bulk of your document, you have to
define only variances from the main
copy - such as the first-level heads or
subheads. Both Word and PageM a ker
associate styles with a " based on" op
tion. For example, the style for a n in
dented list might be based on Normal
style - having all the same ch a racter
ist ics as Normal text but set with a
ha nging indent. If you change the font
used in Norm al style, the font auto
matically changes in indented lists, but
the different indentations remain.
Simila rl y, a ll subhead styles might be
based on Heading 1 style.
Word 's N ext Style option is another
productivity a id . It sets up a change of
style whenever you press the Return
key. for exa mple, if a subhead is al
ways followed by body text, you can
set up Body Text as the Next Style for
the Subhead tag. Then , whenever you
type a subhead followed by a carriage
return, you return to Body Text style.
Once you have defined all the neces
sary styles, you can print a copy of

edit the styles as you go through the
text.
You define styles in Word by select
ing the Define Styles command from
the Format menu . A dialog box ap
pears from which you control all the
functions related to defining a nd edit
ing styles. In Word's Defin e Styles dia
log box, first type a new style name or
select an existing style to edit, then use
the Character Format and Paragraph
Format commands, the Rule r line, and
the Font a nd Format menus as you
normally would.
To define a style in PageMaker, use
the Define Styles command from the
Type menu. To define a new style,
click on the New button , which causes
the Edit Styles dia log box to appear.
Then, click on the button tha t takes
yo u to the appropriate dia log box 
either for Type specifica tions, Para
graph format, Tab settings, or Color
definition . As you choose these various
commands, they become pa rt of the
style definition.
In both Word and Page Maker, you
can also define a style by first selecting
some of the text in you r fi le, format
ting it as desired , then se lecting the
Defi ne Styles comm a nd. By typing in a
style na me and clicking the Define
button , that sty le takes on the format
of the selected text.

Word style sheets, listing all the style
names and their definitions. By print
ing this list, you can check the accura
cy of a ll style definitions. Unfortunate
ly, PageMa ker 3.0 doesn't let you print
out the style sheet list.

APPLYING STYLES
Once you define a style, you may
apply it to selected text in Word or
PageMaker by using the Styles com
mand and then choosing the style
name from a list. In Word , the list of
styles is displayed in a scrolling win
dow that ·is accessed through a dialog
box. In PageMaker, a hierarchical
menu pops out to the side to select the
style name you need .
Both Word and PageMaker offer
short cuts. The fastest method is the
keyboa rd-comm a nd sequence offered
by Word: Select the text, hit Com
ma nd-S, type in the name of the style,
a nd press Return . You need not type in
the entire style name; only the first
unique characters will suffice. For ex
a mple, in our sample sty!<:: sheet, only
" title" begins with a T; thus, we can
si mply enter the key sequence Com
ma nd-S, followed by T, then Return to
a pply the style to any selected text.
In Word , you can also define the
name of a style followed by a comma
and a number or letter; then after typ-
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The similarities between
the Define Styles dialog
boxes in Word and
PageMaker make ii easy
for them to share style
sheets.
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ing Command-S yo u need enter only
the single digit that follows the comma
in the name of the style. For example,
the style "Header 1, l " could be ap
plied by simply typing in the number
''I " as the style name. This makes ap
plying styles very fast and offers the
advantage of printing meaningful style
names, as well as the ability to transfer
them to PageMaker 3.0.
PageMaker offers no keyboard
short cuts for applying styles, but you
can open the Style Palette, which dis
plays a list of all the defined styles.
Text is automatically formatted when
you select it and click on the appropri
ate name in the list of styles. The Style
Palette is a window that can remain
displayed on the screen, like the Tool
box window, while you work.
If you're using both Word and Page
Maker, you might decide to do all style
sheet specifications in Word using the
keyboard short cuts. Once you have
formatted a Microsoft Word file using
style sheets, you can place the file into
PageMaker 2.0 or 3.0 without losing
the formatting. In PageMaker 3.0, the
style sheet is carried over with the
specifications as set in Word, or you
can use the style sheet in PageMaker
to override specifications from Word.
(In PageMaker 2.0, however, you have
no further control and cannot edit the
style sheets, since this version does not
support them .)
When you place a Word document

into PageMaker, style names that are
part of the Word document but not
already part of the PageMaker docu
ment are added to the PageMaker list
with an asterisk next to them. Also, all
of the formatting defined in Word is
transferred to the PageMaker style
sheet for the new styles. Styles from
Word that share the same names as
styles already set up in PageMaker
take on the specifications defined in
PageMaker, overriding the specs de
fined in Word for the same styles. Text
can also be exported from PageMaker
3.0 into Word style-sheet format.

CHANGINGA STYLE
One of the greatest advantages of
style sheets is the ability they give you
to ch a nge your mind about the specifi
cations of various elements in your
document. By simply redefining the
style, all text marked with that style is
automatically reformatted . The pro
cess resembles a global search-and-re
place for formatting.
You edit styles in Word by opening
the Define Styles dialog box, selecting
the style name, and choosing the new
formats desired from the various
menus. Click the Apply button to view
the effects of the change on selected
text before you activate the changed
specs, or click Define to change the
style throughout the document. When
a ch a nge is made in the definition of a
style, all text formatted with that style
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automatically changes to the newly de
fined format.
To edit a style in PageMaker 3.0,
choose Define Styles from the Type
menu. When the dialog box appears,
click on the name of the style you wish
to change from the list, and then click
on the Edit button or double-click on
the Style name. Next, when the Edit
Styles dialog box appears, click the
button for the format you wish to
change.
Let's say, for example, that you
wanted to change the type specs for the
subheads. After double-clicking on the
style name in the Define Styles dialog
box, you click on the Type button in
the Edit Styles dialog box, make the
necessary changes in the Type Specifi
cation dialog, then click OK in each
dialog box. When you finally close the
Define Styles dialog box, all the sub
heads in the file will be a utomatically
reformatted.
The Style Pa lette in PageMaker al
lows you to get to the Edit Sty les dialog
box quickly without having to go into
the Define Styles dialog box first. Hold
down the Command key; then click on
the style name on the palette that you
wish to edit. When the Edit Styles dia
log box appears, follow the same steps
outlined above to change the definition
of the style.
You can also load a style sheet from
one document into another. In Word,
select Define Styles, then choose Open

•••
•

You can apply styles in
PageMaker by clicking on
the style name in the
Style Palette or by using
the Styles menu.
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Level 2 headlines (head2 style) appear in 12-point Avant Garde before the style definition is changed.1 The head2 style of PageMaker 3.0's Edit Style
dialog box is selected.2After the style sheet definition of head2 has been changed to 14-point Avant Garde italic3, all the occurrences of head2 text are
changed also.4

from t he File menu - the style sheet
will be copied into the current docu
ment from the document you select in
the dialog box. In PageM aker, open
the Define Styles dialog box and cl ick
the Copy bu tton. Another dialog box
appea rs, with a list of a ll PageMaker
3.0 files. W hen you select the fi le
name, only the style sheet fro m th at
file will be copied into the curre ntly
open fi le.

OVERRIDING STYLES
Since style sheets affec t text on a
paragraph-w ide level, what do you do
about words that a re ita licized for em
phasis or t hat have to be in a diffe rent
fo nt? Both Word a nd PageMaker a l
low fo r format exceptions, though the
two programs vary slightly in t hei r a p
proach.
Let's say tha t you ha ve a document
292
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fo rmatted in 12-point T imes Roman,
but there a re a few paragraphs that
req uire certain words to be set in 11
point Helvetica Bold. In Word, you
may designate a single word or group
of words in I I -poi nt Helvetica Bold by
selecting t he text a nd then choosing
the a ppropriate comma nds from the
Format a nd Font menus.
Now, suppose a decision is made to
cha nge the defi nition of Body Text
fro m 12-poi nt Times to 12-point N ew
Century. In Word a nd PageMaker,
you simply ch a nge the definition of
N orm al style, and all of the body text
will cha nge to N ew Century without
changi ng the I I- poi nt Helvetica Bold.
If you ap ply styles to pa ragra phs
with style overrides in them in Word,
the overrides hold. In PageMa ker,
howeve r, the diffe rent fo nt cha nges to
t he fo nt of the style definition unless
EMB

E

R

1 9

88

you hold down the Sh ift key while
cl icking on the style na me in the Style
Palette. H olding down the Sh ift key
prevents the style definition from over
riding the type in a diffe rent fo nt. To
st rip out the overrides in either a ppli
cation, choose Plain text from t he
menu or type Command-Shift-Space.
The addition of style sheets to Page
M aker 3.0 is a welcome one. Style
sheets a re a real m ust for serious desk
top publishi ng production. If you
have n't been using them in the past,
now is the time to begin. Be a power
user. ~
DI ANE BU RNS A ND S. VEN IT ARE FOUNDERS
OF T ECH A RT, I N C., A DESKTOP PUB LISH I NG
D ESI GN AND PRODUCTION FI RM LOCATED
I N SA N FR A N C ISCO. T H EY A RE TH E AU
T H ORS OF SEVERAL BOO KS ON DES KTOP
PU BLISHI N G .
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Nowteachers donthave to
go strictlybythebook.

For y~ textbooks (and an occasional
guest lecturer) were all that the faculty
needed to implement their teaching plans.
But now that the com
puter age has reached college
age, an entirelynew course
has opened up for professors:
The Academic Courseware
Exchange:whid1 has been de
veloped by Kinkos·Copies.
Its away for faculty mem
bers to incorporate educational
software for the Macintosh·
and Apple' II personal computers into their
classrooms. At acost to students that'scom
parable to textbook prices, from $8to $40.

Academic Courseware Exchange soft
ware has been developed by faculty members
for faculty members-to help them teach
their chosen subject better. Be it
history, chemistry, business,elec
trical engineering or hotel man
agement. And each progran1 is
_ ,..,. .~..M tested in real classrooms before it's
ever offered to the faculty.
Becoming part ofthe Course
ware Exchange is incredibly sim
ple. Better yet, its free.
Just call Kinkds at (800)
235-6919· for a complimentary copy of the
Academic Courseware Exchange catalog. It
describes over 100 software titles. And now,

with the introduction of our newAcademic
Courseware Site License, you can make un
limited software copies for use forever.· ·
Rest assured,onq'! you do decide to use
a particular program,your students don't
have to go out oftheir way to get it. Academic
Courseware Exchange software is ordered
through Kinkos Copies,at over 300 campus
close locations nationwide. Or,Kinkos will
be more than happyto have your software
delivered right to your school.
So calrfor your free catalog today.
If you believe in going strictly by the
book,this is one
1.,
book that
coul~
""
~
chan~
your
mmd. Great'copies.
Great people.
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Is a word worth a thousand pixels? In
optical character recognition, the
answer is yes - ifyou don't mind that
it's misspelled.

.

orris Q. writes law books on
a typewriter. He's done it
that way for 30 years and
wouldn't sw itch to a word
processor any sooner than he would
trade his bow tie for the latest in
splashy Itali an silk. It's Morris's pub
lisher who's left to hire typists to input
the text in the computer and proof
readers to make sure the manuscript is
typed correctly.
Such work is common even in the
age of desktop publishing, when the
distinction between writer, typesetter,
and publisher is increasingly blurred .
But using typists to rekey information
is, in management parlance, labor-i n
tensive. A more elegant solution is op
tical character recognition (OCR).

M

WORD PICTURES
OCR is like printing in reverse. You
start with hard copy and end up with
an electronic file. Unfortunately, the
middle steps aren't quite as easy as
choosi ng a document and clicking a
command. Th e average system digi
tizes a page into the compu ter's memo
ry by using a scanner. The scanner acts
like a camera to create a picture of the
text. OCR software then looks at each
im age of each letter and matches it to
an ASCII text character. In ot her
c:

x:
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You're already familiar with the old view of desktop
presentations. Dull, lifeless charts. Title slide after
endless title slide. Plenty of facts and figures, but no
inspiration, no life. Just a lot of, pardon the expres
sion, hot air.
Now you can put some life into your desktop
presentations. With NuView, AST's exciting
real-time image capture card for the
Macintosh™II.
Using a video camera, camcorder
or VCR, you can input live images
into your Mac II. Images that are as
full of color as the world around you.
From a palette of 16,700,000 colors.
Of course, NuView is designed to
work witl1 MultiFinder;" and popular desktop
presentation software like Cricket Presents;"
Ready-Set-Show™and PowerPoint:" There's
even the capability to digitize live
images into a window on the screen.
The whole process is as easy to use
as, well, a Macintosh.
Give AST a call today. We'll give you
a whole new view ofdesktop presentations.
(714) 863-0181, operator AA35 or send
us the coupon.

1----- - -- --

I

I

O Yes, please send me information on NuView.
0 Please have an AST representative call me.

J

Name _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ __ __ __ _

I

J

Title

J

J

Company

J

J

Address

J

J

City

1~~

State

J

Zip

J

1

I

J Send to : AST Research, Inc. 2121 Alton Avenue,
Lrvine, CA 92714-4992 Ann : M~ _
_
_

A
AEI

®

RESEARCH INC.

AST is proudto
sponsor NllC's

~~~:~:

J

..•.

~

Times Have Changed.
ASfmarkets products worldwide-In Europe and the Middle East,
call 44 I 568 4350; in the Far East, call: 852 5 717 223; in Canada,
call: 416 826 7514. AST and AST logo registered and NuView trademark
AST' Researc h, Inc. All Olher bra nd and product na mes are trademarks
or registered trademarks or their res pective companies. Copyright 1988
AST Researc h, Inc. All rights reserved.
Image c.1pt ured with NuView. 8-bit mode, 256 colors. Charts created
with Ready-Set-Show.
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words, it turns the picture of a word
into an actual word that can be read
into a database, spreadsheet, or word
processor.
OCR isn't a radically new technolo
gy. The idea has been around ever
since someone asked who would be the
unlucky stiff to type all the company
files into the computer. However,
OCR has been slow to arrive to the
Macintosh because of poor results dur
ing early tests. OCR often falls short of
the mark when trying to recognize let
ters that look similar. For instance, the
letter i is often mistaken for /, or the
letter c for e. Some of the lower-end
packages are little better than a 35
word-per-minute typist who can't
spell. However, the past year has seen
technical enhancements, more prod
uct introductions, and a corresponding
drop in cost.
The software reviewed here varies
FEATURES
Tvcewrlter Fonts •
Artesian
Bookface Academic

Bold
Courier
Elite
Gothic
Letter Gothic
Madeleine
OCR-8
Pica
Prestiae Pica
Prestiae Elite

Trtle
VICloria

considerably in price and perform
ance. Some are packages that come
bundled with a scanner. Others are
programs that hardware manufactur
ers offer their customers at an addi
tional charge. Still others come from
software companies and work with a
variety of scanners. What they have in
common is what they won't accom
plish. With the exception of ReadStar
II Plus, none of these programs satis
factorily reads typeset text. You won 't
be able to convert a published book or
magazine article into a word-process
ing document. But all of them can han
dle text typed on a typewriter, and
some work with dot-matrix or laser
printer output as well.
OCR doesn't work well with typeset
material because the hardware can't
provide an image with enough resolu
tion for the software to isolate each
letter from the one next to it. Most

IRead-ltl #

!Publish Pac

NIA
NIA
NIA
NIA
NIA
NIA
NIA
NIA
NIA
NIA
NIA
NIA
NIA
NIA
Ives
Canon

no
no
no
Ives
Ives
no
Ives
no
Ives
no
Ives
Ives
no
no
ves
Microtek, Canon (MacScan)

no
no
Ives
1ves
1ves
no
Ives
1ves
1ves
Ives
Ives
Ives
ves
no
no
DEST

Ives
no
no
no
no
no

ves
ves
'VeS
no
no
ves

IMaclnText IReadStar II Plus ITextScan
NIA
NIA
NI A
NIA
NIA
NIA
NIA
NI A
NIA
NIA
NIA
NIA
NIA
NIA
ves
Microtek. Canon

rves
Ives
no
Ives
ives
1ves
Ives
no
no
1ves
Ives
Ives
no
1ves
no
Microlek

Learnlna Mode
Scanners IDlrect Control)
Pre Scan Control
Briahtness
ves
1ves
Contrast
ves
1ves
Define Pace
ves
Ives
Mask Out Graohics
no
Ives
Define OCR Areas
no
Ives
Fitter Dirt
no
1ves
Post-Scan Control
Define OCR Areas
Eraser Tool
Saves Text In
Text
MacWrile
Word3.0
Formattlno
no
Indents
1ves
no
Insert Tabs For Space
no
Text Flows/Line for Line
Line for Line Text Flows
Comoensates for Hyphenated Words at End of Line no
Ives
no
Edltlna Within OCR Proaram
1ves
no
Statistics
Ives

.

Macintosh scanners digitize images at
300 dots per inch (dpi). While this is
more than enough information for the
human eye, the computer can't always
discern the subtle nuances between let
ters with such little information.
Some of the software packages com
pensate for hardware shortcomings
with options that enhance the resolu
tion. For instance, brightness and con
trast controls adjust for poor quality
that's a result of colored paper, third
or fourth-generation copies, or light
printing.
Another option is to filter out stray
marks on the page. Even one pixel's
worth of dirt above the letter o, for
example, might be interpreted as an
ascender and cause the program to
misread the character as a b. To avoid
confusion, some programs have an
automatic filter that removes foreign
accent marks. Other programs require

no
no
no
no
no
no

no

yes

no

yes
no
Line for Line Line for Line
no
Ives
Ives
Ives
no
Ives

yes
Text Flows
Ives
no
no

"Font styles may vary between makes of typewriters.
#Also supports several brands of typewriters.
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Techn\cal sunet\n

Creating printed material s is a lot of work. And Rea dy.Set.Go !
page layout software is th e be Lchoi ce to handl e it all. It's a r ea l
workhorse. fine tuned and balanced for optimum productivity.
You get top perform ance in word process ing, t~ pe handling and
layout without sacrifi cing ease of learning or use.
le~aset

Subsidiaries
Australia
Tel 02 975 1033

Austria
Tel 0222 921449
Belgium

Tel02 4287156

Oen mark
Tel 02 849300

letraset Export ltd.

You're 1>roducliH• soo1u•1·
A survey of mul t ipl e program owners showed RSG is the easi
es t page layout program to learn. Th e secret is the way iL visu
all y organizes your work with design aids like standard or
custom grids and guides for qui ck co lumn alignment. Type
handling is familiar too. Menu selections and spec ifi ca tion
boxes easily deliver the type quality you want. IL adds up
to a fast sta r t.

Tel 0233 24421

Canada
Tel 416 4757511
Finland
Tel 358 0565 3355

France
Tet 4859 1540

Germany
Tel 069 42Q 9940
Nederland
Tel 0290 7·5641

llaly
Tel 02 462451/2/3

Japan
Tel 03454 0931

Norway
Tel 02 257350

Spain
Tel 91 2798072

Sweden
Tel 08 7647760

SW1tzerlano
TelOt 8106266
UK
TelOt 9283411

letraset USA
Tel t 2018456100

\\hen the changes com<>. you're read~
The full fea tured word processor lets you crea te. pell
check or change text right in your layo ut. Style sheets
and global sea rch & replace make changes fast and
imple. In fact, to produ ce the sa me job. RSG
requires fewer commands and menu se lec tion s
than comparable softwa re.
H<>st mine in 1mge ht)'OUL
Most businesses appreciate effort but they
reward productivity. Especially when
it's at a good price. Ready, Set.Go!
so ftware delivers both. For a
demonstra tion of the package
that Per sonal Publishing ca ll
..a ... powerhou se program ..
see your authorizecl Letraset
Graphic Des ign Soft\ are
Dea ler today.
For more inform ation ca ll
(800) 722-0377.

Letrasef
0
ESSELTE

© Letrnsct. 1988
Rend) ;Set,Go! is l/Je trademark nf
1\la11ba ttn 11 Grapbics Cor/)(Jrllt/0 11.
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that you use an eraser tool and clean
up the accents and dirt yourself before
sending the page through the OCR
process.

The

publishing world now

COMPATIBLE PARTNERS
You ' ll want to make sure that the
OCR package you buy also controls
the scanner you own. All the packages
reviewed control at least one scanner
directly. (For detailed information on
compatibility, see the accompanying
chart.) Some programs, like Read-It! ,
claim to work with any scanner be
cause they open the image files that
most scanners support TIFF,
PICT, bit map. However, that ap
proach is time-consuming because you
have to use two applications (the scan
ner's imaging software and the OCR
program) to accomplish your task.
Another factor that can cut down on
time spent is the amount of control an
OCR package offers before scanning.
One of the obstacles in effective OCR
is isolating text from other extraneous
elements on the page, such as graphics,
letterheads, and rules. No OCR pro

•

file

Edit • ........,. Option•

ottle n

JOI

!QI I

I

Pres can
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- 161.

Contrast:

IOI
)

. _I

[Seen I> OCR)

I
I
I

Sc:: an

)

Cancel

)
)

oereult

contains so many different
typefaces that it's difficult
for a program to recognize

-

them all.
gram for the Macintosh has enough
smarts to distinguish a graphic as such
on its own. When encountering a
graphic, most OCR programs will try
to parse it as· text, which results in a
long wait and lots of gibberish.
To get around this, most programs
allow you to define the single rectan
gular area of the page that you want
scanned. Although this limited solu
tion lets you eliminate most letter-

llicu• Window

~It,, f I~ 1011~1l.l1l.1

Brlghtne11 : - 161.

IClt l I

Figure 1: MacinTEXT lets
you mask out graphics
and set areas to be
OCR'd on a page before
scanning a document.
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Image
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Options

Windows

Figure 2: ReadStar II Plus
has a statistics window
(upper left) that displays
which characters have
been learned and gives
recognition accuracy
percentages.
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heads, more complex pages with mul
tiple graphics still require you to
isolate text from graphics after a page
is scanned and before it is sent through
the OCR process.
At least one program, however,
gives you control over the page without
the extra step between scanning and
OCR. Microtek's MacinTEXT lets
you mask out any part of the page to
exclude graphics. (See Figure I.)
More importantly, it also lets you de
fine separate areas on the page that are
to be run through the OCR program.
This is particularly useful if you are
processing multiple copies of the same
form. You can, for instance, designate
only the fields that were filled in by a
typist and not worry about processing
the form 's instructions each time it is
scanned.
The one problem with defining ar
eas before scanning is assuring that the
page is physically aligned to the elec
tronic grid. If the page is off by even a
fraction of an inch, you might end up
cutting off part of a line of text. The
easiest way to center a page precisely
on a scanner is lo use a document feed
er. These add-ons, which are offered
by most scanner manufacturers at an
additional charge, feed pages along a
set path with more accuracy than hu
man hands .
Document feeders also prevent
"skew" problems. Skew occurs when a
page is put through the scanner cock
eyed. If the baseline of the text isn't at
a 90-degree angle to the edge of the
paper, the letters appear to travel up
hill or downhill. This confuses the
OCR's matching tables. A certain
amount of skew ( 1 to 2 degrees) is usu
ally allowable during OCR, but a safer
bet is to use a document feeder.

SETTING THETYPE TABLES
Part of the problem with OCR is
that the desktop publishing world now
contains so many different typefaces.
As a result, it's difficult for a program
to recognize them all. For instance, the
lowercase Courier letter g differs from
the gin other faces - so much so that
it could easily be mistaken for Prestige
Elite's q.
OCR packages approach the font
problem in a variety of ways. Some
l
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Affordable CADD. And it's
only the beginning.
The CADD stands for Com
puter Aided Design and Draft
ing . With a suggested retail
price of just $99 .95, Generic
CADD Level 1 makes the power
of real CADD .affordable. And
it's just part of a fam ily of
Generic CADD products that
will make you more productive
than ever before.

Standard Mac interface for
ease of use.
Now you can produce accu
rate drawings with real world
scale on the Mac Plus, Mac SE,
or Mac II. You can edit multiple
drawings in separate windows
and cut and paste between
them. CADD Level 1 is also
multifinder compatible.

Symbol libraries boost
productivity.
From office furniture to spe
cialized electronics symbols,
our Symbol Libraries save you
the time of redrawing repeti
tive elements every time you
need them .

Add the power of real CADD
to your Mac.

Move your Macintosh draw
ings into the real world. Call us
at 1-800-228-3601 for your fre ,
CADDalog or the name of you
Generic dealer. And find out
why we say the only thing
generic about us is the price.
© 1988 Gcnor1c Software, Inc . Gene ric CADD l evel
is not copy pro1cc1cd and comes wi1h o 60-doy mane
bock guoran1oc. Regis tered users got free iechnicol
supporl from Generic .
level I and Generic CAOD ore trademarks of Gcnenc

Softvvore, Inc . Mocin1osh Is a trademark of the Apple
Computer Corp .

11911 Nonh Creel Pmlwoy »..·h, Sorholl , WA 9801
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packages include type tables that you
load into memory before running the
O CR program. This assumes that you
know what font was used on the page
you are trying to read . If you're deal
ing wi th documents that were typed
ten years ago, the typewriter might not
still be around. Other packages, like
Publish Pac, take an "omni-font" ap
proach . Here you don ' t need to tell the
program what font it is trying to read;
the program looks at the general char
acteristics that most letters have m
common.
Still other systems require you to
build the font files yourself. As you
read a page, you teach the program to
recognize certain characters that it
then remembers and saves in a sepa
rate file. ReadStar II Plus is one such
program. (See Figure 2.) Some pro
grams mix the two approaches. Read
It! comes with font files that you can
then customize for the peculiarities of
your particular typewriter.
MacinTEXT a nd Read-It! include
some standard Apple LaserWriter
fonts. The question is, of course, why
run a page through an OCR program
if it was generated on a Mac in the first
place? There might be a small need for
Apple fonts if your system crashed and
your only backup was hard copy, but
that would be rare and certainly not
the best way to back up your data.
The reliance of OCR packages on
computer fonts has gone to even more
ridiculous lengths. The technology has
actually spawned two fonts of its own.
The fonts, named appropriately
enough OCR-A and OCR-B, are opti
mized to increase the recognition rate.
At first it seems ironic that the fonts
even exist, but there is a reason. A re
tail store, for instance, can use the font
for labeling products and prices. When
an item is bought, the tag is scanned to
update the inventory. However, bar

RESULTS
Mac in TEXT
Publish Pac
Read-It!
Read Star II Plus
TextScan

Testing Rules and Results

l

he tests were conducted using a Macintosh II with 2 megabytes of memory
and a 40-megabyte hard disk that had 12 megabytes of free space. The
scanners were all SCSI-driven. The sample consisted of a seven-page typed
document that used a monospaced Prestige Pica font. The document was 1,261
words long and had a total of 8,323 characters.
At first glance, it looks like MacinTEXT is the winner for speed and accuracy.
However, the file it generated contained a carriage return at the end of each line.
Publish Pac was a close second , but is in many ways more desirable since it
formats do.cuments with "running text" - only inserting a carriage return at the end
of each paragraph.
Although ReadStar II Plus, Read-It! , and TextScan have lower accuracy rates, it
should be noted that these programs are based on "learning" a font as they process
it. When a unknown character is encountered, the program stops and "queries" the
user for the correct character. A different document was used to teach these
programs the font being used until satisfactory results were obtained. The test
document was then run with the program 's "query" capability turned off. The
accuracy would have been better if the " stop and check" mode had been activated,
but then again, it would have taken more time too.
The decision to buy a program should be based on particular needs. If you must
accommodate a wide variety of fonts, one of the "l earning " OCR programs might
prove to be the best choice. However, you 'll have a much easier time processing
documents if the font you need to OCR is supported by MacinTEXT or Publish Pac.
code technology is more reliable and
faster tha n OCR, and its widespread
use has virtually eliminated OCR's
chances in that market.

CHARACTER ASSIGNATION
Before a n OCR program even at
tempts to match characters, it has to
separate the letters into individual bit
maps. This is known as parsing. For
monospaced fonts, parsing is simple.
Each character in a monospaced font
is of equal width, regardless of how big
the character actually is. To parse the
letter you only need to draw a square
around each character. This is as if you
superimposed a piece of graph paper
over the image.
Proportional fonts, on the other
hand, va ry the space according to the
width of the letter. Fonts that are type
set often contain kerned letters. This is
where the space between two letters is

Words Per
Minute
325
203
63
150
150

tightened (or sometimes loosened) for
readability (or artistic concerns). To
parse a kerned font , the OCR program
must lasso that part of the letter that
hangs over another. Some letters are
kerned so tightly that they actually
touch. Since OCR programs usually
can't distinguish between the two bit
maps, they compensate by allowing
you to designate two letters for one image. ReadStar II Plus is the only pro
gram among the five reviewed here
that is sophisticated enough to lasso
kerned text. In fact, in some ways it
works better with typeset text than it
does with typewritten pages.

MATCH GAME
After the type is parsed, it must be
read . You can do this in several ways.
Ma tching bit maps to ASCII charac
ters breaks down into two basic meth
ods: matrix matching and pattern ex

% of Accurately
Read Words
96 .91%
93.82%
88.65%
78 .98%
79.54%

% of Accurately
Read Characters
99.53%
99.07%
98 .30%
96 .90%
96 .91 %
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traction. Matrix matching sea rches a
type table for an exact pixel-by-pixel
duplicate of the bit map. Pattern ex
traction exami nes the structure of a
letter rather than its shape. The idea is
to isolate strokes and loops that a re
characteristic of a letter. Pattern ex
traction is more appropriate for pro
portional typefaces. [t's also slower.
Most packages use a combination of
the two methods: Using matrix match
ing for monospaced fonts and pattern
extractio n for proportional type is a
common solution.
Actually running an OCR program
can be as si mple as choosing a com
mand and waiting for the text to ap
pear (Maci nTEXT and Publish Pac)
or as complicated as teaching the pro
gram the font as it processes a docu
ment (ReadStar II Plus, Read-It!, a nd
TextScan). In the latter case, this usu
ally consists of looking at the bit map
E M B E R

9 8

8

of a character and typing it on the key
board. (See Figure 3.) The theory is
that after you've processed enough
documents, the font will become
known and you can switch the pro
gram into a utomatic mode. In prac
tice, you get the best results when the
"query" function is active - eve n af
ter extensive learning sessions.
Getting a wrong match is common
place. How an OCR program reacts to
an unknown character is sometimes
more critical than the fact that it actu
ally made a mistake. Most respond by
putting in an uncommon character 
such as when you try using a spelling
checker on the document. If the un
known character falls in the middle of
a word, most checkers will see that si n
gle word as two words. This makes it
difficult if not impossible to replace
the misspelled word with the correct
one. The more versati le OCR pro

D
'

grams let you assign your own charac
ter. This way you can use an uncom
mon alphabet character (like the
uppercase Z ) which is compatible
with a spelling checker but which will
seldom spell a real, though incorrect,
word.
TextScan goes even one step fur
ther. It lets you make global changes to
a recognized character immediately
after a document has been OCR'd.
(See Figure 4.) If all ls were recog
nized as !s, for instance, TextScan lets
you correct the mistake without
changing what should be an exclama
tion point into the numeral I.

SEs, the demand for OCR will also
increase. A FAX creates an image of a
document that is then sent over the
phone lines. OCR answers the need to
then convert those documents into AS
CII for document processing.
As it stands, optical character rec
ognition on the Macintosh won 't win
any spelling bees, but in most cases it's
significantly faster than the average
typist. In fact, in a small desktop pub
lishing operation, it might be an eco
nomical alternative to hiring a typist to
input manuscripts. ~
BEN T EMPLIN IS THE REVIEWS EDITOR OF
MACUSER.

FORM VERSUS FUNCTION
Another critical element in OCR is
how well the software maintains the
original formatting. A program can
have an outstanding recognition rate
but still require extensive editing be
cause the layout isn' t maintained. For
instance, it's difficult for most pro
grams to distinguish between an end of
a line a nd a n end of a paragraph, so
every line is given a carriage return .
This means you'll have to strip out all
the extra returns if you want to rework
the document in a word processor.
Also, most programs won' t compen
sate for words that were hyphenated at
the end of a line. The exceptions to
these problems are Publish Pac and
ReadStar II Plus. Both programs in
sert a carriage return only at the end of
a paragraph. They also rejoin words
that have been hyphenated at the end
of a line (this can be a mixed blessing if
the correct spelling of a word already
contains a hyphen).

WHAT'S NEW, BUT NOT NEW?
OCR technology is moving forward
rapidly. What was unava ilable last
year is now within easy reach of most
consumers. Yet some critics contend
that OCR will be out of date by the
time it gets up to speed. They say it's a
matter of attrition: As the Morris Q.'s
of the world give way to more modern
methods, there will be less of a need for
OCR. Still, there remain millions of
pages of documents in company file
rooms waiting to be input into comput
ers. Furthermore, as FAX/modems
become integrated into Mac IIs and

MACUSER
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MacinTEXT!!!112
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•• •• •
•• •• •
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ReadStar II PIUS!!!

•• •• ••
•• •• ••
••

Follows Mac Interface
• D
DD
Printed Documentation
On-Screen Help
None
• IJ
Performance
(]
Support
D DD
Consumer Value
Comments: An OCR program that learns
almost any font on the fly. Best Feature:
Ability to interpret proportional and type
set fonts. Worst Feature: See List Price.
List Price: $4,500. Requires 2 megabytes
and Microtek or Canon scanner. MultiFinder hostile. Mac II friendly. Version ~
1.04 reviewed . Published by lnovatic,
1911 North Fort Meyer Drive, Suite 708,
Arlington, VA 22209; (703) 522-3053.
Copy protected.
MACUSER

Follows Mac Interface
• • • D D
Printed Documentation
• • • • D
On-Screen Help
• • • • D
Performance
• • • • D
Support
• • • IJ D
Consumer Value
• • • IJ D
Comments: Integrated text and graphics
scanning software for DEST scanners.
Best Feature: Maintains format of original
document. Worst Features: Only works
well with monospaced fonts. No learning
feature. List Price: $595. Requires 1 me
gabyte and a DEST PC 1000 or PC 2000
scanner. MultiFinder hostile. Mac II
friendly. Version 2.0 reviewed. Published
by DEST Corp., 1201 Cadillac Court. Mil
pitas, CA 95035; (408) 946-7100. Not
copy protected .
E

Read-It! OCR!!!

Follows Mac Interface
• D
Printed Documentation
D DD
On-Screen Help
None
Performance
IJ D D
Support
D D
Consumer Value
• D
Comments: A generic OCR package that
works with any scanner that saves im
ages as TIFF, PICT, or bit-mapped files.
Best Feature: Type tables can be custom
ized. Worst Feature: Takes a long time to
teach the program a font. List Price:
$395. Requires 1 megabyte, hard drive.
MultiFinder and Mac II friendly. Version
1.05 reviewed. Olduvai Corp., 7520 Red
Road, Suite A, South Miami , FL 33143;
(305) 665-4665. Not copy .protected .
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MACUSER

Follows Mac Interface
• • • IJ D
Printed Documentation
• • D D D
On-Screen Help
None
Performance
• • • • D
Support
• • • • D
Consumer Value
• • • • IJ
Comments: A fast and easy OCR package
for typewritten text. Best Features: Lots
of pre-scan control over page. Good for
forms-processing. Worst Feature: Inserts
a carriage return at the end of each line.
Lisi Price: $195. Requires 512KE, Micro
tek-brand scanner. MultiFinder hostile.
Mac II friendly. Version 1.01 a reviewed.
Published by Microtek Lab Inc., 16901
South Western Avenue, Gardena, CA
90247 ; (213) 321-2121 . Not copy
protected.
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TextScan!!!

•• •• •
•• •• •
•••

Follows Mac Interface
• D
D D D
Printed Documentation
None
On-Screen Help
Performance
D DD
Support
• D
Consumer Value
• D
Comments: An OCR system that "learns"
the fonts you need to process. Best Fea
ture: Global correction of misread charac ~
ters. Worst Feature: Limited pre-scan
\
manipulation of page. List Price: $295.
Requires 1 megabyte and Canon-based ..
~~
scanner. MultiFinder hostile. Mac II '
';
friendly. Vers ion 1.2 reviewed. Published
~<;,;;
by New Image Technology, 9701 Philadel
phia Court, Lanham, MD 20706; (301)
731-2000. Not copy protected.
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RESOURCES •

Razor Blades
in Apples
Trick or treat? Viruses innocently
disguised as stacks or applications
have caused users more problems than
they could click a mouse at.
iruses have been in the news re
cently. However, these aren't
the sort of viruses that you're
ikely to read about in the New
England Journal of Medicine. While
there has been some coverage on the
national news, both "60 Minutes" and
Geraldo Rivera have ignored the topic
so far. Just what are these viruses that
have plagued the Mac community
over the past few months?
Can you get them by using certain
printers? Aren't some paint programs
the cause? Can they spread over con
necting cables? Can you get them
from your keyboard? Misconceptions
about viruses are legion, and often
breed panic. It is important to under
stand that viruses will mostly cost you
time and aggravation because you'll
have to end up restoring most, if not
all, of your applications. While not to

\1

tally 'immune to viruses, data is very
unlikely to become a carrier. However,
there have been instances where vi
ruses have eaten data.
Computer viruses, not unlike the
biological variety, are self-replicating.
They have a self-replicating code and
get into resources such as INITs and
CODE. So far, we know that they
spread from one computer to another
(and within this, from System file to
System file) through infected applica
tions. You can get infected applica
tions from on-line services, from bulle
tin boards, and from disks you swap
with friends.
Once in a new host (your Mac), the
virus spreads to other places, usually
System files, where it may lie dormant
for days, weeks, months, or even years
before wreaking its havoc. Once ac
tive, the virus can cause all sorts of

BY KRISTI COALE
SEPTEMBER

1988
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problems. These may include causing
defective printing as well as modifying
or destroying data.

CREATING IS DESTROYING
Your offspring can return to haunt
you. Remember Lizzie Borden? The
same is true where computer viruses
are concerned. Just as the Cold War
was beginning, John von Neumann,
father of the modern computer, began
experimenting with self-reproducing
code. As the computer technology im

*

fil e

proved, so did virus technology, which
relies heavily on self-replicating code.
By the late 70s, we had Core Wars, a
game program that implemented an
artificial environment in which viruses
attacked each other.

THE BIG THREE
Andy Warhol once said we'd each
be famous for 15 minutes. If that's
true, then Richard Brandow got his
quarter hour's worth earlier this year
when he released the MacMag virus.

Cdll

Running "search-and
destroy" programs such
as Interferon and Virus
Rx will eradicate the
Scores virus. Interferon,
which also works on
nVIR, will scan all files
on a given drive, going
through the COOE and
INIT resources. Virus Rx
will list any damaged
applications: INIT, cdev,
and rdev fi les, invisible
files, altered system files,
and altered applications,
reporting on the
conditions of each. Next
lo each report, you will
see comments such as
"dangerous" and "fatal."
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Scores gets into
resources such as CODE.
Within CODE, Scores will
Install Its own CODE
resource segments.
These segments are
numbered beyond other
existing segments. Look
for a gap of two between
the last real segment in
your application and the
Scores segment.

1988

Unfortunately, Brandow also re
opened a Pandora's box that invited
second-rate programmers to improve
upon his mess. This negative creativity
has brought about other inflictions, in
cluding nYIR and Scores. Scores, the
third known virus, actually predates
MacMag. Evidence shows it has been
around since early 1987.

WHO WAS THAT MASKEDVIRUS?
The MacMag virus, intended as a
harmless prank, was designed to dis
play a "universal message of peace" on

B ecause
misery loves company,
many in the Mac
community have had the
pleasure of sharing the

-

experience.
March 2, 1988 (to mark the first anni
versary of the introduction of the Mac
intosh II and Mac SE). After display
ing its message, it removed itself from
the disk it was on. All that's known
about its origins is that it was uploaded
on on-line services in a HyperCard
stack that contained the virus in an
XCMD resource. It also spread
through bulletin boards and the swap
ping of disks. The real scare involving
this strain was that Aldus wound up
with it on its master training disks for
FreeHand. The virus was present in
the System folder of a self-training
disk developed for Aldus by Macro
Mind. MacroMind's copy came di
rectly from Brandow who gave an in
fected disk to MacroMind's Marc
Cantor.
Fortunately, FreeHand customers
have yet to report any real difficulties
resulting from this infection. Some us
ers were alarmed when screens went
blank, but, according to Aldus, there
were no further problems.

The Mac Standard

Design Courtesy Dresser Manufactu ring. Nil-Cot Operations. Alliance. Ohio.

Now Twice the Value
The toughest reviewers agree about YersaCAD:
"An excellent piece of work with all the features
professional users need while maintaining the intuitive feel
of the best Macintosh programs." -MacUser

"VersaCAD packs more power than any other
Mac CAD program and makes that power easy to use."
-Macintosh 1bday
" If you've gotten the impression that I like this
product, you're right." - Macworld

And that was YersaCAD's first Macintosh release.

Now Version 2 doubles the value with
• 3D visualization, complete with color shading,
wireframe and extrusion.

• Powerful HyperCard utilities, including bill of
materials, database, parametric design, and more.
• Tutal customization, such as adding menus or
running your own programs right inside VersaCAD.
• A second system at half price to celebrate our 10th
anniversary year.
Add VersaCAD's reputation for ease of use, free
technical support and top value, and it's clear why
VersaCAD is the
Macintosh standard. For
more information, see your
authorized dealer today, or
call (714) 960- 7720.
\'('rsacad Corporation. 2124 Main Street.
Huntington Beach. CA 92648.
A Compan)' or Prime Computer. Inc.

Please circle 103 on reader service card.
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KNOW THE SCORES

applications (especially MacDraw),
and in using the Set Startup option.
And that's not all. It also vandalizes
Excel files and causes your System to
crash frequently when you try to start
certain applications. Though that's a
sizable laundry list of Scores's func
tions, in no way does it sum up all that
Scores can do to your computer. You
see, Scores is unpredictable.
If you' re still not sure whether or not
you have Scores, open your System

Scores, the most common Mac vi
rus, was designed for a specific mali
cious purpose: to attack custom appli
cations designed at a company in
Texas. Because misery loves company,
many in the Macintosh community
have had the pleasure of sharing the
experience. For those armchair Mac
doctors out there, the Scores virus typ
ically causes difficulty in running
MacDraw or Excel, in printing from
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Like Scores, nVIR installs
its own CODE segments
in CODE resources. They
are numbered 0-7. To
saleguard an
applicalion's system, you
can create a "I" set of
segments through
Res Edit
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INIT 10 : 32

When checking lo see ii
you have nVIR, use
ResEdlt to check lhrough
lhe CODE and INIT
resources. If you find an
INIT 32 In an applicalion,
you have nVIR.
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Another symptom ol nVIR
Is lound In the CODE
resource. Just as Scores
inslalls lls own CODE
segmenls, so does nVIR.
The difference belween
lhe lwo Is that lhe
segmenl installed by
nVIR Is numbered well
above any exlsling
segmenls (i.e. CODE
256).

1988

folder and examine the icons for the
Scrapbook and Note Pad files. Infect
ed systems will show these as generic
document icons, not as Mac computer
icons. This is not, however, a definitive
sign that you have Scores.
Because Scores attacks only appli
cations and System files, you ca n also
use ResEdit to look at those files. Res
Edit enables you to see what's inside
disks and applications. If a disk is in
fected, you'll see the files with the
names " Desktop," " Scores," or " 2 Vi
rus ResEd" in your System folder.
[Editor's Note: You should differenti
ate between what's in your System
folder and what's on your desktop. A
Desktop.file will appear on your desk
top. This is normal. Worry only if the
file appears in your System folder. ]
Scores acts on the CODE resources
in your System file. You can check ap
plications to see if Scores has installed
itself. All applications contain at least
one resource with the type name
CODE. Usually there are several
CODE resources, each with a different
ID. (If there's only one, its ID will be 0
and the application is not infected with
Scores.) Ordinarily, CODE segments
are installed as an application needs
them. These segments can be used in
any order, although when you look at
them in ResEdit, they appear in nu
merical order.
Scores modifies an application by
installing a CODE resource of its own.
When you select the application, this
segment gets called before the applica
tion actually runs. The ID number of
this scores-installed resource is always
two higher than the highest previous
CODE resource. That means there
will be a gap in the numbering of the
CODE resources .
Here's an example. You check an
application's CODE resources (in
ResEdit) by double-clicking first on
the application's name and then on the
word CODE. You'll next see a list of
Code resources. Let's assume the pro
grammer created five CODE re
sources in this application. If the appli
cation is uninfected, they a re
numbered 0, I, 2, 3, and 4. If Scores
had struck, there would be six CODE
resources and the last one would be
number 6 (O, I, 2, 3, 4, 6).

The Problem
is not a lack of text,
it's a lack of

Information

TRUE, Relational Hypertext
The Difference Between Text and INFORMATION

'.:luickly transform raw text Into
1seful Information
nherent graphic interface for
!ase of use
'.:luickly build, search and link
iodes of Information
l/\anage text from many
:lifferent sources

ArchiText™ is a revolutionary text analysis, management
and presentation package for researchers, educators,
writers, marketing professionals and anyone who needs to
organize large quantities of textual information.

• FREE run-time application
for viewers, complete with
unique activity tracking

ArchiText manages text originating from diverse sources such
as keyboard entry; word processing files (text formal); scanned
data from OCR devices; files imported via modem or from other
applications (da tabases, spreadsheets. ou//iners. etc.); and files
imported from optical disk storage systems.

• Full-feature, stand-alone
program that requires less
than 400k of memory to
operate

ArchiText , $349.95 , from Brainpower. Inc.
24009 Ventura Blvd . Calabasas, CA 91302

':all now for a free brochure!

800-345-0519 • (CA) 818-884-6911
Please circle 8 on reader service card.

system

• Powerful tool for the analysis
and synthesis of textual
information
Come see us at booth 5655 during the
August MacWorld Expo/Boston.

• Razor Blades in Apples

SETTLING THE SCORES
Ridding your Mac of this virus is
much like the department store clerk
cleaning up right after a clearance sale
- you have to salvage the good stuff
that's left and do away with the rest.

The

best way

previously described to check each of
your applications for Scores. Make a
list of those applications with the virus
and throw them away. Save the unin
fected applications on clean floppies,
which should be locked as soon as you
copy the files onto them . Then reinitia
lize your hard disk, and begin the re
construction.

nVIRONMENTAL HAZARDS

to clean out your hard disk
would be for you to throw
out the infected disk,
initialize your hard disk,

nVIR is like the fifth Beatie or the
proverbial third wheel. It exists and
people are aware of it, but it doesn't get
a lot of attention. The most visible, or
in this case audible, symptom of this
virus is a beep that goes off when you
launch an infected program. For those

Apple Bites Back

and begin rebuilding from

V

locked, uncontaminated

iruses have recently been a hot topic of conversation among people in the Mac
community. On-line services have been crowded with messages from people
airing their frustrations and giving advice on combatting these pesky little
parasites. All this sharing of information is great, but it also leads to spreading
misinformation.
One of the main players in the Mac community, Apple, remained mute on the
subject until recently. As the seriousness of the damage caused by the viruses grew,
Apple decided to take measures to help those afflicted with viruses and to punish or
discourage the saboteurs. For the latter, Apple called in the FBI.
Tampering with computer data is already considered a felony. Apple wants to
make it clear that creators of computer viruses will be prosecuted to the fullest
extent of the law.
As for the innocent victims, Apple has provided Virus Rx free of charge along with
guidelines for dealing with the viruses. They are doing this as a public service to
quell the misinformation about viruses. Apple will not provide other versions of
Virus Rx nor will they provide technical support for the product. They ask that you
follow this advice:
Software that you distribute through a BBS should always be inspected and
tested for viruses before making it available for downloading. Don 't assume that
others will have the knowledge or common sense to check their own systems
before using such a program.
Keep any unfamiliar, noncommercial software (such as the programs you get
from bulletin boards) on a floppy disk until you determine it is free of contamination.
You should test noncommercial software several times before installing it on your
hard disk or exposing other application or system disks to it because viruses can lay
dormant for a period of time.
To test unknown software, boot your Mac off a floppy disk. Drag your hard disk
icons into the trash; this disengages them. Turn off any external hard disks you may
have. Through Get Info, note the sizes of the operating system and related files.
While most of these remain the same size, others such as the Scrapbook and Note
Pad will change in size as you use them.
After running these initial checks, place a familiar application on the same disk as
the unknown software. A familiar application is one where you know all the
operations and behaviors. Run this unknown program for a few days, noting
changes in the sizes of your files and the behavior of the familiar application. It is
important that you back up files and application software on floppy disks after
completing this process to ensure your Mac against infection. If you find that your
System or applications have been contaminated, reformat the disk that held the
unknown program and restore all your files.

-

programs.
About the only thing you ca n feel safe
about keeping, initially, are your DAs.
Scores doesn't infect these. You can
feel reasonably safe about data , too.
To ensure that you ' re running on a
clean system, boot your Mac off a
clean, locked floppy System disk.
Now, throw your hard disk's System
folder in the trash. Empty the trash
immediately. The next step is a matter
of preference. The best way to clean
out your hard disk would be for you to
throw out all your applications, reini
tialize your hard disk, and begin re
building from locked, uncontaminat
ed, unadulterated, brand spa nking
new, clean programs. This method will
get rid of any virus.
On the other hand, if you have a
fetish about some of your applications,
then sifting through the ruins is for
you. If you choose this option, you
should be careful to check your old
disks frequently for infection. Remem
ber, viruses may be in your applica
tions in an inactive state.
Under no circumstance should you
keep any of your System files. Throw
these in your trash and empty it. Now
you can use ResEdit and the methods
310
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of you with MacinTalk, you might
hear the message "don't panic" when
you start up an infected application.
Like Scores, nVIR modifies appli
cations by installing its own code seg
ments in the application's resources.
n VI R resources are installed each time
you launch an application. The code
will search the System folder for its
INIT, and if it doesn't find it, the code
will copy it there along with nVIR re
sources 0 through 7. Once in place, the
virus will infect every application
through its INIT (ID = 32). nVIR
also adds CODE ID = 256 as a re
source. Fortunately, this virus is not
very common and has had little effect
on the Mac community.
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In her job
interview she'll
tell you all
about her MBA.

If you want to
know about her
THC, coke and crack,
you'll have to dig
a little deeper.

One in six working Ameri
cans has a drug problem . And ,
as a corporate executive , that
means you have a problem.
Because studies show that
the productivity of drug
impaired workers is 25% lower
than that of non-users. And
workers on drugs are a hazard
to their fellow employees.
They cause accidents and
make mistakes. They call in
sick more often . And fi le more
workman 's compensation
claims .
Yet most drug abusers
don 't believe they even have a
problem .

What can you do to iden
tify and help drug abusers
among prospective and pres
ent employees? Start by call
ing the National Institute on
Drug Abuse Workplace Help
line for CEOs and managers.
We 'll tell you what you can do
to deal with drug abuse prob
lems in your company.
Call today: 1-800-843
4971. From 9 :00 a.m. to 8 :00
p.m. eastern time Monday
through Friday.
You 'll be in good company.

PARTNERSHIP FOR A
DRUG-FREE AMERICA

• Razor Blades in Apples

SAVING YOUR RESOURCES

Death of a Virus

Safe computing practices aside, you
can make your System file immune to
nVIR, thanks to MacTutor's Mike
Scanlin. Fighting fire with fire, Scan
lin suggests you create your own IN IT
32 resource and mimic the installation
of the virus. Yours will have two hex
bytes: 4E 75 (for those interested,
that's a Return To Shell (RTS instruc
tion or Quit command). Replace the
real nVIR INIT 32 (366 bytes) with
your 2-byte version and create eight
resources of the type n VIR with IDs 0
through 7 (all with 0 bytes). Again, if
the eight resources already exist from
the virus, replace them with the ones
you have created.
Pay attention to uppercase and low
ercase when naming the resources; you
must name yours nVIR, not NVIR or
nvir. The result is a placebo virus.
When you run your application, the
virus will think it's already installed (it
reads the INIT and nVIR resources),
thanks to your imitation. Remember,
this works only for nVIR.
Also exclusive to n VIR are Virus
Warningl NIT and Vaccination, both
written by Scanlin. VirusWarning
INIT is a virus alarm that sounds
whenever one of its two patches runs
across the nVIR resources or the nVIR
CODE segment. Vaccination searches
for n VI R and reports on the status of a
given application. It also works to pre
vent the virus from infiltrating your
system . To get rid of the virus, you can
launch ResEdit and follow the steps of
looking for infection and cleaning it
out as described for Scores. However,
one unfortunate feature of nVIR is
that it sometimes can reinstall itself
after you have launched ResEdit to get
rid of it.

t's one thing to read about how much trouble a computer virus can cause a
computerized . business and quite another to actually have it happen. When
computers are your business. the mere suggestion of mysterious data loss and
computer bugs appearing where none were before is a manager's nightmare.
At MacUser we have at our disposal the most up-to-date information concerning
the Scores virus and its effects, and (as soon as they were released) the various bits
of software to detect and eventually destroy it. You'd think that with all these
resources (not to be confused with application resources). we'd follow all the
precautions and prevent the viruses from entering our computers. Wrong. When
you're a computer magazine, you have access to software from all over the planet.
Couple this with our power users, and you've got virus.
Trouble came on April 20th. Our technical director and I decided our ftrst course
of action would be to install Vaccine. one of the first virus-detection programs to hit
the streets. Vaccine worked exactly like it was supposed to, warning of resource
alteration whether it was legitimate or not. However, the virus still managed to
spread to five machines before it was detected, not because the people were
inexperienced with computers or viruses, but because they were power users. There
was a tendency to hit the carriage return whenever a dialog box came up, thus
granting permission for the virus to do its dirty work. Fearing that the virus might
spread via the network, I wound up testing every machine we have (over 60
machines) for contamination. Fortunately, the tests quelled my fears as the virus
had not spread to others.
The first bit of software I had been experimenting with was Virus Detective, but a
run on a machine known to be infected proved it faulty (it claimed that the machine
wasn't infected). Ferret 1.0 did find the problem. and on four of the five machines it
managed to eradicate the virus. The fifth machine turned out to be a problem
because the virus had thoroughly infected the hard disk. Also, the software we used
wasn't catching all incidents of infection. Running Ferret 1.0 (and later 1.1) seemed
to remove the resources that the virus had Implanted, but within five minutes the
Vaccine alarm would be going off again. After several days of quarantining disks
coming from that machine, a copy of KillScores did the job just as I was seriously
contemplating reformatting the hard drive and burning all the floppies.
That weekend Apple came out with Virus Rx and the accompanying statement that
"virus killers" were an inefficient means of destroying an infection because they
tended to skip the occasional resource. Well, at least Rx gave my problem machine
a clean bill of health.
Scores becomes active only when you run an application in the presence of an in
fected disk, which slowed the progress of the disease in some machines. Those
were the machines from which Scores was easily removed. Unfortunately, such was
not the case in the one machine where the virus had established the infamous
invisible Scores files that gave it Its name. Even though Ferret found the invisible
files, it missed some resources. allowing the virus to recur.
We eventually discovered what happened. Armed with infection dates reported
from Ferret, I was able to plot an exact path from machine to machine. It led me not
to some infected commercial or public-domain software but to a rental computer's
hard disk. At first I thought I was mistaken, because the rental 's floppy disks were
uninfected. Then I realized that the rental had come with the hard disk formatted and
with a System installed.
Because I knew when we had acquired the rental computer, I figured that the virus
appeared within six weeks. Careful questioning revealed exactly when and how the
expos.urn took place from that machine to the others. It hadn't been over the
network, but through disk-swapping. A check of the file server showed that it was
clean, which completed the picture. When I called the rental agency to tell them that
their hard disks might have been infected since January 11th, I spoke with someone
who didn't even know what a computer virus was. Now, computer rental agencies
aren't to blame for the virus, but if you happen to work for one you should at least
be aware of how to check a rental's disks before you give it to a customer.
Don't take a rental agency's word as gospel that their software is clean. Check it
yourself on a machine that is not on the network, without a hard disk attached, and
with clean detection software.
- John Ha/big

I

Rx FOR VIRUSES
Today, it seems that there are peo
ple who do nothing but think up new
ways to hurt others. Unfortunately for
the Mac community, some second
rate programmers have time on their
hands to dream up "new and im
proved" viruses. Don Brown of CE
software, among others in the Mac
community, has expressed such con
cerns. Not wanting to "add fuel to the
fire," Brown has said he will give us
312
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ORYOU CAN USE
YOU CAN
WRESTIEWITH
LabVIEW.
AFEW
THOUSAND LINES
OF CODE TO
PROGRAM YOUR
EXPERIMENTS.
Developing scientific experiments takes creativity.
Writing code to run them takes sweat. At least it used to.
But no longer. Because we've just solved the scientific
and engineering programming problem.

Picture the perfect programming language.
Imagine soft:Ware where diagrams are reallyexecutable
programs.
Imagine running experiments and simulations through
front panels that look and act just like instruments. On
screen!
Imagine reusable software modules that can control
your instruments, inany application. Programs for data
acquisition,data reduction,signal processing, analysis,
conversion,and display.
Imagine a programming envirorunent so powerful that
productivity is measured in hours instead of days.
The Macintosh made it possible. LabVIEW made it
happen.Automated testing,measurement,and simula
tion has never been easier or faster.
Call for details. 800/531-4742.

DESKTOP ENGINEERING HAS ARRIVED.

y.NATIONAL

ii

~

~~~!~!~~NTS
Austin,TX 78727
800/531-4742 512/250-911 9
Please circle 72 on reader service card.
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Just StuffIt

Y:

ou can't be too careful these days when it comes to swapping files and
pplications among computers. Everything becomes suspect. Unfortunately,
ne of the tools that can help overcome this, Stufflt, has had to endure some of
this suspicion because a previous version (1.20) was modified, infected, and passed
around in Texas. The current, and completely safe, version of Stufflt is 1.408.
Stufflt makes it easy to transfer files, either singly or in groups, with modems. It
not only groups files into neat packages, but also substantially and efficiently
compresses them. And the resulting "stuffed " file is a data file. Even if the package
contains applications, there are no resources in the file. What does that have to do
with viruses? Plenty, as far as suspicions go.
Since viruses infect applications by getting into their resources, you can be pretty
sure that any Stufflt file you save is free of infection, provided the file was cleaned
before it was stuffed. So feel free to Stufflt anytime.
only one version of his Vaccine. Sub
mitting to the deeds of these program
ming terrorists and creating better ver
sions of Vaccine, Brown feels, would
be a waste of time and effort. Vaccine,
a public-domain INIT, is designed to
prevent any of the three viruses men
tioned here from invading your sys
tem. It's good about warning you when
a virus is about to infect your system,
but it's easily bypassed.
Falling under the category of
search-and-destroy programs, Inter
feron 2.0 works on Scores and nVIR
by searching through the CODE, cdev,
rdev, and INIT resources. It will scan
all files on the drive you select. Once a
virus is sighted, you click on the Eradi
cate function and the virus is de
stroyed: Before you get too far into the
destroy mode, you should make a
backup of your infected disks. This will
save you from deleting a valuable, yet
uninfected, file. As you restore yo ur
files, check the new ones with the pro
gram . It's a good practice before using
any unfamiliar disk to check it for in
fection by using Interferon 2.0 or other
such software. Written by Robert
Woodhead, Interferon 2.0 is public
domain software. If it works for you,
you are asked to make donations to
"The Vision Fund." Another program
of this genre is Ferret 1. 1, written by
Larry Nedry specifically to remove the
Scores virus from any drive. It checks
every file on your hard disk and tells
you when it finds an infected file. You
then have the option to repair the file,
skip the file, or cancel the search.
When you select the Repair button,
314
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the virus is removed and the file is re
turned to its healthy state. Ferret 1.1 ,
available for free on CompuServe and
other on-line services, will also point
out applications that are damaged and
should be replaced. These "damaged"
applications are not infected with
Scores. Nedry has no plans to update
the program.
Virus Rx, which is free from Apple,
searches on your Mac to find the
Scores virus. After examining all the
files on a given drive, Virus Rx lists
damaged applications; INIT, cdev,
and rdev files ; invisible files; altered
System files; and altered applications,
reporting on the condition of each (you
will see comments like "dangerous" or
"fatal"). Damaged applications are
not necessarily infected with the virus,
but they will not work. You should
throw these out. The listing of INIT,
cdev, and rdev files in your System
folder gives you a chance to see what
you have. You shou ld find out why you
have certain resources. Get rid of those
that are suspect. If, among the invisi
ble files listed, you see "Scores" or
"Desktop" in your System folder, Vi
rus Rx will label them as dangerous. If,
next to a listing, you find the message
that your System files or applications
have been altered, you should replace
these. For every "Fatal" message you
receive, you have a corrupted applica
tion or System file. In this instance,
reboot from a locked floppy and follow
the procedures outlined for getting rid
of Scores.
Another program that will attack
Scores is Kil!Scores 1.0, a program
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created by Howard Upchurch through
a joint effort by MacPack and Apple
Corps of Dallas. As with the others,
this is provided free as a public service
for the Mac community. KillScores
will eradicate the virus in the System,
Finder, MultiFinder, Scrapbook, and
Note Pad files. It also removes the
Scores and phony Desktop files and
repairs most damaged applications.
You start by creating a disk with a
System, Finder, and the KillScores ap
plication. Open KillScores, select Re
move Scores from the File menu , and
choose the drive you want to repair. By
selecting Open, you are choosing the
file you wish to fix and starting the
repair.

BUTTON UP YOUR OVERCOAT
The best way to guard against vi
ruses, however, is not in the form of a
program or INIT, it is to take up "Safe
Computing. " Know where your soft
ware has been. The commonest way to
get a computer virus is to use software
or "shareware" that is unknown to
you. If you can 't get the original ver
sion of a program and have to borrow
from someone else, run any of the
"search-and-destroy" ware on the disk
to check for infection. Lock your mas
ter disks. Viruses cannot penetrate a
disk once it is locked.
As for coverage of the virus epi
demic, it is true that these program
ming terrorists are in business to gain
notoriety. Perhaps we' re feeding their
egos by writing about them. However,
truthful coverage is necessary in com
batting this problem. Whether in print
or electronic media (and that includes
on-line services), we in the Mac com
munity have the potential to send a
message to these hackers that their
services are unwanted. Computing
should be left for positive creativity
and constructive purposes. "All we are
saying is give peace a chance." ~

AFTER

RES EA RCHING

AND WRITING SO

MUCH ABOUT VIRUSES, KRISTI COALE, ASSIS·
TANT EDITOR. SUFFERED SOME PROBLEMS
WITH HER OWN MEMORY. WITH TH E HELP OF
TH E MACUS ER VIRUS ATTACK TEAM, SH E
hOPES TO RECOVER SOME OF HER DATA
SOON.

The Netway® 1000/PC. It's a
vision that's become reality.
The first SNA gateway offering
total access to the 3270 world
for every workstation in your
corporate workgroup.
The best of both worlds.
B1ing together the sophisti
cation and flexibility of the
AppleThlk™ LAN with the
power of an IBM®host. With
the Netway 1000/PC, every
IBM PC (or compatible), along
with all the Macintoshes in
your Applelhlk workgroup,

SNA gateway that pennits users
to be logged on to as many as
six host sessions on the PC
and up to eight host sessions
on the Macintosh. On the PC
you can toggle in and out of
sessions via a hot-key sequence.
With MultiFinder™ on the
Macintosh, you can window
host sessions and Macintosh
applications concurrently.
And because it functions
as a 3274 gateway, the Netway
1000/PC can easily handle 16
host sessions from different

1000/PC costs less than $250
per active 3270 workstation
session.
From the leader in
AppleThlk·to-mainframe
communications.
The Netway 1000/PC is the
latest in the Netway 1000
family of products, which have
been serving business and
government connectivity needs
for more than two years.
Contact us about our
demo program and connect
your Macintoshes and PCs to
your IBM host today.

\

TRI-DATA

Sa1i'ifyin9 our customersfor more tha11 twenty years

Tri· Dat.a. Syst.ems, Inc.
1450 Kifer Road

can get full 3270 workstation
emulation in a multivendor LAN
environment. And Netway's
industry-standard file-transfer
support means your Macs, PCs
and mainframe can exchange
text, Mac or IBM PC application
files with ease.
Multisession capability.
The Netway 1000/PC is the only

workstations in the Applelhlk
workgroup.
High end solutions,
low end costs.
With all its high end features,
you'd expect the Netway 1000/PC
to cany a price tag to match.
But you'll be pleasantly sur
prised. For a workgroup of 16
Macs and PCs, the Netway

-

Sunnyvale, CA 94086-5306
Tulex: 172282 AppleLink: D0120
Fax: (408) 746-2074
Thi: (408) 746-2900
Please circle 39 on reader service card.
J!J88 'lh-Data SIJslems, lnc. Net1ooy is a
rrxfatera t trademark ofTl'i.-DataSystems,
Jnc. Macin tosh is a trudemark liceru;oo
lo A pple Compu te r, Inc. M11UiFinder
and A71plefll1/k are truden1arks qfApple
Comp11te1; Inc. IBM is a registered trode

mark qflnlem a.twnal Business Machines
Corpom.lion.
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Put Your Ideas Into Motion.
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VideoWorks II*
Ideas have always had tremen
The p rogram that
dous power in moving people.
brought animation to
the Macintosh user.
Now MacroMind®makes
With VideoWorks 11 , you
it possible for people to exer
create animated slide
shows from McPaint, PICT
cise tremendous power in
or Glue documents. then
add clip animation and
moving ideas.
sound for a true multimedia
VideoWorks II™, along with its
presentation.
VideoWorks II features
family ofutilities and accessories,
advanced animation
brings professional-quality ani
techniques . text editing .
mation to the Macintosh:Mlnstead graphic tools, color
printing. a database for
of having to rely on expensive
artwork, and digitized
sound.
and time-consuming outside
It comes wi th everything
resources, you can become
you need to learn and use
it: an interactive guided
the producer and director of
tour disk, a comprehen
sive manual, tu toria ls, clip
your own animated, multi
animation, artwork, movies
media presentations.
and sounds.
A full line of utilities and
Marketing presentations,
accessories is available for
training materials, demonstra
VideoWorks II.
tions and storyboards can all be
enhanced and brought to life by
the use of any or all of the multi
media features available with
VideoWorks II and Macintosh.
Animation in color or black &
white, with or without sound, is
a tool you can now utilize both
economically and quickly with
professional quality results.
If your business depends on
getting people to move on your
ideas, it can be worth your
while to put your ideas into
motion - with MacroMind
and Video Works II.
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Salesperson th'
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VideoWorks II
Utilities

VideoWorks II
Accessories

HyperCard™ Driver 

Clip Animations™

Apple p rovided the
vehicle. MacroMind lets
you drive it.
With a single command,
you can play any Video
Works II document inside
Hypercard!
Professional-quality
sequences can be ani
mated directly on top of
HyperCard . in a window or
across the entire screen, in
color or black & white. By
combining VideoWorks II
and the Hypercard Driver,
you can now create
Stackware•• with ani
mation, graphics and
sound.

fnhance your presen
tations with graphics
that move .
You don 't have lo be an
artist with these ready
made animations. Images
shimmer, fade and tumble
to get your message
across.

Accelerator 

Bar, p ie, line and bullet
charts; pick a style.
Show industry trends or
company sales fig ures with
ready-made animated
charts and graphs in more
than 30 styles.
Black & White
Movies - 17 of them , an
intriguing variety.
Our artists have created an
exciting range of animation
in these movies . You can
combine movies into your
own presentations or enjoy
them for themselves .

Accelerate your ideas
to the speed of your
imagination .
You can accelerate any
VideoWorks II document
easily.
Accelerator takes an
animation and speeds it up
to near digital -video quality.
It works with color or black
& wh ite movies. and plays
sound along with the
animation.

Clip Sounds™
An array of digitized sound
effects and music.
Create exciting presenta
tions by adding sound
effects and music . In
cludes a program which
moves sounds into Video
Works II and HyperCard.

Clip Charts™

E~ib~~iBN

~

Booth #916

~

VISIT US AT
MACWORLD EXPOSITION
BAYSIDE EXPO CENT ER , BOSTON
AUG UST 11-13, 19 88

MacrcMind'lnc.

1028 West Wolfram
Chicago. Illinois 60657
312.871 .0987

VldeoVlorl(s II. Clip Anima110n C hp Cr\a11s
ano Ctip Sounasaretra~em.-uksot t.

roMina

loe HypetCard. S1a cl\'wa1e anCI Macnl OSl'I
a1e lraderna.rk.s ol Apple Compu1er Inc C 1968

MacroM.nd inc

' VideoWorks II was a 1967 winner of
the MacUser Golden Eddy Award
and Bes1 Crea"vory and Bes t Ver ·
tical Markel Product. 1987, from /he
Soflware Publishers Assoc1a1ion .

A/UXILIARY

INFC>RNl.ATIC>N
Beauty and the Beast - the Mac
married to UNIX. The Macintosh op
erating system has become famous
largely because of its pioneering
achievements in interfacing humans
with computers. UNIX is a powerful
multiuser, multitasking operating sys
tem that originally ran only on mini
computers. UN IX was written by and
for programmers, and where the Mac
is famous for ease of use, UNIX is
equally renowned for being obscure
and puzzling.
A/UX, Apple's implementation of
UNIX, has the potential of combining
the power of UNIX with the sophisti

cated interface of the Mac. Its initial
release created a demand for the Mac
intosh II in traditional scientific and
engineering markets where UNIX has
long been a standard. As A/UX
evoh·es and programs become avail- .
able that better use the Mac interface,
both the UNIX and Mac worlds may
change in very exciting ways.
"A/UXiliary Information" will
keep you informed about new products
and developments in the A/UX com
munity. As the role of A/UX evolves,
so will our coverage, enabling the curi
ous and the committed to explore this
newest direction in the life of the Mac.

Apple Steps into the World of Standards
BY VANESSA SCHNATMEIER
hen Apple announced it was with other industry-standard hard
ware and software. Has Apple cut its
shipping A/UX, its own
own throat by linking arms with an
implementation of the mul
itasking, multiuser operat
almost nonproprietary operating sys
tem, as some suggest? In future issues
ing system called UNIX, tht: respons
of MacUser, this department will dis
es were what theatergoers call
"mixed." Some industry observers
cuss new developments in A/UX 
who will buy it, who will use it,
thought Apple was making an error
comparable to Louis XVI handing his whether Apple really knows what to
executioner a sword and saying, "Let
do with it, and what software and
me know if there's anything else I can hardware are avai lable for it.
The UNIX multitasking, multiuser
do." A handful reacted as though Ap
ple had started shipping the annotat
operating sys tem was born in
AT &T's Bell Laboratories in 1969.
ed Ten Commandments on an 80-me
Computer scientists designed UNIX
gabyte hard disk.
Apple views its move to this indu 
to make it easier for themselves to
try standard as absolutely necessary
create programs on medium-sized
minicomputers, specifically the PDP
to hook into the major growth mar
kets of the next decade and to connect series from Digital Equipment Corpo
ration (DEC).
AT&T didn't pay much attention
to the operating system in the 1970s.
The company licensed UNIX to vari
ous universities and then commercial
ly, largely to scientific/technical soft
ware houses, where it corrupted the
young and scientifically minded.
Only in 1981 did AT&T look up
and realize that this operating system
had commercial potential: multitask
ing (the capability to run several pro
cesses at once), multiuser capability
(the ability for many users to work si
multaneously on the same system),
transportability (the ability for code
written on one UN IX machine to be
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Where We Stand On Accounting.
Eight years into it and firmly planted.
With our experience and knowledge we have created a new foundation
for over 70,000 businesses worldwide.
And now, you might say we wear a bigger pair of shoes. Because we write
accounting software that's more than just a tool for accountants. Our Database
Accounting Library"' is designed from the ground up to run an entire business.
A system that everyone in a business can use, on just about every computer
or network. It's written in dBASE. The most accepted business programming
language in the industry. Providing the power and flexibility that enables your
information to achieve its maximum potential.
A financial system should grow as your business grows and be able to fit
the specific needs of that business. No matter what type of business you're in.
The Database Accounting Library includes the source code that allows you to do
just that. And we back it up with an unprecedented five-year warranty.
It's all designed to put your company on a much firmer footing.
You see at SBT, we stand for more than accounting. ~
We stand for better business.
~

Please circle 156 on reader service card.

800/ 227-7193. In CA 415/331-9900.
One Harbor Drive, Sausalito, CA 94965

carried over to another UNIX ma
chine with a minimum of fuss and re
compiling), a wide selection of pro
grams prepackaged with the system,
and strengths in communication and
electronic mail.
Today, I 0 percent of all computers
worldwide run some form of the
UN IX operating system. By 1991 , it
is estimated that 22 percent of com
puters will do so (according to the re
search firm International Data Cor
poration). UNIX has gained
widespread acceptance in commercial
and technical markets. Like taxes and
IBM, it won ' t go away.

nonproprietary, open systems.
Last May the UNIX community
was plunged into furor over the work
of that committee, which turned into
a group called the Open Software
Foundation ( OSF). The OSF, whose
initial members were seven of the
world's largest computer firms, in
cluding IBM , Hewlett-Packard, and
DEC, formed a non-profit foundation
to create what they said would be a
truly open system, not controlled in
a ny way by AT&T. It is too soon to
tell whether the OSF will produce
anything usable within 18 months, as
it promised.

TOO MANY STANDARDS

ENTER A/UX

The UNIX operating system
comes in several versions, or " fla
vors," in industry jargon. Most people
feel that the number of basic flavors
needs to be reduced to one or two,
though some industry observers have
said UNIX needs at least four ver
sions for different types of applica
tions. The cornucopia of flavors came
about when AT&T initially granted
source code licenses to almost anyone
who could pay the fee. As a result,
UNIX versions multiplied like ice
cream flavors at Baskin-Robbins.
Until recently, the three major ver
sions of UNIX were System V, the
AT&T official version; Berkeley 4.2
BSD, which is under a license from
AT&T and includes some desirable
features - it was the first version of
UNIX to take advantage of VAX
hardware capabilities; and Xenix, a
version available for the IBM PC AT
and compatibles. Xenix is the most
widely used, simply because it runs on
microcomputers.
While these version turf fights con
tinue, a national standards committee
is expected to complete a vote soon on
another operating specification, Po
six, not owned by any school or com
pany.
But while the voting was going on,
AT&T committed what many UNIX
companies consider a mortal sin - it
signed an agreement with Sun Micro
systems, a smaller company that's one
of the brightest stars in the UNIX fir
mament. This agreement gives Sun
first peek at upcoming releases of

This is the environment into which
Apple a nd A/UX have wandered.
So far, Apple has stayed out of the
standards fracas. A/UX adheres to
the UNIX System V standard and
also includes many 4.2 BSD features.
But Apple is more than just a me-too
company jumping on the bandwagon.
It has something to offer this market.
One of UNIX's problems is the lev
el of difficulty it presents to beginning
users. The main problems for begin
ners are obscure command names,
difficult system administration, an al
most user-hostile interface, and user
manuals that were written for pro
grammers by programmers. What
Apple brings with A/UX is access to
a consistent user interface known for
its intuitive ease. If that were the only
gift Apple brought to the UNIX com
munity, the community would be well
served.
A/UX programs hook into the
Mac II's Toolbox read-only memory
(ROM) chips, which create the dis
tinctive Macintosh graphic look and
feel. This means that UNIX develop
ers can port their products to the Mac
II and take advantage of the Macin
tosh pull-down menus and buttons.
(That doesn't mean that a user can
launch UNIX processes just by click
ing on an icon - not yet.) Apple also
has simplified the task of the system
administrator, a grueling job under
many versions of the UNIX system,
and made it hard for an ignorant user
to bollix up an entire file tree with a
few ill-typed words, something still

The

UNIX

operating system comes in
several versions, or
"flavors," in industry
jargon. Most people feel
that the number of basic
flavors needs to be reduced
to one or two, though some
industry observers have
said UNIX needs at least

-

four.
UN IX System V, though not neces
sarily a chance to sell products based
on them first. Other UNIX luminar
ies felt Sun and AT&T were turning
a supposedly open operating system
into a closely held proprietary operat
ing system, and formed a, protest
committee - even though Sun's suc
cess has been built on support for
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OUR ILENTWRITER IS
CREATllG HEADLINES
ON SEVERAL FRONTS.
RIVERSIDE •

J

DOATO.Ull

wDESSEATS •

,_,.
"'

rBEYERAOESw

C4/«

""

Our Silentwriter™LC890 is the first desktop publishing printer that gives you both popular
standards for creating graphics and type: true Adobe PostScript®and LaserJet Plus emulation.
That alone would be enough to cause headlines. But we also added many
more features to simplify desktop publishing. Like both Apple and IBM
compatibility. PC i%ek stated , " the LC890
..,_
is actualw bener than having both an Apple
NEC'sSilentWriterPrinterBoasts
LaserWriter Plus and an HP LaserJet Plus on
PostScript, HP LaserJet Plus Emulation your desk." Equally impressed, PC J\!f agazine
The new NEC SilmtWritcr LC·890 laser
NEC~ LC-890 printer. """"'"''- n'1k<S
· " An d Cite
· d It
·
prlntcrbr<atsncwsroundoo"'"""rronis. 11ia1 issue a moot po1111-and odds
award ed I·t an "Ed·It Or ' S Ch OICe.
~nin ':W; ~·rw:~r1aser"' ·~· 11ai:;;~: =~ng '"\~::,,Z~~
~:n1~~!~
in their "Best of 1987" issue.
' I . - ..... b ngulljjO .,..
1
•• eJ· ....
And because the Silentwriter has a simple,
trouble-free printing mechanism, it will be creating headlines for years to come. In fact , it's twice
as reliable as ordinary lasers , with an average life of 600,000 pages .
If you don't require the power of our LC890, con......
sider the rest of the family. The LC850 for text applicaNECPRINIERS.lHEYONLYSTOP
tions and the LC860 Plus for text and less complex
WHENYOUWANfIBEMTO.
graphics.
To start producing your own headlines,
_ call 1-800-343-4418 (in MA 617-264-8635).
re~Kiii;i~
.r-, ,~ ~
We'll send you reprints of all the great
_
reviews and the name of the NECIS dealer ~-~~ -- --'
nearest you.
new

10

~-

ID

V,c

tJ,,,,,._f

C&C

NEC Infornrnt iun Systems, Dept. 1610 , 1-1 1-1 Massachu sells Ave., Boxborough.MA 01 719.
Comput t'rs and Communications

Rcprintn l from PC M"gazine Jan. 12, 1988. © 1987 ZiffC0 111111unica1ions Company.
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possible under some versions.
Apple is doing its best to provide
connectivity to systems other than its
own. A/UX supports several multi
vendor network standards, including
Ethernet, TCP/IP, Berkeley Services,
NFS (an open standard from Sun
Microsystems), and Yellow Pages. It
will also support Version 11 of X
Windows, the windowing standard
from MIT. Apple's link to equipment
from DEC further increases its con
nectivity to systems outside the Apple
universe.
Apple will have to support the Po
six standard when that standard is
complete. While Apple has not yet
said it will definitely support Posix,
John Sculley has said that support for
Posix would be a "logical progres
sion" from supporting System V and
Berkeley UNIX.

WHY MOVE TO UNIX?
In one sense, a product like A/UX
was inevitable. In fact, Apple origi
nally tried to bring UNIX over to the
Lisa. However, shortly before the
Lisa was scheduled for introduction,
the company decided against UNIX
on the grounds that it didn't fit with
the plans to market the Lisa as an of
fice-productivity tool.
Apple is now repositioning itself as
a business company, working with
large- and small-scale firms, higher
education, and government markets.
To enter the latter two markets,
UNIX is a necessity. More than 50
percent of all government contracts
now specify hardware and software
running under the UNIX operating
system.
Government and defense contracts,
you may recall, are a huge potential
source of income. Apple has opened
the obligatory Washington, DC office
and has already won a couple of con
tracts with the Mac II, notably a five
year, $2.5-million contract for Mac
IIs at the headquarters of the Nation
al Aeronautics and Space Adminis
tration.
The availability of A/UX on the
Mac II signals a major turnaround in
Apple's business direction. The com
pany may not quite have a grip on
how to move in this new direction 

for instance, though the system was
purportedly shipping in February,
classes for dealers reportedly didn 't
begin until the middle of April - but
at this point it couldn't back out if it
wanted to. The potential effect on the
UNIX community is huge.
Sculley also says that he hopes this
offering will entice third-party devel
opers back into the fold, after some
slipped away to write software for
other operating systems. "Apple has
won back many third-party develop
ers who had left Apple to work on
DOS products," he said. "That's a
good sign. These developers have to
choose ca refully where to place their
bets."

GITTING SOFTWARE ON SHELVES
Apple originally planned to an
nounce A/UX with software shipping
or about to ship from I 00 vendors.
What Apple got was about 50 prod
ucts from 25 vendors, and it doesn' t
expect to reach the century mark un
til late in the second quarter. Glen Fi
ance, A/UX software evangelist, says
the reason software development has
been slow is that "people are realizing
that they can't stop at a character-ori
ented user interface. It's taking a lit
tle longer to add a Mac-style inter
face to the product."
Because UNIX started life in a
character-oriented environment, most
UNIX products have a character-ori
ented interface, since adding the Mac
interface can add one to six months of
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development time. Most development
activity for A/UX has been in data
bases, office automation, developer
tools (including compilers), engineer
ing and science software, and periph
eral devices. Many developers have
specifically targeted the government,
and several announcements are
scheduled for the August Uniforum
show in Washington, DC, a show
aimed at government markets.
One of the most surprising ab
sences so far in the A/UX software
lineup has been HyperCard. Hyper
Card's internal construction is such
that the application seriously conflicts
with A/UX in terms of memory man
agement and event handling: Hyper
Card does its own work in both these
areas. However, Apple is working on
this problem.
Apple estimates that up to one
fourth of its business in VAR (value
added reseller) channels in the next
year will be A/UX-based. They hope
A/UX will give VARs a chance to
move into new markets, either from
the Macintosh operating system to
UNIX or vice versa. Apple says that
UNIX VARs that work with other
major UNIX vendors, such as Altos
Computer, NCR, and AT&T, are
starting to come to them.

What's New for
AIUX?
Note: Items in this section are
announcements of new products
only, rath er than reviews, and un
less otherwise specified the author
has not viewed them in action.
One of the first requirements for
the Mac II to be able to run well
with multiple users under A/UX
was either a change of processor
from the 68020 to the 68030, or a
68030 accelerator card - and the
latter is now available from Mac
Peak of Austin, TX.
M acPeak claims that their 68030
card will increase the Macintosh
II 's performance from two to three
times. The base configuration runs
at 20 MHz with 256K of static
RAM cache (which is configurable
up to l megabyte), with zero wait
I
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Develop your ideas
in Digital Darkroom.
4

Using brightn ess

and contrast controls,

1

dramatic clouds are
salvaged fr o m an

A class ic arch be

com es th e anchor for

underexposed original

this surrea l composi

and then pasted into

tion. A fter eliminating

the background.

unwanted areas, a stair
step design is added.

2

5

Finally, th e chil

A ft e r being cut

dren step out of an

from its background, a

oth e rwis e o rdinary

skyscraper is added. A

photo - with the help

false bottom is created

of the Magic Wand

with simple retouching.

automatic se lection
tool -

to add the key

dramat(c el ement to

3

the composition.
Wi th the he lp of

automated paste con
trols that replace tedi
ous pixel editing, tl1 e
waves wrap around
the arch.

Imagine a computerized darkroom .. .in your
Macintosh.® Software that gives you more control
over grayscale images than even the most skilled
photographer. That's Digital Darkroom."'
Unique "intelligent" tools eliminate much of
the work in creating dramatic compositions,
whether you're a beginner or a professional. You
can automatically select objects using the Magic
Wand, or blend one image into another with simple
slider controls. You can freely slant, stretch or
rotate your image to get precisely what you want.
For detailed retouching, you have brushes
and filters that blur, sharpen, smudge or create
complex textures and other special effects_ You
can even outline shapes in your images automati
cally with AutoTrace.'"

And when it's just right on-screen, the exclusive
Advanced Halftone printing option will give you the
smoothest grays and sharpest detail you've ever seen
on a 300 dpi laser printer - even on non-PostScript®
language printers_
From simple retouching, to the wildest flights of
imagination, develop your ideas - in Digital Darkroom.
Suggested retail price: $395.
Special introductory price: $295.
System requirements:
Macintosh Plus. SE or Macintosh II
Silicon Beach Softwa re, Inc.
97i0 Carroll Center Road , Suite J
San Diego, Ca 92 126 • (619) 69:Hi956
Digital l.Jarkroom and AutoTrace are trodemarks of SilicCH1
llem:h Suflwflro, /11c. Mucintosh is a registered tmdemcrk of
Apple Comf1ul11r, /11 c. l'ostScript is a regi.slered trndcmark of

Adobe Sysu:ms /11c.
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states. The card will have opti
mized settings for A/UX graphics
and math-intensive applications.
This 68030 card will make it
possible for three to four users to
work on a Mac II simultaneously.
The price for the base configura
tion of the 20-MHz 68030 acceler
ator card with 256K static RAM is
$3,495. A I -megabyte static card
and a 68882 math coprocessor are
optional. For more information,
contact MacPeak at 120 I Spyglass,
Austin, TX 78746 or call them at
(512·) 327-3211.
The second wave of A/UX appli
cations includes one of the first new
integrated UNIX office-systems
packages to have shown up in a
Jong time. Decathlon Data Systems
of Boulder, CO, has launched an
A/UX version of its Gold Medal
office automation package, which
it's trying to position as "the first
hardware-independent suite of of
fice automation products." Gold
Medal is also available for MS
DOS machines and will eventually
be available on standard operating
systems, mainframes, and more ex
otic proprietary systems. The pack
age includes a word processor, a
spreadsheet, communications with
electronic mail , a relational data
base, presentation graphics, a se
ries of desk tools (including a cal
endar, calculator, to-do lists,
tickler file, and a phone book), and
a customization module that lets
users shape the system to their own
needs, perhaps using other vertical
modules that Decathlon ha s
availahle.
foreign language versions of
GoldMedal, as well as vertical
market versions for medical , legal,
scientific/technical, and manufac
turing applications, will be avail
able later in the year. The base
price for the A/UX version is $695;
the final price depends on the n um
ber of users. For more information ,
contact Decathlon Data Systems at
1650 38th Street, Boulder CO
80301 or call (303) 440-9000.
Grasshopper Group, a San Fran
cisco-based startup, is offering an
A/UX version of the Sun Micro-

Today, 10
percent of all computers
worldwide run some form
of the UNIX operating
system. By 1991, it is
estimated that 22 percent

-

of computers will do so.

ure their windows with a variety of
pull-right menus. Screen output is
designed in PostScript, so it can be
fully scaled, rotated, or masked
without changing applications.
MacNews lets users run compute
bound applications, such as com
puter-aided designs of a molecular
model, on a faster machine while
the display is controlled from and
viewed on a Mac II.
Release 1.1.0 of MacNews is
surprisingly inexpensive at $225,
which includes a manual, program
disks, interface source, and (for the
first release) a free upgrade. For
more information, contact the
Grasshopper Group at 212 Clayton
Street, San Francisco, CA 94117
or call ( 415) 668-5998.

WHAT THE ANALYSTS THINK

systems windowing system NeWS
- that's pronounced "Nee-wuss,"
by the way. Grasshopper's version
of NeWS, called MacNews, brings
a PostScript-based interface to the
Mac II.
The MacNews program provides
a common user interface for appli
cations running locally on a Macin
tosh II or on any computer con
nected to a Mac I I through a TCP/
IP network. The user interface is
written in PostScript. Because the
full source code is included with
this version, users can customize
the interface or copy parts of it into
their application code. The C-lan
guage source code is also included
in the distribution disks , so it can
be compiled into applications on
any UNIX machine. Users config
SEPTEMBER

Undeniably, the Macintosh II is
gaining wide acceptance. Accord
ing to Brian Boyle, director of re
search at Novon Research Group,
there will be more Mac Ils in
stalled by the end of the year than
any other UNIX machine. He also
predicts that many of those users
will take A/UX immediately 
this assumes that they've gotten a
clear picture of it from their deal
ers or distributors.
Will A/UX also gain wide ac
ceptance? Paul Cubbage of Data
quest waxes enthusiastic: "The
three things I find wrong with
UNIX are file systems that don't
handle large files, system adminis
tration that requires too high-level
a person, and a low-level user inter
face . Apple has implemented A/
UX to have it run with a hardened
file system, a greatly simplified
system administration task, and an
intuitive user interface. The very
things I see as UNIX weaknesses,
Apple has made strengths."
It remains to be seen whether
Apple is ready for the market posi
tion it's jockeying for. The progno
sis at this point is favorable. Should
the software appear, Apple's
chances are good for really giving
business and technical users "the
operating system for the rest of
us.,,~
1988
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BUYON£

Purchase one of the following titles from your local dealer.

Sol<o-Ban
Ac1ion Strategy Game.
IBM.

App~

II, and C·64

GETONEFRE£
Receive one of the following titles from Spectrum HoloByte.

ITS THE BEST DEAL AROUND! Buy one of Spectrum HoloByte's hottest titles from
your local dealer between Aug. 1and Oct. 31 , 1988. and we'll send you another product
of your choice ab!Kllutely FREE!
YOUR CHOICES TO PURCHASE ARE : FALCON ,
TETRIS, PT-109, SOKO-BAN, SOLITAIRE ROYALE,
OR DONORA.
Here's how it works. To redeem your free software
simply complete either the coupon in this ad or one

from your local retailer; mail it along with proofs of purchase and $4 (per free
product) for shipping aild handling. If our product is unavai lable local ly, call us direct a
415-522-0107. Tell us what product you wish to buy
and which product you want FREE. We accept either
Visa or MasterCard .

~s~
2061 Challenger Drive · Alameda, CA 94501

All suf~vare pflXlcts are ualemarks of or ICerrsed to Spectrum ftlloByte Hailware
pnxi.c1s ae tllllemaks of tt'e r respectrve i'dle!s.

YOUR FREE PRODUCT CHOICES ARE : ORBITER,
INTRIGUE, LUNAR EXPLORER, TELLSTAR,
WILDERNESS. OR ART STUDIO.

-----------------------------------------------Mail-In

Coupon

Please send ITT/ free software to the follcming ctllress. Encklsed are required proofs of purchase !specified below) ard $4 IU S. turds) per free prrouct lex' shipping and
handling. Check or roorey order shoukJ be male payable to Spectrum 1-bloByte.

N a m e - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - -- - - - - --

D VISA D MasterCard _ _ _ _ Exp. Date _ _ __

A d d r e s s - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Ci t y - - - - - - - - - - -- - - State _ _ _ _ Zip _ _ __
My free software c h o i c e - - - - - - - - -- - -- - Computer format t wish to receive - - - - - - - - - -- - - 
Signature----------------------------------------
PROOF OF PURCHASE REQUIREMENTS: Send the follov;ing original itents Ill the dated cash register tape or sales receipt sOOwing the product purchased. and {21 the actual UPC
label b:aled on the klwer right corner of paci«l!Je back. !Cul the label off.I
Mail 10: Spectrum fbklByte. BlN I. GET 1 FREE. 2061 Challenger Drive. Alameda, CA 94501. !llly valid requests postmarked by fib;_ 1. 1988, will be honored. Alklw 3-6 weeks for delivery.

TIP SHEET
COMPILED

Found a trick, short cut, or
smarter way to get something
done with a program? Share
your hints by sending them to
The Tip Sheet c/o MacUser, 950
Tower Lane, 18th floor, Foster
City, CA 94404. We pay at least
$25 for every hint we publish,
plus we'll print your name and
hometown.
Every month we'll select one
tip as the Tip of the Month. The
person who sends in that tip will
receive $100 for it.

BY GREGORY WASSON

any stack's background.
The following is more effi
cient and concise:
on closeStack
if the freeSize
of this stack)O
then
doMenu
Compact Stack
end closeStack
MIR EL LI V I U SLAVUTEANU
H ELSIN K I , FI NLAND

HyperCa rd
and
the
MacPuke
HYPERCARD
IN IT both use the
The HyperCard same type of snd resources.
printing options al To install the latter in a
low only the print stack, launch ResEdit and
ing of the current card or the open the MacPu ke INTT
entire stack. But if you cre file. You'll fi nd th at it has
ate a button on any card of one snd resource called
your stack with the follow "Eject Sound." Copy this
ing script, you'll be able to over to the snd fi le on Hy
print a range of cards that perCa rd and you will be
you speci fy.
able to play the puking
on mouseUp
sound j ust as you would
ask "First Card " boing" and harpsichord.
to Print?
J A D E PROUT
Put It into Start CAPE ELIZA BETH . ME
ask " Last Card
ADOBE ILLUSTRATOR
to Print?
Put It into Fin
/ f Here's a cunning
.,,-r· ~ · - way to Undo an ac
ish
/ 8.8 ciden tal Move if
open
printing
you've clicked the mouse
with dialog
repeat
with button and Undo Move is no
counter = start longer ava il able. First,
make sure the same anchor
to
points are still selected. Se
finish
print
card lect the object if they're not.
Now hold Option down as
counter
you click the Pointer Tool.
end repeat
The Move dia log box ap
close pr in ting
pears, showi ng a positive
end mouse Up
value beside " Move dis
DAV E E LWOO D
tance." This va lue repre
SH ERMAN OAKS, CA
sents the dista nce in points
The February 88 of the last move made. All
issue contained a you have to do is make th at
tip on reducing the va lue negative (insert a mi
size of your HyperCard nus sign), and click OK.
stacks by adding a script to Your anchor poi nts will

slink back to their proper
place just like the dogs they
are.

changes to aspects of the il
lustration th at ca n be seen
only during Preview.

B ILL PLANEY

W.

FT. WORTH , TX

DALLAS, TX

/f

The Adobe Illus7-- trator
manu al
states that the cur
rent art fi le cannot be edited
in the Preview mode. This is
not enti rely true. Objects
can be moved and copied in
the Preview mode by usi ng
the Move dialog box. Select
the object you wa nt to move
or copy, enter the Preview
mode, call up the Move dia
log box ( hold down the Op
tion key and click the Point
er tool in the toolbox), enter
the distance and /or angle
data for the operation, then
click OK (or Copy). The ob
ject will move or duplicate
before your eyes, and you' ll
be able to see how this ad
justment will affect your
printed copy. Th is trick is
very useful in maki ng
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Mou e dl•lonce:

SANFORD MAY

FILEMAKER
We use FileMaker
extensively for our
personali zed mail
ings. Ou r job is easier if we
type the letter directly in a
FileMaker layout rath er
than fooli ng arou nd wi th
Word . Unfortun ately, we
are not ab le to fully justi fy
the letter - which would re
sult in a more professional
look ing document fo r the
client.
A way to overcome this is
to type the letter in Word
with the j ustified text icon
selected from the ruler, se
lect the body of the letter,
and press Com mand Option
D, which turns the text into
a graphic. The gra phic ca n
then be pasted into the File
Maker layout.
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20 mbSCSI
65 MS S56000

New!
High
performance

80 mb SCSI
28MS
$1249.00

Al'Pldl1LG1!

40mb SCSI
40 MS s77000

11111

60 mbSCSI
40 MS sg3900

&)>Seagate

J\11111..1~0 (~ll1fl'lt & ~Seagate

...Quality Works

SCSI cabling, all necessary hardware and have been shock mounted fo
trouble-free transport.
The Apple Crate comes with a 2 YEAR WARRANTY on parts and lal
and a direct watts line to our "72 hour turnaround" service departmen
Complies with the limits for a Class Bcomputing device pursuant to
Subpart J of Part 15 of FCC rules. Patent pending.

Introducing

J\()()1-'1~0 f~(lJff,I~™
Our sub systems have been designed
to provide quick and easy installation and
are fully compatible with Apple Mac Plus,
Mac SE and Mac II.
These powerful systems include driver and
utility software, an internal power supply,

Apple, Apple Mac Plus, Mac SE,
and Mac II nre registered trademarks

of Apple

•

•
•
•

Compute~

Inc.

The Apple Crate provides:
Additional SCSI port which allows
daisy-chaining up to 7 SCSI
devices
Convenient fuse holder
SCSI address select
Controls and cable controls
clearly marked and easy to operate.

In California

800-323-9994

•

Nationwide

800-543-580:

Call for same day orders or technical suppor

~
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6850 Vineland Ave., Bldg. M., North Hollywood, CA !

(818) 766-4001
Please circle 40 on reader service card.

Just add your address and
salutation fields above and
below the graphic to create
your letter.
Eo ROBINSON
SCARBOROUGH,
CANADA

ONTARIO,

PAGEMAKER 3.0
PageMaker saves
updates to your
print parameters
(such as Paper Source,
Driver, Scaling, and so on)
only if it perceives you have
changed the file. Even
though you may be opening
the file only to print it, your
changed parameters will be
lost if you close it. A crude
but effective solution is to do
something and promptly
Undo it, or draw a box and
delete it. Now PageMaker
will perceive a . savable
change, and your new print
parameters will be saved
with the file.
0

BILLPLANEY
FT. WORTH, TX

READY, SET, GO! 4.0
There is a quick
and easy way to
stretch text as tall
or as wide as you wish.
Start with a text block
and type in the desired text.
Then draw out a picture
block to the size of the end
product - if, for example,
the text is to come out half
as wide and four times the
height, make the picture
block that size.
Select (click on) the text
block to be stretched. Cut or
copy it. Then ready the pic
ture block as if it were to
receive clip art and paste
the text into the block. Se
lect the Picture block,
choose
Specifications
(Command-M), and use the
Scale Across and Scale
Down functions to stretch
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TIP OF THE MONTH
WORD 3.0x
~
~

The
Macintosh
and the Apple
ImageWriter to
gether can produce good
near-letter-quality text, but
at a rather sedentary pace.
The ImageWriter itself has
several resident fonts that it
could print at a much faster
speed, but these are not nor
mally accessed by word pro
cessors, such as Microsoft's
Word.
However, by using the
Print Merge function , these
resident fonts can be inte
grated into Microsoft Word
documents in a very simple
manner.
First, create a data file
containing the necessary
printer codes. For example,
to print in the Image
Writer's near-letter-quality
pica font , create a document
containing the following
two lines:
lq

The first line, lq, is the
header record . The letter e
temporarily represents the
escape character; ea2 is the
Image Writer code for near
letter-quality text, while eN
is the code for pica.
Save the file as a Text
Only file using the filename
"codes." Next the letter e
must be changed to the es
cape character ( 1B in hexi
decimal nota tion).
This can be done with
MacTools or any other
byte-level editor (see illus
tration).
The first line of the docu
ment to be printed would
then basically be a template
in which to insert the printer
codes and would then ap
pear as follows (remember
that
the
delimiters
< < and > > are accessed
by Option \ and Shift
Option \):
((DATA

codes))

( ( lq))

ea2eN

codes
Bick : O Pert A L09 l ca l EOF I s after
0000 :
0010 :
0020 :
0030 :
0040 :
OOSO :
0060 :
0070 :
0090 :
0090 :
OOftO !
0080 :

6C71
0000
0000
0000
0000
0000
0000
0000
0000
0000
0000
0000
ooco : 0000
0000 : 0000
OOEO : 0000
OOFO ; 0000

DD 18
0000
0000
0000
0000
0000
0000
0000
0000
0000
0000
0000
0000
0000
0000
0000

6132 1154£ 0000
0000 hO 0000
0000 0000 0000
0000 0000 DOC))
0000 0000 0000
0000 0000 0000
0000 0000 0000
0000 0000 0000
0000 0000 0000
0000 0000 0000
0000 0000 0000
0000 0000 0000
0000 0000 0000
0000 0000 0000
0000 0000 0000
0000 0000 0000

0000
0000
0000
0000
0000
0000
0000
0000
0000
0000
0000
0000
0000
0000
0000
0000

~t•

0009 of lhi• block

0000 0000
ooa> 0000
0000 0000
0000 0000
0000 0000
0000 0000
OOOD 0000
0000 0000
OOCIJ 0000
OOOD 0000
OOCID 0000
0000 0000
oom 0000
oom 0000
0000 0000
0000 0000

I q .. al.rt .. .. ... ,
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........ ......• .
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To ensure compatibility
of appearance between the
document on-screen and in
the printed version, use a
monospaced typeface such
as Courier when typing the
document.
To print the document,
first make sure that the seri
al printer driver is selected
(the ImageWriter driver
will not pass through the es
cape character) and that the
Typewriter printer resource
is located in the System
folder.
Next, Choose the
Print Merge command.
Then as the file is sent to
the printer, the rmage
Writer codes for the near
letter-quality pica text are
sent to the printer just ahead
of the document text.
Printing is speeded up
considerably because the
burden of converting text
into near-letter-quality out
put is assumed by hardware
in the ImageWriter printer
rather than by software in
the Macintosh.
The Typewriter printer
driver interprets simple
styles such as bold and un
derlining.
Other enhancements, in
cluding
other
resident
Image Writer
typefaces
such as elite, compressed,
and expanded type, and ital
ics, can be accessed by in
cluding additional fields in
the data field.
Consult the Image Writer
manual for a more complete
listing of the various escape
codes.
DANIEL GUTMAN
NEW YORK. NY

"SIMPLE, FOOLPROOF,
CRASHPROOF, and EFFECTIVE~'
-MacUser

Disk Management • Data Recovery • Back-Up Program for Copy-Protected Disks
Now the best-selling* MAC utilities
gets even better. •Improved "SAVES
DELETES"-the sure way to recover
accidentally deleted files even on "tag
less" hard drives.• MAC 1DOLS
now features a graphic "tree" display
for your folders-see and/ or change
your disk 1s organization at a glance.
• SMART LOCATE-find files any
where on your drives by name or up
to three "keywords 11 -words that can
be anywhere inside the missing file.
• IMPROVED RECOVERY-for
damaged diskettes. • TRACK,LEVEL
EDI1DR-spot copy protections, repair
damaged blocks, etc. •Plus all the features
that have made COPY II a favorite for
over three years. View/ edit disks or files.
Transfer protected programs to a hard disk,
and make backups of most copy-protected
software- over a dozen new programs added
in this release!
If you haven't seen COPY II lately, call for
the dealer nearest you or to order direct,
call (503) 690-8090, M-F, 8 a.m.-5 p.m.
(West Coast time).

*
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MICRO-D BEST SELLER 'S LIST
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APL

Focal Point • Activision • (MAC)
Smartcom II • Hayes · (MAC)
Turbo Pascal · Borland International
· (APL .MAC)
Superspool • Supermac Software · (MAC)
Business Class • Activision · (APL)
Fastback · Fifth Generation Systems · (MAC)
Timeout Ultramacros · Beagle Bros. Micro
Software · (APL)
Basic Interpretor · Microsoft • (MAC)

Copy II !vtac is a trademork ofCemral Point Software.

CentrdPoint
Soft7&r:r~
15220 .W. Greenbrier Pkwy. .#200
Bcavcrco n, O regon 97006
(503) 690-8090 Sales/ Info
(503) 690-SOSO Tec h Suppo rt
Please circle 105 on reader service card.
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the text accordingly. The
distorted text will appear

LOS ANGELES, CA

CRICKET DRAW 1.1
~
~

Cricket Draw I. I
has a bug that was
=
not present in 1.0.
If you construct a two-sided
open polygon and add an ar
rowhead to the end, the ar
rowhead appears correctly
on the screen (see Figure
A) but prints out at the in
tersection of the two line
segments (Figure B). Fig
ure C shows the obvious
method of creating a two
sided polygon. Unfortu
nately, this results in what
is shown in Figure B.
Figure D shows the work
around. You just add a n ex
tra clickpoint to the poly
gon. This results in the
arrowhead being positioned
where it should. Why this
works, nobody knows, but it
does - every time.

Qctl

•

When working in
Microsoft Word, I
often use several
different document disks
during a session.
And like many people, I
usually double-click on a
document to open it (rather
than opening Microsoft
Word first). The problem
was this: When I wanted to
work on a file from docu
ment disk 2, I would eject
disk I, insert disk 2, and
open the file. But when I
tried to save the file on the
second disk, the Macintosh
would tell me to keep swap
ping disks 1 and 2 - a very
frustrating and a nnoying
procedure.
The answer to all this is
that, if you're working with
a floppy-based system, open
Word first, and then open
your files within the pro
gram under the File menu.
Then you can eject and in
sert new document disks
without any inconvenience.
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WORD 3.0x

DENNIS TAYLOR
CONCORD, MA

YtNCE SWANSON

s

act1

act2
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It's possible to copy
one or just a few
styles from one
Word document's style
sheet to another without
bringing in the entire style
sheet. First, open the docu
ment that has the style(s)
you want to copy. Select a
paragraph that's formatted
in the desired style. Or to
copy several styles, copy a
series of paragraphs. Now
open the document to which
you want to copy the styles
and paste the paragraphs.
The new styles will appear
in the style sheet. You can
now delete ihe text you past
ed, and the style(s) will re
main. This is a great im
provement over bringing in
an entire style sheet and
then cutting unwanted
styles one at a time.
KIRSTEN ROBINSON
PROVIDENCE, RI

You can set up
"style sheets" after
a fashion in Write
Now. Set up the dummy
formats that you frequently

use in a separate document
a nd keep this document
open all the time.
When you need a style,
just switch windows, click
on the paragraph that has
the format you need, and
copy the ruler (Command
!).
Switch back to the docu
ment window and paste the
ruler in (Command-2). Al
though this method copies
only ruler settings (Font,
style, etc., do not carry
over), it can be a real time
saver and guarantees that
your finished document will
have a consistent look.
Later, if you want to
change a particular format
for instance, making
your centered headings all
flush left - you can use
WriteNow's identical ruler
feature.
You select the text from
the fi rst occurrence of the
format to the end of the doc
ument, and hold down the
Shift key while making the
change in this ruler.
LAWREN CE

c. STEDMAN

MICRO PLANNER

the power to make
your projects happen!
If you are serious about making your projects happen on time and
on budget then you need MICRO PLANNER. Most projects fail
because of inadequate resources - something MacProject® II does

not even consider. Only MICRO PLANNER's combination of Critical
Path/PERT and resource analysis allow you to easily compare trade
offs between time, money and resources. Successfully manage your
projects with the power of MICRO PLANNER.
MICRO PLANNER
Version6

$595.00

$495.00

Automatically draws the logic
Easy to Use?
Only if you are an artist. You have
diagram for professional quality no
to draw the logic Diagram manually. matter how complex. You will
always look good.
Multiple Archives  No

Multiple Archives to save up to four
different scenarios. "What if" your
way to success.

Data Interchange  No
(Macintosh Clipboard only)

Export and import data to and from
mini/mainframe applications and/
or other Macintosh®and IBM®PC
applications using Project Exchange.
You can also build libraries/ tem
plates of projects and merge or clone
sub-projects.

Who stands behind the product?
Just another software company
with only 1enhanced version in
4 years.

MPI  the leading full service international project management consulting company. Servicing our clients for
almost ten years, all we do is project management. We provide training, seminars, program management and con
sulting as well as software. More than 15 improved versions released over the last 4 ye:m. We arc constantly incor
porating your suggestions. Most upgrades cost only $10. Wait until you see what is next!

Resource leveling  No
Multiple Project Resource
Leveling-No

Resource leveling for single or multiple projects, since 1978. Thlde-off time vs. resources to optimize your schedules.
Lots of projects, one resource pool? No problem. Find out who should be doing what and when? Can you complete
that additional project on time? What additional resources will be required?

Multi-User  No

ew Multi-User version (S 200 per each additional station) including Color, MultiFinder compatible or single launch
version.

If you are serious about making your projects happen on time and on budget,

don't toy around. Get MICRO PLANNER Version 6.
For a limited time, you can trade in your
MacProject and pay only $200 for MICRO PLANNER.
Contact our office for details

Micro Planning International
235 Montgomery Street, Suite 840
San Francisco, California 94104 SA
lei: (415) 788-3324 FAX: (415) 788-3405

Please clrcle 122 on reader service card.

We offer full training and consulting.
MICRO PLANNER option is available on IBM®and compatibles.
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Although the hyper-hoopla has dis
sipated, HyperCard remains one of
the most significant software applica
tions developed for the Macintosh. Its
impact is as varied and broad-ranging
as Mac users themselves. The diversi
ty of HyperCard's potential is exciting
and has made quality editorial cover
age a challenge.
MacUser responded initially with
introductory HyperCard features, and
next with the monthly section "Flash
Cards," to keep track of the most ex
citing stackware we've seen. We then
followed with Michael Swaioe's "Card
Tricks," a monthly column devoted to
HyperTalk techniques.
This month we introduce a new sec
tion specifically for HyperCard.
You'll find Hyperspace in every issue,
with a variety of HyperCard informa
tion, including "Card Tricks" and
"FlashCards."
With the release of HyperCard 1.2
(actually, make that 1.21., following
Apple's latest bug fix), we have an
evolving software tool that provides
much that was missing from the origi
nal version. The most important of
these new Apple-supplied features is
the ability to handle stacks read from
CD-ROM disks. But perhaps even
more exciting is the growing library of
user-supplied features available for
HyperCard,'in the form of HyperTalk
scripts, XCMDs, and XFCNs. Even
the most humble contribution bears
witness to a modern phenomenon: a
powerful focus ofvarious minds and
perspectives, working independently
- yet collectively - toward a defini
tion of a shared, visual programming
environment.
Whether HyperCard is best de
scribed as an information presentation
tool, database, programming lan
guage, knowledge navigator, custom
application builder, revolutionary edu
cational tool, or new art form is some
thing you'll have to decide for your
self. But we'll take the liberty of
telling you that outside of any and all
of these descriptions, there is some
thing more.
And so welcome to Hyperspace!

E

The Look and Feel of Hyperspace

BY STEPHEN ELIAS

J

n the early days of the personal
computer revolution,
commercial success was
possible for all sorts of
homegrown software. By 1986,
however, the concept of the "little
guy" programmer was pretty much
dead; the road to software stardom
mostly lay in the direction of large
software publishers rather than
garage workshops.
And then came HyperCard. Quite
simply, HyperCard is a software
development tool for the masses.
Take the case of Arnold, who wants
to catalog his large science-fiction
collection according to such key
concepts as hyperdrive, cryonics,
telepathy, teleportation, antigravity,
and robotics. First, Arnold must
manually digest his collection by
desired concepts. Then, he can use
HyperCard to:
• design his screens (called cards)
with the HyperCard paint tools and
other design tools
• combine some predefined
commands with appropriate icons
and buttons to make linkages
• enter the necessary text (which
might be one-sentence summaries
of how and where each key concept
is used in each book).
Voila, Arnold has a program
(called stackware in HyperCard) that
allows him (or anyone) to quickly
make a conceptual search of his entire
science-fiction "database." If Arnold
uses HyperTalk to write his own
scripts (HyperTalk, the HyperCard
programming language, is
straightforward enough for most Mac
users), he can adorn his stackware
with any number of bells and
whistles.
It is easy to envision many types of
HyperCard programs that would be
excellent candidates for wide
commercial distribution to Mac
users. Legal, automobile-repair,
gardening, and medical-diagnosis
stacks come to mind. Even Arnold's
~cience-fiction catalog would
probably do well. Also, HyperCard
provides an excellent way for
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businesses to map and capture
internal information systems so that
data can quickly be imparted to and
retrieved by personnel according to
their individualized needs.
As wondrous as HyperCard is, it
still takes much human perspiration
(as well as at least a touch of
inspiration) to produce an effective
application. Inevitably the question
arises, "How can I prevent others
from copying and profiting from my
stackware?" The answer is found
primarily in the copyright Jaws. This
article is about the application of
these laws to HyperCard products.
First things first. The federal
copyright statutes protect original
works of authorship that are
contained in tangible media of

expression. This protection gives the
copyright owner the right to prevent
others from copying, displaying,
distributing, or preparing variations
of the work covered by the copyright.
Copyright has been held by one or
more courts to protect the following
aspects of computer software:
•source code (program code as
written by the programmer)
•object code (the code as read by
the computer after the source code
has been interpreted or compiled)
•code contained in read-only
memory chips (ROMs)
• operating systems
•computer game screens
• screen formats used by
application programs.
I
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Who owns the copyright in
software? The programmer does,
except in the following two instances:
•If the program is developed by an
employee as a part of his or her
employment, the employer owns the
copyright.
• If a program is developed under a
written work-made-for-hire
agreement, the copyright will
normally (but not necessarily) be
owned by the commissioner of the
work.
Part or all of this ownership can be
transferred to others. For instance, it
is typical for programmer-authors to
transfer to their publishers "all
copyright rights for the life of the
copyright" as a condition to receiving
royalties on sales of the program
covered by the copyright.
If the original owner of the
software is the programmer, the
copyright lasts for the programmer's
life, plus 50 years. If the original
owner is an employer or
commissioner of the work, the
copyright lasts for either 75 or 100
years, depending on when the work is
published. In short, copyrights last a
long time, regardless of who owns
them.
Now that I've covered a few
copyright basics, let's turn to a
specific discussion of how copyright
can be used to protect HyperCard
stackware. When I say that
HyperCard stackware may be
protected by copyright, I am really
talking about some or all of the
following stackware attributes:
•the source code (the HyperTalk
commands and scripts which make
the stack work)
• the structure, sequence, and
organization of your database, that is,
the connections you build between
cards and stacks to facilitate
information retrieval)
•the text that is typed or imported
into your stack (assuming you are its
author)
• the artistic nature of your cards
created with the paint program
•the look and feel of the text-based
cards that make up your HyperCard
stack
Clearly, a HyperCard product is a
332
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multi headed beast when we start
talking about copyright protection.
Let's discuss each item in order.

PROGRAM CODE (SOURCE CODE)
One important aspect of your
HyperCard stackware that can be
protected under the copyright laws is
its source code (the HyperTalk
commands and scripts that make the
stackware work). Traditionally, it has
been necessary for a human being to
write code to make programs operate.
At the advanced HyperCard level,
this is still true. The way you use
HyperTalk to write scripts for your
stackware can be very creative
indeed, and certainly worth
protecting under the copyright laws
the same as any other type of source
code. Not only will your scripts be
protected against literal copying but
a lso the overall structure, sequence,
and organization of your stackware

least as far as creating the code is
concerned). On the other hand, that
you produced the code by
manipulating symbols on screen
doesn't necessarily disqualify the code
from copyright protection. I would
consider it protectable; you have
nothing to lose by trying.

STRUCTURE, SEQUENCE, AND
ORGANIZATION OF "HYPERSPACE"
In addition to your source code, the
configuration of your stackware's
hyperspace should also qualify for
copyright protection under the
Whelan case. Hyperspace? This is a
term that has been used to describe
the conceptua l environment traveled
in by users of HyperCard stackware.
It is based on the science-fiction
construct under which star ships
travel faster than light by using warps
(ripples) in the space-time
continuum. In fact, the beauty of a

Ifthe original owner of the software is the
programmer, the copyright lasts for the programmer's
life, plus 50 years. If the original owner is an employer
or commissioner of the work, the copyright lasts for
either 7 5 or 100 years.

-

code will be protected against
appropriation by others under a
recent federal circuit court of appeals
case [Whelan, Inc. v. Jaslow Dental
Laboratory, Inc., 797 F.2d 1222 (3d
Cir. I 986)].
Suppose, however, that you don't
bother to learn HyperTalk, but
instead rely exclusively on
HyperCard's existing subroutines by
simply cutting and pasting buttons on
the screen, or clicking on commands
in HyperCard dialog boxes. In this
instance, it is debatable whether the
source code you necessarily produce
by manipulating these tools is
copyrightable. On the one hand, it's a
little difficult to call your efforts a
"creative work of authorship" (at
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well-constructed HyperCard program
is that it permits wild, intuitive, and
immediate leaps across a body of
information on a strictly "as desired"
basis. In many instances, the main
creative aspect of stackware will be
this "hyperspace" information
accessing environment.
Despite the flashy nature of the
term hyperspace, we're really talking
about a highly interactive database.
Databases (as compilations of data)
have long been protected by copyright
on the basis of the efforts and
creativity that went into organizing
the data for meaningful retrieval.
Although on one level the linkages
you build between cards and stacks
are ideas (which as we see below are

not protected by copyright), the
purpose of the links is to facilitate
access to information in the cards and
stacks according to the specific needs
of the user. And, since there are many
ways to design these links; the
structure, sequence, and organization
of your stackware should be
protectable by copyright, even though
the closest case on this point
(Whelan) dealt with the structure,
sequence, and organization of source
code rather than a database.

TEXT THAT IS TYPED OR IMPORTED
If your HyperCard stack contains
text (such as Arnold's digest
summaries in the science-fiction
example), the text itself is
copyrightable as a literary work,
assuming that you authored it. If, on
the other hand, your text merely
consists of facts (the names of all
cities and counties in the U.S., for
example), or an expression that is in
the public domain (works that were
published without a copyright notice
or works in which the copyright has
expired) there is no copyright
protection.
In many cases, the text you use in
your HyperCard stack will in fact be
covered by copyright, but someone
else will own it. If, for instance,
Arnold copied actual entries from his
science-fiction collection into his
Science Fiction Catalog stack, he
would have to get permission from the
authors before he could distribute his
catalog. Once this permission is
obtained, however, the overall way
you organize the text can be protected
by a separate copyright.

THE AUDIOVISUAL NATURE OF
STACKWARE
Some of the first cases that applied
copyright principles to computer
software dealt with computer game
screens. The issue in these cases was
whether the game screens themselves
were protected by the copyright in the
underlying code, or whether they
were separately protected as
audiovisual works (meaning works
with a related series of images, like
movies). Because of the graphic
nature of the game screens, and

because these same graphics could be
created by different underlying
programs, the courts ruled them to be
audiovisual works, entitled to
copyright protection in their own
right.
Under this approach, your
stackware's visual user interface (the
design of its cards) may qualify as an
audiovisual work if it is sufficiently
artistic. Conversely, under Copyright
Office rules, your cards will not
qualify as an audiovisual work if they
rely primarily on text to get their
messages across. And, under these
same rules, text-based cards will not
be recognized by the U.S. Copyright
Office as being entitled to copyright
protection separate from the code
that produces them (the Copyright
Office is currently reviewing this

arrangements, and various aesthetic
touches. Clearly, competitors who
decide to employ these same user
interfaces can piggyback their
products on the marketing success of
the originals and make a hunk of
change in the process. And
competitors there are. Total or partial
copies of various user interfaces have
appeared in record time. And just as
promptly the owners of The Print
Shop (Broderbund), Lotus 1-2-3
(Lotus Corp.), and now the
Macintosh (Apple) have sued the
"clone makers" for copyright
infringement.
The big question presented in these
cases is whether the layout of a
computer application screen can
qualify for protection under the
copyright laws. Earlier cases have

S ome of the first cases that applied
copyright principles to computer software dealt with
computer game screens. The issue was whether the
game screens themselves were protected by the
copyright in the underlying code, or whether they were
separately protected as audiovisual works.

-

policy).
Despite the current position of the
Copyright Office on text-based
screens, all is not lost if your
stackware cards fail to qualify as an
audiovisual work. This is where the
concept of "look and feel" enters the
picture.

"LOOK AND FEEL"-THE HYPERCARD
USER INTERFACE
A number of mass-market
successes (such as Lotus 1-2-3,
MacPaint, and The Print Shop)
employ distinctive screen formats
(termed the user interface) that
typically include combinations of
such attributes as commands,
graphics, sounds, symbols, sequences,
SEPTEMBER

held that typical text-based forms
don't qualify. And the companies
being sued in the current cases argue
that screen layouts are really nothing
but glorified forms that set forth ideas
rather than the expression of ideas.
It's true that the copyright laws only
protect how you say something and
not what you say. But it's very
difficult to tell whether a given
application screen is a collection of
ideas, or an expression of ideas.
Normally, if there's more than one
way to accomplish the same function,
the item on the screen is considered
an expression. Otherwise, the
expression is said to merge with the
idea and not be protected by
copyright.
1988
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When The Price Counts
As MuchAs The Performance
A picture is worth a thousand words. But should it cost you
thousands of dollars to scan one into your Macintosh "'
generated documents? We think not! Announcing the new
super hero of scanning technology - VisionScan ™.

VISIONSCAN - A FULL FUNCTION
OPTICAL SCANNER FOR $695.00
VisionScan is easy to use. Our unique flat bed design will
allow you to quickly and quietly scan virtually anything.
VisionScan does not require an additional investment in
hardware, nor does it monopolize your lmageWriter'" like
the other lower priced scanner. In fact, VisionScan software
operates as a desk accessory and will allow you to continue
using the computer while scann ing. VisionScan is shipped
complete with all of the hardware, software and connecting
cables needed to allow your Macintosh to begin scanning
immediately. And it works in the ambient light found in
most office environments.

GREAT WITH GRAPHICS
VisionScan is the perfect companion to your desktop
publishing program. Included with every VlsionScan is
DeskPaint™, the graphics editor desk accessory. DeskPaint
will allow you to edit the captured image by cropping, re
sizing, redetailing, lightening, darkening or otherwise
embellishing it to suit the design of the page. And all of
this can be done without exiting from your desktop pub
lishing programs like PageMaker™, Quark XPress '" and
Ready,Set,Go! '". to name just a few. VisionScan with

C Copyright Warp Nine Engineering, Inc.

DeskPaint is also compatible with other popular paint pro
grams like Illustrator'" and Freehand '".

WE ALSO HAVE A WAY WITH WORDS
For an additional $200.00 a specially developed version of
Read-ltl '" 0 .C.R. by Olduvai Corporation is also available.
Read-ltl is a trainable software program that will allow your
Macintosh to read and store the printed word .

VISIONSCAN - TECHNOWGY
MADE AFFORDABLE
Call us! Mike and Lisa are ready to ship your VisionScan
today.

30 DAYS TO WVE IT
We are so confident that you will love your VisionScan that
we will give you 30 days to use it. If at the end of that
time you don't think that VisionScan is a great buy, call us
and send it back for a full refund.

~VISIDl'!SCAN

.9
---

TOLL FREE 800-654-5294
IN MINNESOTA 612-633-3255

2644 Patton Road. Roseville, MN 55113
Please circle 178 on reader service card.

Vl slonScan Is a trademark of Warp Nine Engineering, Inc. Macintosh and lmageWrlter are trademarks of Apple Computer Company.
OeskPalnt is a trademark of Zedcor, Incorporated . Pagemaker and Freehand are tra demarks of Aldus Corporation.
Quark XPress Is a t rademaik of Quark, Incorporated. Ready,Set,Gol Is a trademark of Letraset USA.
Read -Ill Is a trademark of OLDUVAI Corporatio n. lllusmnor Is a trademark of Adobe.

• The Look and Feel of Hyperspace

In Broderbund Software, Inc. v.
Unison World Inc. , 648 F.Supp. 449
(N.D. Cal 1986), the U.S. District
Court ruled that the Print Shop
screen layout qualified as protectable
expression and that the clone's
screens could be held to have
impermissibly copied the look and
feel of the original. In other words,
the court ruled that copyright
protection can extend to the overall
appearance of an application screen,
not just its literal attributes. However,
instead of deciding that the screens
are entitled to separate copyright
protection under the audiovisual
approach, the court ruled that
protection must come from the
copyright in the underlying code. This
position has been rejected by another
U.S. District Court in Digital
Communications v. Softklone, 659
F.Supp. 449 (N.D. Ga 1986), which
held the " status screen" of the
Crosstalk XVI communications
program to be a copyrightable
expression protected not by the
copyright in the underlying program
but separately protectable as a
compilation (a species of literary
work).
The most recent example of the
idea/expression dichotomy is
provided by the hottest copyright
question currently playing on the
software law circuit: Do the
Macintosh desktop and window
displays consist of ideas (pull-down
menus, trash cans, and so forth) or
copyrightable expression ? Apple has
sued Microsoft, Hewlett-Packard,
and others to have this question
answered. If past cases are a guide,
the Mac screen displays will be ruled
expressions (which means Apple will
win) if the court can determine there
are other possible approaches to
implementing the functions carried
out by the displays. If, on the other
hand, the court decides that the
features of the Mac displays are
essential to the functions performed
by them, Apple will probably lose. Of
course, if the case is settled, as ma ny
in the software business devoutly
hope, we will have no decision at all.
How do these look-and-feel cases
bear on HyperCard stackware?

Simply, the potential for creative
diversity in the appearance of any
given stack (made possible by the
paint program and HyperCard's
other tools) will almost certainly
qualify the cards in the stack to
copyright protection. And, since it is
clea r that the look and feel of
stackware cards is mostly produced
by a manipulation of predefined
symbols and use of the paint program
rather than by way of HyperTalk
source code, the cards should
separately qualify for copyright
protection. As I mention below,
however, the U.S. Copyright Office
may disagree.

HOW TO PROTECT STACKWARE
How do you obtain copyright
protection for your stackware? There
are three levels of protection. The
initial level comes at the moment you
produce your stackware. It is
automatically covered by copyright.
The second level comes when you
publish (release for distribution) your

protection, register printouts of the
following items with the U.S.
Copyright Office:
•the source code (HyperCard
scripts)
• selections from the stackware that
demonstrate its database structure
• the text entered or imported into
the database (protection may be
obtained for your arrangement of the
text and for text that you author)
•the stackware cards (either as
audiovisual works or as compilations)
The U.S. Copyright office may
refuse to register your cards under its
current policy (even though they
clearly are not protected through
your HyperTalk source code), but you
have nothing to lose by trying.
Further guidance on all aspects of
copyright protection for software is
available in How to Copyright
Software by M.J. Salone (Berkeley,
CA: Nolo Press, I 987).
Whether HyperCard applications
are developed for internal use by a
business, or for mass distribution,

Y our stackware's visual user interface
(i.e., the design of its cards) may qualify as an
audiovisual work if it is sufficiently artistic.

-

stackware. At this time, to continue
your copyright protection, you should
place a copyright "bug" on your
introductory or home card, on the
disk label, and on the title page of any
documentation that you prepare to
accompany your stackware. The
copyright bug should have the word
"Copyright," a small c in a circle (©),
the copyright owner's name, and the
year it is released for distribution. For
example, the copyright bug for this
article would read : Copyright © 1988
by Stephen R. Elias. If you want to be
extra thorough, you can a lso add "All
Rights Reserved." (This is necessary
for protection in two South American
countries.)
To obtain the third level of

SEPTEMBER

HyperCard clearly is causing the
rebirth of "little guy" programming.
This will result in the dissemination
of thousands of functional
information systems to the
Macintosh-owning public, which will
in turn greatly narrow the
information gap between experts and
the lay public. It is to be hoped that
the availabi lity of copyright
protection for the many creative
aspects of stackware will help speed
this result. ~
STEPHEN ELIAS IS AN ATTORNEY, CO-AU
THOR OF LEGAL CARE FOR SOFTWARE, AND
AUTHOR OF INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY LAW
DICTIONARY, BOTH PUBLISHED BY NOLO
PRESS (BERKELEY, CALIFORNIA).
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Please circle 167 on reader service card.
Fifth Generation systems, Inc.
11200 lndusaiplex Blvd.
Baton Rouge, LA 70809

See us at MACWORLD EXPO booth number 5024
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by Michael Swaine

his month I'll share some reader
eedback on the first columns,
iscuss the a rt of creating ges
]
u res in HyperTalk, and present
several HyperTalk scripts, including
one that uses a single new gesture to
invoke the script editor on any object,
alter any object property, or discard
a ny object.
Greg Ruffell of Victoria, 8.C., found
the only error I know of in the stack
analyzer published in May: a failure to
initialize two variables. The typical
symptom is a warning message th at a
field is too large, and the fix is to insert
put empty into the Scripts
and put empty int o analysis
into the initialization section. Greg
also augmented the stack analyzer to
report the rectangle sizes of buttons
and field s and made some other im
provements.
Alex Mead of De nver made some
worthy improvements in the program
as well. Yan Dashner of Washington,
D.C., implemented the stack analyzer
clea nly a nd uploaded it to MacNET.
Although the program is being used
effectively, some readers have report
ed problems that I haven 't been a ble to
replicate, so there are probably other
hidden bugs. One tip: If it doesn't seem
to understand the name of your stack,
put quotes a round the name when you
enter it.
Jon Pugh of Livermore, CA, took up
my June challenge to put an Edit but
ton on every card of every stack. His
script, which creates a pseudobutton
on every card, wins the no-prize. Jon
also reminded me about Ted Kaehler's
widely available edit script, which
opens the script editor on an object in
response to a new gesture - a rubbing
of the object as though it were Alad
din 's lamp. John Nicholas of Cla ren
don Hills, IL, sent a succinct edit script
th a t has point-a nd-shoot appeal. My
versions of Jon's and John's scripts ap
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The Art of
Gesturing

pear at the end of this column. Joe
Lewis Wilkins of Escondido, CA, sent
in an edit script approach that is part
of a carefully worked out " Hyper
Face" - Joe's term for the structured
way in which he interprets mouse
clicks and modifier key actions.
Both Kaehler's gesture and Joe Wil
kins's HyperFace point to the lack of
an official semiotics of HyperCard
mouse gestures. Apple is pretty specif
ic a bout what mouse actions ought to
mean , but, bless his innova tive soul,
Bill Atkinson broke some of the most
fundamental of Apple's rules with Hy
perCard. This leaves a sort of vacuum
with regard to the meanings of Hyper
Card mouse gestures, and who better
to fill that vacuum than we creative
stackheads? What nature abhors, art
adores.
Let's create some gestures. Creating
your own gestures is a good exercise in
HyperTalk progra mming. It would be
hard to improve on Bill Atkinson's butS

E
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E M

B

E

R

ton press for intuitive simplicity, so to
create a useful new gesture you first
have to think of a situation in which
pressing a button is not an intuitive
response. Already the task has you em
pathizing with the user, which is a pre
requisite for excellence in program
ming. Gestures also have to be
responsive, and this forces you into
thinking about code efficiency, which
can only make you a better program
mer.
Here are some gestures that suggest
themselves: twisting (it's the only
thing to do with a knob); nudging, or
pushing with inertia, so that the object
pushed keeps moving after you quit
pushing; reaching or gesturing beyond
the card window; and the Upside
Whack. I have real hope for the Up
side Wh ack; I'm sure there must be a
use in the HyperCard world for the
gesture of whacking the sucker one to
make it work. It's such a handy gesture
in the real world. Then there is the
gesture of picking up one object and
touching another with it; this adds a
new dimension of expressibility by let
ting you apply one object to another.
John Nicholas's script shows what I
mean .
In a moment I'll describe a new ges
ture that I've implemented. I have in
cluded with this month's column a
script that employs the gesture to do
several useful things. But first , some
thoughts about creating new gestures.
There is a finite set of mouse and key
actions from which you can build ges
tures. When you combine these ac
tions, plus the dimension of time, you
are most likely to come up with some
thing mea ningful if you think in terms
of the physical aspects of real-world
movement: direction , distance, speed,
location (relative or absolute), accel
eration (and therefore abruptness),
change in direction (and therefore cur
vature), and direction of curvature
1
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• CARD TRICKS

80% faster, a galaxy of new features!
MiniCad Higl1 Precision CAD System Now With Optional Plotter Driver...
New with 4.0 Version:
Angular, diagonal, and chain dimensioning
Creation of arc or circle by choosing 3 points
Auto join
Double-line polygons
Trim circle capability
To add to the hundreds of fabulous features
in 3.0 versions
All still for only $495.00. Call today

Visa/Mastercard welcome. Demo $19.00

~~><(
..~· · ~rt3

In USA call: 301 / 461-9488. Canada: 604-384-2131
Australia: 7-369-1204 or write Graphsolt 8370 Court Ave. Suite 202 Ellicott City, MD 21043

Please circle 96 on reader service card.

(consider using an underhand curving
drag to push one object behind anoth
er, an overhand ditto to slide it over the
other). Some of these may be impracti
cal, but (if you ca n implF:ment them)
they have the adva ntage of verisimili
tude. Unless your gesture has the feel
of a real action on objects in the Hy
perCa rd world, it will be just an arbi
tra ry kinesthetic code.
Some as pects of movement do not
correspond to a ny tracked mouse or
key movement, such as torque, or any
thing to do with twisting. As a result,
you ca n' t create a knob-rotate gesture
th a t lets you turn a knob by twisting
the mouse in one spot. You can create
a knob-revolve and let the button ro
tate visually as you revolve the mouse
a round it; I've written such a knob
script, and it works. It uses the move
ment aspects of rel ative position and
direction of movement. But I don 't
think that it feels enough like twisting
a knob to be usable. Other physical
aspects of movement may be impracti
cal or useless to implement. I've also
written a script that responds to mouse
velocity, but I don't know what to do
with it, and I ca n' t see a ny use at all for
measuring mouse acceleration.
But it's clear tha t there a re many
useful new gestures out there to be dis
covered, a nd you should explore the
territory. What a ny explorer wants is
complete freedom of movement and a
good map. One good map is the book

Apple Human Interface Guidelines:
the Apple Desktop Interface. Regard
ing the semantics of mouse moves in
the Macintosh environment, it says,
" Simply moving the mouse just moves
the pointer. All other events . . . take
pl ace only when the mouse button is
used . The user ca n do three things with
the mouse button: click, press, and
drag. Selecting the object of an opera
tion before identifying the opera tion
itself is a fundamental characteristic
of the Apple Human Interface a nd has
been referred to as . . . the ' noun-verb
pa radigm.' " If Atkinson can break
these rules, so can you. But they are
useful, well-thought-out rules. You
can also reinsta te them , as a couple of
this month's scripts in the case of the
noun-verb rule.
The script I wrote for this month

Please circle 97 on reader service card.
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.. let experts manage y_our art collection!
Whether you're looking for that elegant egret or
your bushy bluebird, The Curator takes the confusion
out of finding and integrating art in all of today's
common formats.
The Curator accesses graphics in TIFF, Encapsu
lated PostScript™ (Macintosh or IBM), Glue™, Mac
Paint, PostScript and PICT formats from any program
through a desk accessory (or MultiFinder application).
It can even convert your art to a different format. Now
you can use all your graphics in almost any application.
Take a drawing from Illustrator™ and copy it into
Word™. Scan a picture into TIFF format and paste it
into MacDraw™. Trace your signature in FreeHand™
and paste it into any word processor. If the art is not in

.•.from SoiuUona lnternatlonal, pubU.ben of Su~rGliu"'. and the
crltloa• choice for irrapblc communication toola:
"Solutlona International contlnuea to produce aterlinl acl'tware...
rve been aearchlnir for a product that would do what Curator
doeo... rm abeolutely deU1bted with lta performance...BEST BUYl'"
- Chuck We lirand, MACcul,...
SmarlScrop 4 Tia>! Cllp~r"' -1987 MocU1rr Editor'• Choice Award
for Beat New Deak Acceaacry.

*
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a format your program will accept, convert it and try
again. It's that simple.
When you work with graphics, you remember what
they look like, not what they're named. So, The Curator
gives you a visual table ofcontents for your whole disk.
You can also search for your files by name or key
words without filing them in a database. Ifyou have art
in PictureBase™ format, The Curator will convert it,
complete with keywords. Or, you can use The Curator
to add keywords. You'll never have to wonder where
you left that elegant egret again.
If you use one, or many standard graphic

formats, you need The Curator to manage
your art collection. Get yours today!

Solutions International

,

*
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29 Main Street, Montpelier, Vf 05602
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S·T·AX!

more than just stacks .. .

Ir Atkinson
can break these rules, so

-

can you.
STAX! is dedicated to creating great HyperCard products that help you ge t
more out of your Mac. We're more than just stacks because we des ign our products
witlz your 11ceds i11 111 i11d. For example, all our products have extensive on-line help,
annotated scripts and no copy-pro tection . We don' t process cred it ca rd ord ers and
checks until we ship your product. And upgrades wi ll cost only $10 per disk. We' re
dedicated to providing you with high-quality, reasonably priced solutions. So
whether you 're a new Macker or a long-time hacker, STAX! has products to help you
work smarter. And, all three products are ava ilable NOW!
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•
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S•T•A • X!
Helper
Incredible easy-to-use
interface
Sort, index and find
routines
Special effects and
animation routines
Import /export tasks
Complete instructions
for each script, stack
or routine-just copy
and pas te 'em into
your stacks
Annotated scripts
4Spg. manual
Hand y reference card
Three SOOK disks

• $59.95

The Macin tosh Bible:
S•T•A•X! Edition
• Thousands of hints,
tips and shortcuts
• Uncluttered inter
face-s imple to use
• Optimized sea rch and
find-very fas t
• Includes a paper copy
(420 pages-$21.00
value) of "The Macin
tosh Bible"
• Li ke having a Mac
expert on your hard
disk
• Annotated scripts
• 4Spg. manual
• Handy reference ca rd
• Three SOOK disks

•
•
•
•

•

•
•
•
•

S•T • A• X! Sound
Effects Studio
SoundCap-to SND
converter
Pitch, tempo and note
mod ifier
Sound library and
database
Automatically inserts
sound s in stacksno need for ResEdit
More than 100 digital,
synthesized and
human sounds
Annotated scripts
48pg. manual
Hand y reference ca rd
Three SOOK disks

• $59.95

• $79.95
To order by credit card, call

1-800-MAC-STAX!
In Te:os. can 512-467-4563

~ s·T·A·X!
lftOIT

lhaa j111t.atacb.,.

~Ml.

All producb h.:t vc om uncondit io na l JO..da y mon ey· b.Jc k gu .u .inh.•c.
Minimum ~~ h·m rnnfih"Ur.i lion for .ill proJucb . !\l.\cmtosh w1t h om.• mqt.1by11..• of
RA~·!, h .,.o ROO K ll~k d rivt:'S .:ind .1 rnpy uf Hypt·rC.1rd. H.1rd dis k n•comm\'ndcd.
HypctC.ml .rnd !'.·t,u"inmsh .He rt'g.i51(' rt"'-I l r.u lt ·n l.uli..~ c1f J\ppleCompull'r. Inc:.

Auslin, TX 78758
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Begin my subscription to MacUser for:
• One year (12 issues) for $19.97
l'm saving 58°/o!
• Two years (24 issues) for $34.97
l'm saving 63°/o!
Call 1-800-525-0643 Toll-Free today!

implements one gesture, that of wa v
ing toward something on the edge of or
outside t he card window. I have writ
ten il into a stack script, and the script
uses the gesture to invoke the script
editor, a lter a property of a n object, or
discard a n object.
To edit the script of an object once
you have put this script in the stack,
you click on the object (button, fie ld,
or card), hold the mouse button down,
and slide the pointer to the edge of the
screen near the Edit item in the menu
bar (the menu bar doesn' t have to be
visible). To change any changeable
property of a n object, you do the same
thing, except that you move toward the
Objects menu item. A dialog ensues,
asking wha t you want to change.
To discard a n object, you use the
sa me gest ure but toss toward the trash
can rather than the menu bar. (Unless
you have a Macintosh II, you can' t see
the trash can, but you know where it is,
right? h's down there in the lower
right corner of t he screen.)
This tossing gesture works just as
described with buttons, locked fields,
and cards. I have extended it to handle
backgrounds and buttons by adding
Option-key and Comm a nd-key varia
tions. The background is handled like
the card, but with the Option key de
pressed; the stack uses the Command
key. This convention is easy to modify
if you use those keys in incompatible
ways. Fields that are not locked are a
specia l problem, since cl icking on such
a field puts you into text-entry mode.
Some developers use command-shift
click to get the attention of an un
locked field, taking adva ntage of the
fact that HyperCard traps this combi
nation . I chose simply to lock the field
before tossing it, and the script in
cludes a simple gesture that toggles the
lockText property of a field.

Pugh

script

This handl.er should be placed in the home stack's
script . It puts a pseudobutton in the upper left hand
corner of every card of every stack . Clicking in the
corner of a card, as long as there is no real object
there to trap the mouse elicit, causes a mouseUp
message to fall through to the home stack, where
this handl.er catches it.
Original by Jon Pugh, Livermore CA
Modified by Hike Swaine 6/1/88
Released to the public domain.
on mouseUp
if item 1 of the clickLoc <26 and item 2 of the-,
clickLoc <26
then
Substitute code of your own for the next five
lines to make the pseudobuttons do what you
want .
ask "What do you want to edit?" with card button 1
· if it is not empty
then
edit script of i t
end if
else
pass mouseUp
end if
end mouseUp
Nicholas

Put the NFL
at your
fingertips.

script

Hands-on pro football excitement
is as close as your keyboard with NFL
Challenge from XOR. This exciting ,
action-packed computer game gives you
updatable rosters of all 28 NFL teams,
offensive and defensive playbooks, and
true-to-life realism with penalties, inju
ries, substitutions, and more!
Operating on the IBM PC, PC-XT,PC
AT, and their compatibles as well as the
Apple Macintosh, NFL Challenge puts
you at the heart of the action as you
select the starting lineups, drive down
field against the clock, and go head-to
head against the league's most innovative
offenses and formidable defenses.
Kick off your home season with this
software classic now at your local com
puter store. Or call 1-800-NFL-CHAL
TOLL FREE . Be sure to check out PAO
Challenge:" Basketball Challenge:M
Oligopoly:" and Bermuda Square:"
examples of some other First Class
Software from XOR.

This handl.er implements a pickup gesture.
Click on the button to which it belongs, and the
button follows your mouse movements around the
screen until you elicit again . If this is over
another button, the picked-up button invokes the
editor on the script of the target button .
Original by John Nicholas, Clarendon Hills IL
Comments ' visuals by Hike Swaine 6/1/88
Released to public domain.
on mouseUp
-- Save the button's current location so you can put
-- i t back after its travels with the mouse .
put the loc of me into oldLoc
-- Hove this button to the very front. You don't want
-- it to slide UNDER the target button!
choose button tool
elicit at the loc of me
put 0 into numAdjust
repeat until the number of me is the number of card-,
buttons
doHenu bring closer
add 1 to numAdjust
e:id repeat
choose browse tool
-- Let the edit button follow the mouse until you
-- elicit again .
repeat until the mouseCliclt
set the loc of me to the mouseLoc
end repeat
-- Now put it back where it was, but discreetly .
set locltScreen to true
set the loc of me to oldLoc
-- Double-shift-elicit to invoke the editor on the
-- target button.
choose button tool
elicit at the mouseLoc with shift!tey
click at the mouseLoc with shift!tey
-- Clean
up after the edit session.
repeat with i=l to numAdjust
doHenu send farther
end repeat
choose browse tool
set lockScreen to false
end mouseup
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5421 Opportunity Court
Minnetonka, Minnesota 55343
(612) 938-0005
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Screen stars with TheVisible Edge.
What gives Princeton's new generation of screen stars the Visible Edge is a screen
image of incomparable clarity and resolution. Where brilliant colors and infinite
shades of gray, with striking contrast and dimension, are commonplace.
The versatility of the Princeton family of monitors gives the new generation (and
present generation) of computers, the greatest autosynchronous horizontal/verti
cal scan range combination available (ULTRASYNC and MAX-15). The clarity of .28mm
dot pitch (ULTRASYNC and PSC-28). 1024x750 display resolution (MAX-15). And the
entire spectrum of color, with the ease and comfort that can only accompany an
ergonomically designed monitor.
Experience a world of unlimited vision. And the technology that's made our high
level of quality, service, value and performance, second nature. Experience the Visible
Edge. And see what we do best. For more information call (609) 683-1660 x 113.
PSC-28

PSM-03

Co mp>tibili 1y: IBM PC, XT, AT, PS/2, Apple Macintosh SE

GRAPHIC

ULTRASYNC

MAX-15

Compatibi111 y: IBM PC, XT, AT, PS/2, Apple Macintosh II , SE

SYSTEMS

THE VISIBLE E DG E
60 1 Ewing S1roo1, Bu ilding A , Princc lon , Now Jersey 08 540 (609) 6 83 ·1 660

Please circle 114 on reader service card.
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Swaine

script

This hancller J.oclcs and unlocks fields .
mouseEnter
if the name of the target contains "field"
and the-,
optionltey is down
then
set the loclcText of the target to not the loclcText-,
of the target
end if
end mouseEnter
on

This hancller traps a select-object-and-wipe-to-edge
gesture and interprets it as one of the following :
wipe toward Ed.it in menu bar : edit script,
wipe toward Object in menu bar : set property,
wipe toward trash can : delete .
It is invoiced by depressing the mouse button while
the cursor is over the object, then dragging to the
edge of the card window. It can be used to change
the script or properties of any visible button; any
visible, textLoclced field; or the current card,
background, or script .
To select the card, elicit anywhere but on a button
or fiel.d. To select the background, elicit with the
option key depressed . To select the stack, elicit
with the command key depressed.
on mouseStiJ.lDown
if the commandltey is down then
put the name of this stack into obj
else
if the optionltey is down then
put the name of this blcgnd into obj
else
put the name of the target into
end if
end if
if (the mouseV < l and the mouseH <
edit script of obj
else
if (the mouseV < 1 and the mouseH
setProp obj
else
if (the mouseH > 511) and (the
trash obj
end if
end if
end if
end mouseStiJ.lDown

obj
185)

then

>= 185)

then

mouseV > 341)

then

This hancller allows the user to select a property
and set its value . It works on buttons, fields, and
th!-! current card, background, and stack. For buttons
and fields, if the property is number, this handler
invoices hancller setNumber.
on setProp obj
set J.oclcScreen to true
set loclcMessages to true
ask "Set what property?" with "Name"
if i t is not empty
then
put i t into prop
if (the name of obj contains "field" ..,
or the name of obj contains "button") ..,
and prop is "number" then setNumber obj
else
if prop is "Name" then put "short name" into prop
do "put the " ' prop ' " of obj into default"
aslc "Current setting is" with default
if i t is not empty
then
put it into propSetting
if prop is "short name" then put "Name" into-,
prop
do "set the " ' prop ' n of obj to " ,..,
propSetting

S E P T E M B E R

You call
the shots with
Basketball
Challenge™
Not only can you call the shots, but
you can also set the offense, select the
defensive set, determine the tempo for
the game, and make substitutions in this
real time, five-on-five college basketball
simulation game from XOR Corporation.
Select from 20 teams, add your
coaching ability, and see how many
victories you can chalk up in your win
column. Operating on the IBM PC, PC
XT, PC-AT, and their compatibles as WP.II
as the Apple Macintosh, Basketball
Challenge puts you at the heart of the
action with the pressures and tensions
of real life coaching situations.
Pick up your copy of Basketball
Challenge at your local computer store
today. Or call 1-800-635-2425 mLL
FREE. And be sure to check out NFL
Challeng~ PRO Challenge~ Oligopoly~
and Bermuda Square~ examples of
some other First Class Software
from XOR.

CORPORATION ·
5421 Opportunity Court
Minnetonka, Minnesota 55343
(612) 938-0005

Please circle 80 on reader service card.
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end if
end if
end if
set lockMessages to false
set lockScreen to false
end setProp
This handier allows the user to set the value of an
object' a number . This property ia not directly
modifiable , but can be adjusted through the send
farther and bring closer menu choices . This handler
works on buttons and fields .
on setNum.ber btnOrFld
if the name of btnOrFld contains " button"
then
put " button" into objType
else
put "field" into objType
end if
put the number of btnOrFld into oldNum
ask "Current number is" with oldNum
put it into newNum
if newNum is not empty and newNum <> oldNum
then
do "choose" ' ' objType ' ' " tool"
click at the loc of btnOrFld
if newNum > oldNum
then
repeat with i = oldNum+l to newNum
doMenu bring closer
end repeat
else
repeat with i = newNum+l to oldNum
doMenu send farther
end repeat
end if
choose browse tool
end if
end setNumber

ALL-PRO
tackles with
PRO Challenge™
Put yourself on the 50 yard line with
PRO Challenge from XOR. While at the
console of your IBM PC, PC-XT, PC-AT,
or their compatibles as well as the
Apple Macintosh, you send in the plays
that will make your team awinner as
you battle for victory in this fastpaced game.
Starting with two all-NFL teams of
equal strength ,you choose from 27
offensive and 14 defensive plays to
outwit your opponent or the computer
in this action-packed game. Fumbles,
interceptions, and penalties add to the
true-to-life simulation.
Reserve your spot on the sidelines
with PRO Challenge from your local
computer store. Or call 1-800-635-2425
TOLL FREE. Be sure to check out NFL
Challenge~ Basketball Challenge-:"
Oligopoly-:" and Bermuda Square-:"
examples of some other First Class
Software from XOR. • •

This handier deletes an object. It works with
buttons, fields, and the current card, background,
or stack .
on trash obj
answer "Delete " ' obj ' "?" with "yes" or "no"
if it is "yes"
then
if the name of obj contains "button" or the name of ~
obj contains "field"
then
if the name of obj contains "button" then choose ~
button tool
if the name of obj contains "field" then choose~
field tool
click at the loc of obj
type numToChar(B)
choose browse tool
else
if the name of obj is the name of this card then
doMenu "Delete card"
else
if the name of obj is~
the name of this stack then
doMenu "Delete stack . . . "
else
if the name of obj is the name of this bkqnd
then
repeat with i=l to the number of cards
go card i
if the name of obj is the name of this ~
background then doMenu "Delete card"
end repeat
end if
end if
end if
end if
end if
end trash
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CORPORATION
5421 Opportunity Court
Minnetonka, Minnesota 55343
(612) 938-0005
Please circle 153 on reader service card.
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Datacopy Grayscale Scanners:
Now you 011 Rut gallerx ~~ty
photographs lI1 an your publications.
The best imaging in a
desktop scanner comes from
Datacopy. Now you can
merge finely detailed photo
graphs and other artwork
directly into your desktop
publications.

HIGH RESOLUTION
Datacopy's complete range of
scanners delivers the ultimate
in high-resolution imaging.
With advanced
gray scaling
capabilities and
300or400
dot-per-inch
quality graphics,
Datacopy Scan
ners clearly out
perform all other
products in their
price class.

VERSATILE SOFTWARE
Datacopy software brings all the
capabilities of a professional
graphics house to your desktop.
With Mac/ma9e- you can take
any scanned
image and
modify it with
an extensive
selection of
electronic darkroom functions.
Then you can merge images
with text using your current
desktop publishing package.
What's more, Datacopy
MacOCR" lets you automat
ically scan the
most popular
types ofhard
copy informa
tion into your
computer in
Please circle 47 on reader service card.

seconds ... and it will format the
text for your favorite word proc
essing and desktop publishing
programs. Quickly and easily.
QUICK INFORMATION
Call us today. We'll furnish
you with information on our
complete line of scanners
and software. And where to
find the nearest Datacopy
reseller. (800) 821-2898

Tllc Eye of the Computer, ~c/ma~ •.nd
of1he 0.titKOpy Corpor.uion.
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CARDS

EDITED BY LAURA JOHNSON AND VICTORIA JUAREZ
You've come a long way, Hyper
Card. You're getting older . . . and
better.
Since "Flash Cards" premiered in
our December '87 issue, we have been
showing you the good, the bad, and the
ugly. Stacks in general are getting
more sophisticated, yet we still receive
many simple attempts from first-time

HyperCard users. We've introduced
you to a variety of applications  from
a goldfish bowl and an infinite number
of Rolodex variations to a tour of the
brain and a video applications inter
face. Some of our Flash Cards listings
have graduated to Quick-Click re
views and full-feature articles.
You can find the shareware and

freeware stacks on bulletin boards and
the commercial stacks at your local
software emporium. If you create a
stack that you think others will be in
terested in, send it to Flash Cards c/o
MacUser, 950 Tower Lane, 18th floor,
Foster City, CA 94404. We can't
promise to show your stack, and we
can't return your disk.

More or Less
• rue
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Go Tools Objects

OHyperCONTROL~.....
I

Siert printing et cerd

1-

1for I11

Fleld Nemes
Pro duel
Company
Address
~

City

Stele

Q nr111 1
OOr

Possible Prlnt flags
~

0

commerclel
Shareware
lnformellon
Herdwere
Purchased

HyperDisperse

lmds~

~

Tho HyparOlsperse bul\on
conlelns o scrlpl lhel wlll
duplfcole bul\ons lhroughoul your
enllre sleek.

IQ~
(\twe ns)

IO~

If you wonl lo pul o bul\on In
eoch cord of your sleek. you should
cnele e foreground bul\on on ONE
of your cords end then COPY ll.

(Serven)

~~
I

Cancel )

lNtatl 11,.reovnoL lypnCOJIT1ot.

Now you can print selected cards froni HyperCard stacks
using buttons and substring searches in data fields. Hyper
Control also lets you rearrange fields, .calculate 1ield totals,

htat ""'

and save field layouts as documents. It's available from
Nordic Software, 3939 North 48th Street, Lincoln, NE 68504
for $59.95.

4-Square

(i) ~ -

ltJ

~--~

~
~
~ ~~

(Ne w Gome)

it. 4 X 4 Is shareware, available from Bruce Wilson and
Michael Niemack, 1239 East Palm Street, Altadena, CA
91001, for $7.

Beat your Mac with this tic-tac-toe play-alike. Four differ
ent levels of play, across, down, up, in, and diagonal, make
this an intriguing and challenging game. We absolutely loved
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See De List

L"OISEAU
LYRE

~

[i]

(i)

Sllll ASTIAN

~~

DOD

B~

414 166-2

BRANl91lmG CONCERTOS 1-6
(2Discs)

~
<:!l
¢i

Keep a record of your compact discs. My CD's sorts your
collection into: Soundtracks, New Age, Jazz, Country, Classi-

Q

§!

cal. and Pop/ rock. My CD's is available for $15 from Looking
Glass Software, 314 S. El Monte Ave., Los Altos, CA 94022.

Draw Trek

•

Fiie Edit Go
HP & competlblu, Houston, Nicolet, Ro lend, Groftec, Gould, end Appia ore
compatible with MGMS. Setup procedures ore described bel ow.

......

Switch selllng for HP ramlly

~

ON (0)

OFF(I)

. ...1.....,.,

DUATt

STNIO ALON[

MOfUTa. t1QO[

_.,...

2

J

_.,...

4

5

LOCAL '

I

·-~=g
~
~
:.

Dl.PLE<::

EA~ HARD'lt/IRC

t1:1D01

4

PIJa1AL DfR... BYP~ S

HCll:MM.

7470 HP Plotter

ON(O) ~
5
6 7 e

...

I

All HP plotters will connect with the some bosfc coble es e•plolned In
Soct. 4.1.
( Done)

"Rs I sold In the beginning, I don't think you could nnd o better bergaln

than this program.·

Bob Huelsdonk

BAUD RATE • 9600

OH(I) I

MacA.P.P.L.E.OJuly 1987

¢¢

Learn to use MGMStation/ CAD efficiently. This HyperCard
tutorial takes you on a tour of 200 functions. It's free from

Micro CAD/ CAM, 5900 Sepulveda Blvd ., Van Nuys, CA
91411 : (818) 376-0008; Available on CompuServe and GEnie.

Play That Tune
• me

Edit

Go

TIUe: Honeysuckle Rose

Music by:
Tempo:
Voice:
Comments:

File your favorite tunes on this stack, then play them or
use them in other HyperCard applications. Click on the music
paper to enter tunes of any length in standard HyperTalk

348MACUSER
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ltey : F

0

Thomes Woller
240
hornslchord
"Every honey bee rllls With
jeolousy when they set you out
with me, I don't blome them, good
ness knows. Honeysuckle Rose."

musical notation. The Music Box is free from Oscar F. Hills,
34 Maplewood Terrace, Hamden, CT 06514; CompuServe:
73317,3005.

1988
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;,:...

~t-aims of "liig~ resolution" may
sound good, but with all the differ
ent screen sizes, the only easy way
to compare
There is a big dif rence
resolution is
betw n big s ens.
in dots per

Macintosh II. Interface cards.are deal ,
er:installed -ty.piGally·in"lfrs!l than 10 ,, .
minu~es-without vdiding the 'Apple ' " ·
warranty. MegaScr:eens are also avail
able for the Macintosh Plus.

1

We remember the future.

8
J. ~.r.5
~ ~ ?,2
inch (d.p.i.).
With an SE, we know you're giving
0~1~~ 1
.....,you-wan-ty-ou-rb-lg-sc_
rec_M_O_Sh-ow-a-~CU-J- Other big,
up YQU~ slot by acsiaing an iot~}iQce
•ately,What will be printed, ~u oeed our - screens gtve
C?trd~ so we've pfollided 0ptro:ns. You ,..
75 7
x sd.p.t. resolution.
you a comcan choose a card with a 68881 math
pressed display, showing 82 or even
co-processor, or you can select our
94 dots per inch. That means 10
modular 'card, which provides its own
point type looks like 7-point type.
'slot' for G>ur MegaModules: such as
It's just too smalL _
"--
• a video output
fo edit or
...-.........=:--=~-~------~-=
(N!SC, PAL,
even req,d
tomfortabJy.
7

~ MegaSaeen 2001 lets you display 300% m01e data than
\he Maclntosl\ 11 rnoriitOI
·

options and the additional commu
nications feature,s MegaScre~n
Video Systems offer.
'

Dtir 75 x 75

But if you need the increased
productivity today, you can
clearly see there's only one
choice.

tl.p.i. display
gives you ac
eurate sizes
aqd shapes.
We offer
one- and
tWo-page
~egaScreens
for the Mac
ntosh SE and
,

~w

M· E G · A

qWpltiiV' '
We Have Seen the Future.
439 Calle San Pablo, Camarillo, CA 93010

f

~~~~~~~i~!~

Call
Po-~oe:r---

cl.io_.'-"-'

1-~~~~--~~~~~------~---i

us at (805) 484-3799 for your local dealer.
FAX (805) 4M-5870
Tele21: (650) 388·0349 MCI MAIL

tlscreens shown are unretouc:hed photographs of running displays. The desk,top publishltig example was created with OuarkXPress:" The CAD document was created with Versacad: MegaScreen. Me Tali<
and WYSlwYw (What YooSee Is Wtiat You Wa11t) are Tradef1larks of MegaGra)>hkS. Inc. Appleand AppleTalk are R~istered Trademarl:s and Macintosh is a Trademark of Apple Computer, l~c.
Versacad is a Regislercdltademaik of Versacad Corp. Quar~ and XPress are 'Trademarks of Qua~lrl ncorpora1ed . fyleg~Gr~p~lcs ~an ~uthorozed Apple Value Added Reseller. C l~.88, MegaGraphocs, Inc \\
·
,
Piease circle 145 on1reader service
card.
··~
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Oreek Temple {a-pentatonic) Carillor.®

J

( About Stack

J(

Greek Temple (d-pentatonic) Carillon®

J

(

J( Oreek Temple {a-pentatonic(short) Carillon® J

Preview

_ Anatomy
__
[~==~)[

Oriental Temple Carillon®

(~_order__rm
__ Po__ _,J (

(

Guarantee

s

D

C!:)( CARILLONS JC!:)

How to Use

(

R

Go Fly a Kite

Carilloningly Yours
(INDEX)

A

Cambridge {c-pentatonic(sbort) Carillon®

)(

Brah.m's Lullabye Carillon®

)
_

II your kite looks like thfs,
cli ck on the cord to see who\
tt should look like ........................

J

J

Next. ..THE DELT A

(ell Anatomy of a Wind Carillon~]
Conne<t dowels at each comerwth plastic bblng
.__ ...,. ...1..0
n.-a... st.-1

,_.,., Ill<•

-

- a.-.94

........

to--••athr
IHlst.n•

u ..1 ,_..,_,

....

st•••

~t~Mr

/

Punch holes In bblng a nd Insert
keyrtngs. Insert dowels ln bblng.

Celestlol Wind Corlllons ore designed to
enhanc e Indoor decor 01 well as natural
ouidoor setUngs. Our tunings ore selected
to moHlmlze the harmonic quality or t he
tubing. lllelr composition I• based on
sound muslcol prlnclples and each Is lndluld
uolly tune d on • Pelene n Electronic Plano
Strobe Tuner to Insure thei r a ccuracy.
Strict attention hos been paid to the
oueroll proportions. Tile wire that sus
pends the pipes, the placement or the drill
holes and the point of Impact ore all core
(

Preule w

Sew loops on Heh oiler corner
ot 24" square and 12· squar&.
Fasten as shown lnln keyrlngs.

J/.

IF THIS LAST KITE IS AS
MUCH OF A PUZZLE TO YOU
AS IT WAS TOME WHEN I
FIRST SAW IT. SEND MEAN
S.A.S.E. AN0 °l'LL SEND YOU
THE PATTERN. MEANWHILE.
HAPPYKffiNG!

) ( Onler form ) ( Guarantee )

' - - --..(ft- Pent )(11 Pent(shl)( Orlentol )

~-:!'.,"".:.::.:!~.",:.":••

( 0- Pent ) (

Brahm'• )(Cambridge)

Nathan Ranaga Farber found HyperCard could be used in
an innovative way to present his product, Celestial Wind
Carillons. This stack lists the carillons available, with sound
samples and prices. It's free from Nathan Ranaga Farber: his
address is Route 1, P.O. Box 494, Eureka Springs, AR 72632.

350MACUSER
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Allach a keyring lo tl>e
cerUl'axls and mal<e
a tlft&.pol nt brtclle.
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The stack includes directions for making ten classic kites
- from a simple diamond kite to a Chinese dragon - using
read ily available items, such as paper plates and garbage
bags, or purchased nylon fabric. For more information on
Kites contact Robert Huber, TimeScapes, 501-1h St. Claire
Street. Ashland, WI 54806.
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Aclus
4th Dimension . . . .. . .•..•... In Store Only
Adobe
Illustrator 88 ... . .. . .............. .. . . .. $319
Affinity
Tempo II .. . ....... . .......• . . ... . . . ..... $85
Borland
Reflex Plus . . . . . .. . . . . . . . ... • .... . . ..... $169
SideKick .... . . . .. .. .. .... ..••• . . . ....... $65
Turbo Pascal. ..... .. .... ...•... . ........ $65
CE Software
Quick Keys . . . ... ............•.. .... . .. . $55
Cricket Sol/ware
Cricket Draw . . ............ .... . . . . . . . . .$169
Cricke t Graph . .... .... . ........ . . ...... $116
Cricket Presents . ... .. . . . .. . . .• ... . . . . .$299
Deneba
Canvas . .... . ........ ....... .. ... . .... . . $109
Spelling Coach Pro ... . ........ .. ... . .. $115
LetraSel
Ready. Set, Go! V4.0 . .. . ... . .. ..• . ..... $269
Image Studio .................. . ...... .$269
Meca
Managing Your Money ... . ....... . . . ... $129
Microsoft
Excel . . . .. . .. . ... . .. . . . ...... . . .. . .. . ... $245
PowerPoint ....•.. . .... . .. . ......... . .. $244
Word ..... . ....... . .......... ... ........ $249
Works . . . .... ... . .. . .......•...... . . . ... $189
Monogram
Business Sense ..........•..... . . . .. . .. $265
Nashoba Sys/ems
File Maker 4 .. . ...... .......•... . ....... $169
Odesta
Double Helix II ... ............... .. .....$345
Peachtree
Back to Basics . ............ •• ..... . ....$129
Supennoc Technologies
DiskFit ... . . ....... . .. . . . . . ...•... . .. .... $55
Pixel Pa int ... . ... . . . . . ... . ...••.... . ...$249
SuperSpool ....... . . .... . .. ...... . . .. . .. $45
Super LaserSpool. .... .. . . . . .•..... . .... $99
T/ Maker
WriteNow 2.0 .... . .•.... . ..... . ..... ... $115

CMS Enhancemen ts, Inc.
(1 Year Warranty)
We Will Beat Any Advertised CMS Price
MacSlack
CMS MacStack 20 .... .•.. ... ... .... ... $549
CMS MacStack 30 .. . .. ... ............. $599
CMS MacStack 60 . .. ... ..•.. . ..... .. . . $n5
CMS MacStack 140 . . .....• . .. . . . .... $1,375
SE lntamals
CMS 30 Internal SE .. . ....•.. . ..... .. . . $499
CMS 45 Internal SE ..... . .... . .... . . . . . $699

Compare our Prices!!!
We are one of the country's
largest CMS hard disk dealers.

Partial Listing!!!
To keep our costs low we can
only show a few of the thousands
of items we actually carry.
Call and Ask!!!

-Nobody beats MacLand-

Mac II lnlemals
CMS Mac II 60 Internal .. ...•. .... .. . . . $699
CMS Mac II 81 Internal ........ . . . . .. . . $999
CMS Mac 11100 Internal . . ........ . . . $1,099
CMS Mac II 140 Internal . .... . . . ... ... . Call
Tape Backup
CMS 60 Meg Tape Backup .. . . .. ..... . $719
Everex
EMAC 20D .. ........ .. . . .... . .. . ... .. . . $529
EMAC 20 DLX ...... . ......• . .. . ....... $585
Mlcrolech
(5 Year Warranty)
Nova 20 ....... . . . .... . ... . . . . . .... . . . . . $625
Nova 30 . ... . ...... . .. ... . .•. .. . . . . ... .. $675
Nova SO .... .. ••••••. .... •. •.. .••.. . . . •. $975
Nova BO ....... . . ..... . . . ..• . ...... .. . $1 ,119
Nova 120 .. ... . .. . •.. . . . ..•.... .. . .. . . $1,599

NuDala Glga Cell Systems
(1 Year Warranty)
Data Cell 20 .......... . ...... .... . •... . . $559
Data Cell 30 ...... . . . . . . .. . .. . . . . .. . .. . . Sn9
Data Cell 40 . . .. ... .. ..... . . ....... . .... $849
Data Cell 60 ..... .. .. .. .. ..... . . . . .... . . $899
Giga Cell 30 SEi .. . . . .•...... ... . . . . . .. $689
Giga Cell 45 SEi . . .. .. . ... . .. .. . . • .. .. . $849
Data Cell 40 Iii . ..... . . . . . ... . . . . . . . . . . . $699
Data Cell 60 Iii . ... .. . .• •....... . . . . ... . $749
Data Cell BO Iii ...... . . ..• •. . . .. . ... .. $1,399
Data Cell 90 Iii . . .. .. .. .. . .. . .. . . . . . .. $1,449
Data Cell 150 Iii .. ......... . .......... $1,999
Rodime
( 1 Year Warranty)
100 Meg External . ... ... . . .... .... . .. $1,199
100 Meg Internal ...... .... .... . ... . .. $1,099
140 External .. . . . ...... . . •. . . .. ... . .. $1,299
144 Internal ... . .. . . ... . •...... . . . .. .. $1,299

Anchors
(5 Year Warranty)
2400E Modem ..... . . .... . ... .. . . . . . .. . $189
(includes cable & software)
Computer Accessories
Data Display ........ ... ..... . .... .. .. .. $899
(Overhead Projector Display)
Da/aOesk
Mac 101 Keyboard . . . . . . ........... . ... $129
Dove
MacSnap 524E ..... . . . . . .. . .... . . ... ... $199
MacSnap 524S ...... . . . ..... . .. . . . .. .. . $249
MacSnap 54BS . . . . ..•. .... .. . . . . . .. . . . . $449
MacSnap Plus 2 . . .... . .... . . .. . . . ..... $299
MacSnap 2SE .... ... . .. . .. ... . .. ... . ... $299
SCSI Interlace Port ............. . . . . .. . . $99
MacSnap Tool Kit. .. ... .. ... . . . ..... . .. . $19
Everex
EMAC 2400 Baud Modem . .... . . . . ... . $215
Farra/Ion Compullng
MacRecorder .. ... . . . .. .. ... .. . . ... .. . . $139
General Computer
Personal Laser Writer .... ..... .. . .. . . $1,595
Business Laser Writer (Postscript) . . . $3,395
Kensington
Turbo Mouse ADB 3.0 . . . .. ... . ....... . $119
Turbo Mouse Plus 3.'0 .... ...... • . . ... . $119
Kurta
IS/ONE 81 /2 x 11 Tablet. .. . . . . •• • . .. .. $299
IS/ONE 12 x 12 Tablet . . ....... . ...... . $356
IS/ ONE 12 x 17 Tablet ..... ... .. .• . .... $657
Radius
Accelerator Plus .............. . . . . . . .. . $897
Accelerator SE (16MHz) . . .. . .... . .. . . . $897
Accelerator SE (25MHz) . . ...... . .... $1,339
Full Page Display . .. . . ..... . .. ...... . . . $897
Two Page Display .. .. . .. . . . . . . . . . .. . $1,399
Targus
Mac Carrying Case ....... . . . . .. .. . . . ... $55
lmagewriter Carrying Case ... . .. .. ..... $45

To Order Call 1-800-333-3353
Monday thru Friday 7AM to 7PM (Mountain Time) /Saturday BAM to 6PM. We carry over 2000 products, call for information as not all are listed above.
•Visa, MasterCard & Amer. Express accepted. No surcharge.
•All U.S. Sh ipments are insured at no extra charge.
• Arizona Residents add 6.5% sales tax.

•Your Credit Gard will not be charged until order is shipped.
•We accept COD charges - $2.00 surcharge.
• Allow 1 week for personal & company checks to clear.

All prices subject to change without notice. All products are subject to availability.

Returns: All sales are final. Products purchased in error will be subject to a20'lb restocking fee. Oefective merchandise will be replaced immediately.Hardware replaced or repaired at oordiscretlon. OuestiOllS call (602) 820-5002.
Shipping: All software orders add $4.00. All hard disk drives add $10.00. Printers and Monitor shipping costs.Shipments made by Federal Express Standard Air Service. which is 1to2 day service.
COD's will be shipped UPS second day air. Alaska. Hawaii, &Foreign Orders: Call for Oelails.
4409 S. Rural Road Suite200 ·Tempe, Arizona 85282 • (602) 820-5802
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The Tracker contains a contact database, an event data
base, and a report/querying engine with unique search
capabilities. For more information, contact Michael Hoef
flinger, Stack Creations, 700 Carrolton Blvd., W. Lafayette, IN
47906.

SEP

For a fundamental understanding of the internal structure
of the Macintosh SE, hop aboard the Macintosh Technical
Tour. Start with an exploded view of the Macintosh SE
innards and then choose the component you wish to explore.
Look for it on CompuServe.
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PROTECT
YOUR COPIES

OF MacUser
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Tweety
Bird

Make your collection of MacUser
a handsome addition to your
office or home-and protect
them for easy reference!
MacUser Magazine Binders and
Cases are made of durable lux
ury-look leatherette over quality
binder board. Custom designed
for MacUser, every order receives
FREE gold transfer foil to person
alize dates and volume numbers.

Learn about your
feathered friends
from head to claw.
Bird Anatomy coveis
body, feet, feathers,
eyes, wings, flight,
and ecology. For
more information,
contact
Patrick
Lynch, Biomedical
Communications,
Yale School of Medi
cine, 333 Cedar
Street, New Haven,
CT 06510.

FarFast Service Call
Toll Free, 1-800-972-5858

MAGAZINE BINDERS
Hold your issues on individual snap-on rods.
S9.95 each. 3 for $27.95 . 6 for $52.95.

OPEN BACK CASES
Store your copies for individual reference.
$7.95 each. 3 for $21.95.
6 for $39.95.

Par for the
Course
ClftlNo._ _ _ _ _ _ ecp.

°""

SlnetAddlal1--_ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

SanJ•-••P.o.a... n.11,....
Zip

_J
354MACUSER

Reco·rd your disk
or "real" golf scores
and check your to
tals using Disc Golt
Scores. Take your
Mac on the green
and calculate on the
spot. From Tom
Poston, 2114 Lock
hart Drive, Charlotte,
NC 28203; Compu
Serve 71551,2020.
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Bookends Mac is
a da t abase t hat
stores, retr ie ves ,
and manipulates ref
erence information.
It has import and ex
port features, as well
as extensive format
ting and search ca
pabilities. For more
information, contact
Sensible Soft ware,
335 East Big Beaver,
Suite 207, Troy, Ml
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Don't hesitate-take advan·
tage of this special offer and
guarantee the delivery of
more product reviews, more
insights, and more informa·
tion for your Macintosh!
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Fo
One year (12 information
packed issues) only $19.97
SAVE OVER $27!
Two years (24 issues) only
$34.97- SAVE OVER $59!
Savings based on annual single-copy
price of $4 7.40.

It ru e Edll Ga Bookend• Matches
Senrch for References i n t he Stnck

search for:IL

----------"i""'
'

Search the colegortes: O All

181 Authors
0Tllle
0Edilors
0Joume1

OVolume
OPoges
ODole
OPubllsher

Quick ·on
the Click
Is your brain fast
er than the comput
er? See if you can
pi ck t he co rr ect
nu mber f irst. In 
crease the challenge
by increasing the
spe ed. Speed is
f ro m
sha rewa re
Bruce Wilson, 1239
East Palm, Altadena,
CA 91001 , for $10.

Subscribe to MacUser and save
over $59 for 24 fact-filled issues
that deliver hands-on power-user
tips and techniques, in-depth cov
erage of business, professional
and educational applications, AND
hundreds of product reviews!
PLUS, you'll receive side-by-side
product comparisons and evalua
tions, based on hours of rigorous
testing by MacUser Labs, the
publishing industry's only indepen
dent product testing laboratory!

must molch
one word
0® Only
All words
must
match

I

Search

I

I

Cancel

I

Olocellon
O Closstrlcollon
OKeywords
O Abslrecl

Mail the attached coupon.

P.O. Box 52461
Boulder, Colorado 80322-2461

Begin my subscription to MacUser
for:
O One year (12 issues) for $19.97
SAVE OVER $27!
0 Two years (24 issues) for $34.97
-SAVE OVER $59!
Mr.
Mrs.
Ms._ _ __

[lll!l]IEJ]r:J]~

-=:---- ..,...,.-- - - - 
Please prinl

Company•_ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _

BB

Address._ _ _ _ _ _ __ __
City_ _ __ __ __ _ __ _

[!]]1!111!1] [!]][!]]

State_ _ __ _ __1-ip,_ __ __
Savings based on slogl&-<:opy price ol $47 .40. Add $1 8
per year for postage in Canada and al other kre9i
coootrles. U.S. curency Of'lfy. Basic annual ~llon
price is $27. /oJcN up to 60 days delivery ol first Issue.
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''Buy it ri t,
or,
we'll t e
it back."
-Real Provencher

People you'll like ... prices you'll love ...
and return policy that can't be beat.

a

"More and more large comDISK DRIVES
Dayna File
panies are calling to set up
CMS Pro 45 SE/r
accounts with us. Many of
CMS Pro 60 II
these people are changing
CMS Pro 140 11
CMS SDU 30
over from traditional mail
CMS SDU 81
order companies, because
CMS SD 20
of our return policy, both
CMS SD 60
for trial purchase, and
CMS SD 102
outright sale. And,
CMS SD 140
they've always appreciat
CMS TS 60 Tape Backup
EMAC-20D
ed that we don't charge
EMAC-40D
their account, until the
EMAC-60T Tape Backup
order's been shipped. It
OTHER PERIPHERALS
doesn't make sense to do
Personal Laser Printer Plus
it any other way."
Qume ScripTEN Laser Printer
WORD & PAGE LAYOUT
Coach 3.0
Coach Professional
Coach Thesaurus
Findswell
Fluent Fonts 2.0
Fluent Laser Fonts (ea.)
Fontographer
FullWrite Professional
MergeWrite
More 1.1
Pagemaker 3.0
Read It! (OCR)

Read It! (Thunderscan)
ReadySetGo! 4.0
Spells well
WordPerfect
Works Plus Spell
Write Now
High
High
High
Dust

CASES & COVERS
Trek Case (IW II)
Trek Case (512/Plus/SE)
Trek Case (SE Extended Keyboard)
Covers (Most)

57.00
109.00
36.00
29.00
42.00
42.70
239.00
269.00
30.00
175.00
475.00
2]5.00
89.00
279.00
44.00
229.00
48.00
98.00
50.95
59.95
69.95
19.95

When you're sure of the software you want,
buy it with our promise .. .if there's something
you don't like, we'll take it back. When you're
not sure, ask about trial purchase. You can
look at one, or several competing programs,
and save with our Try-Pack specials. Either
way, we'll help you get Software That Fits.

Call
719.00
719.00
Call
669.00
1239.00
569.00
839.00
Call
Call
769.00
529.00
849.00
929.00
1669.00
3895.00
199.00
1·719.00

Thunderscan 4.0
MacScan Flat Bed Scanner
COMMUNICATION HARDWARE
169.00
Anchor 2400 Modem
225.00
Everex 2400 Modem
27.00
TurboNct
MONITORS
. Call
Laserview 19" - Mac II
1650.00
Moniterm Viking 1 (Hi-Res)
3995.00
Moniterm Viking 10 (Color)
Moniterm Viking GS
i:.79.00
1995.00
Moniterm Viking 2400
SYSTEMS
Mac II System: Pro 60 hard drive, Ma·c 101 Keyboard,
5~95.C
Viking 1 monitor
Mac II Color System: Pro 60 hard drive, Mac 101 Key
board, Viking 1.0 monitor
7895.C

Hu11drcds More . . . No surcharge on Visa or MasterCarc
Purchase orders accepted 011 approved accou11ts. Sorry, r
COD's or personal checks. Trial purchase based on a 10
day mi11imum, plus six free days for shipping. All hardwa 1
sold with a 30-day money-back guarantee. Prices subject
change without notice.

SONY and KAO disks
at BIG Savings...Call Now!
Please circle 152 on reader service card.

~~~

FBBAV ~ y:g7J

1-800-972-3018
(713) 540-2300

PO Box 4028•Humble, Texas 77347

COMMUNICATIONS & NETWORKING
In Box Starter
209.00
Maclink Plus
145.00
MacNet Starter Kit
36.00
Microphone 2
209.00
Red Ryder
59.00
TOPS (Mac)
119.00

"'fVe'll do everything we can to get you the
ght software at the right price. And, if it
irns out to be something you don't want,
e'll take it back.
Our Proof. of Performance Pledge is unique
in the industry. Buy any pro
gram you need. If you de
cide you don't like it, send
it back, and pay only the
regular daily trial. You
can buy at discount, mail
order prices, and still be
sure you're not going to
get stuck. And, we have a
30-day money-back guaran
tee on all hardware, too."

-R.e.-.t

ACCOUNTING
Aatrix Payroll Plus
Business Sense
Checkmark Payroll 3.0
In Sight 3-pack with FREE 30mb harddrive
In-House Accountant
Managing Your Money
Quicken
Rags to Riches 3-Pack (CL/AR/AP)
Simply Accounting

179.00
279.00
209.00
1995.00
112.00
129.00
32.00
299.00
199.00

''We get software back every day, and people
tell us, 'Boy, am I glad I had a
chance to try this out first'.
These are customers who
really thought they want
ed a certain program, but
later found it wouldn't fit
their particular applica
tion. And, they'll often
take a competing pro
gram on a trial purchase.
Then, when they decide to
keep it, they're sure they've
got the right one."

'Jost people these days have done their home
·ork, and pretty well know which program
iey want. Now, we've made
even easier to buy soft
·are. Call us with the
rogram you need. Once
JU've used it awhile,
JU may find something
Ju weren't aware of,
iat you don't like. No
roblem ... just send it
7ck. We'll treat it as a
·ial purchase, and re
md the difference be
ueen what you paid to
'-lY the software, and what it would c st if yau ··
':Ld taken it on trial. (10-day minimum,· and
·e provide six free days for shipping)."
-Mi/4
BUSINESS
CAT
Cricket Graph
Cricket Pictograph
Cricket Presents
Fast Forms
Focal Point
Mac Cale
Mathview Pro
MicroPlanner + 6.0
WillMaker

239.00
119.00
105.00
290.00
96.00
59.00
81.00
149.00
359.00
36.00

DATABASES
DBase Mac
Double-Helix II
Foxbase
Mc Max
Omnis 3/ Express
Record Holder Plus
Reflex Plus

]29.00
329.00
219.00
169.00
329.00
45.00
165.00

DESK ACCESSORIES & UTILITIES
Disk Express
Disk Fits
Disk Tools Plus
Expressionist 2
HyperDA
MacTree
Power Station
Quick DEX
Quickeys
Sentinel
Sidekick 2.0
Stepping Out II
Suitcase
~ per Glue
Super Laser Spool

35.00
58.00
33.00
79.00
41.00
41.00
38.00
36.00
59.00
179.00
59.00
54.00
38.00
55.00
89.00

GRAPHICS
ClickArt EPS 1llustrations
ClickArt Graphics (ea.)
Canvas
Cricket Draw
Curator
Draw It Again Sam
Graphic Works
Illustrator '88
Image Studio
MacDraft
Modern Artist
myDisklabeler (Color)
Picture Base
Pixel Paint
Post Art
Print Shop
Video Works II

79.00
29.00
109.00
172.00
79.00
89.00
89.00
Call
279.00
159.00
141.00
32.00
59.00
289.00
41.00
36.00
118.00

UP m 500/o OFF OUR COVER CHARGE.
Protect your Macintosh computer investment with our perfectly fitting Cover
Sets made of 400 Denier Nylon. Water and static-resistant, won't tear or collect lint.
Cover Sets made for virtually any Macintosh and Apple II system configuration,
including printer, external disk drives and mouse covers.
Buy any of our complete dust cover sets, get a Mouse Pad for just $1 (Reg.
$7 value).

Save On Our Complete Cover Sets.
Limited Time Only.•

%

% 3M Mork 0 Diakettea
% Outstanding Doto Integrity
% 5· 114' Double Sidi Ooubl1 Oen•lty
% 69t eoch (1 O/BoH)
% A rull Worronty for the life of the Diskette

~J'

% 3M D•I• Cartridge•

[~

% Highest quollty magnetic

Macintosh

Macintosh II

Mac, keyboard and mouse.
Reg . $32 Now Only $25

Monitor atop CPU, keyboard & mouse.
Reg. S42 Now Only $33

Buy one complete cover set. add only $9 for basic printer cover (for Laser
writers add $14) and $3 for external disk drive cover.

Other Accessories At Great Savings.
lm1gewrtter II Ribbons. Black/Box of 6: From $3 per ribbon. Solid Color/Box
of 6: From $4 per ribbon. Multicolored Box of 6: From SB per ribbon. Portable Cordura
Dlakette Holde11. 3sizes for 1to 12 diskettes: choice of colors. Amaray Olak Binks.
For 3.5" and 5.25" diskettes. Specially priced with purchase of complete cover set.

Conlura Macintosh Carrying Cases by West Ridge Designs.
Mac Plus/SE: From S55. Mac/SE Extended: From $65. lmagewrlter II Carrying
Case: From $35.
Shipping (U.S.A.): Phone orders shipped next day. Air delivery available.
Corporate &school P.D.sand personal checks accepted. Add $3 for shipping &handling.
CA residents add 6% sales tax.

All Merchandise Satisfaction Guaranteed.

% lope ond precision components for .
% yo ur protection. Miniature, stond
% ord, eHtro length slz es ... ond formottedl
% DC2DOO
$15.g5
DCIOOA $11 .75
% DCJDDHL / P 18.15
DC I ODO
11.75

t3

%
% Scotch EG Videocas&11tt11s ...
% for your VCR
~
% fleted the best tepe tnted of populo r

% 1tenderd gnd1 UHi ul d1ocuutt11 . SALE $3.95

% Neu er miss top ing the lost few minutes of

~ a program ogoinl [Hcluslue (po tented]
% time- Left Window Gouge

% ORDER TOLL rREE: 800 - 258-0028

IN Ml: 800-632 - 2468

%

~

foreign Inquiries lnvlled

~

FREE CATALOG WITH EVERY ORDER %
LINC or OUHLITY SUPPLIES roR
% YOUR COMPUTCR
% Minimum Order: I SO. DO . P11 u1 mention RDU . •MU9.

~COMPLETE

Ml Au .. edd 41. htt . low SOM cherg• for sewin

TOLL FREE: 800/235-5330

% dire< t to your door will b1 edd 1d to your order.
% \paedy Ai r Strvlu euellebl• for Ru1h Sh i pme nts .

In CA: 800/237-5376

:% Pri ces

COMPUTER COVER COMPANY
23352 Peralta, Ste. 14, Laguna Hills, CA 92653
·Prices effective until Dec. 30. 1988 & subject to change without notice.

Please circle 202 on reader service card.

%
%
%
%

1111

p

1ubject to <henge .

dllll Precision

J,,.

S

coo.

3:

Data Product•"'

P .0. Box8367, Grand~ ds,Ml49518

616· 452·3457 FAX : 616-452-4g14

Please circle 193 on reader service card.

Cutting Edge =IncredibleValue+ Terrific Customer Service

CE105ADB
Keyboard . .. . $155
At last a keyboard that will let you

Cutting Edge BOOk $185.00

Introducing

The Wedge

"I abuse hardware! The Cutting Edge BOOk small
external drive has outperformed all of the other drives
I have tested. My Cutting Edge drive has copied over
7,000 whole disk copies and over 10,000 disk formats .
No other external drive on the market outpertorms this
one.'' Doug Houseman, Chalnnan . 1988 National APPL£
Users Conference

Enjoy the Best for Less 
• Manual Eject Button Safe, easy disk removal
• 1 Year Guarantee Full Warranty·Fast Service
Thousands of hours of trouble free operation
• Reads 400k
• Dependable
• LED light
and BOOk disks performance

from Cutting Edge
Enjoy quality, pertormance and
dependability in your mass storage.
These drives are fast with a quiet fan
and compacl design for portability.
• Daisey Chainable (2 SCSI ports)
• External address S\\itch
• 6 ft. SCSI cable induded

Xl30 + .... ........ . .
$729
Xl45 + .. .......
. . .... $959
Full one year warranty with any Cul·
ting Edge hard drive.

enjoy the most flexibility for the least
investment
• 105 key layout

• Numeric Keypad

• "Click Tactile " feel •Many manJ features
• Enlarge retum key • Compal» with SE & I

Quality
performance
disks

C. ltoh 3.5"

OS/DD Disks
10-49 .. $1.55 ea.
so+ .. $1.45 ea.

Accessory Values
Speed Mouse Pad . . $9.50 Mini Modems .... . . . . Call
SCSI Cables ...... . .. Call Board Upgrades . . . .. Call

~9 CUITJNGEDGE1.vc
Box 1259 97 S. Red Willow Rd. Evanston, Wy. 82930

DIAL 1-800-443-5199

Our Policies Add S5 00 per 01der 10< sh;POing (volume 0100s handled al cos!) No
surcharge IOI VISA IMCIAmex lmmcd~le delrvcry lechrucal assistance and rc11.rns
Pe.Jse ca ll (30n 789-0582 Pr ~es sulljecl 10 change wrthoul nohcc.

Please circle 104 on reader service card.

ackaged
2BOX

Begin my subscription to MacUser for:
• One year (12 issues) for $19.97
l'm saving 58°/o!
• Two Y.ears (24 issues) for $34.97
1' m saving 63°/o!
Call 1-800-525-0643 Toll-Free today!
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NOW WITH GENLOCK!

Mac II to NTSC (Television) Converter
Connect you r Mac 11 to NTSC video.
Record your Maci ntos h images to
video tape, or use fo r live presenta
tio ns. Compa ti ble with Apple &
SuperMac Video Cards.
STANDARD
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GREAT PRESENTATIONS!

's exten ·
ier fil

Make a Professional Image!
3M Model 45 Transparency Maker
produces beautiful color transparen
cies from blackline originals. Simply
place USI color line film over original and
feed into copier. ..it's that easy! Presenta
tions with color overlays can illustrate
your ideas with more impact. Call for our
full line Fim Catalog.
Sales 695. 00
Suggested Retail s 925. 00
Free! Box of US/ Transparency Film with
each Model 45 ordered by 10115188.

1

Usl '

11

inc.

Project a Professional Image!
Display your overhead through the
best medium possible. The 3M
1094 Overhead will never leave you in the
dark, should a lamp fail during a presenta
tioi1 - simply push a button and a fresh
lamp pops into place. 14" lens, enclosed
head, 1900 lumens, 120 volt, one EHA
Lamp included.
Sales 179.00
Suggested Retails 379.00
Free! Box of USl Transparency Film with
each projector ordered by 10115188.

2

The Image Creators
Branford, CT

11

San Jose, CA

Bind A Professional Image!
This versatile machine lets you
produce either hard or soft cover
perfect-bound books right at your work
station. Three simple steps are all the On
Eleven requires - just Punch, Cover, and
Bind. Binds books up to 12" long and l"
thick. Punch capacity is 20 pages per
punch.
Suggested Retail s 595. 00
Sales 389.1
Free! JOO Clears, 100 112" binding stripj
and a full line catalog with each Velobint
order received by 10115188.

3

1-800-243-4565

Please circle 64 on reader service card.

MINIFINDERS
Have you often wished for a personal assistant to help in
picking software? These MiniFinders may not breathe
and move, but they do tell you what products are hot and,
better, what these products do. Each of these i t ems has
been carefully reviewed and selected by the M acUseredi·
torial staff. Each has been rated in increments of half
mice, from 1 to 5. Ratings are relative within categories,
and they can change as categor ies expand and new prod·
ucts advance the state of the art. You won't see many low
ratings or bombs, since we're telling you about th e cre am
of the crop, but we will warn you about t he really bad prod·
ucts so that you don't spend your money on them. Red
names indicate this month's additions. The letters at the
end of the entries indicate whether a product is copy pro·
tected (CP) or not (NCP). If a product has been revi ewed or
Quick Clicked in MacUser, the date of the review is
shown. Eddy (Editor's Choice) Award winners are not ed
with a
and the year in which they won prizes for an
excellent product. Next time you have to f ind product s
you can count on, count on MacUser!

*
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INTEGRATED SOFTWARE
Jau provides well-integrated modules for word processing, graphs,
!!!! worksheets, databases, and commun:cations. HotView is
best feature. Requires 5 I 2K + and external drive . Version
I A requires 400K drive. $395. Lotus, 55 Cambridge Park
way, Cambridge, MA 02 142. CP (Prem)
Microsoft Works is an integrated application that includes word
!!!!•12processi ng, database, spreadsheet, and telecommunica
tions functions. The telecommunications module includes
both background up- and downloading. $295. Microsoft,
160 I I NE 36th Way, Redmond, WA 98073-971 7. NCP (Oct
86) * '86 Eddy
Trapeze (version 2.0) is a powerful presentation worksheet that
!!!!'fzcombines mathematical functions and graphic representa
tion. The interface, which consists of an icon bar, can be
S

E

awkward to use. Mac II and color supported. $395. Access
Technology, 555C Herit age Harbor, Monterey, CA 93940.
NCP (Dec 87)

BUSINESS ACCOUNTING
Accountant, Inc. V. 2.0 integrates accounts payable, accounts
! ! ! receivable, general ledger, and inventory modules. Prints
checks , purchase orders, invoices, customized reports.
Bare bones accounting system limited in size and scope, but
ease of use and integration make it suitable for small busi
nesses. Requires 5 I 2K +. $299. SoftSync, 162 Madison
Ave. , New York, NY I 00 16. NCP (Oct 87)
Back t o Basics Accounting is a powerful double-entry accounting
!!!! software package for the small business user with GL, AR,
and AP modules . Exhaustive manual with numerous exam
ples. Report capabilities are excellent. $ 199. Peachtree,
4355 Shackleford Rd ., Norcross, GA 30093. NCP (May 87)
BPI General Accounting is an easy-to-use system. Six j ournals,
! ! ! ! AR, AP, Payroll , and GL on one disk. Offset amounts auto
matically post to ledgers. Up to 8000 accoun ts. Detailed
records, wide range of reports. Switcher and HFS compati
ble. $249. Requires 512K + . BPI Systems, 3001 Bee Cave
Rd. , Austin, TX 78746. NCP (Aug 86)
Insight is a high-powered accounting program for the small-to
!!!!'fzmedium-sized business. Modules include Accounts Receiv
able, Payables, and General Ledger; others are in the works.
Requires 512K and hard disk. $595. Layered, 529 Main St.,
Boston, MA 02 129. NCP (Dec 86) * '86 Eddy
Rags to Riches integrated accounting modules (General Ledger
! !! !'fzand Accounts Receivable) uses Mac interface to the hilt.
Information entered in one window automatically transfers.
Detailed , flexible report options. Very easy to use, but it can
be confusing with several windows on screen. Requires
5 I 2K + and printer. $199.95 per module. Chang Labs,
5300 Stevens Creek Blvd. , San Jose, CA 95129. NCP (Dec
85)
Rags to Riches Professional Biiiing tracks and bills professional
! ! ! ! services. Batches activities for individual timekeepers. Use
as standalone, or integrate with R to R modules. Requires
5 12K +, printer. $399.95. Chang Labs, 5300 Stevens
Creek Blvd., San Jose, CA 95 129 . NCP (Feb 87)
Simply Accounting has 6 ledgers and 8 journals to handle the
! ! ! ! needs of most smal l-to-medium sized businesses. Better
Mac interface than most accounting packages. Unfortu
nately, payroll tax labels can 't be modified , which forces you
to subscribe to Bedford's yearty update service. Version
1.03. Requires I M. Mac II and Multi Finder friendly. $349.
Bedford Software, 153 1 I Northeast 90th St., Redmond,
WA 98052 . NCP (Sept 88)
Strictly Business General Ledger features clear, we ll-outlined set
! ! ! ! up procedures and operations. Very flexible, up to 99 profit
centers with up to I 00 departments each, and customized
reports. Program print spools. Requires 5 l 2K +,printer and
external drive. $395. Future Design , 1368 1 Williamette Dr.,
Westminster, CA 92683. NCP (Dec 85) *'85 Eddy
Tlmesllps Ill tracks billing and expense information for people who
!!!!'f>charge by the hour. DA turns the clock on and automatically
bills a client wh en a session is over. Version 1.06. Requires
5 l 2K and two disk drives. Mac II and MultiFinder friendly.
$199.95. North Edge Software, 239 Western Ave., Essex,
MA 01929. NCP (Sept 88)

PERSONAL FINANCE
Dollars & Sense is a bookkeeping program. Easy to use, with a
! ! ! good manual and excellent on-screen help. Will handle up to
120 separate accounts or money categories. Uses standard
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double-entry accounting techniques. Will work on I 28K.
$149.95. Monogram, 8295 S. La Cienega Blvd. , Inglewood,
CA 9030 I. CP (Mar 87)
Easy Checks puts your check register (or credit card records or any
!!
other simple financial account) into a desk accessory. Creat
ing formats is rough, can't save reports to disk and there 's
no LaserWriter support. Requires 512K+ . $44.95. PAR
Software, PO Box 1089, Vancouver, WA 98666. NCP (Apr
88)
MaclnTax is an excellent tool for preparing tax forms. Intuitive, easy
!!!!!to use. Accepts data from leading personal finance pro
grams. Good built-in help. Liberal upgrade policy for current
owners. California forms set also available. $119 federal;
$65 California. SoftView, 4820 Adohr Lane, Suite F, Cama
rillo, CA 930 I 0. NCP (Mar 87) *'86 Eddy
MacMoney is a financiaf manager that uses information gleaned
! ! ! ! from your checks and deposit slips. Produces a variety of
reports and graphs. Requires 5 l 2KE and printer. Version
3.1 reviewed. $119.95. Survivor Software, 11222 La Cien
ega Blvd., Inglewood, CA 90304. NCP (Jul 88) *'86 Eddy
Market Pro is a comprehensive portfolio management program for
!!!! the generation of fundamental data as well as technical
charts and graphs. Requires 5 I 2K +, external drive, and
Hayes-compatible modem. $395. Pro Plus Software, 2830
E. Brown Rd. , Mesa, AZ 85203. NCP (Nov 86)

DATABASES
Business Fllevlslon is a masterpiece of Macintosh programming,
! ! ! ! the only true graphic database on any micro. Much more
powerful than the original, accepts MacPaint graphics.
$395. Marvelln, 3420 Ocean Park Blvd., Santa Monica, CA
90405. NCP (Feb 86)
C.A.T. is a dedicated relational database for managing contacts,
!!!! activities and time. Links between types of data make it
easy to keep track of important people and events.
$399 .95. Chang Laboratories, 5300 Stevens Creek Blvd .,
San Jose, CA 95129. NCP (Nov 87)
dBase Mac is a relational DBMS that includes a structured pro
!!!! gramming language to develop standalone applications.
Palette icons as alternatives to menu commands will help
novice users. Requires IM + . $495. Ashton-Tate, 20 I 0 I
Hamilton Ave., Torrance, CA 90502-1319. NCP (Feb 88)
Double Helix II is a powerful database that supports a multiuser
!!!!'laenvironment with an upgrade. Uses an icon-based develop
ment system for easy creation of databases. $595, single
user version. Odesta, 4084 Commercial Blvd ., Northbrook,
Ill 60062. NCP (Apr 88)
Fiie is a flexible data manager. Creates files for a variety of data,
!!!! including simple graphics. Files are created in simple row/
column format, but reports and forms are easily customized.
$195. Microsoft, 16011 NE 36th Way, Redmond, WA
98073-9717. CP
FlleMaker Plus retains features of FileMaker and reads FileMaker
!!!!!data, also displays up to 8 files, uses " lookup" to retrieve
data from other files. Enhanced calculation with many addi
tional functions. Scripts automate a sequence of actions.
Requires 512K+. $295. Nashoba Systems, 1157 Triton
Dr., Foster City, CA 94404. NCP (Nov 86) *'86 Eddy
4th Dimension is a versatile tool that creates standalone relational
!!!!'1:.databases. Design and layout environments allow easy link
ing of information. Robust. Pascal-like procedure language.
$695. Acius, 20300 Stevens Creek Blvd., Cupertino, CA
95014. NCP (Nov 87) *'87 Eddy
FoxBASE + ;Mac is a relational database that can read unmodified
!!!!'hdBASE Ill Plus applications created in the MS-DOS world.
Amazingly fast. Good implementation of dBase on the Mac.
Version 1.0. Requires IM. Mac II and MultiFinder friendly.
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$395. 118 W. South Boundary, Perrysburg, OH 43551. NCP
(Sept 88)
MacDeweyl (version 2.5) is a cataloging program featuring the
!!!
Dewey Decimal Classification system. Uses predefined fill
in-the-blank fields to create catalog cards. Suffers from bugs
in search routines and the inability to distinguish first
names. Not for professionals; home libraries might benefit.
$79.95. Mousetrap Software, 336 Coleman Dr., Monroe
ville, PA 15146. NCP (Nov 87)
MacRelax is a relational list manager that stores data in a column
!! format. Files can be related by sharing a common field .
Flexible design for reports. Screen display is sometimes
strange. Easy to use but not obvious to learn. $59. 95. 1M +
required. Arrays, 6711 Valjean Ave., Van Nuys, CA 91406.
NCP (Jan 87)
Omnls 3 is a power database, featuring concurrent-multiple-file
!!!! management. Can handle 24 files, 12 at a time, and is fully
relational. Create custom environments, including user-de
fined menus, commands, and dialogs. $495. Blythe, 2929
Campus Dr., San Mateo, CA 94403. NCP (Mar 86)
OverVUE is a power-packed relational database that has extensive
!!!!•12sorting, summarizing, and report generation capacity. Has
macros, and a charting function. Good manual. It can ex
change files with a very wide variety of other programs (in
cluding IBM software). $295. ProVUE, 222 22nd St., Hun
tington Beach, CA 92648. NCP (Nov 85) *'85 Eddy
Professional Blbllographlc System is a specialized database for
! ! ! ! storing and retrieving bibliographies. Redesigned templates
(20) simplify creation. Version 2.6 offers improved speed,
flexible formatting. $295. Personal Bibliographic Software,
Box 4250, Ann Arbor, Ml 48106. CP (Feb 87)
Record Holder is a flexible , easy-to-use form-oriented data manag
! ! ! ! er. Setup is particularly simple and the search features are
powerful. $69.95. Software Discoveries, 137 Krawski Dr.,
South Windsor, CT 06074. NCP (Apr 86) *'87 Eddy
Reflex for the Mac is a flexible relational database. Excellent report
!!!!'l2generator gives full control over appearance, style of output.
Requires 5 I 2K + , second drive, or hard disk. $99.95. Bor
land International, 4585 Scotts Valley Dr., Scotts Valley, CA
95066. NCP (Dec 86) *'86 Eddy
Reflex Plus is a relational database with "smart" entry, and report
!!!! design, but no overall programming facility. Simple to set up ,
yet fast. Graphic capabilities are quite limited. Version 1.0
reviewed. $279. Borland/Analytica, 4585 Scotts Valley Dr. ,
Scotts Valley, CA 95066-9987. NCP (Feb 88)
Writer's Workshop maintains orderly records for writers. It can
!!!'12 track manuscripts, income, and publisher. Based on and
includes Runtime Helix. $99.95. Futuresoft System De
signs, PO Box 132, New York, NY I 0012. NCP (Apr 87)

NUMBER CRUNCHING
DeslgnScope is a construction kit for digital and analog circuits. Up
! ! ! ! to 254 components can be utilized in a single circuit, and the
equivalent of a dual-trace oscilloscope plots output in real
time. Good for testing circuitry without touching a bread
board. $249.95. BrainPower, 24009 Ventura Blvd., Calaba
sas, CA 91302. NCP (Nov 86)
Excel is THE power spreadsheet. Of the Mac, ofthe world. Has 256
!!!!! column by 16,384-row capability. Features include a power
ful macro function (with a recorder to make creation simple)
and elaborate charting facilities. 512K+ Mac and external
drive required. $395. Microsoft, 16011 NE 36th Way, Red
mond, WA 98073-9717. NCP (Prem) * '85 Eddy
MacCalc is a fast, competent, full-featured spreadsheet with Im
! ! ! ! pressive built-in functions, font control, on-line help, ability
to expand columns and rows, and read/write SYLK or WKS
files. The worksheet is 125 columns by 999 rows. A very

1988

flexible, pure spreadsheet. $139. Bravo Technologies, c/o
DPAS, PO Box T, Gilroy, CA 95021. NCP (Sep S6) * 'S6 Eddy
MacSpln is a unique and powerful graphic data analysis program.
!!!! Handles multivariate data in a highly visual manner. Nothing
else like it for any micro. $199.95. D2 Software, PO Box
9546, Austin , TX 7S766-9546. CP (Jun S6) *'S7 Eddy
MacSQZI compresses Excel files up to 88% of their actual size.
!!!!!Good to free up disk space. Also contains password utility.
MultiFinder hostile. Requires Excel. Version 1.0 l. $79.95.
Turner Hall Publishing, 1020 l Torre Ave., Cupertino, CA
95014. NCP (Aug SS)
MathVlew Professional is an equation solver that combines two
! ! ! ! and three-dimensional plotting with routines for matrices,
differential equations and integrals, complex numbers, and
the like. Interface leaves a lot to be desired. Version 1.0.
Requires 512KE and two disk drives. Mac II and MultiFinder
friendly. $249.95. BrainPower, 24009 Ventura Blvd., Cala·
basas, CA 91302. NCP (Sept 88)
Mlcrotemp Financial Calculators is a set of worksheets for Excel
!!!¥• and Works that calculates common personal and small busi
ness financial problems. Includes cash flow, real estate and
rate of return calculators. Version 1.0.$79.95. Microtemp,
P.0.Box 120S, Santa Rosa, CA 95402. NCP (Aug 88)
Mlndslght is a professional level , decision-support, and business
! ! ! ! planning package. Can work with IFPS on mainframes, and
is able to transmit models in both directions. Powerful and
easy to use. Requires 512K+. $249. Execucom Systems,
PO Box 975S, Austin, TX 7S766. CP (Dec S6)
Multlplan , the first Mac product from someone other than Apple, is
!!!'l:a beginning to show its age. Still a very capable basic spread
sheet with simple sorting, 63 columns by 255 rows, many
built-in functions , other standard spreadsheet features.
$195. Microsoft, 160 l l NE 36th Way, Redmond, WA
9S073-97 I 7. CP (Mar S6)
Parameter Manager is a data manager, incorporating integrated
! ! ! ! scheduling, statistics, and graphics. It has solid spread
sheet, calendar, and database functions and reports can be
customized using other software. Parameter Manager can
also import data from Excel or Lotus 1-2-3. $495. Rebus,
2330-B Walsh Ave., Santa Clara, CA 95152. NCP (Jul S7)
StatVlew 512 + is a very intuitive statistical analysis program with
!!!!!tools needed to understand any setof data. Holds data in a
spreadsheet-like form. Full-featured , fast, and accurate. Ex
tremely wide range of analyses possible. Requires 512K +
and SOOK of disk space to operate. $349.95. BrainPower,
24009 Ventura Blvd., Calabasas, CA 91302. NCP (Dec S6)
1O1 Macros for Excel offers all the power of macros without having
! ! ! ! to learn how to write them. Some gems include a macro to
transpose rows and columns, and a search and replace
macro. Requires Excel. $69.95. Macropac International,
l 9S55 Stevens Creek Blvd ., Cupertino, CA 95014. NCP (Jul
SS)

GRAPHICS &DESIGN
ArtWare: Borders enables you to customize your own clip art disk.
! ! ! ! The border collection is the best package in terms of quality
of art. Other packages available. Requires a program that
reads Encapsulated Postscript files. $ 129. Artware Sys
tems, 3741 Benson Dr., Raleigh, NC 27609. NCP (Aug SS)
CalendarMaker creates monthly calendars in a variety of formats.
!!!!'l:aUsers can incorporate their art and daily notes. Note files
can be imported from a variety of DA calendars and outlin
ers. Shareware and prelicensed versions available. $49.95
CE Software, 1S54 Fuller Road, West Des Moines, IA
50265 . NCP (Dec S6)
Canvas is a Draw and Paint program that uses QuickDraw as its
! !!!'l:aoutput language. Full offeatures, including free rotation and

one-and-two-point perspective. Also has graphics macro
commands, unusual in a program this inexpensive. $295.
Deneba, 7S55 N.W. 12th St., Suite 202, Miami, FL33126.
NCP (Jan SS)
Chart can easily create area , bar, column, line, pie, scatter, and
!!!'12 combination charts. A total of 42 styles are provided. Limit
ed to l 00 data items (64 in a series) on a l 2SK Mac,
approximately twice that on a 5 l 2K Mac. $125. Microsoft,
16011 NE 36th Way, Redmond, WA 9S073-971 7. CP
Ciiek & Cllp offers seasonal graphics packages. Of the two quarter
!!!
ly editions released, the Spring 'SS package is the better
collection. Requires a program that reads Encapsulated
Postscript (EPS) files. $39.95 per edit ion. Studio Advertis
ing Art, P.O. Box 18432-52, Las Vegas, NV S9114. NCP
(Aug SS)
CllckArt Special Effects is a MacPaint enhancement desk
!!!'12 accessory. Allows the user to distort, stretch, rotate, and
use perspective on MacPaint documents. A necessary addi
tion for all serious users of MacPaint. $49.95. T/Maker,
1973 Landings Dr., Mountain View, CA 94043. NCP (Apr
S6)
ColorPrlnt allows you to print FullPalnt, MacPaint, MacDraw, and
!!!
MacDraft documents in color using the lmageWriter II or
lmageWriter I. Paint files set up as overlays are read into
ColorPrint, and the program controls proper positioning reg
istration. $29.95. 1/0 Design , PO Box 156, Exton, PA
1924 l. NCP (Mar S6)
Comic Strip Factory is an assembly program for creating comic
!!!!'12strips. Includes a database of parts for various characters
and backgrounds for panels. Good text editing in balloons.
Can import and export in MacPaint format. $69.95. Founda
tion Publishing, 5100 Eden Ave., Edina, MN 55436. NCP
(DecS7)
Cricket Draw is an object-oriented drawing program that will pro
! ! ! ! ! duce stunning, high-quality output. Designed to print on
Postscript-compatible devices, such as the LaserWriter.
Making shadows and flowing fountain effects is just a point
and click away. $295. Cricket Software, 30 Valley Stream
Pkwy.• Malvern, PA 19355. NCP (May S7)
Cricket Graph easily generates 12 graph types. Multiple windows
!!!!!can be displayed. Graph prints in up to S colors with up to 16
patterns. Self-generating macro formatting. Switcher, HFS,
LaserWriter, and plotter compatible. $195. Cricket Soft
ware, 30 Valley Stream Pkwy., Malvern, PA 19355. NCP (Jun
S6) * 'S6 Eddy
Cricket Presents creates desktop presentations in the form of
! ! ! ! ovemead transparencies, slides, or even on the Mac itself.
Modem files to Autographix Imaging Service for overnight
color slides. Good chart and graph capability; poor text han
dling. Version 1.0. Requires 1M and a hard drive. Mac II
friendly. $495. Cricket Software, 40 Valley Stream Pkwy.,
Great Valley Corporate Center, Malvern, PA 19355. (Sept
88)
Crystal Paint creates an electronic kaleidoscope. It is MacPaint's
!!!!'l:aBrush Mirrors gone wild In a small, simple, yet wonderful
application. Does not work in color on Mac II. MultiFinder
friendly. Requires 512K +. $49.95. Great Wave Software,
5353 Scotts Valley Dr., Scotts Valley, CA 95066. NCP (Feb

8S)
Curator catalogs your art and graphics so it's easy to see what's
!!!!'12what and where it is. Supports PICT, TIFF, EPSF, Postscript,
MacPaint, and more. Changes creator types. Requires 5 I 2K
and an SOOK drive. $139.95. Solutions International, 29
Main St. , Montpelier, VT 05602. NCP (Sep 88)
DeskPalnt is a full-blown paint program as a desk accessory. Allows
!!!'l:a you to spruce up a graphic while in another application.
Imports and exports MacPaint and TIFF images. Great for
DTP, but not enough features to rival the leaders in paint
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programs. Zedcor, 4500 E. Speedway, Tucson , AZ 85712
5305. NCP (Mar 88)
"Draw It again, Sam ... " (v. 1.03) is an object-oriented graphics
! ! ! ! program, like MacDraw, that adds such useful wrinkles as
layered drawing, on-screen libraries, and color. Manual is
weak. Requires 512K + and an BOOK disk drive. $150. Aba
Software, PO Box 850, Frazer, PA 19355. NCP (Feb 88)
Easy3D is a three-dimensional, solid modeling masterpiece. Four
! ! ! ! variable light sources, powerful sculpting tools, and an ex
quisite user interface make this a must-have for graphics
enthusiasts. Requires 512K +. $149. Enabling Technolo
gies, 600 S. Dearborn, Chicago, IL 60605. NCP (May 86)
EPS Illustrations is a potpouri of illustrations with no real focus. As
!!!
an art package, this one is not very useful as you cannot
alter any of the drawings. Requires a program that reads
Encapsulated Postscript (EPS) files . $129.95. T/ Maker,
1973 Landings Drive, Mountain View, CA 94043. NCP (Aug
88)
EZ Draft is a high-level CAD application. Does things usually only
! ! ! found on minicomputer programs. Uses " pop-up" menus to
supplement a full set of pull-down menus. Comes with an
additional set of printer/plotter/ monitor drivers. A real pow
erhouse. $1995. $500 for IEGS module to link to other CAD
programs. Bridgeport Machines, 500 Lindley St., Bridge
port, CT 06606. CP (May 87)
FastFormsl Construction Kit is both a fast and efficient business
!!!!!forms creator (a drawing program) and a specialized applica
tion (and DA) to fill out the data fields in your forms. $149
(US). Shana Enterprises, Advanced Technology Center
# I 05, 9650-20 Ave. Edmonton, Alberta T6N I GI , Canada.
NCP (Nov 87)
Fluent Fonts is a two-disk collection of fonts. Forty-nine different
! ! ! ! items are included. All install easily in user systems. Most
are well executed and some are extraordinarily nice. This is a
real bargain for font lovers. $49.95. CasadyWare, PO Box
223779, Canmel, CA 93922. NCP
Fontastlc is the best font editor now available for the Mac. Features
!!!!•t.a large editing window with a grid to make positioning easy.
Select letters to edit by clicking on a matrix of the font.
Allows scaling of existing fonts and previewing the various
styles. $49.95. Altsys, PO Box 865410, Plano, TX 75086.
NCP (Dec 85)
Fontographer is a complex, but excellent laser font creator. The
!!!!•Monts created have 300 bits-per-inch resolution. The fonts
are actually downloadable Postscript files. $395. Altsys, PO
Box 865410, Plano, TX 75086. CP
FreeHand greatly simplifies the drawing of curves, the use of layers
!!!!'12and text handling when manipulating Postscript graphics.
And it works in color on the Mac II. Requires IM and 2 disk
drives. $495. Aldus, 411 I st Avenue South , Seattle, WA
98104. NCP (Aug 88)
FullPalnt is an expanded version of MacPaint. Features include full
! ! ! ! ! screen drawing, multiple documents opening simultaneous
ly, brush editing, movable tool palettes, special text effects ,
and much more. It fills the gaps left by MacPaint. $99.95.
Ashton-Tate, 20101 Hamilton Ave., Terrance, CA 90502
1319. NCP (Jun 86) * '86 Eddy
GraphlcWorks 1.1 is a powerful drawing and painting program that
! ! ! ! creates high-resolution bit-maps. Easels contain graphics,
balloons hold text , and both reside on panels. Graphic primi
tives are now a separate tool. $149.95. Mindscape, 3444
Dundee Rd ., Northbrook, IL 60062 . NCP (Oct 87)
Graphldex indexes MacPaint and MacDraw fonmat graphics without
!!'12 removing them from their original documents. Indexed
graphics are retrieved via the Graphidex DA. Can modify an
indexed graphic without affecting the original. Best for bit
mapped (Paint format) images, but the design is question
able and the execution imperfect. Requires 5 l 2K +.
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$124.95. BrainPower, 24009 Ventura Blvd., Calabasas, CA
91302. NCP (May 87)
GrldMaker is a tool for artists who use perspective. The program
!!!
automatically generates a series of three-dimensional plane
sets that can be pasted into MacDraw. Sizes and viewing
vantage points are easily modified. $49. FolkStone Design,
PO Box 86982, North Vancouver BC V7L 4P6, Canada. NCP
(Nov86)
Illustrator is a professional-level graphics program. Unique and
!!!!'12powerful drawing technique. Program uses templates for
precise and detailed art work. Requires IM + . $495. Adobe
Systems, 1870 Embarcadero Rd., Palo Alto, CA 94303. CP
until registered (Jul 87)
Image Club is an overwhelming collection of EPS clip art available
!!!!!on disk and CD-ROM . Comes with a well-designed catalog of
images. Requires a program that reads Encapsulated Post
script (EPS) files. $99. Image Club Graphics, 2915 19th St.
NE, Calgary, Alberta, Canada T2E 7 A2. NCP (Aug 88)
Image Studio puts a photo-retouching lab on the desktop. Editable
!!!!!brushes let you modify digitized images in 65 gray levels.
Requires IM+ and two BOOK disk drives. Mac II and Multi
Finder friendly. Version 1.0 reviewed. $495. Letraset USA,
40 Eisenhower Dr. , Paramus, NJ 07653. NCP (Jun 88)
Images with Impact! brings clip art out of the tum-of-the-century
!!!!!woodcut style and into a modem graphic sensibility. "Graph
ics and Symbols I " is the first in a series. Requires a pro
gram that reads Encapsulated Postscript (EPS) files.
$99.95. 3G Graphics, 11410 NE !24th St. , Kirkland, WA
98034. NCP (Aug 88)
Japanese Cllp Art is a two-disk set of extraordinary Japanese clip
!!!!'12art. Consists of MacPaint documents and separate fonts .
Volume I, Heaven , covers mythological subjects; Volume II,
Earth, has secular subject matters. $79.95 each volume;
$149.95 set. Qualitas Trading, 6907 Norfolk Rd., Berkeley,
CA 94705. NCP (Apr 87)
LaserFonts are new fonts for the LaserWriter. Users download
! ! ! ! them to their machines. Very high quality and very simple to
use. Willamette looks like Avant Garde. MicroFonts provides
tiny, expanded , and condensed versions of the LaserW
riter's own fonts. $34.95 to $44.95 each . Century Software,
2483Hearst, # 175, Berkeley, CA 94709. NCP
LaserPalnt's clumsy interface makes it a slow program. There's
!
good laser output, if you persevere through the creation of a
document. The support is scads betterthan the documenta
tion, which is lousy. Version I. 1.4. $495. LaserWare, PO
Box 668, San Rafael, CA 94915. CP (Jan 88)
Lasertalk is a Postscript programming tool that establishes interac
! ! ! ! ! t ive contact with laser printers. Preview window and on-line
help make it a powerful tool. Requires IM+ and a Post
script Printer. $249. Emerald City Software, PO Box 2103,
Menlo Park, CA 94026. CP until registered (May 88)
The Mac Art Dept. is a collection of over 150 graphic images
! ! ! ! ranging from foods to hands holding signs to borders. Best
suited for letterheads, memos, other business use. $39.95.
Simon & Schuster, Computer Software Div., I Gulf+ West
ern Plaza, New York, NY I 0023. NCP (Mar 86)
Mac-a-Mug is an ldentikit-type program for creating faces from
!!!'12 facial feature files. Uses scroll bars that are slow and jerky.
Lots of creative fun. IM + Mac required. $59.95. Shahera
zam, PO Box 26731, Milwaukee, WI 53226. CP (Jul 86)
MacCalllgraphy is the best simulation of brush painting in any
!!!!'hgraphics program. User-designed Seals and Touches en
able you to design your own signature tool and the style of
brush you use. Comes with a clip art disk. $175. Qualitas
Trading, 6907 Norfolk Rd ., Berkeley, CA 94705. NCP (Feb
88)
MacDraft is an object-oriented graphics program. It sports ad
! ! ! ! vanced features such as variable scaling, single-degree ro
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tation, complex arcs , and a FatBits-like magnification mode.
Best used to complement MacDraw, not replace it. $269.
Innovative Data Design , 2280 Bates Ave., Concord, CA
94520. NCP (Feb S6)
MacDraw is an object-oriented structured graphics program. Can
!!!!'hbe used to design forms, create presentation materials, and
do technical illustrations. Drawing sizes up to S feet by 10
feet are possible. Text can be easily generated and integrat
ed in the graphics. $195. Claris, 440 Clyde Ave., Mountain
View, CA 94043. NCP (Nov S5) * '85 Eddy
MacModel is an economical 3-D package with shading. Somewhat
!!!
sketchy Mac interface, shading speed slow (but accept
able), grainy image resolution. On-line help screens are a
welcome addition. Frequent updates and low price make
this a reasonably good buy. $40. A.P.P.L.E. CO-OP, 290 SW
43rd St., Renton, WA 98055. NCP (Aug 86)
MacPaint hasn't lost its shine after all these years. Still one of the
!!!!'l2best freehand graphics tools. Version 2.0 supports multiple
windows, design templates, and a magic eraser to correct
corrections. Requires 5 l 2K and second disk drive. $125.
Claris, 440 Clyde Ave., Mountain View, CA 94043. NCP (Jul
SS) * 'S5,'S7 Eddy
Mac3D 2.0 is a feature-laden 3-D program with a MacDraw-like
! ! ! ! interface. Postscript-resolution shading with six variable
light sources, user-definable tools, and many more features
make this a powerhouse. $249. Challenger Software,
18350 Kedzie Ave., Homewood, IL 60430. NCP (Jan S7)
MapMaker v. 3.0 is a digital cartographer that charts demographic
!!!!'hand marketing information on a geographic basis. Wide vari
ety of amps available, some at an additional cost. Requires
5 l 2K. $349. Select Micro Systems, 40 Triangle Center,
Yorktown Heights, NY 10598. NCP (Aug 88)
MGMS: Professional CAD for Macintosh offers more than 200
!!!! functions. Very complete, capable program. Groups, Dimen
sion, Libraries, etc., are standard . Sometimes confusing 
designed for experienced , professional CAD user, not the
novice. Full plotter support. 5 l 2K + . $799. Micro CAD/
CAM , 3230 Overland Ave. , Los Angeles, CA 90034. NCP
(Nov S7) * 'S7 Eddy
MinlCad v. 3.0 is a pro-level CAD ·package. Vast array of features,
! ! ! ! many accessible only through Command/ Shift/ Option key
combinations. Works in 2-D or 3-D with easy transition from
one to the other. MacDraw-like interface makes it easy to
learn and use. Requires 512K + . Diehl Graphsoft, 8370
Court Ave., Suite 202, Ellicott City, MD 21043. CP (Oct 87)
Phoenix 3D is an economical 3-D drawing package, with features
! ! ! ! that belong in a more expensive program. Multiple light
sources, fine object placement and orientation control, and
a good selection of shapes. $49.95. Dreams of the Phoenix,
PO Box 10273, Jacksonville, FL 32247 . NCP (Oct S6)
PlctureBase is a powerful gr,aphic librarian. You can store paint and
!!!!'hPICT formatted items and attach keywords for later search
and retrieval. $69.95. Symmetry, 761 E. University Dr. ,
Mesa, AZ 85203. NCP (Sep 87) * '86 Eddy
PlxelPalnt is a color paint program with customizable palettes and
!!!!'l2lots of special effects. Slow OPEN and SAVE. Requires Mac
II and 8-bit video card . $495. SuperMac Software, 295 N.
Bernardo Ave., Mountain View, CA 94043. NCP (May 8S)
Post Art I is a collection of signed originals on disk. Overall , a pretty
!
useless collection in terms of clip art. Meant for hanging
prints on a wall. Requires a program that reads Encapsulat
ed Postscript files. $69.95. Olduvai, 7520 Red Rd ., So.
Miami, FL 33143. NCP (Aug S8)
The Print Shop makes it easy to create greeting cards, signs,
!!!"• banners, and letterheads. Uses its own special graphics and
can import Paint files. Hard-disk users get version 1.02 or
higher. $79.95. Broderbund , 17 Paul Dr. , San Rafael, CA
94903. CP (Sep S7)
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Slide Show Magician 1.3 is useful for creating full screen audio
!!!
visual presentations on the Mac. Frame branching, im
proved editing capabilities, external cassette recorder syn
chronization, and digitized sound capabilities make this
much more powerful than the original. $59.95. Magnum,
21 1 15 Devonshire St. , Chatsworth , CA 9131 1. CP (Mar S6)
Space Edit Is a 3-D CAD program. Display shows top, front, side,
!!!'h and axonometrlc views of an object, all at once or one at a
time. Has standard CAD features plus zoom , exploded view,
animated flyover. Suppression of hidden lines is very slow.
Requires lM + . $625. Abvent, 9903 Santa Monica Blvd .,
Beverly Hills, CA 90212. CP (Jul S7)
Storyboarder produces working animated storyboards for use in
! ! ! ! film and video production. Imports graphics from MacPaint;
allows screen masking to simulate television, 35mm or
70mm screen widths; allows limited animation and special
effects. $495. American lntelliware, PO Box 69SO, Tor
rance, CA 90504. CP (Nov S6)
Sunshine Graphics Library is a collection of 46 400K disks (to
!!!! date) with a wide variety of high-quality digitized images
stored as MacPaint files. $20/ disk: discount scale for multi
ple purchases. SunShine, Box 4351 , Austin, TX 7S765.
NCP(Feb S7)
SuperPalnt is a powerful, easy-to-use graphics program with all the
!!!!!best features of MacPaint and MacDraw - and then some.
LaserBits provides 300 dpi magnification and there are 40
editable brush shapes. Requires 512K + . $149.95. Silicon
Beach, 95SO Black Mountain Rd., PO Box 261430, San
Diego, CA 92126. NCP (Feb S7) * 'S7 Eddy
TrueForm takes a scanned image of a paper form and turns it into
!!!!'l2an electronic equivalent, complete with fields for entering
data. It can automatically sum numeric fields. Requires ex
ternal SOOK drive. $495; run-time version, $295. Spectrum
Digital Systems, 2702 International Lane, Madison, WI
53704-3122. NCP (May SS)
VersaCAD is a powerful CAD program that doesn't show any of its
! ! ! ! MS-DOS roots. Excellent element manipulation, full plotter
support. Library user interface is crude. Requires 1M +.
$1995. VersaCad, 2124 Main Street, Huntington Beach,
CA 9264S. NCP (Jul SS)
VldeoWorks II is an easy-to-use animation tool - the best avail
!!!!'l2able on the Mac. Has an Overview mode that acts as a slide
show carousel for presentations. Works in color on the Mac
II. $195. Requires 1M + and an SOOK drive. MacroMind,
102S W. Wolfram, Chicago, IL 60657. NCP (Mar SS) *'S5,
'S7 Eddy
VldeoWorks II Clip Animation, Clip Charts, Black and White Mov
! ! ! ! ies, and Clip Sounds are four separate aids to help you
construct movies and business presentations. Requires Vi
deoWorks II. $49.95 to $59.95. MacroMind , 1028 W. Wol
fram, Chicago, IL 60657. NCP (Aug 88)
WetPalnt consists of two 3-disk volumes of very high quality clip
!!!!!art. Also includes the Art Roundup DA, a good art browser/
editor. Volume 1 or 2, $39 each; both volumes, $59. Avail
able in PictureBase format for $15 extra per volume. Dubl
Click Software, 18201 Gresham St., Northridge, CA 91325.
NCP (Sep S7)
World-Class Fonts! comes in two volumes of three disks each.
!!!!'l2lncludes all the Mac the Knife fonts and a lot more, including
two useful utilities. This Is now the best collection of !mage
Writer fonts available. Each volume: $39; both volumes:
$59. Dubl-Click Software, 1S201 Gresham St. , Northridge,
CA 91325. NCP (Dec 86)

DESKTOP PUBLISHING
lnterleaf Publisher is a speedy multiuser layout system for pro
!!!'h ducing large , complicated documents. Has strong global
8

8
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formatting ability but can't use downloadable fonts.
Requires Mac II with 5M of RAM and 40M hard disk, $2495.
lnter1eaf, 1O Canal Park, Cambridge, MA 02141 . NCP (May
88)
JustText is a professional level word processor and page makeup
!!!!'ltprogram that generates Postscript output. Comes with a set
of LaserWriter utilities that allow total manipulation of art
and text. Requires LaserWriter or other Postscript compati
ble output device. $195. Knowledge Engineering, GPO Box
2139, New York, NY 10116. NCP (Dec 85)
MacTEX (v. 2.0) is the TeX environment of choice for hardcore TeX
! !!'f:a users on the Macintosh. Very intimidating for others. Painful
ly slow and visually unattractive. Requires 1M + . $750. FTL
Systems, 234 Eglington Ave. East, Toronto, Ontario M4P
1K5, Canada. NCP (Apr 88)
PageMaker v. 3.0 retains its paste-up approach to page layout.
!!!!'f:iNew features include auto text flow, style sheets, and spot
color support. The standard keeps getting better. Requires
lM+ hard disk. $595. Aldus, 411 First Ave. South, Seattle,
WA 98104. NCP (Aug 88) (*) '85, '87 Eddy.
Portfolio: Designs for Newsletters provides over 20 templates for
! ! ! ! 2-page newsletters with pre-set columns, headlines, graph
ics, and captions. Documentation provides excellent tutorial
in page design. Requires 512K+; PageMaker. $79.95. Al
dus, 411 First Ave. S., Suite 200, Seattle, WA 98104. NCP
(May 87)
QuarkXPress is a high-end desktop publishing application. Layout
!!!!!is done In block format; powerful lining tool ties blocks to
gether. $695. Quark, 200 S. Jackson, Denver, CO 80209.
NCP (Sep 87)
Ragtime is an "Integrated Page Processor" with text, graphics, and
! ! ! !'f:a built-in spreadsheet. Flow text automatically from one frame
to another. Spreadsheet has a full set of functions. Excel
lent, easy-to-use program. Requires 5 l 2K +. $395. Orange
Micro, 1400 N. Lakeview, Anaheim, CA 92807. NCP (Aug
88)
Ready, Set, Got 4 has an elegant interface and excellent manual.
!!!!'f:aPowerful text wraparounds, fast word processor with hy
phenation and spelling check and custom stylesheets. Re
quires 1M +. $495. Letraset, 40 Eisenhower Dr., Paramus,
NJ 07652. NCP (Feb 88) *'86 Eddy

Textures (v. 1.0) is an implementation of TeX, the big daddy of
! ! ! typesetting programs. Good for people trained on main
frames in the early days. Otherwise very sticky with a high
learning curve. Requires 5 l 2K + . $495. Kellerman & Smith,
534 S.W. 3rd Ave., Portland, OR 97204.. NCP (Apr 88)

COMMUNICATIONS
AppleShare is the long-awaited file sharer from Apple. Software
! ! ! ! based, AppleShare requires you to dedicate a Mac and a
hard disk to run it. Allows users on the network to protect
things from other users on the folder level. Interface to net
work is provided at a revised Finder. $799. Apple Computer,
20525 Mariani Ave., Cupertino, CA 95014. NCP (May 87)
ComServe allows you to share a Hayes-compatible modem over an
! ! ! ! AppleTalk network. You can call out, but you can't call in.
Works with most telecommunications packages. $ 195 per
server. lnfosphere, 4730 SW Macadam Ave., Portland, OR
97201 . CP (Feb 88)
Desktop Express is a simple-to-use, semi-automated program for
!!!'f:a using MCI Mail and Dow Jones News/Retrieval. Perform
ance is traded off for ease of use. Requires 5 l 2K +. $149.
Dow Jones, PO Box 300, Princeton, NJ 08543. NCP (Jan 88)
HomePak is a package consisting of HorneTerm, an excellent, sim
!!
pie telecommunications program with strong macro fea
tures; HomeFind, an electronic filer as bad as HorneTerm is
good; and Apple's Edit, a simple, non-HFS-compatible text
file editor. $49.95. Electronic Arts, 1820 Gateway Dr., San
Mateo, CA 94404. NCP (Sep 86)
lnBox is an easy-to-use mail system . It's called up from a desk
!!!!'f:iaccessory. Has a very slick interface. Dedicated Mac not
required. $350 for starter set which includes one Adminis
trator disk and three Connection disks. Additional Connec
tions cost $125 each. Think Technologies, 135 South Rd.,
Bedford, MA 01730. NCP (May 87) *'86 Eddy
lnTalk comes with its own communications command lang
! ! !!'f:auage able to do unattended sessions. Supports Xmodem
and MacBinary. Has a macro key function . Many sample
setup documents and command language files provided.
$195. Paiantir, 12777 Jones Rd., Houston, TX 77070. NCP
(Prem)

CUSTOM DESIGNED REPRINT:S
When your product or company is covered by this maga
zine, you can order custom designed reprints* for use in pro
motional mailings, sales kits, press releases and point-of
purchase displays.
For more information on how you can take advantage of
this wonderful promotional opportunity, call or write:
Jennifer Locke- Reprints Manager, Ziff-Davis Publishing
Company, One Park Avenue, New York, NY 10016,
212-503-5447.
*Minimum quantity 500
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Lapllnk Mac quickly transfers data to and from the MS-DOS and
! ! ! ! Mac environments. Kit contains a cable and software. Con
trol of transfer is on the IBM side . Version: 1.2. Requires
5 l 2K. $139.95. Traveling Software, 1931 O North Creek
Pkwy., Bothell, WA 98011 . NCP (Aug 88)
MacTermlnal provides basic telecommunications and terminal em
!!.,.. ulation. Doesn't have macros nor any sort of auto re-dial/
auto log-on capability. Best for those needing faithful VT 100
or IBM 3278 emulation - it is superb at those. $125. Apple
Computer, 20525 Mariani Ave., Cupertino, CA 95014. NCP
(Prem)
Microphone is a high-powered terminal program that's easy
!!!!'f:tenough for novices. Very powerful command language al
lows full automation of communications, if desired. $149.
Software Ventures, 2907 Claremont Ave., Berkeley, CA
94705. NCP (Jul 86) *'86 Eddy
Microsoft Mall is an electronic mail system that runs under Apple
!!!!'I•Talk. Supports file transfers across the mail system. Full on
line help facility. Also includes "While you were out" mes
sages. Desk accessory based. Prices determined by
number of users licensed. One to four users, $299.95; five
to I 0 users, $499.95; 11 to 20 users, $749.95; 21 or more
users, $949.95. Microsoft, 16011 NE 36th Way, Redmond,
WA 98073-9717. NCP (May 87) *"87 Eddy
Red Ryder is a full-featured telecommunications program that sup
! ! ! ! ! ports MacBinary, Xmodem, and Kermit. Has big screen sup
port, auto procedure creator, and up to 30 keyboard macros.
This is the cream of the crop (in late. 87). $80. Freesoft, 150
Hickory Dr., Beaver Falls, PA 15010. NCP (Dec 87) *'87
Eddy
Smartcom II balances power and ease of use. Capable ofunattend
!!!!112ed operation and has a very powerful command language.
Supports MacBinary, Xmodem, and Hayes Verification pro
tocols. The large screen buffer can easily be archived. $149.
Hayes, 5923 Peachtree Industrial Blvd ., Norcross, GA
30092 . NCP (Jul 86) * '85 Eddy
Telescape is the power telecommunicator's terminal program. Can
!!!
be configured to emulate any terminal. The documentation
does not adequately explain the many features. $125.
Mainstay, 5311 -B Derry Ave. , Agoura Hills, CA 9130 I. NCP
(Jun 86)
TOPS is a file server designed to network computers with dlff
! !!!'12 erent operating systems. Supports Macs, MS-DOS compati
bles, and UNIX. Access to files and subdirectories is trans
parent to the user; they appear as Mac folders. Only handles
ASCII or Text files. $149 for Mac version . $389 for PC's
(comes with add-on card). TOPS, 2560 Ninth St., Berk
eley, CA 94710. Serial number protected. (May 87) *'87
Eddy
VersaTerm features include DEC VT 100 and VT52, Tektronix 4014
!!!!'f:tgraphics terminal and Data General DG200 emulation. Sup
ports Xmodem and MacTerminal Xmodem protocols and
MacBinary. VersaTerm is easy to use and well-documented.
$99. Peripherals, Computers & Supplies, 2457 Perkiomen
Ave., Mt. Penn , PA 19606. CP (Prem)
VersaTerm-Pro Is a very powerful terminal program with several
!!!!'l:ispecial features. Does one of the best VTlOO emulations
available and specializes in high-quality Tektronix 4014 and
4105 emulation. A pro's tool. Requires 512K +. $295. Pe
ripherals, Computers & Supplies, 2457 Perkiomen Ave., Mt.
Penn, PA 19606. NCP (Apr 87)

WORD PROCESSORS
Document Compare allows users to compare any two MacWrite
!!!
4.5, ASCII, or MOS documents. Differences in spelling,
punctuation , formatting, and wording are detected. Docu
ments can be printed out with differences highlighted. $99.
370
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Legalware, 33 Young St., Toronto, Ontario M5E IS9, Cana
da. NCP (May 86)
Document Modeler can automate much of a professional office's
!!!!.,..correspondence. Comes in two parts: Template Maker and
Document Maker. Initial setup requires time and Is complex.
$299.95. Legalware, 33 Young St., Toronto, Ontario M5E
IS9,Canada.NCP(Mar87)
Doug Clapp's Word Tools is a useful punctuation and style editing
! ! ! ! program. It won't tum you into a Proust, but it will help you
make your writing cleaner and clearer. Word counts among
different formats show discrepancies, but not to worry. Re
quires 512K+. $79.95 Aegis Development, 2125 Pico
Blvd., Santa Monica, CA 90405. NCP (Sep 87)
Expressionist is a powerful DA that allows you to create complex
!!!!!mathematical equations from within an application. Equa
tion manipulation has never been easier. $79.95. Allan
Bonadio Associates, 1579 Dolores St., San Francisco, CA
94110. NCP (Jul 87)
FullWrlte Professional combines outlining and word processing
!!!!.,..with page layout and drawing. its many features translate
into sluggish performance unless you have a lot of extra
RAM. Impressive. Version 1.0 . Requires IM. Mac II and
MulitFinder friendly. $395. Ashton-Tate, 20101 Hamilton
Ave., Torrance, CA 90502 . NCP (Sept 88)
Graham Speller is a desk accessory-based spelling checker. In
!!!
eludes macro feature. Good guesser in interactive mode.
Clumsy interface. Version 1.1 . $44.95. Graham Software,
8609 Ingalls Circle, Arvada, CO 80003. NCP (Aug 88)
Kadmos Greek Font is a full character set of ancient Greek that
!!!.,.. prints on any PostScript printer. Requires learning new typ
ing skills, but excellent quality makes it worth the effort.
$85. Allotype Typographies, 1600 Packard Rd., Ann Arbor,
Ml48104.NCP(Oct87)
Laser Author is a high-powered, technically oriented word proces
! ! !.,.. sor. Good math setting capability. Has style sheets, word
count, and page layout capability. $199 .95. Firebird Licens
ees, PO Box 49, Ramsey, NJ 07446. NCP (Mar 87)
Liberty Spell Checker is a fast, effective, interactive checker. The
!!!.,.. dictionary is smaller than average, but well chosen. Unfortu
nately, it has a few misspelled words. $59.95. DataPak,
14011 Ventura Blvd., Sherman Oaks, CA 91423. CP(Oct86)
Lookup is an on-call, quick single-word spelling checker. Designed
!!!!!for the way writers really work. Uses the 93,000 + word
Spellswell dictionary. $49.95. Working Software, 321 Alva
rado, Suite H, Monterey, CA 93940. (Dec 87) NCP
MacGAS is a DA spelling checker with both a small and extended
!!!
dictionary. Its best point is the excellent thesaurus, provides
antonyms & glossary. A slow checker. $99. EnterSet, 2380
Ellsworth, Berkeley, CA 94720. CP (Oct 86)
MacProof is a grammar, style, and spelllng checker that's like
!!!!.,..having your own personal copy editor. Grammar rules are
fixed, and you may not agree with the choices. The program
only suggests corrections, it doesn 't make them for you.
And the checking process can be slow if your document is
long. $195 for standalone version; $2500 for networked
version. Automated Language Processing Systems, 190
West 800 North, Provo, UT 84604. NCP (Apr 87)
Macspell + v. 1.10 is a spelling checker that installs as a desk
!!!! accessory. Works easily with MacWrite 4.5 and 2.2 and
Word, but has some drawbacks. New version just available.
Requires 512K+ , two drives or hard disk. $99. Creighton
Development, 16 Hughes St. , Irvine, CA 92718. NCP
MacWrlte is starting to show its age. While still a good, basic
!!!
program, it's out-performed by its competition. Probably
enough for the occasional user. Version 5.0 includes Com
mand key equivalents and spell checker. Requires
5 I 2KE + . $125. Claris, 440 Clyde Ave., Mountain View, CA
94043. NCP (Jun 88) *'85 Eddy
8
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Others can
CMS Enhancements can
enhance and enhance enhance and enhance and
your Macintosh.*
enhance and enhance and
enhance and enhance and
enhance and enhance and
enhance and enhance and
enhance and enhance and
enhance and enhance and
enhance and enhance and
enhance and enhance and
enhance and enhance and
enhance and enhance and
enhance and enhance and
enhance and enhance and
enhance and enhance and
enhance and enhance and
enhance and enhance and
While other companies offer only a limited
range of products to enhance the performance
of your Macintosh, CMS Enhancements has
literally hundreds upon hundreds of products
to choose from.
For instance, if you're in the market for
an external hard disk drive, our "MacStack
Systems" .. offer a choice of 8 products,
ranging from 20 to 140 megabytes. These
drives are conveniently designed to save
desk space and with the use of our extended
cable they can easily be placed under
the Macintosh Plus. SE, and II. • Or, place
them nearby.
Which "MacStack System" is right for your
Macintosh? If you're currently considering
your first upgrade, our 20 megabyte (SD20)
"MacStack System" could be the ideal choice.

It has received such wide acclaim from other
Macintosh users that it's now the best selling
external hard disk drive on the market. Our 60
megabyte (SD60) " MacStack System" has
also received lots of applause as the very
best dollar value around.
So, let CMS Enhancements enhance
your Macintosh with a product range that
seems to go on forever. Ask your computer
dealer for complete information on CMS
,

~~0h~~~~ent~ F

Or, for a list
of dealers
n~ar you ,
phone or
write us
t0cfay.

I)

ENHANCEMENTS , INC .
1372ValenciaAvenue
Tustin, .CA 92680 (714) 259-9555

We can enhance every advance
CMS Enhancements , Inc. is a public company. NASDAQ symbol: ACMS . · Registered trademark of Apple Com puter. Inc. ' "Registered trademark of CMS Enhancements, Inc.
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MergeWrite is a mail-merge program for MacWrite (also works with
!!!If• ASCII files). Program combines names and addresses from a
data file into predefined fields in a form letter. Also allows
simple conditional IF-THEN-ELSE equations. $49.95. Soft
ware Discoveries, 137 Krawski Dr., South Windsor, CT
06074. NCP (Dec 87)
MlndWrlte integrates outlining and word processing better than
! ! ! ! anyone. Version I . I fixes many problems of the earlier ver
sion. Sophisticated search and select options. Unimpres
sive speed. $295. Access Technology, 555C Heritage Har
bor, Monterey, CA 93940. NCP (Feb 88)
QUED/M v. 2.0 I is an excellent text editor that saves docu
!!!!'fzments in a form readable by most computers and printers.
Doesn't support graphics or multiple fonts. Programming
language allows creation of database. $129. Paragon Con
cepts, 4954 Sun Valley Rd., Del Mar, CA 92014. NCP (Mar
88)
QulckWord is a word processing accessory that adds sophisticated
!!!'lz glossaries to MacWrite. Simple to install and use, yet power
ful and efficient. $49.95. EnterSet, 2380 Ellsworth, Berke
ley, CA 94720. NCP
Scrlptor is designed for producing standard format scripts. Starts
!!!! with a Word document. As you change your Word document,
Scripter will reformat, renumber, and reprint the script. Sup
ports LaserWriter and daisywheel printers. $295. Screen
play Systems, 348 E. Olive Ave., Suite F, Burbank, CA
91502. NCP (May 87)
Spelling Champion is a fast and accurate batch-type spelling
!!!! checker. Back-up feature allows you to undo corrections in a
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Bul/d applications by simply entering
plain English 'IF/TtfEN' rules.

#You can be creating your own
expert system within two hours ...
MacOuide, winter 1987-88.
That's just one reason why
over 13,000 people now use the
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paragraph. Works only with MacWrite 4.5. $39.95. Champi
on Software, 661 7 Gettysburg Dr., Madison, WI 53705.
NCP (Oct 86)
Spel:lng Coach Professional is a desk accessory and stand-alone
!!!!'12spelling checker as well as thesaurus. Includes dictionary
definitions. Off-the-wall phonetic guesses. Version 3.0.
$195. Deneba Software, 7855 N.W. 12th Street, Suite
202, Miami, FL, 33126. NCP (Aug 88)
Spellswell is a stand-alone batch spelling checker. Also checks for
!!!!'fzpunctuation and other errors. Good dictionary, thorough
checking, simple interface. Weak guessing. Version 2.0.
- $7 4 .95. Working Software, 321 Alvarado St. , Monterey, CA
93940. NCP (Aug 88)
Thunder! is a desk accessory spelling checker. Includes macro
!!!!'fzfeatures. Fairly fast, good guessing of misspelled words.
Small dictionary. MultiFinder hostile. Version 1. 1. $49.95.
Electronic Arts, 1820 Gateway Dr., San Mateo, CA 94404.
NCP(Aug88)
Word Finder is an electronic thesaurus that won't replace your
!!!'lz trusty Roget's, but is still useful for checking synonyms on
the fly. Large respectively. Version 2.0. Requires 5 ! 2K. Mac
II and MultiFinder friendly. $59.95. Microlytics, 300 Main
St., Rochester, NY 14445. NCP (Sept 88)
Word 3.01 fixes many of the bugs of the justly maligned 3 .0. Still,
!!!!'12it's the most feature-laden word processor around. Also has
Microsoft's somewhat unusual view of what the Mac inter
face is. Esoteric command key combinations. Requires
5!2K+. $395. Microsoft, 16011 NE 36th Way, Redmond,
WA 98073. NCP (Mar 88)

lnstant-£xpert™ shell. And, It
takes only $49.95 to get started
on practical applications, with up
to IOOO rules. But don't let the
price fool you. A powerful infer
ence engine makes expert appli
cation queries Intuitive; forward
and backward chaining, plus a
unique mixed strategy, provides
outstanding flexibility.
The system even explains its
answers. What's more, everything
you do applies to our more pow
erful, graphics-oriented package:
Please circle 46 on reader service card.
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Instant-Expert Plusnc. for $498, It
gives you unlimited rules, vari
ables, math functions, links to
outside programs like Hypercard,
and much more.
To get started Immediately,
call today! 1 ·800-522-5939:
in CA: 415-571-5939; in Europe
call Mind Soft: (I )45.38. 70.12.
See us at MacWorld Booth # 5767

HUMAN INTELLECT SYSTEMS
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WorksPlus Spell is a speedy spelling and hyphenation checker
!!!!'l:zfor Microsoft Works. It includes a glossary for abbrevia
tions and time/ date stamping. The biggest drawback is its
limitation to one program. $59.95. Lundeen & Associates.
PO Box 30038, Oakland, CA 94604. NCP (Oct 87) * '87
Eddy
Write is a "beginner's" version of Word 3.0 . More features
!!! than some word processors in its class, but not all of the
features work well. Poor value, and expensive upgrade path
to Word. $I 75. Requires 5 ! 2K + . Microsoft, 16011 NE
36th Way, Box 97017 , Redmond , WA 98073-9717 . NCP
(May 88)
WrlteNow for the Macintosh has many of the features of MacWrite
!!!!•t.and then some, including the ability to work in columns. Has
built-in spelling checker with 50,000-word dictionary. $175.
T/ Maker, 1973 Landings Dr., Mountain View, CA 94043.
NCP(Mar87)

SYSTEM SOFTWARE
HyperCard is a totally unique program for the Mac. It uses an index
!!!! card metaphor and it contains a programming language,
HyperTalk. Requires IM +. Free with new Macs, otherwise
$49.95. Apple Computer, 20525 Mariani Ave., Cupertino,
CA 95014. NCP (Dec 87) * '87 Eddy
System Tools 5.0 is the Apple System upgrade for Mac Plus, SE,
!!!! and II owners. It contains MultiFinder (a multitasking envi
ronment), a LaserWriter spooler, and a Control Panel re
source to add color on the Mac II desktop. Takes IM+ . $49.

l, MacChuck

H=Chw:kTH

Apple Computer, 20525 Mariani Ave., Cupertino, CA
95014. NCP (Mar 88)

HYPERCARD
Business Class is a HyperCard stack that contains world travel
!!!'12 Information and itinerary planning. Uses maps to locate
countries of interest, but it lacks United States domestic
travel information. Requires IM + and HyperCard. $49.95.
Activision, 3885 Bohannon Drive, Menlo Park, CA 94025.
NCP (Mar88)
City to City imparts travel information on 31 U.S. cities including
!!!! details on hotels, restaurants, and nightlife. Helps plan an
itinerary. Requires HyperCard, 2 disk drives, and a printer.
$49.95. Activision, 3885 Bohannon Dr., Menlo Park, CA
94025. NCP (Sep 88)
Focal Point is a HyperCard stack that ties together a calendar,
!!!!'12phone log, client accounts, and more in one easy-to-use
organizational tool. Requires IM + and HyperCard. $99.95.
Activision , 3885 Bohannon Drive , Menlo Park, CA 94025.
NCP(Mar88)
HyperBook Maker adds many of the printing utilities that Hyper
! ! ! Card lacks. Best used to figure out signature breaks to print
pamphlets. Version I . I a reviewed. Mac II and MultlFinder
friendly. $59.95. ldeaform, 612 West Kirkwood, Fairfield, IA
52556. NCP (Jun 88)
HyperDA lets you browse through HyperCard stacks through a desk
!!!! accessory. A true equalizer for 5 l 2K Mac owners who can
not normally access stackware. Doesn 't support global vari-
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Wo havo hundreds of olllor tales avalloblo !or lhe Mac. II you doni so o what you want • call us I

If you work with both a Macintosh " ' and an IBM® PC or exact compatible ,
MacChuck may solve all your co-processing and file transfer needs.
MacChuck lets you use your existing Macintosh and PC hardware to :
• Operate DOS programs on your PC through a window on your Macintosh
• Use th e Macintosh clipboard copy and paste commands with PC programi
• Copy text, non-text, and even "MacBinary" files between your Macintosh
and your PC serial ports at extremely high speeds
MacChuck is a powerful and flexible tool for programmers, docum entation
groups, just about anyone working with both Macintoshes and PCs.

If you already have a cable connecting your PC to your Macintosh, just
install MacChuck and go. If you don't, we have a universal 3 meter cable
that can connect any Macintosh to either a PC or AT serial port.

MacChuck •• PC Remote Control Program
Demonstration Version
Universal Macintosh-to-PC Cable

$79.95
$5.00
$34.95

Accosso,ry P ak 1 or Arl Grabber

Call

8.80

Bulk Mailer
Business A 1ov lslon
Calondar Makor or Cer1inca10 MM.or
Ciiek Art, Etrocls, Letters, Publ tca 1lons (each)
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Copy II Mac
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ables. Requires 512K +. $69. Symmetry, 761 E. University
Dr. , Mesa, AZ 85203. NCP (May 88)
HyperTutor is a stack that teaches HyperTalk, Hypercard 's pro
!!!!.,..gramming language. Uses an interactive Test Mac on each
card to write scripts. A variety of windows makes it good for
both beginners and advanced programmers. $49.95. Teli
graphics, 936 Sir Francis Drake Blvd., Kentfield, CA 94904.
NCP (Apr 88)
Reports endows HyperCard stacks with the power to sort and im
!!!'I• part information like a database. Customizing reports is diffi
cult. Requires HyperCard. $99.95. Activision, Inc., 3885
Bohannon Dr., Menlo Park, CA 94025. NCP (Aug 88)

ORGANIZATIONAL TOOLS
Acta is an outline processor in desk accessory format. It has practi·
!!!!'l:ically all the power of a standalone program, and then some.
Can save files as Acta outlines, MacWrite or text files.
$59.95. Symmetry, 761 E. University Dr. , Mesa, AZ 85203.
NCP(Jul 86)
AEC Information Manager helps middle-level paper-pushers keep
!!'12 track of projects from start to finish. Has date calculations,
scheduling graphs, and alarms. Overpriced. Version 1.2 1
reviewed. Requires 1M + . $695. AEC Management Sys
tems, 20524 Amethyst Lane, Germantown, MD 20874.
NCP (Jul 88)
Calliope is a new type of outlining program. Chunks of information
!!!
are manipulated as small "light bulbs' " containing text. Re
lated elements can be graphically connected , and their text

information viewed in hierarchical order. Text files can be
created for MacWrite editing. $99. lnnovision, PO Box 1317,
Los Altos, CA 94023. NCP (Sep 86)
Comment (P.reviously known as Memorandum) is the electronic
!!!'12 equivalent of Post-it Notes. Notes can be attached to many
different types of documents. Doesn't work well with Super
Paint or Microsoft Works. An alarm clock feature alerts users
of Timed Notes. $99.95. Deneba Systems, 14206 SW
136th St. , Miami, FL 33186. NCP (Nov 87)
DeclslonMap organizes data to facilitate decision making. Unique
!!!
weighting abilities make this a powerful tool. The decision
analysis process is long and sometimes complex, but never
difficult. $145. SoftStyle, 7192 Kalanianole Hwy., Honolulu,
Hl96825. CP
Design is a powerful organizational tool. It goes beyond mere flow
!!!!.,..charting. Graphically depicts relationships between sys
tems. Complex, detailed program aimed at software pros.
$250. Meta Software, 150 CambridgePark Dr., Cambridge,
MA 02140. NCP (Apr 88)
FamllyCare is a "yuppie' " handbook to childhood diseases. The
!!!
ru le-based expert system gives advice based on symptoms.
Ailments and diseases run the gamut from acne and appen
dlcits to wheezing and yeast infections. Lacks graphics. Ver
sion 1.0. Requires 5 l 2K. $99. Lundin Laboratories, 29451
Greenfield Rd., Southfield, Ml 48076. Mac II and MultiFinder
friendly. NCP (Sept 88)
FlowMaster charts your ad dollars in print, TV, billboard, and other
!!!!!mediums. Analyzes cost/benefit ofa campaign in terms that
even jaded Mad. Ave. execs will find innovative. Includes

OUR RREWORIS
PREVENT BURNS!

If you leave a constant image on yo ur screen
for too long a time, it can "burn" into the screen,
causing permanent damage.
That's why you need PYRO!,The Enterta!ning
Screen Saver. PYRO! prevents screen burn-in
by darkening the screen. Then, so you know it's
working, it puts on a fun little fireworks show
that moves around the screen until you either
use your mouse, press a key or insert a diskette.
All you have to do is put PYRO!in yo ur system
folder and it installs automatically when you
turn on your Mac. The display then activates at
a time interval you've selected (yo u can also
choose a roving clock instead of th e fireworks),
and the display will even be in color if your
system supports it.
Extend the life of your Mac.
Ask for PYRO! wherever
Macintosh products are sold.

•

scREEN sA\/ER
1\"\E EN1ER1A\N\NG
Fifth Generation Systems. Inc. ; ;
11200 Indus01 plex Blvd.
Baton Rouge, LA 70809
1eoo122s-2ns, !5041291-7221

FHth Generation
SYS T EMS . I NC.
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bar-chart and tabular output. Requires 5 l 2K +. $495.
Select Micro Systems, 40 Triangle Ctr. , Yorktown Heights,
NY I 0598. NCP (Jan 88)
GeoQuery puts your database on the map by accessing Zip code
! ! ! ! information. Comes with maps of the U.S. Other atlases
available. Version 1.0 reviewed. Requires IM + and second
disk drive . $349. Odesta, 4084 Commercial Avenue, North
brook, IL 60062. NCP (Jul 88)
Gulde allows you to " cross reference " from within a document
!H!"2using hypertext. You can set up words or sections of the
document so that double-clicking brings up explanatory ma
terial , graphics, and other useful items. The word processing
and formatting functions, however, are limited . $135. OWL
International, 14218 NE 21st St., Bellevue, WA 98007 .
NCP (Apr 87)
Instant Expert is an excellent way to learn the mechanics of creat
!!!'12 ing an expert system. The inference engine (that ultimately
finds the answer) is visible. Lacks a true Mac interface.
Version 1.0. $49.95. Human Intellect Systems, 1670 S.
Amphlett Blvd., Suite 326, San Mateo, CA 94402. NCP (Jan
88)
MacProject allows a user to plan and track a project from beginning
! ! ! to end. Uses CPM to produce schedules with start and finish
dates for each task. Can report on resource interdependen
cies and generate all needed printed reports. $195. Claris,
440 Clyde Ave., Mountain View, CA 94043. NCP (Mar 86)
MacSMARTS can create small , standalone expert systems. Fea
! ! ! tures hypertext connections to Paint, PICT, SYLK, and text
files . Still a little buggy. Requires 5 l 2K + . Version 1.03.

$149.95. Cognition Technology, 55 Wheeler St. , Cam
bridge , MA 02138. NCP (Jan 88)
Micro Planner Plus is a great project management system. Out
!!!!'hstanding analysis capability. Memory based, making it much
faster than the original. Includes a font menu. Even saves
reports out In MacDraw format for further work. Uses stand
ard print drivers. HFS compatible. $495. Micro Planning In
ternational, 235 Montgomery St. , San Francisco, CA
94104. NCP (Dec 86)
MORE is an incredibly powerful outline processor with gobs of great
!!!!!features: instant charts, math capabilities, multiple win
dows, font and style control, templates, and more. Prints
outlines in any of several standard formats, even in color.
Requires 5 l 2K +. $395. Symantec, I I 7 Easy St. , Moun
tain View, CA 94043. NCP (Jan 87) *'86 Eddy
PowerPolnt is a comprehensive presentation-creation tool. Han
! ! ! ! dies 35mm slide and overhead transparency formats . Good
graphics and text edit ing capabilities. Requires 512K +.
$395. Microsoft, 16011 NE 36th Way, Redmond, WA
98073-971 7. NCP (Aug 87) * '87 Eddy
STELLA for Business is a simulation tool used to model comp
!!!!'12 lex business systems. Requires that you master a discip
line called "system dynamics. " Requires 512K + . Mac II
version available. $350. High Performance Systems, 13
Dartmouth College Hwy., Lyme, NH 03768. NCP (Jun
88)
SuperExpert is an expert system shell that induces rules from
!!'12 examples. Rules become unwieldy when many criteria and
examples are used. Overpriced . Version 1.4 reviewed . Re-

Microtech Int'! (5-year Warranty)
Nova 20 ................. .. ........... ............. .. $589
Nova 30 ....................................... ........ 669
Nova 50 ...... .... ..... ............................. .. . 979
Supermac
D atafrarne 30xp ........ ....... .. .. ............ $849
Dataframe 60xp ...... .......... ............ ... 11 99

CMS
MacStack 30 ............... .... ................ $597
MacStack 60 ............ ......................... 777
MacSLack 80 ...... .............. .. .. .... ....... 1197
TapeStac k 60 ........... .. ........... .... ........ 697
PCPC

Classic"' 13" Mac II Colo r ... .. .......... $499
Sigma Laserview 19" SE/ II .............. 1695
Radius FPD, T PD .. .... .. .. ..... ........... . Call!

Moniterm
Viking 19" SE/ II ......................... , 1549
Viking Greyscale, Viking Color ..... Call!
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Executive Office is a jack of all trades office application. Good
!!!'12 database, word processing, graphics, and minispreadsheet.
Available on 400 or BOOK disks; get the 800 if you can.
$249.99 . DataPak, 14011 Ventura Blvd., Sherman Oaks,
CA 91423. CP (Mar 87)
Front Desk lets small businesses and offices easily keep track of
!!!
personnel schedules, activities, and payments. The pro
gram can keep track of up to 15 employees, functioning as a
day-, week-, and month-at-a-glance calendar. $149.95.
Layered, 529 Main St. , Boston, MA 02129. NCP (Dec 85)
MockPackage + is a set of extremely powerful DAs. Includes a text
!!!!V2editor, text printer (supports LaserWriter), charter, terminal,
and EZmenus. HFS compatible. $35. CE Software, 1854
Fuller Road, West Des Moines, IA 50265. NCP (Mar 87)
My Office lets you handle your files and papers in much the same
! ! ! ! way you did before you got a computer. Excellent use of
graphic symbols. $129.95. DataPak, 14011 Ventura Blvd .,
Sherman Oaks, CA 91423. CP (Prem)
Qulckset is a set ofdesk management and organizational tools that
! ! ! can be used as desk accessories or applications. Functions
include note filer, card filer, calendar, phone dialer, financial,
and statistical calculators, and a file encryptor. $49.95. En
terSet, 2380 Ellsworth, Berkeley, CA 94720. NCP (Dec 85)
SldeKlck 2.0 beefs up original SideKick DAs and adds two major
! ! ! ! new ones - MacPlan, (formerly Click-On Worksheet) and
Outlook, a full-featured outllner. Also comes with seven ap
plications to support the desk accessories. $99. 95. Borland
International, 4585 Scotts Valley Dr., Scotts Valley, CA
95066. NCP (Jun 87)
Smart Alarms is the best reminder system for the Mac. Easy to use,
!!!!'I.versatile and , well, smart. This self-running DA automatically
reminds you of anything you enter into its Reminder file ,
giving you a wide range of useful advance warning options.
$49.95. Imagine Software, 19 Solinas Rd., Fairfax, CA
94930. NCP (Oct 86)
Top Desk is a set of 7 self-installing (and self-removing) DAs. Menu
!!!!11>Key adds Command key sequences to programs; View al
lows looking at and moving data between up to 8 Mac Write
documents; also included are BackPrint, Touch 'n' Go ,
Blank, Encrypt, and Launch . $59.95. Cortland Computer,
PO Box 9916, Berkeley, CA 94709. NCP (May 86) *'86
Eddy

UTILITIES
Accessory Pak 1 is a set of useful applications and utilities. Paint
! ! ! ! Cutter alone is worth the price. That program allows users to
browse and manipulate full page MacPaint documents.
$39.95. Silicon Beach, PO Box 261430, San Diego, CA
92126. NCP (Nov 85)
AutoSave DA is insurance against system crashes. It saves your
!!!
work automatically at intervals from 1 to 99 minutes. Com
patible with many applications, but not recommended for
use with databases. $49.95. Magic Software, 1706 Galvin
Rd. S., Bellevue, NE 68005. NCP (Jan 88)
Capture saves any portion of a Macintosh screen to the Clipboard or
! ! ! ! ! asa PICT file . Works in color on the Mac II. Requires 512K + .
MultiFinder friendly. $59.95. Mainstay, 5311 -B Derry Ave.,
Agoura Hills, CA 91301. NCP (Jun 88)
Colorlzer adds pigments to the desktop and black and white appli
cations. Also colors PICT graphics. System resources In
! !!
clude saving and printing color screens. A useful novelty
that'll run its course as developers add color to apps. Re
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quires Mac II. $49.95. Palomar Software, PO Box 2635,
Vista, CA 92083. NCP (Jan 88)
Copy II Mac does efficient sector and bit copies and In its latest
!!!!!version can back up virtually all Mac software. Features
graphic displays of copy progress. Comes with MacTools, a
multi-use utility that can recover many damaged files.
$39.95. Central Point Software, 9700 SW Capitol Highway,
Portland, OR 97219. NCP (Apr 86) * '85 Eddy
DlskExpress unfragments disk volumes by reorganizing data into
! ! ! ! continuous sectors and arranging files to slow down further
fragmentation. Works with MacServe, floppy drives, and
most hard drives. Requires 512K + . $39.95. ALSoft, Box
927 , Spring, TX 77383. NCP (Feb 87)
DlskFlt is a utility for backing up and restoring hard disk files. Cre
! !!!11>ates a " SmartSet" of floppy disks so incremental back-ups
only update files modified since the last back-up procedure.
Backs up to floppies or another hard disk. Requires 512K +.
$74 .95. SuperMac Software , 295 N. Bernardo Ave., Moun
tain View, CA 94043. NCP (Jun 87)
DlskQulck is an easy-to-use cataloging program. Criteria selection
! ! ! ! option for generatingsubcatalogs. Requires 512K +. $49.95.
ldeaforms, PO Box 1540, Fairfield, IA 52556. NCP (Apr 87)
Disk Ranger is a speedy cataloging program that doubles as an
! ! ! ! efficient labelmaker. Comes with pinfeed labels. Works with
regular and hard disks. Can catalog HFS systems. $34.95.
Graham Software, 8609 Ingalls Circle, Arvada, CO 80003.
NCP (Mar86)
DlskTools Plus is a set of 8 useful DAs and applications. Earlier
!!!!!version was sold as Battery Pak. The DA Disk Tools II ls a
Finder replacement. Also included are an RPN calculator,
Phone Pad, and Calendar Manager. Requires 512K +.
$49.95. Electronic Arts, 1820 Gateway Dr., San Mateo, CA
94404. NCP (Mar 88)
DlskTop is a desk accessory Finder replacement of extraordinary
!!!!11>power and ease of use. Comes with the useful LaserStatus
DA and Widgets application. The extras alone are worth the
price. Requires 512K -t. Upgrade from version 1.0, $7; $10
with new manual. $49.95. CE Software, 1854 Fuller Road,
West Des Moines, IA 50265. NCP (Aug 87)
Dubl-Cllck Calculator Construction Set lets users design person
!!!!11>alized calculators with a variety of standard and special func
tions. Finished calculators can be saved as installable desk
accE:ssories or as clickable applications. $59. Dubl-Click
Software, 18201 Gresham St., Northridge, CA 91325. NCP
(Apr 86)
Eureka: The Solver is a free-form numerical equation solver. Stand
!!!
ard trigonometric and logarithmic functions are available as
is treatment of imaginary and complex numbers. $195. Bor
land International, 4585 Scotts Valley Dr., Scotts Valley, CA
95066. NCP (Mar 88)
Fastback for the Macintosh is hard disk back-up software that is
!!!
very quick if not very efficient. Doesn 't automatically exclude
applications. Creates a separate catalog disk. $99.95. Fifth
Generation Systems, 1322 Bell Ave., Tustin, CA 92680.
NCP (Apr 88)
FedIt Plus is the file and disk editor for everyone, from newest Mac
!!!!!owner to oldest. It can do more for your disks and files than
any other application. Can recover deleted MFS files. If you
own a Mac, get it. HFS-compatible. $49.95. MacMaster
Systems, 108 E. Fremont Ave., # 37, Sunnyvale, CA 94087.
NCP (Sep 86) *'86 Eddy
Flndswell is an indispensible utility that installs a new button in the
!!!!!Open Dialog box of virtually every Macintosh application.
Press the button , type a search string, press Find and Finds
well searches for any files that match. Click Open or double
click to open the correct file. Requires 512K +. $49.95.
Working Software, 321 Alvarado, Monterey, CA 93940. NCP
(Nov 87) *'87 Eddy

quires 512KE. $199.95. Softsync, 162 Madision Avenue,
New York, NY 10016. NCP (Jul 88)
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lstAld Kit HFS recovers lost or damaged files from floppy or hard
!!!!'12disks. An excellent manual-turned-textbook actually teach
es the Hierarchical File System. Requires IM + . Version 2 .2
reviewed . $99.95. !st Aid Software, 42 Radnor Rd., Bos
ton, MA 02135. NCP (Jun 88)
FlashBack is a utility to back up HFS hard disks onto floppies. A
!!!
unique graphic display of the HFS directory facilitates file
selection. The program can handle flies larger than SOOK.
$59.95. Mainstay, 5311-B Derry Ave., Agoura Hills, CA
9130 I. NCP (Nov S6)
Font/DA Juggler Plus gives you unlimited access to almost any
! ! ! ! number of fonts, desk accessories, and sounds. Uses hier
archical menus. $59.95. Alsoft, PO Box 927 , Spring, TX
773S3. NCP (May 88)
Glue adds a print-to-disk capability to many programs. lmageSaver
!!!!'l2installs as printer driver; Viewer allows copying and printing
of Glue files . Handy utility for desktop publishers. $59.95.
Solutions International, Box 9S9, Montpelier, VT 05602.
NCP(Dec S6)
Hard Disk Utll uses patch flies to allow users to mount and run
!!!!'I.specified programs on their hard disks. The list of patches is
constantly expanding. $S9.95. FWB Software, 2040 Polk
St., San Francisco, CA 94109. NCP
HFS Backup ranks as one of the preferred hard disk back-up utili
!!!!'hties. Back up by file/ folder or last changes. Back-up specifi
cations can be saved as templates. Good graphic interface.
Reliable program. $49.95. PCPC, 4 71 O Eisenhower Blvd.,
Tampa , FL 33634. NCP (Dec S6)
HFS Locator Plus is the essential HFS desk accessory. It
! ! ! ! can search for a file by name or date of creation, create
folders, move files from one folder to another, set a pro
gram to launch while in an application. $39.95. PBI Soft
ware, 1163 Triton Dr., Foster City, CA 94404. NCP (Sep
S6)
Icon-It! v. 1.0 lets you create icons to use as an alternative to menu
!!!!'hcommands. Comes with 47 icon templates or you can cre
ate your own. $79.95. Olduvai Software, 7520 Red Rd.,
South Miami, FL 33143. NCP (Feb SS)
LabView is a graphical programming environment that creates " vir
! ! ! ! tual instruments" to perform calculations, acquire labora
tory data, and control instrumentation. Slow. Version 1. 1
reviewed. $1900. National Instruments, 12109 Technology
Boulevard , Austin, TX 7S727-6204. NCP (Jul SS)
LaserServe is a printer spooler for AppleTalk networks. After instal
!!!!! lation all operations done via a desk accessory. Works with
both MacServe and TOPS. Requires 5 l 2K + and SOOK drive
or hard disk. $95 per node. lnfosphere, 4730 SW Macadam
Ave., Portland, OR 97201. NCP (Feb S7)
Mac Disk Catalog II is a utility that will quickly organize a moderate
! ! ! ! size disk library. Easy to use with powerful reporting and
label-making features. $49.95. New Canaan Microcode,
136 Beech Rd., New Canaan, CT 06S40. NCP (Dec S5)
MacEZ-Mlll is a CAM program that controls industrial milling ma
!!!!'hchines. Quickly writes part programs that previously only
very experienced designers could execute. $6000. Bridge
port Machines, 500 Lindley Street, Bridgeport, CT 06606.
CP (Jul SS)
MacFlow is a design tool created for programmers. Traditional ftow
!!!'h charting symbols are linked together, and a symbol can be
connected to a separate flowchart file. Symbols can't be
edited, precluding using MacFlow for other applications.
$ 195. Mainstay, 521 1-B Derry Ave., Agoura Hills, CA
91301. NCP (Apr S7)
MaclnUse tracks time spent in applications and saves Info as text
!!!!!files. Installs on any disk, works in background. MFS , HFS
compatible. Extremely valuable for tax purposes, client re
cords, etc. $79. SoftView, 4S20 Adohr Lane, Camarillo, CA
93010. NCP (Jan S7) *'S6 Eddy
S

E

MacLabeler lets users instantly index and print labels for all the
!!!'12 disks in a burgeoning collection. Choose border type and
orientation of your label; index by folder or document. Starter
set of labels is included. $49.95. ldeaform, PO Box 1540,
Fairfield, IA 52556. NCP (Prem)
MacNosy is a global disassembler. A very advanced user can use
!!!!!this program to look into the code of virtually any program.
This advanced tool can take you places no other Mac pro
gram could dream of going IF you have the skill to guide it.
The documentation is sparse. For pros only. $90. Jasik De
signs, 343 Trenton Way, Menlo Park, CA 94025. NCP
MacSafe is a data file security program that allows you to place
! ! ! ! multiple flies into a " safe," and then you can further protect
them through two types of encryption (including DES). Flexi
ble and very easy to use. Allows for installation on hard disk.
$149.95. Kent Marsh Ltd , 1200 Post Oak Blvd., Houston,
TX 77056. CP (Mar S7)
MacServe converts a Mac and a hard disk into a disk and print
!!!!'12server. Uses the AppleTalk network and is easily hooked up.
Users can partition the hard disk into multiple volumes.
Runs in the background , so users can work on all machines
In the network. $250. Requires 512+. lnfosphere, 4730
SW Macadam, Portland, OR 97201. CP
MacTree displays your flies in the form of a hierarchical tree. Good
!!!'12 idea, poor performance. Can't view tree easily. Good search
function . Requires 512K + . $69.95. Software Research
Technology, 22901 Mill Creek Dr. , Laguna Hills, CA 92653.
NCP (Apr SS)
MacZap is a three-part disk and memory utility. It can be used to
! ! ! ! recover some damaged flies and disks, compare disks, ana
lyze disk structure, and make back-up copies of most disks.
$60. Micro Analyst, 2505 Roxmoor, Austin, TX 7S723. NCP
(Jan S6)
Menu Fonts displays the names offonts In the actual font instead of
! ! ! standard Chicago. Won't work with programs that have a
nonstandard Font menu or no Font menu. Comes with Lock
out, a utility that gives password access to your Mac, and
FastFormatter, a utility for formatting multiple blank disks.
Requires 512K + . $15. Beyond Software, 6069 E. Grant
Rd., Tucson, AZ. S5712. NCP (Jul S7)
myDlskLabeler is an excellent label maker. It can read directories
! !! ! and use large or small icons or anything desired. Comes with
54 precut labels. $44.95; with color printing ability (on the
lmageWriter II), $54.95; with PostScript font capability (on
the LaserWriter), $64.95. Williams and Macias, PO Box
19206, Spokane, WA 99219. NCP (Aug S7)
'Ncryptor is a simple safe program that lets users password their
! ! ! ! flies . The same program Is used for encoding and decoding.
This is one of the best products in its category. $39.95.
Mainstay, 5311-B Derry Ave. , Agoura Hills, CA 91301 . NCP
NlghtWatch locks up your hard disk by using a floppy start-up disk
!!!!'12that acts as key. Type in the correct password, and access
to the hard disk is allowed . Version 1.02. Requires 512KE, a
hard disk, and an SOOK Drive. Mac II and MultiFlnderfriend
ly. $149.95. Kent Marsh Ltd., P.O. Box 4602S9, 1200 Post
Oak Blvd ., Suite 210, Houston, TX 77056. NCP (Sept 88)
On Cue lets you switch applications without returning to the Finder.
!!!!'12Under MultlFinder, active applications are listed on a pop-up
menu . Can also launch directly to a specific document. Ver
sion 1.0. Requires 512K. Mac II and MultiFlnder friendly.
$59.95. lcom Simulations, 648 South Wheeling Rd. ,
Wheeling, IL 60090. NCP (Sept SS)
Packlt Ill is an essential utility. Primarily used to temporarily " glue"
!!!!'12flles together, it can also compress and encrypt. Feeware.
$10, $10 for pri nted manual. Harry R. Chesley, 1850 Union
St., San Francisco, CA 94123. NCP (Jan 87)
PowerStatlon is an extremely easy-to-use, versatile and powerful
!!!!!Finder substitute. Loaded with power user features. Comes
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Switcher is Andy Hertzfeld's contribution to Mac productivity. This
!!!!!program lets users run several programs at once (up to eight
on a I-megabyte or larger machine). Switching between the
programs is nearly instantaneous. Requires 512K + .
$19.95 from Apple, free from BBSs, included with some
third-party applications. Apple Computer, 20525 Mariani
Ave ., Cupertino, CA 95014. NCP (Jun 86)
Symantec Utilities for Macintosh (or SUM) reduces worries about
!!!!!losing data. It prevents, diagnoses, and if required, fixes
many serious disk and file problems. Recovers lost files on
crashed hard disks. Version 1.0. Requires 5 l 2KE. $99.95.
Symantec, 10201 Torre Ave., Cupertino, CA 95014. NCP
(Sept 88)
Tempo is a desk accessory that allows most Mac commands to be
!!!! intelligently recorded and played back. Capabilities include
pausing, conditional branching, and macros that work be
tween applications. $99. Affinity Micro Systems, I 050 Wal
nut St., Boulder, CO 80302. NCP (Jul 86)
TMON is the debugger for the Mac. This isn 't open to question.
!!!!! TMON is simply the best. Comes with the latest version of
Darin Adler's Extended User Area. $149. ICOM Simulations,
626 Wheeling Rd., Wheeling, IL 60090. NCP
Turbo Download is a desk accessory designed specifically to in
!!!!112crease the speed of Xmodem data transfers from national
databases to your Mac. Speed increases range upward from
50% to over 300% at 2400 baud. $39.95. Mainstay, 5311
B Derry Ave ., Agoura Hills, CA 91301. NCP
Twelve-C Financial Desk Accessory brings all the power and tune
!!!! tionality of a Hewlett-Packard 12C programmable calculator
to your desktop. Can be programmed and all registers can
be viewed while calculator is running. $49.95. Positive
Works, 142 Cone Road , Ormond Beach , FL 32074. NCP
TypeNow is a desk accessory that allows the Mac and ImageWriter
! ! ! ! to function as an electronic typewriter. Type can be placed
into blanks in complex forms easily. Typing can be recorded
and played back. $39.95. Mainstay, 5311 -B Derry Ave.,
Agoura Hills, CA 9130 I. NCP (Jan 86)
WorksPlus Command lets you build and define macros for all
!!!! Works modules. Predefined macros provide for an even
tighter integration of program 's word-processing, spread
sheet, and database modules. Requires JM+ . $99.95.
Lundeen & Associates, PO Box 30038, Oakland, CA
940604. NCP (May 88)

with Pyro! $59.95. Fifth Generation , 1322 Bell Avenue,
Tustin, CA 92680. NCP (Dec 87)
Prlntworks for the Mac is a comprehensive software-based dot
!!!! matrix printer control system. Optimizes printing from differ
ent applications, and easy to use. Requires 512K + . $75.
SoftStyle, 7192 Kalanianaole Hwy., Honolulu, HI 96825.
NCP (Aug87)
Programmer's On-llne Companion puts an abridged version of
! ! ! Inside Macintosh in your system for reference. Simply read
the text or transfer some or all of it directly into your normal
editing window. Non-Mac-ish interface makes the program
confusing, somewhat difficult to use. $34.95. Addison
Wesley, Route 128, Reading, MA 01867 . NCP (Jul 87)
Quick & Dirty Utilities, Volume One is a disk full of handy pro
!!!!112grams. Several desk accessories include a menu bar clock
and a terminal emulator. $39.95. Dreams of the Phoenix,
PO Box 10273, Jacksonville, FL32247 . NCP(Nov85) *'85
Eddy
QulcKeys lets you make full use of your keyboard. Assign any
!!!!!command (menu choices, DAs, etc.) or series of text blocks
and/or command to any key or key combination. Enorm
ously powerful; necessary for Apple Extended Keyboard
owners. Requires 512K +. $99.95. CE Software , 1854
Fuller Road, West Des Moines, IA 50265. NCP (Jan 88)
*'87 Eddy
RamSnap is a RAMdisk and disk cache in one easy-to-use pack
!!!! age . Can store multiple configurations as files. Good product
but a little pricey. $59.95. Dove Computer Corp., 1200
North 23rd St., Wilmington , NC 28405. NCP (Jun 87)
Read-It! v. 1.0 is the best consumer value in optical character
! ! ! ! recognition software. Works with any scanner that saves
images as a bit map, PICT or TIFF file. Comes with type
tables that can be customized. Version 1. 1, $395; Thun
derScan version, $149.95. Olduvai Software, 7520 Red
Rd., South Miami, FL 33143. NCP (Apr 88)
Sentinel encrypts data files (or sets of files) using a super-secure
! ! ! ! DES or a super-fast SuperCrypt algorithm. Provides high
level security If you can keep your passwords secret. Re
quires JM+. $149.95. SuperMac, 295 N. Bernardo Ave.,
Mountain View, CA 94043. NCP (Apr 88)
SmartScrap and The Clipper are two useful desk accessory utili
! !!!112 ties for graphics work. SmartScrap is a major enhancement
to the standard Scrapbook DA. The Clipper provides you
with a transparent Clipboard window, allowing you to resize
or crop a graphic to the area that it will be pasted to. $59.95 .
Solutions International, PO Box 989, Montpelier. VT 05602.
NCP (Jul 87) * '87 Eddy
SoundWave is a useful sound recording and editing utility. Works
!!!! with waveforms; able to change sampling rates. Previously
known as SoundCap. $199.95. Impulse, 6870 Shingle
Creek Parkway, Minneapolis, MN 55430. NCP (Apr 88)
Stepping Out is a software virtual screen extender. Lets you create
!!!!!a screen as large as memory allows. 9-inch screen is a
·'view'' to larger screen. Also has reduction features. Amaz
ing. $95. Berkeley System Design, 1708 Shattuck Ave.,
Berkeley, CA 94709. NCP (Mar 88)
Suitcase is a transparent program that automatically lets you use
!!!!!all your fonts and DAs. Foolproof and indispensibie. Comes
with Pyrol, the best screen saver. Requires 512K + .
$59.95. Fifth Generation, 1322 Bell Avenue, Tustin, CA
92680. NCP (Nov 87) *'87 Eddy
SuperLaserSpool is a LaserWriter spooler. Very fast because
! ! ! ! it does conversion to Postscript in the background,
but doesn't print a faithful rendition of PageMaker docu
ments as a result. $149.95 single user, $395.95 for up to
five users on one network. SuperMac Software, 950 N.
Rengstorff Ave., Mountain View, CA 94043. NCP (Jun
87)
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AAIS Prolog is a fast standard Prolog with excellent debugging and
!!!! error handling. Good for serious program development. Doc
umentation is not as good as the program . $150. Advanced
Al Systems, PO Box 39-0360, Mountain View, CA 94039
0360. NCP (Mar 87)
Aztec C is a C language that will appeal to users with a UNIX
!!!! background. It uses many UNIX conventions and in the more
expensive versions comes with standard UNIX utilities, in
cluding the VI editor. $75 beginners, $199 basic system,
$299 development system, $499 commercial system.
Manx Software Systems, PO Box 55, Shrewsbury, NJ
07701 . NCP (May 86)
Basic Complier is the long-awaited compiler for Microsoft BASIC.
!!!'I• The interface is unfriendly, but it gets the job done. Compiled
programs run faster, but you can still tell they are written in
BASIC. $195. Microsoft, 1601 1 NE 36th Way, Redmond,
WA 98073-9717 . NCP (May 87)
ExperCommon Lisp is a LISP development system. Not fully Com
!!!
mon LISP compatible, but creates good compiled code and
standalone applications. Requires 1M +. $995. ExperTelli
gence, 559 San Ysidro Rd., Santa Barbara, CA 93108. NCP
(Aug87)
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ExperLISP is a useful programming language for high-level pro
!!!
grammers. The more you use it, the more you·11 figure out
about it. $495 . Requires 5 I 2K +. ExperTelligence, 559 San
Ysidro Rd., Santa Barbara, CA 93108. CP
Experlogo is a version of the popular teaching language, Logo.
!!!
Features three-dimensional graphics using "bunnies" rath
erthan the usual " turtles." Very speedy, smooth program.
Comes with an excellent manual. $149.95. ExperTelli
gence, 559 San Ysidro Rd., Santa Barbara, CA 93108. CP
ExperProlog II is a Prolog based on the new Prolog II standard. Has
!!!
the ability to handle infinite trees and allows user-defined
functions that operate conditionally. Documentation is not
the best and Mac interface is nonstandard. $495. ExperTel
ligence, 559 San Ysidro Blvd ., Santa Barbara , CA 93108.
NCP (Mar87)
Llghtspeed C provides an integrated environment for developing
! ! ! !11>desk accessories, applications, and code resources in C.
The editor works with the compiler for searches and file
management. Can get awkward if you need something out
side the environment. $175. Think Technologies, 135
South Rd ., Bedford, MA 01730. NCP (Apr 87)
Llghtspeed Pascal is a fast , powerful development system for
!!!!!Pascal programming. Fully integrated Mac-like environment.
Requires 512K +. $125. Think Technologies, 135 South
Rd., Bedford , MA 0 I 730. NCP (Feb 87)
LPA MacProlog v. 2.0 is a much improved program that includes
!!!! incremental and optimizing compilers, a graphics environ
ment package, and C and Pascal submodules. Requires
1M + . $495. Programming Logic Systems, 31 Crescent Dr.,
Milford, CT 06460. NCP (Feb 88)
MacAsm is a software development system that allows programs
!!!
to be written in assembly language. Programmers can as
semble, edit, and test software , and an integrated resource
compiler lets independent applications run from their own
icons. $125. Mainstay, 5311-B Derry Rd., Agoura Hills, CA
91301. NCP
Mac C is a good, highly Mac-oriented implementation of this popu
!!!! lar development, language. Assembler and linker included.
$425. Consulair, 140 Campo Dr.. Portola Valley, CA 94025.
NCP *'85 Eddy
MacExpress is a development environment or shell. Programmers
! ! ! use it to save time and effort when developing standalone
applications for the Mac. $195. ALSoft, PO Box 927, Spring,
TX 77383. NCP (Feb 86)
MacForth Plus is an excellent implementation of the popular Forth
!!!! programming language. New, reduced price, $199. Creative
Solutions, 4701 Randolph Rd., Rockville, MD 20852. NCP
Mach II is a multitasking implementation of Forth that allows local
! ! ! ! variables and text files. Can create standalone applications.
Several windows can be up with different operations in each,
operating concurrently. Execution is fast. $99.95. Requires
5 l 2K +. Palo Alto Shipping, PO Box 7430, Menlo Park, CA
94026. NCP (Apr 86)
Macintosh 68000 Development System is a fairly traditional as
! ! ! ! sembly language package. The two-disk set provides an
editor (Edit), an assembler, a linker, an executive, and a
resource compiler. $195. Apple Computer, 20525 Mariani
Ave., Cupertino, CA 95014. NCP
Macintosh Pascal is Apple Computer's version of this very popular
!!!
programming language. Loaded as it is with innovative
teaching features, this interpreter is an excellent introduc
tion to Pascal. $ 125. Apple Computer, 20525 Mariani Ave. ,
Cupertino, CA 95014. CP
MacScheme is a LISP dialect with "artificial intelligence" capabili
!~!
ties. Has a large appetite for RAM. Interpreted language with
Toolbox access limited to a small part of QuickDraw. $ 125.
Semantic Microsystems, 4470 S.W. Hall St., Beaverton , OR
97005. NCP (Jun 86)
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MacScheme+ Toolsmith is a Mac version of Scheme, a LISP dia
!!!!! lect. Beautiful implementation, marred only by relative slow
ness compared to similar products. Get Toolsmith. Requires
lM + . $395. Semantic Microsystems, 4470 S. W. Hall,
Beaverton, OR 97005. NCP (Aug 87)
Megamax C is an easy-to-use, full version of C. Has a compiler,
! ! ! ! linker, disassembler, editor, and much more. Good for be
ginners. Excellent documentation. $299.95. Megamax, PO
Box 851521 , Richardson, TX 75085. NCP
Microsoft BASIC was the Mac's first programming language. This
!!!! interpreter (it's not a compiler) now supports the Toolbox
and the whole Mac interface can be implemented in your
programs. For nonprogrammers there are lots of programs
available. $99. Microsoft, 16011 NE 36th Way, Redmond,
WA 98073-9717. NCP *'85 Eddy
MIDIBaslc is a library of simple, but highly useful routines for writing
!!!! MIDI software. Good stuff. Sketchy documentation. Works
with both Microsoft and ZBasic. Requires 512K + plus BA
SIC. $49.95. Altech Systems, 831 Kings Highway, Shreve
port, LA 71119. NCP (Aug 87)
Object Logo is an object-oriented programming language with
! ! ! ! access to the Toolbox. Good product, but can't produce
standalone applications. Requires 512K+ . $79.95. Coral
Software, PO Box 307 , Cambridge, MA 02142. NCP (Aug
87)
Personal Prolog is an inexpensive and well-documented program.
! ! ! ! Has no debugging or search and replace facilities, making it
a more appropriate tool for learning than development. Doc
umentation and use of Mac interface are excellent. $64.95.
Optimized Systems Software, 1221 B Kentwood Ave., San
Jose, CA 95129. NCP (Mar 87)
Prolog/m is a solid Prolog following the Edinburgh standard .
! ! ! ! Has extensive debugging facilities, but you'll need separ
ate Toolbox disk with 58 additional predicates. Drawback:
no true editing or printing facilities. $99.95. Chalcedony
Software, 5580 La Jolla Blvd., La Jolla, CA 92037. NCP (Mar
87)
QUED (Quality Editor for Developers) is the ultimate source code
! ! ! ! editor. Loaded with useful and well thought out features, it
will make any programmer's life much easier. It is not a word
processor, however. $65. Paragon Concepts, 4954 Sun
Valley Rd. , Del Mar, CA 92014. NCP (Mar 86)
TML Data Base Toolkit is an ISAM type database that provides fast
! ! ! ! and efficient administration of large data files in applications
developed with TML compiler. Supports multiple open index
files . $89.95. TML Systems, 4241 Bay Meadows Rd., Jack
sonville, FL 32217. NCP (Dec 86)
TML (Maclanguage Serles) Pascal is a good Pascal compiler,
!!!!!capable of producing standalone programs. Can use most
existing Lisa Pascal programs with only slight modification.
Requires 512K +. $99.95. TML Systems, 4241 Bay Mead
ows Rd., Jacksonville, FL 32217. NCP (Jun 86) *'86 Eddy
TML Source Code Library shows how to write programs that use
!!!!•12custom definition routines, speech, serial drivers, split bars,
and other topics. Provided on three 400K diskettes. Re
quires TML Pascal. $79.95. TML Systems, 4241 Bay Mead
ows Rd ., Jacksonville, FL 32217. NCP (Dec 86)
Visual Interactive Programming is a unique visual programming
!!!! system for creating simple Macintosh applications. Pro
grams are constructed in a flowchart-type manner. Easy
access to most toolbox routines. Poor printing control.
$124.95. Mainstay, 531 1-B Derry Ave., Agoura Hills, CA
91301 . NCP (Jun 87)
ZBaslc is a fast, interactive compiler capable of creating standalone
!!!! applications that take advantage of Mac's unique features
and abilities. Includes Edit, RMaker and MaclnTalk. Re
quires 512K+ . $89.95. Zedcor, 4500 E. Speedway Blvd.,
Tucson, AZ 85712. NCP (Dec 86)
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Alphabet Blocks teaches prereaders the letters and sounds of t he
!!!!!alphabet. The digitized voice of an on-screen elf is clear and
pleasant. Very intuitive. Requires 1M + . $49.95. Bright Star
Technology, 14450 N.E. 29th Place, Bellevue, WA 9S007.
NCP(MaySS)
American Discovery is an interactive United States geography
!!!
game that teaches states, capitals, and, in a roundabout
manner, postal codes. Suffers from small maps. Requires
512K + . Great Wave Software, 5353 Scotts Valley Dr.,
Scotts Valley, CA 95066. NCP (May 88)
Business Slmulator is a training tool in a simulation game. Make
!!!! decisions that manage the company through several stages
over 25 years. Decisions become more difficult over time.
Requires 1M + , 2 disk drives (one must be SOOK). May be
run from a hard disk. $69.95. Electronic Arts, l S20 Gateway
Dr., San Mateo, CA 94404. NCP (Dec S7)
ChlpWlts Is a combination game and teaching tool. Players
!!!.,.. create programs to maneuver robots through a set of S
mazes. The programs are written in ChipWit's built-in icon
based programming language (IBOL). $49.95. BrainPower,
24009 Ventura Blvd. , Calabasas, CA 91302. NCP * 'S5
Eddy
Course Builder v. 2.0 creates standalone educational applications.
! ! ! ! An easy-to-learn dedicated programming language uses
blocks and arrows. Graphics, animation and sound can be
integrated. Version 2 allows mathematical calculations.
Poor documentation. $395, plus $10 shipping. TeleRobo
tics International, S410 Oak Ridge Highway, Knoxville, TN
37931. NCP (Oct S7)
KldsTlme Is a package of five quality educational programs for
! ! ! ! children between the ages of 3 and 12. The programs all
have adjustable difficulty levels. Some use speech and one
is a nice introduction to musical notes. Sparse documenta
tion. $49.95. Great Wave, 5353 Scotts Valley Dr. , Scotts
Valley, CA 95066. NCP (Oct S6) * 'S6 Eddy
LearnWord 3.0 is a three-part series of cassette tape/diskette
!!!.,.. modules that explain the Intricacies of Word 3.0. They do
the job, but remind you why cutting classes was more fun.
$49.95 per module. Personal Training Systems, PO Box
54240, San Jose, CA 95154. (Apr SS)
LXR•Test generates tests from a database of questions. Makes it
! ! ! ! easy to modify and scramble test questions. Flexible output.
Requires Mac 512E +, two SOOK drives, or a hard-disk
drive. $199 or $399, depending on features. Logic exten
sion Resources, 9651 Business Center Dr., Rancho Cuca
monga, CA 91 730. NCP (May SS)
MacEdge and MacEdge II each contain S reading or math drill
! ! ! programs for basic skills. Programs follow one of three for
mats, a bit contrived. Contrivances are design flaws .
$49.95 each. Think Educational Software, 16 Market St. ,
Potsdam, NY 13676. CP
Macl'ype offers structured typing instruction. Can teach both
! ! ! ! standard and Dvorak keyboards. Features include certifi
cates for reaching certain levels. Can be used In a multistu
dent environment. $49.95. Palantir Software, 12777 Jones
Rd., Houston, TX 77070. CP
MasterType is proof that learning to type can be fun . In this arcade
! ! ! style action game words descend from four comers towards
the center ship; the user must type them correctly. Features
lS skill levels, tracks errors, recommends lessons and pro
vides comparison scores. $49.95. Mindscape, 3444 Dun
dee Rd., Northbrook, IL 60062. CP
On Becoming a Desktop Publlsher is a video training tape based
! ! ! ! largely on the syndicated television program , " The Comput
er show." Good primer on the fundamentals of DTP prod
ucts. Will eventually become dated. Requires Beta or VHS
S

E

VCR. $49.95. Ocean Communications, 1641 North First
St., Suite 160, San Jose, CA 95112. (Sep 88)
Practlca Muslca uses an interactive game and practice approach
!!!! to teach music theory and ear training. Excellent training tool
for the serious music student, it is also fun for anyone who
wants to develop a trained ear for Intervals, chords, and
melodies. Requires 5 l 2K +. $ 125. ARS Nova Software,
P.O. Box 40629, Santa Barbara, CA 93140. NCP (Nov S7)
*'87 Eddy
Reader Rabbit teaches 4-to-S-year olds how to read in four elegant
!!!!!games that play and build off of each other. Requires
5 l 2KE + and an SOOK drive. Mac II and Multi Finder hostile.
Version 2.0 reviewed. $59.95. The Leaming Company,
6493 Kaiser Dr., Fremont, CA 94555. CP (Jun 88)
Sensel Physics is a capable, Intelligent, well-designed study aid.
!!!!.,..Covers Vectors to Thermodynamics to The Nature of Light.
. Animated experiments let you try out concepts. Requires
512K + . $99.95. Broderbund Software, 17 Paul Dr., San
Rafael, CA 94903. CP (Jan 88)
Subll-Mac Is a self-hypnosis program , combining subliminal, relax
!!.,.. ation, and positive-self-image techniques. Flashes a brief
user-written message (against a diversionary pattern) at
your subconscious. Dangerous near hard disks. Manual suf
fers from terminal Califomia-ese. $39.95. Psy-Den, PO Box
248, Champlain, NY 12919. NCP (Jan 88)

ENTERTAINMENT
A Mind Forever Voyaging is a departure in text adventure games. It
!!!
has a more extensive vocabulary and a more involved story
than most of the genre. The story here is gripping, but there
are only a few puzzles to solve. Requires 512K +. $39.95.
lnfocom , 125 CambridgePark Dr. , Cambridge, MA 02140.
NCP (Apr 86)
Alter Ego simulates the entire lifetime of a fictional character. The
! ! ! ! player's reaction to each multiple-choice event shapes the
character's future relationships, job, health, etc. Spectacu
lar the first time you play; after that there are too many
similarities to previous characters. $59.95. Activision, 3885
Bohannon Drive, Menlo Park, CA 94025. CP (Jun 86)
The Ancient Art of War gives users a chance to refight
!!!!.,..some famous campaigns on both strategic and tactical lev
els. Campaigns can also be designed from scratch. Very
playable , addicting game. Requires 512K+ Mac. $44.95 .
Broderbund , 17 Paul Dr., San Rafael, CA 94903. CP (Apr
86)
Apache Strike would have been an excellent arcade game In the
!!
late '70s. Now, it's passe. Navigate a helicopter to destroy
ever-increasing numbers of enemy aircraft and tanks. Mac II
hostile. Requires 512K + . $49.95. Silicon Beach Software,
P.O. Box 261430, San Diego, CA 92126. NCP (Jul 88)
Archon pits the forces of Light against Dark in a quest to gain control
!!!!.,..of five Power Points on a checkerboard grid. The shifting
cycles of squares' colors keep the balance of power ever
changing. One or two players. $39.95. Electronic Arts, 1820
Gateway Dr., San Mateo, CA 94404. CP (Oct 86)
Balance of Power Is the world 's first computer peacegame. This
!!!!!simulation allows players to become either the President of
the United States or General Secretary of the Soviet Union.
Extraordinary artificial intelligence routines and general play
make this a classic. $49.95. Mindscape, 3444 Dundee Rd. ,
Northbrook, IL 60022. CP (Prem)
Battle Stations is a deceptively simple game based on the pen and
! ! ! ! paper game of Battleship. Requires strategy on several lev
els. Makes excellent use of Mac sound and graphics. Fun ,
casual game, especially when the Mac is one of the players.
Requires 512K +. $30. Timeline, PO Box 60, Ypsilanti, Ml
48197 . NCP (Jun 87)
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Beyond Dark Castle brings back Prince Duncan in an encore per
!!!'12 formance to run, jump, and beat his way to victory. But
really, just more of the same. Requires 512KE. $49.95,
Silicon Beach Software, P.O. Box 261430, San Diego , CA
92126. NCP (Aug 88)
Beyond Zork is yet another installment in the famous Zork series of
!!!!'htext adventures. Find the fabled Coconut of Quendor to
restore failing magic in this expert-level game. On-screen
mapping and the Mac's window environment are utilized.
$49.95. lnfocom, 125 CambridgePark Dr., Cambridge, MA
02140. NCP (Apr 88)
Borrowed Time casts players as detectives who have to solve their
! ! ! ! own murder- before it happens. This game requires play
ers to think and act like a detective to solve the game. Good
sentence parser, sketchy Mac interface. $44. 95. Activision,
3885 Bohannon Drive, Menlo Park, CA 94025. CP (May 86)
Bridge 4.0 provides three other players and the cards for a game of
!'12
rubber bridge. It's an average (Goren) bidder and a less than
good card player. Good if it's the only game in town. Plays
slowly since it's written in BASIC. $29.95. Artworx Software,
150 N. Main St., Fairport, NY 14450. CP (Sep 86)
Bureaucracy is a paranoiac text adventure that dares you to
!!!'12 move to a new house and job and still maintain some degree
of sanity, not to mention a low blood pressure. Written
by Douglas Adams of Hitchhiker's fame . $39.95. lnfocom,
125 CambridgePark Dr., Cambridge , MA 02140. NCP (Aug
87)
The Chessmaster 2000 is a masterful chess program that will
!!!!!appeal to both novice and master. You can view the board
from 2- or 3-D perspective and turn the board for a better
look. Play is smooth and easy, and the program responds by
voice. You may get tired of hearing "Gotcha," though.
$39.95. The Software Toolworks, 13557 Ventura Blvd.,
Sherman Oaks, CA 91423. CP (Jul 87)
Crystal Quest combines all the good elements of nearly every video
!!!!'l2game ever made. Move a piece around to gobble up points
and crystals. Shoot the nasties and get through the goal
before they get you. Excellent sound effects. In color on the
Mac II. Requires 512K + . Greene, 15 Via Chualar, Monte
rey, CA 93940. CP (Apr 88)
Dark Castle is an outstanding achievement in action games which
!!!!!integrates RealSound with superb animation and graphics.
You 'll need better-than-average hand/eye coordination, but
it's well worth the effort. Requires 512K +. $39.95. Silicon
Beach, PO Box 261430, San Diego, CA 92126. NCP (Apr
87) *'87 Eddy
Deja Vu: A Nightmare Comes True is a graphic adventure that
!!!!!breaks new ground. Innovative use of the Mac interface in
truly playable and exciting game. A great introduction to
graphic adventure games. $49.95. Mindscape, 3444 Dun
dee Rd., Northbrook, IL 60062. CP (Jan 86) * '85 Eddy
Dinner at Eight is a useful recipe filing system that includes a
! ! ! ! collection of recipes from a nationwide sampling of restau
rants. Users enter number of diners and program scales
recipes. $49.95. Rubicon , 21 11 Dickson Dr., Austin, TX
78704. NCP (Jan 86)
Down Hiii Racer is an action game with three skier personalities ,
! ! ! ! four courses and four skill levels. There's something here for
every player, no matter how bad or good . Full digitized sound
(very nice!) $49.95. Miles Computing, 77 41 Alabama Ave.,
Canoga Park, CA 91304. CP (Sep 87)
Enchanted Scepters is a surround-sound graphic adventure game.
! ! ! ! It has a limited vocabulary and virtually no story. Offers ex
tensive and varied scenes and utilizes the Mac interface to
the fullest. $39.95. Silicon Beach, PO Box 261430, San
Diego, CA 92126. CP (May 86)
Falcon simulates an F-16 fighter jet with gut-tightening, sweat
!!!!'l2making realism. Go against MiGs and dodge SAMs scenari
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os. Requires lM+. $49.95. Spectrum HoloByte, 2061
Challenger Dr., Alameda, CA 94501. NCP (May 88)
Ferrari Grand Prix is an exciting race car simulation game. Master
! ! ! ! ing it takes quite a bit of time and effort. Startup course and
four other courses are built into the program. You can also
design your own courses and backgrounds. Requires
512K +. $59.95. Bullseye Software, PO Drawer 7900, In
cline Village, NV 89450. CP (Jul 87)
Flight Simulator puts you at the controls of a small plane (prop or
! ! ! ! jet) and lets you roam North America. As difficult as real
flying. Mac version has features not found on earlier ver
sions, including spotter aircraft. Not all features available on
128K. $49.95. Microsoft, 16011 NE 36th Way, Redmond,
WA 98073-971 7. CP (Nov 86)
.
Fokker Tri plane is about as near to flying as you can get seated in
!!!! front of a computer. Very realistic simulation and excellent
graphics. Well-designed and implemented. $59.95. Bulls
eye Software, PO Drawer 7900, Incline Village, NV 89450.
CP (Feb 86)
Fool's Errand is an outstanding collection of 80 puzzles woven around
!!!!!a mythical theme of an evil priestess and the search for wis
dom. Requires 512K +. $49.95. Miles Computing, 7741 Ala
bama Avenue, Canoga Park, CA 91304.MCP (Jul 88)
Gato puts players in command of an American submarine in World
!!!!•12War II. This superb simulation game uses all of the Mac's
graphic capabilities to really make you feel that "you are
there." $49.95. Spectrum HoloByte, 2061 Challenger Dr.,
Alameda, CA 9450 I . CP (Nov 85)
GO is the Chinese equivalent of chess. Players plonk markers on a
!!!'12 grid to gain territory and outwit an opponent or the comput
er. Requires 5 l 2K +. Mac II hostile; MultiFinder friendly.
Version 1.0 reviewed. $49.95. Infinity Software, 1144 65th
St., Studio C, Emeryville, CA 94608. NCP (Jun 88)
Grand Slam is an absorbing and realistic tennis simulation game.
! ! ! ! Practice or play tournament against Mac-controlled players
with different styles and abilities on four different surfaces.
512K or Mac Plus. $49.95. Infinity Software, 1331 6 lstSt.,
Emeryville, CA 94608. CP (Nov 86)
Handwriting Analyst produces a personality profile based on an
! ! !!'t. swers to questions about one's handwriting. It's simple and
the results will amaze and astound. $49.95. Ciasa, 2017
Cedar St., Berkeley, CA 94709. NCP (Apr 88)
HardBall is a baseball simulation game complete with umpire's
! ! ! ! calls and crowd sounds. Great graphics and a lot of fun for
fans. $44.95. Accolade , 5500 S. Winchester Boulevard,
San Jose, CA 95128. CP (Feb 87)
Hollywood HIJlnx substitutes a modern Hollywood estate for the
!!!! famous Underground Empire, but otherwise represents a
return to Zork gameplay and feel. There's even a maze to
navigate. Simplistic, but good. $39.95. lnfocom, 15 Cam
bridgePark Dr. , Cambridge, MA 02140. NCP (Jun 87)
Klondike 3.3 is a version of solitaire that uses video game-like
!!!!!scoring to create a superb, totally addictive game. Simple to
play, nearly Impossible to stop playing. Shareware: $10.
Unison Software, 415 Clyde Ave., Mountain View, CA
94043. NCP (Dec 87)
Leather Goddesses of Phobos is another in the long line of witty
!!!!!and entertaining lnfocom text adventures. This one lets you
choose your sex and comes with a 3-D comic and a scratch
'n sniff card. It has three levels of play: tame, suggestive and
lewd. $39.95. lnfocom, 125 CambridgePark Dr., Cam
bridge, MA 02140. NCP (Feb 87)
Lode Runner is a 150-screen action-strategy challenge. Move
! ! ! ! around a grid of ladders and platforms collecting treasure;
dig a hole to trap pursuers. Build your own challenges.
$14.95. Broderbund, 17 Paul Dr., San Rafael, CA 94903. CP
MacCourses adds four very challenging new courses to MacGolf.
!!!'12 Courses are swapped on the original MacGolf master disk
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two at a time. Nice add-on for a good game. Requires
MacGolf. $34.95. Practical Computer Applications, 1305
Jefferson Hwy., Champlin, MN 55316. CP (Apr 87)
MacGolf is a dynamic simulation of real golf. Players have a choice
! ! !!"'2of courses and difficulty levels. Superb playability makes this
a must for all golfers and gamers. Requires 5 l 2K +.
$59.95. Practical Computer Applications, 1305 Jefferson
Hwy. , Champlin, MN 55316. CP (May 86)
MacMan Is a two-part package. The software portion is a decent
!!!!! PacMan-like game. The hardware part Is a tiny converter
that lets you use a joystick with a Mac or Mac Plus. $39.95.
Nuvo Systems, 225 Tank Farm Rd ., San Luis Obispo, CA
93401 . CP (Aug 87)
Mac Pro Football is a terrific sports simulation that gives you the
! ! ! ! chance to pit any combination of 38 Super Bowl teams
against each other and direct team play. It comes with excel
lent, detailed (and necessary) documentation. Play selec
tion can get a bit Byzantine . $49.95. Avalon Hill , 4517 Har
ford Rd., Baltimore, MD 21214. CP (Mar 87)
MacRacquetball uses digitized videos and sounds of professional
!!!"'2 players for a realistic simulation. Has lots of control settings
and can be played against someone else over a modem or
between hard-wired Macs. Tum off hard disks before play
ing. $59.95. Practical Computer Applications, 1305 Jeffer
son Hwy., Champlin, MN 55316. CP (Oct 87)
Maze Survival challenges players to destroy maze walls before roving
!!"'2 bugs squash themselves against it. Bugs lay eggs to spawn a
new generation. Repetitive. $34.95. Olduvai Software, 7520A
Red Road, South Miami, FL 33143. NCP (Aug 87)
MazeWars + is an interactive , multiplayer game to be played on
!!!! AppleTalk or through a modem link. Chase opponents
through a four-level maze. Requires 5 l 2K + , AppleTalk or
Hayes-compatible modem. $49.95. MacroMind , 1029 W.
Wolfam , Chicago , IL 60657 . NCP (Nov 86)
MlcEdGames is a collection of five educational games, MicAlpha
!"'2
betize, MicTime, MicStates, MicMatch and MicSpell , sup
posedly for ages five to adult. Games are sometimes cute
but generally poorly designed. Manual is poorly written .
Some entertainment value. $19.95. MicEdWare, 4265 Mid
land Rd ., Saginaw, Ml 48603. NCP (Dec 87)
Mind Over Mac features five games. Entertainment for the whole
!!!! family. Good graphics paired with synthesized sound and
on-screen help. $49.95. Think Educational Software, 16
Market St. , Potsdam, NY 13676. CP (Feb 86)
MoonMlst is an introductory level text adventure game. This is a
! ! ! typical haunted English castle story, not quite up to lnfo
com's best. It has four versions, so it's good for more than
one play. $39.95. lnfocom , 125 CambridgePark Dr., Cam
bridge, MA 02140. NCP (May 87)
MSFL: Pro League Football ls a professional football league simu
!H!v.lation that encourages people to play people, not the ma
chine. Fast with lots of stats. Quirky MS-BASIC behavior.
Spotty manual. No LaserWriter support. Requires 1M +.
$49. MicroSports, PO Box 15799, Chattanooga, TN 374 15.
NCP(Apr88)
NewGammon is animated backgammon that will challenge even
! ! ! ! good players. Features Include variable skill levels and strat
egies and options to play the Mac or watch the Mac play
itself. An arcade-like high speed mode is included. $39.95.
Newsoft, PO Box 3046, Newport Beach , CA 92663. CP
NFL Challenge simulates coaching and watching professional foot
! !!•12 ball. Comes on two disks, one with program and System, the
other statistical data. Play against either human or comput
er coaching. Plays are selected from pre-defined playbooks.
$99.95. XOR Corp., 5421 Opportunity Ct.• Minnetonka, MN
55343. NCP (Jun 87)
Ogre is a strategy tank game played on a hexagon grid. The ogre
!!!! is an intelligent cybertank out to smash your command

post. Customize your defense. Exceptionally good Mac In
terface. Has two-player option. $30. Origin Systems, 136
Harvey Rd., Building B, Londonderry, NH 03053. CP (Nov
87)
Orbiter puts a real space shuttle on the Mac screen. A multitude of
!!!!V.controls, intelligent on-board computer with speech capabil
ities, real-time graphics, and 16 distinct missions help this
program succeed as both a game and a simulation. $49.95.
Spectrum HoloByte, 2061 Challenger Dr., Alameda, CA
94501. NCP (Jul 86)
Orbquest is a fantasy role-playing adventure with better-than-aver
!!!"'2 age puzzles and an excellent sense of humor. Not as sophis
ticated as some, but a good value. $49.95. QWare , PO Box
850415, Richardson, TX 75085. CP (Dec 86)
Patton vs. Rommel is a traditional-style strategic war game. It
! ! ! ! covers events in Normandy in 1944. While complex, it's
well -designed and very playable. $39.95. Electronic Arts,
1820 Gateway Dr., San Mateo, CA 94404. CP (Apr 87)
The Pawn is an unusual British interactive adventure game with text
!!!"'• and graphics. The unique Interface has some drawbacks,
but The Pawn has humor, social satire, is entertaining, and Is
challenging. $44.95. Requires lM +. Firebird, PO Box 49,
Ramsey, NJ 07446. CP (Mar 87)
Pinball Construction Set lets users create their own pinball
! ! ! ! games, as elaborate or as easy as desired. Uses MacPaint
for backgrounds and has lifelike sounds (on 5 l 2K + Macs) ..
$39.95. Electronic Arts, 1820 Gateway Dr., San Mateo, CA
94404. CP (Jan 86)
Plundered Hearts brings gothic romance to interactive fiction in the
!!!v. familiar lnfocom mode of puzzles, mazes, and riddles. Yot:i
play a 17th-century heroine dodging pirates to rescue her
wrongly imprisoned father. Medium difficulty. $39.95. Info
com, 125 CambridgePark Dr., Cambridge, MA 02140. CP
(Jan 88)
Portal is an intriguing science fiction novel for kids that suffers from
!!!
having a poor interface. Storyline: All of humanity is missing
and you have to search through a database for files that
reveal the mystery. Nothing in the way of role-playing, and
the Mac version is slow and buggy. $49.95. Activision,
3885 Bohannon Drive, Menlo Park, CA 94025. CP (Oct 87)
PT-109 by any other name is Gato, a WWII submarine simulator
!
also put out by Spectrum. Three year old technology with a
minor face lift. Version 1.0. Requires 5 l 2K. Mac II friendly;
MultiFindr hostile. $49.95. Spectrum HoloByte, 206 1 Chal
lenger Dr., Alameda, CA 9450 I . NCP (Sep 88)
Puppy Love is a combined game and teaching tool. As you teach
!!!!"'2your puppy tricks and routines, you learn the basics of pro
gramming logic. Great fun for all ages. Does not run from a
hard disk. $29.95. Addison-Wesley, Route 128, Reading,
MA 01867 . CP (Mar 87)
Quarterstaff v. 1.2 is a fantasy adventure game of the typical
! ! ! ! " good vs. evil" variety. Ability to use characters in other
adventures gives this game a lot of potential for develop
ment. Requires 1M +. $49.95 . Simulated Environment Sys
tems, 800 South Pacific Coast Hwy. , Redondo Beach, CA
90277 . NCP (Mar 88)
Seven Cities of Gold is an educational program masquerading as
! ! ! ! an adventure game and is practically unique in being equally
good in both respects. You are to land (not the easiest part)
in the New World and attempt to placate the natives, seed a
few missions and collect gold. Nice work if you can get it.
$39.95. Electronic Arts, 1820 Gateway Dr., San Mateo, CA
94404. CP (Jun 87)
Shadowgate is an icon-based graphic adventure. You, as the seed
!!!!v.of prophecy, must save the world from the evil warlock. Far
surpasses all others with great animated graphics, sound,
and adventure. $49.95. Mindscape , 3444 Dundee Rd. ,
Northbrook, IL 60062 . CP (Dec 87)
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April 'BB-Highlights of
San Francisco Mac Expo
'BB; Double Helix II re
view/tutorial; 4th Dimen
sion pciwer guide; MacTex
and Textures desktop
publishing software com
pared; top-quality half
tones with Thunderscan;
OCR for every scanner;
Design 2.0: the ultimate
organizer?; GCC's Per
sonal laserprinter; and
more.

March 'BB-When Speec!
Counts; Focal Point and
Business Class the new
commerdal stacks; Micro
sah Word 3.01; QUED/M
and Steppln~ Out 11ro
grams; Apple s new Sv.s
tem softWare: worth the
price?; VideoWorks 11;
See Mac Read; Trust and
Betrayal: how's your
aura?; and more.

February 'BB-The 19B7
Editor's Choice Awardsf·
dBase Mac; Mindwrite 1.
adds more power; Ready,
Set, Gol 4 will take over
Pagemaker?; Reflex Plus;
Scoo·p; lmageMaker's
3Smm slide capabilities;
picking a compiler; two
modem-sharing solu
tions; Oriental graphics
with MacCalligraphy; and
more.

January '88-QuicKeys:
using the mouse as an ac
cessory. Plus: Why Can
vas wins out over
laserPaint; MacSmarts
and Instant Expert cam
pa red; Hypertext in
S12K; Hypercard pra
9"!m ming tutorlal;
Desktop &Press e-mall;
Macintosh Programmer's
WorkshoP. examined,
Part II· making Postscript
speda effects work; and
more.

December '87-Hyjler·
Card: royal flush or
bluff?; Trapeze 2.0; hard
disk preventive care and
cures; the arrival of Red
Ryder 10.0; The Comic
Strl11 Factor~; feats of
magic with Time Wond;
Master Tracks Pro: the
best Mac MIDI se
que~cer?; a guide to
Castie Shadowgate game·
report from tlie Siybol~
Desktop Publishing Con
ference; and more.

November 'B7-4th Di
mension: the ultimate
data base?; unlimited
font and DA access with
Suitcase; a roundup of
new and updated account
1ng programs; super
cha rgl ng your SE;
personal organization
made simple, with
C.A.T.; how to leave
notes for yourself, with
Comment; professional
CAD/CAM on the Mac;
and more.

Odober 'B7-laserWorsl
Postscript printer free
for-all; Course Builder
educational jlrogram de
veloper; utilizing the full
power of Excel; Page
Maker 2.0; still the stan
dard?; JustText Postscript
desktop publishing Jlro
gram; Fontographer;
GraphicWorks 1.1 ; Jam
Fadory and Mmusic pro
grams; and naore.

September 'B7-Special
Supplement: "The Com
plete MacUser Systems
Gulde" indudes guide to
configurations, systems
guide directory, and
more. Plus: Xpressj Doug
ClapJl's Word 1ools;
Douglas Adams on Word
3.0; GraphicWorks 1.1
ana SuperPaint com
pared; recycling Image
Writer ribbons; and
more.

March '87-Spedal sec
tion on new wiird proces
sors reviews laser Author,
MlndWrlte, Word Han
dler, Word 3.0 and Write
Now; MadnTax tax prep
aration software; Stlme
savlng printer buffers
compared; SAl languages
reviewed; Mac PrO Foot
ball; FREE program In
Softstrlp format; and
more.

December '86-Why
Apple's new 116S Is going
to help the Madntosli; Ac
counting Plus; PhoneNET
saves money Without sac
rificing quality; lnBOX
E-mail system; Studio
Session adds more voices
to the Mac; ~ OapJI on
the secrets of Pascal; Stat
View 512+; Compiled
ZBASIC; FREE programs in
Softstrlp format; and
more.
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Shanghai challenges players to clear a board of all 144 tiles by
!!!!!matching pairs of mah-jongg tiles and removing them. Terrif
ic strategic options plus the ability to randomly generate
new game boards keep this one fresh. $44.95. Activision ,
3885 Bohannon Drive, Menlo Park, CA 94025. CP (Nov 86)
*'86 Eddy
Skyfox is a sophisticated 3 -D shoot-em-up. You're fighting tanks,
! ! ! planes and enemy cit ies floating in the sky. Fast graphics,
good sound , slick, on-board attack computer and many lev
els of difficulty will keep fans of this genre happy for hours.
$39.95. Electronic Arts, 1820 Gateway Dr., San Mateo, CA
94404. CP (Oct 86)
Smash Hit Racquetball is an accurate and entertaining simulation
!!!!'hof a day on the courts. Digitized sound adds to the realism .
Includes a hard-disk install, unusual for a game. The low
price makes this the perfect Mac gift. $19.95. Primera Soft
ware, 650 Cragmont Ave., Berkeley, CA 94707. CP (Dec 86)
Snake-Bar lets you guide a snake (or train or semi) through a maze,
! ! ! ! picking up objects that feed and make your snake grow.
Options include changing languages, editing the maze, and
an X-rated game. $15. (shareware). Georges Malmound, 37
Bis rue des Abbesses, Montmartre, 75018 Paris, France.
NCP(Dec 87)
Solltalre Royale is a collection of eight solitaire card games. The
! ! ! ! Tour mode cycles through each game. Tournament deals
the same hand for several players. $34.95. Published by
Spectrum Holobyte , 2061 Challenger Dr., Alameda CA
9450 I . CP (May 88)
Space Quest is a three-dimensional, animated adventure in which
! ! ! ! you play a janitor in a dicey situation . All you have to do is get
off your ship before it explodes and save the Eamon System .
Runs on any Mac. $49.95. Sierra On-Line, PO Box 485,
Coarsegold , CA 93614. CP (Sep 87)
Star Fleet I: The War Begins! is a space opera of the Star Trek
! ! ! ! variety. Rise through the ranks from ensign to admiral in this
serialized adventure. Requires 5 l 2K +. $55. lnterstel , PO
Box 57825 , Webster, TX 77598. NCP (May 88)
Statlonfall is the sequel (finally) to lnfocom's excellent Planetfall
!!!!'htext adventure. Reunited with Floyd and sent to pick up
requisition forms , you must solve the empty space station
problem. As straightforward as other lnfocom games; more
so than some. $39.95. lnfocom , 125 CambridgePark Dr.,
Cambridge , MA 02140. NCP (Nov 87)
Strategic Conquest Plus challenges you to discover an unex
!!!!11.zplored wortd and conquer it by manufacturing and deploying
armies, ships, and planes. A two-disk game that doesn't
support an external drive. Requires 512K +. $59.95. PBI
Software , l 111 Triton Dr., Foster City, CA 94404. CP (Feb
88)
Sub Battle Simulator is a superior naval combat game. Sixty differ
! ! ! ! ent missions and the ability to link missions keep it from ever
getting boring. Requires 512K +. $39.95. Epyx, PO Box
8020, Redwood City, CA 94063. NCP (Aug 87)
Tass Times In Tone Town is a slightly off-the-wall graphic adven
!!!'f:. ture in which you need a flashy hairdo and a jumpsuit before
you can get anywhere, and you pay for things with guitar
picks. Decent puzzles, with a sense of humor. $4.95 . Activi
sion, 3885 Bohannon Drive, Menlo Park, CA 94025. CP (Jan
87)
The Toy Shop is a construction kit for building 20 different working
! ! ! ! model toys. Some parts can be customized. Manual gives
clear instructions, but many toys are too complex for a child.
$49.95. Broderbund, 17 Paul Dr., San Rafael, CA 94903. CP
(Nov 86)
Trust Be Betrayal: The Legacy of Slboot requires negotiating with
!!!!11.zsix artificial personalities in a struggle for power - not sur
prising considering that it comes from the maker of Balance
of Power. Uses hieroglyphics to communicate in a fantasy

world . Requires 512K +. Mindscape, 3444 Dundee Rd.,
Northbrook, IL 60062. CP (Mar 88)
Ultlma Ill allows up to four charact ers to cooperate to explore the
!!!!¥..vast wilderness of Sosaria. $59.95. Origin Systems, 340
Harvey Rd., Manchester, NH 03103. CP
Uninvited Is an Icon-based adventure game set in an extremely
!!!!!haunted mansion . Since you access thEl parser by double
clicking, command choices are always visible - you don't
waste time trying to figure out which words the program
understands. It has animation and sound. $49.95. Minds
cape , 3444 Dundee, Northbrook, IL 60062. CP (Sep 86)
* '86 Eddy
Winter Games lets up to eight players compete against each other
! ! ! ! in Olympic events including figure skating, bob sledding,
biathlon, and ski-jumping. Excellent animation, good graph
ics, good theme music. $39.95. Epyx, 600 Galveston Dr. ,
PO Box 8020, Redwood City, CA 94063. CP (Mar 86)
Wizardry is an outstanding dungeon exploration adventure pit
! ! ! ! ! ting a party of up to six characters against the guardian
monsters of the evil wizard Werdna. Capture his amulet
to earn your reward. Even after solving the game, you'll want
to go back into the dungeon. $59.95. Sir-Tech, Charles
town-Ogdensburg Mall , PO Box 245, Ogdensburg, NY
13669.CP
WordPlay is a word game with over 50 crossword puzzles for differ
! ! ! ! ent levels of expertise. User friendly, it offers on-screen Help
menus. A Work mode allows development of new puzzles for
the creative. $49.95. Palantir, 12777 Jones Rd., Houston,
TX 77070. NCP (Mar 86)
World Bullder is an adventure game construction set with what
!!!!snamounts to its own programming language. The whole pro
gram (language included) is easy to learn and produces
commercial quality games. No support for the programming
language, though. $79.95. Silicon Beach, PO Box 261430,
San Diego , CA 92126. NCP (Apr 87)
Xyphus Is a role-playing game pitting four characters (fighters or
! ! ! ! wizards) against multiple scenarios that grow increasingly
harder. Excellent Mac interface and icon control. $39.95.
Penguin, PO Box 311, Geneva, IL 60134. CP
Your Personal Poet creates personalized greeting cards on the
!!!¥.. Mac. Comes complete with four greeting cards and match
ing envelopes. Requires 5 l 2K +. $29.95. Computer Poet,
775 E. Greg St. , Sparks, NV 89431. NCP (Jun 87)
Zork II is where the adventure continues in the underground em
!!!!•12 plre . A wandering wizard keeps things interesting, though
there 's a way to beat him if you persevere. $44.95. lnfocom,
125 CambridgePark Dr., Cambridge, MA 02140. NCP
Zork Ill is the final chapter in the trilogy. Players come up against the
!!!
ultimate enemy the Dungeonmaster himself. More
closed-ended than previous Zorks. $44.95. lnfocom, 125
CambridgePark Dr., Cambridge, MA 02140. NCP

MUSIC
Apple MIDI Interface is a simple Musical Instrument Digital Inter
!!!

face with a 1 MHZ clock rate. Has only one MIDI input and
one output. Works with all Macs; adaptor required for 128K
and 512K. $99. Apple Computer, 20525 Mariani Ave., Cu
pertino, CA 95014. (Jun 88)
ConcertWare+ is an enhanced version of ConcertWare. Has differ
! ! ! ! ent instruments and can use any four of a set of eight at any
point in a piece. Supports Adobe Sonata music font.
$69.95. Great Wave Software, 5353 Scotts Valley Dr.,
Scotts Valley, CA 95066. NCP (Dec 87) * '85 Eddy
ConcertWare+MIDI is a composition and transcription program
! ! ! ! that can record multiple notes from a MIDI keyboard. Easy to
use if you read music. Handles eight tracks of eight voices
each. Requires 512K. Version 4.0. $149.95. Great Wave
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Software, 5353 Scotts Valley Dr., Scotts Valley, CA 95066.
NCP(Dec 87)
Deluxe Music Construction Set lets you enter up to 48 voices on
! ! ! ! eight staves, and play the music through the Mac's internal
speaker and/ or via MIDI. Requires 512K +. Mac II and Multi
Finder hostile. Version 2.0 reviewed. $99.95. Electronic
Arts, 1820 Gateway Dr., San Mateo, CA 94404. CP (Jun 88)
Jam Factory is a program for performing complex manipulations on
!!!
MIDI data in real time. Unique, entertaining, and very power
ful, but requires lots of patience and practice. Requires
5 l 2K + , MIDI interface, and MIDI synthesizer. $189. Intelli
gent Computer Music Systems, PO Box 8748, Albany, NY
12208. CP (Oct 87)
Jam Session is a music program for those who think MIDI refers to
!!!! the length of skirts. Without any skill, you can " Jam" with
rock, jazz, rap, or country tunes. A sort of " Sing Along With
Mitch " for the computer set. Requires 512K +. $49.95.
Broderbund, 17 Paul Drive, San Rafael, CA 94903. CP (Jul
88)
Listen is an educational tool for ear training. It has both a piano
!!!! keyboard and a guitar fretboard for the student to input
notes, and offers a wide range of exercises. $99. Resonate,
PO Box 996, Menlo Park, CA 94026. (Jan 87)
M Is a music composition and creation program that works with MI DI
! ! ! data in real time . Unique, entertaining, and very powerful,
but requires lots of patience and practice. Requires 5 l 2K +,
MIDI interface , and MIDI synthesizer. $219. Intelligent Com
puter Music Systems, PO Box 87 48, Albany, NY 12208. CP
(Oct 87)
Master Tracks Pro is a full-featured , second-generation MIDI se
!!!!Y:zquencerthat adheres to the Mac interface very well. It's the
first program to have graphic-controller editing. Needs patch
chasing for professional use , but it's still a rock-solid pro
gram. $350. Passport Designs, 625 Miramontes St. ,# 103,
Half Moon Bay, CA 94019. CP (Dec 87)
MIDIBaslc is a simple, but highly useful routine for writing MIDI
!!!! software. Good stuff. Sketchy documentation. Works with
both Microsoft and ZBasic. Requires 512K + plus Basic.
$49.95. Altech Systems, 831 Kings Hwy, Shreveport, LA
71119. NCP (Aug87)
Music Mouse is a music program in a genre all its own. Called an
!!!!!"intelligent instrument, " Music Mouse gives you instant
musical feedback as you move the mouse and type on the
keyboard , which controls tempo, vibrato, volume, etc.
$59.95. OpCode Systems, 444 Ramona St., Palo Alto, CA
94301. NCP (May 87)
Performer v. 2.2 is the definitive MIDI sequencer, and is priced
!!!! accordingly. Includes looping, SMPTE synching, 32 simulta
neous Ins and Outs, unlimited overdubbing, and compatibili
ty with Professional Composer for transription. Requires
MIDI interface and 5 l 2K +. $395. Mark of the Unicom , 222
Third St. , Cambridge, MA 02142. CP (Jan 88)
Professional Composer produces performance-quality sheet mu
!!!Y:z sic using Adobe 's Sonata font. Scores can be created from
scratch or imported from Performer (and can be exported to
Performer for MIDI playback). Requires 5 l 2K +. $495. Mark
of the Unicorn, 222 Third St. , Cambridge, MA 02142. CP
(Jan 88)
Studio Session consists of two programs, an Editor, and a Player,
!!!!Y:zthat produce music with six voices of digitized sound. Excel
lent program plus good manual make this a good buy.
$89.95. Bogas Productions, PO Box 6699, Terra Lina, CA
94903-0699. NCP (Aug 87) * '86 Eddy
UpBeat turns the Macintosh into a front panel for a highly complex
!!!•t. and versatile drum machine. Input patterns with mouse,
MIDI keyboard, or drum machine. Requires 5 l 2K. $150.
Intelligent Music, PO Box 8748, Albany, NY 12208. CP (May
88)
386
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HARDWARE &ACCESSORIES
AST TurboScan is a 300 dpi scanner with sophisticated graphics

! ! ! ! software. Scans at resolutions from 72 to 300 dpi. Super
Scan software offers halftone , line art, and mixed modes.
' 'Virtual memory processing'' lets you scan images too large
to fitin RAM . $1899. Requires 512K+ . SuperScan software
included. AST Research, 2121 Alton Ave., Irvine, CA 92714.
NCP(Nov 87)
Classlc Professional Graphics Display is a low-cost color monitor
!!!Y:z for the Mac II. Good value, but has an IBM-look about it.
Green tint is annoying. Requires Apple video card. $549.
Classic Components, 1490 Artesia Blvd., Gardena, CA
90247 (Jun 88)
CMS S-140 SCSI Hard Disk is a very fast, high-capacity SCSI hard
!!!!!disk with a unity interleave and average access time of 18
msec. Holds 140M. Help, file transfer, and tape back-up
commands built in. Hard Disk Partition is a useful DA. Comes
with a 6 ft. SCSI cable. $2995. CMS Enhancements, 1372
Valencia Ave., Tustin, CA 92680. (Jul 87)
DASCH is an external RAMdisk available 1/2, I, and 2M sizes.
! ! ! Connects to a serial port. Speeds up operations 200 to
300%. Can be used as a printer buffer. Works with all Macs.
512K, $395; lM, $450; 2M , $545. Western Automation
Laboratories, PO Box 3438, Boulder, CO 80307. (Feb 87)
Data Frame 40XP is a very fast, very quiet 40-meg external SCSI
! ! ! ! hard drive. Comes with a good and complete set of utility
software. About as fast as a SCSI drive can be. Requires
SCSI port, 512K + ,new ROM. $1899. SuperMac Technolo
gy, 295 N. Bernardo Ave., Mountain View, CA 94043.
DaynaFlle hooks up to a SCSI drive to read MS-DOS disks in the
!!!! Mac environment. Use Mac applications to manipulate data
created with an IBM PC. Comes in both 5- IA and 3-V2 inch
formats. $595 for single floppy. Dayna Communications, 50
S. Main St. , 5th Floor, Salt Lake City, UT 84144. (Jan 88)
* '87 Eddy
Felix is an optical-tracking graphics tablet that replaces a mouse.
! ! ! ! Precision mode gives pixel by pixel control. Doesn't collect
dirt like a mouse does. The 6-inch square device is designed
primarily for right-handed people. Works with Mac Plus.
$149. Lightgate, 6202 Christie Ave., Emeryville, CA 94608.
(Sept88)
FX-20 is a good 20-meg external hard drive. Good utility software.
!!!! Reliable and reasonably quiet. Sits next to Mac, has a large,
oddly shaped case. Requires SCSI port, 512K + ,new ROM.
$1 199. General Computer, 215 First St., Cambridge, MA
02142. (Feb 87)
Hard Disk 20SC is Apple 's 20-meg SCSI hard disk. Reliable, fairly
! ! ! ! noisy unit. Good utility software, but no back-up yet. Re
quires cable and terminator ($80). Requires SCSI port,
512K +, new ROM. $1299. Apple Computer, 20525 Mar
iani Ave., Cupertino, CA 95014. (Feb 87)
Hewlett-Packard ColorPro Graphics Plotter is an eight-pen desk
!!!
top plotter that requires third-party software to drive it. Fonts
are limited to an optional Graphics Enhancement Cartridge
that requires some BASIC programming. $1295. Hewlett
Packard, 16399 W. Bernardo Dr., San Diego, CA 92127.
(Feb 88)
HyperDlaler provides an interface between a phone and your Mac
!!!Y:z so you can "dial " a number using one of the Rolodex-type
programs, like SideKick, Focal Point or QuickDex. Hooks up
between the Mac's sound port and a telephone handset.
Requires 128K. MultiFinder friendly. $39.95. DataDesk In
ternational, 7651 Haskell Ave., Van Nuys, CA 91406. (Sept
88)
lmageMaker shoots 35mm color slides direct from the Mac. Sup
! ! ! ! ports most presentation software. Uses patterns to repre
sent colors. Not fully compatible with the Mac II. Requires

1988

512K +. $4995. MacDriver software, $149. Presentation
Technologies, 743 North Pastoria Ave., Sunnyvale, CA
94086. (Feb 88)
IS/ONE tablet with Penworks software lets you use a cord
!!!¥2 ed or cordless pen or mouse and a high-res tablet for pre
cise graphics input. Minor bugs with some applications
and DAs. Keystroke macros can be launched from the tab
let. Minimal documentation. Requires 1M +. $595 to
$1145. Kurta, 4610 S. 35th St. , Phoenix, AZ 85040. (Jan
88)
Jasmine Direct Drive 50 is a very quiet 1: 1 interleave 50 megabyte
!!!!!hard drive and one of the fastest SCSI drives around. A small
fan keeps it cool, but it's still quiet. $I 159. Jasmine Tech 
nologies, 555 De Haro St. , San Francisco, CA 94107. (Mar
88) * .87 Eddy
LaserWrlter II NT is App1e·s mid-priced Postscript laser printer. It's
!H faster than the LaserWriter Plus, with blacker blacks. Gray
scale is less even than that of Plus. Requires 5 I 2K +.
$4599. Apple Computer, 20525 Mariani Ave., Cupertino,
CA 95014. (May 88)
Laser Writer II NTX is Apple 's top-of-the-line Postscript laser print
!!!!"'2er. 68020 chip makes it very speedy; expandable to 12M;
SCSI hard disk can be attached for fonts. Requires 512K +.
$6599 . Apple Computer, 20525 Mariani Ave ., Cupertino ,
CA 95014. (May 88)
LaserWrlter II SC is Apples's low-end QuickDraw laserprinter. Can
! ! ! be upgraded to NT or NTX; reasonably fast. Requires 1M + .
$2799. Apple Computer, 20525 Mariani Ave ., Cupertino,
CA 95014. (May 88)

MacADIOS II is a hardware and software interface for laboratory
!!!! instruments. Standard configuration samples up to 142
kHz. Documentation is sketchy. $ 1290 for Macintosh 11
ready data acuisition card ; $600 for MacADIOS II software
interface. GW Instruments, 264 Msgr. O'Brien Hwy., Cam
bridge, MA 02141. (Jul 88)
MacBottom 45 SCSI and Internal Modem has a modem that fits
!!!!•12into the top half of the 45-megabyte SCSI hard-drive case.
Comes with HFS Backup and Eureka. $1 795. PCPC, 4 710
Eisenhower Blvd ., Tampa, FL 33634.(0ct 87)
MacBottom HD21 is a very low (about 2 inches high), external 20
!!!H meg hard drive. Fits under the Mac. Very quiet, very reliable.
Good utility software, including HFS Backup. Requires SCSI
port, 512K + , new ROM . $1195. PCPC, 4710 Eisenhower
Blvd., Tampa, FL 33634 . (Feb 87) * '86 Eddy
MacCharlle's components slip around the Mac and convert it into
!!!! an IBM PC clone. Amazingly, it works well. The enlarged
keyboard has a few bugs but is a joy to use. $995. Dayna
Communications, 50 S. Main St. , Salt Lake City, UT 84144.
(Dec 85)
Maclntlzer is a graphics tablet and absolute positioning device that
!H! replaces the mouse. Various scales are possible. $599.
GTCO Corp., 7125 Riverwood Dr., Columbia, MD 21046.
Maclarger is a 12-inch external monitor for 5 l 2K machines
! ! ! on up to the SE. Displays the same number of pixels as an
internal monitor, only one-third larger. Bigger and brighter,
but less crisp than the Mac's own screen. $449. Pow
er R, 1606 Dexter Ave . North, Seattle, WA 98109. (Apr
88)

Managing references just got easier.
Stop fili ng Index cards and misplaci ng references! Organize them instead . wit h
a specially designed database program called Pro-Cite~ for the Maci ntosh
( t/1e a/I-new vers ion of the Professional Bibliographic System).
Pro-Cit e makes it easy to manage r eferences. Now you can sort, search ,
o r index references from journal articles , books, or any other source.
Keep references or ganized, Incl ude long abstracts or notes, and
fo rmat bibliographi es in any styles (ANSI, MLA, Science
magazine, Index Medicus, and others) automatically.

New! Pro·Cite
for the Macintosh!
Call (3 13) 996- 1580 today for more inform ation. Oth er PBS
products for the Apple* M aci nt os h ~ include Bibli o-Links'"·
wh ich transfer BRS, DIALOG. MEDLARS and NOTIS record s to
Pro-C ite databases. Pro-Sea rch'" (a spec iali zed com1nunlcations
program for searching BRS and DIALOG), Pro-C ite, and Blbll o-Links
are avail ab le for IBM 8 perso nal com puters and compati bles.
Pro-Cite fo r the Macintosh is NOT copy-protected .

11

~,,~ll~ Personal
Bibliographic
Software, Inc.

P.O. Box 4250
Ann Arbor, Ml 48106
(313) 996-1580

In Canada. contact Phipps and Assoc.
512 Speeclvale Ave. E. Guelph. ON N I E IP4 (519) 836-9328
The folk>wlng Art: trademarks o r reglslcr«l lradcmarks: Pro-Cite. Blblio-Unk. and Pro&.u ch
ol l'ttsonal DlbUogrftphJc Software. Inc.• IBM of lnternaUonal Business Machine. Corp.,

Please clrcle 126 on reader service card.
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MacPacq transforms the Macintosh into a digital oscillo
!!!
scope, waveform generator, and chart recorder. Pacq
Manager software expandable via external routines In Turbo
Pascal and other languages. Version 1.03 reviewed. $995.
Biopac Systems, 42 Aero Camino, Goleta CA 931 I 7. NCP
(Jul 88)
MacRecorder is an easy-to-use sound digitizer. Includes software
!!!!'>'>to turn sounds into HyperCard buttons, mix sounds, add
special effects, and convert sound formats. Stereo record
ing possible on a Mac II. Requires 5 I 2K + . $199, Farallon
Computing, 2150 Kittredge St., Berkeley, CA 94704. NCP
(Jun 88)
MacSnap Plus 2 is a 2M memory upgrade for the Mac Plus. The
! ! ! ! board has 256 kilobit chips. User installable. Not compatible
with existing big screens or internal hard disks, and can 't be
expanded further. $399. Dove Computer, 1200 North 23rd
St., Wilmington, NC 28405. (Jun 87)
MacTable is an elegant Danish worktable that holds a Mac and
!!!!'>'>printer with room to spare. The 30-inch deep by 60-inch
wide table is made of particleboard and must be assembled.
Cabinet is optional. Table, $289; cabinet, $139. ScanCo
Furn, PO Box 3217, Redmond, WA 98073-3217 . (Mar 88)
MacTablet is a stylus-driven graphics tablet. Users can easily
!!!! sketch or· trace art using this absolute-positioning device.
Has a working area the size of the Mac screen. Allows con
current use of the mouse. $495. Summagraphics Corp.,
777 State St. Extension , Fairfield, CT 06430. (Jan 86)
MacTiit/MacTiit SE is a Mac (and external drive) holder that allows
!!!! a full range of swiveling and tilting. Very strong, this well
made unit is also very easy-to-use. $99.95. Ergotron , PO
Box I 7013, Minneapolis, MN 55418.
MacVlslon is a digitizer that uses an ordinary video camera for
! ! ! ! input. Capable of extremely fine results and special effects.
Easy to use and well-documented. $349.95. Koala, 269
Mt. Hermon Rd ., Scotts Valley, CA 95066.
Mac-101 is a keyboard alternative that has a good feel to it. Has a
! ! ! ! keypad, 15 function keys, and more. The IOI-Keys desk
accessory lets you define macros. Comes in an ADB version
for the SE and II. Requires 512K + . $169.95. DataDesk
International, 7650 Haskell Ave., Van Nuys, CA 91406.
Software NCP (Apr 88)
Magic Digitizer is a hardware digitizer that works with video cam
! H! eras. With LaserMagic software you can generate 300 dpi
images (in Postscript). Requires 5 I 2K +. Digitizer with Mag
ic software, $399.95; LaserMagic software, $49.95. New
Image Technology, I 0300 Greenbelt Rd ., Seabrook, MD
20706. NCP (May 87)
Mlcrotek MSF-300C is a 300-dpi flatbed scanner. Really fast when
!!!v. used with optional MS-SCSl/C adapter. Comes with Versa
Scan Plus software (NCP) to scan and manipulate image.
Saves images in a number of formats including TIFF and
MacPaint. $1895. Microtek Lab, 16901 S. Western Ave. ,
Gardena, CA 90247. (Dec 87)
Mlgent Pocket Modem is a 300/1200 baud portable modem
!!!'>'> about the size of a 3 X 5 index card. Comes bundled with
MacTerm 2.0, Borland's telecom DA. Manual is confusing,
and tech support is minimal. $259. Migent. 865 Tahoe
Blvd ., Incline Village, NV 89450-6062. (Nov 87)
Mouse Mover is a mouse pad-type surface that snaps onto
!!!!'hthe bottom of the mouse like a roller skate , freeing it up to
glide over desk or mouse pad with ease. 99 tiny ball
bearings at three strategic points. Mouse glides faster and
saves on mouse wear and tear. $19.95. Magnum Soft
ware, 21115 Devonshire St., Chatsworth , CA 9131 I . * '85
Eddy
Moustrak is a fabric covered foam mousing pad. It will increase the
! ! ! ! efficiency of your mouse while helping to keep it clean. Pad
comes in a variety of colors. Particularly useful in the typical
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office desktop environment. $I 0. Moustrak, 3047 St. Hele
na Hwy., St. Helena, CA 94574.
NetModem is a 1200-baud modem that can be accessed by all
!!!! users on an AppleTalk network. The modem's display lights
and the dial tone are simulated on screen. Requires
512K+. $599. Shiva, Suite 1200, 222 Third St., Cam
bridge, MA 02142-9919. (Feb 88)
NolabelSystem is a plastic permanent labeling system in which
!!!! users slide new tabs into a transparent plastic case on the
disk. The tabs stick out of the case slightly, making them
easier to read while in the drive. $19.45. Weber & Sons,
3468 Hwy. 9, Freehold , NJ 07728.
One Plus One Is a user-installable memory upgrade for a Mac Plus.
!!!!'hAdds I megabyte of RAM to the IM already there. Simple
one-evening project. Includes MacBreeze, an excellent
small fan. Requires Mac Plus. $375. Levco, 6160 Lusk
Blvd., San Diego, CA 92121. (Aug 87)
Personal LaserPrlnter is a non-Postscript laser printer at a great
! ! ! ! price. Clumsy workarounds required in some applications.
Printing can be slow. Requires IM +. $1999; Fonts Plus,
$299. General Computer, 580 Winter St. , Waltham, MA
02154. (Apr 88)
Personal Writer PW15 S Is a tablet-based handwriting recognition
! ! ! ! system that also allows graphics and macros. Number of
misread characters is too high for general word processing.
Requires IM+. $895. Personal Writer, 1801 Ave. of the
Stars, Los Angeles, CA 90067. Software NCP (Mar 88)
PhoneNET is an AppleTalk·compatible network. Network can
!!!!!be up to 3000 ft in length. In-place, unused phone cabling
can be used for network, and can be combined with Apple
Talk on same network. $49 per node. Farallon Computing,
2150 Kittredge St., Berkeley, CA 94704. (Dec 86) *'87
Eddy
QMS-PS 810 is an 8-page-per-minute, 300-dpi Postscript laser
!!!'12 printer that competes with the LaserWriter NT. 2MB of RAM
is standard; upgradable to 3MB. Emulates HP LaserJet,
7475 (HPGL), and Diablo 630. $5495. Laser Connection,
7852 Schillinger Park West, Mobile, AL 36608 (Jul 88)
QulckShare adds a SCSI port to an IBM PC for easy connectivity
! ! ! with a Mac. Can use an IBM's hard disk to run Mac applica
tions. Requires SCSI port. Mac II and MultiFlnder friendly.
Version 1.24 reviewed . $465. Compatible Systems, P.O.
Drawer 17220, Boulder, CO 80308. (Jun 88)
SuperRam 2 and SuperRam 4 are 2- and 4-megabyte RAM up
!!!'12 grades. Should be dealer installed but can be (carefully) user
installed. SuperRam 2 includes RAM adaptor module, 1
meg memory module, modified power cable, jumper and
fan. SuperRam 4 adds power supply booster and two 1-meg
memory modules. Not compatible with most big screens.
$499. SuperMac Technology, 295 N. Bernardo, Mountain
View, CA 94043. (Oct 87)
ThunderScan replaces the ribbon cartridge in an lmageWriter,
! ! ! ! which is required to use it. Laser scans art that can be run
through the lmageWriter, producing high-quality digitized
images. The images can be manipulated as they are created
or afterward. $249. Thunderware, 21 Orinda Way, Orinda,
CA 94563. *'85 Eddy
TlmeWand is a bar-code reader with a built-in time/date stamping
! ! ! ! clock. Can be used with TimeWand Manager software, a
database that's extensive though difficult to use. Poor docs,
but good support. Requires IM+. nmeWand 2K version,
$ 198; Time Wand Manager, $489. Videx, 1105 NE Circle
Blvd., Corvallis, OR 97330-4285. (Dec 87)
TV Producer is an add-in card that overlays Mac graphics and text
! !!
onto a video signal. Software is clumsy to use. Requires Mac
II , Apple video card, and video souce. $599. Computer
Friends, 14250 NW Science Park Dr., Portland, OR 97229.
Software NCP (May 88)
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When you have to go, which would you
ather carry: an 8 pound box or a 5ounce
artridge? A5 ounce cartridge that gives
ou all the flexibility you need, including
llllimited storage.

whopping 20MB of data. You can cart
them around, lock them up, and to ex
pand your capacity, just add another
cartridge. The sky's the limit!

The.Sky's the Limit.
n·the age of the storage crunch, wouldn't
:be nice to qwn a drive that can handle
:l/ your storage demands? And offer por
:lbility, security, exchangeability,;md
xpandability.
These days, 20, 40, 80, and even lOOMB
1ard drives fill up much too fast. And crash.
Bering's solution to this problem: re
novable storage. Reliable, removable
torage. Using a state-of-the-art aero
.ynamic technology, Bering's removable
lli.ves rival hard drive speeds without the
hreat of head crashes.
:ach sturdy SW' cartridge holds a

~.

Yeur M~c never
had it so good.

Your Macintosh's power can pe limited by
its storage capacity. When you have infi
nite capacity, your Mac's capabilities are
unleashed.
Bering offers the Totem family of re
movable drives in a variety of combina
tions; single, dual or with a hard drive.
And they are 100% compatible with the
Macintosh Plus, SE or IL just pick the
drive that most suits your needs.
Totem drives are perfect for backup
and archiving. No long wait ro restore to a
nard drive, your data is already accessible.
:

..

.

•

.

•

Bering: Storage unlimited.
Bering Industries has been offering inno
vative storage subsystems since 1981 and
shipping Totem removable drives for over
a year.
Bering also offers a one year warranty
and a thirty day guarantee on all media.
With the largest instfllled base of remov
able drives, you can be assured that you
are getting the best quality and most
experience, as well as more bytes for
your buck.

BERING..
Bering Industries
240 Hacienda Avenue
Campbell CA 95008-6687
408-379-6900
Tu1tm Is 21radtmarlc of Bering l n~u>lrits. M.clntosh Pl us. SE and II art
<'1\l!lertd 1radrrru1rks ofAppl< Cumpul<.r. Inc.

Please circle 7 on reader service card.

To order... -_call 800-237~4641
:

I

COMING

MAC

POWER

THE Music MACHINE:

The Mac makes music with
sampler software, sequencers,
editors and librarians, HYPER
CARD, education, and more.

ACCESS
Because you own and use a Macintosh, you need the leading
magazine that provides you with side-by-side product compari
sons and evaluations conducted by MacUser Labs, the publish
ing industry's only independent testing lab. PLUS you'll get
proven power user tips and techniques, comprehensive cover
age of business, professional and educational applications,
AND hundreds of product reviews in every issue!

Subscribe to MacUser and begin
monthly delivery of the #1 power
accessory for your Mac system!

ON W1TH THE SHow:

Make your desktop charts,
slides, and graphs with
CRICKET PRESENTS,
POWERPOINT 2.0, and
READYSETSHOW.

t

........

HANDIER THAN THOU:

Act today and save over $59! It's the best power deal you
can make!

One year (12 issues) only $19.97-SAVE OVER $27!
Two years (24 issues) only $34.97-SAVE OVER $59!
Savings based on annual single-copy price of $47.40.

FREEHAND vs.
ILLUSTRATOR 88-which
drawing program is right
for you?

~
COMMUNICATE:

Mail the attached coupon.

Calling RED RYDER, SMART
COM, MICROPHONE, and INTALK.

--------------------------

PLUS
fii

MacUser

P.O. Box 52461
Boulder, Colorado 80322-2461

Begin my subscription to MacUser for:

D One year (12 issues) for $19.97. I'm saving 58%!
D Two years (24 issues) for $34.97. I'm saving 63%!
Mr./Mrs./Ms._

_ __ _ _--=-- . . , . . . - , - - - - - - - - -- 
Please print

Company_ __ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _
Address _

_ __

_ _ _ __

City

_ _ _ __ _ __ _ __

State

0 Bill me later

Zip_ _ __ __

0 Payment enclosed

Savings based on single-copy price of $47.40. Please allow up to 00 days for delivery of first issue. Add
$18 pe_r ~ear for postage 1n Canada and all other foreign countries. U.S. currency only. Annual basic
subscnpt1on pnce 1s $27.00.
4Z262

John Dvorak on the state
of the Mac. Neil Shapiro's The
Macintosh Community. Robert
Wiggins' Pinstripe Mac. Ste
ven Bobker with The Open
Window. Jim Seymour's Main
stream Mac. Michael Swaine's
Card Tricks. Frederic E. Davis'
Editor's Desktop. Answers from
the Mac Team. Three pages of
hints and tips. Over 300 Mini
Finders. An expanded Quick
Click section, now including
hardware. ~

MacUser
FINE PRINT WEASEL

Editors absolutely reserve the right to publishnone, some, all,
or just the parts we managed to complete of the above, due to
the inherent problems that occur when reviewing software,
hardware; and the ever-e_luslve vaporware.
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Introducing FAXsl/ for the Macintosh:" It's the smallest,
most lightweight, and simplest way yet to gain full facsimile
features from an Apple• Macintosh.Just plug it into the
printer or modem port to open up awhole new world of
desktop publishing and transmitting.
Measuring only 31h"x6"xl," FAXs(allows you to sem or
receive documents between your Macintosh and any other
facsimile machine orFAXs(-equipped Macintosh. The
FAXsifManager allows you to schedule transmissions at cost

effective times to single and multiple locations. It works just
as if you were printing with any Macintosh program using a
standard printer driver; producing documents that rival
LaserWriter"' quality. And besides its small size, FAXsif
carries a small price.
For more information,write:STFTuchnologies, Inc., P.O.
Box 247, Higginsville, MO 64037. Dealer inquiries welcome.
In Missouri, call 816-584-7727.
Call toll free today, 1-800-426-1679.

STF TECHNOLOGIES, INC.
Come by andsee us at booth 5142 at the MaeWorld Expo.
'll'ademms/ Owncn: 41>ple, LaserWriter / Apple Computer Inc. Madnlosb Is a tnde name licensed ID Apple Computer Inc.

Please clrcle 158 on reader service card.
© t988 Sl1Thchnologk$, Inc.

•

Made in the

.'

Fiie
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Spec:illlll

' g

S bade

Stop the invasion ... of privacy. MacShades, compatible with everything from a
Mac 128 to a Mac ll, adds shades to all the windows on your desktop. MacShades
use a special adhesive that attaches directly to your Mac's screen to shield your
windows from the elements and to prevent outsiders from accessing your data. The
VB- I Venetian blind model features LiteTouch controls for maximum flexibility.
And don't forget the PortaMacShades, corrugated cardboard sunscreens for your
laptop- at $9.95 for a set of three, they're the perfect gift idea.

Contact

Shady Deals
at
950 Penumbra Lane
Oclusia, AK
98765

" Shady characters shading your characters since ... what time did you say it was? "

PLUG IN ''POWERFUi:' SAVINGS
FOR YOUR MAC
Save up to 630/o on your subscription
to MacUser and plug into increased
power for your Macintosh.

Every month you'll receive in-depth
side-by-side product comparisons and
benchmark test results of Mac hard
ware, software and peripherals from
MacUser Labs, the publishing indus
try's only independent testing lab. Plus,
you get proven power user tips and
techniques, comprehensive coverage
on business, professional and educa
tional applications, AND hundreds of
product reviews in every issue!

This is the monthly "Power-user
resource for all Mac users," and it can
be yours at powerful savings:
One year (12 issues) only $19.97
-Save 58%! The equivalent of
6 FREE issues!
Two years (24 issues) only $34.97
-Save 63%! The equivalent of
15 FREE issues!

Mail the attached coupon.

Mr./Mrs./Ms._ _ __ _ _ __ _ _ __ __ _ _ _ __ _
Please print

Company_ _ _ _ _ __ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ __
Address_ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ __ _ __ _ __ _ __ _
City
D Bill me later

State
D Payment enclosed

Zip._ __ __ _

Savings based on single<opy price of $47.40. Please allow up to 60 days for delivery of first
issue. Add $18 per year for postage in Canada and all other foreign countries. Basic annual
subscription price is $27 .00
4Z270
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J
0

STREET

CAPITAL
PUNISHMENT

What's in a name? Some
thing old, something up
percase, something bor
rowed, something just in
case.

K R I S T I

N

That da rling of high-tech
marketing - the lnterCa p
- a ppea rs to be on the
wane (a nd, ladies a nd gen
tlemen, we a ll know just
how painful that can be).
The lnterCap, for those ar
riving la te, is the de rige ur
form for product na mes in
the Mac ma rket, combin
ing two separate words or
prefixes and capitalizing
one or more of the interna l
syllab les. MacWrite a nd
MacPaint sta rted it all, a nd
others (like MacDraft,
PageMaker, a nd, er, Mac
User) were quick to follow.
New times demand new
ideas. The next trend was a
spa te of ExclamaNames!
like Pyro! a nd Ready, Set,
Go!, which used punctu a
tion to add excitement to
their products. Then
there's Mavis Beacon
Teaches Typing! - is it a
na me, a resume, or the first
line of a Hemingway nov
el? Some names defy exat : MicEdGa mes?
erfect settled on the
~llll--'1e'ro r both its
pr uc and the compa ny
(ma
radema rks a re
sca rce in Utah).
The winds of marketing
seem due for a sh ift - but
whether to uppercase or
lowercase, we're not sure.
Consider: In press releases,
lnformix spells its forth
coming spreadsheet as
Wingz, but the product's
logo looks more like
WingZ. Could this be the
sta rt of somthing big (as in
uppercase) - the Endo
caP, perhaps?

Z

I

L
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B
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R

What's next in produ ct
a nd corpora te na ming ?
Foreign characters? Exotic
punctuation (like, say, a n
interroba ng)?! Is the
Hyper- prefix already be
coming sta le? Should we
herald the return of the
inverted R ? Send yo ur sug
gestions, predictions, a nd
fears to Mac in the Street,
MacUser, 950 Tower La ne,
18th floor, Foster City, CA
94404.
- Jon Zilber
;. :· ~ ~ ~ ~ ·: ~ .:-:.: ~·: :;.:,-. :;. : .~:·.~ :·:-:·.

.. ·. ·.

..
RACK 'EM UP

A Mac's home should be
its castle; it can be withThe
Rack from Mac ' N' Stein .
This oak a nd glass palace
keeps yo ur printer, ha rd
disk, modem, paper sup
plies, disks, soft ware, ma n
ual, and MacUser libraries
all in one dust-free, fan
cooled pl ace. There's plen-

SEPTEMBER
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Speaking of The Rack
(Mac 'N' Stein's elegant
computer center), the fol
lowing was overheard in a
local restaurant: "How's
the rack of lamb?" "Not as
bad as the lack of RAM."
(Wild horses couldn't get
us to say which Freditor of
MacUser was responsible
for this one.)

ty of room for an Adobe
a bode, a ResEdit residence,
a MOR E floor, a dBASE
ment, or (when it ships) a
Wingz wing. Fiberoptic
" Lightbenders" route sta
tus inform ation from the
LEDs on your peripherals
to a central display panel.
The Rack will make
your Mac feel like royalty
- although it could cost a
king's ransom, with prices
sta rting at $988. (But ev
ery ruler should have the
best cabinet money ca n
buy.) Contact Mac ' N '
Stein a t 1706 North Vine
Street, Hollywood, CA
90028; ( 2 13) 462-3598.
- Jon Zither
MACUSER393

.c onference
September

the only major computer
conference exclusively
devoted to the publishing
application, Seybold has the
industry's most important
seminar program and the
world's premier exposition of
computer-based publishing
solutio ns.
It's the Conference that really
makes a difference, and the
place to be if you're serious
about publishing.
As a Seybold attendee, you

will take part in a unique
event that brings together the
best elements of the computer
and publishing industries. As
the leading forum for pub
lishing technology, Seybold is
the place to discuss, debate
and discover solutions for
your electronic publishing
challenges.

In the seminar sessions, you'll
learn from industry leaders
and applications experts as
they focus on the key issues.
On the exposition floor, you 'll
see the largest display of
desktop and electronic pub
lishing companies, applica
tions and solutions, including
many new products.

Seybold is the "Event of the
Year" that annually defines the
market. No other show or
conference even comes close.
Call or write today for the
Seybold Conference brochure.

Seybold Conference
Information:
(213) 457-5850
9AM-5PMPDT

SEYBOLD
SEMINARS
6922 Wildlife Road
Malibu, CA USA 90265
FAX: (213) 457-4704

Mac 54, where are you?
Mac's gotten its act togeth
er and is taking it on the
road. Rolling out on the
highways and byways is the
Colby Mobile Mac, a mod
ular repackaged system de
signed to travel in police,
fire, ambulance, and civil
defense vehicles.
Proving that you can, in
deed, take it with you, the
police department in Red
wood City, CA, is trying
out the system. So far,
they've found that things
really heat up when they
use the system. Literally. It
is recommended that you
not use the system in vehi
cles that don't have air con
ditioning. If your work

Mac evangelist: your local
Mac retai ler, use r group,
Mac guru, consultant, laser
parlor, or the guy in your
office who finally con
vinced the MIS director to
get some Macs into the de
partment by brin gi ng in
work he did on his own
machine at home. Send
your Hometown Hero
nomin ations to H2, Mac
User, 950 Tower Lane,
18th floor, Foster City, CA
94404. We'll publish the
most interesting tales in fu
ture issues.
- Jon Zilber

must follow you wherever
you go, this system is for
you - as you can file re
ports, check records, etc.
For a cool $1,500 (ap
proximately), you get a 7
inch CRT monitor, remov
able CPU unit, a 12-volt
DC power unit, and a key
board with trackball.
Weighing in at 6.5 pounds,
the Mobile Mac is easily
transported in a briefcase.
For desktop applications,
the Colby system can be
used on a Mac 512, Plus,
and SE. Those of you who
still have the 512s can up
grade for $200.00. For
more information , call
Colby Systems at 4723
North Warren Avenue,
Fresno, CA 93705; (209)
222-4985.
- Kristi Coale

. . _;.
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HYPERACTIVE
HYPE
You Can't Tell The
Players Without A Pro
gram Dept. : Three new
magazines covering the
wide world of interactive
relational media have hit
the newsstands. HyperAge
(subtitled "The Journ al of
HyperThinking" ) focuses
on HyperCard and other
hypertext systems (like Ted
Nelson's Xanadu and Owl
International's Guide) and
related technologies (like
CD-ROM and videodisc).
HyperMedia covers a
broader gamut of interac
tive medi a, covering both
computer- and noncom
puter-based interactive me
dia (and Nelson-based in
teractive medi a, such as
Xanadu). HyperLink is
specifically targeted at
HyperCard develope rs
(and is notable for not run
ning an interview with Ted
Nelson in its premier is
sue).
For more information,
contact HyperLink. P.O.

HEROES

You got white space,
got while space.

we

Yes, Virginia, there is
life outside Silicon Valley.
If you're tired of hearing
about the exploits of Bill
Atkinson, Guy Kawasaki,
and Danny Goodman, tell
us about your own favorite
S

E

Box 7723, Eugene, OR
97401 ; (503) 484-5157;
HyperAge, 5793 Tyndall
Avenue, Riverdale, NY
10471-2113; (212) 601 
2832; and Hy perMedia,
6400 Hollis Street # 12,
Emeryville, CA 94608;
(415) 653-3307.
- Jon Zilber
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In case you've been slum
bering in hypernation for
the last year, hyperstutt is
hot these days. Three new
magazines are ready lo
bring you all the latest hy
perbole.
8
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Nowtheperson ·
the ~entation can

the~entation.

The old adage "If you want something done
right, do it yourself'' couldn't be more true than
when you're making apresentation. Or, right
now, more possible.
In fact, all you'll
really need is
MicrDSOft"Power
Point'" software
and an Apple"
Macintmlto run it
It's the easiest,
most cost-efficient
way to as.5eillble
aprofessional
RnverRii1~g:;kpn!l;s:;:,~1~01putting looking pre;entation
eoonwhen)ouluroe/ast-mim1lecJU11!9!S.
from conception tD
completion, right from your O\VIl desktop.
PowerPoint gives you the power tD create
your own picture-perfect overhead transparen
cies, flipcharts, 35mm color slides,speaker
notes, and audience handouts. In such record.
breaking timethat there'll be nothing for you tD
do the night before the big daybut sleep.
Its built-in word processor (complete with
spelling checker) and drawing tools allow you tD
mixtext and graphics in countless ways. You can
use dilierent typefaces, logos,special effects like
shaded backgrounds, dropshadows, and dia
grams. Or you can copy charts, tables, and
illustrations from otherprograms, like Microsoft
Excel and Aldus~ Freehand'"\\~th asimple
cut and paste.

Once you design an overall "look" for your
presentation, PowerPoint allows you to stand
ardizethatfonnat autDmatically. So you canuse
it slide after slide.
Andyou can make global changes easilywith
the Slide Master, which instantly executes your
revisions throughout.
At any point along the way, the Slide Sorter
feature lets you view slides one by one or scan
your entire presentation at a glance, or simply
rearrange the order with apoint and click.

Then,whenever you're ready,you canprintout
all yourpresentationmaterials-from attention
getting overheadstD handyspeakernotes-with
out ever leaving your desk.
If 35mm slides arein order, simplysendyour
presentation to thenearestGenigraphics"center,
the leadingpresentation graphics servicebureau,
and your slides will be on their way in 48 hours.
Lastly, last-minute changes need no longer
cause traditional last-minute panic. Because a
PowerPoint presentation is as easy to change as
it is to create.
If you'd like alive PowerPointdemonstration,
call (800) 541-1261, Dept.114, for the location
of your nearest Microsoft dealer.
And remember, the best part of doing apre
sentation all by yourself comes afterward.
When you get all the credit.
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\.NEW TRADE ROUTE

The Slide Sl1owfeature turns your

Macintosh intoaprojector-forquickrehea~als

orslick on·screen presentations.

A direct route should be possible by
sailing westward
• Shorter, therefore faster and safer
• Hitherto unexploited by the
English or Porluguese
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,Vith artfully designed RlwerRJintoverheads,yourpresentation will be the centerofattention.
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ovv rheMoon
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iM• dedUon ao si0tt it

• R.mlrw::I in.m !hot a new

wcxld h wo111ngll

WithRJwerRJintit'sea.sytoprintoutyour
speakernotes, orhandouts with up to two, three, or
six slides ofyourpresentation 011 apage.
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The RJwerRJint Slide Sorter
!lsyouputyourpresentation in order
withasimpfepointandclick.

You'll create 351wnslides in yourchoiuof16.Bmillion deroralor
rolo~withaMac ll.

Youraudiencewillj/ipaverdiartslikethis,
croa.ted entirely with RJwerlbint.

~CRa~B~

What the well-dressed
disk is wearing these days
- the latest European
fashions.

DISK
ACCESSORIES
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Able was I, ere I saw
Elba's new line of disk
cases and holders. My fa
vorite is a clip that holds
disks on loose-leaf binder
rings - the di sks slip in
and out with ease yet magi
cally stay snugly in place.
A set of three (which you
can snap togeth er in a row)
costs $4.50. (At th at price,
sort ware publishers have no
excuse for using those awk
ward vinyl disk pockets.)
Ir you' re a believer in
Velcro for Velcro's sake,
you'll love Elba's travel
case ($19.95) that holds up
to five disks Velcro-tight
and lets you fan them out
whenever you feel the need
to shout "Pick a disk, any
disk! " Elba's di sk mailers
feature plastic rivet clo
sures that seal the case
(and also provide proof-of
opening for shrink-wrap Ii
ce nsers). Elba's desk
bound cases reveal their
European heritage with
398MACUSER

di stinctive styling (and
pricing: $ 12.95 for a 10
di sk case).
Elba s U.S. distributor is
!COP, 318 East Howard
Avenue, Decatur, GA
30030; (404) 373-3683.
(A nd for more palindromes
like the opener, see the
wonderful book Madam
f'm Adam. by William Ir
vi ne; $5.95 from Charles
Scribner's Sons.)
- Jon Zither

CRASH INTO
THE MAC
Norma ll y, the word
crash is nega tively associ
ated with computers. But
as far as Knowledge Engi

neering and Marvel Com
ics are concerned, however,
it may mean the sta rt of a
whole new way to do a
comic book. Holy cow,
Batma n! It 's Iron Man
Crash, the first computer
generated graphic novel!
Crash was created using
Lithographer, a program
developed by William
Bates that supports other
Mac software. Mike Saenz,
creator of an infamou s ris
que "art" program, did all
the artwork and writing. Ir
you're fami liar with his
past work , you'll recogn ize
some of it here.
Using low-resolution
one-bit-plane bit maps cre
ated in his program Comic
Works, Saenz imported the
images to Lithographer to
add color. Lithographer
uses such co loring tools as
Left to Right, Top to Bot
tom , and Concentric and
Logarithmic ramping to
blend fields . Other soft
ware used includes Pro 30,
which is respons ible for th e
3-D effect of Fury's Os
prey, Stark's Limose ne
[sic], the robots, and the
shield. Illustrator was used
on the logos and cover art.
With all this technology
ava il able, you'd expect bril-

poW!
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liant , sharp images. Unfor
tun ately, Cra h lives up to
the negative connotations
attached lo its name. Illus
trations are fi at and the
resolution is poor. Guess
you'll have to tune in again
- sa me Bat time, same
Bat channel - for an im
proved version. But for
those comic-book buffs
anxiously waiting to hop
into their Batmobiles and
get Iron Man Cras h, it will
be ava il able in bookstores
and al comic-book stands
by the time you read this.
- Kristi Coale

VIEW

E-MAIL
IMPERSONATOR
What looks like a Mac
bu t acts like a Tektronix
termin al? Two new pro
grams (due out by press
time) from Grafpoint let
you substitute a Macintosh
11 for a Tektronix graphics
term inal. TGRA F-07
($995) and TGRAF-15LR
($1,495) emulate Tek 4107
and 41 15 terminals, respec
tively. Both programs can
be networked to mainframe
computers to run applica
tions developed for use
with dedicated graphics
terminals. For more infor
mation, contact Grafpoint
at 1485 Saratoga Avenue,
San Jo e, CA 95129-4934;
(408) 446-1919.
- Jon Zither

~CRaP~~
TO MUG A
MOCKING MAC
MAG
Famili arity may breed
contempt, but it doesn't al
ways have to spawn a law
suit. Case in point: the cov
er of the April issue of
M ouse Tracks, the news
letter of the Portland (Ore
gon) Macintosh Use rs
Group (PMUG), which
borrowed the look- and-feel
of ours truly, MacUser.
The issue included a dis
cussion of " Wh y do refrig
erators NOT need user

~

groups?" and a review of
Mac Killer, the game from
True Blue Systems in
which the stakes are real:
Blue Meanies fig ht for cir
cu it-boa rd components in
your very own Mac.
For more information on
this user group with a sense
of humor (not to mention
PMUG College training
classes, Mac-literacy
camps, a library of public
domain software, and dis
counted Mac supplies for
sa le), contact PMUG at
P.O. Box 8895, Portland,
OR 97207-8895; (503 )
228-1779.
- Jon Z ilber

.... ..-..... . ...-. ..........._......·.-.:.·. ·:·. ·:·. ::.::.:.-. ;.-..
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PAPER CLIPS
J

The humble paper clip
holds a special place in the
grea t chain of being in the
Mac universe. It's actually
two tools in one: In its orig
in al gnarled form at, it's not
good fo r much besides clip
ping papers together. But
straighten out thi s amazing
utensil and it becomes a
virtual Swiss Army kni fe .
After extensive resea rch,
we've compiled the follow
ing list of the Lop-ten Mac
related uses fo r a paper
cl ip. The fi rst two are offi
cially sa nctioned in Apple
documentation; attempt
the rest at your own risk.
Manu ally eject flop
• pies fro m disk drive.
Set Apple hard disk
SCSI device number.
•
Short-circuit
• SE fan.
Etch name inside Mac
case, side-by-side with
•
the Steve of your choice.

/

/ '·/

;J

1

-

2

3

4

5• SE fan.
Jam

Ja m

6

Lase rWriter.
•
Unj am
• LaserWriler
Togg le disk write- proLeet tab.
•
Clea n mouse and key
• boa rd.
Clea n nails waiting
for enough SIM Ms
•
to run Mult iFi nd er.
Clips ahoy!
- Jon Z ilber
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Q: What well-known Pacif·
ic Northwest software
publisher allegedly bor
rowed the look 'n ' feel of a
certain Silicon Valley Mac
proponent? (Hint: No law·
yers were involved.)
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yours passes and we print
it, you'II receive $1 O!

OLD MOUSE
PADS NEVER
DIE
IDEAS

Never look a gift tip in
the mouth ? Advice comes
in all forms, and we at
MacUser feel there's mon
ey to be made in this field
- for you, at least. While
this is not quite the Tip
Sheet, this column is meant
for a special breed of read
er advice. Just send in your
pointers (real tips please,
no fabrications) to
BRIGHT IDEAS, 950
Tower Lane, 18th floor,
Foster City, CA 94404.
We'll put your tips through
our stringent lab tests. If I

And you thought only
cats had nine lives. Don't
throw away that old mouse
pad! They make a perfect
new bottom pad for your
orbital sander. Just remove
the old pad, use the sand-

THE HAPPY
HOMEMAKER

(\\ @5"..
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In response to the question
"What's selling at Egghead
Discount Software? ,"

here's Egghead's Hit List
of the ten top-selling Mac
programs for May.

Microsoft
TOPS
• Word
TOPS
•
Microsoft
MacDraw
• Claris
PageMaker
Aldus
•
Microsoft
Microsoft
Power Point
Excel
Microsoft
Cricket
Microsoft
Presents
FullWrite
Cricket
Professional
•
Ashton-Tate
4th
MacProject II Dimension
Acius
• Claris

I
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3.

4
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ing platform to trace out a
new bottom section from
the mouse pad, and use
sharp scissors to cut out.
Apply contact cement to
both surfaces (sander and
top surface of the mouse
pad) and, voila! Your
worn-out orbital sander is
brand new.
Old mouse pads never
die, they just sand away.
Don Devine
Westwood, NJ
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Cleaning off all the dust
that accumulates on your
computer screen every day
or two can get to be quite a
pain. The higher voltage of
the color screen for the
Mac 11 just accumulates
dust that much faster.
Many of us have a pad of
Post-it notes on our desks
next to the phone. With a
little practice, you'll find
your screen will be cleaner
when dusting with a Post-it
note as opposed to shoving
it into one corner with a
tissue. Just go at the screen
with a wiping motion and
very little pressure - oth
erwise, you may find your
self losing the Post-it be
cause it sticks to the glass.
Al Duester
Woods Hole. MA

to your heart's content.
The Scotch Magic Plus
tape has a special surface
to write on and sticks well
to the disk but also peels
off easily whenever you
change the contents of the
disk.
Be sure to get the non
stick variety, which comes
in a blue box. It was de
signed as a removable tape
for paper, but it also works
great on disks.
Robert A. Kemppainen
Carnbrose, Alberta

I

DO YOU KNOW
ME?

/ /. ~

PRIVATE LABEL
SCOTCH
A simple, neat, and inex
pensive way to label disks
is to use Scotch Magic Plus
Removable Transparent
Tape, the nonsticky tape.
Simply tear off a piece of
tape (or several, for more
room to write), stick it on
the diskette, and write on it
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A Solid Gold dancer reject?
~:
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·.

.::_·::..."'::_·:: ......-._ -............_ -._..-......._..-..........
MacUser was produced us
ing the latest in desktop pub
lishing technology, including
the complete set of 64 Cray
ola Crayons. with built-in
sharpener, and state-of-the·
art soltware such as Silly Putty
2.0 for Image transler. We
would like to acknowledge the
lollowing people and other
sources lor their latent: The pho·
lo on page 200 and the graphics
on pages 10-25, 56·87. 150-278.
and 300·450 are courlesy ot lhe
MacUset Ari Dogs; lhe moose on
page 25 was played by Sieve
Reevts: lhe literary references on
10

3

:r\~~,~~i·s : ~e ~:1~s~~1~~a~u:~~e~~

ences an page 52 ;we courtesy ol Mad:
ind kty grips: Rosencrwiu ind Guil·
denstern. Over 1 billion served. Copy·
righl 1988 l lft ·DihiJ Publishing Campa·
ny an pattnls ptndinii. Oon·1 use
mtd1nhon unless ott.nwiu ~tSu1bed by

~~~T:~i;n;:, b:;;i:g·r~::~ s~in~a~i
~,ft~
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ADVERTISING RATES AND INFORMATION
MacU.H•r Markl'l/1/ace i., a special economi cal scc1io11 fur produc1 ;111d
~c rv icc li~tin g~ .

Advc11 isc n11.:111s arc grouped by c;ilcgory and Mild by rnl umn inchc,.
ccond color oplion avai la ble.
S1andard IJircClory Li stings arc al10 avai lable for a minimum uf 3 i's uc' at
S:14.'Ul0 per i'' uc (S I .0.15.00 101;11).
For additional in fom1 a1 iun cal l 2 12-50.1-5 11 S.

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING STAFF
One Park Avenue , New York. NY IOOl<1
(212) 503-5115
Adn•nisi11g Dircl"/or

Sr. Atfrerrisi11fi Coordi11a1Ur

Ka1hry11 J. Cumberlander

Monica Dixun

Salt's /Ha11ag er

Alh ·ertisi11g Cot>rdinator

Da ni el L. Roscnswcig

Wanda D. Brown

Prod11ction Manag er
An ne R. Bro<.:kinton

Production Coordimuor
Bess i Dion

ACCOUNT MANAGERS
MARY JO NASH
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DENNIS M . L EAVEY
(2 12) 503-5115

CABLES

DATA
ACQUISITION

MA C ,MAC+ CABLES
APPLE II CABLES
SCSI CABLES
APPLE TALK KITS
MINI DIN SWITCHES

Translorm your Mac inlo adigital oscilloscope
&cha1t recorder. Acomplete data acquisition &
control system. 8 channel NO. 8 digital 110.
64K RAM. Optically isolaled. line or nicad
powered. Runs remote and/or connected to
Ma c. Comp1ehensive softwa re in terlace
provides lor powerlul and llexible system.
$1195 complete.
Biopac Systems
42 Aero Camino. # 215
Goleta CA 93117
(805)968-8880

HARDWARE
ADD-ON-BOARDS

DISKETTES

TAKE
THE BYTE

MACPACQ

We Will Beat Any
Advertiser's
Price On The
Following
Hardware
Manufacturers:

ALL CABLES MOLDED
100 % GUARANTE E D

'
I

3657 l.OC U>t St. . l'hib. l'A 1910-t

Ill 5 ) 386-220.'l
CIRCLE 241 ON READER SERVICE CARO

BAR CODE
BAR CODE/MAG STRIPE READERS
Bar code and magne11c slripe (credil card)
readers lor lhe Apple Macinlosh are available
separately or in a single compact uni! All
readers connecI beiween Ihekeyboard and Ihe
Macintosh. and require no additional software
or port. A powerlut bul simple program lor
printing Code 39 bar codes isalso available.
TPS ELEC TRONICS
4047 Transporl Street
Palo Alto. CA 94303
(415)856-6833

.29C

INFO: (201 ) 241-5400

Abaton
Appl e
CMS Enhancements
Dove
E-Machines
Everex
Mass Micro
Moniterm
Microtech Intl.
PCPC
Radius
Rodi me
Sigma Designs
Supermac
Tecmar

CALL US!
800-356-2892
lHI3icti£w3iffre IHI@~ llmx;"

OUT OF
DISK
PRICES.

CIRCLE 213 ON READER SERVICEC,\RD

~IL'li ' Sourre ~•x hes

rht sting " 'hen
pu n:ha.sing your diskrnes. All of our
dis ks are full1· <'trtifil'I. llch disk ha< an
unn..-stricwtl ilfrlime 1,1,·:irrJJll\"There :tre
nu hidden co~is All lli~kl'lleS come wl 1h
labels. slff'\'t'.!'> and wrile pn>ll't'.I tlhs.

COMPUTER SYSTEMS

Gt-ntrk SY."

Douhlt• s1dfd, douhko dt'nSll\
lklws of 100
SX•·

!9 r:1

G~nt"ric

HiJ:]1 dem.rt), 9(1TI'I,

Hom of 10
Sony l );"

NEW!! MacWorks™ Plus-Run HyperCard™
& MacPlus™ Software on the Lisa/Mac XL!

l~
: ~!!!l"'"

flC__

HoxooflO .

Onlrr l)! phont' 1-800-356-ZSSJ
or 404 -952-2990. lie ilCCepl
)~ . Vl'>\ . Amman Etpr=

. ., ..

1

DISCOUNT MACINTOSH

.

KIWI COMPUTERS
2265

Westwood Blvd # 640
LA,CA 90064

DISKETTES

S

CIRCLE 208 ON READER SERVICE CARO

Color 3'h" DS DD (5 Co lors)
Orange- Red$ JS
Yellow-Green-Gray
• ea .
DDBO Holds 80 3'/i'
$
Holder w/Lock
ea .
SW' DS DD
35~
51/4' DS HD
., .00
3 112" OS HD (2MB) Call for best price

• $ 1.1 9 ca . qty of JOO
• SJ.29 ca . qty of 50
• foull y Cenificd DS/DD

1

1195

• Use r labels included.

(213) 553-4507

FREE sh ipp ing fo r or dtts ovt r S1 00!

AMERICAL GROUP

(818) 765-3040
14200 Ventura Blvd. Ste. 201
Sherman Oaks, CA 91423

1776 Dividend Dr J Colurrous. OH 43228
6 14-771 ·8771 / FAX: 614-771·8772
M·F 9am-7pm,oller expires 9f.l0/88

CIRCLE 249 ON

1-800-288-2887

~ EADER

SERVICE CARD

DISKETTES category

Sati sfaction Guara nteed
CIRCLE 209 ONREAOER SERVICECARO

1

.

mai. Shipping $4 per 100 diskettes --::"
Order by phone or send your check to:

~M l·CRO

B ER

ea.
ea.

-

Imagewriter Ribbons

E M

EA
MIN 25

Major Mfg.

3.5" OS/DD Diskettes

S E PT

s110

3W'
00lied
100%OSCerti
Lifetime Warranty

HIPPING

CIRCLE 221 ON READER SERVICE CARO

L istings arc grouped by category
and sold by column inches.

QUALITY DISKETTES

AME DAY

• $3 .50 ca. qty of 6 (hlack)
• $3 .75 ca. qty of 2 (black )

MacUser Marketplace

°""""'Cuds.

coo 1\-..bble.
14 '"'" Ytipping Next ch)> "'
l'..u..ble. 14 00 f"'' box Ytipping
and h:indllng

&

Moc Plus
$1250
Moc SE 2 drive
$1695
Moc SE 30mb inlernol
$2395
Moc II 40mb internal
$3295
Apple 13" color monitor
$ 750
Moc II expanded video cord $ 475
Keyboard standard/
extended
$95/$195
lmogewriter 11/LQ
$450/$1050
Fortis printer for Moc
$ 295
loser printers
Call
CMS hard drives
Call
SIMM chips in stock
Call
Add15% ~ sh ' p ' gCA dd l

')'Jo

aurce

Dafax•14 North Dr...Malba NY 11357

I

·

media~

800•323•1751
215•574•0357

a

I I J9.,

Oouhlc sidf'fl . douhk• densh\.,

J~Orders & Info

t::::.~

II 09 <>

Boxes of IU
tloohle •l<k<l.
Boxo ol IO
D)un I X"

800k Drive I New Internal Hard Disks I HFS I RAM
Call our Toll Free
Hotline for Latest
Product Info. at /
800• 782• 7823

II 19 e>

Smgl< ~dt<l .

co111i1111ed
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Reclaim Your Desk From Your Disks!

I

wit h the Vertical Disk Storage System for 3.5" disks
• Fast l...a bcl@ lahding softu'if rC i11clrnlc1l,
• Mo l d ~ over :l~O Di sks; nu more juggl in g di sk boxes,.

pen up your acmtos
us,
or II with an expansion chassis
system from Second Wave, Inc.
ExpanSE Plus, ExpanSE, and
Expanse II allow you to custom
configure your Macintosh with a
variety of option boards:

• l\ t ount s un \\'a ll : IU.:d.-1ims desk spctcc,

• 13.:!5" x 13.iS" x •I'': oth e r si 1.cs ;wa il ahlc,
• Dus i cove n., and offic.:c partiti1.m han~crs ;ivai l11hlr
Opcn 7 days. Govt. and Ed u ca ti o n PO's acc:cptt:d,
J.ll00-942-4008 COD, VISA, ~ t C, Mt EX
Verti e.i i Sol uti o n s • l~O . Box 7535 • O lym pia, Wt\ 91::l31l7

CIRCLE 252 ONREADER SERVIC[ CARil

3.5 OS/DD DISKETTES

s
1.29
o·

IEEE 488
Interfaces

100% Lifetime Warran·
ty.
Bulk diskettes in
1
u packs ol 50. No labels.
Cerllfled lo 20,DDD,DDD passes.
American made. Order In 5D's
only. Add S3. per 100 diskettes
or fracllon for shipping.

Mac/1488 • Nu Bus IEEE board for Macl l
MacSCS/488 • SCSI/IEEE controller
Mac4888 • Serial/IEEE controller
MacSeria/488 • IE EE plotter intertace
MacDA488 • IEEE desk accessory
MacDriver488 • IEEE language drive1

IMAGEWRITER RIBBONS

Call or send fo r vour
FREE Technical G11 ide

·-·. _

l

• L..

s3.50

Accelerators • Monitors • MS-DDS
Communications • Data Acquisition
Industrial Control • Transputers
SECOND WAVE, INC.
9430 Research Blvd., Bldg . II, #260
Austin, TX 78759
(512) 343-9661

ENGINEERING

11

CIRCLE 278 ON READER SERVICE CARD

T hat 's Right! We Buy , Se ll , C.
Horsetrade Popu!gr Com D..Y..tJ.:..U,.
P arts Ii Acccsso r ies}I

•• T hi s month 's spec ial s ••
M ac Ports......... .........
.. ...... Scall
Ma c P lus (uscd) .... .................. .... Sco ll
40Uk E:. xt er nol

'

589.99
lik e~

S39.99

• Switch boxes/cables
• Coveis for lm.agewrner and Macs
iava 1labrc

• Mouse Pads

ss.oo

Comp-ll-S1111e

7~.

Co nn ec tor~ ......... \coll
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lNSURANCE
DATA SECURITY INSURANCE
The ··a11 risk" Personal Compule1 Policy lrom
DSI includes essential coverages nol available
with other policies: protection against loss cl
dala (even lrorn accidenlal erasure). loss ol
cuslom programs. and fraud. As low as 35.00/
year. Coverage can be bound by telephone 9-4
Min. lime.
DATA SECURITYINSURANCE
4800 Riverbend Rd . PO Box 9003
Boulder. CO 80301

(800)822-0901 : (303)442·0900

CIRCLE 233 ON READER SERVICE CARD

EXPANSION UNITS
MAC EXPA SION
American made I Quality all metal
Mount up to 4 11/h or 2 l!h drives

YOUR MAC SOURCE

INSURES YOUR COMPUTER

Da1alrame + 30. 60. XP lrom SuperMac Tech
nology. We are your source lor all lhe most
popular Macintosh products. including soil·
ware, diskettes. peripherals. Mac cases. books.
nelworking and consulting. Printing and type
setting available. Call us loday!
YOURMAC SOURCE
5600 Roswell Rd. Prado N.
Suile 264
Atlanta. GA 30342

Saleware provides lull replacementol hardware.
media and purchased soltware. As lillle as $39
ayea1 provides comprehensive coverage. With
blanket coverage. no lisls of equ ipment are
needed. One phone call does ii all! Call Barn to
10pm ET (Sat. 9 lo 5).
SAFEWARE. THE INSURANCE AGENCY INC.
2929 N. High Street. P.O. Box 02211
Columbus. OH 43202
(800)848-3469 (NAT) or
(614)262-0559 (OH)

(800)367-7552: (404)843-2267

Macintosh Service Parts I Systems

P.O. Box 256
Highland Park IL 60035
'•I'

Drive (u se d) ...... \

F1 l c Mukc r Plu s.. .............
.. ..... \ ·1'J .
Moc Ca rry Bag.................... ..... .. \ J S.

1-312-433-8798
•I I

by Sony
• M ac Joy S11cks wo1ks
mouse

Ma('s Wanted !

MacOnly!

'

• 1200 Baud external modem made

800-356-9997

Too mo n y i tem~ to mention here•
• • (a ll or W r ite lor Inf o ••

See ii before you buy. Every
currently available typeface
and cllpart collection for the
Mac. Add S2. shipping.

FUJITSU/SONY/KAO
3 '/z'' OS/DD 513.99 @ box

CIRCLE 244 ON READER SERVICE CARO

CMS fJO meg. Mar.Stack ....... .... . \ 79 0 .

FREE!TYPEFACE
&CLIPART CATALOG

2400 Baud
ext modem $154.99

414 Maple Ave W es1bury. NY 11 590
(516J 997·6707

GENERAL

N c-lllJo rkinlJ

Factory-new nylon ribbons for
?'""'\ lmagewrlter I or II. Sold
;/ J 1 in packes of 6 only. Add
fI · 1·:: S2. per 6 ribbons for
·-- - ·- shipping. Black only.

GENERAL

EXPANSION UNITS

DISKETTES

•'I

Service parts & systems for the entire Apple
line bought and sold. Send for free a catalog.
Cal l for a quote on your system .

enclornre teclwulugies, i11c.
P.O. BOX 87275 CANTON. Ml 48 137

(313) 459 -35 57

Logic boards I Power supplies

CIRCLE 210 DN READER SERVICE CARO

Custom chips I CRTs I Disk drives I Systems & more
Pre-Owned Electronics, Inc.
30 Clematis Ave, Waltham, MA 02154
Voice: (617) 891-6851 /Fax: (617) 891-3556

MacUser Marketplace
Standard directory listings available for a minimum of 3 issues
at $345.00 per issue ($ 1,035.00 total). Cal l (212) 503-5115
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8

MEMORY
UPGRADES

MAC INTOSH II

Upgrade to 2.5, 4, 5 or 8
megabytes with low-power,
surface-mounted one meg
SIMMs from Turbo
Technologies, Inc.

CIRCLE2•1!> 0 REAOER SERVICI CARO

Buy 4 SIMMS at our low
prices and get a
Macintosh Opening Kit
(Includes Torx Driver,
Pryer Tool and Wr ist
Strap- -a $19.95 Value) for
FREE!
Turbo Technologies, Inc.
78 Maple Street
Roslyn Heights, NY 11577

NETWORKING
ETHERNET FOR THE MACINTOSH

PhoneNET® SYSTEM

Kinetics provides Ethernet hardware and soll
ware for all Macintosh computers. Products
include·
• FastPath:An AppteTalk-Etrernet gateway.
• ElherSC: A SCSl-Etliernet controller.
• EtherPorl SE An 1n1ernat Ethernet option
card for the Macintosh SE
• ElherPort II: An Ethernet controller card for
the Maciniosh 11.
All products are AppleTalk sollware compatible.
Support for TC P/IP and other protocols is
available.
KINETICS. Inc.
2540 Camino Diablo
Walnut Creek. CA 94596
(415)947-0998

The PhoneNET System creates an AppleTalk
network with the convenience. added distance.
and llexibihty of telephone wire. PhoneNET can
use standard telephone cabling. even existing
wiring. The System includes PhoneNel PLUS
Connector. PhoneNET SlarController witn Star
Command and PhoneNel Manager. Tralfic 
Walch. and Phone<et Chee NET
FARALLON COMPUTING
2150 K1ilrcdge Street
Berkeley. CA 94 704
(415)849-2331

PERIPH ERALS

1 (800) 542-7466
1 (516) 625-3258

Mac User
Marketplace

CIRCLE 246 ON REAU£R S£RVICE CARO

MONITORS

70 Meg @ $1099
40 Meg @$ 795
20 Meg @$ 549
Other Size Hard Drives Available.
Evergreen Systems. Inc.

(303) 674-4185 or
(303) 670-6177

l.A&OA REPAIR U.L OH A W(SlCOM

ORlvt: S YE.\R W.\RAA.HTY OH P.\Rl S.
E11 • t n• hlttc-lucM c30 1.-., o1 PO A S-l«• • .att 1~
ll:JUL ..... • 9.i:....CUI lei. l•t D f DOtprinl , , ll • "'tw:let

U..c y.., , SCSJ Por"l Eny '•'!"'M'&!Of 0.KO""«I
:0 MEG EXT ERNAL · $419 OC1 ~H O . 1699
60 Kl M( G EtTERHAL· CAll ON CUJ:REHl LOW PRICE

BIG

Keep BOTH of your internal
floppy drives and add an
INTERNAL hard drive.

CONTAlT VS BEFORE YOU " UY .4 SCSI DR I VE
• ()o...,s,....,.., i10000·~>0000n.o.,,''• be·-•· ::M"'"""'

I.

<2 12 ) 503 -511 5

SE Owners:

r\r

UFETf ME WARRA NTY
~" ~ R PA'!' 4

To rlat: i: your ad call

MEMO RY
UPG RADES

Mac-cessory

SCS I 20 iHD $399.00

MAC ~

23" MONITOR

Displays sharp 23· hi -res black and while
image lrom Mac. 512K. Plus. or SE. Includes
composite video card. 25' cable. Mac-Tools.
and inslrucllon: Sl.595.00 complete system.
Also premium 19" hi -res color monitor for Mac
II uses standard Apple video card. 52.995.
Dlher monilor sizes and pro1ec1ors available
PDS VIDEO TECHNOLOGY. INC.
1152 Sanla Barbara S1rce1
San Diego. CA 92107
(619)222-7900

IHlERN•L :C MEC 101 S( . U99 Cl) ' "UOIO , CALL
PIEW 10 MEG DISK ORI VE- t:At.L ON CUA REtll PRICE
WE HAYf nu BE$! nun QH SC$! 09!YU IH JHf U$A

MacBATTER Y 1\ilON ITOR
TH E PART APPLE FORGOT TO INSTALL
Only S29 95 EASY TO INSTAll WITH A Ll,[TLME
WARRAt.'TY •,•, ..-"-'

:>ot-1

..,..,.,,

, :ii..• Nn.--, r.-.o' ••:i&....-"O

Er.cyCIO\ll'&te 1 715W111\1ngtonSt I Ayi:len. tl C :IS U

COO • \1SA: I.IC 10.tn·So"' EST

Ca ll (9 19)-746-4961
CIRCLE 250 ON RlAOlR SERVICl CARil

POWER
PROTECTIO N

MACLARGER VIDEO MONITOR
12" Moni101 shows same 512 x 342 image.
70%more area Video board msralls in minules
wilhoul culling. drill ing or soldering. runs 110 6
monitors in parallel 1.e. for classrooms.
12· Mon11or alone
S349
Video Board alone
$129
Both
$449 (specily Mac 512. Plus or SE)
Power R
1606 Dex1e1 Nortli
Sea111e. WA 98109
(206) 547-8000

, c~

GC;Se·. :i.i~·•,.•"'O'Y " ~ 0t.' Cl-&'t""''••nAM

W ESTC OM COMPUTER SY STEMS

EXTRElvlE LOW POWER 25(. 1\ BYTE SIMfvl
The SAS Is fabrlcaled with static CMOS Ram. SAS Is fully compallble with
150 ns Dram SIMM'S. Power consumptlon of SAS Is SO ma active & 1 ma
standby compared to 640 ma act ive & 40 ma standby of Dram SIMM'&.
SAS
can be convened to non-volalile memory using a battery supply as low as
2V. Price: $ 199 per SIMM.
SAVVY SYSTEMS, INC.
BOX 12142, RALEIGH , NC. 27605
(919) 556 ·7919
CIRCLE 247 ON READER SERVICE CARO

Ask abou1 Memory SIMM S
CIRCLE 212 ati RfAD[R SERVICE CARD

RAM/ROM UPGRADES . . .
... using the new APPLE 128K ROMi800K
drive
128k 10 512Ke
512k 10 Plus
128k lo Plus
512k to 2MB Plus
128k 10 2MB Plus
SCSI Port
Free internal Macrnrosh fan with uograde. Call
or wnre for upgradeand other product 1nlorma
lion
Simmons Consulting
5526 Pemberton SI.
Philadelpl1ia. PA 19143
(215) 471-9242

PRINTERS

NETWOR KIN G
BROADBAND APPLETALK SUPPORT
Nelwor Resour ces Corporation (NRC)
provides products that support broadband me
dia for AppleTalk users NRC's broadband
modern products include·
• Nalive Apple Talk on Broadband
• Four FreQuency Oplrons
• Internetwork Oplion Link Locallalk Subnels
Ne1work Resources Corpora11on
2450 Autumnvale Dr.
San Jose. CA 95131
(408) 263-8100

SECURITY

APPLE DAISY WHEEL PRINTER

Mac Lock/Mac Cables

TRUE teller Qualify on all MAC's and It's
Includes proportional spacing. boldface. etc
Fast 40 cps speed and full 130 charac1er prinl
wheel. NEW $449. RECOND. $3<19 includes
easy MAC prinler driver solrNare & cable New
sheelleeder S49 Mfg by Oume. sold by Apple.
supported by bolh. All with 90-day guarantee.
Duality Discoun1 Computers. Inc
135 Mist View 011vc
Wellington. NV 89444
(702) 465-2473. (415) 487-8148

Mac Lock. finest security kil for MaCi + Se.
Mac II. secures Mac. keyboard. mouse. 2nd
drive. modem. & prin1er. Allractive red v nyl
covered steel 3 6" cables. Lock included. No
I Is rCQ $-back guarantee Also. all IBM.
Apple II. $49.95 Mac Cables provide any
lenglh custom cables for MaCi + (incl. key
board) or almosl any computer need. S20 &up
MAC PRODUCTS
20231San Gabriel Valley Dr.
Walnu t. CA 91789
(714)595-4838

SE
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SOFTWARE

ACCOUNTING

Business Plans & Forecasts
\le \\' Infoplan Business Plan Toolkif"M\·ersion 2.0 includes
spreadsheet models. texts. evenan optional HypcrCa rdTMtext
bu il<lcrand oplionaIsample plansondi sk. Use with Exce l.
Works, .\l ulci Pb n.orotherspreadsheets. PractiG1I. easy-to-rollow
manual. $89.95 +S5shippingand handling.
·

m a c

Ask u: about Infoplan Business ToolkitsTMfor cashfl ow.loan
applications.sa lesand market forecas1s. manufocturingand
1m·en tory planning... from 69.95 + 55 shippingand handling.

MINDING YOUR OWN BUSINESS
:.~~ .:~~;.'.:;:~;:'!l

...... .,. ,r. .......

DESKTOP
PUBLISHING

BUSINESS

rol<ta•,.h• • • •yro .. w """''
1.t .........

5"pp011 1 eto•9'd10..• •. H•·
cK• •• 9d• •. l. ••u!p1prb•tu

Palo Alto Software

Tht bu tb1111... .. ...... .,..,, .,,

.!• d•loftr-n ....; , u. ·"41

1<4 15)325-3190

l"OINT ·Of • 5Alf • SYSTf: M
lNV?N TO RY &. ,Al,5 CONTROL
INVOICING • l' AIC! OVOTATION

155 Forest Arr. Palo:\lto. CA 9430 I

(800)336-55~4 1
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ACCOUN TS Re C?IVADL'

...&"-

Clas.

~

r - Phot~ :"
.•

h11.11I) "omc 1t 11n~ Jdkn:m m .:1 1,....r1' c~ tcd h) !I
p:.1f('~Mon:1! (lllUCOf r.iphcr fU hd p ~nu prndun: 1111cr ·
c'll "i! .mJ ;:u· :ifoc puhhcauon"

.....
V'
V"
v'

;\ 5Ji..l. ..ct '.
~.oom. n f ima2c... !
W ildli fo . l .1mt ~-~P'-''· .111d much mor1..•!
Li11.:r.11urc 10 :iid v1111 111 "'1111!
l>tm11•:\ r1 in ~our puhl1ca1iufi.. ~

411

Send S.59.95 lo r «l'ive: u

5 disk sci or 5 for u
· .."""• ZOO K demo di.;k
• L_"..•
tmd :1 rrcc
c:.ll;1loguc lu:

COMl' lfTE R FRIE:'<DS
l.S250 .W. Sc:i-:.-nci: P:ar~ Dri ve
PonlJnd . O R 97229 (80()1 $-17-.130.1
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?XTCN51V? l!.?1'0 1!.llNG fVN CTIONS

POINT OF SALE
ShopKeepei-3 is a Point of Sale. Invoicing.
Inventory. Billing. AR. & Cuslomcr Il les prn
g1am that also has Mailing Labels. Floorplan
ning. Bids. P11cc Labels. Packing Slips. Cash
Drawc1 conliol & mo1c Up 10 5 levels of
sc~edu lcd p1icing 015 levels of quan111y p1ic
ing. 1he Ma1ch issue of MACazine says
" THERE IS SIMPLY NOIHll GLIKE IT " Send
$5 for 1evicws & a lull working demo. Single
user $195. Mulliuse1availablelh1u yoUJ deale·.
ShopKeepc1Sollwa1e. Inc
P.O. Box 38160
Tallahassee. FL 32315
(904)222-8808

P.O. Box 600

CIRCLE 258 ONREADER SERVICECARO

HPJOOO, 9000 & 1000 Users

~~:~i 1 ~1~.~-~p~,~~.~1~:~\I

0\.'l'r85P•lMC!> 11f nutlinl.'S, hc.1d l incs,
s l.ir lcll :-l' nh'• H"l'" &. p.1r.1gr.1p hs, li sts,
fi n.m d .11 .. t,1h.•m c11t ... " Ul;!;C" tion"··· 2UOK
•1lrl•.1tly typ 1..•d into 2CJ M M \ Vrile fill'S.
fill in the bl.rnJ,,..., Jml l'dit into .1 comp rc·
hl' ll!-in· pl.111 . A hi ~ hc.ul·!<o l.trt for
con .. ult.rnl ~ an1 l 1..· 11t n.· 5>rc1a• u ro;.

$79

1

(415) 941-9191

1

You1 Mac can lalk lo all HP computers wilh
Session .. (lo1me1ly Mac2624). Business Ses
sion emulalesan HP 2392 terminal. running all
HP sollwarc in lhe unique Macinlosh environ·
menl. Graphic Session emulates an HP 2393.
adding monoct11ome graphics capab1lily. Colo1
Session. com111 soon. emulates an HP 2397
color graph cs terminal All products include
last. inlell1gen1 Ille lranslcr
TymLabs Corpora11on
811 Barton Sp11ngs Road
Austin. Texas 78704
(512)478-0611
Telex 755820

~ DAtabase·
Gr•phJc lldd\
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Gal(uS..1fil rkh.h J r ...u wmd f'uHnt km

:Olu lll1,k l u utl & Sl)ln:J Ltlrn'\.hf Rirpvr'llnJ h l'Jln t lng

... and ml/Ch tmKrl

Coll ond Ofdrr t oday.

599 .95 V1SA, MC, or COO
5100~~ &.or.. 2716 · ~.~

B'.I)..<!.2:J.C76,

Cl!

1tl 30 137
4. 7'CD . 9J1-683..3.J83
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MACPALETTE
MacPalelte by Micrnspol enables you 10 prinl
mull1colored pictures and text horn existing
Macintosh software using lhe lmageWriter II
MacPalelle will colorprinl exisling documents
frnrn MacDraw. MacDralt. MiniCad. MacPro
1ec1. MacWrite JAZZ. M1crosol1 Chari. Word.
etc (nol MacPaint). II prints black as 1rue black
instead ol mixing a black. $69
COMPSERVCO
800 Freedom Lane
Slidell. LA 70458
(800)272-5533 OR (504)649-0484

Ma cUser Mark et
place is a specia l

economical section
for product and ser
vice listings .
Advertisements are
grouped by category
and sold by co lumn
inches . Second color
option ava il ab le .

(505) 672-1998

on diskette

s F r S,1 1 "

DATABASE

Los Alamos, NM 87544

Business Plan

00

MAC-3000 provides users wilh full lerminal
emulalion of a Hewlell-Packard 2392 A Block
Mode Terminal. Features also include Macter
minal compalibilily for the IBM 3278 and DEC
VTI02 lerminals. Add111onal features a1e k€y
equivalents for HP screen commandsIlle lrans
ler s. extended screen m~mo ry, mouse or ic111ed
cursor positioning and mo1e. Relail $150
THE NETWORKERS
8 Mariposa Ave.
San Anselmo. CA 94960
(4 5) •154-7607

New, MultiFinder version
supports background file
transfers, fast DEC VT100
and Tektroni x (4014, 4105)
terminal emulation. Revers e
scrolling, editor, color, larg e
screens & color. $195
Mesa Graphics

BUSINESS

From To

MAC-3000 TERMINAL EMULATOR

TextTerm+Graphics

Total control for any si1c rcslauranl. Sys1em in 
cludes: inventory co1111ol. menu managemenl.
help screens. documenlalion. holli ne support.
S995 Accounts payable. accounts 1cccivable.
restaurant payroll. and general ledger al $175
eact1 Accept V1sa1MC Demo S30. Rcq. Mac
Plus & Omnis3 Oealcrs invited. S-back gua1.
KELLER SYSTEMS. INC.
105 Narcissus SI #310
Wesl Palm Beach. FL 33401
(305) 833-3358. (800) 458-8430

I

ORDER HOUSE
Integrated business environmcnl. ORDER
HOUSE is amulliuse1. mullis1a11on application
Iha! integrates all the lunclions ol business.
Includes sales and purchase orde1s. invoices.
invenlory. and 2ccounling Also features note;
and Iisl-mgml.. pictures. lorms-mgml.. labels.
and merged tellers. We specialize 111 custom
1ailo1ing. Demo wilt1video training tape avail
Elefunt Software
724 Allston Way
Berkeley. CA 94710
(415) 843-7725

COMMUNICATIONS

RESTAURANT MANAGEMENT

I

Small Business Accounti;ig
No small tiusmess should be wilhoul ShuBox
Filing·· Low cost powe1lul no frillsaccounting
software! 30 day salisfaclion wa11anty. All ac
counling a1eas plusmany cxlra features. lnven
lory bill ing invoicing payrnll payables receiv·
ables banking mail merge 10 name a few.
$59.95 HO 1•nlh MAC + . SE or II
A H NUSSEL SR.
1606 NW 21~t SI
Gainesville. Fl 32605
(904)372-0066

S E PT

E M 8

E 11

1

9

8

8

Standard Directory
Listings are also
available for a mini
mum of 3 issues at
$345.00 per issue
($ 1,035.00 total) .
For additional
information call
212-503-5115.

DESKTOP PUBLISH ING

EDUCATIONAL

WHAT NEW ELF HAS FIVE MICE?
T HE A LPHAB ET BLOCKS™ ELF
THAT' S WH O ! WE ' RE PR OUD OF
OUR 5-MOUS E RATI NG BY

Twel ve disks of images
in the rich, lush detail of full bit map

MACUS E R

'11:===:1t
)

Animals
Buildings
On the Fa rm
In the Kitche n

Geog raphy
Greeting Card
People
Plants

Signs & Symbols
Sports
Tools
Transportallon

Full Library

Single Disks
$39.95

$49.95

5250.00

LET THE MAGIC ELF TEACH YOUR
CHILD ALPH ABET LETIE R NAMES
AND SOUNDS. ORDER FROM YOUR
FAVORITE SOFTWARE SUP PLIER.

BRIGHT STAR
TECHNOLOGY. INC.
14450 N.E. 29TH, BELLE VUE. WA98007
2061885-5446

303-791-2077
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MacANATOMY

DUPLICATION

Acouple elecuonic alias of human anatomy m
MacPaml document lorm. Thedrawings may be
modilied and merged i11to MacWriledocuments
usi 11g tile clipboa1d. Comprised of lour vol
umes. available Individually or as a colleclion.
MacMedic Publical1ons
7530 Ha1win
Hous/on. TX 77036
(713)977 -2655

"NEW" PRINTED 3.5" SHUTTERS
lj

•

VAR;/· ~

~,

:
.1I """'7 -.).,.,
-=-~7
AT&T

~:O.~ca.!n:.U.'l~U&t.l &:-1&.tie:...

.l ; ' ·,·
11,_ E:I

-- .,/

/

1

\

SOFTWARE DUPLICATION/PACKAGING

3.5" I 5.25" I HIGH DENSITY
WEST COAST TELECOM

CALL: (503) 620-1888
CIRCLE 26-0 ON READER SERVICE CARD

EDU CA TION AL
TEST GENERATION

AND SCORING!

LXR•TEST'"- the onl v
complete testing system
for the Mac! Rated "best
testing tool on the market. "

Logic eXtension Resources
9651 -C Business Center Drive
Rancho Cuca monga. CA 9 1730

~n: d.L.~.

ENGIN EERING

Com:i.~
-~~par. &nd ~ tl.lne!o::.s wt~
er.1.tnatv• ::iall rne:-ce

0 MERS

Permanent Identification of your Company,
Informati on , or Products.

(71 4) 980-0046

t.uluon tnvoklN, and

CORPORATE

~ !'

S OFTWAR E
DEVELOPERS

$59.95

Vanety Pak

compuCR AFT
P.O. Box 3155. Englewood. CO 60 155

FOR :

~~~~~

~100

_____,

MGMSTATION

$19sv1SA. MC.Of COO
.
l';)p1tr /\vrru1. 51112716 • >''""""". TN J81J7

by Micro CAD/CAM. Inc. is a high powered
CAD program /or the Mac simila1 to Autocad.
MGMSlation boas1s over 140 powerlul lune
/ions 111cluding: XY coordina/e. polar or digilal
data inpul. 100 power zoom. accu racy to 4 dec
imals. langent drawirg tools and much more!
$799 Demo dis andror VCR tape availab e.
CDMPSERVCD
800 Freedom Lane
Slidell. LA 70458
(800)272-5533 or (504)649-0484

800 423 0276, ht 47 00 . 90 1·683·3383

•
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TEACHER'S ROLLBOOK
Teacl1e1s. The l11s1 program lhal handles all
your record keeping needs Grade averaging
and reporting • Full allendance records and
/olals • Reco1ds disciplinary actions • Class
size reports • Up to 315 sludents pc1 hie • Even
remembers billhdays and checked out ilems
• Requires Mac 512E. 2 Drives • $149
Current Class Producl1ons
22824 Be1endo Avenue
Torrance. CA 90502
(213)326-0823

Mac User
Marketplace

COURSE BUILDERN IDEO BUILDER
Crea1e stanclalone course ware lor leaching.
!raining and les/ing wllh the clic( of lhe mouse.
Built -ms include drawing. painting. animation.
voice. music. grading. inlelligcnt branching
and text -nume11c mouse mounmg capabililies
Free brochure and $10 demonstratton disks
available. Course Bui lder-S395
TELEROBOTICS'" INTERNAf/ONAL. I C
8410 Dak Ridge Highway
Knoxville. TN 3793t
(615)690-5600

is a spec ia l
economica l secti on
for product and
service li stings .

ENG INEERING category cominued 0 11 next page

Applelink: 00626
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ENGINEERING

µASM,.M

ENTERTAINMENT/GAMES

STRUCTURAL-SU RVE VI NG

A Fa milJ' or H·blt
t:ru,~- ~ l acro.A_\ SC" mbkr~

for

Licensed by

lh~ :\l :K'i nl ~h '"

MSFL •

:: 1~'lh
• · b~I .!

• . Nii i\

• • (o>l( ~I
· · Miii~

· · Mlll9
• · llCI I

NEW!!

•.

KO~l

• . / ,X

•. zxo
l:A\ l fJ1')' tn u.....• • 1al..c .. lull .iuJ \'an 1:ii:e of the

M ~u.'111·

1n'h 1111erfxC" . S ut lkt fil: output t!o""n lo;nh 111 mc"I
EPRO~ t proj1 1-:imtnerl. rn1urc' m.ln\h. cond1 -t1 11nJ!
•~ '). h-.:a l :tf'llJ :&u10111:i t1c l~beh . ' )mbol ublct·m \Hd.
niWuh.: -.cc1lonlng Ed11or ind M C/ V.

•
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P1 ofcs.."iionnl. full y integrated schcm:uic and

.simula1ion on 1hc Macm1os h. featuring:
• rully in teractive digital !-imul:uion wi th
k1g ic~ analylc r style timing displ:iy
• cuslomiaiblc net and componc n1 fo;L'i for
in1crrac:c wi1h PCB lavout and oahcr S \ ~h.: ms
• 7400• •moo, !OK. LSI and analoe 1ibr:1rio
• advanced cdi ling fo31u ro. includi"Og bu.'"'ing..
~y mhn l romion.'\ , device ani.J li ne drngging.
Cut/Copy/Paste, multi-page drawings

• do1-murix, laser prin1cr. pen plo11i.:1 outpu l
• u.~r-dc£iruhlc devices, RAMs. PRO ~·I~ and
wi1h full

si mul~ i i o n

Logic Dc vk:~. full suppou for dt:vict.-s
from MMI, AMO. Signctics, L.micc and
others. High -level lan~u agc L-onstucts
~ uppori Boolean cquauons, slate machine
cniry. integer fiel ds, c1c. full simu la1io n
s uppori when U$Cd wi1h Dcsign Works.

LPLC: S5J5

LOUo <nJ cduc:.1\0\.li \ 'C1'Qb. .ibo Jva11Jbk'

~·~

(Jpil.111o(omputin~

....

:'-l"·lllXth 'I . '111h ''
lh lh' Ill \ \ \ 1JHOO-I

--===-->--

Micro Sports Footbal I Le agu em

be added Changed. copied pas!tttl ,1nc dupi1c.11c n
FRN.tE MAC BEAM MAC ti. BEAl.11.tAC IOI

t 611-' I 6<19

-<•-'-'-'

Copyrighl 1988 NFL PA
C opyrlghl 1988 MSA

It's not a game ...

!Utuctural anatyStS cl 2 · 0 frames. trusSl!S .inti bt),1ms
M3CCOGO lor calculating s1ructuraJ prooort O\
AA pt og1ams ha'IC lull rAaon tosh intor1a cos

it's a Mind Sport!

l.Viney·back guill'an:ee. lree support From S 14S·S.595

rompuneerong Inc
IJ16 \ 738-J601
1 1 3 r.lcCabe Crescen 1
Thornhrll, Onlar10 LJJ 2S6 CANADA
CIRCLE 263 ON READER SERVICE CARO

MSFL
Pro League Football
2.0

Design/analyze isolation systems for one and
lwo mass (1-12 dof) models. lnpul from amenu
of common shock prairies and oblain 1esponsc
plots with a mouse click.. Excile individual
isolafo1s (or cg) in any 01 all directions. Also
analyze drop 1es 1. ha1rnonic inpuls. modes.
1ransrnissrbrlrlies ... Ve1y fl rendly. $240
SBC Software. Inc
5912 Appaloosa Way
01lando. FL 32822

MacUser's #1 rated Pro Football
Simulation, with even more
exciting features!

Play via Modem!
Download strategies (30 seconds
each ), load Pro League Football and
watch the game play. whi le your op
pone nt watches the same animated
game from his Macin1oshn 1•

MINICAD 3.0

Now you can u~ the M aci n1osh 10 develop
and 1es1 circ uit doigns using Programmnhlc

-... _::•:>---

lll>\AyfRSil'.

road lay out.

(407)275 7622 or (407)862-WO

LPLC '"

DcsignWork.<: S685

&

· Ente r, 00.1 . and a<:1u st 11ave1 ses 1n:o1ac1J11 1>ty
·All 1nl otmnt1on IS displayed g raph1ca t1 y at . 111 1 .mu ~
· Points. tine:; . curves. bound,ir1cs .ind Hn 11or~os c..' ln

SHOCK ISOLATION PROGRAM

Design Works '"

rL.As

COGO MAC .. .

for surveying & land

· ·l'l>JX

MmiCad by Diehl Grapnsolt boasts 1000 powe1
zoom. infernal symbol library. 40 layers. auto
dirnensioning, double line 1001. cl rp/add/inler
sccl polygons tools. object snap. fillet & trim
lines tools. objccl sizer and locator. 9 decimals
accuracy. lull 2D and 3D modes and more.
MiniCard reads MacDraw. and MacDrafl files.
S495 Demo available.
COMPSERVCO
800 Freedom Lane
Slidell. LA 70458
(800)272-5533 or (504)649-0484

MSFL: Pro League Football 2.0

Th e only
animated football simulation designed for league play. Contains
52 past teams . LaserWriter™ compatible. It's great for those lunch
hour or after work football leagues. Playing time per game, 3 to 15
minutes (based on Macinto sh used and animation speed selected .)
Maintains 140 categories of stats per team per game, compiles sea- .
son stats. tracks league standings and much, much more! $49.95

CIRCLE 262 ON READER SERVICE CARO

MSFL: Pro Draft

Draft and create your own learns

using 1,200 of the greatest players of all -time. $39.95

ENTERTAINMENT/GAMES
MSFL: 1987 Season

Redskins down th e Broncos!
Replay the '87 Season . See if the strike made a difference. $25.00
Tired of Arcade Games?

MSFL: 500 Great Teams

Th is is the largest co llection
of teams ever assembled on on e disk. Featuring teams from 1965
1984, it's a classic ! $49.95

NW1C ro.>I sim""1ions: Rommel ~ DESERT WAA • MIDWAY or SOLOMONS (conier ncionsl · Rom~•
gby W'I BARBARIAN a EAGLES N THE SANO· WE.STERN C.A>.AP AJGNS <:$THE ARMY Of
NORTHERN VlRGINlA (Cf.Al W¥) · NORWEGIAN SEA Of U.S. ilv<tOOn ii RED STARS (U.SJSo"o"ici
dashes) 534 .95 ci1Ch game or $64 .95 lor t.oto . 512K Minimum . VISA ard MC Accepl()d. Alow 4 6 ~ .

SJP Enterprises PO Box 246 MCHenry IL 60050
CIRCLE218 ON READER SERVICE CARO

For the : Macintosh II, Mac SE and Mac Plus computers
Available at your local computer store or Call

TRAIN DISPATCHER

Maclnooga Choo-Choo

How well can you control train traffic? Find oul
Yllth TRAIN DISPATCHER. our simufalion of a
railroad traffic control cemer. Use sequenlial
thinki ng and cause and effect reasoning to
roule1rarns travelling in both direclions lhrough
apr o10 1ype ra rl territory. $30 + S2.50 SIH ($4
foreign). VISAIMC
SIGNAL Compuler Consullants
P.0 Box 18222
P1t1sburgh, PA 15236
(412) 655-7727

Pardon me boys. is this the Maclnooga Choo
Choo? Yes. an electronic train set' Burld elabo
rate railroad systems on your Mac. Bring lhem
10 life wilh a click. Place desired uacks. cars.
scenery on layouts o! one screen or more Run
al night' Use MacPainl for scenery S49 95 +
$4 p/h. c mo/Visa/mctamex
ABRACADATA
P.O Box 2440. Dept MU
Eugene. OR 97402
(503) 342-3030
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1-800-543-MSFL
Micro Sports, Inc.
1410 Mountain Ash Dr. Hixson TN 37343
Macint08h md l..ucrWriter are tradcmarkl: of Apple Compu1cr, Lnc.
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FONTS

ENTERTA IN MENT/GAMES

·1 ::. ADULT GRAPHICS
~·-.=: Dozens of beauti ful worn en

.. . on 4 disks. $ 29 .95 ppd .
Over 2 1ye ars onlyl State age on order.
.) Gold Coa.st Computing Services
Box 1257-M Secaucus NJ 07096-1257
CIRC LE 2ti 011 READlR SlRVIC ECl.RO

TACTICAL JET FIGHTER ··

I

NEMESIS...
The

Go Master,...,

~)

Go, a game ol lnlolleclual complexily and

rare elegance, Is lho most popular game
of lhe Orion!. PC Magaz ine wrOle:
"Go Is a greal game and NEMESIS
plays h very weir
12187
Packed with features, NEMESIS"'. the
world's strongest program. Is an Ideal
playrrote and tutor. Jerry Pournelle
named it game ol the month twice :
"If you are lnteresled In Go.
buy this program."
BYTE 7187
MCNISAIChock.: S79 lor NEMES!S Of S125 lor
NEMESIS with 10001 JOGeki tutOr . Add SJ S&H

Toyogo, Inc.

Fttth Avenue. Dept U
617-890·4184 Waltham, MA 02 t 54
100
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FINANCIAL

An exc1 1mg lasl frame rare comoar 30 super
sonic lhght s1mulalor for lhe Mac•• SE. Pl us, E.
512K and t28K t6 scenarios w11 h air-10-air
rnissiles. cannon. a11· lo-ground 1ockel sa lvos
and bombs. Easy 10 play. w11 11 onscreen pause
an d help Lisi price $44 95 Al cornpuler and
sollwa1c s101es everywhe re.
Elccuonic Sys1ems & Soliware Corp
199 N El Camino Real # F-208
Enciniras. CA 92024
(619) 942-0823

GRAPHIC ASTROLOGY
Accurate. easy 10 use. GA calcula1es. displays
and prints Chall and other dala. Basic Ve1sion
$39 50 Advanced Version $129.50 1111r oduc
111g lhe Gamma Version $199.50. Fa s1e1. uses
more of Macloolliox. Mullip le Windows. more
opl1ons and documents Convells to MacPa int.
Supporr s La se r & Mac II VISNMC OK! Into on
requesl
TIME CYC LERESEARCH
27 Dnnmoc~ Rd
Waterford. CT 06365
(203) 444-6641

Perfected
Postscript
FONTS~N
O
o
O
o
o

Au tomatic Downloa d
Ext ensive kerning pai rs
Allernato lol lcr forms
Designer read y
Meets corporate com
munications standard s

O Immediate Shipping
o Logo/ signature service:

FLUENT l.ASER FONTS

Nineteen Volumes
T~
1'0,.1S1·ri111 0

Distin~\Ltishcu
Ondrn:

1100 )} t 4 >2 t h C•lil . 1100 18 ~ t t911b
Fon 1.. - lonMATio1':
•IOll bH 117tb on 64 6 4 6b 0

S oft warE
Comp fi:mi:n t

CAMdyWARE

0 Ponn1yl 11nnl• Av&,
M nlAmorn~.

P.O. Bo• 22>n9. C•nMcl, CA 9)922

PA 18336
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" FONTagenlx" '"

Beverly Hills 1.5

.d volumes o f dot-mo me d isp lay fonts

5

39 50 eo. (all 4 at 5 13950)

"But lmagewritaTM fonl cr1ailabk!"

"FOREIGN FONTS EDITION" '"

Professional, ''typcsct" appearance
Provides bcllcr quality photocopies
11 sizes: 6- 12, 14, 18, 24 & 36 p<.
72 fractions from 1(2 through 9/9
Horizontal lines of varying length
2-/1 ·pixel leading/space adjustment
Additional m1them1tical symbol!
T wo m:tnual! provided on-disc
Save cost of expensive printer, only
$15 ($15.98 in CA)+ blank discl

22 Foreign language fonts on cf~k

s59so

"LASERgenlx" '"
Downloadable Loser fonts
(Ext ended Cyrillic & Orhers)
Cuslomlzed Fonts & Logo's Ava ilable.

s39so
All ORDERS ADD $3 S&H. CA ADD 6% TAX

DEVONIAN

~~ · INTERNATIONAL

ADH Software

~=SOFTWARE

COMPANY
PO Box 235 t

P.O. Box 67129
Los Angeles, CA 90067-0129

(714) 621 -0973 Montclmr. CA 9 1763

FONTS
for the serious investor. Fast.
powerlu l technical analysis chart·
ing program le is you see. buy and
sell sig nals instantly. Acclaimed
by brokers and private rnvesrors 1
$495 . MC / VISA . Free Info .

rnCLE 270 ONREAO[A SERVICE CARD

J.CJ k

:O.C ll ~ N(' H

~<-lf~~
' )JQTQT
-1

1·800· 628·2828 xt 403
Button·down Sollware
P.O. Box 19493
San Diego. CA 92119

FO lot I Ok l: JC;:-.: l.ANGIJA\.I!

Tl~ XTS

~1 i\V lV

UctOi: 0c6:, n 11l.11i'ci:Br.w 'AxV..iiot;
&e>ci!Sri A1' ZCZLSN
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AL LOT \'rt: Tvro c nAru rcs

16<XJ

p,..,..,..m

ROAD Sun F. S
4810-l

A:-. s ;\ MIWR, M1 c 111 0 .... s

a~;i~YH~:~er

or L1 oOutput

Postscript & E.P.S. tor Screen Viewing

Order Today' Send Name. Address. and Phone No. to:
Studio Adv. Art. P.O.Box 18432-52. Las Vegas, NV 89 114

Cnmp.:u1blc ••llh :1111 Mx 1ntosh \Y\lCm'
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Order Hotline 1(800) 453-1860 Ext. 641
Technical Su pport or Questions 1(702) 641-7041

MacMoneyTM
Now ve rsi on 3.02
A perso nal a nd s mall busi ness

financial management program
that's c:asy to use.
Stt9.9S+S3slb

_

• Click & Clip - Subscription Cl ip Art - Quarterly
,.-=>:1'"==',"<="'--'t'$39 .95 per issue or $125. for a full yea r (4 issues)
•Click & Cl ip 500 - The Complete Library
500 illustrations - includes storage case and also
a pictorial index of all illustrations . $395.

of

(

C 1·1 ~Art
Illustrations

(313) 663-1989

Dis c o v e r /
the power
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GRA PHICS

D o w NLOADA U LE
L ASER WIH TE n FONTS

- aaa A Vupy<1> 'Pr.j +11

.

Casual (. fr!l""I ~~m~
li~lil

'Logos Oii'Line...

'

~ ·ompulihlc•
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Mac User·
Marketpl ace

)

(CA""· add tu)

S urv i vor Soft ware ltd.
11 222 La Cienega Blvd, Ste . 450
Inglewood, CA 90304
(2 13) 4 10 -9527
CIRCLE 266 ONREADER SERVICl C1\RV

To place your ad call

(2 12J sm -:'i11:'i

Versa CAD

MacPLOT MacCAD

VersaCAD. w11h more lhan 40.000 syslems m
use worldwide. is now available on the Macin·
losh. Floarmg poinr precision guaranlees 16
decimal place accuracy. Features include DXF
& IGES translalors included. diretily accesses
lhe malh cop1ocessor. soph1s11ca1ed ob1ec1al1ributes grouping. and 250 layers.
COMPSERVCO
800 Freedom Lane
Slidell. LA 70458
(800) 272-5533 or (504) 649·0484

MacPlol by Micro spol is ihe "chooser" level
ploller driver of choice. II wi ll plot any ob1ect
ori enled graphics produced on lhe Mac using
"p11nt" command II supporls over 50 plollers.
MacCad 1s a series 0112 separale archilectural
& engineering 1empta1e symbol libraries for use
with MacOr<rN. MacDralt. MiniCAD. etc.
COMPSERVCO
800 Freedom Lane
Slidell. LA 70458
(800) 272·5533 or (504) 649-0464

SEPTEMBER

19 88

MACUSER
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LANGUAGE TOOLS

GRAPHICS
Color
Bird'
Frn>d Wn1111.:n

Spon'

Holid:1y., ~. .-~0::- Fish
\Vild Anima ls
mes tic Animah

Subscribe

10

One~rUl.e

S89SOO

S9500

S~O~HSIOl\1/col'«tlCl'lOf

fU'l.'StcttnaQ(!S wasdesignecl IO
!\Jltill thEI rr.os.1 <kSall!Wlalif'IO aovtrt1S1ng an reQUlfements
SDrofy F1eetia.na !llusua1or 88 0t Well & white EPS tonnal

=
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Totem ( i r::iphic s
S l()'.•· 1\ Cupilol Bh·d.

Tum.,..a1~r. WA 98501 -Wl5 ~

-

( 2!l6t3~2 - 1 8~(

0 • .

MacClick '"

rzgzlJo~E L:!
TM

•Programmer's EXTENDER
Vol 1: Macintosh interface
Vol 2 : lists, printing, 110 ,
graphics, tiling, popups
• EXTENDER GRAFPAK
high quali ty graphs- bar,
line, log : customizable
symbols, grid patterns

FORTRAN In MPW

- - - - •.ERVision
DATABASE
DESIGN TOOL

increas.e P'OCluttMty1 hke aeltVltaoe o l 1ne: 1,1aon1inti
tnctudmQ SOt Oi set1 S)'SltmS

\r.<iua'Veaau11ueaesions m1o~anQ1aoncreprtstn1,111(Jf1

01 ci r (lal~e en!lflCS 1Nt.cns;."lr;1s. ano conntellOf't~
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MacUser Marketplace
Standard directory li stings ava il able for a minimum
of 3 issues at $345.00 per issue ($1,035.00 total).
Call (212) 503-5115
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Second Color Option
Available

800-334-4291

Melbourne Beach, FL 32951
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To o•cJor 01 request1nlo: mat1on pease can

313 Marlin Place

U
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Prolessionally drawn maps of lhe USA
by stale. world regions by counlry.
and all 50 s1a1es by cou nty!
Paint $79 · Draw (P1c n 5199 · EPSF $1 99

C

~

Language Systems FORTRAN is a lull-lealured
FORTRAN 77 compiler integrated wtMPW. Full
ANSI FORTRAN 77 plus VAX-type exlensions.
SANE numerical calcs & data types including
COMPLEX ' 16. 68000. 68020 and 68881 object
code. Arrays greater lhan 32K. Link wilh Pascal.
C. MacApp. S304 w/MPW via air.
Language Systems Corp.
441 Carl isle Drive
Herndon. VA 22070
(703)478-0181

a1apt11(capabt11ties1ooesronancmain1a1ncmoa~

e-¥•

MacAtlas'M
B. Knick Drafti ng

Invention Software
313-996-8108
CIRCLE 275 ON READER SERVICE CARD

For orchltecta & draflamen.
Conatruct accurate perapectivea
from dlme naloned drawlnga.
0. H.- -

60138

DEVELOPMENT
LIBRARIES

CIRCLE 272 ONREADER SERVICE CARO

Mac Perspective™
"This rs en• Cll IM mQlll UMlful lools I hllw
lcuid la my woni ....Thanu.·

(3 12) 790- 1253

CIRCLE276 ON READER SERVICE CARD

P.O. Box 55089
Tulsa, OK 74155-5089

CAOMOVERcreales mull1ple bridges beiween
many 110 and 1110 CAD systems in loday's
rnarkel. Graphic tilelocmalswhichii can handle
include: DXF. IGES. PICT. MiniCAD. MacDraw.
MacDrall. and MSC/pal lorrnats. The Data
1ransle1 may be done by modem 01 by disk
(such as the Dayna One or the Apple 5.25").
COMPSERVCO
800 Freedom Lane
Slidell. LA 70458
(800) 272-5533 or (504) 649-0484

A

P.O . Box 225
G len Ellyn, IL

Available Oct. 15, 1988
For free information , please mail
request to: Deltasoft, Inc.

CAD MOVER

M

Sempe r Soft wa re

"The new generation of high-12owered
2D & 3D CAD Software"

(612) 331-3327

412

•Yes, yo u can wri te Des k Accesso ries,
ORVR•. FKEYs, CDEFs. MDEFs.
WDEFs. INITs . XCMDs, XFCNs nnd
npplicntions.
•Gl obnl vnrinblcs limited only by
a vailablo memory.
•I ncludes lhc TrnnsSkcl truns portobl '
n ppl ico t io n t1k clc ton.
• Gcn crntcs import lists automnti cu lly.

~~0..{;_~~\\_~"\'.".

CIRCLE 271 ON REAllffi SERVICE CARO

Adesk accessory 10 add graphics library lunc
lions to all drawlpainl programs (PICT via
clipboard). Aulomalically relrieve mulliple
graphics al no excessive clicks. Open/create
unlirniled library lites Works like a built-in
CAO library. Require 512K + . MulliFinder
cornpalillle. $49.95. Send CK/MO to:
Golden Gate Company
714Vlashinglon Ave. S.E Suite 205
Minneapolis. MN 55414

for the Macintosh
Progra mmer 's Workshop

DON'T BUY YOUR CAD OR
GRAPHICS DRAWING PACKAGE
UNTIL YOU'VE SEEN:

rno111hly cl ip-art

~11 t 2:nor>tt1~t.> 1000.~

SemperSoff'
Modula-2

WAIT!

Flowers
Tools
p Insec ts
Naut ical

8

RE~DER

SERVIC[ CARO

For more in formati on
call (2 12) 503-5 I I 5

LANGUAGE TOOLS

PUBLIC DOMAIN

New YCTsion 3.53 support s Muhirmdcr in add ition lo the m!Uly standard features :
•local multitasking • in1egrated text editor
• Ooating point
•built-in assscmblcr • wmkey compiler
•extensive toolbox support
Call for a technical data sheet. 1-800-FORTH-OK
C..-W.. So~-. I...:.
•701 Randolph Rd.,Sui., 12, Rocl<vill<, MD 20852 301 -984-0262 u:chnical quc11ions
CIRCLE 221 ONREADER SERVICECARD

PUBLIC DOMAIN

Macintosh

Mac Forth Plus - The Best for Less S 199

~'ufifr.·

•J>t111111i11 L..,. Sfiarrn•ar.:

Software
Stacks
Games
Fonts

Over 100
Over 12s
Over 200

$48.00
$48 .00
$28 .00

All on BOOK Disks . Packed in quahry
plasuc case. Includes usage notes.
makes a11rac11ve gilt SS.00 sJh each
order. Add $2.00 for COD.

MAIL ORD ER

Public Domatn/Sharewa fC/Slackware
• lOO's of full drsks 10 choose from
• S2.50-SS 400 drsks S4.50-DS800k disks
• Checks. Vrsa. CAccepled
• ND MEMBERSHIP FEES
• Send $2 00 (refundable) lor direclory ondisk
Also: VCR!raining lor Pagemaker avarl
USPD library
P.D Box 119 Depl MU
Clinton. TN 37716
(615) 45 7-3317 All 4:00 pm EST

FREE Mac Software Disk

is pleased 10 announce our entry into the Apple/Macintosh wortd of o pt ical
lc c hn ology. We arc lhc leading so urce of products and c1pcn ad,·ic c fo r t he
MS/ PC·DOS ba se of of microcomputers. A s produclS bec om e availab le fo r

Mac User
Marketplace

Apple/ Macintos h we will add lhcm to our inventory. Please call or write fo r
funhcc informat io n 211 E. 15th Street , Sult• 211 , NY NY 10021 Te l. 212 · 990 ·1900
CIRCLE 211 ON READrn SERVICECARD

MUSIC/MIDI

To place your aJ call
(2 12) 50}-5 115

PRINTER/PLOTTER
DRIVERS

Huge library of pac~ed to 1he brim sollware al
best value anywhere Bes! drscsets. 5 SS disks
S19 or 5 OS disks $24 Topics: Slac s. Nudes.
Games. Fonts. ClipArl & more. Phone orders
accepled. Beaulifully 1llusua1ed calalog wlfree
soflware disk. US & Canada S2. foreign $4
M CU.S
P.D Box 6963. Den: 71
San Jose Ca 95150
(408) 723-3388

REAL ESTATE
New from Rea/Data 
Real Estate Investment Analysis, Version 6.0

1111 , •:i-ir::.,.. . -.,,-0.. .a
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Real fatale lm-estmJ!nJ Analysis- has been our best-seller since 1982

vt.J!f"'l .. u 1!)1
............ ~-

No w Version 6.0 <IClds new power to this pop.tlar ixugram.
What can it do? Real E.slale Investment allows you to make 1.c:n-year
ixojcctions of the income, cxpcnscs. ~ flows, re-sale and tax implica
tions of your propcny. It peifonns virtually all of !he oomplcx Tax
Reform, financing and rate-Of-return calculations for you in ju.st seconds.
Real Estate lnvestmenJ Analysis, VerS"ion 6.0 rum wiJJi Microsoft
BxcefM or Works™ on the Mac 512 or greaJer- jr& $250.
To orde!.i call or write today. MC, VISA, AMEX Welcome
or send ~.l for oor cuaiog ci rciil estBLC software for the Mac and IC
~
®
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PAYROLL
TIME SAVER PAYROLL 4.0
NOW EVEN BE TT ER • FULL FEATURED
SYSTEM • salaried. hourly comm & lips
• 11 deduc11ons inc l. Fed/SI/Loe taxes •
• 401k ded. • Tax lables edited by user.
Repolls incl. 94 1. FUTA. SUTA & w2·s
Prinls checks. Requi res EXCEL. $99 50 +
$3 Sih. Demo $1 5 (appl ied 10 purchase)
WESTERN SDFlWAREASSOCIATES
110 El Dorado Rd
Walnul Creek. CA 94595
(415) 932-3999

Plot-It

CIRCLE282 ON READER SERVICE CARD

With professional fonts
& background plotting for
MacDraw, MacDratt,
MacProject , MacPaint.. .on
Apple, HP, Houston plotters;
A- E sizes; Multifinder
compatible. $125
Mesa Graphics
P.O. Box 600
Los Alamos, NM 87544
(505) 672-1998
CIRCLE 21•1 ON READER SERVICECARO

REAL ESTATE

RELIGION

PROPERTY MANACil'.Mt:NT

ThePerfectWORDrn

for

Residential & Commercial
Properties
•
•
•
•
•

Full Rccc ivabl ·!'JJ'.:1yc.ib lD
G ~ " ·m l Juu111al/l.cdHcr
Budgdinn • Clu:ckwriting
Rc nlal Kc p...iir!t & Tc1w11t 1"1yt.
Au to mdtic lk nt lrK 1c--t x & La te f ee:,

~-

l'~· r )On.II

$595

l'1 o r o~mn.1 I

$1295

Jfl11 r ll1rb'

MacUser Marketplace
Standard directory li s tin g~ available fo r a minimum of> j,,ui;,
at $345.00 per iss ue ($ 1,035.00 total ). Ca ll (2 12) 503-5115

~r ~er 00854

.

800 MAC LOR0/718 687-1919
9487 Magnolia Avenue

llh'Crsklc Ca. 92503
C l~lf

284 ONRfADER SERVICE CARD

SEPTEMBER

1988

Bible Search Software
Eng lish Versions

KJV • NIV ·RSV
Greek-NT• Hebrew-OT
Star Software, Inc.
229 Live Oaks Blvd . #MU
Casselberry, FL 32707
(407) 83 1-8050
Demo SS • Dea lers Wanted
CIRC LE 237 Dfl READER SERVIC ECARO

MACUSER

413

SClENTlFlC

Expressionis t"' 2.0
A )><JWlTf1ll

STACKWARE
S('(• 5 M ier Hcvlc \v in thi s
ls.... rn: 's ~·11ntfimlcrs

FREE CATALOG

under Wore! Processing

Featuri ng HyperFuerrn

MlU

B =P o JJ x r ctr l

app!I C'a tl nn and c!L'sk ac·1·tsso r:-· 1hal ~c n c r:i. t cs

l'q1 1a1lons for word

prot'l':-:~l11g

and

D e~ kt o p

4Jr

CIRCLE 285 ONREADER SERVICE

$129.95

C~RO

best

NEW! FX-CALCULATOR

STACKWARE

Asc1enhl1c calcula101 which canlearn. edll and
playback yoUt commands.Emllenl lor Y; I(•)

Give ua your bell original alack&
and your marlceting problem&.
We'll give you a marlcellng solution
6 rayatty checks.

by
the

analysis with minimal ellon Do x,y la!Jle ~.
plols. ovc1plols. summa11ons. a1ea under lhe
cu1vc.muchmo1e. Pick 1~lues all plotswill! Ille
mouse Apphcalion disk with sample liles.
User"s Guide. $39 95 + S2 P&H
Compulc1 Users En1e1prises
P0 Box 621672
L1111c1on. Colo 80t62

Hy per Media
Publis hing Group.TM
PO Box

~ 00

Readin g. MA

01 ~(17

Kid' L''f! 1• ..\: ll ~pi.:r~kd i:.i
l'uhll'hinl! (irnup .trl' lfalkm:1rk-. oil l ~ I PG .
l l ~ri..:rt·~11,1.-. .11r.11km.11l. 111 .-\ppll· C11mpt1ll'r
l ll l'.

Point & click access to maps and
information from around the world.

T

he world 's leading soft
wa r e manufa cturers
depend on Softguord copy
protection sys tems. Your
FREE DISKETIE introduces
you to Superlock • - invisi
bl e copy protect io n for
Macintosh and IBM-PC (and
compatibles).

help you easily siorc and re1rlcve data on
geographic areas a1ound the world
Simply point & chch. on th e map to access

tne economic popula11on and pol11cal data
stac.k.s 1 al are 1nd udeo w1!h Hype1Atlas
Enter or lfl'lpon yo ur own data lo create
stacks hnked 10 tne HyoerAtlas maps 1
Hyper Atlas is a great 1001for professionals
in business g education wh o manage

inlormallon on coun tnos. c111es. and stat es
To order or reQuc sl inlo rmatton please call

800-334-4291
CIRCLE 280 ON READER SERVIC: CARD

Learn HyperTalk '"with

(408) 773-9680

HyperTutor"
An interactive 1u1oual slack tor earmng
1he language ol HyperCard • 41
lessons 1ake you s1ep-by ·slep through all
HyperTa1o1.·s commands lnclud'es pop -up
windows w1lh advanced lips

tttt-'• Mac User ••"" ..
$49.95 l~~t!:!:~ lOO ~~la• I

Submissions Invited
CIRCLE283 ONREADER SERVICE CARO

HyperToolsTM
Add Versa1il ity 10 stacks wi th
llyperTool sTM# I &#2. Each set
includes 16 Tools which can be
installed easily in to most stack s.
Great for novices & experts.
Ser # I includes: Icon Editor,
Scan Cards. Alignment & A rray
Creation Tool s, Script & Font
Tools, plus I 0 other cools'
Set #2 includes: Choice Lists for
Fields, Field Sorting, Fonnauing
& Dara Validation , Sound Tools.
Group Tool s. plus I 0 more cools!
Each Set of Tools S99+Shipping
Ca ll (203)926- 111 6

teligrnphics 1.Jl5>.J5.J -751'1

STACK WA RE

•11t- \11 h .m1. 1' O r.1 1.. ,·

Bh•I •R

f.1:1•11llldd . t '.1fd1•1m,1 1W1H}.J

MacRecorder ••

CIRCLE 292 ONREADER SERVICE CARO

MacRcco1de1 records 1eal sound inlo your
Macmtosl1. MacReco1dcr is simple 10use. Jusl
hold ii in your hand and speak into lhe built-in
m1c1ophone. or rcco1d dtreclly lrom your TV or
s1c1eo. Your oackaye includes. Hype1Sound ·•
s1ackwa1eleisyou 1eco1d and wo1k wllh sound
horn within Hype1Ca1d Sound editing sollwa1e
1eco1ds sound. lhen leisyou edil and save the
lilcin ava1iely ol lo1matsincluding Hype1Card.
Slud1oSession•• ' V1deoW01ks •• & Beep INITs
FAAALLON COMPUTING
2150 K1t11edge S11ee1
Bc1ketey. CA 94704
(415)849-2331

C

U S

E

R

CIRCLE 225 ON READER SERVICE CARD

S

Bed & Breakfast Inns!
Eve1 d1eamed al slaying al aV1cto1 ian mansion.
Southern pl2nlalion. 01 seaside 1esot1? The
inlo1malive and entet1a1mng lnnServ B&B Hy
pe1Guide •• tells about hund1eds al B&B and
Counuy Inns nat1onw1dc- plus stale maps.
foll Free reservation line and l1ee newslelle11
$15.95 Credit card phone OldCIS accepted
lnnServ
Al. 1, Box 47-B
Redkey. IN 47373
(3 17) 369-2245

E

PT

EM

B E R

1

9 8 8

STATISTICS

RATS!!
Dest-selling and mos! compre
hensive econometrics & fore
cas ting software ava il able.
Combines regression, tim e
series and fo recas1ing with data
base management and high res
graphics. A ll for only S300.
Call today and find our how
RATS can help you!!

1-800-822-8038
VAR Econometrics
P.O. llox

t8t8 Evanston. IL 0020.1
(J t2) 86« 8n2

CIRCLE 239 ON READER SERVICE CARO

Softworks foe ~'
PO Box 2285 ~-..
Huntington. CT 06484
CIRCLE281 ON READER SERVICE CARC

VISA• I.IC · CHK

A

P.O. Box 27 19
Oakland . CA 94602

Hyper Atlas IS a SCI of SILICkS dos1gned lo

Hord disk support
No source code changes
Custom ized versio ns
LAN support
New upgrades available

M

Join In a great
partnership ... today!

l l~pl·r h 1d .

SECUR ITY

414

AUTHORS!

CASH FOR STACKS
Link your HyperCard
stacks with the nati on
wide publishing house.

,- 2

I1u lllishlnJ!.

allan banadlo associates 814 Cost10 •51. SF. CA 94114. (415) 282-586A

e
e
e
e
e

Ou r exc lu sive c:o llcc ti on or
HyperC artl"' ' 1 stack w are.

AUTHORS!

Words are only the start••
CHOIX learns the sentences and para
graphs you use in leners, contracts, pro-.
posals, and other documents. Which
ones go together, which don't. When lo
use one or the other. So the next time you
need anew documen~ CHOIX is ready to
use what it's learned to produce an intel·
ligent draft ready for final touching up in
your word processor or other software.

$49.95 + $3.50 handling Visa/MC
Ghent Farm, Lower Post Road,
Ghent NY 12075or 1-800-527-9199
CIRCLE 22& ONREADER SERVICE CARO

MacUser
Marketplace

Second Color Option
Available
For more in fo rmation
call (2 12) 503-5115

UTILITIES

CAD CAM

ACCESSORIES

._MiniDrai+.:_©
- a desk accessory with many of the features of
- create object-oriented graphics "on the Oy" without

Software tor
Recognition
Technologies

having to open a sepcrate graphics application.

55 Academy Drive

graphic applications like MacDrawTM and MacDraft™ .

- effectively add graphic tools to many applications

Rochester, NY 14623

that don't have them, i.e. MacWrite™ and Word™.

(716) 359-3024

MOUSEPADS

MacEntire 3D Image Design

Co. Logo Specialist
Grey. Green & Red 9V•' x 8"' x %"
12 pads w/logo
$9.50
72 pads wi logo
$6.90
144 pads w11ogo
$4.70
ENTIRE pad imprinla~le. GUARANTEED lo lasl
MULTI -COLOR jobs OK
SA MPLES Wilogo $12.50
COMPUTER EXPRESSIONS
3833 Chestnut Str eeVB2
Philadel phia. PA 19104
(800)443-8278

MacEnlire.. Catalog updaled weekly. Includes
inlormalive guide lor all graphics llardware
soltware lor lhe Macintosh We rent. lea se
various inpul/oulpul devices. special ize in
sales and supporl ol MGM Sialion •• CAD &
CADtCAM. Detai ls: send se ll addressed stamp
ed # 10 envelope.
MacAlt
23011 Moullon Pkwy. Ste. C-1
Laguna Hills. CA 92653
or C<J ll (714 ) 951 -9323

- enhances applications - like PageMaker™ and Ready,
Set, Go!™  since MiniDnw provides many more
features .I shipping & handling inc. NY residents p/<Jastt add saJss lax.

J$39 ~

CIRCLE 238 ON READ ER SERVICE CARO

WORD PROCESSING

ACCESSORIES

JapaneseWordProcessing

COMPUTER
INS URANC E

MacUser Marketplace
Second Color Option
Avail able
For more infonnation

COMPUTERS + INSURANCE ;
SAFEWARE
"Bu si ness Computers ' Home Computers
·overseas Computers "Leased Computers
·compu ters Leased to Ot hers ·computers
taken lo Shows ·computer s Held !01 Sa le
·others' Computers in You r Caic Call IOI com
plete inlo1mation!
SAFEWARE . The Insurance Agency Inc.
2929 N. High Si.
P.0. Box 02211
Columbus. OH 43202
(800) 848-3469 (NAT) or (614) 262-0559 (OH)

call (2 12) 503-5 115

Sweet JAM TAI
• \\Orl..ionnnP/'. \~~c:uil)fn

*mJ )\

•WorU Gn M:acl11r., $.MJ I!
" Mul li.rm.l:r~c
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jiJJ

• 7 •1'/(1)*'#>77~
'/70 ?'?1.
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Ot.al tt inq'.ariMwclcome,
futn'ft il"tcrnn:ionC'Ol'QCt

Q ualitas Tra d in g Co .
6907 Norfolk Rd.,Bcrkelcy, CA 94705
Tcl: 415.848.8080 Fnx: 41 5-848·8009

Develo ed by A&A Co.,Ltd.
CIRCLE 215 0 READ ERSERV!CE CARO

EVERYTHING For Your Mac .From A Group ot.
SPECIALISTS. DEDICATED To The Mac
NORTHWEST"s LARGEST PRODUCT SELECTION
ANO LOWEST MAIL ORDER PRICES

Ma5ffflffl03

BUSINESS
OPPORTUNITIES
~

DATA CONVERSION
SERVICES

UNDERGROUND

-A NEW KIND OF COMPUTER STORE •

800 331-1322 503 661-2699
189 "'· E. BURNSIDE

CIRCLE231

O~

PORTLAND, OR.

Stop

READERSERVICE CA.RO

Typing!

MISCELLANEOUS
ACCESSORIES

[T1']f SCAN everything,

I.A.I

THE MAC UNDERGROUND WANTS YOU !!II
The demm fer cu cn.fne electoric magazine
fer Ile Mac Is mere lf\an we ca> lmde I We have
an immedialt need fer dstilxJ l'.lls in : USA,
C;.iada, U. K, Ausllalla, and ElJClMl. We olf<r :

The Image II SPEED PAD
Mouse Con1roi Pad

A supenor Mouse Conlrol Sur1ace with a
clear flip up cover. Room underneath for up
to 4 slan dard software 1emplates. It puts
software help at your lmgerttps. Per1ect for
training , memory jog. personal nota1ions.

etc.
a

Available in 1 1:1: page or fu D page sizes .
Platinum. Gray or Black

$14.95 and $19.95
A $5.95 MaclOOS Templale included w 11 h
every order.

•••
61.t

24 HAS
1-800-321-1600
DATA PAD Corp ., Orem . UT 84057
CIRC LE229 ON READER SERVICE CARO

Pack your Ma<.:
in seconds!
C:o rdura r a sc ha s intt:rnal
paclcl~.- cl poc kcl s for 11 H1 u sc .
kcyho:u·d :ind drivl.' . 1\ \'ai lah ll'
in six colors. I::xl c ndt:d Key·
boa rd ve rsion also ;t\·ailablt .
for a dea ler near

\'OU

call loll free

1-800-548-005.3
West Ridge D esign s
l:l3h X \\

t-1.uul t·r~ .

l1or1 l••111I. O k 'f i2t)'I

CIRCLE222 Drt READER SERVIC ECARD

MacUser Marketplace
To place your ad ca ll
(2 12) 503-5115

even previousl y
printed material. We con
vert everything. CD ROM,
WORM . Day or night.
Free test. Free quote.

• EXCLUSIVE TERRITOR IES ·
• PROVEN MARKET •
• SMALL INVESTMENT· BIGRETURNS ·
·TECHNICAL iWld SALES SUPPORT •
Yru c;.i st.lit Ills business part-lino &an yw
hane or 9Xisfog business, and expand &an
lhore. For klrflet i'lltllmatlon, CALL er write:
MAC UNDERGROUND, 1180 Srufl 1300 East,
SaltlilMClty, UtahM105USA 801582-1676
CIRCLE 230 ON READER SERVICECARO

(212) 938-5727

DATlfilL~
I Wn rld Trade. Suite 1927, NYC 10048

CIRC LE 235 ONREADER SERVICECARD

TAPE/DISK CONVERSIONS
Conversion se rvices lor your Maclnlosh 10 over
1000 computer syslems. Capabililies include
converting 10 or lrom:
• Maglapes "Mini & Micro Computers
• Word Processors • Typesellers
Data ca n be suppl ied in o er 180 soliware
packages. OCR scanning also available.
Pivar Compuling Services. Inc. # MU
165 Ar lington Heigh ts Rd .
Bullalo Grove. IL 60089
(312)459·6010

Recharge Dealerships!!
Hot New Field! Recycle laser primer & copie r
loner canr idges. Join OL' r network & make
money now. Train al our localion or al home.
High prolil. tow CM?rhead. Eslablished compa 
ny. Learn ii right- no drill & fi ll! Factory-like
recharge melhod. Rec eive tools. supplies. tr ade
secrets. markeling strategy & 1echnie<1I suppOll.
Free call IOI information.
LASER CHARGE COMPANY
11782 Jollyville Roa d
Austin. TX 78759
(800) 223-81 34 or call collec t (512) 335-8191
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DATA
CONV ERSlON
SERVICES

DES KTOP
PUB LISHING
SERVICES

nta

The Resolution Solution"
•

Malnlrameo.
Mlnl1,

•

Tl!*enera.
Deok·top publlahlng .......
MlcrOOOIT1>Uln.
Convetl and lrlNlale INlu,_ al 00MS.

•

•PfUdlhMI and word ptOOMalng lllee 1totod
on dlokl 01 top. to "'from your Medntoalll

3325 Wilshire Blvd ., Suite 1202
Los Angeles, CA 90010
0001825 0251
213/387

44n

24·hour modem
Comµlm Adobe 1ype hbrary
• il·hour IUrnaroon<l

sys tc111 version, etc. fnclud cs pe ns nnd all
,tc<essories. 521.95 (100) o r 531.95 (2()()).
Orders o r info: Ca l<'S & Co .• P.O. Box 2761.
Abilene, TX 79604, 800-541-1351 toll fr"".
Snt i:.fm:tion ~ ua mn t rrtf . Vi sa / MC. Deal ers
welcome. (~ogistcr<'<i -U.5. Pa tent Offico.)

~

S Lir.rn.mra•. Su11<

On labels, tapes,
Mac diskettes...
or by modem.

Q

L Sonh Au ra IL 0..042

Tire Orgmrizalionnl Breaktlrro11gl1.

(408) 688-9200

CIRCLE 287 0 REI.DERSERVICE CARD

CIRCLE 293 011 READER SERVICECARD

CIRCLE295 ON READER SERVICECARD

No labels. No label problems. No sticky disks.
ll's a permanent. clear plastic (window) pocket
you slick on to a disk. Slide in a tabbed insert
card: while and assorted colors included Write
oncard lo idenlify and organize your disks. Call
today for your N olabel System~. NLS 3.¥-oo
$22.45. delivered. Visa/MC.
WEBER & SONS. INC. (MU)
P.O. Box 104
Adelphia. NJ 07710
(800)225·0044 (201)43H128(NJ)

DESKTOP PUBLISHlNG SERVICES

DESKTOP PUBLISHING
WITH RESOLUTION

L300 OUTPUT SERVICE

Mac User
Marketplace
is a special
economical sect ion
for product and
serv ice listings .

NOVELTIES

AT COMPETITIVE PRICES!
24 HOUR TURNAROUND AT REGIONAL TYPOGRAPHERS

TRI FOLD

REGIONAL can handle all your graphics and typesetting needs! From
the best desktop publishing resolu tion to conven tional typesetting
at a crystal sharp 5200 dp1's to 300 dpi's on plain pa per. . . from
phototypesetting to full mechanicals and studio work.
Approved Linotype Imaging Center I Linotype Fonts Available

Genuine Leather 3.5 Diskette Pocket Wallet

--- ----

STUDIO 231 at REGIONAL now has new Downloadable Fonts 6 fonts on a volume. A special volume
0 ~" ;· ~
contains borders and assorted charac ters. • "' "" , ,, -; _ <;i
Typ efaces by th e volume- 599.00 Retail Price .t. .... ., , ..,: _, r

.

A '·
1
·' Y l
' ,·

.A Qt ' ":"' '--!

REGIONAL TYPOGRAPHERS, INC.
229 BEDFORD AVE .. BELLMORE. NY 11710

516•785·4422 FAX: 516•785-4173

:

The 3.5 Genuine Leather Pocket Wallet fits neatly
in your suit jacket pocket, briefcase. or pocketbook.
It holds 6-1 0 diskettes . The protective pockets are
lined with a non-rip antistatic material. TRIFOLD
seals tightly with a top line velcro .

Dealer ,..
inquiries
welcome.

Standard colors: Burgundy, Blac k. Brown . London Tan.

CIRCLE 289 ON READER SERVICE CARO

LASER SET '" TYPESETTING
LCJN COST output flam your Mac/PC !ties 10
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Ask about our Club Membership and Consulting .

416
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Choose from
hundreds of

thousands of users!

Semanl>o<e Co<oo<at"" 107 G•anacl.l [)! . ~ " CA9;ooJ

NoLABELSYSTEM© FREE SAMPLE

our Linolronic Oisk or modem. 24 hr service.
1.270 dpi S7 per page. Volume discounts! Laser
printing ($.50/pg.) Prolessional type, design
and consulting services Oiscount Mac ~a rd·
ware and sollware sales
LASER SET ••
217 Dover Parkway
Slewart Manor. NY 11530
(800) 333·2581 (516) 354 -2581

~

Only Sc per name, with no charge for
selecting, sorting , media, or delivery.

Erase-A-Label™

312/844-0030

CIRCLE 296 ON RlAOER SERVICEC/\RO

MAILING LIST
of Mac Users

them with the label p<.• ns provided; th en

Dee·Swner
TYPE " "GRAPHIC.

CompuData Translators, Inc.

Finally! Erasable
Disk Labels!
crnsc th cm ag;i in .i nd J gai nf Grea t fo r b.Kk
ing u p hard d ri ves. Q11t1lity kits cont.iin 100
or 200 permanen t (but rcmo \·able} labels
with pn:--pri nted cat(-go ri l>s fo r lis ti nh thC'
contents: U Startup; :l ;\ppl ication; CJ File
sto ril gc; '.J 13.ickups; plus lines fo r ni\ mes,

Mac or IBM·PC compa11hk d~il;

•

MAlLING LISTS

These labels are flexible, su per-thin, lami·
na led plas tic frxlrf md11 d1m1b/t'). Writ e on

L300 hi~h resolution ou1p11110 2i40 dpi
• Ou:pu1 10 paper m lilm

Oedladod word proc.aon,

LABELS

We manufactur e to suit your needs .
(Corporate and dealer inquir ies welcome.)

Mac User
Marketplace

MCNisa/Am Ex

Price $24.95
Satisfaction Guaranteed

To plan: your ad L:all

REMEMBER WHEN INC.

(2 12) 503- 5 11 5

E P T EM
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15 Union St.. Lawrence . MA 01840
1-617-685-4504
CIRCLE 288 ON READER SERVICE CARD

9

8

8

SUPPLIES

NOV ELTIES

REAL
SOFTWEAR
MAIL TO:

WESTCOAST TEES INC.
4738 W. 156th Street
Lawndale, CA 90260
WHITT

T-SH1 Rr0 Ill.II SWEA T S" Rl011US
llAC •OUSEO llAHIACO
S2E SW O llE0.0 LRC.0XLA:; .0

CHECK OR MONEY ORDERS ACCE PTED

ADO S2 00 EA fOR

SH I PP~G

&HANOtlNG

~

JS

NATIONAL

(800) 356-6721
Coa tom T·Shlrll
tor yo ur Uur Group!

CIRCLE 228 0 READER SERVICECARD

GO WITH THE BEST

oner Cartridge Remanufacture
mbo Refills - Colors - Specials
olum e Rates - Bulk Available

~~~~~~~~µfcK <1-800-111-8444
CIRC LE 243 ON READER SERVICE CARD

TONER £~~!.r}dges!
s4495 (lffill
mim
& Cenon PC Copiers

BETTER THAN NEW!

e
e

MAC SE POSTER AVAILABLE
SHOW'EMwhat a real computer looks like' Put
this attractive. bcautilully lramed poster of the
Mac SE on the wall in your corporate office.
your school. or in your home. It is 22" x 28"
and in full color. The view is of asee-thru Mac
SE. including a description of the parts Iha!
make lhe SE such a great computer. For a
picture of lhis poster. see our ad on page 210 in
the June issue of MacUser. Poster with frame
$30. Poster on ly- $15. To order call .
800-634-2132 or send C.K. or M.O. 10:
POSTER DYNAMIX
100 Ferguson Blvd.
Colley. MO 64636
(816)533-4575

•

PUBLICATIONS

20% MORE TONER
DARKER PRINT
100% GUARANTEED

DESKTOP PUBLISHING GUIDE

DISCOVER HOW TO
SAVE 30%-50%

~

ON TONER CARTRIDGES.

Don't Just Re-load your
Laser Toner Cartriage:

Service is 100%
Guaranteed

It's disassembled,
inspected,
cleaned,
refilled and
tested before
it's returned
to you.
No "Drill & Fill"
Color Toner Too!

Apple, Hewlett-Packard, Canon PC & all
Series I & II Cartridges
Select Office Supply
9092 Nor th Avenue
St. Louis, Missouri 63114

IEE?I T

(314) 426-7337 T I W'
CIRCLE 232 ON READER SERVICE CARO

I

Pr inte rs

_

1000/a Unconditionally Guaranteed
L11 sc1 Cn 1tr111go Rech arging C ompnt1t>t1:1 wi th

• P11111cr ~ HP Serie'\ It II Aoole Canun OM S
• Copic1s Ci'!non PC rnunets 10 14 20 t. 25

DONT DISCARD
YOUR USED

O colcrships & Train ing Available
Send l!mply Cartrldo es & Felt Cleaner
inor 1 9 l n1lconta l nert> :

~

7.7403 E Hwy .i , Farmmgton , CA 95230
P nc 1209i BB&-54-!0
118 rJ V.1n Re nsse'ear. Aensselear. IN 41"9i8

~I

:£:•

TONER

PhOno t219) 866·8233

'AddSalesTadcv CAa

RCS(Jtnts

CIRCLE 236 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Service Company

(3 14) 776- 1155
(800) -88 -TONER
UPS to:
2128 Dolman
St. Louis . Missouri 63 04
CIRCLE 290 ON READER SERVICE CARD

DON'T TAKE RISKS
WITH UNSAFE
RECONDITIONING
SERVICES!

• 11\A.Cli ' "

.
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PCIVE!:o< 11/ 16/ U
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" "" AoW , M><.""-•" '11U-1JU
VISA/ MC / P.O. "'•k 

Quantity Di.!<XlunullldCo!o<Toncr AboA>'lihblc.
CIRCLE 299 ON READER SERVICE CARD

MacUser Marketplace
To place your ad call
(2 12) 503-5 11 5

1

q., .~ ,,

M! CtUlll COM PUTllt CO NS Ui rAtH S 1N1.
IA5llt C.AIHlt10GE OIVIS IOU

Our remoditioo.ing process coosisls of
disassembling, cleaning &. tubriatiog your
la.srr prioler and copier caJtridgcs prior to
rccha.WiR them. This mC2JIS DO boles, DO
mess, Ind"DO risk for you.
And We Gwuuttt ~ 100%!
Send a check for S40 + SJ s/h to:

SEPTEMBER

I B ll • /•I fll UE ( l!IR OWN · , .. 111• • / •I

c-····

• Wr t•f , .,.,,.,. 1 • Owr•

l..aserTone
7C Stale St., Glas,,boro, NJ 08028
Or call for Info: li09/881-9595

Send Check with Empty
Cartridges
MC/VISA accepted

~ 53995•

5391..

Copie rs ""'-.....,.! _ _

, ~ \ GET THEM
· ~ RECHN?GED

SUPPLIES

Select
Office
Supply

WILLOW

P.C. Copier &
Laser Printer Owners

CARTRIDG~S

at

Call for brochure

CIRCLE 234 ON READER SERVICE CARD

20 pages monthly. withno ads. ot how-to-do-it
arllcles for the beginning. intermediate and
advanced page designer. Covers PageMaker.
word processing programs. graphics. lype,
Charis. scanning, laser prinlers. W111ten and
designed by working professionals w o know
how lo gel the mosl from lheMac. $49/year (12
issues). Write tor tree issue.
The Page
P.O. Box 14493
Chicago. Illinois 60614

Renew It

We buy empt1es-s 10

Wiiiow Products Corp
3857 Willow Ave. Pgh, PA 15234

9 8

~

Jll - .. J - U H TH U. . . - UfO
UO - U - TOPHlt
JllM inu

'"Jl

CIRCLE 291 ON READER SERVICE CARO

LASEREDGE ' Paper/Film
Gel high resot ulion from plain paper laser
printers. and color plollers. LASEREDGE'' high
resolulion Paper/Films are waxable for paste
up. The bnghtwhilebackground. denser image.
and liner edge of line will allow enhanced
capability tor 300 dpi to reproduce on camera.
Call or wrile for samples I01lay.
VISA'MC accepled
C G GRAPHICS ARTS SUPPLY. INC
481 Washington Street
New York. N Y. 10013
(212)925-5332. 1(800)342-5858
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Workgroup
Future

~

~ :
by John C. Dvorak

•

I

must have passed out at work that
foggy August afternoon . When I came
to, I was in a cold sweat and Jane, my
secretary, was pulling on my arm.
"Mr. Dvorak! Wake up," she urged. "The
Workgroup Productivity seminar is start
ing." She darted off down the hall.
I rose and looked around my cubicle.
Proud of the Hermann-Miller-gray walls
that enclosed me, I always felt safe and
cocoon-like inside my cubbyhole. What I
didn 't like was the fact that I couldn't make
personal phone calls at this new job be
cause everyone listened to everything over
the silence in the giant room. I did relish
the tomblike quiet, though. It was peace
ful. Anyway, most communication was
done with E-mail or MCI mail or any num
ber of quiet outlets. Nothing personal
could be done on any of the personal work
stations, though. Not since Jerry Popkin
was fired for sending erotic memos to
someone in the typing pool. Apparently the
company had been monitoring all the mes
sages ever since the new network was in
sta lled a year ago. Nobody bothered to
mention it to anyone until Jerry ·got the
heave-ho. lt seems that Sally Johnson, the
head of the typi ng pool , and the target of
Jerry's flirt ations, was married to one of
the VPs.
"Who knows what ter rible evidence
they've acc umulated over the past year,"
groused Tom Sanborn, one of the accoun
tants, as he headed down the hall with the
rest of us to the seminar. Tom was always
complaining.
The workgroup seminar was given by
Har mony Computing Workshops. We'd
be taught how to use Harmony II , an elab
orate work log monitoring system th at was
guaranteed to make us all more productive
and at the same time less stressed out.
"Computer-assisted cooperation and or
ganization will set you free! You will func
tion in you r role effortlessly," said the man
with the moustache who paced back and
forth on the stage as he fiddled with a re
mote-control device that worked the slide
show. On the screen were projected the
reasons our lives would be improved. All
thanks to the computer and workgroup
software from Harmony. The crowd of 300
418
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employees took copious notes. Some guy
sitting next to me suggested that work
group software was a better idea than per
sonal computing. "Probably better than
sex too!" he said as his eyebrows rose. " It
will set you free." That's when it happened .
Lenny Benson stood up and yelled "Ba
loney!" Who knows what got into him . No
body remembers if he had personal prob
lems. Benson was too straight to be on
drugs. The hall became dead silent. A spot
light moved over and focused on Benson.
"Don't you all see!" shouted Benson.
"They're making us into robots with this
nonsense. Personal computers weren 't in
vented for this crap. They were invented to
enhance the individual. They are for use by
an individu al. An extension. Being hookep
into a network and a workgroup is like hav
ing you r mind wired to some boss's brain.
Like having to be on a lie detector full
time_ It 's oppressive. This baloney frees no
body." Benson looked around him, his face
angu ished. A tear seemed as though it were
about to fall from an eye. A din of mum
bling and whispering filled the room . Sud
denly the security guard, Steve Groppo,
stood up, pulled a .45 caliber automatic
pistol from beneath his coat, turned, and
fired three quick shots into Benson, who
E
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dropped like a rock back into his chair and
fell forward onto the table, ruining his sem
inar materials in the process.
The hall erupted with applause. I was
annoyed by the interruption and refused to
clap until the guy next to me elbowed me
with a gesture that indicated that applaud
ing was the thing to do. I obliged, hoping
the seminar would get back to business.
The spotlight lingered on dead Benson
for a moment then returned to center stage
where the guy with the moustache stood.
"As I was saying," he continued while he
clicked off a few slides, "we at Harmony
believe that computers set you free by or
ganizing you r life for you. The less you
have to think as an individual, the greater
the reward for the group. Since the sum of
the parts is less than the value of the whole,
the difference is a net gain that the parts
benefit from . This is called profit. Get it?"
The entire hall moaned a low "Yes!"
After four hours the seminar was over.
We each left with a new vinyl-covered
briefcase with the Harmony Software logo
neatly emblazoned on the side. In the brief
case was the newest version of Harmony II .
When I got back to my cubicle, I found
Donna Jones sitting in my seat. She was
Benson's girlfriend. Tears welled up in her
eyes as she handed me an envelope." Lenny
wanted you to have this note. He figured
something bad was going to happen today.
He always thought that you were the most
free thinker in the company." She turned
and glanced at an old Fillmore Auditorium
poster I had pinned to one of the foam in
sets of my cubicle. The company had asked
its employees not to post any unapproved
decorations, and I had to fight to keep the
poster. I still figure that I missed two pro
motions because of the thing. Actually I
hated it. She left and I read the memo from
Lenny. It said: "This company is ruining
our lives. This software from Harmony is
sinister. We have no lives anymore. We
can't think for ourselves. This workgroup
stuff is just tightening the reins_They'll try
to kill me if I say anything."
I shook my head. Poor deluded Lenny, I
thought to myself. I crushed the note into a
ball and lobbed it into the can. "Perfect
shot! Two points! All right!" ~

The WriteNow difference:
Ease, Performance, and...
Spelfing checker size

Font size range
Maximum lllCOlllll1efld document size(in pages)
Nulliler or open documents

Mall merge
Nulliler of ed'llable, on-screen columns (WYSIWYG)
On-screen auto-numbering footnotes
Automatic repagina1ion
Graphics in same rine as 1ext
Multiple headers and looters
Extensive Undo
Variable line spacing Onpoints)
Selective forit, size, s1yle, and ruler changes

lllcUw lllgazlne'1 llelt New Word Proceuor
Search for aword
Spell Check document
Copy &Paste large area
Change font size of document
Change fon1 of document
'Save As' a 12-page doCument

•

100,000 words
4-127 pts.
Over 2,000
Unlimited·

100,000 words
7-24 pis.
240
1

80,000 words
7-72 pts.

80,000 words
2-127 pis.

50

500

30

30

Yes

No
1
No
Yes
No
No
No
No
No

No
1
No
No
Yes
No
No
No
No

Yes
1
No
No
Yes
Yes
No
Yes
Yes

4

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
2.4 sec
6.3 sec
6.8 sec
10.7 sec
10.8 sec
3.6 sec

No
7.6 sec
2 min34.0 sec
1 min 0.9 sec
50.2 sec
37.1 sec
9.4 sec

No
9.5 sec
2 min 2.3 sec
12.4 sec
17.6 sec
14.1 sec
20.3 sec

No
9.7 sec
1 min 48.0 sec
12.3 sec
16 .~ sec

15.2 sec
19.6 sec

Retail Price

$195

$125

$175

$395

Hippy u..,.,

Yes

?

?

?

.. .Happy Users!
Our users love WriteNow-a claim our competition can't
easily make for their products.
How do we know? Uecause our users tell us-on regis
tration cards, on the telephone, on bulletin boards, and in
letters.
We've heard dramatic stories about how WriteNow has
significantly reduced training and support costs. And how
clean, fast, and enjoyable it is to use. And how WriteNow
got the job done when our competition sputtered.
.
You see, at T /Maker we feel a great word proce~sor is
more than just a stockpile of features . It's the usability of
those features-how easy they are to learn and use, and
how they feel under your fingertips when doing real work.
And from their overwhelmingly terrific response, it's
clear our users agree.
WriteNow 2.0 is the user's choice for best Macintosh
word processor--and we'll show anyone our customer
registration cards to prove it!

What's new with WriteNow 2.0?
,,,,,,,,.,,., 100,00HotddlctloMry, Cut»Ofbysvppott,
Dhct~ofTut,MlcWrlle,

T~IJ!ker Co mpany

Ind RTF {Word, Wr1lf, Ind WOrlll option} fl/a,
Wlndowmenu, D«:lmllllbt,
option,

""'t:::.,..

MllllRndlrllldllllWllrt~, .. .lndmcnt
Registlled W«1 wil l90live Wide detais in the mai.

Non-f9glslerld W«1 shookl cal ()( wrile

'°' detais.

• 1973 !Andings Drive • Mountain Vic"i CA 94043 • 415-962-0195

~=~~ ~~~ia~fad'n1osbl5a; a~~cnO~~~b;,~i;~ig~~tion on a12-pase


• Numbu dden:nlned by

M~cinlo1 h

1y1tem coruluints.

988

~ ai~"~~d~r~"Ji t~~ ;!~~~t~lu1cd~S~~~~~:~~i~~:Ji:~crcd .md
T / J!-.iSU.cr Co.; Madnl03h , Apple Computl'r, Inc.: MacWrite, Claris Corp.;

Microsoft, Micrmoft Corp.

Demo version of
Wri1cNow included

on all Ja smine hard
drives.

10 reasons why you
should switch to
New urbo Mouse.
1

Fly across even the biggest
screen with automatic
acceleration . Turbo Mouse l"'
senses the speed at which
you ' re working and moves
the cursor further when you
move faster.

2

7

~~-

No rolling room required .
With the Turbo mouse ball
on top, you move only the ball,
not the whole mouse.

Turbo Mouse offers a
second mouse port.Turbo
Mouse ADB offers a second
ADB port.

______8

Perform one of seven
functions-Save, Print,
Open, Close, New, Quit, or
Undo when you click both
buttons at once. (Only in
Turbo Mouse ADB .)

3

Three times as __·__,,.,,_
precise as a mouse. ·
New patented ·" optical
levering" technology
offers 200 CPI pin-point
precision .

4

One button is for regular
clicking, the other is a click
lock. You choose which is which .
~..,......

5

Advanced two-button design
allows for either right or
left-handed use!

____ 9

Turbo Mouse ADB, #62360,
works with Moc SE, Mac II,
or Apple llGs. Turbo Mouse,
#62358, works with Mac or Mac
Plus. Both hove a suggested
retail of $169.95.

\

\

10

6

Only 4" by 6", Turbo
Mouse fits neatly beside
any Macintosh "' or Apple llGs •,
keyboard .

It's easy lo find . For a
Turbo Mouse dealer near
you, just coll 1-800-535-4242,
or 212-475-5200.
Please circle 155 on reader service card.

!KENSINGTON
See us at MacWorld Expo, Bayside # 1636

~
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